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F ORE I.IOR D

Since the term "Decision Ana'lysis" was coined in 1963 (see paper #4),
both its theory and practice have developed profusely. Stanford University
has been a center for the intellectual development of decision analysis and
the catalyst for its extensive applicat'ion. Consultants associated with
Stanford, many of ffem graduates of the Engineering-Economic Systems
Department, have accumulated hundreds of man-years of experience.

This collection is intended to portray the "Stanford School of Decision
Analysis," as viewed by the editors. Because the Stanford decision analysis
community has the broadest base of practical experience, we believe these
papers represent the most successful methods of dea'ling with decision
problems. !{e have not attempted to represent alternative approaches or to
enter into any debate of their relative merits. !{e have, however, included
a few papers from other fields, notably psychology, that have had, and are
having, a Significant impact on the practice of decision analysis.

In these two volumes, h,e have collected papers on both tlre theory and
app'lication of decision analysis. Although most of these readings have been
published elsewhere, we have added a few unpublished papers to represent
recent developments.*

The first volurne is desiged to be accessible to a general readership
and contains introductory papers and descriptions of actual applications.
Appl ications to corporate strategic decisions are necessari ly disguised and
underrepresented because of their proprietary nature.

The second volurne is designed for the professional student of decision
analysis. In addition to containing professional and technical papers, it
contains some papers discussing recent developments in methodology for
approaching health and safety problems. tlhile papers in this volume use
tedtnical termino'logy, many of their ideas will be understandable to anyone.

* t{here possible, we have indicated auUrors' current affiliations on the
title page of each paper. Affiliation references appearing within the text
are taken from the original publication and, therefore, ffidy vary from those
on the title pages.
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-O 1982 by NEA. lnc q,r"*6t14

"Today, l'm going to tell you all you'll need to
know about 'decision analysis."'

WHAT IS DECISION ANALYSIS?

When this nationally syndicated
cartoon appeared in 1982, decision
analysis had clearly become a common

term. In common usage, however,
the term has I ost prec i s i on. By
decision analysiS, we mean a
d i sc i pl ine -compFTs i ng the
ph i I osophy, theotry, methodol ogy,
and profess i onal practi ce necessary
to formalize the analysis of
important decisions. Decision
analysis includes procedures and
methodology for assessing the real
nature of a situation in which a

dec i s i on mi ght be made, for
capturi ng the essence of that
situation in a formal but
transparent manner, for formal Iy
"solving" the decision problem, and
for providing insight and motivation
to the dec i s i on-makers and

i rnpl ementers.

Confus i ng the tool s of dec i s i on
Reprinted by pcmission.@ le82 l{EA, Inc. analySiS with deCiSiOn analySiS

itself has contributed to the loss
of precision. Because uncertainty is at the heart of most perp'lexing
decision problems, decision analysts frequently use specialized tools,
such as decision tree techniques, to evaluate uncertain situations.
unfortunately, many people, some of them educators, have confused
dqgjtion ana'lysis with decision trees. This is like confusing surgery
with the scalpel. Although decision tree techniques are extrEmely- 

-

useful in solving problems where uncertainty is critical, in a rei'l
decision analysis, most of the effort and creativity is focused on
finding and formulating the correct problem and on interpreting the
results rather than on performing computations.

aaa
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW





P re face

These papers describe the philosophy and nethodology of decision
analysi s.

"The Evo'lut'ion of Decis'ion Analysis" was written especially for this
collection to show the progress in the field. It describes the continuing
development of the decision analysis cycle and of the process for capturing
the three elements of any decis'ion problem -- values, alternatives, and

i nf ormation -- in forrnal, but practical, dec'ision models.

'rAn Introduction to Decis'ion Analysi s" extensively discusses the
principles and practice of decision analysis and describes the original
dec'ision analysis cycle, which was updated in the previous paper.

"Decis'ion Analysis in Systems Engineering," originally presented as a

lecture, provides a non-techn'ical discussion of the basic principles and

technigues developed from them. The paper discusses the nature of
decisions, the relation of rational decision-making to mental health, and

its applications to medical and social decisions. It also includes a

transcript of a guestion period with some interesting exchanges.

"Dec'ision Analysis: Applied Decision Theory" introduced the term
decision analysis when the paper was presented at a conference in 1965. It
describes the earliest version of Ehe decision analysis cycle and one of its
first extensive applications to a major problem.

"A Tutori al Introduction to Dec'is'ion Theory" presents an entertaining
example of the theory for treating decisions in the face of urcertainty,
wh'ich is a cornerstone of decis'ion analysis, and focuses on decision theory
as a way of formalizing common sense.

"A Tutorial in Decision Analysis" illustrates the principles and

pract'ice of decision analysis by discussing an analysis of a major capital
investment decis'ion. It shows how to treat ecological and regulatory issues
and how to use value of perfect information calculations.

"The Science of Decision-Making" is an approachable statement of the
logical foundat'ions of decision analysis. The paper discusses the barriers
to logical thought that had to be surmounted, and the developments required,
to create a science of rationality.

"An Assessment of Dec'ision Analysis" is a fairly recent critique of the
usefulness and limitat'ions of decision analysis, which, in particular,
questions the ethics of using decision analysis in social situations where

individuals are involuntarily subjected to the result.
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THE EVOLUTION OF DECISION ANALYSIS

Ronal d A. Howard

Department of Engi neeri ng-Economi c Systems

Stanford Un i vers i ty

Copyright @ 1983, Ronald A. Howard. All rights reserved.





Although decision analysis has developed significantly over the last
two decades, the basic principles of the field have served well. They are
unlikely to change because they are based on simple logic. In the first
part of this paper, we sunmarize the original, fundamental disciplines of
decision analysis; in the second part, we show how the discipline has
evo I ved .

PART I: A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DECISION ANALYSIS

Making important decjsions often requires treating major uncertainty,
long time horizons, and complex value issues. To deal with such problems,
the discipline of decision analysis was developed. The discip'line comprises
the philosophy, theory, methodology, and professional practice necessary to
formalize the analysis of important decisions.

0verview of Decision Analysis

Decision analysis is the latest step in a sequence of quantitative
advances in the operations research/management science field. Specifically,
decision analysis results from combining the fields of systems ana'lysis and

statistical decision theory. Systems analysis, which grew as a branch of
engineering, was good at capturing the interactions and dynam'ic behavior of
complex situations. Statistical decision theory was concerned with logical
decisions in simple, uncertain situations. The merger of these concepts
creates a methodology for making logical decisions in complex, dynamic, and
uncertain situations.

Decision analysis specifies the alternatives, information, and
preferences of the decision-maker and then finds the logically implied
decision.

Decision-making requires choosing between alternatives, mutually
exclusive resource allocations that will produce outcomes of different
desirabilities with different likelihoods. While the range of alternatives
to be considered is set by the dec'ision-maker, the decision analyst may be

able to suggest new a'lternatives as the analysis progresses.

Since uncertainty is at the heart of most significant decision prob-
lems, decision-making requires specifying the amount of uncertainty that
exists given available information. Many decision problems become

relatively trivial if uncertainty is removed. For example, consider how

easily a decision-maker could make a critical decisjon in launching a new

corunercial product if he could predict with certainty production and sales
costs, pFice-demand relationships, and governmental decisions. Decision
analysis treats uncertainty effectively by encoding informed judgment in the
form of probability assignments to events and variables.
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Decision-making also requires assigning values on the outcomes of
interest to the decision-maker. These outcomes may be as customary as
profit or as troubling as pain. Decision analysis determines the
decision-maker's trade-offs between monetary and non-monetary outcomes and
also establishes in quantitative terms his preferences for outcomes that are
risky or distributed over time.

One of the most basic concepts in decision analysis is the distinction
between a good decision and a good outcome. A good decision is a logical
decision -- one based on the information, values, and preferences of-the
decision-maker. A good outcome is one that is profitable, or otherwise
highly valued. In short, a good outcome is one that we wish would happen.
By making good decisions in all situations that face us, we hope to ensure
as high a percentage of good outcomes as possible. }le may be disappointed
to find that a good decision has produced a bad outcome, or dismayed to
Iearn that someone who has made what we consider to be a bad decision has
achieved a good outcome. Short of having a clairvoyant, however, making
good decisions is the best way to pursue good outcomes.

An important benefit of decision analysis is that it provides a formal,
unequivocal language for corununication among the people included in the
decision-making process. During the analysis, the basis for a decision
becomes evident, not just the decision itself. A disagreement about whether
to adopt an alternative may occur because individuals possess different
relevant information or because they place different values on the
consequences. The formal logic of decision analysis subjects these
component el'ements of the decision process to scrutiny. Information gaps
can be uncovered and filled, and differences in values can be openly
examined. Revealing the sources of disagreement usually opens the door to
cooperative resol ution.

The formalism of decision analysis is also valuable for vertical
cormunication in a management hierarchy. The organizational value structure
determined by policymakers must be wedded to the detailed information that
the line manager, staff analyst, or research worker possesses. By providing
a structure for delegating decision-making to Iower levels of authority and-
for synthesizing information from diverse areas for decision-making at high
levels, decision analysis accomplishes this union.

Methodol ogy

The application of decision analysis often takes the form of an
iterative procedure called the Decision Analysis Cycle (see Figure l).
Although this procedure is not an inviolable method of attacking the
problem, it is a means of ensuring that essential steps have been considered.

The procedure is divided into three phases. In the first
(deterministic) phase, the variables affecting the decision are defined and
related, values are assigned, and the importance of the variables is
measured without any consideration of uncertainty.

8



PRIOR
INFORMATION

ACT

Figure 1: The Decision Analysis Cycle

The second (probabilistic) phase starts with the encoding of
probability on the important variables; then, the associated probability
assignments on values are derived. This phase also introduces the
assessment of risk preference, which defines the best solution in the face
of uncertainty.

In the third (informational) phase, the results of the first two phases

are reviewed to determine the economic value of eliminating uncertainty in
each of the important variables in the problem. In some v{ays, this is the
most important phase because it shows just what it would be worth in dollars
and cents to have perfect information. Comparing the value of information
with its cost determines whether additional information should be collected.

If there are further profitable sources of information, then the
decision should be to gather the information rather than to make the primary
decision at this time. The design and execution of the information-
gathering program fol lows.

Since new information generally requires revisions in the original
analysis, the original three phases must be performed once more. However,
the additional work required to incorporate the modifications is usually
slight, and the evaluation, rapid. At the decision point, it may again be
profitable to gather new information and repeat the cycle, or it may be more

advisable to act. Eventually, the decision to act will be made because the
value of new analysis and information-gathering will be less than its cost.

Applying the above procedure ensures that the total effort is
responsive to changes in information -- the approach is adaptive.
Identifying the crucial areas of uncertainty can also aid in generating new

a'lternatives for future analysis.

Model Sequence

Typically, a decision analysis is performed not with one, but with a

sequence of progressively more realistic models. These models generally
will be in the form of computer programs. The first model in the sequence
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is the pilot model, an extremely simplified representation of the problem
useful only for determining the most important relationships. Although the
pilot model looks very little like the desired final product, it is
indispensable in achieving that goal.

The next model in the sequence is the prototype model, a quite detailed
representation of the problem that may, however, still be lacking a few
important attributes. Although it will genera'lly have objectionable
features that must be eliminated, it does demonstrate how the final version
will appear and perform.

The final model in the sequence is the production model; it is the most
accurate representation of reality that decision analysis can produce. It
should function well even though it may retain features that are treated in
a less than ideal way.

Starting with the pilot model, sensitivity analyses are used throughout
each phase to guide its further evolution. If decisions are insensitive to
changes jn some aspect of the model, there is no need to model that
particular aspect in more detail. The goal of a good modeler is to model in
detail only those aspects of the problem that have an impact on the
decisions, while keeping the costs of this modeling cormensurate with the
level of the overall analysis.

Important aids in determining whether further modeling is economically
justifiable are the calculations of the value of information. Some

variables may be uncertain partially because detailed models have not been

constructed. If the analyst can calculate the value of perfect information
about these variables, he will have a standard to use in comparing the costs
of any additional modeling. If the cost of modeling is greater than the
value of perfect information, the modeling is clearly not economically
justifiable.

Using a combination of sensitivity analysis and calculations of the
value of information, the analyst continually directs the development of the
model in an economically efficient way. An analysis conducted in this way
provides not only ansu{ers, but also often insights for creating new

alternatives. When completed, the model should be able to withstand the
test of any good engineering design: additional modeling resources could be

utilized with equal effectiveness in any part of the model. There is no

such thing as a final or complete analysis; there is only an economic
analysis given the resources available.

PART II: REFINEMENTS AND NEI.I DEVELOPMENTS IN DECISION ANALYSIS

Having seen the basic concepts of decision analysis and the main points
of its professional practice, let us now examine some of the evolutionary
changes in the field over the last two decades.

l0



The Deci s i on Bas i s

It has become useful to have a name for the formal description of a

decision problem; we call it the decision basis. The decision basis
consists of a quantitative specification of the three elements of the
basis: the alternatives, the information, and the preferences of the
decision-maker. l'le can then think of two essential steps in any decision
analysis: the development and the evaluation of the decision basis.

Basis thvelopment

To develop the decision basis, the decision analyst must elicit each of
the three elements from the decision-maker or from his delegates. For

example, in a medical problem, the ultimate decision-maker should be the
patient. The patient would provide the element of preference in the basis,
probably in a series of interviews with the decision analyst. In most
cases, however, the patient will delegate the alternative and information
e'lements to doctors who, in turn, would be interviewed by the decision
analyst. The analyst should be able to certify that the decision basis
accurately represents the alternatives, information, and preferences
provided directly or indirectly by the decision-maker. l.le should note here
that the a'lternatives must include alternatives of information-gathering,
such as tests, experimental programs, surveys, or pilot plants.

One key issue is the extent to which the decision analyst can provide
substantive portions of the decision basis by acting as an expert. In many

circumstances, the analyst cannot be an expert because he has only a lay
knowledge of the decision field. Even when the analyst does have

substantial knowledge of the subiect area, he should make clear to the
decision-maker when he has changed from the role of decision analyst to that
of substantive expert. Playing the role of expert can also force the
analyst to defend his views against those of others; to this extent, he

would be less of a "fair witness" in the subsequent analysis. Nevertheless,
this possible loss of impartiality and fresh viewpoint must be balanced
against the cormunication advantages of dealing with an analyst familiar
with the decision field.

Bas i s Eval uati on

Qnce the basis is developed, the next step is to evaluate it using the
sensitivity analysis and value of information calculations described
earlier. However, casting the problem as a decision basis shows that value-
of-information calculations, important as they are, focus on only one

element of the basis -- information.

Using the concept of the basis, we can also compute the value of a new

alternative, which we might call the value of control. Such a calculation
might well motivate the iearch for an alternative with certain charac-
teristics and perhaps even the development of such an alternative.

lt



One can perform a similar sensitivity analysis to preference with the
intention not of changing preference, but of ensuring that preferences have
been accurately assessed. A large change in value resulting from a small
change in preference would indicate the need for more interviews about
preference.

A Revised Cycle

Using the concept of the basis, we may wish to restructure the decision
analysis cycle in the four-phase form shown in Figure 2. Here, the
information gathering that must precede analysis or augment subsequent
analyses has been included in a basis development phase. The deterministic
and probabilistic phases are essentially unchanged, but the informational
phase -- renamed "basis appraisal" -- is expanded to include the examination
of al I three basis e'lements.

INITIAL
SITUATION ACTION

Figure 2: The Revised Decision Analysis Cycle

A Ref i ned Analys i s Sequence

As a problem is analyzed, the analysis may progress through the
decision analysis cycle several times in 'increasing levels of detail. The
basic distinction is between the pilot and full-scale analysis. The pilot
analysis is a simplified, approximate, but comprehensive, analysis of a
decision problem. The dictionary defines pilot as "serving as a tentative
model for future experiment or development." The full-scale analysis is an
increasingly realistic, accurate, and justifiable analysis of a dbcision
problem, where full-scale is defined as "employing all resources, not
limited or partial." To understand these distinctions, we must explain in
more detail what constitutes a pilot or full-scale analysis.

BASIS
DEVELOPMENT

DETERMINISTIC
STRUCTURING

PROBABILISTIC
EVALUATION

BASIS
APPR AISAL

ITERATION
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The purpose of a pilot analysis is to provide understanding and
establish effective cormunication about the nature of the decision and the
major issues surrounding it. The content of the pilot analysis is a

simplified decision model, a tentative preference structure, and a rough
characterization of uncertainty. From a pilot analysis, the decision-maker
should expect preliminary recormendations for the decision and the analyst
should expect guidance in conducting the full-scale analysis.

The purpose of the full-scale analysis is to find the most desirable
action, given the fully developed decision basis. The full-scale analysis
consists of a balanced and realistic decision model, preferences that have
been certified by the decision-maker, and a careful representation of
important uncertainties. From the full-scale analysis, the decision-maker
should expect a recommended course of action.

tJhile most analyses progress from pilot to full-scale, some are so
complex that valuable distinctions may be made between different stages of
ful l-scale analysis.

The first stage of full-scale analysis is the prototypical stage, which
is intended to reveal weaknesses and excesses in the full-scale analysis that
are worthy of correction. A prototype is defined as ,an original type, form,
or instance that serves as a model on which later stages are based or judged."

After the indicated corrections have been made, the analyst has an

integrated stage of full-scale analysis that provides the decision-maker with
confidence in having a unified, balanced, and economic analysis as a basis
for decision. To integrate is rrto make into a whole by bringing all parts
together: unify." If a decision-maker is making a personal decision that
will not require the support or approval of others, then the integrated stage
of full-scale analysis is all that is required. However, if the
decision-maker must convince others of the wisdom of the chosen course of
action or even defend that course against hostile elements, then an

additional stage of full-scale analysis will be necessary -- the defensible
stage.

The defensible stage of full-scale analysis is intended to demonstrate
to supportive, doubtful, and possibly hostile audiences that the analysis
provides an appropriate basis for decision. Defensible means "capable of
being defended, protected, or justified." Typically, defensible analyses are
necessary for important decisions in the public arena; however, even private
enterprises may wish to conduct defensible analyses to win the support of
workers, financial institutions, or venture partners. Defensible analyses
are very demanding because they must show not only that the basis used is
reasonab'le, but a'lso that other possible bases that would lead to different
decisions are not reasonable.

Contri buti ons from Psychol ogi cal Research

One of the most significant factors influencing the practice of decision
analysis in recent years has been new knowledge about cognitive processes
from the field of psychology. This research, centering on the contributions
of Kahneman and Tversky, has had two major effects. First, the research on

13



gogn_iliYe biases [10] has shown the need for subtlety and careful procedure
in eliciting the probabilistic judgments on which decision analysii depends.
Second, and perhaps even more important, the descriptive research on how
p99P!e actually make decisions [6,11] shows that man is considerably less
skilled in decision-making than expected. The main thrust of this iesearch
shows that people violate the rules of probabilistic logic in even quite
simple settings. lften we say that people violate certain rules, we mean that
when they are made aware of the implications of their choices, they often
wish they had made another choice: that is, they realize they have made a
mistake. l'lhile these mistakes can be produced in analyzing simple decision
settings, they become almost unavoidable when the problem is complex.

These findings may change our interpretation of the Iogical axioms that
are the foundations of decision analysis. t,rle have always considered these
axioms as normative: they must be satisfied if our decisions are to have
many properties that we would regard as desirable. If a particular
individual did not satisfy the axioms, then he would be simply making
mistakes in the view of those who followed the axioms. }lhile this
interpretation is still possible, a more appropriate way to look at the
axioms is that they describe what any person would do if faced with a
situation as simple as the one desFibed by the axioms. In other words, the
axioms are descriptive of human behavior for simple situations. If, however,
the situation becomes more complex, more ',opaque,, as opposed to
rrtransparent," the axioms are no longer descriptive because the person may
unintentionally violate the axiom systems.

}'Ie may now think of the iob of the decision analyst as that of making
"opaque" situations "transparentr" so that the person clearly sees what to
do. This interpretation of the work may not make it any easier, but it is
far more humane than the view that the analyst is trying to impose 'logic on a
willfully illogical world.

I nfl uence Di agrams

The influence diagram is one of the most useful concepts developed in
decision analysis [3]. The analyst has always faced the problem of how to
reduce the multifaceted knowledge in people's heads to a form that could meet
the rigid tests of explicitness and consistency required by a computer. The
influence diagram is a major aid in this transformation because it crosses
the border between the graphic view of relationships that is very convenient
for human beings and the explicit equations and numbers that are the province
of present computers. To find a device that can readily be sketched by a
layman and yet be so carefully defined that useful theorems concerning it can
be proved by formal methods is rare. Although there is a danger that peop'le
who do not thoroughly understand influence diagrams may abuse them and be
misled, there is an even greater promise that the influence diagram will be
an important bridge between analyst and decision-maker.

Val u i ng Extreme 0utcomes

of the problems perplexing early users of decision analysis was how
outcomes so extreme that they seemed to be beyond analysis. For

0ne
to treat
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example, the question of how a person's death as the result of medical
treatment can be balanced with other medical outcomes, like paralysis or even
pure'ly economic outcomes, was especial'ly demanding. These problems appear to
raise both ethical dilenmas and technical difficulties. One ethical dilenma
centered on who had the right to value Iives. A technical difficulty was
revealed when an economist testifying in court on the value of a life was
asked whether he would be willing to allow himself to be killed if he were
given that amount of money. Nevertheless, once the ethical issue is
clarified by acknowledging that a person may properly place a value on his
own life, then the technical question of how to do it can be addressed quite
satisfactorily, especia]lV !n the case of exposure to the many small risks
present in modern life [4,5]. The results have major implications for many
decisions affecting health and safety.

The development of ways to think about the unthinkable has shown that no
decision problem lies beyond the realm of decision analysis. That is very
satisfying, for were you faced with medical decisions about a loved one,
would you want to use second-rate logic any more than a second-rate doctor?

Conclusion

When decision analysis was first developed, a comnon corment was, ,If
this is such a great idea, why doesn't [insert name of large, famous company]
use it?" Today, it is difficult to find a major corporation that has not 

--
employed decision analysis in some form. There are some factors that should
lead to even greater use. For example, decision analysis procedures are now
more efficiently executable because the increased power of modern computers
has reduced the costs of even very complex analyses to an affordable level.
The problems that can be successfully attacked now run the gamut of all
important decision problems. Increasing uncertainties and iapid change
require fresh solutions rather than tested "rules of thumb." some day,
decision analysis of important decisions will perhaps become recognized as so
necessary for conducting a provident life that it will be taught in grade
school rather than in graduate school.
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TNTRODUGTTON

Decision analysis is a term used to describe
a body of knowledge and professional prac-
tice for the logical illumination of decision
problems. It is the latest link in a long chain
of quantitative advances in management that
have emerged from the operations resea rchl
management science heritage. It is the result
of combining aspects of systems analysis and
statistical decision theory. Systems analysis
grew as a branch of engineering whose
strength was consideration of the interactions
and dynamic behavior of complex situations.
Statistical decision theory was concerned
with how to be logical in simple uncertain
situations. When their concepts are merg€d,
they can reveal how to be logical in complex,
dynamic, and uncertain situations; this is the
province of decision analysis.

Thus, decision analysis focuses logical

power to reduce confusing and worrisome
problems to their elemental form. It does this
not only by capturing structure, but by pro-
viding conceptual and practical methods for
measuring and using whatever knowledge re-
garding uncertainty is available, no matter
how vague. When all available knowledge has
been appli€d, the problem is reduced to one of
preference; thus the best alternative will de-
pend on the desires of the decision-maker.
Here again, decision analysis provides con-
ceptual and practical methods for measuring
preferences. The problem may require ex-
pressing the relative desirability of various
outcomes, the effect on desirability of changes
in timirg, and the tolerance for uncertainty in
receiving outcomes. In particular, the impact
of uncertainty upon the decision can be meas-
ured and interpreted - not left to intuition.

BACKGROUND

History of Ouantitative Decision-Making
Operations Research

Operations research was the first organized
activity in the scientific analysis of decision-
making. It originated in the application of sci-
entific methods to the study of air defense
during the Battle of Britain. The develop-
ment of operations research continued in the
[r.S. in the Navy's study of antisubmarine
and fleet protection problems. After World
War II, many of the scientists experienced in
operations research decided to apply their
new tools to the problems of management.

However, an examination of the transition
of operations research from military to civil-
ian problems shows that the limitations in-
herent in the military applications carried
over to the civilian work. Many of the opera-

tions researchers trained in the military en-
vironment had become used to working only
on operationally repetitive problems. In these
constantly recurring problems, the impact of
the formal analysis became evident to even
the most skeptical observers. Some of the re-
searchers, however, concluded that only this
type of problem was susceptible to scientific
analysis-that is they limited operations
research to the study of repetitive processes.

Since repetitive decisions are also impor-
tant to the civilian world, operations research
made substantial headway in its new environ-
ment. Yet, the insistence on repetition con-
fined the efforts of operations researchers
within the province of lower and middle man-
agement, such as inventory control, produc-
tion scheduling, and tactical marketing. Sel-
dom did the analysts study decision problems
relevant to the top executive.
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Management Science

In the mid-1950s, operations research
spawned an offshoot-management science.
This discipline developed in response to a

deep concern that the special problems of
management were not receiving sufficient at-
tention in operations research circles. This
new field grew to emphasize science more than
management, however. Management scien-
tists have been accused of having more inter-
est in those problems that are subject to
elegant mathematical treatment than in those
of the top executive, which are generally less
easily quantified.

Although many students of business have
considered the problems of top managemetrt,
they have not generally had the scientific and
mathematical training necessary to give sub-
stance to their ideas and to allow their appli-
cation in new situations. When the top man-
ager sought help on a problem, he often had to
choose between a mathematician who was
more concerned with the idiosyncrasies of the
situation than with its essence and an expe-
rienced "expert" who might be tempted to
apply an old solution to a radically new prob-
lem. Thus, the early promise of scientific aids
for the executive was slow in matefializing.

Decision Analysis

In the last few years , a new discipline,
called "decision analysis," has developed from
these predecessors. It seeks to apply logical,
mathematical, and scientific procedures to the
decision problems of top management that are
characterized by the following:

similar to-but never identical with-previ-
ous situations.

organization's resources is in question.

must be taken into account are imperfectly
known.

be forced to live with the results of the situa-

tion for many years, perhaps even beyond the
lifetimes of all individuals involved.

rating the decision-maker's preferences about
time and risk assumes great importance.

Decision analysis provides a logical frame-
work for balancing all these considerations. It
permits mathematical modeling of the deci-
sion, computational implementation of the
model, and quantitative evaluation of the
various courses of action. This report de-
scribes and delineates the potential of decision
analysis as an aid to top management.

The Timeliness of Decision Analysis

An appropriate question is why decision

analysis has only recently emerged as a disci-
pline capable of treating the complexities of
significant decision problems. The answer is
found in the combination of three factors:
historical circumstance, development of com-
plementary capabilities, and the need for
increased formalism.

The Computer Revolution

Despite the elaborateness of its logical
foundations, decision analysis would be merely
an intellectual curiosity rather than a power-
fu1 tool if the means were not available to
build models and to manipulate them eco-
nomically. The rapid development of the
electronic computer in the past two decades
has made feasible what would have been im-
possible only a quarter of a century ago. The
availability of electronic computation is an
essential condition for the growth of the de-
cision analysis field.

The Tyranny of the Computer

A powerful tool is always subject to misuse.
The widespread use of computers has led
some managers to feel that they are losing
rather than gaining control over the opera-
tions of their org anizations. These feelings can
lead to a defensive attitude toward the sug-
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gestion that computers should be included in
the decision-making process.

Decision analysis can play a major role in
providing the focus that management re-
quires to control application of computers
to management activities. When examined
through decision analysis, the problem is not
one of management information systems, but
one of providing management with structured
decision alternatives in which management
experience, judgment, and preference' have
already been incorporated. Since properly ap-
plied decision analysis produces insight as
well as answers, it places control in, rather
than out of, the hands of the decision-maker.

The Need tor Formalism

A final force in the current development of
decision analysis is the trend toward profes-
sional management in present organizations.
The one-man show is giving way to committees
and boards, and the individual entrepreneur
is becoming relatively less important. A con-
comitant of this change is the need for new
professional managers to present evidence of
more carefully reasoned and documented de-
cisions. Even the good intuitive decision-
maker will have to convince others of the
logic of his decisions.

However, the need for more formalism may
also be imposed from outside the organiza-
tion. The nature of competition will mean that
when one company in an industry capitalizes
on the effic acy of decision analysis, the others
will be under pressure to become more orderly
in their own decision-making. To an increas-
ing extent, good outcomes resulting from in-
tuitive decisions will be regarded in the same
light as winnings at the races-that is, as the
result of luck rather than of prudent mana-
gerial practice.

The Essence of Decision Analysis
Definition of Decision

In describing decision analysis, the first
step is to define a decision. In this report, a

decision is considered an irrevocable alloca-
tion of resources, in the sense that it would
take additional resources, perhaps prohibitive
in amouDt, to change the allocation. Some de-
cisions are inherently irrevocable, such as
whether or not to amputate a pianist's hand.
others are essentially lrr"rocable, such as th;
decision by a major company to enter a new
field of endeavor.

Clearly, no one can make a decision unless
he has resources to allocate. For example, a

manufacturer may be concerned about
whether his competition will cut prices, but
unless he can change something about the way
he does business, he has no decisions to make.
Concern without the ability to make decisions
is simply "worry." It is not unusual in prac-
tice to encounter decision problems that are
really worries. Exposing a decision problem
as a worry may be very helpful if it allows the
resources of the decision-maker to be devoted
more profitably to other concerns.

Another common phenomenon is the study,
which is an investigation that does not focus
on a decision. Until a decision must be made,
how can the economic balance of the study be
determined? For example, suppose someone
requested a study of the automobile in his
particular community. The person conducting
the study might survey cars' weight, horse-
power, displacement, braking ability, seating
capacity, make, type, color, zga, origin, and
on and on. However, if a decision were re-
quired concerning the size of stalls in a park-
irrg facility, or the length of a highway accel-
eration lane, the pertinent characteristics
would become clear. Furth€r, decision anal-
ysis could even determine how extensive a

survey, if any, would be economic. Thus, con-
centrating on a decision to be made provides
a direct focus to the analysis that is achiev-
able in no other way. Studies, like worri€s, are
not our concern: decisions are.

The next step is to define a decision-maker:
an individual who has the power to commit
the resources of the organization. In some
cases, the decision-maker may be an organiza-
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tional entity, such as an executive committee.
It is important, however, to distinguish ad-

visory individuals or bodies from those with
the power to commit the organization. Study
upon study may be performed within an or-
ganization advocating or decrying a certain
course of action, but until resources are com-
mitted, no decision has been made. The first
step in any decision analysis is the identifica-
tion of the responsible party.

The Distinction Between a Good Decision
and a Good Outcome

Before there can be a formal discussion of
decision analysis, the distinction between a

good decision and a good outcome must be

understood. A good decision is one based on
the information, valu€s, and preferences of a
decision-maker. A good outcome is one that is
favorably regarded by a decision-maker. It is
possible to have good decisions produce either
good or bad outcomes. Most persons follow
logical decision procedures because they be-

lieve that these procedures, speaking loosely,
produce the best chance of obtaining good

outcomes.
To illustrate this point, suppose that we

had agreed to serve as decision analysis con-
sultants to a person who said that he would
engage only in gambles that were weighted in
his favor. Then this person informed us that
he had purchased a ticket in a lottery. There
were 100 tickets in the lottery, the prize was

$100, and he paid $10 for the ticket. We dem-
onstr ate to him that with 1 chance in 100 of
winning the $100, his expected income from
the ticket is only 1/100 of $100 or $1, so that
having paid $10 for the ticket, his expected
loss on the entire prospect is $9. Consequently,
in view of this person's expressed desire to
avoid unfavorable gambles, we say that he

has made a bad decision.
However, the next day he receives a check

for $100 as a consequence of having won the
lottery; everyone agrees that this is a good

outcome for him. Yet we must report that his
decision was bad in spite of the good outcoh€,

or, perhaps better, that his outcome was good

in spite of the bad decision. This would be a
proper situation to be described as "lucky."

Suppose, however, that the person had paid
only 10 cents for his ticket. In this case, his
expected income is still $1, but because he

spent only 10 cents for the ticket, his net ex-
pected earnings are 90 cents. Consequently,
we would compliment him on his good deci-

sibn. Yet if no winnings check appears on the
next day, the client has now experienced a bad
outcome from his good decision.

The distinction between good outcomes and
good decisions is especially important in
maintaining a detached, professional attitude
toward decision problems. Recriminations
based on hindsight in the form of "Why didn't
it work?" are pointless unless they reveal that
available information was not used, that logic

was faulty, or that the preferences of the de-

cision-maker were not properly encoded. The
proper framework for discussing the quality
of decisions and outcomes is a major aid in
using hindsight effectively.

Decision Analysis as a Language
and a Philosophy

The decision analysis formalism serves

both as a langu age for describing decision
problems and as a philosophical guide to their
solution. The existence of the language per-

mits precision in specifying the many factors
that influence a decision.

The most important feature of the langu age

is its ability to represent the uncertainty that
inevitably permeates a decision problem. The
langu age of probability theory is used with
only minor changes in terminology that re-

flect a subjective interpretation of probabilis-
tic measurement. We regard probability as a
state of mind rather than of things. The op-

erational justification for this interpretation
can be as simple as noting the changing odds

on a sportirrg contest posted by gamblers as

information about the event changes. As new

information arriv€s, a new probability assign-

ment is made. Decision analysis uses the
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same subjective view of probability. By so
doing, statements regarding uncertainty can
be much more precise. Rather than saying,
"There is some chance that a bad result is
likely," or an equivalent ambiguous state-
ment, w€ shall be able to speak directly of the
probability of a bad result. There is no need
for vagueness in the langu age that describes
uncertainty. Putting what is not known on the
record is the first step to new knowledge.

Decision analysis can also make a major
contribution to the understanding of decision
problems by providing a language and philos-
ophy for treating values and preferences.
"Values" mean the desirability of each o.ut-
outcome; "preferences" refer to the attitudes
of the decision-maker toward postponement
or uncertainty in the outcomes he receives.
Placing values and preferences in unambigu-
ous terms is as unusual in current decision-
making as is the use of direct probability as-
signments. Yet both must be done if the pro-
cedure is to be used to full advantage.

Later sections of this report describe the
theory and practice of assigning probabilities,
values, and preferences, but the impact of
thinking in such terms can be indicated here.
A most important consequence of formal
thought is the spontaneous resolution of indi-
vidual differences that often occurs when the
protagonists can deal in unambiguous terms.
Two people who differ over the best alterna-
tive may find their disagreements in the areas
of probability assignment, value, or prefer-
ence. Thus, two men who are equally willing
to take a risk may disagree becausd they as-
sign different probabilities to various out-
comes; or two men who assign the same
probability to the outcomes may differ in their
aversion to risk. It is unlikely that the nature
of the disagreement will emerge without the
formal language. More likely, epithets such as

"foolhardy" or "rock-bound conservativ a,"
will prevent any communication at all.

The decision analyst must play a detached
role in illuminating the decision problem if he
is to resolve differences. He must be impar-

tial, never committing himself to any alterna-
tive, but rather showing how new information
or changes in preference affect the desirability
of available alternatives. The effectiveness of
the decision analyst depends as much on his
emotional detachment as on his knowledge of
formal tools.

Decision analysis is a normative, rather
than a descriptiv€, approach to decision prob-
Iems. The decision analyst is not particularly
interested in describing how decision-makers
currently make decisions; rather he is trying
to show how a person subscribing to certain
logical rules would make these decisions in
order to maximize attainment of his objec-
tives. The decision procedures are derived
from logic and from the desires of the decision-
maker and are in this sense prescriptive.

Decision analysis is more than a langu age
and a philosophy, but the experience of its
users justifies it on this basis alone. By focus-
ing on central issues, the approach often illu-
minates the best course of action in a way that
makes discord evaporate.

Decision Analysis as a Logical and
Ouantitative Procedure

Decision analysis provides not only the
philosophical foundations, but also a logical
and quantitative procedure for decision-
making. Since decision analysis encodes infor-
mation, values, and preferences numerically,
it permits quantitative evaluation of the
various courses of action. Further, it docu-
ments the state of information at any stage of
the problem and determines whether the
gathering of further information is economi-
cally justifiable. The actual implementation of
decision analysis models is typically a com-
puter program that enables the many facets
of the problem to be examined together. Most
of this report will describe how the philosophy
of decision analysis carries over into practice.

Delegation of Responsibitity

Decision analysis provides both philosoph-
ical and operational guidelines for delegating
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responsibility in an organization. If we want
someone to make a good decision, we must
provide that individual not only with the in-
formation but also vrith the values and prefer-

ences that are relevant to the decision. The
key principle is that the delegator must supply
a subordinate decision-maker with whatever
information, valu€s, and preferences required
for him to reach the same decision that the
delegating individual would have reached in
the same situation. While few organizations
currently use decision analysis principles in
handling the problem of delegation, these
principles are available when needed. It is rare
that an or ganization performs a decision anal-
ysis on one of its major decisions without
simultaneously obtaining new insight into its
or gan izational structure.

THE DEGTSTON ANALYSTS CYGLE

Decision analysis as a procedure for analyz-
ing a decision is described below. This proce-

dure is not an inviolable method of attacking
the problem, but is a means of ensuring that
essential steps have been consciously con-

sidered.
The figure describes decision analysis in the

broadest terms. The procedure is iterative
and comprises three phases. The first is a

deterministic phase, in which the variables
affecting the decision are defined and related,
values are assigned, and the importance of the

Fig. 1-The Decision Analysis Cycle

Prior I

Act

variables is measured without any considera-
tion of uncertainty.

The second, or probabilistic, phase intro-
duces probabitity assignments on the impor-
tant variables and derives associated proba-
bility assignments on values. This phase also

introduces the assignment of risk preference,
which provides the best solution in the face
of uncertainty.

The third, or informational, phase revierrys

the results of the last two phases to determine
the economic value of eliminating uncertainty
in each of the important variables in the prob-
lem. In some ways, this is the most important
phase because it shows just what it could cost
in dollars and cents not to have perfect infor-
mation. A comparison of the value of informa-
tion with its cost determines whether addi-
tional information should be collected.

If there are profitable further sources of
information, then the decision should be to
gather the information rather than to make
the primary decision at this time. Thereupon
will follow the design and execution of the
information-gathering progr&h, whether it be

a market survey, a laboratory test, or mili-
tary field trials.

The information that results from this pro-
gram may change the model and the probabil-
ity assignments on important variables.
Therefore, the original three phases must be

performed once more. However, the addi-
tional work required to incorporate the modi-
fications should be slight and the evaluation
rapid. At the decision point, it may again be

profitable to gather new information and re-
peat the cycle or it may be more advisable to
act. Eventually, the value of new analysis and
information-gathering will be less than its
cost, and the decision to act will then be made.

This procedure will apply to a variety of
decision situations: in the commercial area, to
the introduction of a new product or the
change in design of an old one; in the military
area, to the acquisition of a new weapon or the
best defense against that of a potential enemy;
in the medical area, to the selection of a med-
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ical or surgical procedure for a patient; in the
social area, to the regulation and operation of
public utilities; and finally, in the personal
area to selection of a new car, home or career.
In short, the procedure can be applied to any
decision susceptible to logical analysis.

The Deterministic Phase

Descriptions of the various phases of the
procedure follow beginning with the deter-
ministic phase. The deterministic phase is
essentially a systems analysis of the problem.
Within this phase, efforts devoted to modeling
are distinguished from efforts devoted to anal-
ysis. The elements of the phase appear in
Figure 2.

alternatives. Identification of the alternatives
will separate an actual decision problem from
a worry.

The next step-finding new alternatives-
is the most creative part of decision analysis.
New alternatives can spring from radically
new concepts; more often they may be careful
combinations of existing alternatives. Dis-
covering a new alternative can never make
the problem less attractive to the decision-
maker; it can only enhance it or leave it un-
changed. Often the difficulty of a decision
problem disappears when a new alternative
is generated.

The next step is to specify the various out-
comes that the set of alternatives could pro-
duce. These outcomes are the subsequent
events that will determine the ultimate desir-
ability of the whole issue. In a new product
introduction, for example, the outcomes might
be specified by sales levels and costs of pro-
duction or even more simply by yearly profits.
Thus, there is a certain amount of arbitrari-
ness in what to call an outcome. For decision
analysis, however, 8r outcome is whatever the
decision-maker would like to know in retro-
spect to determine how the problem came out.
In a military problem, the outcome could be a

complicated list of casualties, destruction, and
armament expenditures; in a medical prob-
lem, it could be as simple as whether or not
the patient dies.

Now comes the challenging process of se-

Iecting the system variables for the analysis,
which are all those variables on which the out-
comes depend. We can identify the system
variables by imagining that we have a crystal
ball that will answer any numerical questions
relative to the decision probl€D, except, of
course, which alternative to select. We could
ask it questions about the outcome variables
directly, thereby making them the only system
variables in the problem. But typically out-
come variables are difficult to think about in
advance in the real world, and so we might
choose to relate the outcome variables to
others that are easier to comprehend. For

Prior lnformation
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Act

MODELING:

o Bound Decision
o ldentify Alternatives
o Establish Outcomes
o Select System Variables
o Create Structural Model
o Create Value Model
o Create Time Preference Model

ANALYSIS:

o Measure Sensitivity
- to Decision Variables
- to State Variables

Modeling

Modeling is the process of representing the
various relationships of the problem in for-
rn&I, mathematical terms. The first step in
modeling is to bound the decision, to specify
precisely just what decision must be made.

This requires listing in detail the perceived
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example, we might like to know the sales level
of a new product. Or in lieu of this, we might
attempt to relate the sales to our own price
and quality and the competitors' price and
quality, factors that we might regard as more
accessible. These factors would then become
system variables in the analysis.

The selection of system variables is there-
fore a process of successive refinement, where-
in the generation of new system variables is
curtailed by considering the importance of the
problem and the contributions of the vari-
ables. Clearly, allocation of the national
budget can economically justify the use of
many more system variables than can the
selection of a new car.

Once we have decided on the system vari-
ables to use in the probl€h, each one must be

distinguished either as a variable under the
decieion-maker's control or as a variable de-
termined by the environment of the problem.
System variables that are under the decision-
maker's control are called decision variables.
The selection of an alternative in a decision
problem is really the specification of the set-
ting of the decision variables. For example, in
the new product introduction probl€h, the
product price and the size of production facil-
ities would both be decision variables.

System variables in the problem that are
determined by the environment are known as

state variables. Although state variables may
have a drastic effect on the outcomes, they are
autonomous, beyond the control of the deci-
sion-maker. For example, in the new product
introduction, the cost of a crucial raw material
or the competitor's advertising level might be

state variables.
We shall want to examine the effect of fluc-

tuations in all system variables, whether de-
cision variables or state variables. To aid in
this task, the decision-maker or his surro gate
must specify for each system variable a nom-
inal value and a range of values that the vari-
able may take on. In the case of a decision
variable, the nominal value and range are de-
termined by the decision-maker's preconcep-

tions regarding the interesting alternatives.
In the case of state variables, the nominal
value and range reflect the uncertainty as-
signed to the variables. For convenience, we
can often think of the nominal value of a state
variable as its expected value in the mathe-
matical sense and of the range as the 10th
percentile and 90th percentile points of its
probability distribution.

Selecting system variables and setting nom-
inal values and ranges require extensive con-
sultation between the decision-maker and the
decision analyst. At this stage, it is better to
err by including a variable that will later
prove to be unimportant than it is to elimi-
nate a variable prematurely.

The next step is to specify the relationships
among the system variables. This is the heart
of the modeling process-i.e., creating a struc-
tural model that captures the essential inter-
dependencies of the problem. This model
should be expressed in the langu age of logic-
mathematics-typically by a set of equations
relating the system variables. In most deci-
sions of professional interest, these equations
will form the basis for a computer program to
represent the model. The program provides
rapid evaluation of model characteristics at
modest cost.

Constructing a model of this type requires
a certain sophistication in the process of or-
derly description and a facility for careful
simplification. The procedure is elementary,
but not trivial; straightforward, but not
pedestrian.

Now the decision-maker must assign values
to outcomes. Just as there was difficulty in
defining an outcohe, so there may be some
question about the distinction between an
outcome and its value. For example, in a busi-
ness probl€D, the decision-maker may think
of his future profit as both the outcome and
the value associated with it. However, main-
taining the generality of the formulation re-
quires creating a distinction between the two.

To illustrate the necessity for this, consider
a medical question involving the amputation
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of an arm. The outcomes of interest might be

complete recov€ry, partial recovery, or death,

each with or without the operation. These out-
comes would describe the results but would
not reveal their value. For example, if the
patient were a lawyer, he might consider
death by far the most serious outcome and be

willing to undergo the amputation if it suffi-
ciently reduced the probability of death.
These feelings might be based on the observa-
tion that an arm is not essential to his career.
To a concert pianist, however, sffiputation
might be worse than death itself, since life
without being able to play might be unbear-
able. Consequently, he would be rational in
refusing the amputation even if this choice

made his death more likely.
Although in some cases the decision can be

reached as a result of ordering outcomes in
terms of desirability, most problems of pr ac-

tical interest require a numerical (cardinal)

ranking system. Therefore, assigning a value

means assigning a numerical value to an out-
come. Though there may be many elements of
value in the outcoffi€, the final value assign-

ment is a single number associated with that
outcome.

In commercial situations, the value as-

signed to an outcome will typically be some

form of profit. In social and military prob-

lems, however, the value assignment is more

difficult because it requires measuring the
value of a human life, or a cultured life, or a
healthy life in dollars and cents terms. Though
these questions of evaluation may be difficult,
logic demands that they be approached di-
rectly in monetary terms if monetary re-

sources are to be allocated.
The final step in creating the deterministic

model is to specify the time preference of the
decision-maker. Time preference is the term
used to describe the human phenomenon of
impatience. Everyone wants good things to
happen to him sooner rather than later. This
impatience is reflected in a willingness to con-

sume less now rather than postpone the con-

sumption. The payment of interest on savings

accounts and the collection of interest on loans

are mere reflections of this phenomenon.

Consequently, representing the desires of a

decision-maker requires a realistic mechanism
for describing his time preference, a mecha-
nism that reduces any time stream of value to
a single number called worth.

For a corporate financial decision, worth
will often be simply the discounted difference
between future income and expenditures us-
ing an interest rate that depends upon the
relationship of the corporation to its financial
environment. In the military or medical fields,
worth may be more difficult to establish.

The modeling part of the deterministic
phase thus progresses from the original state-
ment of the decision problem to a formal de-

scription suitable for detailed examination by
logical and computational analysis. The de-

cision-maker's value assignments and his time
preference permit rating any outcome that
appears as a time stream first as a set of val-
ues in time and then as an equivalent worth.

Analysis

Analysis based on the deterministic phase

centers on observing how changes in the vari-
ables affect worth. Experimentation of this
type is known as sensitivity analysis; it is

highly effective in refining the formulation of
the problem.

The first sensitivity analysis we perform is

associated with the decision variables. First,
fixing all other state variables in the problem

at their nominal values, we then allow one of
the decision variables to traverse its assigned

range and observe how worth changes. Of
course, these observations are usually carried
out by computer program. If we find that a

particular decision variable has a major effect,

then we know that we were correct in includ-

ing it in the original formulation. But if a de-

cision variable has little or no effect, we are
justified in considering its removal as a deci-

sion variable. If reflection reveals that the
latter is the case, we would say that we have

eliminated an impotent decision variable. For
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example, the time of introduction of a new
product might seem to be a decision variable
of major importance, but because of the com-
bined effects of competitive reaction and the
gaining of production experience, it might turn
out to have very little effect. The timing of
entry would then be an impotent variable.

Next, we perform sensitivity analyses on
the state variables, which are uncertain and
over which the decision-maker has no control.
With all other system variables at their nom-
inal values, we observe the change in worth
while sweeping one state variable over its
range. If a state variable has a major effect,
then the uncertainty in the variable deserves
special attention. Such variables are called
aleatory variables to emphasize their un-
certainty.

If, however, varying a state variable over
its range produces only a minor change in
worth, then that variable might well be fixed
at its nominal value. In this case, we say that
the state variable has become a fixated vari-
able" A state variable may become fixated
either because it has an important influence
gn the worth per unit of its range, but an ex-
tremely small range, or because it has little
influence on the worth per unit of its range,
even though it has a broad range.

There is no reason to conclude that a fixated
variable is unimportant in an absolute sense.

For example, the corporate tax rate may be a
fixated variable in a problem because no
change in it is anticipated within the time pe-
riod under consideration. Yet it is possible
that an unforeseen large change in this rate
could change a favorable venture into an un-
favorable one.

Although sensitivity analysis has been de-
scribed as if it concerns only changes in one
variable at a time, some of the most interest-
ing sensitivity results are often observed
when there are simultaneous changes in state
variables. Since the possibilities of changing
state variables jointly grows rapidly with the
number of state variables, an important mat-
ter of judgment for the decision analyst is to

determine the amount of simultaneous sensi-
tivity analysis that is economic.

The Probabilistic Phase

The net result of the deterministic sensi-
tivity analysis on the autonomous state vari-
ables is to divide them into aleatory and fix-
ated classes. The probabilistic phase deter-
mines the uncertainty in value and worth due
to the aleatory variables. The phase will be
divided into steps of modeling and analysis;
Figure 3 illustrates its internal structure.
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be conditional on the values of the others.
Gathering these assignments amounts to ask-
ing such questions 8s, "What are the odds
that sales will exceed 10 million units in the
first year?" (See section entitled "Encoding
Knowledge and Preferences.") Strange as
such questions may be in the current business
world, they could be the standard executive
langu age of tomorrow.

Analysis

With knowledge from the deterministic
phase of how the worth depends on the state
variables and assigned probability distribu-
tions on the aleatory variables, it is a straight-
forward calculation to determine the proba-
bility distribution of worth for any setting of
the decision variables; this probability distri-
bution is the "worth lottery." The worth lot-
tery describes the uncertainty in worth that
results from the probability assignments to
the aleatory variables for any given alterna-
tive (setting of decision variables.) Of course,
the values of the fixated variables are never
changed.

To select a course of action, the analyst
could generate a worth lottery for each alter-
native and then select the one that is more
desirable. But how would he know which
worth lottery is most desirable to the deci-
sion-maker?

One important principle that allows judging
one worth lottery as being better than an-
other is that of stochastic dominance, which is
illustrated in Figure 4. Part A of this figure
shows the worth lottery for two alternatives
in both probability densities and excess prob-
ability distribution forms. The excess proba-
bility distribution, or excess distribution, is
the probability that the variable will exceed
any given value plotted as a function of that
value. Its height at any point is the area under
the probability density function to the right of
that point. Comparison of the excess distri-
butions for the two alternatives reveals that,
for any value of X, there is a higher probabil-
ity that alternative 2 wiU produce a worth in
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excess of that X than will alternative 1. Con-
sequently, a decision-maker preferring more
worth to less would prefer alternative 2. If
alternative A has an excess distribution that
is at least as great as that of alternative B at
any point and greater than B at at least one
point, alternative A stochastically dominates
alternative B. If stochastic dominance exists
between two competing alternatives, there is
no need to inquire into the risk preference of
the decision-maker, who rationally must rule
out the stochastically dominated alternatives.

Part B of Figure 4 illustrates a case in
which stochastic dominance does not exist.
The excess distributions on worth for the two
alternatives cross. If the decision-maker
wants to maximize his chance of receiving at
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least a small amount of worth, he would pre-
fer alternative 1; if he wants to maximize his
chance of receiving at least a large amount of
worth, he would prefer alternative 2. In situa-
tions like this, where stochastic dominance
does not apply, the risk preference of the de-

cision-maker must be encoded formally, &s

shown below.
Just because alternative A stochastically

dominates alternative B does not mean that
the decision-maker will necessarily achieve a
higher worth by following alternative A. For
example, if alternative A produces worths of
five to 15 with equal probability and alterna-
tive B produces worths of zero and ten with
equal probability, then A stochastically dom-
inates B. Yet it is possible that A will produce
a worth of five while B will produce a worth of
ten. However, not knowing how the lottery
will turn out, the rational man would prefer
alternative A.

Modeling Risk Preference

If stochastic dominance has not determined

the best alternative, the analyst must turn to
the question of risk preference. To demon-

strate that most individuals are averse to
risk, it is only necessary to note that few,

if aDy, are willing to toss a coin, double or
nothing, for a year's salary. Org anizations

typically act in the same way. A realistic anal-
ysis of decisions requires capturing this aver-
sion to risk in the formal model.

Fortunately, if the decision-maker agrees to
a set of axioms about risk taking (to be de-

scribed in the following section), his risk pref-
erence can be represented by a utility curve
like that shown in Figure 5. This curve as-

signs a utility to any value of worth. As a con-

sequence of the risk preference axioms, the
decision-maker's rating of any worth lottery
can be computed by multiplying the utility of
any possible worth in the lottery by the prob-

ability of that worth and then summing over
all possible worths. This rating is called the
expected utility of the worth lottery.

If one worth lottery has a higher expected

utility than another, then it must be preferred
by the decision-maker if he is to remain con-

sistent with the axioms. The analyst is not
telling the decision-maker which worth lottery
he should prefer but only pointing out to him
a way to be consistent with a very reasonable
set of properties he would like his preferences

to enjoy.
Thus, the utility curve provides a practical

method of incorporating risk preference into
the model. When faced with a choice between

two alternatives whose worth lotteries do not
exhibit stochastic dominance, the analyst com-
putes the expected utility of each and chooses

the one with the higher expected utility.
Although the expected utility rating does

serve to make the choice between alternatives,
its numerical value has no particular intuitive
meaning. Therefore, after computing the ex-
pected utility of a worth lottery, the analyst
often returns to the utility curve to see what
worth corresponds to this expected utility; we

call this quantity the certain equivalent worth
of the worth lottery" The name arises as fol-
lows: if another worth lottery produced the
certain equivalent worth with probability
one, then it and the original lottery would
have the same expected utilities and hence

would be equally preferred by the decision-
maker. Consequently, the certain equivalent
worth of any worth lottery is the amount of
worth received for certain, so that the deci-

sion-maker would be indifferent between re-

ceiving this worth and participating in the
lottery. Since almost all utility curves show
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that utility increases as worth increases,
worth lotteries can be ranked in terms of their
certain equivalent worths. The best alterna-
tive is the one whose worth lottery has the
highest certain equivalent worth.

Analysis

In returning to the analysis of the probabi-
listic phase, the first step is to compute the
certain equivalent worth of each of the alter-
natives. Since the best decision would be the
alternative with the highest certain equiva-
lent worth, the decision probably could be
considered solved at this point. The careful
analyst, however, will examine the properties
of the model to establish its validity and so

would not stop here. The introduction of risk
preference is another point at which to check
the sensitivity of the problem. For example,
by setting all decision variables but one to
their nominal values and then sweepirrg this
one decision variable through its range, the
analyst may find that although this variation
changes the worth lottery it does not signifi-
cantly change the certain equivalent worth.
This result would indicate that the decision
variable could be fixed at its nominal value.

Aleatory variables receive the same sensi-
tivity analysis by setting one of them equal to
a trial value within the range and then allow-
ing the others to have the appropriate condi-
tional joint probability distribution. When the
decision variables are given their nominal val-
ues, the program will produce a worth lottery
and hence a certain equivalent worth for the
trial value. Sweeping the trial value from one
end of its range to the other shows how much
certain equivalent worth is changed. If the
change is small, there is evidence that the
particular aleatory variable may be changed
to a fixated variable. We call this procedure
measurement of the stochastic sensitivity of a
variable. It is possible that an aleatory vari-
able showing a large deterministic sensitivity
could reveal only a small stochastic sensitivity
and vice versa. Consequently, aDy decisions
to remove variables from aleatory status on

the basis of deterministic sensitivity might
well be reviewed at this time by measurement
of stochastic sensitivity.

As in the case of deterministic sensitivity,
we can measure the stochastic sensitivity of
many variables, simultaneously. Once more,
the decision analyst must judge how far it is
profitable to proceed. Measurement of sto-
chastic sensitivity is a powerful tool for locat-
ing the important variables of the problem.

There is one other form of sensitivity anal-
ysis available at this point: risk sensitivity. f n
some cases, it i's possible to chara cterize the
utility curve by a single number-the risk
aversion constant (just when this is possible
will be discussed later). However, when the
risk aversion constant is applicable we can
interpret it as a direct measure of a decision-
maker's willingness to accept a risk. An indi-
vidual with a small risk aversion constant is
quite willing to engage in a fair gamble; he
has a tolerant attitude toward risk. As his
risk aversion constant increases, he becomes
more and more unwilling to participate. If two
men share responsibility for a decision prob-
lem, the less risk tolerant will assign a lower
certain equivalent worth for any given worth
lottery than will the other. Perhaps, however,
when the certain equivalent worths are com-
puted for all alternatives for both men, the
ranking of certain equivalent worths might be
the same for both, or at least the same alterna-
tive would appear at the top of both lists.
Then there would hardly be any point in their
arguing over the desirable extent of risk aver-
sion and a possible source of controversy
would have been eliminated.

The measurement of risk sensitivity deter-
mines how the certain equivalent worths of
the most favorable alternatives depend on the
risk aversion constant. The issue of risk aver-
sion can often be quickly resolved.

The problem structure, the set of alterna-
tives generated, the probability assignment to
aleatory variables, the value assessments, the
statement of time preference, and the specifi-
cation of risk preference combine to indicate
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Fig. 6-The Decision Analysis Hierarchy
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The fundamental idea in the informational
phase is that of placing a monetary value on
additional information. A key concept in ap-

proaching this value is that of clairvoyance.
Suppose someone exists who knows in advance
just what value a particular aleatory variable
would assume in the decision problem -a
clairvoyant. How much should the decision-
maker be willing to pay him for his services?

To answer this question, recall that the dis-
cussion of stochastic sensitivity described how

to compute the certain equivalent worth given

that an aleatory variable took on a value s. In
that procedure, the decision variables were

set equal to their best values from the proba-

bilistic phase. Suppose now that we engage

the clairvoyant at a cost k, and then he tells us

that the aleatory variable will take on the
value s. First, w€ would set the decision vari-
ables to take best advantage of this informa-
tion. However, since the other aleatory vari-
ables are still uncertain, they would be

described by the appropriate distributions,
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the best alternative in the problem. The over-
all procedure is illustrated by the decision

analysis pyramid in Figure 6. However, it still
may be best to obtain more information rather
than to act. This determination is made in the
third phase, 8s described below.

The lnformational Phase

The informational phase is devoted to find-
ing out whether it is worthwhile to engage in a
possibly expensive information-gathering ac-

tivity before making a decision. It is, in the
broadest sense, Br experimental design proce-

dure from which one very possible result is the
decision to perform no experiment at all. Fig-
ure 7 shows the steps in the phase.
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given the available information. The com-
puter program would then determine the ex-

pected utility of the entire decision problem
including the payment to the clairvoyant, all
conditional on his reporting s.

Before engaging the clairvoyant, however,
the probability to be assigned to his reporting
s as the value of the partictilar aleatory vari-
able is described by the probability distribu-
tion showing the current state of knowledge

on this variable. Consequently, we obtain the

expected utility of purchasing his information
on the variable at a cost k by multiplying
the expected utility of the information given

that he reports s and costs k, by the current
probability that he will report s and then sum-

ming over all values of s. The analyst uses the

current probabitity in this calculation because

if the clairvoyant is reliable, the chance of his
reporting that the variable falls in any range

is just the chance that it will fall in that range.

Knowing the expected utility of purchasing

the information from the clairvoyant at a cost

of k, we can gradually increase k from zero

until the expected utility of purchasing the
information is just equal to the expected util-
ity of proceeding with the decision without
clairvoyant information. The value of h that
establishes this equivalence is the value of
clairvoyance on the aleatory variable.

The value of clairvoyance on an aleatory
variable represents an upper bound on the
payment for any experimental program de-

signed to provide information on this variable,
for no such program could be worth more than
clairvoyance. The actual existence of a clair-
voyant is not material to this discussion; he

is merely a construct to guide our thinking.
We call the process of measuring the value

of clairvoyance the measurement of economic

sensitivity. If any aleatory variable exhibits
high economic sensitivity, it is a prime candi-
date for an information-gathering program.

It is possible, however, for a variable to have

a high stochastic sensitivity and a low eco-

nomic sensitivity because the available alter-
natives cannot take advantage of the informa-

tion received about the variable. To deter-
mine the importance of joint information, the
analyst can measure the value of clairvoyance
on more than one variable at a time.

The actual information-gatherit g programs

available will seldom provide perfect informa-
tion, so they will be less valuable than clair-
voyance. Extension of the discussion of clair-
voyance shows how their value can be

measured. Whereas the clairvoyant reported
a particular value s for an aleatory variable, a
typical experimental program will provide

only a new probability distribution for the
aleatory variable. The analyst would then
determine the best decision, given this new

information, and compute the expected utility
of the decision problem. He would next multi-
ply the expected utility by the probability that
the exerimental program would come out in
this way and then sum over all possible out-
comes of the experimental program. The re-

sult would be the expected utility of the ex-

perimental program at a given cost. The cost

that would make the expected utility just
equal to the expected utility of the problem
without the experimental program would be

the value of the experimental program. If the
value is positive, it represents the maximum
that one should pay for the program. If the
value is negative, it means that the experi-
mental program is expected to be unprofit-
able. Consequently, even though it would pro-
vide useful information, it would not be

conducted.

Modeling

At this stage, the decision-maker and the
analyst must identify the relevant informa-
tion-gathering alternatives, from surveys to
Iaboratory programs, and find which, if aDY,

are expected to make a profitable contribution
to the decision problem. In considering alter-
nativ€s, they must take into account any
deleterious effect of delay in making the pri-
mary decision. When the preferred informa-
tion-gathering program is performed, it will
lead , dt least, to new probability assignments
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on the aleatory variables; it might also result
in changing the basic structure of the model.
When all changes that have been implied by
the outcome of the experimental program are
incorporated into the model, the deterministic
and probabilistic phases are repeated to
check sensitivities. Finally, the inforrnational
phase determines whether further informa-
tion-gathering is profitable. At some point,
further information will cost more than it is
worth, and the alternative that currently has
the highest certainty equivalent will be se-
lected for implementation.

The iterative decision analysis described
above is not intended to fit any particular
situation exactly but, rather, all situations
conceptually. A discussion follows on two pro-
cedures required to carry out the analysis:
encoding knowledge and preferences.

ENCODTNG KNOWLEDGE
AND PREFERENCES

Encoding Knovvledge as Probability
Distributions

Perhaps the single most unusual aspect of
decision analysis is its treatment of uncer-
tainty. Since uncertainty is the central prob-
lem in decision-making, it is essential to
understand the conceptual and logical founda-
tions of the approach to this issue.

The lmportance of Uncertainty

The importance of uncertainty is revealed
by the reaLization that decisions in situations
where there is no random element can usually
be made with little difficulty. Only when un-
certainty exists about which outcome will
occur is there a real decision problem.

For example, suppose that we are planning
to take a trip tomorrow and that bad weather
is forecast. We have the choice of flying or of
takin g a train. If a clairvoyant told us the con-
sequenees of each of these acts, then our de-
cision would be very simple. Thus, if he said
that the train would depart at g:13 A.M. and
arrive at 5:43 p.M. and if he described in detail

the nature of the train accommodations, the
dining car, and the people whom we would
meet as traveling companions, then we would
have a very clear idea of what taking the train
implied. If he further specified that the plane
would leave 2 hours late and arriv e 2% hours
late, stated that the flight would be especially
bumpy during a certain portion of the trip,
and described the meals that would be served
and the acquaintances we would meet, then
the flying alternative would be described
as well.

Most of us would have little trouble in
making a decision about our means of travel
when we considered these carefully specified
outcomes in terms of our tastes and desires.
The decision problem is difficult because of the
uncertainty of departure and arrival times
and, in the case of the plane, even whether the
trip would be possible at all. The factors of
personal convenience and pleasure will be
more or less important depending upon the
urgency of the trip and, consequently, so will
the uncertainties in these factors. Thus we
cannot make a meaningful study of decision-
making unless we understand how to deal
with uncertainty. Of course, in the problems
that are of major practical interest to the
decision analyst, the treatment of uncertainty
is even more pressing.

It is possible to show that the only consis-
tent theory of uncertainty is the theory of
probability invented 300 years ago and stud-
ied seriously by mathematicians the world
over. This theory of probability is the only
one that has the following important prop-
erty: the likelihood of any event's following
the presentation of a sequence of points of
data does not depend upon the order in which
those data are presented. So fundamental is
this property that many would use it as a
defining basis for the theory.

The Subjective lnterpretation of Probability

A reasonable question is: If probability is
so essential to decision-making, why hasn't
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its importance been more widely appreciated

until now? The answer is that many users of
probability theory (but certainly not the

original developers) considered probabilities
to be physical parameters of objects, such as

weight, volume, or hardness. For examPle,

there was much mention of "fair" coins and

"fair" dice, with the underlying notion that
the probability of events associated with these

objects could be measured in the real world.
For the past 15 years, however, an impor-

tant minority of experts on the subject have

been advancing the view that probabilities
measure a person's state of knowledge about
phenomena rather than the phenomena them-

selves. They would say, for examPle, that
when someone describes a coin as "fair" he

really means that on the basis of all evidence
presented to him he has no reason for assert-
ing that the coin is more likely to fall heads

than tails. This view is modern, but not a
product of modern times. It was studied

clearly and convincingly 200 years ago but
remained buried for a long time.

An example illustrating this view of prob-

ability follows: An astronaut is about to be

fired into space on a globe-circling mission.

As he is strapping himself into his capsule on

top of a gleaming rocket, he asks the launch

supervisor, "By the waY, what's the reliabil-
ity of this rocket?" The launch supervisor re-

plies "Ninety nine percent-we expect only
one rocket in one hundred to fail." The astro-
naut is reassured but still has some doubts

about the success of his missioll. He asks,

"Are these rockets around the edge of the

field the same type as the one I'm sitting on?"

The supervisor replies, "They're identical."
The astronaut suggests, "Let's shoot up a few
just to give me some coura ge."

The rocket is fitted with a dummy paylosd,

prepared for launching, and fired. It falls in
the ocean, a complete failure. The supervisor
comments, "LInlucky break, let's try an-

other." Unfortunately, that one also fails by
exploding in mid-air. A third is tried with

disastrous results as it disintegrates on its

pad. By this time, the astronaut has probably

handed in his resignation and headed home.

Nothing could convince him that the reliabil-
ity of his rocket is still 99Vo.

But, in reality, what has changed? His
rocket is physically unaffected by the failure
of the other rockets. Its guidance system,
rocket engine, and life support system are all
exactly the same as they were before the other
tests. If probability were a state of things,

then the reliability of his rocket should still
be 0.99. But, of course, it is not. After observ-
ing the failure of the first rocket, he might
have evaluated the reliability of his rocket at,
say, 0.90; after the second failure, at 0.70; and

finally after the third failure, at perhaps 0.30.

What happened was that his state of knowl-

edge of his own rocket was influenced by what
happened to its sister ships, and therefore his

estimate of its reliability must decrease. His
final view of its reliabitity is so low that he

does not choose to risk his life.
The view of probability as a state of things

is just not tenable. Probability should be con-

sidered as the reading of a kind of mental ther-
mometer that measures uncertainty rather
than temperature. The reading goes up if, as

data accumulate, it tends to increase the like-
lihood of the event under consideration. The

reading of 1 corresponds to certainty that the

event will occur, the reading of 0 to certainty
that it witl not occur. The inferential theory of
probability is concerned with the question of
how the reading ought to fluctuate in the face

of new data.

Encoding Experience

Most persons would agree that it woutd be

unwise to make a decision without considering

all available knowledge before acting. If some-

one were offered an opportunity to participate

in a game of chance by his best friend, by a
tramp, and by a business associate, he would
generally have different feelings about the

fairness of the game in each case. A major
problem is how to encode the knowledge he

has in a usable form. This problem is solved
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by the observation that probability is the ap-
propriate way to measure his uncertainty.

All prior experience must be used in assess-
ing probabilities. The difficulty in encoding
prior knowledge as probability is that the
prior information available may range in form
from a strong belief that results from many
years of experience to a vague feeling that
arises from a few haph azard observations.
Yet there is probably not a person who had no
information about an event that was impor-
tant to him. People who start out saying that
they have no idea about what is going to hap-
pen can always, when pressed, provide prob-
ability assignments that show considerable
information about the event in question. The
problem of those who would aid decision-
makers is to make the process of assigning
probabilities as simple, efficient, and accurate
as possible.

The Practical Encoding of Knovvledge

In the probabilistic phase of decision anal-
ysis, w€ face the problem of encoding the un-
certainty in each of the aleatory variables. fn
organizational decision-making, prior prob-
ability distributions (or priors) should be as-
signed by the people within the organization
who are most knowledgeable about each state
variable. Thus, the priors on engineering vari-
ables will typically be assigned by the engi-
neering department; on marketing variables,
by the marketing department; and so on.
However, since each case is an attempt to en-
code a probability distribution that reflects a
state of mind and since most individuals have
real difficulty in thinking about uncertainty,
the method of extracting the priors is ex-
tremely important. As people participate in
the prior-gathering process, their attitudes
are indicated successively by: "This is ridic-
ulous." ttlt can't be done." "I have told you
what you want to know, but it doesn't mean
anything." "Yes, it seems to reflect the way I
feel." And "Why doesn't everybody do this?"
In gathering the information, the analyst
must be careful to overcome the defenses the

individual develops as a result of being asked
for estimates that are often a combination of
targets, wishful thinkirg, and expectations.
The biggest difficulty is in conveying to the
man that the analyst is interested in his state
of knowledge and not in measuring him or
setting a goal for him.

If the subject has some experience with
probability, he often attempts to make all his
priors look like normal distributions, a char-
acteristic known as "bell-shaped" thinking.
Although normal distributions are appropri-
ate priors in some circumstances, they should
not become foregone conclusions.

Experience has shown certain procedures to
be effective in this almost psychoanalytic
process of prior measurement. One procedure
is to make the measurement in a private inter-
view to eliminate group pressure and to over-
come the vague notions that most people
exhibit about probabilistic matters. Unless the
subjects are already experienced in decision
analysis, the distribution of forms on which
they are supposed to draw their priors has
proved worse than useless.

The interview begins with such questions
as "What are the chances that x will exceed
ten?" This approach is taken because people
seem much more comfortable in assigning
probabilities to events than they are in sketch-
ing a probability density function. The inter-
viewer also skips around, asking the proba-
bility that x will be " greater than 50," "less
than ten," "greater than 30," often asking the
same question again later in the interview.
The replies are recorded out of the view of the
subject so as to frustrate any attempt at
forced consistency on his part. As the inter-
view proceeds, the subject often considers the
questions with greater and greater care, so
that his answers toward the end of the inter-
view may represent his feelings much better
than did his initial answers.

The interviewer can change the form of the
questions by asking the subject to divide the
possible values of an aleatory variable into n
intervals of equal probability. The answers to
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all these questions enable the analyst to draw
the excess probability distribution for the
aleatory variable, a form of representation
that seems easy to convey to people without
formal probabilistic training.

The result of the interview must be a prior
that the subject is willing to live with, regard-
less of whether it will describe a lottery on
who buys coffee or on the disposal of his life
savings. The analyst can test the prior by
comparing it with known probabilistic mech-
anisms. For example, if the subject says that
some aleatory variable r is equally likely to be
less or greater than o, then he should be indif-
ferent about whether he is paid $100 if r ex-

ceeds a or if he can call the toss of a coin. If he

is not indifferent, then he must change o until
he is. The end result of such questions is to
produce a prior that the subject is not tempted
to change in any way. Although the prior-
gathering process is not cheap, the analyst
need perform it only on the deatory variables.

In cases where the interview procedure is
not appropriate, the analyst can often obtain
a satisfactory prior by drawing one himself
and then letting the subject change it until the
subject is satisfied. This technique may also

be useful as an educational device in prepara-

tion for the interview.
If two or more aleatory variables are de-

pendeDt, then the procedure requires priors
that reflect the dependencies. The technique
of prior gathering is generally the same but
somewhat more involved. Since the treating of
joint variables is a source of expense, the an-
alyst should formulate the problem so as to
avoid them whenever possible.

An Actual Probability Assessment

Figure 8 illustrates prior-gathering. The
decision in a major problem was thought to de-
pend primarily on the average lifetime of a

new material. Since the material had never
been made and test results would not be avail-
able until three years after the decision was

requir€d, it was necessary to encode how
much knowledge the company now had con-
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cerning the life of the material. This knowl-
edge resided in three professional metallur-
gists who were experts in that field of technol-
ogy. These men were interviewed separately
according to the principles described. They
produced the points labeled "Subjects 1, 2,

and 3" in the figure. These results have sev-
eral interesting features. For example, for
t - L7 , Subject 2 assigned probabilities of 0.2
and 0.25 at various points in the interview.
On the whole, however, the subjects were re-
markably consistent in their assignments.
Subject 3 was more pessimistic about the life-
time than was Subject 1.

Upon conclusion of the interviews, the
three subjects were brought together, shown
the results, and a vigorous discussion took
place. Subjects 1 and 3 each brought forth in-
formation of which the other two members of
the group were unaware. As the result of this
information exchatrg€, the three subjects drew
the consensus curve-each said that this
curve represented the state of information
about the material's life at the end of the
meeting. Later, their supervisor said he un-
derstood their position on the new material
for the first time.

It has been suggested that the proper way
to reconcile divergent priors is to assign
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weights to each, multiply, and add, but this
experiment is convincing evidence that any
such mechanistic procedure misses the point.
Divergent priors are an excellent indicator of
divergent states of information. The expe-
rience just described not only produced the
company's present encoding of uncertainty
about the material's lifetime, but at the same
time encouraged and effected the exchange of
information within the group.

Encoding Nernr lnformation

Following the encoding of the original infor-
mation about an aleatory variable by means
of a prior probability distribution, or about
an event by the assignment of a probability,
the question naturally arises as to how these
probability assignments should be changed in
the light of new information. The answer to
this question was provided by Bayes in 1Z68;
it is most easily introduced by considering
the case of an event. Suppose that we have as-
signed some probability p(A) to an event A's
occurring and that another event B is statis-
tically related to A. We describe this relation-
ship by a conditional probability of B given A,
p(BlA), the probability of B if A occurs; as-
sign this probability also. Now we are told
that B has, in fact, occurred. How does this
change the probability that A has occurred;
in other words, what is the probability of A
given B,p(AlB)?

Bayes showed that to be logical in this sit-
uation, the probability of A given B,p@lB),
must be proportional to the probability of A,
p(A), and the probability of B given A,
p(B lA). This relationship is expressed as
p(AlB) is proportional to p(A) times p(BlA).

The important thing to remember is that
any posterior (after new information) proba-
bility assignment to an event is proportional
to the product of the prior probability assign-
ment and the probability of the new informa-
tion given that the event in question occurred.
The same idea carries over in the much more
complicated situations encountered in practice.

Thus, Bayes'interpretation shows how new

information must be logically combined with
original feelings. Subjective probability as-
signments are required both in describing the
prior information and also in specifying how
the new information is related to it. In fact,
as already mentioned, Bayes' interpretation
is the only method of data processing that en-
sures that the final state of information will be
the same regardless of the order of data
presentation.

Encoding Values and Preferences

The other subjective issue that arises in de-
cision analysis is the encodirrg of values and
preferences. It seems just as difficult to ob-
tain an accur ate measurement of desires as
of information.

The value issue penetrates the core of the
decision problem. Whether personal or organ-
izatioDd, the decision will ultimately depend
on how values are assigned. rf each alternative
could produce only a single outcome, it would
only be necessary to rank the outcomes in
value and then choose the alternative whose
outcome was highest in value. However, typi-
cally each alternative can produce many pos-
sible outcomes, outcomes that are distributed
in time and also subject to uncertainty. Con-
sequently, most real decision problems re-
quire numerical measures of value and of time
and risk preference.

Measuring Value

The application of logic to any decision
problem requires as one of its fundamental
steps the construction of a value function, a
scale of values that specifies the preference of
the decision-maker for one outcome compared
with another. We can think of the problem as
analogous to the one we face if we have some-
one buy a car for us: We must tell our agent
what features of the car are important to us
and to what extent. How do we value per-
formance relative to comfort, appearance
relative to economy of operation, or other
ratings?
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To construct a value function in the car
purchase probl€m, we can tell our agent the
dollar value we assign to each component of a
car's value. We might say, for example, that
given our usage characteristics, a car that
runs 18 miles to a gallon of gas is worth $40 a
year more to us than a car that runs only 15

miles and that foam rubber seats are worth
$50 more to us than ordinary seats. When we
had similarly specified the dollar value of all
the possible features of a car, including those
whose values might not be additive, our agent
would be able to go into the marketplac€, de-
termine the value and price of every offered
car, and rettrrn with the most profitable car
for us (which might, of course, be no car at
all). In following this philosophy, w€ do not
care rf, in fact, there are any cars for sale that
have all or any part of the features that we
have valued. The establishment of the value
function depends remotely, if at 8[, on the
spectrum of cars available.

The main role of the value function is to
serve as a framework of discussion for prefer-
ences. The value function encodes preferences

consistently; it does not assign them. Conse-
quently, the decision-maker or decision ana-
lyst can insert alternative value specifications
to determine sensitivity of decisions to changes
in value function. The process of assigning
values wiU naturally be iterative, with com-
ponents of value being added or eliminated as

understanding of the problem grows.
A question that arises is, "Who should set

the values?" In a corporate problem, to what
extent do the values derive from manage-
ment, stockholders, employ@s, customers,
and the public? The process of constructing a

value function brings into the open questions
that have been avoided since the development
of the corporate structure.

Eetabliehing Time Preference

The general tendency of people and organi-
zations is to value outcomes received sooner
more highly than outcomes received later. In
an orgamzation, this phenomenon usually oc-

curs in connection with a time stream of profit.
Time streams that show a greater share of
their returns in earlier time periods are gen-

erally preferred.
A number of concepts have arisen to cope

with time preference in corporations. To illus-
trate these concepts; let x(n) be the cash flow
in year n in the future, positive or negative,
where n - 0 is the beginning of the present
year, n - 1 next year, and so on. A positive
cash flow indicates that income exceeds ex-
penditures, a negative cash flow implies the
reverse. Negative cash flows will usually oc-
cur in the early years of the project.

The most elementary approach, the pay-
back period method, rests on the assumption
that the cash flow will be negative in early
periods and will then become and remain posi-
tive for the balance of the project. The pay-
back period is the number of the period in
which cumulative cash flow becomes positive.

The payback period came into common use
when projects were typically investments in
capital equipment, investments characterized
by a high initial outlay gradually returned in
the course of time. However, only a few mod-
ern investments have such a simple structure.
The project may contain several interspersed
periods of investment and return. There
would seem to be little justification for use of
the payback period in modern corporate de-
cision-making.

The idea of internal rate of return was

introduced as a more sophisticated time pref-
erence measure. The internal rate of return is
derived from the present value of the project,
defined by

PV(i): x(o) + r(1) (#*-)

+ x(z) (#-)'+

where i is interpreted as an annual interest
rate for funds connected with the project. The
internal rate of return is the value of i that
makes the present value equal to zero; in
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other words, the solution of the equation
PV (i) : 0'

A justification offered for the use of internal
rate of return is that application of the
method to an investment that pays a fixed in-
terest rate, like a bond or a bank deposit,
produces an internal rate of return equal to
the actual interest rate. Although this prop-
erty is satisfyirg, it turns out to be insuffi-
cient justification for the method. One defect,
for example, is that more than one interest
rate may satisfy the equation; that is, it is
possible for an investment to have two in-
ternal rates of return, such as 8% and L07o.

In fact, it can.have as many as the number of
cash flows in the project minus one. A further
criticism of the method is that it purports to
provide a measure of the desirability of an
investment that is independent of other op-
portunities and of the financial environment
of the firm. Although meticulous use of inter-
nal rate of return methods can lead to appro-
priate time preference orderings, computing
the present value of projects establishes the
same ordering directly, without the disadvan-
tages of internal rate of return. Furthermore,
present value provides a measure of an invest-
ment such that the bigger the number, the
better the investment. The question that
arises is what interest rate i to use in the
computation.

Much misunderstanding exists about the
implications of choosing an interest rate.
Some firms use interest rates lik e 20% or 25Vo

in the belief that this will maintain profit-
ability. Yet at the same time they find that
they are actually investing most of their avail-
able capital in bank accounts. The overall
earnings on capital investment will therefore
be rather low. The general question of select-
ing i is too complicated to treat here, but the
fundamental consideration is the relationship
of the firm to its financial environment.

There is a cogent logical argument for the
use of present value. If a decision-maker be-
lieves certain axioms regarding time streams

-axioms that capture such human charac-

teristics as greediness and impatience-then
the time preference of the decision-maker for
cash streams that are certain must be charac-
terized by the present value corresponding to
some interest rate. Furthermor€, if a bank is
willing to receive and disburse money at some

interest rate, then, for consistency, the deci-
sion-maker must use this bank interest rate
as his own interest rate in the calculation.
Present value is therefore a well-founded cri-
terion for time preference.

In this discussion of time preference, there
has been no uncertainty in the value of cash
streams. Undoubtedly, it was the existence of
uncertainty that made payback periods and
artificially high interest rate criteria seem

more logical than they in fact are. Such pro-
cedures confuse the issues of time and risk
preference by attempting to describe risk
preference as a requirement for even greater
rapidity of retrrrn. Decision analysis requires
a clear distinction between the time and risk
preference aspects of decision-making.

Establishing Risk Preference

The phenomenon of risk preference was dis-
cussed in connection with the proposition of
tossing a coin, double or nothitrg, for next
year's salary: most people will not play. How-
ever, suppose they were offered some fraction
of next year's salary as an inducement to play.
If this fraction is zero, there is no inducement,
and they will refuse. If the fraction is one,
they have nothing to lose by playing and they
have a.5 probability of ending up with three
times next year's salary; clearly, only those
with strange motivations would refuse. In ex-
periments on groups of professional men, the
fraction required to induce them to play
varies from about 60% to 99 To, depending on
their financial obligations. Obviously, the
foot-loose bachelor has a different attitude
than does the married man with serious illness
in the family.

The characteristic measured in this experi-
ment is risk aversion. Few persons are indif-
ferent to risk-i.e., willing to engage in a fair
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gamble. Fewer still prefer risk-i.e., willing to
engage in the kind of gambles that are unfair,
such as those offered at professional gambling
establishments. When considering sums that
are significant with respect to their financial
strength, most individuals and corporations
are risk-averse.

A risk-averse decision-maker is willing to
forego some expected value in order to be pro-
tected from the possibilities of poor outcomes.
For example, a man buys life, accident, and
liability insurance because he is risk-averse.
These policies are unfair in the sense that they
have a negative expected value computed as

the difference between the premium and the
expected loss. It is just this negative expected
value that becomes the insurance company's
profit from operations. Customers are willing
to pay for this service because of their ex-
treme aversion to large losses.

A logical way to treat the problem of risk
aversion is to begin with the idea of a lottery.
A lottery is a technical term that refers to a
set of prizes or prospects with probabilities
attached. Thus, tossing a coin for next year's
salary is a lottery and so is buying a life in-
surance policy. The axioms that the decision-
maker must satisfy to use the theory are:

be able to state which he prefers or whether he

is indifferent between them. His preferences

must be transitive: if he prefers prize A to B
and prize B to C, he must also prefer A to C.

indifferent to receiving B for certain or par-
ticipating in a lottery with A and C as prizes
for some probability of winning A.

two lotteries that both have prizes A and B,
he will prefer the one with the higher proba-
bility of winning A.

same probabilities of achieving the same'

prizes, regardless of whether the prizes are
won in one drawirg, or as the result of several
drawings that take place at the same time.

It is possible to show that an individual who
wants to act in accordance with these axioms
possesses a utility function that has two im-
portant properties. First, he can compute his
utility for any lottery by computing the utility
of each prize, hultiplying by the probability
of that prize, and then summing over all
prizes. Second, if he prefers one lottery to an-
other, then his utility for it will be higher.

If the prizes in a lottery are all measured in
the same commodity, then, &s discussed pre-
viously, the certain equivalent of the lottery is
the amount of the commodity that has the
same utility as the lottery. The concepts of
utility and certain equivalent play a central
role in understandi.rg risk preference.

In the practical question of measuring risk
preference, one approach is to present an in-
dividual with a lottery and to ask him his cer-
tain equivalent. Or, w€ can provide the certain
equivalent and all prizes but one and let him
adjust the remaining prize until the certain
equivalent is correct in his view. Finally, we
can fix the certain equivalent and prizes and
let him adjust the probabilities. AII these ques-

tions permit us to establish the relationships
between points on his utility curve and, ulti-
mately, the curve itself. The interviewing in
which the curve is measured is similar to that
used for generating priors: the same need for
education exists. The same types of inconsis-
tency appear.

Although useful utility curves for individ-
uals and organizations can be found in this
mann€r, most decision-makers prefer to have
some guidance in the selection of utility
curves. The decision analyst can often pro-
vide this guidance by asking whether the de-
cision-makers will accept additional axioms.
One such axiom is: if all the prizes in the lot-
tery are increased by some amount A, then
the certain equivalent of the lottery wilI in-
crease by A. The argument for the reason-
ableness of the axiom is very simple. The ad-
ditional amount A is money in the bank, Do

matter which prize in the lottery is won.
Therefore, the new lottery should be worth
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more than the original lottery. The counter
argument is that having A in the bank
changes the psychological orientation to the
original lottery.

If this A axiom is added to the original set,
then it is possible to show not just that a util-
ity curve exists but that it must have a special
form called the exponential form. A useful
property of this exponential form is that it is
described by a single number. This means that
the analyst can chara cterize the utility curve
of any individual or organization that wants
to subscribe to these axioms by a single num-
ber-the risk aversion constant.

It is far easier to demonstrate to a decision-
maker the consequences of his having differ-
ent risk aversion coefficients and to measure
his coefficient than it is to attempt to find a

complete utility curve that is not of the expo-
nential form. Encoding risk aversion in a

single number permits measuring the sensi-
tivity to risk aversion, 8s discussed earlier. In
most practical problems, the entire question
of risk aversion appears to be adequately
treated by using the exponential form with a

risk aversion constant appropriate to the
decision-maker.

A cautionary note on the problem of practi-
cal measurement of risk aversion: experi-
ments have revealed that the certain equiva-
lents offered by subjects in hypothetical
situations differ markedly from those offered
when the situations are made real. This diffi-
culty shows that the analyst must treat risk
preference phenomena with great care.

Joint Time and Risk Preference

In most problems, both time and risk pref-
erence measures are necessary to establish
the best alternative. Typically each outcome
is represented by a time sequence of depend-
ent uncertain values.

The question of how to describe preferences

in such problems is fundamentally related to
the way in which information on successive
outcomes is revealed and to the extent to
which it can help in making future decisions.

Two approaches illustrate the nature of the
probl€ffi, each of which is appropriate under
certain conditions. The first-that used in the
original discussion of the probabilistic phase

-is to compute the worth lottery implied by
the model and then use the current utility
function to develop the certain equivalent
worth of the lottery. This approach is appro-
priate when there is no opportunity to utilize
the information about outcomes as it is re-
vealed, and thus where the prime interest is
in the position occupied after all outcomes
have been revealed.

Another approach is to imagine dealing with
two agents. The first is a banker who will al-
ways pay immediately the amount specified by
a particular company's time preference func-
tion applied to any time stream of values that
is known with certainty. The other is a risk
broker who will always pay the company's
certain equivalent for any lottery. When faced
with an uncertain stream of income, the com-
pany alternately deals with the risk broker to
exchange lotteries for certain equivalents and
with the banker to convert fixed future pay-
ments into present payments. The result of
this alternating procedure is ultimately a

single equivalent sum to represent the entire
future process. Although appealing, the meth-
od may lead to the conclusion that the deci-
sion-maker should be willing to pay for "peace
of mind" even when it has no effect on his
financial future.

Thus the time-risk preference question ulti-
mately depends on the decision-maker's tastes
and options. The decision analyst can provide
guidance in selecting from the many available
approaches the one whose implications are
best suited to the particular situation.

APPLTCATIONS

In brief form, two examples illustrate the
accomplishments and potential of decision
analysis. In each case, the focus is on the key
decision to be made and on the problems pe-
culiar to the analysis.
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Nevv Product lntroduction

A recent decision analysis was concerned
with whether to develop and produce a new
product. Although the actual problem was
from another industry we shall suppose that
it was concerned with aircraft. There were
two major alternatives: to develop and sell a
new aircraft (Ar) or to continue manufactur-
ing and selling the present product (A,). The
decision was to be based on worth computed
as the present value of future expected profits
at a discount rate of 10% per year over a 22-
year period. Initially, the decision was sup-
posed to rest on the lifetime of the material
for which the prior probability distribution, or
priors, were obtained (Figure 8); however, a
complete decision analysis was desired. Since
several hundred million dollars in present
value of profits were at stake, the decision
analysis was well justified.

In the general scheme of the analysis, the
first step was to construct a model for the
business, 8s shown in Figure 9, which was pri-
marily a model of the market. The profit asso-
ciated with each alternative was described in
terms of the price of the product, its operating
costs, its capital costs, the behavior of com-
petitors, and the natural characteristics of
customers. Suspicion grew that this model did
not adequately capture the regional nature of
demand. Consequently, a new model was con-
structed that included the market character-
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istics region by region and customer by cus-
tomer. Moving to the more detailed basis
affected the predictions so much that the addi-
tional refinement was clearly justified. How-
ever, other attempts at refinement did not
affect the results sufficiently to justify a still
more refined model.

Next, a sensitivity analysis was performed
to determine the aleatory variables. These
turned out to be operating cost, capital cost,
and a few market parameters. Because of the
complexity of the original business model, an
approximation was constructed showing how
worth depended on these aleatory variables in
the area of interest. The coefficients of the ap-
proximate business model were established by
runs on the complete model.

The market priors were directly assigned
with little trouble. However, because the op-
erating and the capital costs were the two
most important in the problem, their priors
were assigned according to a more detailed
procedure. First, the operating cost was re-
lated to various physical features of the de-
sign by the engineering department; this
relationship was called the operating cost
function. One of the many input physical vari-
ables was the average lifetime of the material
whose prior appears in Figure 8. All but two
of the L2 physical input variables were inde-
pendent. The priors on the whole set were
gathered and used together with the operating
cost function in a Monte Carlo simulation that
produced a prior for the operating cost of the
product.

The engineering department also developed
the capital cost function, which was much
simpler in form. The aleatory variables in this
case were the production costs for various
parts of the product. A simulation produced a
prior on capital cost.

With priors established on all inputs to the
approximate business model, numerical anal-
ysis determined the worth lottery for each
alternative. The worth lotteries for the two
alternatives closely resembled those in Figure
4,Part A. The new product alternative .A2 sto-

Worth
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chastically dominated the alternative Ar (con-
tinuing to manufacture the present product).
The result showed two interesting aspects of
the problem. First, it had been expected that
the worth lottery for the new product alterna-
tive would be considerably broader than it
was for the old product. The image was that
of a profitable and risky new venture com-
pared with a less profitable, but less risky,
standard venture. In fact the results revealed
that the uncertainties in profit were about the
same for both alternatives, thus showing how
initial impressions may be misleading.

Second, the average lifetime of the material
whose priors appear in Figure 8 was actually
of little consequence in the decision. ft was
true enough that profits were critically de-
pendent on this lifetime if the design were
fixed. But leaving the design flexible to accom-
modate to different average material lifetimes
was not an expensive alternative. The flexible
design reduced sensitivity to material lifetime
so much that its uncertainty ceased to be a
major concern.

The problem did not yield as easily as this,
however. Figure 10 shows the present value of
profits through each number of years t for

each alternative. Note that if returns beyond
year 7 are ignored, the old product has a
higher present value; but in considering re-
turns over the entire 22-year period, the re-
lationship reverses. When managers saw
these results they were considerably dis-
turbed. The division in question had been
under heavy pressure to show a profit in the
near future, and alternative Az would not
meet that requirement. Thus, the question of
time preference that had been quickly passed

off as one of present value at L0% per year be-
came the central issue in the decision. The
question was whether the division was inter-
ested in the quick kill or the long pull.

This problem clearly illustrates the use of
decision analysis in clarifying the issues sur-
rounding a decision. A decision that might
have been made on the basis of a material life-
time was shown to depend more fundamen-
tally on the question of time preference for
profit. The extensive effort devoted to this
analysis was considered well spent by the
compsDy, which is now interested in institut-
ing decision analysis procedures at several
or gan izational levels .

Space Program Planning

A more recent application in a quite differ-
ent area concerned planning a major space
program. The problem was to determine the
sequence of designs of rockets and payloads
that should be used to pursue the goal of ex-
ploring Mars. It was considered desirable to
place orbiters about Mars as well as to land
vehicles on the planet to collect scientific data.

The project manager had to define the de-
sign for each mission-that is, the type and
number of launch vehicles, orbiters, and
landers. The choice of design for the first mis-
sion could not logically be made without con-
sidering the overall project objectives and the
feasible alternatives. Key features of the prob-
lem were the time for the development of new
orbiting and landing vehicles, cost of each
missioD, and chances of achieving objectives.
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Approach to Solution

To apply decision analysis to the problem
posed, a two-phase program was adopted.
The first or pilot phase consisted of defining a

simplified version of the decision. To the max-
imum extent possible, however, the essential
features of the problem were accurately repre-
sented and only the complexity was reduced.
This smaller problem allowed easier develop-
ment of the modeling approach, and exercising
of the model provided insight into the level of
detail required in structuring the inputs to the
decision. The second phase consisted of de-
veloping the more realistic and complex
model required to decide on an actual mission.

The Pilot Phase

To begin the decision analysis, four pos-

sible designs were postulated to represent in-
creasing levels of sophistication. Figure 11

shows these designs and their potential ac-

complishments. The questions were: what
design should be selected for the first oppor-
tunity, and what sequence of designs should
be planned to follow the first choice? Should
the project manager, for example, elect to pro-
vide the ultimate level of capability in the ini-
tial design in the face of uncertainties in the
Martian environment and difficulties in de-
veloping complex equipment to survive the
prelaunch sterili zation environment? Or
should he choose a much simpler design that
could obtain some information about the
Martian environment to be used in developing
subsequent, more complex, vehicles.

Decision Trees

The heart of the model used in analyzing
the decision was a decision tree that repre-
sented the structure of all possible sequences

of decisions and outcomes and provided for
cost, value, and probability inputs. Such trees
contain two types of nodes (decision nodes
and chance nodes) and two types of branches
(alternative branches and outcome branches),
as illustrated in Figure L2. Emanating from
each decision node is a set of alternative
branches, each branch representing one of the
alternatives available for selection at that
point of decision. Each chance node is fol-
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lowed by a set of outcome branches, one
branch for each outcome that may be achieved
following that chance node. Probabilities of
occurrence and values are assigned to each of
these outcomes; costs are assigned to each de-
cision alternative.

Two fundamental operations, eXpectation
and maximization, are used to determine the
most economic decision from the tree. At each
chance node, the expected profit is computed
by summing the probabilities of each out-
come, multiplied by the value of that outcome
plus expected profit of the node following
that outcome. At each decision node, the ex-
pected profit of each alternative is calculated
as the expected profit of the following node
("successor node") less the cost of the alter-
native. The optimum decision is found by
maximization of these values over the set of
possible alternatives, i.e., by selecting the al-
ternative of highest expected profit.

Order of Events

The particular sequence of mission deci-
sions and outcomes was a significant feature
of the pilot analysis. As illustrated in Figure
13, the initial event of significance was the
selection of the 1973 mission configuration.
However, since lead time considerations re-

Fis. 13 ORDER OF EVENTS

S : Select L: Launch O - Outcome

quired that the L975 configuration decision be

made in 1972, the second mission decision had
to be made prior to obtaining the first mission
results. Similarly, the 1977 decision had to be
made before obtaining the results of the L975
missioD, although after the L973 mission re-
sults. In general, then, a mission configuration

was made in ignorance of the results of the
previous mission.

Tree Example

A complete decision tree for the pilot proj-
ect, with the additional assumption that L2 is
the highest level of success, is presented in
Figure L4. The model that produces the nu-
merical probabilities, values, and costs used

in the example will be discussed later. Node 1,

at the left side of the tree is the initial decision
to select either a CL or a C2 for the first launch
opportunity. The box designated LO above
this node indicates that the state at this node
is the current level of achievement. Suppose a

Cl is selected. The cost of that CL is $850 mil-
lion, indicated by the "-850" that is written
under that branch. As a result of this choice,
the next node is decision node 2. The box des-

ignated LO, CL above this node indicates that
the state of this node is the current level of
achievement and a Cl is being constructed for
the first launch. Now either a CL or C2 must
be selected for the second launch. If a CL is
select€d, the cost is $575 million, and the next
node is chance node 7. The two branches fol-
lowing this node represent the possible out-
comes of the first launch. The LO' outcome
which would be failure to better LO on the
first try, occurs with probability 0.1 whereas
the LL outcome occurs with probability 0.9.

The value of the LO' outcome is zero, whereas
the value of the LO outcome is 1224. Now fol-
low the case of the LL outcome to decision
node 34. The state LL, CL at this node, means

that the highest level of success is LL and that
a CL is being constructed for the next launch.
Since LL has already been achieved at this
point in the tree, a C2 is the only design that
may be launched in the third opportunity, at a
cost of $7+O million. This leads to decision
node 35, where the state is LL, C2.

Node 35 in the example tree illustrates coa-

lescence of nodes, a feature vital to maintain-
ing a manageable tree size. Node 35 on the
upper path through the tree can be reached
from four other paths through the tree as in-

1968 1969 1970 l97l t972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

First Fl ight S L o

Second Flight s L o

Third Flight s L o

Fourth Flieht s L o

Fifth Flight s
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dicated in the exhibit. If the coalescence did
not occur, the portion of the tree following
node 35 would have to be repeated four addi-
tional times. In the full pilot tree, coalescence
results in a reduction of the number of
branches in the tree by a factor of 30.

Along the path L-2-7 -34-35 , zt decision node
35, a C2 must be selected for the fourth oppor-
tunity. At chance node 36, the outcome of the
third launch is either an LL' (failure to better
LL with one attempt, which leads to node,38),
or an L2 (which achieves a value of 17L4 'and
successfully completes the program). These
outcomes occur with probability 0.3 and 0.7,
respectively. If LL' is the outcom€, chance
node 38 is reach€d, where the outcome of the
fourth launch is represented. The probability

of Ll" is 0.24, and the probability of L2 is
0.76. Note that the probability of L2 has in-
creased over that of node 36 (0.7 to 0.76) be-
cause of the experience gained previously.

One can similarly follow and interpret many
other paths through the tree. A policy is a
complete selection of particular alternatives
at all decision nodes. This limits the set of all
possible paths to a smaller subset. (It is not
possible, for example, to reach no de 26 if a CL
is chosen at node 1. ) The probabilities, values,
and cost of these paths then determine the
characteristics of the decision policy.

The most economic policy, given the input
data specifications, is defined as the policy
that maximizes the expected profit of the
project, i.e., expected value less expected cost.
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The technique illustrated here eliminates
many of the nonoptimum policies from explicit
consideration; it is the "roll back" technique
that starts from the right side of the tree and
progresses left to the beginning of the tree,
making all decisions and calculations in re-
uerse chronological order. Thus, when each

decision is made, only policies that optimize
decisions for the following decision nodes are
considered.

Consider node 38 in Figure t4. At this
chance node the probability of achieving LL",
which is worth nothing, is 0.24, and the proba-
bility of achieving L2, which is worth L7L4, is
0.76. Thus, the expected profit of node 38 is:
0.24(0) + 0.76 (L7L4) : 1303. This number is
written near node 38.

The calculations are carried out in this
manner backwards through the tree. The first
decision node with more than one choice is
node 2.If a CL is selected, it costs $575 million
(- 575) and leads to node 7 with an expected
profit of L408, which yields -575 + 1408 :
833. If a C2 is select€d, it costs $740 million
( - 740) and leads to no de L2 with an expected
profit of 2106, which yields -740 + 2L06 :
1366. Since 1366 is greater than 833, the most
economic decision is to select a C2 at node 2,

which results in an expected profit of 1366.

Finally, the first decision is a choice be-

tween a CL with an expected profit of 516 or a
C2 with an expected profit of 832. Maximum
expected profit is achieved by the choice of a
C2 resulting in an expected profit of 832. This

LO,Ct
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is the expected profit of the entire project at

the time the first decision is made.

Figure 15 illustrates the complexity of the

completed decision tree for the pilot phase of
the analysis.

Value Assignment

A particularly important part of this study
was the specification of the value to be at-

tached to the outcomes of the program. Since

the decision-makers were reluctant to state

values in dollar terms , a tree of point values

was employed. The value tree is simply a con-

venient way of showing how the total value of
the project is to be broken down into its
component outcomes. Figure 16 shows a value

tree for the pilot analysis. The points assigned

to each tip of the tree are the fraction of total
program value assigned to this accomplish-
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ment; the values accumulate as the program

progresses. A total dollar value assigned to a
perfect program therefore determines the dol-

lar values used in the decision tree.

To derive a value measure, a value tree is

constructed by considering first the major
components of value and then the subcate-
gories of each type, which are identified in
more and more detail until no further distinc-
tion is necessary. Then each tip of the tree

(constructed as above) is subdivided into four

categories, each corresponding to the contri-
bution of one of the four levels of achievement

within the value subcategory represented by
that tip.

The number 1.0 attached to the node at the

extreme left of the value tree for the pilot anal-

ysis represents the total value of all the objec-

tives of the pilot project (thus, the value of
achieving LL, L2, L3, and L4). The four
branches emanating from this node represent

the four major categories of value recognized

by the pilot model. The figure 0.62 attached to

the upper branch represents the fraction of
total value assigned to science. Two branches

emanate from the science node, and 60% of
the science value falls into the category of bio-

logical science. The 0.37 attached to the bio-

logical science node represents the fraction of
totat value attached to biological scienc€, and

is obtained by taking 60% of 0.62 (the frac-

tion of total value attached to all science).

Finally, the bottom branch following the bio-

logical science node indicates that 78% of the

biological science value is achieved by jump-

ing from Lg to L4.
The final step in value modeling is to obtain

the fraction of total value to be attached to
achieving each of the four levels. If all the

contributions to achieving LL (e.g., contribu-

tions to world opinion, (r.S. public favor,
physical science) are added, the result is the

fraction of value that should be attached to

achieving LL The same process is followed for
reaching L2 from LL, Lg from L2, and L4

from L3. The results of such a calculation are

presented in the lower left corner of Figure 16.
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Summary

on the basis of the promising results of
working with the pilot model, a more com-
plete model was developed to encompass
nearly all of the factors involved in selecting
the actual mission. It provided a more precise
structure for assigning initial values, proba-
bilities, and costs, and for updating probabili-
ties and costs based on results achieved. The
following tabulation shows a summary com-
parison of the complexity of the pilot model
with the more complete model.

DECISION TREE COMPARTSON TABLE

Pilot Feature Full Scalc

4
5

56
t592

M ission Designs
Outcomes
Decision Tree Nodes
Paths Through Tree

l4
56
3153
354,671 ,693

Clearly, the full-scale decision tree could not
be represented graphically. The tree was con-
structed and evaluated by computer program
specially developed for this application.

A model such as the one described here can
be a valuable tool throughout the life of a
project. As the project progress€s, the knowl-
edge of costs, probabilities, and values will
improve as a result of development programs
and flights. Improved knowledge can be used
in the decision process each time a design
must be selected for the next opportunity.

An important additional benefit of this
analysis is that it provides a langu age for
communicating the structure of the space
project and the data factors relevant to the
project decisions. ft provides a valuable mech-
anism for discourse and interchange of infor-
mation, as well as a means of delegating the
responsibility for determining these factors.

FUTURE TRENDS

Decision analysis should show major
growth, both in its scope of applications and
in its effect on organizational procedures.

This section presents various speculations
about the future.

Applications
Market Strategy Planning

The importance of decision-making in a
competitive environment has stimulated the
use of decision analysis in both strategic and
tactical marketing planning. The strategic
problems are typically more significant be-
cause they affect the operations of the enter-
prise over many years. Strategic analysis en-
tails building models of the company and of
its competitors and customers, analy zing
their interactions, and selecting strategies
that will fare well in the face of competitive
activities. Since most of this work is of a
highly confidential nature, little has appeared
in the public literature; nevertheless, there is
reason to believe that many large LI.S. corpo-
rations are performing work of this kind, how-
ever rudimentary it may be. The competitive
analyses of a few quite sophisticated compa-
nies might rival those conducted in military
circles.

Resource Exploration and Development

Resource exploration by mineral industries
is a most natural application for decision anal-
ysis. Here the uncertainty is high, costs are
great, and the potential benefits extremely
handsome. At all levels of exploration-from
conducting aerial surveys, through obtaining
options on drill-test locations, to bidding and
site development-decision analysis can make
an important contribution. Organizations ap-
proaching these problems on a logical, quanti-
tative basis should attain a major competitive
advantage.

Capital Budgeting

In a sense, all strategic decision problems of
a corporation are capital budgeting problems,
for its ultimate success depends upon how it
allocates its resources. Decision analysis
should play an increasingly important role in
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the selection of projects and in objective com-
parisons among them. Problems in spending

for research and development programs, in-
vestment in new facilities, and acquisitions of
other businesses will all receive the logical
scrutiny of decision analysis. The methodol-
ogy for treating these problems already ex-
ists; it now remains for it'to be appreciated
and implemented.

branch. The breakdown of a public decision
problem into its elements can only serve to
focus appropriate concern on the issues that
are crucial. For the first time, the public in-
terest could be placed "on file" and proposals
measured against it. A democracy governed in
this fashion is probably not near at haDd, but
the idea is most intriguing.

Portfolio Management

The quantitative treatment of portfolio
management has already begun but it will re-
ceive even more formal treatment in the hands

of decision analysts. The desires of the invest-
ing individual or org anization will be measured
quantitatively rather than qualitatively. In-
formation on each alternative investment will
be encoded numerically so that the effect of
adding each to the portfolio can be determined
immediately in terms of the expressed desires.
The human will perform the tasks for which
he is uniquely qualified: providing informa-
tion and desires. The formal system will
complement these by applying rapid logic.

Socia! Planning

On the frontiers of decision analysis are the
problems of social planning. Difficult as it may

be to specify the values and the criteria of the
business organization, this problem is minor
compared with those encountered in the pub-

lic arena. Yet if decision-making in the public

sector is to be logical, there is no alternative.
The problems to which a contribution can

be made even at the current stage of develop-

ment are virtually endless: in decisions asso-

ciated with park systemS, farm subsidies,

transportation facilities, educational policy,

taxation, defens€, medical care, and foreign

aid, the question of values is central in every

case.

The time may come when every major pub-

lic decision is accompanied by a decision anal-
ysis on public record, where the executive
branch makes the decision using values speci-

fied by the people through the legislative

Procedures

The effect of decision analysis on organiza-
tional procedures should be as impressive as

its new applications. Some of the changes will
be obvious, others quite subtle.

Application Procedures

Stand ardization by type of application will
produce special forms of analyses for various
types of decisions-for example, marketing
strategy, new product introduction, research

expenditures. This stand ardization will mean

special computer programs, terminology, and

speci aLization of concepts for each application.
It will also mean that the important classes of
decisions will receive much more effective at-
tention than they do lrow.

Analytical Procedures

Certain techniques, such as deterministic,
stochastic, and economic sensitivity analyses

that may be performed with the same logic
regardless of the application will be carried
out by general computer programs. In fact,
the process of development is well under way
at the present time. Soon the logical structure
of any decision analysis might be assembled
from standard components.

Probabilistic Reporting

The introduction of decision analysis should
have a major impact on the way organiza-
tional reporting is performed externally and
internally. Externally, the organization will be

able to illustrate its performance not just his-
torically by means of balance sheets and op-
erating statements, but also projectively by
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showing management's probability distribu-
tions on future value. Since these projections
would be the result of a decision analysis, each
component could be reviewed by interested
parties and modified by them for their own
purposes. However, management would have
a profitable new tool to justify investments
whose payoffs lie far in the future.

organizational management will acquire
new and more effective information systems
as a result of decision analysis. Internal re-
porting will emphasize the encoding of knowl-
edge in quantitative form. Instead of sales
forecasts for next year, there will be probabil-
ity distributions of sales. Thus, the state of
information about future events will be clearly
distinguished from performance goals.

Delegation by Value Function

An important logical consequence of deci-
sion analysis is that delegation of a decision
requires only transmission of the delegator's
present state of information and desires.
Since both of these quantities can be made
explicit through decision analysis, there should
be an increase in the extent and success of del-
egation. In the external relationships of the
firm, the delegation will no doubt appear as an
increased emphasis on incentive contracts,
where the incentives reflect the value func-
tion of the organization to the contractor.
This trend is already evident in defense con-
tracting.

Internally, the use of the value function for
delegation should facilit ate better coordina-
tion of the units of the organization. If explicit
and consistent values are placed on the out-
comes of production, sales, and engineering
departments, then the firm can be sure that
decisions in each unit are being made consis-
tently with the best overall interests of the
firm. The goal is to surround each component
of the organization with a value structure on
its outputs that encourages it to make deci-
sions as would the chief decision-maker of the
organization if he were closely acquainted
with the operations of the component.

Organizational Changes and
Ma nagement Development

The introduction of decision analysis will
cause changes in organizational behavior and
structure. A change should take place in the
language of management, for the concepts dis-
cussed in this report are so relevant to the
decision-making process that, once experi-
enced in using them, it is difficult to think in
any other terms. The explicit recognition of
uncertainty and value questions in manage-
ment discussions will in itself do much to im-
prove the decision-making process.

Special corporate staffs concerned with the
performance of decision analysis are already
beginning to appear. These people would be
specially trained in decision analysis, proba-
bility, economics, modeling, and computer
implementation. They would be responsible
for ensuring that the highest professional
standards of logic and ethics are observed in
any decision analysis.

Special training for decision analysts will be
accompanied by special training for managers.
They will need to know much more than they
do now about logical structure and probability
if they are to obtain full advantage from the
decision analyst and his tools. No doubt much
of this training will occur in special courses
devoted to introducing decision analysis to
management. These courses wiU be similar to,
but more fundamental than, the courses that
accompanied the introduction of computers
into the Lf.S. economy.

Management Revvard

Encouraging managers to be consistent
with organizational objectives in decision-
making requires adjusting the basis for their
rewards to that objective. If rewarded only for
short run outcomes, they will have no incen-
tive to undertake the long range projects that
may be in the best interest of the organiza-
tion. It follows that any incentive structure
for management will have to reward the qual-
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ity of decisions rather than the quality of out-
comes. The new financial statements that
show probability distributions on future
profit would be the key to the reward struc-
ture. After these distributions had been

"audited" for realism, the manager would re-

ceive a reward based upon them in a predeter-
mined way. Thus, the manager who created
many new investment opportunities for a

company could be rewarded for his efforts
even before any were fully realized.

To make this system feasible requires dis-
tinguishing between two kinds of managers:

the one who looks to the future and prepares

for it; and the one who makes sure that to-
day's operations are effective and profitable.

The distinction is that between an admiral and

a captain, or between the general staff and the
field commanders. Specialization of function
in corporate management with significant re-
wards and prestige attached to both planning
and execution could be the most important
benefit of decision analysis.

CONCLUSTON

Although an organization can achieve ulti-
mate success only by'enjoying favorable out-
comes, it can control only the quality of its
decisions. Decision analysis is the most power-
ful tool yet discovered for ensuring the quality
of the decision-making process: its ultimate
limit is the desire of the decision-maker to be

rational.
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The past decade has seen the development of a new profession-
decision analysis, a profession concerned with providing a rational
basis for decision-making. While it may seem strange that people can
make their living by helping other people make decisions, that is just
what decision analysts do. So that we can better see the need for this
new profession, let us start by taking a look at the kind of decision-
making we use in our everyday lives (see Fig. 1).

Desc riptive Decision-making

In this descriptive view of decision-makirg, rree first exarnine the
environment of human decisions-. The environment can be described
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by several characteristics. As \f,e go through these characteristics,

ttrink of them not only in terms of modern corporate or governmental

decisions, but in terms of any decision-personal, romarftic, or histor-

ical. Perhaps we might even think back to the dawn of history when

the caveman was trying to decide whether to take one path or another

in order to avoid the saber-toothed tiger. He saw his environment, as

we now see ours-unenfiab If there is any one attribute of the envi-

ronment that gives us the most difficulty in decision-making, it is un-

certainty. Furthermore, the environment is go-mplel-we see many

different factors interacting in ways we often cannot understand. It is
dynaSfC. It evolves over time. What we do today has effects that may

not be evident for years.

Unfortunately, in business, military, or national problems the envi-

ronment is often eamee$iti,y& There are.-hg$illg"u0kligenses _that 
are

trying to make life better fdr themselves at our expense. Perhaps,

most unfortunate of all, 9!,u-1es.9ur-.c.gs- ale-finit*-in spite of the exhor-

tations of religious leaders over the centuries, man perceives himself

as being a limited creature who has to allocate what he has, rather

than to expand it.
The typical human reaction to these characteristics of the environ-

ment is confusion or worry, whether it be corporate-and there are

Environment

lngenuity

DeCiSiOn o... .) OUtCOme
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Figure I Decision-making (descriptive)
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many worried corporate executives-or individual. But man has wea-
pons available in his fight with the environment-his fight to make a
decision. We separate these weapons into three types.

First, .man las ingenuitg. He uses that ingenuity to conceive and
formulate different courses of action; that is, he has the potential of
choice. Second he has percgptiog. He can learn from what he sees. He
can form judgments about the world. In other words, he can gather

information about his environment. Finally, and in some ways per-
haps most important, he has a philosoph1. He has guiding principles
of his life that give him preferences among the various outcomes that
he might obtain from his decisions.

Although we have only looked at the personal application of these
ideas, corporations, colleges, and governments also have these attri-
butes. We might combine them into the idea of thinking. This is the
process of thought-the process that man brings to the problem of
making a decision.

At this point let us define a decision. A decisiou is- an allocation qf
resources that is revocable only at a cost in some resourae, such as
time or money. For practical purposes we should think of it as an ir-

Jevocable allocation of, resourceU It is not a mental commitment to
changing the state of the world or to carrying out some course of ac-
tion, but rather some actual physical change.

Intuition

The process by which man makes the overwhelming number of de-
cisions in his life (or a corporation in its life) is intuition. He uses an
intuitive process to balance the choices, the information, the prefer-
ences that he has expressed and to arrive at a course of action-to ar-
rive at a resource allocation. We cannot say much about how intuition
operates, but we have all met people who operate intuitively. Indeed,
we all make intuitive decisions in our own lives every day: which route
to take to get to work, when to get up in the morning, and so forth. We
would be foolish to substitute any other principle for intuition in the
majority of the decisions we make. BUf tle"e $e somg de_qisions.th.A!

we, as-individuals or as orgilrizstionn--faee -ttrat ar-e,qQ iqpegfgd 
- sq

crucial to our eristence, survival, and Ftledngof ioy-that "x{e 111$tL
strive for a better way of maki4g them.

The characteristic of intuition that is most bothersome to us is that
its log:ic in uncheckabte. If a person were the chairman of the board
and made a decision by intuition, he might say, "Well fellows, I've
read all the reports and, having thought it over, I think we ought to
merge with Company X." While such a decision could be a great idea,
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we really have no way of evaluating it. f[ere is no w*y of .hecliag
qtes-ly"stop to.detereine uhether this decision is the logical.son$equ-

ence of ttre "hoices, informatiou, aqd preferences that wpre avaitablc
to the decision maker. It all went on in his mind-behind closed

doors, so to speak. While a one-man company may be able to get away

with such a decision, in our increasingly interdependent corporate

world or in our society it becomes increasingly important for a man to
be able to show people why he arrived at a particular decision. It is

also important for them to be able to see what changes in factors sur-

rounding that decision might have led to a different decision.

Thus we often find that one result of the intuitive decision-making
process is uneasiness on the part of the individual or the organization

making the decision. You would be surprised at the number of cor-
porate decision makers who arrive at a decision on intuitive grounds

and then, after the fact (after they have made the mental commit-
ment, but before they have written the check), come looking for some

better way of making the decision because they are uneasy about

whether that decision is consistent with their choices, information, and
preferences.

D e c ie io n Ve ra tu O ute o me

One other thing we ought to'mention about descriptive decision-

making is the unfortunate human tendency to equata &c ryality of
Srs deci$im-t4!$Lee #dity,ffiL'qrt"u* it n ud,*"* Eac h dec ision

is followed by an outcome that is either joyful or sorrowful, for ex-

ample: the surgeon decides to amputate the arm, and the patient

either recovers or dies; the investor decides to buy some new stock,

and the stock either makes money or loses money. We tend to say if
the stock lost money, or if the patient died, that the decision maker

made a bad decision.

Well, logically, that is indefensible, because the only "n ay you can

errduate*the quality.of a decision is by-whetlrer it is consistent with

the. c-hoices" in-formation, and prderences of the decision rp^aker While
we all prefer a joyful outcome to a sorrowful outcome, only the deci-

sion is under our direct control. We must seek aid in exploiting that
control to the fullest extent, but we must distinguish the quality of the

decision from the quality of the outcome.

Here is a simple illustration. Suppose that a person were offered the
opportunity to call the toss of a coin for $100. If he calls that toss cor-
rectly he wins S100. If he does not, he wins nothing. There are very

few people who wouldn't like to play such a game. Suppose that the

offer were for a payment of $5. We can be sure that many people
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would like to play such a game for $5. Then, picture a line of people

waiting for their turns. The first one comes up, we take his $5, we toss

the coin, he calls it, and he loses. Now what? What do we say? We say
he had a bad outcome. The next one comes up; he also pays his 95,
and he wins. He had a good outcome. These people have both made

the same decision. It was a good decision, but making that good deci-

sion is no guarantee of a good outcome. Speaking loosely, mnking 
"g

good decision is only doing the best we can to increase the chances of a
good outcome.

One thing that anyone who deals with decision analysis should keep

in mind is the importance of differentiating between the quality of the
decision and the quality of the outcome. This distinction is the very

beginning of the study of decision-making. It is this transcendence of
the intimacies of outcome by conceptualizing the decision-making pro-

cess that allows us to study formally what "good decision" means.

In most cases we do not really know what is a good decision. We are

so used to characterizing the kind of decision that was made by the
kind of outcome produced that we really have not until now had a
procedure-an engineering analysis, a science, if you like-for recog-

nizing a good decision. One of the "reasons to be" for decision analysis
is to formrd.ate the idea of what a giood decision is,-and to formulate it
in quantitative terms fhqt san be conveyed from onc person to an-*

other, compared frorn one situation to anothel
So much for descriptive decision-making. We will probably be using

it a lot in our personal lives and in our organizations' lives, but it has

the shortcomings of intuition that we think we can now transcend.

Decision Analysis

In this chapter we examine an alternative to descriptive decision-
making, an alternative called "decision analysis." Here is a very brief
definition. It is the balancing of the factors that influence a decision

and, if we wanted to add another word, a logicoJ balancing of the -fac-
tors thd influence a decisioJr. Typically these factors might be techni-
cal, economic, environmental, or competitive; but they could also be

legal or medical or any other kind of factor that affects whether the
decision is a good one.

The Preeursors of Deeision Analysrs

Decision analysis is a term we also use to describe the outgrowth
of two earlier fields, namely, decision theory and systems modeling
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methodolory. Decision theory was largely the province of academics

until very recently. They treated the question of how to be rational

in very simple, but uncertain, situations dealing with balls in urns,

coin-tossing, small amounts of money, and the like. But it turned out

that there was enough meat to the question of what is a good decision
(even in simple cases) that theorists for years-going back to Ber-

noulli in 1738-have been worried about what really constitutes a

good decision. However, decision theory was a theory for very simple

decisions and certainly far from application to the complex corporate

or even personal decisions we face today.
Over the past 30 years, we have also seen the development of a sys-

tems modeling methodolory. That systems modeling methodology

provided means of treating the complex and dynamic aspects of the

environment in a way that had never been contemplated before. Of
course, the advent of the computer played a large role. Decision ana-

lysis is the child of both of these developments. It is a way to combine

the ability to handle complexity and dynamics with the ability to
handle decision-making in the face of uncertainty into a single disci-
pline that can treat all three simultaneously.

A Language and a Proeedure

This new discipline has two interesting aspects. First, it*is"a.lan-
gusgn-rud-philosophy for"decision-makir& It is a way to talk about
the decision-making process even ifyou never set pencil to paper to do

a computation. Indeed, organizations that have begun to think in this
way-to use this language and philosophy-can never, it appears,

revert to their old ways of thinking. It is a kind of reverse Gresham's

law: the specification of language and clarity of concept keeps us from
thinking about decisions in ways that might not be fruitful in the
making of them.

But more than that, as far as the profession itself is concerned, is
the idea that dqc,isign.analysis is a"lpgtsal and.quantitative.procedu.re.
It is not simply a way to talk about decision-making; it is actually a

way to make a decision. It is a way to build a model of a decision that
permits the same kind of checking and testing and elimination of bugs

that we use in the engineering of an automobile or an airplane. If it
were not for the fact that "decision engineering" somehow implies a

kind of manipulation of the decision-making process rather than an

analysis of it, this field might be called decision engineering rather
than decision analysis.
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The Deeision Analysis Forrnalism

How does decision analysis differ from intuitive decision-making?
In some ways, not at all; in other ways, very significantly. First, con-
sider the environment (see Fig. 2). There is "bad news" on that score
because the environment is still uncertain, complex, dynamic, compe-
titive, and finite. We shall have to live with it-decision analysis is not
a "crystal ball" procedure, much as people wish it were. So we will
still be confused and worried when we start out on a decision problem.
Furthermore, there is no hope for people who do not like to think,
because we must be ingenious, perceptive, and philosophical in order
to carry out decision analysis. So it is not much help yet.

Choice. Where we start to get help is now. First, let us go through
the three aspects of ingenuity, perception, and philosophy, one by one,
and see how they are treated within this new discipline. Thc idea of
choice is spelled out by enumerating specific alternatives that aae

available in this deeision proilem. They may be finite alternatives,
like amputate or do not amputate; or they may be alternatives de-
scribed by continuous variables, such as the capacity of a plant, the
price of a new product, or even the size of a budget that will be set for
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Figure 2 Decision-making using decision analysis.
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a lower-level organization. The point is that alternatives are described

quantitatively and not in general terms.

Incidentally, the process fq1 'leploBir&-new"alterneti\ros is one that

we wish we were more able to comment upon. Ingienuity is roquired;

there is-iusfiJs much-aed. for.eueativity -jn ths-proc€ss, 8S analyzed

here, as there is in intuitive decision-making. The only advantage that
decision analysis can bring to the search for new choices or alterna-

tives is the same kind of help that any analytic model provides when

brought to bear on a problem. For example, using engineering models,

while not directly synthetic in most cases, can lead to insights into ex-

isting designs that suggest new alternatives, new ways of solving the

engineering problem. The same thing can happen here, but it is not

part of the formal structure.

The Errcod.ing of Information The first new thing comes about

when we look at information. Iile--represent informatiroruin $no wrys.

We+haractedze uncetteinty by" means of prohabilily. asci€mrnent!. ffi{
ure.Jegre-renl relatieuships hy -o^no of models' that is, by structuring
the problem. Let us talk about structuring first.

Ure Structuring is the kind of "head bone connected to the

neck bone" arrangement we find in physical models. But now we are

talking about a decision model: a way of representing the underlying

logical relationships of a decision problem-be it national, legal, in-

dustrial, or whatever-in a mathematical nodel.that shows what afa

faets.whaL This is something that is discussed in other parts of this
book-the process of modelling and using computers in modelling.

Although it is not customary to build formal models of decisions in the

same way that we build formal models of other engineered systems,

decision analysts do just that. In fact, anyone who is going to be a pro-

fessional in this area is required to be conversant with modern mo-

delling techniques.
Now let us return to the treatment of uncertainty.

ffiSincemanyreadersmaynotbefamiliarwiththefieIdof
decision analysis, there is no reason to examine the long arguments

that used to go on as to whether probability was a state of mind or a
state of things. Decision analysts -helieve that it.is.a state-of. min4.a*
ruay of re.Brgsenting one person's uncertainty about a particular evenJ

or..Ja-rfublaand."that jt^ hes .Jro n-ggessar)r iroterpretation -whateuer in.
terms of real-world long-run frequencies.-

The whole idea of describing uncertainty by means of probability

assignments has come about only in the last ten or twenty years. Be-
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fore that, probability was thought of as the province of statisticians-a
region that only experts could enter. We may still need an expert to do

more complex probabilistic manipulations, but we do not need an

expert to think in probabilistic terms, which is what decision analysis

requires. In some ways this is the most unique part of the decision

analyst's trade, that he is able to deal effectively with the assessment

and implications of uncertainty.

Lest the reader think this aspect is being overemphasized, here is a
quote from a book that is in an entirely different field. It is a non-

technical book called The Search for Authenticity by James F. T.

Bugental who is a psychoanalyst. He writes:

Let us pause to examine this quest for certainty. By "certainty" I mean the

opposite of contingency. Having survived a disastrous fire in our neighborhood

and being concerned about my home, I decide to investigate the likelihood I
would not be so fortunate again. I find my odds are 10fi) to I against the like-

lihood that my house will burn, but I am not content and so have the brush

cleared back some distance. Now the odds are 1500 to 1, I find. Still con-

cerned, I have an automatic sprinkling system installed. Now I'm told my

odds are 3500 to 1. However I try, though, I must recognize always that I
cannot achieve certainty that the house will not burn. I may do much, but I
can't be sure that a nuclear firestorm will not mqke my efforts vain. I may

build my house underground but still I can't be sure but that the earth might

be drawn closer to the sun and the whole world thus be ignited.

Now these are ridiculous extremes, of course, but the point remains: there is

no true certainty to be had. So it is with any issue. Nevertheless, we seek that

certainty constantly. We buy insurance, seat belts, medicines, door locks, edu-

cation, and much else to try to protect ourselves against tragedy, to secure

good outcomes. So long as we recognize we are dealing in probabilities, such

choices can be useful. But every therapist has seen the patholory of seeking

for certainty instead of better probabilities.'

One could take that last sentence, replace "therapist" by "decision

analyst" and say that every deci"ion analyst has seetr the patholog of
s€eking for certainty instead of botter plebsbilities" Every corporation

the author has ever encountered believes that the secret of security

comes from making things certain. In a course at Stanford University

where students actually go out and do decision analysis as part of the

course work, one of the presentations concerned the idea of "proven"
reserves of mining ore. There we see the intent to make something cer-

tain when it is not certain, because a proven resene is not a proven

tJames F. T. Bugentd , The Seorch for Authenticlty, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965,

pp. 7 4-75.
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reserve-it is something with probabilities attached to it, probabilities
in terms of the amount, the type, the cost of extraction, and so forth.

Another example from class concerned how to treat people who have
angina. Do you give them special new surgical procedures or do you
give them conventional medication? Here the point came up again
that there were some procedures that were "proven" medical treat-
ments and others that were unproven. [n other words, the world had
again been divided into things that were OK and certain and approved
by society, and others that were not OK, and there was a very small
area in between. In these examples, as we all see in our own lives, we
are continually trying to get the uncertainty out of the way because it
is so painful with which to deal (as Bugental, the psychoanalyst, says).

We see the same thing in corporations. They attempt to set budgets,
goals, and growth rates in an endeavor to ascertain what is basically
uncertain. I claim that the way to corporate health is not to try to
make the world certain, but to live with it in its present uncertain
siate, to act in the best possible way given the kind ol world we live in.
Bugental also sees that as the key to mental health, so I guess we
agree even though we are in different fields.

We'll return later (see the question period at the end of this chap-
ter) to how we go about making probability assignments. For the
moment, let us just say that here f,sa way to do it and that such as-
signments become one of the two parts of the total encoding of infor-
mation (the other being structure) that lead finally to putti4g into the
model what we know.

So if we had to characterize the inputs to decision analysis, we
would say choiee is" wh-at r*e,c ^ n*as, and,infurmatisn ir-what -we. knq_W.

No$." we co:ne.torhe-t}ird: preferences-what we want.

t d.&derenq# It turns out that because of our
previous inability, or perhaps a better word would be reluctance, to
deal with uncertainty, we have never gotten in most decision problems
to the question of what we really want. It is a very interesting exercise
to take a guy who has a tough decision because there is a lot of uncer-
tainty in it, and ask him, "Well, suppose I eliminated all the uncer-
tainty, suppose I told you for sure what was going to happen here and
here and here, then, what would you like?" He often does not know.
Think about it in terms of new possible states-of-being for the United
States. If we could snap our fingers and have any state we wanted,
which would we want?

Decision analysis separates uncertainty from the establishment of
preferences. Once we tell a decision maker, "Look, let me worry about
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the uncertainty, that's my business." "We just encode that and do the
best thing we can with the uncertainty that exists, given the structure
and alternatives." "What do you really want?" "How much more is
this outcome worth than that?" Then he has a problem he can work
on constructively.

We-breek dhe -idea o[ preferences up in"ta thlee categorigs:- The firqt
kind of preferenc€ we call vglue.rq..i8'nment;. the second" time prefer-

ence; and the third, risk preference, Value assignment is concerned

with situations where you have different outcomes and you say, "How
much more is this outcome worth than that?" "W-hatls tbe relative
value of the-twq?"

W*ryrrrergtDrf.d Here is an example that may drive this topic home.

Suppose we consider a medical case with which we can all identify.
You walk into the doctor's office and he says, "You've got acute some-

thing-or-other and we're going to have to do this to you in the hospital,
and you're going to be there for a day with severe pain, and then
you'll be all right." And you say, "Well, what's severe pain?" And he

says, "It's like pulling a wisdom tooth without an anesthetic." Each of
us has his own opinion on whether this is a suitable torment of Hell,
but at least you can think about what that outcome would mean to
you-how joyful or sorrowful it would be. We have to allow for all
tastes.

However, we have another alternative: to take a magical drug that
will produce an instant painless cure for your malady. You have a
choice-either a day in the hospital with pain and then cure, or the
instant cure with the magical drug with no side effects (see Fig. 3).
How much more would you pay for the instant cure via the magical
drug compared to a day in the hospital with pain? Magical drugs are

expensive, so let us see how much you would pay in addition to what
the hospital trip would cost in order to obtain the drug. Would you
pay a dollar? Sure, you'd pay a dollar. $10? Sure, that wisdom tooth is

P: One day in hospital with
sarere pain, then cure

C C: lnstant cure

Figure 3 Value assignment.

P
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pretty painful. How about $10,000? Your reply would probably be:

"You must think I'm made of money." "Where am I going to get

$10,000?"
So now we are bounding you. We may have a few millionaire

readers who laugh at $10,000; we may have struggling students who
say, "Give me ten bucks and take out all four wisdom teeth for all I
care." But each of us in his own financial situation can say how much
more he would pay for one than the other. Notice that we are making

a decision out of the value question. We are saying, if you could go

down each route, how much more would we have to make the instant
cure cost before you would be indifferent. So one of the key ideas is to
use the idea of comparison and adding positive increments to one side
or the other until you say, "O.K., I cannot tell the difference." That is
the value question. Given an outcome that occurs now with no uncer-
tainty, how much do you like it?

ffiThe next question we face is time preference. Time
4refcsqrce"coacerns the nro.db wc4laoe on vdues"thet are distributed
over. tinc. This involves what we call the "greed-impatience trade-
off." We are usually willing to accept less if we can get it sooner. Esta-
blishing the time preference of an individual or a corporation is not
simple, but we can demonstrate that it is very important.

One case we worked on involved a person who had to choose be-

tween having an operation for a kidney transplant or being put on di-
alysis indefinitely with a kidney machine. It turned out that the whole
question boiled down to time preference for him and, on further inves-
tigation, it developed that what was important to him was to live until
his children got through college. So his time preference had an inter-
esting structure. He placed a high value on being alive until some
point r years in the future, and after that not so much. That is an
unusual kind of time preference, but one any complete theory has to
be able to accommodate.

PL Pr: P once a year for life

C C: Cure

Figure 4 Time preference.
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How can we demonstrate time preference in the medical example?
In the medical case, suppose we think about a new event P2, which is
getting that one day in the hospital with pain once a year for life, as
opposed to an instant cure now (see Fig. a). Every year you have to go

back to the hospital for one day and undergo the painful treatment or,
on the other hand, you can get an immediate cure. It is clear that the
instant cure is now worth more than it was before, since you were al-
ready going to be in for the first year anyway, but how much more
depends on your attitude toward the future. If you say that anything
that happens more than 30 days out you really do not care about, you
will have one answer to your question. But, if you are very much con-
cerned about retirement income, you will have another attitude. The
way you answer this question will give us a lot of insight into how you
value time.

Of course companies and nations face time preference questions. If
we are thinking about setting up a national park system or other long-
run investment, nre ase going to have to thilrk sbout how much bene-
ftrs in the future are worth relative to benefits today.

: m?"mffiffi Although value and time are certainly important,
probably the most unusual aspect of the profession we are talking
about is its ability to handle the third of the three, namely, risk pre-
ference. It is easy to demonstrate risk preference. Risk preference is
the term we use to describe the fact that people are not expected-value
decision makers; that is, they are not willing to choose among alterna-
tives simply by comparing their expectations. (The expectation of an
alternative is computed by multiplying each monetary prize by the
probability of receiving it and then summing the products for all
prizes.)

Suppose we said, "How many of us would flip a coin, double or noth-
ing, for next year's income?" Whatever we would have gotten next
year, we will either get twice as much, if we call the coin correctly, or
nothing, if we call it incorrectly. Now that situation has an expected
value equal to next year's salary, and anyone who is willing to make a
decision on the basis of expected value should be marginally willing to
engage in such a proposition. It is doubtful that we would have many
takers, because there is nothing in it for a percon. Suppose we pay each
person a dollar to play; so now there is something in it for the taker.
But most of us still would not do it. What if we say, "All right, what
fraction of next year's salary would we have to pay to induce a person

to engage in this gamble?" If we pay the fraction l, then the taker has
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nothing to lose. He will get next year's salary anyway, and everyone
will try it. If we pay the fraction 0, no one will try it. The real ques-
tion is what fraction of next year's salary do we need to offer? Typi-
cally, numbers like 60-95 percent might be appropriate, 95 percent
corresponding to the penrcn who has substantial financial commit-
ments and just does not see how he is going to make it, whereas the
smaller fraction would correspond perhaps to the footloose bachelor
who figures he can always go and live on the beach if he does not get
any money next year. So it will be very specific to the person, to his
own environment, his own tastes; and, in that sense, everything we are
talking about is unique to the individual. It is appropriate to the deci-
sion maker and is not for the public at large.

To extend our medical discussion to this case, all we have to do is
think about an imperfect magic drug. Unfortunately, the magic drug
that might cure us will, now, also be able to kill us. So we will have to
choose between going to the hospital with the day of pain or taking the
magic drug, now costless, but which will kill us with probability p and
cure us with probability l-p with no pain-no side effects (see Fig. 5).
The question is what is the probability p such that we are indifferent
toward the day in the hospital with pain and taking the magic drug.
Think about it; imagine being placed in this situation. It is not a very
unrealistic situation; there are cases just like this that occur in med-
ical practice.

What if p : 111000? One chance in a thousand we are going to die
from the drug versus a day in the hospital with pain. The answer
would probably be: "Dying's pretty bad, I don't like that.', What
about one chance in ten thousand? A typical reaction: ,.I'm feeling
pretty lucky today-one in ten thousand, I might just do that.', The
point is, once we establish the value a person places on his life-which
is another long story-and the value of a cure relative to a day in the

D D: Death

1-p

C C: Cure

P P: Pain

Flgure 6 Risk preference.
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hospital with pain, then the number p would certainly give us in-
sight into their attitude toward risk and would allow us indeed to start
building a description of their risk preference.

The Logical Decisian. When this has been done, when we have car-
ried out this procedure and have established preferences, the values
placed on outcomes, the attitude toward time, the attitude toward risk
(and there is a methodolory for doing all of this), when we have estab-

lished the models necessary for the decision one is making and have

assessed probabilities as required on the uncertain variables, then we

need nothing but logic to arrive at a decision A nrl 
^ 

annrl decision is

nrow"yeq, simdy da6sed as.thsd€eision that-is logicallv implied by
Jhe choices, inforoati,on, and preferences that we have erpressed.
There is no ambiguity from that point on-there is only one logical
decision.

This allows us to begin to assign praise or blame to the process of
making the decision rather than to the ultimate outcome. We can do

an analysis of the decision and make sure it is a high quality decision

before we learn whether or not it produced a good outcome. This gives

us many opportunities. It gives us the opportunity to revise the
analysis-to look for weak spots in it-in other words, to tinker with it
in the same way we can tinker with an engineering model of any other
process.

The Value of Informotion

If this were all decision analysis did, it would be impressive enough,

but from it we also get other benefits. We obtain sensitivities to the
various features of the problem and we learn something that I think is
unique to decision analysis called the "valua of.jnformaltae'j _fhl"
value nf information is what it would be worth to resdve uncertainty
smce snd for all on one or more of the vsriables of tls prohil.em. In
other words, suppose we are uncertain about something and do not
know what to do. We postulate a person called a "clairvoyant." The
clairvoyant is competent and truthful. He will tell us what is going to
happen-for a price. The question is what should that price be. What
can we afford to pay to eliminate uncertainty for the purpose of
making this decision?

Of course we do not have real clainoyants in the world-at least not
very often-but the clairvoyant plays the same role in decision anal-
ysis as does the Carnot engine in thermodynamics. It is not the fact
that we can or cannot make it, but that it serves as a bench mark for
any other practical procedure against which it is compared. *Lthe
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$lrre sf"clairvqyance onrny. ueeertai.nty" repreaerts- an Ipper bound

sn ${h-at.a^ny.i-nf.qqn..61ion-gatherinc".procas$"that off.ers to sbed light o!
ths"uece$ainty micht be worth.

For example, if we find in the medical problem that the value of
clairvoyance on whether or not we are going to die from the drug is

$500, then that means that we should not pay more than $500 for any

literature search or anything else that would provide only imperfect
information with respect to whether or not we are going to have this
problem.

That is a revelation in itself to many people-the fact that one can

establish a hard dollars and cents number on the value of information
to us in making a decision, and hence can use that number to guide

what information-gathering processes we might participate in.

The Med.ical Prcblem Eualuated. It is hard to demonstrate very
simply how to do such a calculation, but let us try by taking the med-

ical example and putting some numbers in it (see Fig. 6). The patient

has the choice of taking the magic'medicine or not. If he does not take
it, then he is going to get the pain; we will consider that as a reference
point of value $0. If he does take the medicine, let us suppose he has

one chance in a thousand of dying and 999 in a thousand of getting the
instant cure. We have also put in numbers here saying that the cure is

worth $100 more than the pain. He is a relatively poor person, but he

would pay $100 more for the painless cure than he would for spending

a, painful day in the hospital. Now for death-what is the value of life
to a person? This person has set the value of his life at $100,000.

Notice that we "set" the value of his life. What is meant by this is
that he wants the designers of public highway systems and airplanes
to use'the number $100,000 in valuing his life. Why does he not make

it a million dollars? If he does, he will have more expensive rides in
airplanes, more expensive automobiles, and so forth. He does not get

something for nothing. If he makes it too small, he had better be

-$100,000 D: Death

"-1t 1 00,,

Medicine

$100 C: Cure

No $0 P: Pain

M'

Figure 6 The medical decision.
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r/l 000 -$100.q)O D: Death

"-$I oo"

999/1 000

No clairvoyance $100 C: Cure

M,

P: Pain

onCorD
M -$100,000 D Death,tDt, 

= D

1/l 000

P: Pain

"$gg"
999/1 000

$r00 M 100 C: Cure

L=

P: Pain

The value of clairvoyance is $99

Figure 7 Value of clairvoyance computation.

wearing a helmet every time he enters his car. So it is a decision for
him as to what number he wants the decision makers to use in this
completely logical world that we are talking about.

The number -$100 in quotes (in Fig. 6) means that our patient has

said that one chance in a thousand of losing $100,000 and 999 chances

in a thousand of winning $100 has a value to him of - $100. In other
words, we have to pay him $100 to get him to take on this uncertain
proposition. It is clear that, comparing -$100 to $0, he is better off
deciding not to take the medicine. So for him the probabilities, values,
and attitude toward risk leading to the - $100 assessment of this whole
uncertain proposition, the best decision is to forget about the medi-
cine.

Clointoyonce. Now the clairvoyant arrives. If the individual we are
talking about does not patronize the clairvoyant, then he does not take
the medicine and makes nothing. It on the other hand, he does buy
the clainroyance on the question of whether death will occur, what will
happen? First, the clairvoyant will tell him whether he is going to die
if he takes the medicine (see Fig. 7). We have aeD" in quotes here,
meaning that the clairvoyant says he is going to die, equivalent to his
actually dying because the clairvoyant is truly prophetic . "C" means
the clairvoyant says he is going to be cured. Since the probability the
clairvoyant will say he is going to die has to be the same as the proba-

tl
$0

$0

fil

M,

$0

$0
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bility that he really will die, he has to assign one chance in a thousand
to getting that report from the clairvoyant. Now suppose the clair-
voyant says he is going to die. Obviously, he ought not to take the
medicine in that case, and he will make nothing. If the crairvoyant
says he is going to be cured without dying, then he is better off taking
the medicine, and he will make 9100. since the payoff from the crair-
voyant's saying that he is going to die is $0 and from not going to die
is $100, and since there are 999 chances out of a 1000 that the clair-
voyant will say he is not going to die, just by looking at that lottery we
can see it will be worth almost S100 to him. He has g9g chances out of
a 1000 of winning $100, and only one chance in 1000 in winning 90.

Let us suppose he evaluates the whole uncertain proposition at $gg.
If he does not buy the clairvoyance, he is looking at g0; if he does buy
it, he is looking at a proposition that is worth about $9g to him. Thus,
the value of the clairvoyance would be $gg.

So here is an uncertain proposition with all l.cinds of big numbers
running around in it, yet a very simple calculation based on his atti-
tudes toward risk, life, death, and pain says he should not be willing
to pay more than $99 to know for sure whether he would get the un-
fortunate event of death if he should take the drug.

Similarly, in any other decision problem-and there are some very,
very complicated ones, involving many jointly-related variables--$&

the valueof,information-gatheriog,oll
any -aspectd- that+stlem* "IlIe +an subsequenfly . determine . tle . best
idorrn^tiou-gathering strate$r to precede the actual- making of the
deciqio!.

The Decieion Analyeb Cycle

Let us begin with a word on methodology and then go on to an ex-
ample. When doing a decision analysis it helps to organize your
thoughts along the following lines. First, constructing a deterministic
model of the problem and then measuring the sensitivity to each of
the problem variables will reveal which uncertainties are important.
Next, assessing probabilities on these uncertainties and establishing
risk preference will determine the best decision. Finally, performing a
value of clairvoyance analysis allows us to evaluate getting informa-
tion on each of the uncertainties in the problem. The problem could
be very complicated, involving many variables and months of mo-
delling and analysis, but the basic logic is the same. The phases are:
deterministic to evaluate sensitivities, probabilistic to find the best
decision, and informational to determine in what direction new infor-
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mation would be most valuable. Of course you can repeat the process

as many times as is economically valuable.

That is just to give an idea of how one does a professional decision

analysis. Let us now turn to a case history to demonstrate the kind of
problem that can be attacked in this way. Everything said so far has a
naive ring to it. We can talk about betting on next year's salary, but
we are really interested in not just the theory of decision analysis, but
the practice of it.

A Power System Expansion Decision

Let us take an example from the public area. It concerns the plan-
ning of the electrical system of Mexico and is one of the largest deci-

sion analyses that has been done. It has been chosen because it comes

closest to a problem in systems engineering. The specific question
posed was: Should the Mexican electrical system install a nuclear
plant and, if so, what should its policy toward nuclear plants in gen-

eral be? Of course, w€ can not really answer that question without
deciding how they are going to expand, operate, and price their system
over time from here on out. So the real question is how to run the
electrical system of Mexico for the rest of the century (see Fig. 8).

The Mexican electrical system is nationalized and very large-the
size of several United States state-sized electrical systems. Because it
is a complete national system, its planners have unique problems and
also unique opportunities. The basic idea in working this problem was

to look first of all at the various environmental factors that might in-
fluence the decision and then to look at the various measures of value
that would result from particular methods of operation.

The Inputs

First, let us discuss the inputs. There are four input models: finan-
cial, enerry, technology, and market. The financial models are con-
cerned with the financial environment of the Mexican electrical
system both in the world and the Mexican financial market. The in-
puts that these models provide are the amounts of money and the
rates at which money can be borrowed from that source over time,
with uncertainty if necessary. An input to this model is something
called r which is picked up from the lower right. It is the book profit
of the system. There is a feedback between the profitability of the
system over time and the amount that it can borrow to support future
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expansion. The current amounts of debt and investment are also fed

back.
The second type of input is energJ costs, both in the world market

and in the Mexican market. The interesting thing about Mexico is that
it has just about every type of energy available: coal, oil, uranium,

and thermal fields, and, of course' there are world markets in uranium

and oil, at least, whose price movements over time would influence the

economics of the Mexican system.

Next comes technology. This model describes generation and trans-

mission equipment according to type, cost, efficiency, reliability. It
includes such features as the advent of better reactors in the future

and the possibilities of new and improved transmission systems which

might make some of their remote hydro locations more desirable.

The last input model is the demand or market model, indicating by

type and region the amount of electricity that would be consumed,

given a pricing policy and given a quality of service. So these are the

inputs to the model of the Mexican electrical system, which can then

be run.

The Outputs

We will not go into the details of the rather sophisticated model

which was prepared to describe operation and expansion of the Mex-

ican electrical system. Of more interest in this discussion is the kind of
outputs that were produced. There were the very logical ones of the

consumption of electricity and the cost of producing the electricity by

region to grve a profit for the electrical system. This profit was what

might be called the operating profit or book profit of the system, and

is what the investor would see if he looked at the books of the Mexican

electrical system. One modification to that profit which was consi-

dered was an economic penalty for system outages. A measure of the

senrice provided by the system is added to the book profit to glve

something called system profit-which the investor does not see, but
which the designer of the system does see. This penalty makes him
unwilling to make a system that has outages for hours at a time, even

though it might be more profitable if he looked only at the book profit.

The Social Value Function. But what is unusual about the outputs

here is that many of them do not appear on the balance sheet of the

corporation at all, but are what we might call social outputs; they

enter into something called the social value function.

The decision maker in this case was the head of the Mexican electri-

cal system. He felt many pressures on his position-not just the reg-
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ular financial pressures of operating an electrical system, but social
pressures coming about from the fact that his is a nationalized in-
dustry. For example, one of the things that was of concern to him was

the benefit to Mexican industry. What would be the Mexican manu-
factured component of any system that might be installed? Another
one was employment. How many Mexicans would be employed at
what level if they went one route as opposed to another? Now we can

see that the way we design the system is going to have major impacts
on these kinds of outputs. If we have a nuclear system, then we might
provide training for a few high-level technicians, but most of the com-
ponents would be manufactured abroad; we do not have the army of
Mexican laborers that we would if we built a hydro system in a re-
mote location.

Another side effect is the public works that are produced by the
generation choice. For example, with hydro you have roads and
dams-that is access, flood control, and so on, that we would not have
if we installed a large nuclear plant in the central valley of Mexico.
Balance of payments is still another consideration. Mexico at that
time had not devalued its currency; the currency was artificially
pegged with respect to the free world rate. The question is, if we are
going to have an import quota system to try to maintain this kind of
disparity in the price of money, should we include that mechanism

within the model or should we say other parts of the government are
going to be responsible for making such adjustments. That is what the
balance of payment effect is all about.

There are two outputs left that illustrate two different points. One is
called dependence on foreign supply. At the time that this study
started, there was a worry in the minds of the Mexicans that a nation
supplying nuclear equipment might become hostile for some political
reason and cut off the supply of repair parts, fuel, or maintenance fa-
cilities, much as the United States did with respect to Cuba. If that hap-
pened, of course Mexico would be in trouble. The question was, would
this have a major effect on the decision, or would it not. They could
buy insurance against it by stock-piling uranium until such time as

they were able to establish alternate sources of supply. But it was a
real worry, because they wanted to make sure they would be protected
against any politically generated stoppage of equipment or supplies.
By the end of the study, this whole area was of much less importance.

The other output was pollution. Originally the decision makers were
not too interested in pollution. They said they could not afford to
worry about it. And yet, if you have visited Mexico City, you know
that atmospheric polution is very high. By the time this study was
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over, about one year later, they were very glad that they had provided
a place in the model for pollution because they were now getting the
same kind of citizen complaint that we get in the United States. Some
of the things they were planning, like giant coal plants in the middle
of Mexico City, were not acceptable any more.

The social outputs from the operating model entered the social
value function to produce what we call "social profit." It represents

social effects that do not appear on the balance sheet of the electrical
system, per se. Social profit is combined with the system profit to
produce national profit. Time and risk preference are expressed on
national profit to give an evaluation ofthe system as a whole.

The problem that remained was to find a way to expand the Mex-
ican electrical system that would produce the highest overall evalua-
tion. Various optimization procedures were used to suggest installa-
tions of different types (gas turbines, nuclear, conventional, and
hydro plants) to achieve this objective over the rest of the century.

The Nature of Policy

Let us briefly examine the question of what a policy for expansion
of such a system means. A common policy in the past had been to es-

tablish a so-called plant list, which was a list of when each type of
plant would be installed-in 1979 we are going to have an X-type
plant in location Y. That is a little bit like asking a new father, "When
is your son going to wear size-ten pants?" He could look at projected
growth charts and say, "Well, I think it will be when he is nine years

old." Another way to answer the question is to say, "Well, I will buy
him size-ten pants when his measurements get into such and such a
region." This is what we might call a closed-loop policy because we

cannot say in advance when we are going to do it, but we have built a
rule that will tell us the right time to do it.

So when we ask how is the system going to be expanded from here
on out, no one can tell us: They can show us expected times for dif-
ferent things to happen, but indeed, only the program can determine
what the effect on expansion of the future evolution of the system's
environment will be. It has what we might call a self-healing property.
If we foul it up by forcing it to put in a giant plant that it cannot
immediately assimilate, then it is self-healing in the sense that it will
delay and adjust the sizes and types of future plants until it gets back
on the optimum track again. As a matter of fact, it is so much self-
healing that it is hard to foul it up very much no matter what we do,
because in the course of time it is a growing system that finds a way to
get around any of our idiocies. In actuality, when they compared what
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this optimization system was doing with the designs produced by their
conventional techniques using the same information, this system

yielded superior results in every case.

The size of the Mexican study is interesting. It took approximately

eight man-years, and was completed in one calendar year by a staff of

decision analysts from the Stanford Research Institute Decision

Analysis Group, plus four representatives of the Mexican Electricity
Commission who were very competent in nuclear engineering and

power system design. The programs and analyses are now being used

in Mexico for continued planning of system expansion.

Other Applications

Other applications include industrial projects-should companies

merge, should they bring out a new product, or should they bring a

mine into production? All of these things are what we might call fairly
conventional decision analyses by the criteria that we in the profession

use.

Some interesting decision analyses have been done in the medical

area, such as one recently performed on the treatment of pleural effu-
sion, that is, water in the cavity between the lung and the chest wall.

This was a one-year study done by a graduate student who, as far as

the doctor (who was the lung expert) is concerned, completely encoded

everything the doctor knew about pleural effusion. Later the doctor

was asked if he developed this symptom would he prefer to be treated

by this large decision model or by one of his colleagues. He said,

without hesitation, he would rather use the model.

Another study that has just recently been completed is whether to

seed a hurricane threatening the coast of the United States. It was

based on a large experiment a few years ago on hurricane "Debbie"
which indicated, but certainly not conclusively, that seeding a hurri-
cane with silver iodide crystals would cause the wind to diminish
about 15 percent. This in turn would lead to something like a 50 per-

cent decrease in damage. The question now is-if you are the decision

maker in the White House and here comes a big one, hurricane

!'Zazie," headed right for Miami-what do you do? Should you send

the planes out to seed it knowing that, even so, there is a chance that
it might get worse just because of natural causes and wipe out two
cities instead of one? Or should you sit on your hands and possibly

watch people get killed and property destroyed when they might have

been saved? There is a tough problem. It has severe social impacts
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and is definitely a decision under uncertainty. Study of this problem

was presented very recently to the President's Scientific Advisory
Committee. They have formed a subpanel to see whether the conclu-

sions should be put'into effect.

Conclusion

We have tried to characterize what is a new profession-a profession

that brings to the making of decisions the same kind of engineering

concern and competence applied to other engineering questions. It
seems fair to say that the profession has now come of age. W'e are able

to work on virtually any decision where there is a decision maker who

is worried about making that decision, regardless of the context in
which it may arise. The only proviso is that the resources that he is
allocating must be real world resources. We are not competent to allo-

cate prayer because we can not get our hands on it-or love, which is

infinite. But when it comes down to allocating money, or time, or any-

thing else that a person or organization might have to allocate, this
logic has a lot to be said for it. And indeed, as we have seen, the key is

the idea of separating the good decision from the good outcome. Once

we have done that then we have the same ability to analyze, to mea-

sure, to compare that gives strength to any other engineering disci-
pline.

Question Period

QUESTION. Is the professional decision maker the man who is right
out in the forefront making the decisions in his own name,

or will there be a professional decision analyst who is like
the ghost writer standing behind the man, the president,

the corporate executive?

That is a good question. In the legal profession there is a
maxim that the lawyer who defends himself in court has a

fool for a client. And I think the same is true of decision

analysis. I know that I would never want to be my own

decision analyst because I am not detached. I want the

answer to come out certain ways, subconsciously. For

example, if I want to make a case for why I should buy a

new stereo system, I will work like a dog to make sure that
I have lots of variables in the analysis indicating that I am

ANSWER.
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going to use it a lot, it is going to be very valuable to De,

and it is not going to cost much. But when I bring in one of
my friends who is a decision analyst, he will say, "Just
wait a second." "How many days are there in the month?"
"How many hours in a day?" "How often are you going to
listen?" And pretty soon he has it down to size where I can
say, "Yes, I am kidding myself, it just will not all fit to-
gether." So I think we will never get to the stage-nor
should we-where the decision maker is the decision ana-
lyst. I think these are two very different roles and one can
subvert the other.

What has turned out, however, is that some of the presi-

dents of corporations who have been exposed to this kind
of thing have begun to think the way that I am indicating
here and to do very simple analyses on their own. And that
is great. Everyone should know a little science, a little auto
mechanics, and a little of everything, so they are able to do
simple problems relatively well. But they should also
rcalize that when they have a tough problem-one in-
volving complexity, dynamics, modelirg, and all the other
things we have examined-then it is really time for a pro-

fessional. We might take a medical analory again. Most of
the times when a person has a headache, aspirin is alright,
but every once in a while it is a brain tumor and it is

better not to take the aspirin. The important thing is to
know the difference.

What about the systems analyst versus the decision
analyst?

I see the decision analyst as the person who combines the

complexity and the dynamic aspects of systems analysis

with the ability to treat uncertainty and to measure
preference-activities that are usually foreign to systems

analysis. One of the problems with the systems field is that
systems analysis is a much misunderstood term. Many
groups and stakeholders in the systems professions have

entirely different attitudes about what a systems analyst
is. It can be everything from someone who riffles punched

cards in a computing installation at one end of the spec-

trum to someone who know operations research, manage-

ment science, and all of engineering rolled up into one. I
do not know what a systems analyst is. He is somewhere in
that spectruh, but I cannot say where.
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QUESTTON

ANSWER.

QUESTION.

ANSWER.

QUESTION

Is there any information available on whether decision-
making actually leads to statistically significant decisions?

I think you made a "no-no" there. Let us go back to the $b
and the $0-$100 coin toss. How can we measure in a one-
shot 'decision what is statistically significant? This raises

the issue of what view of probability we are taking. What
we are saying is that the whole concept of statistical signif-
icance is pretty much irrelevant from the point of view of
decision-making because we usually make decisions in
one-shot situations. We cannot fire off a thousand Apollo
rockets and see how many are going to succeed and how
many are going to fail. We have to make a one-shot
decision-do we go now, or do we not go now? And the ques-

tion of statistical significance just does not come into it at
all. I never find myself using those words. I find no use for
them in making logical decisions.

Can you glve some references for rating the qualitative
effects of decisions?

You mean the so-called "intansible aspects"? There is a
large amount of literature on the whole field. fn general,

what we say is that it is not a matter of tangibles and in-
tangibles. If we take the Mexican example, people would
say pollution is an intangible, or dependence on foreign
supply is an intangible. But they are really tangibles. Why
would you be willing to pay for things that are not
tangibles? What we are saying is, let us take all the things
that have value to you-positive and negative-and put
values on them. In other words, if you would like to go out
tonight and smell fresh air as opposed to smogry air, let us
talk about what that is worth to you. It is not worth $100
for you to do it for one night because you would go

broke-that value would not be consistent with the other
demands on you. But it is worth a penny, I will bet. Thus
we begin to put dollars and cents values on what many
people consider intangibles. Finally, we find ourselves
making comparisons among values represented in dollars,
not because dollars are in some sense the ultimate measure
of everything, but because money is the Lagrange multi-
plier that our society has prepared for trading off one kind
of thin g against another kind of thing.

What are the axioms you must believe in order to reason

this way?
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Let me discuss just one of them. You must have transitive
preferences, that is, you must reason such: if you like A
better than B and B better than C, you must like A better

than C. One of the points I was trying to rnake originally
was that people often are not transitive. I might very well

express to you intransitive preferences. But the question is,

when you illustrate to me that I am being intransitive, do I
like it or not? I do not like it, and the reason I do not like

it is that someone can make a money pump out of me in

that situation. I will switch A for B and B for C, and C
back for A, all the while paying happily to make the

transition-and he is just taking my money away, little by

little. So the whole idea of intransitive preference is one of
the things I do not want, and it is the cornerstone of what

we do here, because the opposite of it is to be drained of
your resources.

Could you comment further on the value of a life? Could
you, for example, infer the value placed on life by ob-

senring the way corporations make decisions involving life?

Well, I have never done that. Of course there are studies

all over the world on the value of a life. And unfortunately

it varies greatly from one society to the next. But there was

a comparative study I saw a few years ago indicating that

at that time, for example, the value of a life was $100,000

in the United States, about $10,000 in Japan, and about

$700 in South Vietnam.

There are many ways you can go about establishing a

value for life. For example, you can examine the cash

amounts awarded by juries for people killed in automobile

accidents. The real issue is not what is the exact value of

life, but rather are you being consistent in setting the value

from one situation to another. The point is, life is precious,

it is infinitely valuable. We are not talking about what you

are willing to sell your life for-that is not the issue at all.

The question is, what are you willing to buy it for. It is

inconsistent to say a life is precious and, then, go out and

not put the seat belt on when you get in your car. You are

not being the same kind of person you would like to be at

other times.

So what I like to do is pose a number for myself. (I cannot

say what it should be for anyone else.) I want people to
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use this number as the value of my life when they make
decisions that affect me. If I place it too high I will be

running out of money very soon, because my car will weigh

ten tons and will look like a tank. If I place it too low, I
will not be able to venture outdoors.

You asked more specifically, could you determine from
previous corporate decisions what value must have been

placed on life. Well, first of all, I doubt that any corpora-

tion has ever established a number in the sense I am sug-
gesting now. Perhaps they did it intuitively, but not expli-
citly. I would guess that if they did set such a value it
would be $100,000 to $500,000 in the United States today.

euEsrloN. Are the probabilities ever so hard to assign that you have

to tell a client you cannot do an analysis for him?

ANswER. No, I have never had that happen. [,et me give you an

example that arose in determining whether a new power

nuclear reactor design should be introduced. The critical
variable was the lifetime of the fuel cladding. The cladding
was to be made from a material that had never been for-
mulated before and, yet, the decision to go ahead on this
new design would depend upon how this material per-

formed.

The three people who were most knowledgeable in this
company on the question of how long the material would
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last were assembled and told, "Look, we are going to have

to come up with probability distributions on the life of this
material, even though no one has ever built it before."
They were interviewed separately, so they could not hear
each other's answers. They gave the responses shown in
Fig. 9. The first subject assessed about an 80 percent

chance that the life would exceed 13. By an interview pro-

cedure, we developed the series of crosses. Then the next
person (circles) was interviewed. He came up with the
answers you see in Fig. 9, lndependently. Subject three's
knowledge is represented by squares. Now when you look
at these results, you find that they are remarkably similar.
There are inconsistencies, however. For example, at one

point in the questioning the subject represented by circles
said that there was a 0.25 chance of exceeding a life of L7,
and at another point, a 0.2 chance. There is a difference of
0.05 in probability. But when you think of how different
these answers might have come out, I find their agreement
remarkable.

Then the three men got back together again and started
exchangrng information. The last two subjects were rela-
tively pessimistic about a short life compared to the first
subject. He pointed out to them that certain things they
were worried about were not really of concern because of
experiments he had done recently. In other words, they
exchanged information.

The same thing happened down at the far end. At the con-
clusion of the meeting they were willing to sketch the solid
curve to represent the consensus of their opinion about
how long this material would last. When this curve was

shown to their boss, the manager of the whole operation,
he for the first time felt that he was understanding what
they were trying to communicate to him. He realized that
they were not trying to be evasive, but were genuinely un-
certain about what the life of this material would be, un-
certain to the extent indicated by the consensus curve.

So, to answer your questioD, first I have never had the
problem because you can always do it by means of a refer-
ence process. The basic idea is to sayl would you rather
win a million dollars, if the life of the material comes out
more than L4; or win a million dollars, if a coin comes up
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"heads"? Then you can adjust the reference process,

whether it is a coin coming up "heads" or a die coming up
some number, until you are indifferent between the two
processes.

But the point is that when a person is dealing with some-
thing every day of his life, when he is as expert at it as

these subjects were, their answers are in much greater

agreement than you would expect, ifyou asked them ques-

tions about the length of the Danube River, or other things
they have not seen or thought about very much. What in
the abstract seems as though it might be a problem, when
you speculate about assigning probabilities, turns out to be
not much of a problem, when you actually face a decision.

QUEsrIoN. Can decision analysis tell whether it is worthwhile to do

decision analysis?

ANswER. You can do a "back-of-the-envelope" analysis, and then
the question is how much would it be worth to do a more
refined analysis. The decision to employ a decision analyst
is, itself, a decision that can be analyzed like any other
decision.

I have a rule of thumb that I have found helpful in my
own life. I would like to spend at least one percent of the
resources I am allocating on making sure that I am getting
a good allocation of those resources. If I am going to buy a

$2000 car, I want to spend at least $20 in making sure that
I find the right car for me. Not making sure-in an abso-

lute sense-but making sure in the sense that given the
limits of my time and interest in the subject, I am doing
the best I can.

In thinking about professional analyses, you should realize
that decision analysts are in high demand. They command
a premium professional salary. Consequently, decision
analysis does not come cheap. However, we have not yet
had a decision analysis that I am aware of where the deci-
sion maker did not feel very good about the insights he
received relative to the money he spent.

QUEsrIoN. Is it true that rather than removing intuition entirely from
the process, you have simply removed it from the decision-
making process and pushed it back to within the decision
analysis?
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Right. We are not eliminating judgment, or feelings, or

opinions, or anything like that. Rather, we are quantifying

them and putting them into a form where logic can operate

upon them, rather than be buried in a man's mind where

we cannot get access to them. This is very much a subjec-

tive and judgmental process in the sense that the proba-

bility assignments and all evaluations and preferences

have to come from the decision maker. This is really just a
matter of rendering unto Caesar the things that are Cae-

sar's. What we say is, let the manager who makes the

probability assignments and who has the preferences de-

vote his time to making sure they represent his true feel-

ings and his true attitudes. Let the logic be handled by the

computer, which is eminently qualified to do such a job. It
is really "divide and conquer". It sounds like a small

thing, but the power of it is very great.

I do not see how a decision can be good unless the decision

maker has good preferences.

Well, a decision is good if it is consistent with the decision

maker's choices, information, and preferences. LookinB oD,

I might think he is an idiot to make such a decision, but it
is his prerogative. Our theory is amoral, in the sense that a

person can go to Las Vegas, gamble, and lose money, but
he says, "I have a ball there." "I value the experience very

highly." Alright, given hrs values, he is making a statement
with which I cannot disagree.

Would you comment on the balance between seeking new

alternatives and analyzing the ones you have got?

Well, you cannot beat a new alternative. But how do you

get a good new alternative? I find, for example, as an old

engineer that there is nothing like doing an analysis of the

existing design to see its weaknesses and to suggest im-
provements in that design. I think the same is true of a

decision. We often find that we have two alternatives with
the property that one is weak in one area, while the other

is weak in a different area. Someone will suggest com-

bining the two to create a new alternative with both good

features. Often, this is feasible. These are new ideas that
were not suggested originally by the individual who had

the decision problem. There is no magical way of getting

better alternatives by doing it this way, but it often turns

out that creativity is a by-product of the process.
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QUESTION

ANSWER.

QUESTION.

ANSWER.

QUESTION.

ANSWER.

What makes you believe that you obtain better outcomes

by decision analysis than you would by following
intuition?
It is really an act of faith. Let us take the case of the man

with the $S payment for the $0-$100 coin toss. I say to
him, "That is a good decision." "I have looked into your

finances, and we agree it is a good decision." And he says,

"Yes". He calls the coin and he misses, because after all
he still has a probability of one-half of failing. Whereas

some other person says, "I have looked into the Swami's
eyes and I know I must call 'heads'." So he calls "heads"

and wins. Which is the better decision-making procedure?

It is really an act of faith that a logical procedure based on

principles you believe in is better than another procedure.

We can never prove that someone who appeals to astrology

is acting in any way inferior to what we are proposing. It is
up to you to decide whose advice you would seek.

Is it always possible to get better, more complete informa-
tion and, hence, make a better decision?

Not always. For example, if a major hurricane bears down

on Miami in the next hurricane season, where are you

going to get more complete information? The decision will
have to be made with the presently available information.

One of the persistent features of human nature is this
quest for certainty. If anything too much money is spent

on information-gatheri.g, rather than too little. We keep

pursuing this "Holy Grail" of certainty, instead of trying
to find better alternatives or just making the decision and
getting on to something else. I see the whole move toward
data bases as symtomatic of this desire-this quest for cer-

tainty, hopeless as it is.

Is not a major function of an executive the ability to recog-

nize when a decision has to be made?

Yes. For example, a president of a major company faces

the decision of introducing a new product. He knows he

has the decision, he is worried about it, and he does not

know what to do. He has complex alternatives which are

not easily evaluated, and he knows that intuition is not
going to be much help to him. Therefore, he calls on a de-

cision analyst to sort out the alternatives, Bet probabilities

assign€d, build models, present lotteries for his inspection,

and so on.
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The decision analyst will create the probabilities, will he

not?

No, the probabilities do not come from the analyst but
from the decision maker, his experts, and possibly external
experts. I am not an expert on hurricanes; I am not an

expert in medical problems; I am not an expert in the
Mexican electrical system's rate of growth, or anything
like that. God forbid, w€ should try to become experts in
all the different things we work on. But what people in this
profession are expert in is the modeling of the decision
problem and the extraction of information from experts

and preferences from decision makers in order to develop

a better decision. It is a very careful separation of func-

tion.

If I were to adopt this approach and apply it to a variety
of different decisions and if, after a while, I were to dis-

cover that this led to favorable outcomes less frequently
than my old usual approach, then I would be forced to
conclude that you were giving us a rather esoteric meaning
of the word "good."
That is what you would be forced to conclude.

But does it not have to lead to more good outcomes, if it is
to have practical value?

The question is: would you make the same decision if you

faced the same situation again without knowing how it was

going to turn out. I think it is a good decision to pay $5 for
the $0-$100 coin toss. I would even be willing to purchase

several of them. Suppose I keep losing. I would look at the

coin, consider all kinds of hypotheses about people

cheating h€, two-headed coins, and sleight-of-haDd, but
suppose I am convinced there really is no "hanky-panky"
going on. Well, then, I would not depart from this theory. I
would say, "O.K., it is still a good decision, glve me an-

other one," even though I had lost five or six in a

row-which is not an unlikely event. But I am going to
stay with this theory until I find a better one, and I have

not found one yet.

But should our goal not be to maximize the likelihood of
good outcomes?

Of course. We all want joy. We all want good outcomes.

Let that be stipulated right now. Everyone wants good
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rather than bad, more rather than less-the question is
how do we get there. The only thing you can control is the

decision and how you go about making that decision. That
is the key. When you focus on that, I think you will want
to do it the way we have discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Decision theory in the modern sense has existed for more than a decade. I\{ost

of the effort among the present developers of the theory has been devotcd to

Bayesian analysis of problems formerly treated by classical statistics. IVIany

practical managcment decision problems, horvever, can be handled by formal
8tructures that are far from novel theoretically. The world of top management

decision making is not often structured by simple Bernoulli, Poisson, or normal

modcls.

Indeed, Bayes's thcorem itself may not be so important. A statistician for
r major colnpany wrote a rcport in which he commented that for all the talk
about the Bayesian revolution he did not know of a singlc application in the

company in which Bayes's thcorem was actually uscd. 'fhe obscrvation rvas

probably quite correct-but what it shorvs by implication is that the most sig-
nificant part of the revolution is not Bayes's theorem or conjugate distributions
but rather thc concept of probability as a state of mind, a 20O-year-old concept.

Thus the real promise of decision theory lies in its ability to provide a broad

logical basis for decision making in the face of uncertainty rather tlun in any

specific models.

The purpose of this article is to outline a formal procedure for the analysis

of decision problems, a procedure that I call "decision analysis." We shall also

discuss several of thc practical problems that arise when rve attempt to apply

the decision analysis formalism.

2. DECISION ANALYSIS

To describe decision analysis it is first necessary to define a decision. A decision

is an irrevocable allocation of resources, irrevocablc in the sense that it is im-
possible or extremely costly to change back to the situation that existcd before

maliing the decision. Thus for our purposes a decision is not a mental commit-
ment to follow a course of action but rather the actual pursuit of that course of
action. This definition often serves to idcntify the real dccision maker wittrin a

loosely structured organization. Finding the exact nature of the decision to be
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made, hou'ever, and rvho will make it, remains one of the fundamental problcms
of the dccision analyst.

Having defined a decision, let us clarify the concept by drau'ing a necessary

distinction betrveen a good decision and a good outcome. A good decision is a
logical dccision--one bascd on the uncertainties, values, and preferences of thc
decision maker. A good outcome is one that is profitable or othenvise highly
valued. In short, a good outcomc is one that s'e wish rvould happen. Hopefully,
by making good dccisions in all the situations that face us we shall ensure aS

high a percentage as possible of good outcomes. We may be disappointed to
find that a good dccision has produced a bad outcome or dismayed to learn
that someone rvho has made what rve consider to be a bad decision has enjoyed
a good outcome. Yet, pending the invention of the true clairvoyant, we find no
better alternative in the pursuit of good outcomes than to make good decisions.

Decision analvsis is a logical procedure for the balancing of the factors that
influence a decision. The procedure incorporates uncertainties, values, and

preferences in a basic structure that models the decision. Typically, it includes
technical, marketing, compctitive, and environmental factors. The essence of
the proccdure is the construction of a structural modet of thc decision in a

form suitable for computation and maniputation; the realization of this model
is oftcn a set of computer programs.

2.1. The Decision Analysis Procedure

Table I lists the thrce phascs of a dccision analysis that are worth distinction:
the deterministic, probabilistic, and post-mortem phases.

Terrr I
The Decision Analysis hocedurc

I. Deterministic phasc

1. Define the decision
2. Identify the alternativer
3. Assign valucs to outcome3
4. Select state variables

5. Establish rclationship at state variabler
6. Spccify time preferencc

Analysis: (a) Determine dominance to eliminate alternativer
(b) Measure sensitivity to identify crucial state variabler

II. Probabilistic phase

1. Encodc uncertainty on crucial state variabler
Analysis: Develop profit lottery

2. Encode risk preferencc

Analysis: Select best altemativc

III. Post-mortem phasc

Analysis: (a) Determine value of eliminating uncertainty in crucial statc
variables

(b) Develop most economical information-gathering progrirm
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2.1.1. The Deterministic Phase

The 6rst step in thc deterministic phasc is to answer thc question, " What
decision must be madcl " Strangc as it may Secm, many people with what
appear to be decision problems have never asked themselves that question.
lVe must distinguish bctween situations in which therc is a decision to bc made

and situations in which we are simply r,r'orried about a bad outcome. If rrc have

rcsources to allocate, we havc a decision problem, but if rve are only hand

wringing about circumstances beyond our control no formal analysis will help.
The diflerence is that bctwcen selecting a surgeon to operate on a member of
your family and rvaiting for the result of the operation. We may bc in a state of
anguish throughout, but decision analysis can help only with the first question.

The next step is to idcntify the alternatives that arc available, to answer the
question, " What courses of action are open to us? " Alternative generation is the
most creative part of the decision analysis procedure. Often the introduction
of a new alternative climinates the need for further formal analysis. Although
the synthesis of new alternatives necessarily does not fall within the province of
thc decision analysis procedure, the procedure does evaluate alternatives and

thereby suggests the defects in prcsent alternatives that nerv alternativcs might
remedy. Thus the existence of an analytic procedure is thc first step toward
synthesis.

We continue the deterministic phase by assigning values to the various
outcome that might be produced by each alternative. We thus ansrver the

question, " How are you going to determine which outcomes are good and

which are bad? " In business problems this will typically be a mcasurc of profit.
Milita4y and governmental applications should also consider profit, measurcd

perhaps with more dilficulty, because these decision makers are also allocating
the cconomic r€sources of the nation. Even rvhcn wc agree on the measure of
profit to be assigned to each outcome, it may be diflicult to make the assignment

until the values of a number of variables associated with cach outcome are

rpecified. We call thesc variables thc statc variables of the decision. Their
eelection is the next step in the deterrninistic phase.

A typical problem will have state variables of many kinds: costs of manu-
facture, prices charged by competitors, the failure rate of the product, etc. Wc
select them by asking the qucstion, " If you had a crystal ball, what numerical
questions would you ask it about the outcome in ordcr to specify your profit
mcasure? " At thc sarne time that we select these variables we should assign

both nominal values for them and the raoge ovcr which thcy might vary for
future refercnce.

Next we establish how the statc variables are relatcd to each other and to
the measure of performance. We construct, in esserrce, a profit function that
shorvs how profit is related to the factors that undcrlie thc decision. The con-
struction of this pro6t function requires considerable judgment to avoid the twin
difficulties of excessive complexity and unreal simplicity.

If the results of the decision extend over a long timc period, it will be neccs-

rary to havc the decision mdrcr rpccify hir tirnc prcfcrence for profit. We murt
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ask, " How does profit received in the future compare in valuc to pro6t received

today? " or an equivalent question. In cases in which we can assume a perfect
financial environment the present value of future pro6t at some rate of interest
will be the answer. In many large decision problcms, however, the nature of the

undertaking has an effect on the basic financial structurc of thc enterprise. In
thcse cases a much more realistic modeling of the time preferencc for profit
is necessary.

Now that rve have completed the steps in the deterministic phasc wc havc e

deterministic model of thc decision problem. We next perform two closely
rclated analyscs. We perform them by setting the state variables to their
nominal values and then srveeping each through its range of valucs, individually
end jointly, as judgment dictates. Throughout this process we observe which
alternativc rvould be best and how much value rvould be associated with each

alternative. We often observe that regardless of the values thc state variableg

take on in their ranges one alternative is always superior to another, a condition
we describe by saying that the first alternative dominates the second. The
principle of dominance may often permit a major reduction in the number of
alternatives that need be considered.

As a result of this procedurc rve havc performcd a sensitivity analysis on

the state variablcs. lVe know how much a l0 percent changc in one of thc
variables will affect profit, hcncc the optimum alternative. Similarly, we know
how changcs in state variablcs may interact to affcct the decision. This sensi-
tivity analysis shorvs us whcrc unccrtainty is important. We identify those state

variables to rvhich thc outcome is sensitive as " crucial " state virriables. Deter-
mining horv uncertainties in the crucial state variable influence the decision is

the concern of the probabilistic phase of the decision analysis.

2.1.2. Probabilistic Phase

The probabilistic phasc b"grns by encoding unccrtainties on each of the
crucial state variables; that is, gathering priors on them. A subset of the crucial
state variables rvill usually be independent-for these only a single probability
distribution is necessary. The remainder will have to be treated by collecting

conditional as well as marginal distributions. We have morc to say on this
process later.

The next step is to 6nd the uncertainty in profit for each alternative implied
by the functional relationship of profit to the cnrcial statc variables and the
probability distribution on those crucial state variables for thc atternative.

Wc call this dcrived probability distribution of profit the profit lottery of thc
alternative. In a few cases thc profit lottery can be derived analytically and in
many by numerical analysis procedures. In any case it may be approximated by
a Montc Carlo simulation. Rcgardless of the procedure used, the result is r
probability distribution on profit (or perhaps on discounted profiQ for each of
the alternatives that remain in the problem.

Now rve must consider hos, to choose betrveen trvo alternatives with difierent
proft lottcries. In onc case the choice is easy. Supposc that wc plot the profit
lottery for each alternative in complementary cumulativc form; that is, plot thc
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Figurc 2, howcvcr, illtrstrates a casc in which stochastic dominance does not

apply. When faccd with a situation likc this, \f,'e must cithcr abandon formal

mitt oas and leave the selection of the best alternativc to judgmcnt or dclve into

thc measurement of risk preference. If we choosc to measurc risk prcference,

we bcgin the sccond stcp of thc probabilistic phase. We must construct a

utility function for thc decision niaker that will tell us rvhether or not' for

example, he would prefer a certain 4 million dollars profit to equal chanccs of

carning zero or 10 million doltars. Although these questions are quite foreiSn

to mariagement, they are being asked increasingly often rvith prornising resulB.

Of coursc, when risk preference is established in the form of a utility function,

the best alternative is the one whose profit lottcry has the highcst utility.

2.1.3. Post-Mortem Phasc

The post-mortcm phasc of the procedure is composed entirely of analysie.

This phise begins whin the best altcrnative has been selccted as the result of

thc piobabilistic phase. Here we use the conccPts of the clairvoyant lottery-to

"rt"6li.h 
a dollar value of elirninating uncertainty in each of the state variablcs

individually and jointly. Being ablc to show the impact of u_nccrtainties on

profit is oni of thc most important featurcs of decision analysis. It leads directly

io the ncxt step of the post-mortem, rvhich is fin{ing the moet economical

information-gathering prograrn, if, in fact, it would be profitable to-gather morc

information.-l'hc information-gathering Program may be physical research, a

markcting survcy, or the hiring of a consultant. Perhaps in no other area of ir
operation-s is an entcrprise in such need of substantiating analysis as it is in thc

justification of information-gathering Programs.
Of course, once the information-gathering scheme, if any, is completed, itr

information modifies the probability distributions on the crucial state variables

and consequcntly affects the dccision. Indeed, if the information-gathering

prograrn were not expected to modify the probab_ility- distributions on thc

ir,rii"t state variables it would not be conducted. We then rePeat the proba-

bilistic phase by using the ncrv probability distributions to find the profit lotteries

and then enter the post-rnortem phase once more to detennine whethcr further

information grthcring is worthwhile. Thus the dccision analysis is a vital

structure thai lets ,J cornput" at any time the values of such alternatives ag

acting, postponing action and buying information, or refusing-to consider thc

probiem fuither.-We must remenrber that the analysis-is always bascd on

ih" 
"urr.nt 

state of knorvledge. Overnight there can arrivc a piece of infor-

mation that changes the ttature of the conclusions entirely. Of,course, having

capturcd the basii structure of thc problem, we are in an cxcellent position to

incorporate any such information.

Finally, as ihe result of the analysis the decision maker embarks on a coutlc

of action.- At this point he may be intcrcsted in the behavior of sevcral of thc

state variables for planning PurPoses; for example, having dccided to introduce

a new product, he may want to examine the probability d-istributions for its

sales in futurc years to makc subsidiary decisions on distribution facilitics or
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on the rizc of thc rales force. The decision-analysis model readily pro,ides
ruch planning information.

2.2. The Advantages of Decision Anatysis

- 
Decision analysis has. many advantages, of which we have described just

a few, 
-such 

as its comprehensiveness and vitality as a model of the decision and
its ability to place a dollar value on uncertainty. \4'e shoutd point out further
that.the proccdure is relevant to both one of" tina and rcpetitive decisions.
Decision- analysis offers the. operations research profession tirc opportunity to
extend 

-its scope beyond its traditional prirnaiy concern u,ith 
'rcpetitii.ely

vcrifiable operations.
one of the most important advantagcs of dccision analysis lies in the rvay it

cncouragcs meaningful communication among the membirs of thc enterpiise
because it provides a common language in which to discuss decision problems.
Thus engineers and marketing planners rvith quite diffcrent jargons c.n ,ppreci-
ated one another's contributions to a decision. Both can use ihJdecision-anatysis
language to convey their feelings to management quickly and effcctively.

- -A 
phenomenon that secnrs to be the result of the dciision-analysis iongr"g"

is the successive structuring of staff groups to provide reports that are Jscful
in decision-analysis ternrs. Thus, if thc decision problcrn being analyzcd starts
in an engineering group, rhat group ultimately ieeks inputs Ironr marketing,
pr-oduct planuing, thc lcgal staff, and so on, that are compatible with the proba-
bilistic analysis. soon thcse groups bcgin to think in pro-babilistic tcrms and to
emphasize probabilistic thinking in their reports. The process seems irrever-
siblc in that-once the staff of an organization bccomes comf<rr.tabtc in dealing
with probabilistic phenonrcna they are never again satisficd u'ith detcrnrinistic
or expected value approaches to problems. Thus the existence of dccision-
analysis ooncepts as a languagc for communication may be its most important
advantagc.

2.3. The Hierarchy of Decision Analysis

It is informative to p_lace decision analysis in the hierarchy of techniques
that have bcen developcd to treat decision problenrs. \\'c see that a decision
analysis requires tso supporting activities. one is a lorver order activity that we
call alternative evaluation;.the second, a higher order activity that we cal goal
setting. Performing a decision anallsis requires evaluating altirnatives .".ori'ing
to the goals that, havc been set for the decision. Thc praititioners of opcrationi
research are quite experienccd in alternativc evaluarion in both industriat and
military contexts. In fact, in spitc of the lip servicc paid to objcctive functions,
only rare operations researchers have had thc scope necessary to consider thc
goal-setting problems.

All mankind scems inexpcrt at goal setting, although it is the most important
problern we face. Perhaps the role of decision analysis is to allow the disiussion
of decisions to be carried on at a levet that shou's the expticit nced for goats or
criteria for selcction of the best alternative. wc need to make goals expti-cit only
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if the dccision makcr is going to delegatc the making of the decision or if he is

unsure of his ability to be consisteut in selecting thc bcst altcrnative. \Ve shall

not comment on whether there is a trend toward more or less delegation of

decision making. Howevcr, it is becoming clcar to those rvith decision-nraking

responsibilities that the increasing complexity of the operations undcr their

control requires correspondingly more formal approaches to thc problem of
organizing the information that bears on a decision if inconsistent decisions are

to be avoided.

The history of the analysis of the procurement of military weaPons systems

points this out. Recent years have shorvn the progression of Proctlrement
thinking from effectiveness to cost effectiveness. In this rcspect the military

authorities have bcen able to catch up in their decision-rnaking apparatus to

what industry had been doing in its simpler problems for years. Other agencies

of government are now in the process of making the same transition. Now all

must move.on to the inclusion of uncertaint/, to the establishment of goals that

are reflected in risk and time prcfcrences.

These developments are now on the horizon and in some cases in sight;

for example, although rvc have tended to think of the utility theory as an

acadcrnic pursuit, one of our major companies was recently faced rvith thc

question, " Is 10 million dollars of profit sufficient to incur one chance in 1 mil-

lion of losing I billion dollars? " Although the loss is staggcring, it is realistic

for the company concerned. Should such a large company be risk-indilferent

and make decisions on an expected value basis? Are stockholders rcsponsible

for diversifying their risk externally to the comPany or shortld the company be

risk-averting on their behalf? For the first timc the company faced these qucs'

tions in a forrnal rvay rather than deciding the particular qucstion oh its own

merits and this we must regard as a step fonvard.

Decision analysis has had its critics, of course. One said, " In the final

analysis, aren't decisions politically based? " The best answer to that came frotn

a high official in the executive branch of our govcrnment who said, " The better

the logical basis for a decision, the more difEcult it is for extrancous political

factors to hold slay." It may be discouraging in the short run to sec logic over-

ridden by the tactical situation, but one nrust exPect to lose battles to win

thc war.

Another criticism is, " If this is such a good idca, why haven't I heard of it
before?" One very practical reason is that the operations we conduct in the

course of a decision analysis would be cxpcnsive to carry out without using

cornputers. To this extent decision analysis is a product of our technology.

There arc other answcrs, however. Onc is that the idea of probability as a statc

of mind and not of things is only norv regaining its proper placc in the world of

thought. The opposing heresy lay heavy on the racc for the better part of-a

century. We sh-ould note that most of the operations research performed in

Wortd War II rcguired mathematical and probabilistic concePts that wcrc

readily available to- Napoleon. One rvonders about horv the introduction of

formal methods for decision making at that time might have affected the

ooursc of hirtory.
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3. THE PRINCIPLES OF THE DECISION ANALYST

Ncxt we turn to the principles of the decision analyst, the professional who
embarks-on preparing 

" 
d."Lio' anatysis. His 6rst pii""ipt" is to identify and

isolate the components of the decision-thc uncertainty, risk aversion, time
prefcrence, and problem structure. often arguments over which is the best
decision arise bccause the participants do not realize that thcy are arguing on
different grounds. Thus it is possible for A to think that a certain altcinative is
riskier than it is in B's opinion, either because ,4 assigns different probabilities
to the outcomes.than B but both arc cqually risk-avcrting, or because A and B
assign the same probabilities to the outcomcs but differ in their risk aversion.
If wc are to m?kc progress in resolving the argument, $.e must identify the
naturc-of the difficulty and bring it into the opcn. Similar clarifications may be
made in the areas of time preference or in thc measurement of the vatut of
outcones.

_ one aid in reducing the problern to its fundamental componcnts is rcstricting
the vocabulary that can be used in discussing the problem. Thus uc carry on
the discussion in terms ofevents, random variables, probabilities, density functions,
expectations, outcomes, and alternatives. We do not allorv fuzzy thinking about
thc naturc of these terms. Thus " The density function of the probabitity',
and " The confidence in the probability estimatc " must be nipped in the bud.
We speak of " assigning," not " estimating," the probabilities of events and think
of this assignment as based on our " state of inforrnation." These conventions
eliminate statements like the onc reccntly made on a TV panel of doctors who
were discussing the right of a paticnt to participate in dccision rnaking on his
treatment. one doctor asserted that the patient should be told of " some kind
of a chance of a likelihood of a bad result." I am sure that the doctor was a
victim of the prcssures of thc program and would agree with us that telling
the paticnt the probability the doctor would assign to a bad result woutd be
prcferable.

One principlc that is vital to the decision analyst is professional detachment
in sclecting alternatives. The analyst must not become involved in the heated
political controversies that often surround decisions except to reduce them to a

common basis. Hc must demonstrate his willingncss to change the rccommended
alternative in the face of new information if he is to carn the respect of all con-
cerned. This professional detachment may, in fact, be the analyst's single most
valuable characteristic. Logic is often sevcrely strained when we are personalty
involved.

The detachment of the analyst has another positive bene6t. As an obseryer
he may be able to suggest alternatives that may have escaped those who are

intimately rnvolved with the problem. He may suggest delaying action, buying
insurance, or performing a test, depcnding on the naturc of the decision. Of
course, the comprehensive knowledge of the propcrties of the existing alternatives
that the decision analyst must gain is a major aid in formulating new alternatives.

Since it is e rarc decision that does not imply other prescnt and future
decisions, thc dccision analyst must establish a scope for the analysis that is
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broad enough to providc meaningful answers but not broad enough to irnpose

impractical computational requircments. Perhaps the fundamcntal qucstion in
establishing scope is hos' much to spend on decision anatysis. Because the

approach could be applied both to selecting a meal from a rcstaurant menu and

to allocating the federal budget, the analyst needs some guidelines to determine
when the analysis is rvorthrvhile.

The question of how much decision analysis is an economic problem srrs-

ccptible to a simpler dccision analysis, but rather than pursuc that road let us

pose an arbitrary and rcasonablc but indefensible rule of thumb: spcnd at least

I percent of the resourccs to be allocated on the question of horv they should be

allocated. Thus, if wc were going to buy a 2000-.dollar automobile, the rule
indicates a 20-dollar analysis, whereas for a 20,000-dollar housc it rvould specify
a 2O0-dollar analysis. A l-million-dollar decision rvould justify 10,000 dollars'
worth of analysis or, let us say, about three man-months. 'fhe initial reaction to
this guidelirrc has been that it is conservative in the sense of not spending much

on analysis; yet, whcn we apply it to many decisions norv made by business and

government, the reaction is that the actual expenditures on analysis arc only
one-tenth or one-hundredth as large as the rule rvould prescribe. Of cours€,

we can all construct situations in rvhich a much smaller or larger expenditure
than givcn by the rule would be appropriate, and each organization can sct its
own rule, perhaps making the amourrt spent on analysis nonlincar in the re-
sources to be allocated. Nevertheless, the I perccnt figure has served rvell to
illustrate rvhere decision analysis can be expected to have the highcst payoff.

The professional nature of the decision analyst becomes apparent rvhen he

balances realism in thc various parts of the dccision-analysis'model. flere hc

can be guided only by what used to bc called euginecring jtrdgment. One

principle he should follow is to'avoid sophistication in any part of the problem
rvhen that sophistication rvould not affcct the result. We can describe this
informally by saying that he should strive for a constant " wince " level as he

surveys all parts of the analysis. One indication that he has achieved this statc

is tlrat he would be torn among many possibilities for improvement if we

allorved him to dcvote more time and resources to the decision model.

1. THE ENCODING OF SUBTECTM INFORMATION

One unique fcature of decision analysis is the encoding of subjective infor-
mation, both in the form of risk aversion and in the assignment of probabilities.

4.1. Risk Aversion and Time Preference

Since we arc dcaling in most cascs rvith enterprises rather than individuals,

the appropriate risk aversion and time preference should be that of the entcr-
prise. The problem of establishing such norms is beyond our present scope.

It is easy, horvever, to demonstrate to managers, or to anyone else for that.
matter, that the phenomenon of risk aversion exists and that it varics widely
frorn individrral to individual. One question useful in doing this is, " How much
would you have to be paid to call a coin, double or nothing, for next year's
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ralary? " Rcgardless of the ralary level of the individuals invotved, this is e
provocativc qucstion. we point out that only a rare individual would ptay such
s gamc for a payment of zero and that virtually cveryone would play for a
paymen! egual to next year's salary, since then thcre would be nothing to tose.
Thereafter we are mcrely haggling over the price. Payments in the range of
60 percent to 99 perccnt of next year's salary seem to satisfy the vast majority
of professional individuats.

Thc stcps rcquired to go from a rcalization of pcrsonal risk avcrsion and time
prefcrencc to corporate counterparts and finally to a rervard system for managers
that will encourage them to make decisions consistent with corporate risk
eversion and time preference remain a fascinating area of research.

4.2. Eacoding of Unccrtaingr

When we begin the probabitistic phase of the decision analysis, we face the
problcm of encoding the uncertainty in each of the crucial statc variables.
lve shall want to have the prior probability distributions assigned by thc people
within the enterprise who are most knorvledgeable about each state variable.
Thus the priors on engineering variablcs will typically be assigncd by the
cngincering departmcnt; on marketing variables, by the markcting department,
rnd so on. Horvever, since rvc are in each case attempting to encodc a probability
distribution that reflects a state of mind and sincc most individuals havc real
difficuhy in thinking about uncertainty, the mcthod we use to extract ttrc priors
is cxtremcly important. As people participate in the prior-gathering process,
their attitudes are indicatcd successivcly by, " This is ridiculous," " It can't be
done," " I have told yotr rvhat you n'ant to knou'btrt it doesn't mcan anything,',
" Yes, it seems to reflect the rvay I feel," and " Why doesn't everybody do this?,,
In gathering the information we must be careful to overcome the defcnscs the
individual develops as a result of being askcd for cstimates that are often a
combination of targcts, rvishful thinking, and expectations. The biggest dilfi-
culty is in convcying to the man that you are intcrcsted in his state of knorvledge
end not in measuring him or setting a goal for him.

If thc subject has some experience with probability, hc often attempts to
make ell his priors look like normal distributions, a characteristic *'e may
designate as " bellshaped " thinking. Althotrgh normal distributions arc appro-
priate priors in some circumstances, we must avoid making them a foregoue
conclusion.

Expcrience has shorvn certain procedures to be efiectivc in this almost
psychmnalytic process of prior measurement. The first procedure is to malie
the measurement in a private intervicw to elinrinate group pressure and to ovcr-
come the vague notions that most pcople cxhibit about matters probabilistic.
Sending around forms on which thc subjects arc supposcd to draw their priors
has been worse than uscless, unless the subjccts were already cxpericnced in
decision analysis.

Next we ask qucstions of the form, " !\/hat are thc chances that r will excecd
10," bccause people seem much more comfortable in assigning probabilities to
evcnts then they are in sketching a density function. As these questions are
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asked, we skip around, asking the probability that * rvill be " grcater than 50,

less than 10, grcater than 30," often asking the same qucstion again later in thc
interview. Thc replies arc recordcd out of thc vierv of the subject in order to
frustrate any attempt at forced consistency on his part. As the intervierv pro-
ceeds, the subject oftcn considers the questions rvith grcater and greater care,
so that his ansrvers torvard the cnd of the interview may represent his feelings

much better than his initial answers. We can change the form of the questions by
asking the subject to drvru,r the domain of thc random variablc into z mutually
exclusive regions with equal probability. (Of course, we rvould ncver put the
question to him that way.) lVe can use the anslvers to all these questions to
draw the complementary cumulative distribution for the variable, a form of
representation that seems easiest to convcy to pcoplc without formal prob-
abilistic training.

The result of this interview is a prior that the subject is rvilling to live rvith,
regardless ofrvhethcrwearcgoing to use it to govern a lotteryonrvho buyscolfce
or on the disposal of his life savings. We cun test it by cornparing the prior rvith
knorvn probabilistic mechanisms; for example, if he says that a is the mcdian
of the distribution of r, thcn he should be indifferent about whether we pay him
one hundred dollars if r exceeds a or if he can call the toss of a coin corrcctly.
If he is not indiffcrent, then rve must reqtrire him to change n urrtil he is. 'fhe
end result of such qucstions is to produce a prior that the subjcct is rrot tempted to
change in any way, and lve havc thus achieved our final goal. Thc prior-gathering
process is not cheap, but rve perform it only on the crucial state variables.

In cascs in which the intervierv proccdure is not appropriatc, the analyst

can often obtain a satisfactory prior by drawing one himself and thcn letting the
subject change it until thc subjcct is satisfied. 1'his technique may atso be useful
as an educational device in preparation for the interview.

If two or nrorc variables are dependent, lt'e must gather priors on conditional
as rvell as marginal distributions. The procedure is gcnerally the same but
somewhat more involved. llorvever, we have the bencfit of being able to apply
some checks on our results. Thus, if rvc have trvo depcndent variables x and y,
rve can obtain the joint distribution by measuring the prior on r and the con-
ditional on 7, given r, or, alternatively, by measuring the prior onyand the con-
ditional on *, given y. If rve follow both routes, we have a consistency chcck on
thejoint distribution. Since thc treating ofjoint variables is a source ofexpense,
rrc should formulate the problem to avoid them rvhencver possible.

To illrrstrate the nature of prior gathering we prescnt the example shorvn

in Figure 3. The decision in a major problem was thought to depend prinrarily
on the average lifctimc of a nerv material. Since thc material had never been

made and test rcsultslvould not be available until thrce years aftcr thc decision

was required, it u'as necessary to cncode the knorvtedge the company now had

concerning thc lifc of the material. This knol'ledge resided in three professional

metallurgists who u'erc experts in that field of tcchnology. Thcse men rv'ere

intervieu'cd separately according to the principles we have described. They
produced the points labeled "Subjects l,2,and 3" in Figure 3. These results

have several interesting fertures. We notc, for example, that for r: l7 Subject
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Figure 3. Priors on lifetime of material.

2 assigned probability 0.2 and 0.25 at various points in the interview. On the
whole, however, thc subjccts were remarkably consistent in thcir assignments.

We observe that Subject 3 was more pessimistic than Subject l.
At the conclusion of the three interviervs thc three subjects were brouglrt

together and shorvn thc results. At this point a vigorous discussion took place.

Subjects I and 3, in particrrlar, brought forth inforntation of rvhich the other t$'o
membcrs of the group lverc unaware. As the result of this infonnation exchange,

the three group members drew the consensus curve-{ach subject said that this
curve represented the state of inforrnation about the material tife at the end of the

meeting.

It has becn suggcsted that the proper way to reconcilc divergent priors is
to assign wcights to each, multiply, and add, but this experiment is convirrcing
cvidence that any such mechanistic procedure misses the point. Divergent
priors are an exceltent indicator of divcrgent states of information. The ex-
perience just described not only produccd thc company's prcsent encoding of
uncertain-ty about the lifetime of the material but at the same time encouraged

the exchange of information within thc group.

5. A DECISION.ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

To illustrate the flavor of application let us consider a recent decision analysis

in the area of product introduction. Although the problem was really from
another industry, lct us supposc that it was concerned with the development
and productiorr of a new type of aircraft. There wcre trvo major alternatives:
to dcvelop and sell a new aircraft (A2) or to continue manufacturing and selling
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Figure 4. Decision analysis for new product introcluction.

the present product (11). The dccision was to be based on the present value of
future cxpected profits at a discounting rate of l0 percent pcr year. Initially,
the decision was supposed to rcst on the lifetime of the material for which wc
obtaincd the priors in Figurc 3; howcver, a complete dccision analysis was
desired. since several hundred million dollars in present value of profii wcre at
stake, the decision analysis rvas well justified.

The general scherne of the analysis appears in Figure 4. Thc first step was
to construct a modcl of the business, a modcl that was primarily a nrodel of the
market. The pro6t associated with each alternative rvas dcscribed in tcrms of
the price of the product, its opcrating capital costs, the behavior of its conrpeti-
tors, and the national charactcristics of customers. The actual pro6t and dis-
counted profit wcre cornputcd over a 22-year time period. A suspicion grew
that this model did not adequately capture the rcgional nature of demand.
consequcntly a nerv model was constructed that includcd ttre market charac-
teristics, region by region and customer by customer. I\{oving to the more
detailed basis aflected the predictions so much that the additional refinement
was clearly justified. other attempts at rcfinement, horvever, did not affect the
results sufficicntly to justify a still more rcfncd modcl. Norv, the sensitivity
analysis was perfornrcd to determine the crucial state variables, rvhich turned
out to bc the operating cost, capital cost, and a ferv market par:rmetcrs. Because
of the complexity of the original busincss model, an approximate business model
essentially gladratic in form was constructcd to shorv how profit dcpended on
thesc crucial state variables in the domain of interest. The coefficients of the
approximate business model wcre establishcd by runs on the comptete business
modcl.

Thc market priors werc directly assigned rvith little trouble. Ilowever,
because thc operating and capital cost! werc thc two most important variabtec
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in the problem,_ these priors were assigned according to a more dctailed pro-
cedure. First, the operating cost was related to various physical featurcs of thc
design by the cngineering department. This relationship was catlcd the oper-
ating-cost-function. one of the many input physical variables was the average
lifetime of the material w'hosc priors appear in Figure 3. All but two of the
12 physical input variables yere independent. The priors on the whote set of
input variables were gathered and used with the operating-cost function in a

Monte carlo simulation that produced a prior for the opcrating cost of the
product.

The capital-cost function was again devcloped by engineering but was
much simpler in form. The input certainties rvere the production costs for
various- parts of the product. Again, a Montc carlo analysis produccd a prior
on capital cost. .

once v'e had established priors on all inputs to thc approximatc busincss
model, we could detennine the profit lottery for each alternative, in this case
by using numerical analysis.

The present-value profit lotteries for the two alternatives tooked very
much like those shown in Figure l. The nerv product alternative Az sto-
chastically dominatcd the alte rnative l1 of continuing to manufacture thc present
product. The result showed two interesting facets of the probtem. First, it
had been expectcd that the proft lottery for the new product alternative u,outd
be considcrably broader than it u,as for the old product. 'fhe image rvas that of
a profitable and risky new venture compared with a less profitable but less risky
standard venture. In fact, the results showed that thc uncertainties in profit
were about the same for both alternatives, thus showing horv initial concepts
may be misleading.

The second interesting facet was that the average tifctimc of the material
whose priors appear in Figure 3 was actually of little consequence in the dc-
cision. It was truc enough that profits rvere critically dependent on this lifetimc
if thc design urre fixed,-but if ihe dcsign rvcre tcriflexibte to acconrrnodate to
different average material lifetimes profits would be little affected. Furthermore,
teaving thc design flexible was not an cxpensive altcrnative; therefore another
initial conccption had to be modified.

_ 
However, the problem did not yield so easity. Figure 5 shows the prcsent

value of profits through each number of years , for each alternative. Note that
if we ignore rcturns beyond year 7 the new product has a higher present value
but that if we consider returns over the entire Z}-year pcriod thi relationship
reverses, as u'e have already noted. When management sarv these results, they
were considerably disturbed. The division in question had been under heavy
pressure to show a profit in the near future-atternative Asrvould not mcet thai
requircment. Thus the question of time prcfcrence that had bcen quickly
passed off as one of present value at l0 percent per year became the central issue
in the decision. The question was whether the division was interested in the
quick kill or the long pull. At last report the division was still trying to convince
the company to extcnd its profit horizon.

This problem clearly illustrates the usc tif decision analysis in clarifying the
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Figure 5. Expected present value of pro6t.

issues surrounding a decision. A decision that might have becn made on the

basis of a material lifetime rvas shown to depend more fundarnentally on the

question of time preference for profit. The nine man-months of effort devoted

to this analysis were considered rvcll spent by the company. The revicw conr-

mittee for the decision conrtnentcd, " Wc have never had such a realistic analysis

of a nerv business venture before." The cornpany is now interested in insti-

tuting decision-analysis procedurcs at scveral organizational levcls.

Alternative A1

Alternative
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DECISION AI{ALYSIS: APPLIED DECISION THEORY

6. CONCLUSION

Decision analysis offers operations research a second chauce at top manage-
mcnt. By foregoing statistical reproducibility wc can bcgin to analyze the
one-of-a-kind problems that managers have previously had .to handlc rvithout
assistance. Experience indicates that the higher up the chain of managetnent
we progress the more readily the concepts we have outlined are accepted. A
typical reaction is, " I have becn doing this all along, but now I see how to reduce
my ideas to'numbers."

Decision analysis is no more than a procedure for applying logic. The
ultimate limitation to its applicability lies not in its ability to cope rvith problcms
but in man's desirc to be logical.

AI{ALYSE DES DECISIONS: THEORIE

APPLIQUEE DES DECISIONS

RESUME

Au cours de ces dernidres annies, la thdorie de dicision a iti de plus cn plus
acceptde en tant quc cadre conceptuel pour la prise de ddcision. Cepcndant,
cettc thiorie a surtout affectd les statisticicns plut6t que les personnes qui en
ont le plus bcsoin: lcs responsables dc ddcisions. Ccttc itude dicrit un procidi
qui permet de replaccr des probltmes dc dicision ricls dans la structurc de la
thdoric de ddcision. Le procd:di d'analyse de dicision englobe chnque itape,
du mesurage dcs choix de risqucs et dcs jugemcnts portant sur des facteurs
critiques par I'itablissement de structures des factcurs rclatifs i la technique,
au marchi, ir la rivaliti commerciale et I I'cnvironncrnent, jusqu'au mcsurage
des prdfdrences subjectives et dc la valeur dc la pridiction. L'analyse de dicision
met en perspective les nombreux instrumcnts de sinrulation, d'analyse nu-
mirique, et dc transformations dc probabititis qui dcvienrient de plus en plus
conrmodcs dcpuis le diveloppement des systdmes d'ordinateurs ilectroniques
dont les diffirentes "stations" dipendcnt d'une "centrale" unique.

Le procddi cst appliqui i un probltmc de d6cision riellc qui s'itcnd sur dcs

dizaines d'annis et dont la valcur actuelle est de plusicurs ccntaines de millions
de dollars. Cette itude aualyse le probltme de la ditermination des dipenses
consacrdes i I'analyse de dicisions. L'une des plus importantes propridtds
de ce procddi tient au nombre des bindficcs auxiliaires cries au cours de I'dlabor-
ation de ce genre d'dtude. L'expirience montre que ces bindfices peLrvant

excider en valcur le co0t des ddpenses consacrdes a I'ilaboration dc la dicision.

I t3
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A Tutorial Introduction to Decision Theory
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D. WARNER NORTH

Abstract-Decision theory provides a rational framework for
choosing between alternative courses of action when the consF
quences resulting from this choice are imperfectly known. Two

streams of thought serve as the foundations: utility theory and the

inductive use of probability theory.

The intent of this paper is to provide a tutorial introduction to this
increasingly important area of systems science. The foundations are
developed on an axiomatic basis, and a simple example, the t 's6i-
versary problem," is used to illustrate decision theory. The concept

of the value of information is developed and demonstrated. At times

mathematical rigor has been subordinated to provide a clear and
readily accessible exposition of the fundamental assumptions and

concepts of decision theory. A sampling of the many elegant and

rigorous treatments of decision theory is provided among the

references.

f NrnooucrroN

-fHE NECESSITY of making decisions in the face of
I uneertainty is an integral part of our lives. We must

act without knowing the eonsequences that will result

from the aetion. This uneomfortable situation is partic-
ularly aeute for the systems engineer or manager who must

make far-reaching dec:isions on eomplex issues in a rapidly
ehanging technologieal environment. Uneertainty appears

as the dominant consideration in many systems problems

as well as in decisions that we faee in our personal lives.

To deal rvith these problems on a rational basis, we must

develop a theoretieal strueture for deeision making that
includes uneertaintl'.

Confronting uneertainty is not eas.\'. We naturally try
to avoid it ; sometimes we even pretend it does not exist.

Our primitive ancestors sought to avoid it b)' .onsulting
soothsal'ers and oraeles who would "reveal" the uneertain
future. The methods have changed: astrology and the

reading of sheep entrails are somewhat out of fashion to-

du)', but predietions of the future still abound. \Iuch
eurrent scientific effort goes into forecasting future eco-

nomie and technological developments. If these predictions

are assumed to be completely aceurate, the uneertainty in
many systems decisions is eliminated. The outeome result-

ing from a possible eourse of action may then be presumed

to be known. Decision making becomes an optimization

problem, and techniques such as mathematical program-

ming may be used to obtain a solution. Such problems

may be quite difficult to solve, but this difficulty should

llanusclipt received I\Iav 8, 1968. An earlier version of this paper
wa.s presented at the IEEE Systems Science and Cyberneties Con-
ference, Wa^shington, D.C., October 17, 1966. This research was sup-
ported in part by the Graduate Cooperative Fellowship Program bf
the National Scienee l'oundation at Starrford University, Stanford,
Calif.

The author is with the Systems Seienees Area, Stanford lteseareh
Irrstitrrte, I\lenlo Park, Calif. 94025.

not obscure the faet that they represent the limiting case

of perfect predictions. It is often tempting to assume

perfect predictions, but in so doing we may be eliminating

the most important features of the problem. t We should

like to include in the analysis not just the predictions

themselves, but also & measure of the confidence we have

in these predictions. A formal theory of decision making
must take uneertainty as its departure point and regard
precise knowledge of outeomes as a limiting special case.

Before we begin our exposition, we will clarify our point
of view. We shall take the engineering rather than the
purely scientific viewpoint. We are not observing the way
people make decisions; rather we are participants in the
decision-making process. Our concern is in actually making
a decision, i.e., making a choice between alternative ways

of allocating resources. We must assume that at least two
distinct alternatives exist (or else there is no element of
choice and, consequently, no problem). Alternatives are

distinct only if they result in different (uncertain) rewards

or penalties for the decision maker; once the decision has

been made and the uncertainty resolved, the resource

allocation can be changed only by incurring some penalty.

What c&n we expect of a general theory for decision

making under uneertainty? It should provide a framework
in whieh all available information is used to deduee which
of the decision alternatives is "best" aecording to the
decisinn maker's preferences. But choosing an alternative
that is eonsistent with these preferences and present

knowledge does not guarantee that we will choose the

alternative that by hindsight turns out to be most profit-
able.

We might distinguish between a good decision and a
good outcome. We are all familiar with situations in which
eareful management and extensive planning produced

poor results, while a disorganized and badly managed

eompetitor achieved speetaeular success. As an extreme

example, place yourself in the position of the comp&n)'

president who has diseovered that a valuable and trusted
subordinate whose past judgment had proved unfailingly
aecurate aetually based his decisions upon the advice of a

gypsy fortune teller. Would you promote this m&n or
fire him? The answer, of eourse, is to fire him and hire the
gypsy &s a eonsultant. The availability of such a clair-

voyant to provide perfeet information would make deci-

sion theory unneeessary. But we should not confuse the
two. Decision theory is not a, substitute for the fortune
teller. It is rather a procedure that takes aeeount of all
available information to give us the best possible logical

I For further discussion of this point, see Howard [10] and Klein
and Meckling [141.
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DECISION

ALTERNATIVES

BUY FLOTYERS

OO NOT

BUY FLOWERS

Fig. l. Anniversary problem pa;'off matt'ix.

ANNIVERSARY

DOMESTIC BLISS

BUY FLOWERS
ANNIVERSARY

is.oo Loss AND
SUSPICIOUS WIFE

ANNIVERSARY

DO NOT

BUY FLOWERS

DOGHOUSE

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES

IT IS YOUR IT IS NOT YOUR

ANNIVERSARY ANNIVERSARY

NOT
ANN IVERSARY

STATUS QUO

decision. It will minimi ze the consequences of getting an

unfavorable outeome, but we cannot expect our theory to
shield us from all "bad luck." The best proteetion we have

against a bad outcome is a good decision.

Decision theory may be regarded as a formalization of

common sense. Ilathematics provides an unambiguous

language in whieh a dec'ision problem ma), be represented.

There are two dimensions to this representation that will
presently be described: value, by means of utility theory,
and information, by means of probability theory. In this
representation, the large and complex problems of systems

analysis become conceptually equivalent to simple prob-

lems in our daily life that we solve bl, "eommon sense."

We will use sueh a problem &s an example.

You are driving h<lme from wrlrk in the evening when
you suddenly reeall that )'our wedding anniversary comes

about this time of I'ear. In fact, it seems quite probable
(but not eertain) that it is today. You can still stop by the
florist shop and buy a dozen roses for .r'our wife, or you

may go home empty-handed and hope the anniversary
date lies somewhere in the future (I,'ig. l). If 1'ou buy the
roses and it is your anniversary, your wife is pleased at
what a thoughtful husband you are and )'our household is

the very epitome of domestic bliss. But if it is not your
anniversary, you are poorer by the price of the roses and
your wife may wonder whether you are trying to make

amends for some transgression she does not know about. If
you do not buy the roses, you will be in the clear if it is not
your anniversary; but if it is, you ma)' expect a temper
tantrum from your wife and a two-week sentenee to thedog-
house. What do you do?

We shall develop the general tools for solving decision
problems and then return to this simple example. The
reader might eonsider how he would solve this problem by
ttcommon sense" and then compare his reasoning with the
formal solution which we shall develop later (FiS. 2).

THp lIecHrNERy or DpcrsroN lflrlNc

Utility Theory

The first stage in setting up a strueture for decision

making is to assign numerical values to the possible out-
comes. This task falls within the area eovered by the
modern theory of utility. There &re a number of ways of
developing the subject; the path we shall follow is that of
Luee and Raiffa [16J.'

The first and perhaps the biggest assumption to be

made is that any two possible outeomes resulting from a

decision can be eompared. Given any two possible out-
comes or prizes, you can say which you prefer. In some

cases you might say that they were equally desirable or
undesirable, and therefore you are indifferent. For ex-

ample, you might prefer a week's vacation in Florida to a
season ticket to the symphony. The point is not that the
vaeation costs more than the symphony tickets, but rather

t

ooMEsTtc BLtss

,PB

+ffi
WIFE SUSPICIOUS

AND
You'RE our $eoo

WIFE IN TEARS,
YOU IN OOGHOUSE

fr
t$12./ll'#'-[

STATUS OUO

NOT

X oEcrsror{ PorNr

O REsoLUTToN oF
UNCERTAINTY

Fig. 2. Diagram of anniversary deeision.
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I The classical referetrce otr modern utility theory is von Neumann
a.nd Mgrgenstern l?l, A_recent su_rvey of the liferature on utility
theory has been made by Fishburn [5].-



that you prefer the vacation. If you were offered the vaea-

tion or the symphony tickets on & nonnegotiable basis,

you would choose the vacation.

A reasonable extension of the existenee of your prefer-

ence among outcomes is that the preferenee be transitive;
if you prefer A to B and B to C, then it follows that .vou
prefer A to C.3

The seeond assumption, originated by von Neumann
arrd l{orgenstern 1221, forms the eore of modern utilit.r'
theory: you can &ssign preferenees in the same manner to

lotteries involving prizes as ),ou can to the prizes them-

selves. I.,et us define what we mean by a lottery. Imagine a

pointer that spins in the eenter of a circle divided into

trvo regions, as shown in Fig. 3. If you spin the pointer and

it lands in regioD I, you get prize A; if it lands in region

II, you get prize B. We shall &s$rme that the pointer is

spun in sueh a way that when it stops, it is equally likell'
to be pointing in any given direetion. The fraetion of the

eireumferenee of the eircle in region I will be denoted P,

and that in region II as 1 - P. Then from the assumption

that all directions are equalll' Iikely, the probability that

the lotterl' gives J ou prize .4 is P, and the probability that
you get prize B is I - P. We shall denote sueh a lotter)' as

(P,A;l P,B) and represent it b1' Fig. 4.

Now suppose you are asked to state your preferenees for
prize A, pnze B, and a lottery of the above type. Let us

&ssume that you prefer prize A to priz e B. Then it would

seem natural for you to prefer prize A to the lotterl',
(P,A;l P,B), between prize A and prize B, and to

prefer this lottery between prize ,4 and prize B to priz e B

for all probabilities P between 0 and l. You would rather

have the preferred prize A than the lott€ry, and you would

rather have the lottery than the inferior prize B. Further-

more, it seems natural that, given a choice between two

lotteries involving prizes .4 and B, you would choose the

lottery rvith the higher probabilitl' of getting the preferred

prize A, i.e., )'ou prefer lottery (P,A;l P,B) to (P',A;
1 - P' ,B) if and only if P is greater than P'.

The final assumptions for a theory of utility are not

tluit,e so natural and have been the subject of mueh dis-

eussion. Nonetheless, they seem to be the most reasonable

basis for logical decision making. The third assumption is

that there is no intrinsic reward in lotteries, that is, "no
fun in gambling." Let us eonsider a eompound lottery,

a lotter)' in which at least one of the prizes is not an out-

come but another lottery among outeomes. For example,

errrrsider the lottery (P,A;l P,(P',8;l P',C)). If the

pointer of Fig.3lands in region I, you get prize A; if it
lands in region II, you reeeive another lottery that has

s Suppose not: you would be at lea^st as happy with C as with .4.

Then if-a little m&n in a shabby overcoat came up and ofrered you
C instead of, A, you would presumably accept. Now you have C;
and sinee you pref,er B 6 C, you would presumably psy I sum of
money to get Binstead. Once you had B, you prefer.A,'so you would
pay the m&n in the shabby overcoat some more mgn_ey !o get .4.
But now you are back where you started, with ,4, and the little m&n
in the shabby overcoat walks &wey counting your money. Given that
you accept & standard of value such &s money, transitivity prevents
you from becoming I "money pump."
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Fig. 3. A lottery
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Fig. 4. Lottery diagram.
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Fig. 5. "No fun in gambling."

different prizes and perhaps a different division of the
circle (r'ig. 5). If you spin the second pointer you will
reeeive prize B or prize C, depending on wheie this pointer

lands. The assumption is that subdividing region II into
two parts whose proportions correspond to the proba-

bilities P' and I - P' of the seeond lottery creates an

equivalent simple lottery in which all of the prizes &re

outeomes. Aecording to this thind a,ssumption, you can

deeompose & compound lottery by multiplying the proba-

bilitl' of the lottery prize in the first lottery by the proba-

bilities of the individual prizes in the seeond lottery; you

should be indifferent between (P,A;l P,(P' ,B;l P' ,

C)) and (P,A;P' PP',B;\ P P' + PP',C). In
other words, )'our preferences are not affected by the way

in which the uneertainty is resolved-bit by bit, or all at
onee. There is no value in the lottery itself; it does not

matter whether you spin the pointer onee or twiee.

Fourth, w€ make & continuity assumption. Consider

three prizes, A, B, and C. You prefer .A to C , and C to B
(and, as we have pointed out, you will therefore pref er A

to B). W'e shall assert that there must exist some proba-

bilitl' P so that you are indifferent to reeeiving prize C or

t 19
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the lottery (P,A;l P,B) between A and B. C is called

the certain equivalent of the lottery (P ,A;l P ,B) ,

and on the strength of our "no fun in gambling" a,ssump-

tion, we assume that interchanging C and the lottery
(P,A;l P,B) as prizes in some compound lottery does

not change your evaluation of the latter lottery. We have

not assumed that, given a lottery (P,A;L P,B), there

exists a Prize C intermediate in value between A and B so

that you are indifferent between C and (P,A;l P,B).

Instead rve have &ssumed the existence of the probability

P. Given prize .4 preferred to prize C preferred to prize B,

for som e P between 0 and 1, there exists a lottery (P,A;

I - P,B) such that you are indifferent between this lottery

and Prize C. Let us regand the circle in FiS. 3 as a "pie"
to be cut into two pieees, region I (obtain prize A) and

region II (obtain prize B). The assumption is that the

"pie" ean be divided so that you &re indifferent &s to

whether you reeeive the lottery or intermediate prize C.

Is this continuity assumption reasona,ble? Take the

following extreme c&se:

A : receive S1 ;

B : death;

C : reeeive nothing (status quo).

It seems obvious that most of us would agree A is pre-

ferred to C, and C is preferred to B,' but is there a proba-

bility P such that we would risk death for the possibility of
gaining $1? Recall that the probability P ca,n be arbi-

trarily close to 0 or l. Obviously, we would not engage in

such a lottery with, say, P : 0.9, i.e., a 1-in-10 chance of

death. But suppose P : 1 1 X 10-m, i.e., the proba-

bility of death as opposed to $1 is not 0.1 but 10-60.The

latter is eonsiderably less than the probability of being

struek on the head by a meteor in the course of going out
to pick up a $1 bill that someone has dropped on your door-
step. Nlost of us would not hesitate to pick up the bill.
Even in this extreme c&se where death is a prize, we con-

clude the assumption is reasonable.

We can summafize the assumptions we have made into

the following axioms.

A, B , C are prizes or outeomes resulting from a decision.

N otntion,:

A > B me&ns .4 is preferred to B,'
t\., means ttis indifferent to;"

A ,-, B means the decision maker is indifferent be-

tween A and B.

Utility Ailom^s:

l) Preferences can be established between prizes and

lotteries in an unambiguous fashion. These preferences are

transitive, i.e.,

A>8, B>C impliesA>C
A-8, B-C implies A-C.

2) If A ) B, then (P,A;l - P,B) ) (P',A;L - P',8) if
and only if P > P'.

3) (P,A;l - P,(P',8;l - P',C)) - (P,A;P' - PP',8;
1 - P - Pt + PP',C), i.e., there is "no fun in gambling."

4) lt A> C ) B, thereexists aP with0 < P < I so that

e ,_., (p,A;l prB)

i.e., it makes no difrerenee to the decision maker whether C

or the lottery (P,A;l P,B) is offered to him &s a prize.

Under these assumptions, there is a concise mathe-

matical representation possible for preferences: & utility
function u( ) that assigns a, number to each lottery or

prize. This utility function has the following properties:

u(A) > u(B) if and only \f A > B (l)

if C ,--, (p,A;l _ p,B),

then u(C) - P .u(A) + (1 P) 'u(B) (2)

i.e., the utility of a lottery is the mathematical expe.ctation

of the utility of the prizes. It is this "expeeted value"
property that makes & utility function useful beeause it
allows complicated lotteries to be evaluated quite easily.

It is important to realize thst all the utility function does

is provide a me&ns of consistently describing the decision

maker's preferences through & seale of real numbers,

providing these preferences are consistent with the previ-

ously mentioned assumptions l) through 4). The utility
function is no more than & me&ns to logical deduction
based on given preferences. The preferences come first and

the utility function is only a convenient means of describ-

ing them. We c&n apply the utility concept to almost any

sort of prizes or outeomes, from battlefield casualties or

achievements in space to preferences for Wheaties or

Post Toasties. All that is necessary is that the decision

maker have unambiguous preferences and be willing to
aeeept the basic assumptions.

In many practical situations, however, outeomes are in

terms of dollars and eents. What does the utility coneept

me&n here? For &n example, let us suppose you were

offered the following lottery: a coin will be flipped, and if
you guess the outeome eorreetly, you gain $100. If you

guess ineorrectly, you get nothing. We shall assume you

feel th&t the coin hes an equal probability of eoming up

heads or tails; it corresponds to the "lottery" which we

have defined in terms of a pointer with P : | /2. How

much would you pay for such a lottery? A common &nswer

to this academic question is "up to S50," the average or

expected value of the outeomes. When real money is in-

volved, however, the same people tend to bid considerably
lower; the avera,ge bid is about $20.{ A group of Stanfond

University graduate students w&s actually eonfronted with
a $100 pile of bills and a 1964 silver quarter to flip. The

average of the sealed bids for this game w&s slightly under

$20, and only 4 out of 46 ventured to bid as high as $40.

(The high bidder, at $45.61, lost and the proceeds were

used for a elass party.) These results &re quite typical;
in faet, professional engineers and mana,gers are, if any-
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thing, more conservative in their bids than the Iess

affiuent students.

The lesson to be learned here is that, by and large, most
people seem to be averse to risk in gambles involving what
is to them substantial loss. They are willing to equate the
value of a lottery to a sure payoff or eertain equivalent
substantially less than the expected value of the outcomes.
Similarly, most of us are willing to pay more than the
;..pected loss to get out of an unfavorable lottery. This
fact forms the basis of the insuranee industry.

If you &re very wealthy and you &re confronted with a

small lottery, you might well be indifferent to the risk.
An unfavorable outcome would not deplete your resources,

and you might reason that you will make up your losses in
future lotteries; the "l&w of averages" will come to your
rescue. You then evaluate the lottery at the expected value
of the prizes. For example, the (l/2, $0; 1 /2,810f,) lottery
would be worth 1/2(W) + l/2($100) : $50 to you. Your
utility function is then a straight line, and we say you are

&n "expected value" decision maker. For lotteries involv-
irrg small prizes, most individuals and corporations are

expected value decision makers. We might regard this as &

consequence to the fact that any arbitrary utility curve
for money looks like a straight line if we look at a small
enough seetion of it. Only when the prizes are substantial
in relation to our resources does the eurvature beeome

evident. Then an unfavorable outcome really hurts. For
these lotteries most of us beeome quite risk averse, and

expected value decision making does not aeeurately reflect
our true preferences.

Let us now describe one way you might construct I'our
own utility curve for money, say, in the amounts of $0 to
$100, in addition to your present assets. The utility fune-
tion is arbitrary as to choice of zero point and of scale

factor; changing these faetors does not lead to a change in
the evaluation of lotteries using properties (1) and (2).

Therefore, we can take the utility of $0 as 0 and the utility
of $100 &s l. Now determine the minimum amount you
would aeeept in place of the lottery of flipping a eoin to
determine whether you reeeive $0 or $100. Let us say your
answer is fi27. Now determine the certain equivalent of
the lotteries (l/2, $0; I /2,fi27), and (l/2,$27;l/2,$100),
and so forth. We might arrive at a curve like that shown
in Fig. 6.

We have simply used the expected value property (2) to
construet & utility curve. This same curve, however,

allows us to use the same expected utility theorem to
evalu&te new lotteries; for example, (l/2, $30; l/2 $80).
From Fig.6, z($30) : O.il, u($80) : 0.91, and therefore
l/2 u($30) + 1/2 u($80) : u(a) + t : $49. If you are
going to be eonsistent with the preferences you expressed

in developing the utility curve, you will be indifferent
between S49 and this lottery. Moreover, this amount
could have been determined from your utility curve by a
subondinate or perhaps a computer program. You could

send your agent to make decisions on lotteries by using
your utility curve, and he would make them to reflec t your
preferenee for &mounts in the range S0 to $100.
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Fig. 6. Utility curve for money: S0 to $100.

Even without such a monetary representation, \tre can
always construct a utility function on a finite set of out-
comes by using the expeeted value property (z). Let us
choose two outeomes, one of which is preferred to the
other. If we set the utilities arbitrarill' at 1 for the preferred
outeome and 0 for the other, we ean use the expected value
property (2) of the utility f unction to determine the
utility of the other prizes. This procedure will always work
so long &s our preferences obey the axioms, but it may be
unwieldy in praetiee because we are asking the decision
maker to assess simultaneously his values in the absenee of
uncertainty and his preferenee among risks. The value of
some outeome is accessible only by reference to a lottery
involving the trvo "reference" outeomes. For example,
the referenee outeomes in the anniversary problem might
be "domestic bliss" : I and "doghouse" : 0. We could
then determine the utility of "status quo" as 0.gl since the
husband is indifferent between the outcome "status quo"
and a lottery in which the chanees are l0 to I of "domestic
bliss" as opposed to the "doghouse." Similarly, we might
discover that a utility of 0.667 should be assigned to "sus-
picious wife and $6 wasted on roses," sinee our friend is indif-
ferent between this eventuality and a lottery in which the
probabilities are 0.333 of "doghouse" and 0.007 of "dt>
mestic bliss." Of course, to be consistent with the axioms,
our friend must be indifferent between "suspicious rvife,
etc.," and a 0.73 probability of "status quo" and a 0.22
probability of "doghouse." If the example included
additional outcomes as well, he might find it quite difficult
to express his preferences among the lotteries in a m&nner
consistent with the a>rioms. It mey be advisable to proceed
in two stages; first, & numerical determination of value in a
risk-free situation, and then an adjustment to this scale

to include preference toward risk.
Equivalent to our first a^ssumption, the existenee of

transitive preferenees, is the existence of some scale of
value by which outcomes may be ranked; d is preferred to
B if and only if A is higher in value than B. The numerieal
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structure we give to this value is not important since a

monotonie transformation to & new scale preserves the

ranking of outeomes that corresponds to the original

preferences. No matter what scale of value we use, we c&n

eonstruct a utility function on it by using the expected

value property (2), so long &s our four &ssumptions hold. We

may as well use & standand of value that is reasonably

intuitive, and in most situations money is & convenient

standand of economic value. 
'W'e 

ean then find & monetary

equivalent for each outcome by determining the point at
which the decision maker is indifferent between receiving

the outcome and receiving (or paying out) this &mount of

money. In addition to conceptual simplicity, this pro-

eedure makes it easy to evaluate new outcomes by pro-

viding an intuitive seale of values. Such a seale will be-

come necess&ry later on if we are to eonsider the value of

resolving uncertainty.

We will return to the anniversary decision and demon-

strate how this two-step value determination procedure

may be applied. But first let us describe how we shall

quantify uncertainty.

The Indnrctfue Use of Profu,Aili@ Theory

We now wish to leave the problem of the evaluation of

outeomes resulting from a decision and turn our attention
to & means of encoding the information we have es to
which outeome is likely to occur. Let us look at the limiting
c&se where & decision results in a certain outcome. We

might represent an outeome, or &n event, which is certain

to occur by 1, and &n event which cannot occur by 0.

A certain event, together with another certain event, is
certain to occur; but & eertain event, together with &n

impossible event, is certain not to oecur. Most engineers

would recognize the aforementioned as simple Boolean

equations: I . I : l, I .0 : 0. Boolean algebra allows us

to make complex calculations with statements that may

take on only the logical values "true" and "false." The

whole field of digital computers is, of course, based on this
branch of mathematies.

But how do we handle the logieal "maybe?" Take the
statement, t'It will rain this afternoon." We cannot now

assign this statement a logical value of true or false, but
we certainly have some feelings on the matter, and we

may even have to make a decision based on the truth of
the statement, sueh as whether to go to the beach. Ideally,
we would like to generalize the inductive logic of Boolean

algebra to include uneertainty. IVe would like to be able to
assign to a statement or &n event a value that is a measure

of its uneertainty. This value would lie in the range from 0
to l. A value of I indicates that the statement is true or
that the event is certain to occur; a value of 0 indicates
that the statement is false or that the event cannot occur.

We might add two obvious &ssumptions. We want the
value assignrnents to be unambiguous, and we want the
value assignments to be independent of eny assumptions
that have not been explicitly introduced. In particular, the
value of the statement should depend on its content, not
on the way it is presented. For example, "ft will rain thie

morning or it will rain this afternoon," should have the
B&me value as "It will rain today."

These assumptions &re equivalent to the assertion

that there is a function P that gives values between 0 and I
to events ("the statement is true" is an event) and that
obeys the following probability axioms.s

Let .E and F' be events or outcomes that could result
from a decision:

l) P(E) > 0 for any event E,'

2) P(E) : l, if E is certain to occur;

3) P(E or F) : P(E) + P(F) if E and F' are mutually
exclusive events (i.e., only one of them ca,n occur).

E or F means the event that either E or F occurs. W'e

are in luck. Our urioms are identical to the axioms that
form the modern basis of the theory of probability. Thus
we may use the whole machinery of probability theory for
inductive re&soning.

Where do we obtain the values P(E) that we will
assign to the uneertainty of the event E? W e get them from
our own minds. They reflect our best judgment on the
basis of all the information that is presently available to us.

The use of probability theory as a tool of inductive reason-

ing goes back to the beginnings of probability theory.
In Napoleon's time, Laplace wrote the following &s & part
of his introduction to A Philosophinal Essay ut, Proba-

biliti,es ([15], p. 1):

Strictly speaking it may even be said that nearly all our

knowledge is problematical; and in the small numbers of
things which we ane able to know with certainty, even in
the mathematical sciences themselves, the principal means

for ascertaining truth-induction and analogy-arc them-

selves based on probabilities . . ..

Unfortunately, in the yearc following Laplace, his writ-
ings were misinterpreted and fell into disfavor. A definition
of probability besed on frequency came into vogue, and the
pendulum is only now beginning to swing back. A great

many modern probabilists look on the probability assigned

to an event as the limiting fraction of the number of times
&n event occurred in & la.ge number of independent
repeated trials. \[re shall not enter into a discussion of the
general merits of this viewpoint on probability theory.
Suffice it to say that the situation is & r&re one in which
you c&n obsenre a great ma,ny independent identical trials
in onder to assign a probability. In fact, in decision theory
we &re often interested in events that will occur just once.

For us, & probability &ssessment is made on the basis of a
etate of mind; it is not a property of physical objects to
be measured like length, weight, or temperature. W'hen we

assign the prob'ability of 0.5 to a coin coming up heads, or
equal probabilities to ell possible orientations of a pointer,

we may be reasoning on the basis of the syrnmetry of the
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physical object. There is no reason to suppose that one

side of the coin will be favored over the other. Btrt the
physical symmetry of the eoin does not lead immediately

to a probability assignment of 0.5 for heads. For example,

consider a eoin that is placed on a drum head. The drum
head is struck, and the coin bounces into the air. Will it
land heads up half of the time? We might expect that the
probability of heads would depend on which side of the
eoin was up initially, how hard the drum w&s hit, and so

forth. The probability of heads is not a physieal parameter

of the eoin; we have to specify the flipping system as well.

But if we knew exactly how the coin were to be flipped, we

eould calculate from the laws of meehanies whether it
would land heads or tails. Probability enters as a means of

describing our feelings about the likelihood of heads when

our knorvledge of the flipping system is not exact. We must

eonclude that the probability assignment depends on our
present state of knowledge.

The most important eonsequence of this assertion is that
probabilities are subject to change as our information

improves. In fact, it even makes sense to talk about

probabilities of probabilities. A few years ago we might
have assigned the value 0.5 to the probability that the

surfaee of the moon is covered by a thick layer of dust.

At the time, we might have said, "W'e &re 90 pereent

eertain that our probability assignment after the first
suecessful Surveyor probe will be less than 0.01 or greater

than 0.99. We expect that our uneertainty about the com-

position of the moon's surface will be largely resolved."
Let us eonelude our discussion of probability theory

with &n example that will introduce the means by which
probability distributions are modified to include new in-

formation: Bayes' rule. W'e shall also introduce a useful

not,ation. We have stressed that all of our probability

assignments are going to reflect a state of information in

the mind of the decision maker, and our notation shall

indicate this state of information explicitly. '
Let A be an event, and let c be a quantity about which

we are uneertain; e.g., r is a random variable. The values

that .r may assume may be discrete (i.e., heads or tails)

or eontinuous (i.e., the time an electronic component will
run before it fails). We shall denote by {alS} the proba-

bility assigned to the event .4 on the basis of a state of
information S, and by [rlS] the probability that the
random variable &ssumes the value fi, i.e., the probability
mass function for a discrete random v&riable or the proba-

bility density function for a continuous random variable,
given a" state of information S. If there is confusion be-

tween the random variable and its value, we shall write

l, : ,.lS| , where r denotes the random variable and c6

the value. We shall assume the random variable takes on

some value, so the probabilities must sum to l:

J t,trl : r (3)

"f is & generalized summ&tion operator representing

summation over all discrete values or integration over all
continuous values of the random variable. The expected

value, or the average of the random variable over its
probability distribution, is

(,ls) : [,.[,ts]. (4)

One special state of informd,tion will be used over and

over again, so we shall need a'spe.ial name for it. This is

the information that we now possess on the basis of our
prior knowledge and experierrce, before we have done any

speeial experimenting or sampling to reduee our uncer-

tainty. The probability distribution that we assign to

values of an uneertain quantity on the basis of this prior

state of information (denoted S) will be referred to as the

"prior distribution" or simply the "prior."
Now let us eonsider a problem. N[ost of us take as

axiomatic the assignment of 0.5 to the probability of heads

on the flip of a coin. Suppose we flip thumbtacks. If the

thumbtack lands with the head up end point dowtr, we

shall denote the outeome of the flip as "heads." If it lands

with the head down and the point up, we shall denote the

outcome as "t&ils." The question which we must &nswer

is, "What is p, the probability of heads in flipping a

thumbtack?" We will assume that both thumbtack and

means of flipping are suffieiently standandized so that rve

may expeet that all flips are independent and have the

same probability for coming up heads. (Formally, the

flips &re Bernoulli trials.) Then the long-run fraction of

heads may be expected to approach ?, a well-defined

number that at the moment we do not know.

Let us assign a probability distribution to this uneertain
pa,rameter p. W'e are all familiar with thumbtaeks; we have

no doubt droppd a few on the floor. Perhaps we have some

experience with spilled earpet tacks, or coin flipping, or

the physics of falling bodies that we believe is relevant.

We want to eneode all of this prior information into the

form of a probability distribution on p.

This task is aeeomplished by using the eumulative dis-

parameter p will be less than or equal to some specific

value of the parameter po. It may be convenient to use

the complementary eumulative

and ask questions sueh as, "What is the probability that p
is greater than po : 0.5?"

To make the situation easier to visualize,let us introduce

Sam, the neighborhood bookie. We shall suppose that we

are forced to do business with Sam. For some value ?o

between 0 and l, Sam offers us two packages:

Package 1: If measurement of the long run fraction of

heads p shows that the quantity is less than or equal to po,

then Sam pays us $l . lf p ) po, then we pay Sam $1.

Packoge 2: We divide a circle into two regions (as shown

in Fig. 3). Region I is defined by a fraction P of the eireum-

ference of the eircle, and the remainder of the circle con-

stitutes region II. Now a, pointer is spun in such I way

that when it stops, it is equally likely to be pointing in an.v
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given direction. If the pointer stops in region r, Sam pa),s

us S1 ;if it lands in region II, we pay Sam $1.
Sam lets us choose the fraction P in Package 2, but then

he chooses which package we are to reeeive. Depending on
the value of po, these packages may be more or less attrac-
tive to us, but it is the relative rather than the absolute
value of the two packages that is of interest. If we set P
to be large, we might expect that Sam will choose package
l, whereas if P is small enough, Sam will certainly choose
package 2. Sam wishes (just as we do) to have the package
rvith the higher probability of winning 91. (Recall this is

our second utility axiom.) We shall assume Sam has the
same information about thumbtacks that we do, so his
probability assignments will be the same as ours. The
assumption [utility axiom a) ] is that given po, we ean find a

P such that Packages 1 and 2 represent equivalent lot-

rvell-known method of dividing an extra dessert between

two small boys: let one divide and the other choose. The
first is motivated to make the division as even as possible
so that he will be indifferent as to which half he receives.

Suppose Sam starts at a value ps : 0.5. W'e might
reason that since nails always fall on the side (heads), and a
thumbtack is interrnediate between a coin and a nail
heads is the more likely orientation; but we are not too
sure; we have seen a lot of thumbtaeks come up tails.
After some thought, we decide that we are indifferent about
whichpackagewegetifthefraetionPis0.3,Solp<
0.5lsl : 0.30.

Sam takes other values besides 0.5, skipping around in a
random fashion, i.e., 0.3, 0.9, 0.1, 0.45, 0.8, 0.6, etc. The
curve that results from the interrogation might Iook like
that shown in Fig. 7. By his method of randomly skipping
around, Sam has eliminated any bias in our true feelings
that resulted from an unconscious desire to give answers
eonsistent with previous points. In this fashion, Sam has
helped us to establish our prior distribution on the param-
eter p. We may derive a probability density function by
taking the derivative of the cumulative distribution func-

Now supposing we are allowed to flip the thumbtack
20 times and we obtain 5 heads and li tails. How do we
take aeeount of this new data in assigning a, proba-
bility distribution based on the new state of information,
which we denote as t, E: our prior experienee 6 plus E, the
2O-flip experiment? We will use one of the oldest (1268)

results of probability theory, Bayes' rule. Consider the
prior probability that p will take on a specific value and
the 2O-flip experiment E will have a certain specific out-
come (for exampla, p : 0.43; E : 5 heads, 15 tails). Now
we c&n write this joint probability in two ways:

{p,Ele} : lpla,c} {ute} tsl

t.o
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Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution function for thumbtack flipping.
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c We have equated -the s_ubje_ctive probability that summ&rized our
information about thumbtacks to' the mor-e intuitive notion of
probability based -on symmetry (in Package z). Such a two-step
clPProoch to p.robability lltpory has been diicussed theoretically by
Anscombe and Aumann [ll.

o o.5 l.o

PARAMETER p= LONG-RUN FRACTTON of HEAOS for THUMB TACK

Fig. 8. Prior probability density function.

i.e., as the product of the probability we assign to the
experimental outcom e E times the probability we would
assign to the value of p after we knew the experimental
outcome E in addition to our prior information; or

lp,Elal E lnlp,el {ple} (6)

i.e., the product of the probability of that experimental
outcome if we knew that p were the probability of getting
heads times our prior probability &ssessment that p actu-
ally takes on that value.

we assumed that probabilities were unambiguous, so
we equate these two expressions. Providing {alel * 0,
i.e., the experimental outcome is not impossible, we obtain
the posterior (after the experiment) probability distribu-
tion on p

lpl0,a| : lalp,el lple]

@- ffi

This ex.pression is the well-known Bayes, rule.

{rte} is the "pre-posterior" probaLiuty of the outeome
B. It does not depend oD p, so it beeomes & normalizing
factor for the posterior probability distribution. lnlp,al i;
the probability of the outcom e E if we knew the val r* p
for the probability of heads. This probability is a function
of p, usually referred to as the "likelihood function.,, W'e
notiee since p must take on some value, the expeetation of
the likelihood function over the values of p gives the pre-
posterior probability of the experimental outeome:

lqel : [,tllp,tllple] . (8)
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PARAMETER P

Fig. 9. Likelihood function for 5 heads in 20 trials.

o o.5

PARAMETER p

Fig. 10. Posterior probability density function.

For the specific case we are treating, the likelihood func-

tion is the familiar result from elementary probability
theory for r successes in n Bernoulli trials when the
probability of a success is p;

lslp,tl: #rp'(r - p)n-,. (e)

This function is graphed for r - 5 heads in n : 2O trials in
Fis. 9. N{ultiplying it by the prior {ple} Oig. 8) and

normalizing by dividing by lElSl gives us the posterior

distribution lplB,tl (Fis. 10). In this w&y, Bayes' rule
gives us & general me&ns of revising our probability assess-

ments to take &ceount of new information.T

SoluuoN oF Dpcrsrox PnoBLEMs

Now that we have the proper tools, utility theory and
probability theory, we return to the anniversary decision
problem. We ask the husband, our decision maker, to
assign monetary values to the four possible outeomes.

He does so as follows:

Domestic bliss (flowers * anniversary): $100
Doghouse (no flowers, &nniversary): $ 0

Status quo (no flowers, no anniversary) : $ 80

Suspicious wife (flowers, no anniversary): $ 42.

(For example, he is indifferent between "status quo" and

"doghouse" provided in the latter c&se he reeeives $80.)
His preferenee for risk is reflected by the utility function of
FiS. 6, and he decides that a probability &ssessment of 0.2
sums up his uncertainty about the possibility of today be-

IEEE TRAI{sACTIoNs oN sysrEMS scrENcE AND cyBERNETIcg, sEFTEMBUn lg68

ing his anniversary: the odds are 4 to 1 that it is not his
anniversary. Now let us look at the two lotteries that
represent his decision alternatives. If he buys the flowers,
he has a 0.2 probability of "domestie bliss" and &n 0.8
probability of l'sttspicious wife." The expected utility of
the lottery is 0.2(1.0) + 0.8(0.667) : 0.734 : ?r(S50).

On the other hand, if he does not buy the flowers, he has an
0.8 chanee of "status quo" and aO.2 ehanee of "doghouse."
The expected utility of this alternative is 0.8(0.91) +
0.2(0) : 0.728 : u ($49). The first alternative has a

slightly higher value to him so he should buy the flowers.

on the basis of his values, his risk preference, and his
judgment about the uneertainty, buying the flowers is his
best alternative. If he were an expected value decision
maker, the first lottery would be worth 0.2($100) +
0.8(mZ) : $53.60 and the second 0.2(0) + 0.8($SO) :
$64. In this case he should not buy the flowers.

The foregoing example is, of course, very trivial, but
conceptually any decision problem is exactly the same.

There is only one additional feature that we may typically
expect: in general, deeision problems may involve a
sequence of decisions. F'irst, a deeision is made and then an
uneertain outcome is observed; after which another de
cision is made, and an outeome observed, ete. For example,
the decision to develop a new product might go as follows.
A decision is made as to whether or not a product should
be developed. If the decision is affirmative, &n uncertain
researeh and development eost will be incurred. At this
point, a decision is made as to whether to go into produc-
tion. The produetion eost is uneertain. After the produc-
tion cost is knowr, & sale price is set. Finatly, the uneertain
sales volume determines the profit or loss on the produet.

We c&n handle this problem in the same way &s the
anniversary problem: assign values to the final outcomes,
and probabilities to the various uneertain outcomes that
will result from the adoption of a decision alternative.
,We c&n represent the problem a,s a decision tree (Fis. ll),
and the solution is eoneeptually easy. Start at the final
outcome, sales volume (the ends of the tree). Go in to the
first decision, the sales price (the last to be made chrono-
logically). Compute the utility of the decision alt,ernatives,
and choose the one with the highest value. This value
becomes the utility of the chanee outeome leading to that
decision (e.g., production cost). The corresponding
certain equivalent in dollars reflects the expected utility
of reaching that point in the tree. In this fashion, we work
backwards to the start of the tree, finding the best decision
alternatives and their values at each step.

Many decision problems encountered in actual practice
are extremely complex, and a decision tree approa,ch may
not always be a,ppropriate. If all quantities concerned in
the problem were considered uneertain (with prior dis-
tributions), the problem might be computationally in-
tractable. It is often advisable to solve the model de
terministically as & first approximation. 'We 

approximate
all uncertain quantities with a single best estimate and
then examine the decision; i.e., if research and develop
ment costs, production costs, and sales volume took the
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7 For certain sampling processes_h""ltS special statisticel proper-
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Fig. 11. Product development decision tree.

values we consider most likely, would it then be advisable

to develop the product? This deterministic phase will
usually give us some insight into the decision. Moreover,
we can perform a sensitivity analysis by varying quantities

that we believe &re uncertain to determine how they
affect the decision. The decision may be quite insensitive

to some quantities, and these quantities may be treated as

eertain (uncertainty is neglected if it appears not to
affeet the decision). On the other hand, if a variation that
lies within the range of uncertainty of a factor c&uses &

major shift in the decision (i.e., from "develop the prod-

uct" to "do not develop the product"), w€ shall certainly

wish to encode our feelings about the uncertainty of that
quantity by a prior distribution.s

THn Yer,un or Rnsor,vrNc UNcunrArNTrES

There is a class of alternatives usually available to the
decision maker that we have not yet mentioned: activities
that allow him to gather more information to diminish the
uncertainties before he makes the decision. We have al-
ready seen how new information mey be incorporated into
probability &ssessments through Bayes' rule, and we noted
that we can assign a probability distribution to the results
of the information gathering by means of the prsposterior
probability distribution. Typical information-gathering
activities might include market surveys, pilot studies,
prototype construction, test marketi.g, or consulting with
experts. These activities invariably cost the decision maker
time and resourees; he must pay a price for resolving
uneertainty.

Let us return to the husband with the anniversa,ry
problem. Suppose he has the option of calling his secretary.
If it is his annivers&ry, his secretary will certainly tell him.
But if it is not, she may decide to play a trick and tell him
that today is his anniversary. He assigns probability 0.b to
such practical joking. In a4y event, the secretary will
spread the word around the office and our friend will get

Bome good natured heckling, which he views as having a
value of minus Sl0.

r The decision analyeis procedure has been described in detail by
Howard [8].

IIow will the secretary's information change his assess-

ment of the probability that today is his anniversary?
lf she says, "No, it is not your annivers&ry," he may be
sure that it is not; but if she says "Yes, it is," she eould be

ioking. We ean eompute the new &ssessment of the proba-
bility from Bayes' rule. This new probability is equal to the
probability 0.2 that she says yes and it really is his anni-
versary, divided by his prior estimat e, 0.2 + 0.S X 0.8
: 0.6, that she will say yes regardless of the date of his
anniversary. Henee the probability assignment revised to
include the secretary's yes answer is 0.333.

What is the value of this new alternative to our friend?
If his seeretary says no (probability 0.4), he may return
home enrpty-handed and be assured of "status quo." On
the other hand, if she says yes (probability 0.6), he will
buy the flowers. In either case, he has incurred a cost of
$10 which must be subtracted from the values of the out-
comes. Calling the secretary then has a utility of

0.4 u($zo) + 0.6 [0.333 u($eO) + 0.667 u($32)l
: 0.344 + 0.416 : 0.760 : u($53.50).

Since this value of $53.50 exceeds the value of $S0 for his
previous best alternative (buy flowers), our friend should
call his secretary. If the husband were a,n expected value
deeision maker, the alternative of calling the seeretary
would have a value of

0.4 ($70) + 0.6 [0.333 (Ssol + 0.667 (S32) ] : $58.80

which is less than the value of S64 for the "do not buy
flowers" alternative; in this case our friend should not call
his seeretary. It is evident that in this example preference
toward risk is very important in determining the decision
maker's best course of action.

In the complex decision problems normally encounterd
in practice, there &re usually several alternative options
available for diminishing the uncertainty a,ssociated with
the unknown factors. fn theory, the expected gain for each
type of sampling could be computed and compared with
the cost of sampling as we have just done in the simple
anniversary example. But these calculations can be quite
involved &s & rule, and there may be a great many alterna-
tive ways of gathering information. Often the relevant
questions are, first, "Should we sample at all?,, and then,

"What kind of sampling is best for us?"
It is often useful to look at the limiting c&se of complete

resolution of uneertainty, which we call perfect informa-
tion. W'e ean imagine that & gypsy fortune teller who
always makes correct predictions is, in faet, available to us.

The value of perfect information is the &mount that we ane

willing to pey her to tell us exactly what the uncertain
quantity will turn out to be. Note that her answer may be
of little value to us-we m&y be planning to take the best
decision alternative already. On the other hand, her perfect
information may be quite valuable; it mey allow us to
avoid an unfavorable outcome. 'W'e 

are going to have to pay
her before we hear her information; our payment will
reflect what we expect the information to be on the basi,s

of our prior probability &ssessment.

;lfff ,'d.bi',

PROOUCTION

PRODUCT

OROP

DO NOT
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Irr the husbarrd's anniversary problem, perfect informa-
tion might correspond to a seeretary who is certain to tell
him if today is his anniversary. If he could act on this
information, he would buy flowers if it were his anni-
versary and would not bry flowers otherwise. Since he

feels that there is a 0.2 ehance the seeretary will tell him
that it is his anniversary, the expected utility of the out-
eomes if he bases his decision on perfect information is
0.2 u($tOO - b) + 0.8 u(S80 - b) where b is the &mount he

must pay to get the information. By setting this expression
equal to 0.734, the expected utility of his best alternative
based on prior information, we can solve for b : S33.50.

The husband should eonsider for more detailed analysis

onll' those opportunities for resolving his uncertainty that
"cost" him S33.50 or less. If he were an expected value
decision maker, perfect information would be of less value
to him; he would be willing to pay a maximum of only S20

for it. e

Suuuenv

Deeision theor)' is a way of formalizing common sense.

The decision maker analyzes the possible outeomes re-

sulting from his available alternatives in two dimensions:

value (b)' means of utility theory) and probability of
oceurrenee. He then ehooses the alt,ernative that he expeets

to have the highest value. He eannot guarantee that the
outcome will be as good as he might hope for, but he has

made the best decision he can, based on his preferenees and

available knowledge. Inferenee using Bayes' rule allows

the deeision maker to evaluate information gathering

aetivities that rvill reduee his uneertainty.
Decision theorl' gives no magieal formulas for eorreet

decisions. In fact, it forees the decision maker to rely more

strongly than ever on his own preferenees and judgments.

But it does give him a logical framework in which to work,

t framework that is adaptable in prineiple to all decision

problems, f rom the simplest to the most complex. As

modern soeietl' eontinues to grow in size and complexity,

such a framework for decisiorr making will beeome more

aud more neeessary.
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A TUTORIAL IN DECISION ANALYSIS1

t. Introduction

The papers presented at this conference have primarlly dealt wlth
theory and experiments relating to probability encoding and/or preference

theory. It is often relevant to ask "[,lhat is the purpose of this research?t'
and ttl,lhere would its resutts become usefut?tt Hopefully, the answer is
that this research will improve on the methodology of declsion-maklng.

This paper is intended as an introduction to decision analysls,
which in my opinion represents the present state of the art with respect
to the methodotogy of decision-making. This paper provldes a frame of
reference for the rest of the research presented at this conference and

may even provide sorne ideas for future research.

This tutorlal will relaEe closety to the ideas on the methodology
of decislon analysis first described by Howard (1966). To a targe ex-
tent this paper will also draw on the experience of the Declslon Analysls
Group at Stanford Research Institute with respect to practlcal lmplemen-

tatlon of declsion analysis.

Decision analysis can be briefly described as a merger of the two

fields of decision theory and systems analysis. Decision theory provldes
the philosophy for logical behavior in simple decislon situatlons under
uncertatnty. Systems analysis here represents systems and modetlng
methodology, which captures the interactlons and dynamlcs of complex

problenrs. The result is a theory and methodology that atlow the analysls
of complex, dynanric, and uncertain decision situations.

Most textbooks on quantltative methods for buslness students in-
clude at least one chapter on decision theory. The presentatLons gen-

erally concern very sma11 well-structured decision situations and thereby

tntroduce some of the basic concepts. It may then be easy for the new

M.B.A. to belleve that he can go out and tackle declsion problems ln
the real world. Most ltkely he (and perhaps even more so hls superlors)
w111 be dlscouraged when he has to face the corrplexltles of even ttslnplett

practlcal probtems. It ls here we ftnd a need for the modellng method-
ology, whtch Ls never taught ln declslon theory courses.
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This paper does not deal with decision theory as such, although
its elements, of course, ate part of the presentation. There exist a

number of excellent introductions to decision theory and references to
them are given in Section 7. Instead an attempt ls made to describe
the engineering of decision analysis, i.e., to glve soure guldelines on
how to attack decision problems. The decision analysis cycle represents
a procedure that might serve as a frame of reference when working on de-
cislon problems. It must be stressed, however, that not every problem
can be or should be treated in the same way, and the elements of the
cycle should only be viewed as a convenient check list to ensure that
no lmportant element of the problem has been omitted.

t. 1 The Decision Analysis Approach

The declsion anal-ysis cycle can be surmnarlzed as follows (see
Flgure 1). It is made up of three phases--the deterministic, probabilistic,
and informational phases. The deterministic phase is concerned with
the bastc structuring of the problmr. The structuring entails defining
retevant varlables, characterizing thelr relationships in formal models,
and assignl-ng vatues to possible outcomes. The importance of the differ-
ent variables 1s measured through sensitivity analysis.

PRIOR

lxFoRtATrol{
ACT

r{Ew
INFORMATIOil

FIGURE 1 THE DECISION ANALYSIS CYCLE
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Uncertalnty ls expllcltly incorporated ln the probabillstic phase
by assigning probabtltty dl.strlbutions to the lmportant variables. These
distributions are transformed ln the modet to exhlbl.t the uncertainty
in the final outcme, which agaln is represented by a probability dis-
tribution. After the declslon makerrs attitude toward rlsk has been
evaluated and taken lnto account, the best alternatlve ln the face of
uncertainty ls then establtshed.

The lnformatlohal phase determines the econmic value of informa-
tlon by catculatlng the $orth of reducing uncertainty ln each of the
lmportant varlables ln the problem. The value of addltlonal- informa-
tion can then be compared wlth the cost of obtaining it. rf the gather-
lng of informatlon ls profitabte, the three phases are repeated agatn.
The analysls ls cmpleted when further analysis or inforuatLon gather-
lng ls no tonger profltable.

Throughout, the analysls ls focused on the decision and the declslon
maker. That is, expandlng the anatysis is considered of value only if
lt helps the decision maker choose between the avatlable alternatlves.

L.2 A Case Study

The next three sections of the paper describe the three phaees 1n
more detail. The presentatlon ls llluntnated by a case study.s By re-
quest of the client c(mpany, the ldentlty of the client and the speclflc
decision probLem are not ldentifled. However, the major declsion ts
simllar to one that an agrlcultural subsldlary of a major dlverslfted
corporation mlght face in determl.ntng whether to market a newty developed
blodegradable pesticide.

some of the characteristics that made thlg dectsion probLem a
classicaL corporate application of declston analysls are llsted below:

o The decision rdas one of a kind in that it represented a
major change in the companyrs major product line.

o The decision concerned an lnvestment of $150 ntllion,
whlch lras a stgnlflcant portion of the organlzattonre
resources--ln fact, the investment rres more than ltg
normal annual capltal expenditure budget.

o The problem structure was complex.

o The problem lncluded many uncertaln factore.

o The project would have long-term effects (10 to 20 years).
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This investment opportunity had been evaluated five times over the

precedtng six years. Another study was under way when the decision anal-
ysls effort sras lnltlated.

The analysis was performed by Dr. Carl S. Spetzler before he took up

his present position with the Decision Analysis Group at Stanford Re-

search Institute. He also formulated the case in its present disgulsed

form, and I am grateful to him for permission to use the case in this
PaPer.

2. The Deterministic Phase

2. L The Determini stic l"lode 1

The basic steps of the determinlstic phase are as foltows:

o Define and bound the declsion problem

o Identify the alternatives

o Establlsh the outcomes

o Select decision variables and state variables

o BuiLd a structural model

. Build a value model

o Specify tlme preference

o Eliminate domlnated alternatives

o Measure sensitivity to identify cruciaL state variables.

The first step ls to define and bound the decision problem. Thls
entall-s determining the resources to be allocated and thls in turn ls re-
lated to the organlzatlonal level at which the decision is to be made.

Next, the avallab1e alternatlves are identifled. The introductlon of a

new alternative sornetimes ellminates the need for further analysls. In
our analysis the basic dectslon problems were determining whether the

new product should be introduced and determlning the besE method of pro-
duction.

The next step is to identlfy outcomes that wouLd be sufficlent to
describe the results of the different alternatlves. These might inctude
sales volume, production process, government actlon, and so on. In re-
lating these outcomes to the alternatlves, rre try to deflne the factors
Ehat are relevant to the declsion. These factors can be separated lnto
decislon variabLes (factors that the declsion maker can control) and
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state variabtes (factors outslde the declslon makerts control). In this
study these varlables were Ldentlfted by interviewing varlous experts
with respect to this probtem and asktng what factors must be considered.
A very impressive list of factors was developed within a couple of days I

time; these factors were then classlfled as decision and state variables.

The next step is
comes to the decision
important step in the
constrming part of the
shown in Figure 2 was

to bulld a structurat model that relates the out-
and state variables. This is generalty the most
deterministic phase and often the most time-
whote analysis. A logical diagram such as that
developed as a start toward such a structural model.
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FIGURE 2 DETERMINISTIC MODEL STRUCTURE

Agaln, this diagram rras the result of dlscusslon with many lndlviduals
in the corporatlon. It began wtth very slmple interretattonships and

evotved lnto the form shorrn ln Flgure 2. The dlagram was considered
complete when the followlng analysls lndlcated no addltlonal requirements.
First, around each of the boxes an lmaglnary boundary rilas drawn and the
arrots golng in were llsted. Then the questlon was asked: ttDo you need

any further lnputs to detemtne the value of the variable ln the box?r'

In many cases, slurple calculatlons or algorlttms rrere developed to prove
that the inputs were sufftcLent. The process of developlng such a diagraur
is useful for two reasone: (1) the analysts quickly become arrare of the
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fundamental relationshlps that are of importance in the problem, and

(2) the process allows the systematic gathering of information fron
various parts of the corporation.

After identifylng the relatlonships among the varlables the next
task was to capture these relationships in mathematical forms. The

basic alternative was assumed to be to contlnue without the product,
and the model measured only the difference from this alternative of in-
troducing the new product with one out of two production methods. The

dynamic relatlonships of the variables were described in detail for the
first 12 years, after which a terminal value based on the capitalized
long-run proftt of a stable business h,as assumed. The model outputs
were measured in such terms as market share and net profit over time.

It has already been said that the outcome of a decision w111 generally
be described by a set of outconres such as sales volume and degree of
government interference. The next step of the deterministic phase is to
determine a single measure of value for this set of outcornes. In business
problems the measure typlcally will be some measure of profitability.
Determining this value means that trade-offs have to be considered be-
tween different outcomes. For thls analysis lt was assumed that the de-
cision makerrs values rdere completely reflected in the net contribution
to profit after taxes. This net effect on profit was determined over
tlme.

It often happens, as in this case, that the results of a decision
extend over a long period of time. It is then necessary to have the
declsion maker specify his time preference for profit. This means that
!ile must find a single measure for each time pattern. The present equiva-
lent is such a measure, for rshtch the decision maker is indifferent be-
tween receiving the present equivalent right ahray or waiting for the
cash flow to be reatized over a future time period. In many cases this
present equLvalent can be approximated by the present value of the cash
flow discounted at an appropriate discount rate. rn other cases the
cash ftow resulting frorn one project may have a major effect on the
organLzationrs financial structure and a more detailed analysis is then
necessary. In the case under discussion lt was assumed that the companyrs
mlnlmum acceptable rate of return compLetely refLected the decision
makerrs feeling of value over time. Therefore, the present value ca1-
culated at that discount rate hras considered a reasonabte measure of
project worth as viewed by the declsion maker.
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2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

The analysis in the deterministic phase takes the form of measuring
sensitivities to changes in state variables. The state variables are
asslgned nominal values (which might be, for instance, est.imates of
their mean values) and are then swept one by one through their ranges of
possible values. We observe which alternative would be best and how

much value is associated with thls alternative. Sornetimes we may observe
that an atternative is dominated, which means that there is a better
alternative for all values of the state variables. Dorninance can often
lead to a substantial reduction in the number of atternatives. The sen-
sttivity anatysis also tells us to what extent variations in the differ-
ent state variables will affect profit (in terms of the present equiva-
lent). The analysis indicaLes the variables for which uncertainty is
important. These variables are said to be "crucial" and will have their
uncertainties encoded in the next phase.

The preceding discussion assumes that the state variables can be

considered one at a time. However, it may be necessary to study joint
sensit,ivities when the variables are interrelated. Two or more vari-
ables are then varied simultaneously over their respective rangesl at
the same time the other variables are kept at their norninal values. In
the case study describdd in this paper, however, the interrelationshlps
were handled in the following way. First a case was analyzed which conr-

bined all of the most likely forecasts for the input variables. Then

the sensitivity to changes in each variabte was analyzed by setting it
to its high and low extreme values; at the same time att other varlables
were reset to new conditional most likely values. The results of the
sensitivity analysis for some of the variables are glven in Table 1.

In the case study, seven crucial state variables were ldenrifled and

three major decision alternatives wiEh some minor variations remained.
It is often the case in a decision anatysis that only a few of the many

variabtes under initial consideration are crucial state variables. This
is of importance for the modeling process in the probabilistic phase.

Probabilistic models with many variabl.es are difficult to handle. Further-
more, the information required for such models is often difficult to
derive. It is therefore a very important task to eliminate unnecessary
decision alternatives and to limit the number of state variables to
those crucial to the decision. Sensitivity analysis can also provide
lnslght which is valuable to the building of the model, since variables
to which the model shows a high sensitivity can often be further broken
down to improve the modeL.
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Table 1

RE SI.'LTS OF SENSITIVITY AI{ALYSIS

s t I ike ly case: mi 1 I ion)

3. The Probabilistic. Phase

The determlnistic analysis leads to the selection of a set of
aleatory varlables--variables to be formally treated by a probabllity
asslgnment. The first step in the probabllistic phase is to encode the
uncertainties of these variables. Next a probabilistic model is con-
structed which relates the uncertainty in profit for each decision aLter-
native to the uncertainty in the aleatory variables. The resulting
probabillty distrlbution for profit is termed the profit lottery.

The choice between a number of atternatives has now been reduced to
a choice between profit lotteries. In some cases the choice is clear be-
cause one atternative stochastically dominates the others. This means

that there will be one alternative, which for each level of profit has a

htgher probability of exceeding that 1eve1 than all other alternatives.
Otherwise, it will be necessary to encode the decision makerrs risk
attitude. The result of that procedure is substitution of each lottery
by a single number, calted the certain equivalent, which has the property
that the decislon maker is indifferent between having the certain equiva-
lent for certain or having the l-ottery. The different al-ternatives can

now be ranked in order of their certain equivalents, which indicate the
declslon maker I s preferences.

The probabilistic phase is then concluded by performing further sen-
sitivity analyses. Here the effect of a variable is measured when all
other variables are taken as uncertain (rather than kept at norninal values).

Present Value

$ lli 1l ion

I"lax Min
Var iab le

-40

-20

-48

-10

- 13

-30

+L49

+32

+10

+g

+24

+11

Iularke t Size

I"lanu facturing Cos t,s

Government Ac tion

Compe t,i tion

Price of Substitutes

Results of Ecotogical Research
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This is a brief overvLew of the probabllistic phase. It introduces
a number of concepts which may not be famillar to many readers. The

different steps of the probabillstic phase are therefore discussed ln
greater detall in the remainder of thls sectlon.

3.1 The Probabilistic I'Iode1

The probabilistic model expands the determlnlstic model to Lncl.ude

the uncertainties encoded for the aleatory variables. The purpose of
the probabilistic model ls to develop profit Lotteries for the differ-
ent alternatives. It should be designed to lnclude dependencies betlreen

variabtes, lf such exlst.

In the case study described in thts paper, the probabllistic model

was made up of a decision tree and a flnanclal model attached to the

end nodes of the decision tree. The tree structure represented the re-
lationships between the different variables whereas the financial model-

lncluded the value and time preference models from the deterministic
phase. The first tree, which h,as structured after the sensitivity
anatysis of the determlnistic phase, had approxlmately 21000 terminal
nodes. This tree was simplified by reducing the number of decision
nodes (alternatives) on the basls of back-of-the-envelope caLculations.
The tree was further developed after extenslve interaction with the

organizationrs staff.

The order of the variabtes in the decislon tree lvas based on con-

venience in terms of contemplating the information requlred for the
tree. The sequence \das not a time sequence, although that would be the
case if a set of variables were dependent through time. Each termlnal
node on the tree represented a sequence of values of the various factors
that were included in the decision tree structure. A deterministic
financial model was then developed whlch derived the effect on net profit
of the corporatlon for each sequence of factors. Both the logical struc-
ture of the tree and the flnanclal model rilere prograrnmed for a tlme-
sharlng computer, which al.towed a rather fast analysis of the decision
tree and made it possible to easlly revise the program.

3.2 Encoding Uncertainty

Probablltty ls the language of cormrunicatlon about uncertainty.
The personal interpretation of probabillty represents a cornerstone ln
the decision analysls philosophy. Probablllty represents a state of
inforuration and it ls only natural that two persons can nake dlfferent
probablllty assignments to the same event, since they are 1lkely to
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have different information bases. Furthermore, a person is likely to
revise a probabil.ity assignnent if he receives new and relevant informa-
tion. This wtll be made more expLicit in the next sectlon.

The declslon maker is the person (or group of persons) who has the
responsibility for the decislon under consideration. IE fo11o!0s that a

decision analysis must be based on the decision makerrs bellefs and

preferences. He may be will-ing to designate some other person or persons
as his expert(s) for encoding the uncertainty in a particutar variable
lf he feels that the expert has a more relevant information base. The

declsion maker can then either accept the expertrs information as his
input to the analysls or modlfy it to incorporate his own judgment.

In a practicaL application experts will be drawn from different
fields. Market variabLes, such as sales volume, are Likely to come

frour the marketing department; production variabLes, such as manufactur-
ing cost, wilL be provided by englneers. Sorne variables may even re-
quire experts frorn outside the organizat,ion. However, it must be made

clear that the fact that a person is an expert in a particular area of
the problem does not meair that it will be easy to elicit his Judgment
ln probabilistic terms. Most people have difficulty in thinking about
uncertalnty. This means that they cannot dlrectly express their knowledge
about a variable Ln terms of a probabllity distribution. Rather, en-
coding techniques that make use of simpLe concepts for which they may

have sorne understanding are used.

There has been very l-itt1e written on the subject of how one should
go about encoding the oplnlons of experts in practical situatlons.
Spetzler and Staiil von Holsteln (1972> give an extensive presentation
of probability encoding methodology in decision analysis. Most of the
remaining ls either literature, theoreticat or related to laboratory
experlments. An overview is glven by Stadl von Hotstein (1970).

Practical experlence has led us to conclude that most people have dif-
ficuLty in expressing thelr judgment except for choices between slmple
events. The use of reference processes has proved useful here. The

probabllity wheel- ls one example of such a process. Thts is a disk with
two sectors, one btue and the other red with a fixed polnter ln the
center of the dlsk. The dlsk ls spun finalLy stopping with the polnter
elther in the blue or the red sector (see Figure 3). A stmple adjust-
ment changes the relative size of the two sectors and thereby also the
probabillties of the potnter indicating elther sector when the disk
stops splnnlng.
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BLU E

RED

FIGURE 3 A PROBABILITY WHEEL

The probability wheel can be used in thro r4rays. The expert can be
asked whether he would prefer to bet either on a fixed event, e.E, t that
"next yearts production will not exceed x unitst'or on the pointer end-
ing up ln the blue sector. The amount of blue in the wheel is then
varied until the expert becomes indifferent. The amount of blue can
also be kept fixed and the level of production is then varied untll the
indifference point is reached. tlhen indifference has been obtalned, the
relative amount of blue in the wheel is assigned as the probabillty of
the event.

A second approach is to use successive subdivisions. An interval
is split into two (or more) parts and the expert is asked to choose
which part he would prefer to bet on. The dividing point(s) is(are)
changed until indifference is reached, and the subintervals are then
assigned equal probabilities. Starting from an interval covering atl
possible outcomes, splittlng into two parts will first give the median,
then the quartiles, and so on. An illustrative exampte is given by
Raiffa (1968, Section 7.3).

In concluding this rather long discussion on practical probabiLity
encoding, the following points should be stressed:

It is better to conduct the encoding in private to elimlnate
group pressures and to make the process responsive to the
expert whose judgment is being encoded.

The quantity to be encoded should be important, otherwise
credibility will be lost both with the decislon maker and
with the expert. The expert should be given an incentive
to allocate time and effort to the process.
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o The problem should be cl-early structured. The production
quantlty above might have depended on whether or not a neh,

process would work. It mlght then be easier to make

probability assigrmrents conditional on the process working
and not working.

o In addition, the quantity should be described on a scale
that is meaningful to the subject. For example, in the
oit industry, the expert--depending on his occupation--may
think in terms of gaLlons, barrels, or tank cars.

Finally, the subject should not be worried about coherence.

On the other hand, inconsistencies w111 be used as feedback
in the encoding process to ensure that the finaL distributlon
is consistent wlth the subjectrs judgments.

It must aLso be stressed that the interviewing technique is by far
superior to uslng questionnaires of various forms, unless the expert is
very familiar with probabillty encoding. With questionnaires there ls
no rray of finding out whether or not the assessor has understood the
questions. An interactive computer progr€m might provide a reasonable
compromise. The Probability Encoding Program (PEP) developed by the
Decision Analysls Group ls an example of such a program. PEP makes use

of successive subdivisions with two or three dividing points that are
adjusted untl1 the interviewed expert is indifferent. The fractiles
encoded are those corresponding to probabilities 1/6, ll3, l12t 213,

and 516, and each fractile is encoded in two different ways to provide
a coherence check.

Let us now return to the pesticide study. Seven variables had been

selected as aleatory and their uncertainties were encoded with the help
of the techniques mentioned above. More than one expert was used for
each quantity and, as could be expected, the lndividual distrlbutions
often dlffered greatly. This was especially true of the distributions
for I'market size.t' It rilas generally found that agreement improved when

lndlvlduals dlscussed their differing viewpoints and exchanged informa-
tion. However, before spending much tlme and effort trying to get a

consensus, the differences of opinion rilere tested in the probabllistic
npdel to see whether they changed the choice of alternatlves. If they
did not, then it woutd suffice to fair one distribution to the set of
dlstributions. However, it was found that the decision was indeed
highly sensitive to judgment. Informatlon had been encoded frour the
vlce presldent of marketing, regional managers, market research staff,
and various saLes and marketing personnel and was presented to the
decision maker for hls reaction. After considering not onLy the informa-
tton, but also the background and argrments presented by the individual

o
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assessors, he chose a distrlbutlon that he felt represented hls best
judgment regarding market slze.

It is not uncmunon that the decision maker has access to more than

one expert. He is then confronted with the problem of how to reconclle
the possibly different opinions. I would here like to mention a recent

work by Morris (1971), who has given the most corplete dlscussion of
the problem of expert resolution wlthin the declsion anatysls phllosophy.

The cr:mulative probabllity distribution for market size that was

used for the final analysis is shown in Figure 4. A step function which
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FIGURE 4 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION ON MARKET SIZE

lras used as an approximation ln the probabillstic updel ls also shown

tn the figure. Simil-ar approximations were used for the other ateatory
variables.

3.3 Devetoping a Profit Lotterv

The profit lottery is slmply the probabiltty distrlbutlon of the

present equivaLent. The profit lottery is used to comrpare dlfferent
atternatlves and is dlscussed in Subsection 3.5. However, the catcutation
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is not feasible, or at least it ls not of any practical use, if the num-

ber of alternatives is too large. In such cases, it might be better
to use other means to determine the optimal alternative and then only
derive the proflt lottery for the optimal alternative to display the
uncertainty in profit.

The way the profit lottery ls calcutated depends on the structure
of the probabilistlc model. It might be posslble to derive it analyticaLly
in a few cases, but it is more likeLy that some numerical approximation
must be used. This approxlmation can be acconplished by formulating the
probabilistic model as a decislon tree or by using Monte Carl.o simuLation.
In this paper, only the decislon tree method is discussed, primariLy be-

cause it seems to be the most useful approach. It provides further in-
sight into the problem and al-so facilitates computations. The discussion
w111 be in the context of the corporate decision.

In this dectsion problon it was possible to eliminate almost all
decision nodes and it was therefore feasible to determine the conrptete

profit lotterles for each decislon alternative. In fact the tree that
remained is better described as a probability tree than a decision tree.
Figure 5 shows the tree structure that was used to ataLyze the various
alternatives.

Each probability distribution has been approximated in the tree by

a discrete distribution. The approximatlon to the encoded distribution
improves as more branches are used, but at the same time the size of the
tree grorf,s rapidly, as does the cost of computation. A sensitivity
anaLysis shoul-d decide the degree of approximation. Two to four branches

for each distribution were used in the analysis of the case study. The

approximated distribution for market size is given as an example in
Figure 4.

Each end node of the tree represents an outcome and can be described
by the values of the variables atong the path leading to that node.

There is a present value assigned to each node through the financial
modeL. The probability of obtaintng this present value is given by the
product of the probabllities atong the path. The present values are
then sorted in increasing order and the cr.unuLative probability distri-
bution can then be plotted to sunrnatLze the profit lottery. The proflt
lottery for one alternatlve is shown in Figure 6.
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3 .4 Encoding Risk At,titude

The question of risk attitude enters whenever a decision has to be

made. A typlcal attitude might be that the decision maker prefers to
have $2 milllon for certain rather than a lottery with equal chances

of wlnning $20 milllon and Loslng $5 million, i.e., he accepts a certaln
value smaller than the expected value of the lottery.

The risk attltude of the decision maker shouLd be measured indepen-
dently of any specific project. It ls best done by questions similar to
the one above. The declsion maker is faced with two choices, one of which

is riskless. For any lottery there is some riskless value which would

make the decision maker indifferent. This value is called the certain
equivalent. Generall-y, the certain equivalent is less than the expected

value of the lottery and we then say that the decision maker is risk
averse. The measurement procedure is continued with different lotterles
until a good idea can be formed concerning the decision makerrs risk
attitude. The risk attitude is sometimes encoded in the form of a utility
function and the best alternative is then the one that has the highest
expected utility.

However, the encoding of risk attitude should be preceded by an

analysis of sensitivlty to risk attitude. It has been the experlence

of most practical studies at SRI that the decision is not very sensitive
for reasonable risk attitudes, thus eliminating the need for further
encoding. In some cases, because of stochastic dominance, there is not

even a need for sensltivity analysis.

The decision maker can be expected to be risk neutral, i.e., willing
to act on the basis of expected value, when the value of the project is
not too large in relation to the organizationrs total worth. Otherwise

his risk attitude is likely to be well approximated by an exponential-

utility functlon. This function has the property that if all outcomes

of a lottery are augmented by the same amount, then the certain equiva-
lent will increase by the same amount. This is an appealing property

for a util-ity function, but it holds only for linear and exponential
functions.

The exponential utility function facilitates the handling of risk
attitude in two ways. The analysis of sensltivity to risk attitude ls
made easier since it is reduced to varying the one Parameter of the

utllity function. If an exponential utility function seems to be a rea-
sonabte approximation to risk attitude, the encoding can be reduced to
a few questions to check the consistency in the obtained values of the

parameter. An example is discussed in SPetzler and Zamora (1971). The

second advantage becomes more apparent in the informational phase.
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Returning to the pesticide analysis, it was found that one alter-
native stochastically dominated all other alternatives except the non-

action alternative. The profit lottery for this alternative is shown

in Figure 6. As can be noticed, this profit lottery has an expected
value of less than zero. In fact the probability of having less t,han

zero present value is 55 percent. The conclusion frorn this profit
lottery is that the decision maker would not be willing to introduce
this new product, regardless of any rl-sk aversLon. Consequentty, there
is no need to measure the risk attitude in this example.

3.5 Determining Best Action

The basic question in the probabilistic phase is which alternative
is best in the light of the available information. The answer is simply
the alternative which has the highest certain equivalent. If risk in-
difference is assumed, then the certain equivalent is equal to the ex-
pected value. Otherwise, the risk attitude will have to be encoded in
the form of a utility function and the best alternative is the one with
the highest expected utility. The certain equivalent is then easily
found since its utility is equal to this highest expected utllity.

It is not, of course, necessary to describe each al-ternative by its
profit lottery. The determination of the best alternative can easily be

done within the decision tree structure. The alternative with the high-
est expected utility is found by performing a rollback anaLysis of the
tree. The analysis works backwards from the end nodes through substltuting
certain equivalents for lotteries at probability nodes, and selecting
the alternative with the highest certain equival-ent at decision nodes.

3.6 Probabi listic Sens itivitv Analvsis

A decision anaLysis successively refines the decision model guided

by sensitivity analyses. In the case study, the sensitivity anaLysis
in the deterurinistic phase selected the ateatory variables and the model

was improved as the anatysis went into the probabilistic phase. Further
sensitiviEy analyses helped determine the level of encodlng of uDCer-

tainty and risk attitude. It is also probable that a study of sensitivity
to time preference hras made sornewhere in the anatysis.

It is now onty natural that an analysis be performed to study the
effect on the decision of the different variables within the probablllstic
model. The probabilistic sensitivity indicates how the certain equlva-
lent depends on a particular state variabLe when the other state vari-
ables are taken with their assigned probabillty distributions. It may
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show that variables that were thought of as important in the deterministic
phase are relatively unimportant in the probabilistic envirorrnent. It
aLso gives a measure of the robustness of the model.

Let us consider the effect of a "very hight' market size in the

pesticide example. This can easity be analyzed with the decision tree
structure by restricting the tree in Figure 5 to only the very high

path after the market node. This is equivalent to cutting off all other

market branches and substituting probability one for the original- prob-

ability of O,2. It is t,hen simple Eo reevaluate the Eree. The result-
ing profit lottery is shown in Figure 7 together with the profit lotteries
resutting from the other market sizes. The analysis indicates that the

decision woutd not change until the volume is either trhigh" or rrvery

high.rr In fact, even the profit l-ottery resulting from the "high"
branch of the tree did not look particularly good if the possible risk
averslon of the decision maker was considered. The analysis of market

size thus showed that the decision h,as very sensitive to that variable.

A substantial effort in earlier studies of this decision had con-

cerned the production process, and then primarily the manufacturing cost.
The effect of manufacturing cost on the profit lottery is shown in
Figure 8 and it is clear thaE it is unimportant.

The conclusion at the end of the probabilistic phase was that given

the present Level of information the best atternative h,as to do noLhing.

4 . The I n f ormat ion Phas e

The analysis of the pesticide case in the preceding subsection

gives sone indication of what additional information would be most use-

ful. For exampte, it is clear that better information on manufacturing

cost would have little value since the decision would hardly change

whatever the information might be. On the other hand, it is equally
clear that if it were revealed that the market size would be t'very

highr" the best decision would be to introduce Ehe new product, which

then would have a substantial expected value and little risk.

Information can be gathered in many ways--through discussion with
experts, market surveys, pilot plants, and so on, depending on the con-

text. The information ls likely to have two characteristics: iE will
have some cost attached to it and it will not be perfect. The PurPose

of the informational phase is to evaluate different information gather-

ing schemes and to then compare the values with the costs of using them.

This means that te want to be able to ans\der questions such as: t'Would

it be worth $S mittion to obtain perfect information on the market size?tl
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The informational phase is thus intended to guide the decision maker

in his search for further information that can help improve his basic

decision. This seems to be one of the unique fearures of decision anal-
ysis. The reason is simply that the value of information cannot be ca1-

culated without a sound probabilistic model that is based on the decision
makerts judgment and preferences. At the same time, this evaluation
will be easily performed within the decision tree structure.

The first step in the informational phase is usually the calcula-
tion of the value of perfect information. Perfect information is a

special case of any information gathering scheme and is seLdom attain-
able in practice. However, there are two reasons why its value is de-

termined first. One is that the value of perfect information represents

the upper limit of the value of any imperfect information. It may be

found, for instance, that the cost of any feasible information progrzrm

ls higher than the value of perfect information. In such cases consider-
ation would not be given to gettl-ng more informatLon. Another use of
the value of perfect information is to suggest where it might be most

valuable to look for feasible plans. If the value is Iow, Ehen it wilL
not be hrorth searching, but if it is hlgh it might be worthwhile to
expend sorne effort in looking for programs to improve on the information.

The value of perfecE information is also easy to calcutate as soon

as the tree structure has been established. The procedure is simply to
change the order of the nodes in the tree, placing the probability node

representing the resolution of uncerEainty before any decision nodes.

The rest of the tree remains the same. This redesigning of the tree is
very easily performed if the tree structure has already been programmed

on a computer.

The value of perfect information for different state variables
will suggest when imperfect lnformation might be useful. It is then
easy to incorporate the imperfect information scheme into the tree
structure as a neh, probabillty node, representing the outcome of the
information gathering, before the firsE decision node. The node repre-
senting the state variable in question remains in its old place in the
tree, but the branches teaving the node now have new probabilities
assigned to them based on the information received.

The value of information--perfect or imperfect--is easily calculated
for the case of risk neutrality. It is then equal to the dlfference ln
expected vaLues for the best atternatives with and without the informa-
tion. The catcuLatlon is generally more compticated when the declsion
makerrs risk attitude is to be considered. The value of informatlon
can then be found only through "trial and error.tt It is determined as
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the number that maics the expected utillties (or certain equivalents)
equal for the best alternatlves with or without information. However,
the utility function wil-L very likely be well approximated by an expon-

ential utility function as rilas discussed in Subsection 3.4 and the value
of information can then be calculated in the same nay as when risk neu-
trality can be assumed. The reason is, of course, that the subtractlon
of the information cost from all terminal values leads to a reduction
in the certain equivalent of the sane amount.

Let us now look at the value of perfect information on market size
in the pesticide exampte. Figure 7 shows that the best decision would
be to continue to full-scale marketing if the market size was very targe
and to do nothing if the market size rras less than very large. The profit
lottery conditlonal on a very high market size extends from $35 million
to $200 milllon wlth an expected value of more than $90 million. How-

ever, this outcqre of the information has only a 20 percent probability,
and with 80 percent probability there would be no change in the decision.
The value of perfect informatlon ls therefore about $18 million.

A two-year market test was consldered and its cost was roughly esti-
mated at $4 million. A flrst analysis of the decision on whether or not
to test is presented in Figure 9. It assumes that the test would yield
perfect information and that further analysis would have to assess the
quallty of the test. The expected value of the market test is around

$14 rrilllon. The declsion, however, was not as clear as it may seem.

The decision maker rras essentially faced with a lottery with a rather
hlgh probabiLity (80 percent) of losing about $4 million on a market
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test for a product that seemed unprofitable in the first place and a

low probabllity of gaining $90 million. To him the first outcome had a

very negative value that was hardly compensated for by the large positive

outcome, whlch would make him a rrgood guy.t' This is where the decision

analysis ended; the first decision to be made concerned the market test,
the subsequent decisions would be based on the outcome of the test.

5. Post l"Iortem

The decision analysis cycle may be iterated a number of times. If
a decision is made to gather new information, it wiLl Lead to revised

probability assignments and bring the analysis back to the informatlonal

phase. IE is also likely that the new information wilL lead to new

insight into the basic decision and will perhaps also suggest new alter-
natives, in which case te would be back to the deterministic phase.

It is often interesting to ask what decisions were actually made'

and curiosity might also prompt a question with resPect to the outcome

of the decision. The second question is not very important. Knowledge

of the outcome seems to create very good hindsight! this in turn leads

to an evaLuation of the decision maker based on the outcome rather than

on the decision, whlch, of course, is completely $rrong. Let me make

the distinction very clear between good decisions and good outcomes. A

good decision is based in a logical way on the decision makerrs judgment

-nd preferences, whereas a good outcome is loosely speaking a desirable

outcome. There is no hray to ensure good outcomes (unless there l-s no

uncertainty entailed), but by making good decisions rrre are more likely
to enjoy good outcomes.

It should therefore be ctear that decision makers shoutd be evalu-

ated by the decisions rather than the outcomes. Far too often the evalua-

tions of decisions are made after the outcones have become known and it
is then almost impossible to avoid having the actual outcome influence
the opinion of what the best judgment should have been prior to this
information. The only r,ray to reach an honest evaluation of the decision

is to have it wett docr:mented with respect to models and what has been

incl"uded in them and what has been left out, and with respect to inputs

ln the form of assigned probabil-lty distributions and encoded preferences,

and so on. This will be very difficult to accornplish if the original
analysis tas not made in the form of a decision analysis.
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6. Further Asoects of Decis ion Analysis

This section considers a number of different topics related to de-
cision analysis that did not find a place in the more formal presentation
of the decision analysis cyc1e.

6.1 Decision Analvsis as a Langusge

The preceding presentation has primarily been aimed at showing how

decision analysis provides a logical and quantitative procedure for
decision-making in uncertain situations. Another aspect is that it is
also a language for cormnunicating about decision problems. The modets
show what variables have been included and what their relationships
have been assrmred to be. Judgment about uncertainties is encoded in the
form of probability distributions, which should facilitate cormnunication
between experts trying to reach a consensus. The formulation of a cor-
porate risk pol.icy should make it easier to comunicate about risk
attitudes and should eliminate the cortrnon observation that individual de-
cisions are often based on very different risk attitudes (Spetzler, 1968).

Conrnunication between different parts of the organization is often
difficult to maintain because the different parts use different Languages

or jargons. Decision analysis has the great advantage of encouraging
conununication. For example, it provides a coqtrnon language that makes it
possible for engineers and sales people to understand their different
contributions to the problem.

6.2 Interactions \,iith the Decision l"laker

How should the decision analyst interact with the decision maker?
How are decision anatysis recormnendations implemented? These are trro
different questions that frequently are posed to members of the Decision
Analysis Group, and the answers are closely related. The only way to
get an analysis accepted and acted on by a decision maker is to interact
with him throughout the analysis. He is very likely to be included at
the beginning of the analysis when the problem is formulated. Later he

may not be working activel-y on the project, but he will insEead desig-
nate experts within (and sometimes outside of) the organization Eo work
with the analyst. It is important, however, that contact is maintained,
especially with respect to rreducatingrr him in the decision analysis
language. This is preferably done in the context of his own decision
and can sometimes be a J.ong process. When the decision maker understands
that decision analysis provides him with the alternative that is con-
sistent with his preferences and his judgment (or that of his chosen
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experts) then there is seldom a great problem in implementing the de-

cision. Exceptions might occur when there are political problems,

irrespective of whether or not the problem was related to government

or industry, and even though the severity of such problems might be

reduced if the problems are incorporated in the analysis.

It should be stressed that the decision analyst provides only
expertise within his own field and that he does not pretend to be an

expert in the problem area. He must be very careful not to make his
own judgments or values influence a decision.

It is also lmportant for the benefit of the project that the organi-
zationrs staff get a good understanding of decision analysis. It will
make it easier for thern to see why certain factors are important or
why judgment has to be encoded. It is often an important part of a

project to train members of the organization in decision analysis, thus
providing an in-house capability.

6. 3 Engineering a Decision Analysis

It has been indicated in the discussion of the decision analysls
cycle that decision analysis is very much an engineering approach to
decision-making. That is, the aim is'to construct a good enough model

with the given resources. It is ctear that very elaborate models can

be constructed and that their inputs can be extensively refined, al-
though the cost of doing so is likely to more than offset the value. A

good engineering design should have the property that additional modeling
wilL have equal- value in all parts of the model.

The construction of the model is an iterative process in which the
modeL becomes more refined as more is learned about the decision. This
is often accomplished by careful selection of sensitivity analyses and

information gathering schemes.

The decision tree represents a model and the choice of the number

of branches to represent a probability distribution provides a good

example of an engineering problem. Going from five to ten branches
will in most cases have little effect on the decision, although the
computational cost will increase significantly. Other examples are
found in the modeling of time and risk preference. It is often a good

approximation to use a discount rate to describe time preference and

exponentiaL (and somretimes even a linear) utility function to describe
risk attitude.
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7 . Selected Reading

rt has been said previously in this paper that decision theory
provides the logicaL basis for decision-making in simple uncertain
situations. Even though the literature on decision theory ls extensive,
there are surprisingly few sources of information that present a good
discussion of the fundamental concepts. The article by North (196g) ts
the shortest exposition available. Lindley (L971) gives a penetratlng
nonmathematical discussion of the loglcal foundations; this study prob-
ably makes the easiest reading :rmong the works cited here, and it is
at the same time the most illuminaring. Raiffa (1968) and schlaifer
(1969) both present very thorough expositions of decision theory. The
former is the more technical of the two and contains a few advanced
topics. Pratt et al. (1965) are more strongly directed toward statis-
tical problems in decision theory.

The basic references to the methodology of decision analysis are
provided by Howard (1966, 1968). These references differ in that the
former is a complerely verbal discussion, whereas the latter includes
some mathematical formatism. A special issue on decision analysis pub-
lished in 1968 by the IEEE Transactions on S yst ems Science and Cybernetics
covers a variety of topics in addition to the two fundamental artictes
by North (1968) and Howard (1968). The contributions are drawn from a
wide range of disciplines such as economics, statistics, psychology, and
engineering and provide a great deal of insight into the general area
of decision analysis.

There have not been many practical applications described in the
Literature, primariLy because most of the studies that have been per-
formed have contained proprietary material. Howard (19G6) presents an
exampLe of a new-product introduction. Matheson (1969) gives short
sunrnaries of three applications; one appLication concerns a nerr-product
introduction, another concerns space project pLanning (unmanned explora-
tion of Mars), and the third concerns a decision as to when (and whether)
to install a nuctear generating plant in Mexico. spetzler and zamota
(1971) give a fairly detailed discussion of a case of a faciLities in-
vestment and expansion problem. Howard et al. (1972) present the essen-
tial parts of the anaLysis of the strategic decision as to whether ex-
perimental seeding of hurricanes should be permitted.s

A11 these exampl-es are drawn frorn work done by the Declsion Analysis
Group and give a representative picture of its projects over the past
several years. The Limitation to applications from this group is eastly
expl-ained by the fact that there are no other published examples. A

rePort by Brown (1971) on marketing appllcations--which he describes as
rrpersonalist decision anaLysisrr--includes some case studies that seem to
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be applications of declsion theory rather than decision analysis. The

report is an outgrowth of an article (Brown, 1970) in which he discusses

whether or not managers find I'declsion theory analysis" useful. The

experience seems to based on studies that were performed either on a

rather limited time scale or by people without ProPer quallflcations.
Decision theory is today belng taught at most business schools in the

United St,ates, which means that every year thousands of M.B.A.s graduate

and sorne of these will very likely try to aPPly decision theory. It
seems very clear that their tralning ls inadequate for the problems they

sornetimes attack (this ls no crlticism of the M.B.A.s; the critlcism
should be directed to their superiors). Therefore, it is not surprising

that many managers are left with disillusloned views of decision theory.

Smre of these cases woul-d make good examptes of how decision analysis

should not be perforured. Hopefully, an increasing nrmrber of well-performed

decision analyses, in the sense used in this paper, will change the evalu-

ation.

Footnotes

1

This paper was wrltten while the author hras with the Economic Research

Institute at the Stockholm School of Economics. It was supported by a
grant frqr the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Fund. The author is now

with the Declsion Analysls Group, Stanford Research Institute. He

would like to thank Michael Menke, I.Iarner North, and Carl Spetzter for
comments on an earlier draft of the PaPer.

a

I did not lnclude this case study in my talk at the conference, but

gave instead a presentation of a declsion analysis of hurricane modifica-
tton. That study has now been written uP by Howard 9!-3!. (1972).

This study was presented in my talk at the conference.
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A recent court case that received naEional aEtention indicated how
decision making has become a technical concern in our modern society.
The case concerned an elderly lady who was knocked down and robbed of
her handbag by a young ldoman. The attack was witnessed by a man who was
certain only thaE the young woman wore her btond hair in a pony tail and
jumped into a yellow car driven by a bearded, mousEached man. Inquiries
in the local neighborhood produced a coupl.e who fitted this description,
but neither the victim nor the witness could make a positive identifica-
tion of Ehe assailants. Because of this lack of positive identification
and the fact that Ehe purse rras never found after t.he attack, experienced
legal opinion was that no conviction would be possible.

However, t.he resourceful prosecutor calted as an expert witness a

mathematics professor who rilas an authority on probability. At the Erial
he placed Ehis experE witness on the stand and asked him questions and
ansrrers thaE wenE something like Ehis:

What is the probability of a man having a

moustache ?

A. One in three.

Intrhat is the probability of a young woman

having blond hair?

A. One in f our

The questioning continued in this manner until a probabiliEy had been
assigned to each of the facEors in the descripEion of the crime. Ttren
the witness multiplied the probabilities of the factors together and
stated that the chance that the crime was corunitted by some oEher couple
who happened to meet Ehe same description was one in twelve million.
Although this statement rested on many assumptions Ehat. we would con-
sider questionable, it was sufficient. along with other circumstantial
evidence to convince Ehe jurors--they returned a guilty verdict. wtren
the defense aEtorney objected to this type of expert witness, the pre-
siding judge replied: "Probability has a sound and proper basis. The

a

a
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law provides experEs in any field may be used where they have knowledge
that is not knorrn to the average person. rl

Not often does Ehe modern theory of probability used in decision-
making come to our attention in such a dramatic setEing. Yet it is
symptomatic of a minor revolution in the way decisions are being made

in this country. The revolution is partly the result of the progress

in computation that has occurred over the past trilenty years. As the
computers have increasingly shown their ability Eo handle the routine
tasks of business, the desire has grown to apply them to the higher
functions of management and, in particular, ro decision-making. Ilowever,

the more direct causes of the revoluEion are found in the academic com-

munity. Ihe theory of probability, which was formerly thought to be

of interest only to technical specialists, has been shown to be of fun-
damental relevance to everyone who makes decisions. In what follows
we shatl explore the emergence of this view and its implications for
modern decision-making.

Assertion 1: The process of decision-making is at the heart of
mosE technical. business and qovernmental problems . Engineers must make

decisions when they consider a change in the design of a manufactured

item. Marketing executives must decide on the terriEories and intensi-
ties for sates campaigns. Governmental officials musE decide on the

apportionmenE of funds for area redevelopment. I,Ie could all name many

more examples and we might conclude that aL1 real probtems are decision
problems. Even in our personal tives we face decisions like where to
go to college or where to teke a vacation or perhaps whom to marry. A1-

though these examples vary in their susceptibility to quantitaEive anal-
ysis, they all fit within the structure of decision theory.

Assertion 2: Decision-makine requ ires the studv of uncertainty.
The importance of uncertainty is reveaLed when we realize that decisions
in situations where there is no random element can usuatly be made with
little difficulty. Only when rile are uncertain about which of a number

of possible outcmes will occur do we find ourselves wiEh a real decision
problenr. For example, suppose that we are planning to Eake a triP to-
morrow and that bad weather is forecsst. We have the choice of flying
or taking a train. If someone told us the consequences of each of Ehese

acts, then our decision would be very simple. Thus, if this person said
that Ehe train would depart at 9:13 and arrive at 5'.43, if he described
in detail the nature of the train accorunodations, the menu in the dining
cer, the peopLe whorn we would meet as travelling companions, then we

would have a very clear idea of what taking the train implied. If he
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further specified that Ehe plane would leave two hours late and arrive
two and half hours late, Ehat during a certain portion of the trip the

flight would be especialLy bumpy, and in addition described the meals

that would be served and the acquaintances we wouLd meet, then the f1y-
ing alEernative would be described as wel1. Most of us would have litEle
trouble in making Ehe decision about our means of travel when we con-

sidered these specified alternatives in Ehe light of our tastes and de-

sires. Thus the decision problem is difficult because of the uncerEainty
of departure and arnival times and, in Ehe case of the plane, about

whether the trip will be possible at all. The factors of personal con-

venience and pleasure wilt be more or less important depending upon Ehe

urgency of the trip and consequently so wilL the uncertainties in these

factors. Thus we see that we cannoE make a meaningful study of decision-
making untess we understand how to deal with uncertainty.

Assertion 3: Uncertainty can only be studied formally through
probab i 1i ty theory. Suppose that we desire to create a Eheory of un-

certainty with the following properEies:

1. Ttre theory will deal only with unambiguous events so that we

understand uniquely what is meant by any statement wiEhin the theory.

2. Uncertainty is to be measured by a number so that the uncer-

tainEies of different events can be compared.

3. The theory never introduces any assertions into the argument

unless they have been explicitly introduced by the decision-maker.

Ttren it is possible to show using maEhematics thaE the only theory
consistent \irith these requirements is the theory of probability initiated
by Pascal, Fermat, and Bernoul.li three hundred years ago, developed by

Bayes and Laplace Ewo hundred years ago, and studied seriously until
today by mathematicians the world over. This theory of probability is
the only theory of uncertainty that has this important ProPerty: thq
J";iJce"Lihood "of -arur event fullors-l"q& .tJ-re-.p"re**eg!e-q-i9n pf*.-a .sequgns-e--oJ

peiats.of d^ata does not depend,..ugon the. order."io-nhich*.ttlo.se--.dilt3",-q.qg
prese,nted- So basic is this property that many would use it as the
defining basis for the theory. If it were not inevitable we would con-
sider ourselves fortunate that a theory so extensively investigated and

developed turns out to be at the heart of all decision-making.

Assert,ion 4: . n
reasonable question aE this point is the following: If probability is
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so essenEiaL to decision-making, why has its importance not. been more
widely appreciaEed until now? The answer is that many users of prob-
ability theory (but certainLy not the original developers) considered
probabilities to be physical parameters of objects jusr like rreighr,
volume or hardness. For example, there rras much mention of rrfSirtt

coins, and 'rfairrr dice with the underlying noEion that the probabilities
of events associated with these objects could be measured in Ehe real
world. For the past fifteen years, horilever, an important minority of
exPerEs on the subjecEs have been advancing Ehe view that probabilities
measure our sEate of knowledge abouE phenomena rather than the phenomena

themselves. Ttrey would say, for example, that when we describe a coin
as rrfairrr, we really mean that on the basis of all evidence present.ed to
us tre have no reason for asserting that the coin is more likely to fall
heads than tails. Ihis view is modern, but not a product of modern
t.imes. rt rras stated clearly and convincingly Ewo hundred years ago by
both Bayes and Laplace. we can only regret that such a powerful and
fundamental notion remained buried for such a long time.

A colleague of mine has a cogent and entertaining example for driv-
ing home the point of Ehis assertion. An astronauE is abouE Eo be fired
inEo space on a globe-circling mission. As he is strapping himself into
his capsule on top of a gleaming rocket he asks Ehe launch supervisor,
rrBy the way, whatrs the reliability of Ehis rocket?tr The launcher super-
visor replies, "99%--we expect only one rocket in I_00 to fail.'r TLre

astronaut is reassured, but sLil1 has some doubts about the success of
his mission. He asks, 'rrhose rockets around the edge of the field, are
they the sarne type as Ehe one rrm sittting on?rr The supervisor replies,
ttTheyrre identical.rr The astronaut suggests, ttletts shoot up a few just
to give me some courage. tt A rocket is fitted with a dununy pay load,
prepared for launching and fired--it falls in the ocean a complete fail-
ure. The supervisor says, ttunlucky break, werll try another., Unfortu-
nately, that one also fails by exploding in mid-air. A Ehird is Eried
with disastrous results as it disintegrates on its pad.

We can imagine what all this has done to the courage of our astro-
naut. By this time he has probably handed in his resignation and headed
home. No power on earth could convince him that the reliabiliEy of the
rocket he was to use is still 99%. And yeE, what has changed? His
rocket is physically unaffected by rhe failure of the orher rockets.
If probability rrere I state of things, then the reliabiliEy of his rocket
should still be 0.99. But, of course, it is not. After observing the
failure of rhe first rocket, he might have evaluated Ehe reliability
of his rockeE at say lsso; after the second faiLure, aL 0.70; and finally
after Ehe third failure, at perhaps 0.30. wtrat happened was thar h:Ls
gl'ata+rf,-lcnor.et edtge_-ahout" his"om*ros&eLrggs"_iqfluelce{Jry*_dat_jranBened
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!o "1!s sistqr shipe and therefore his estimate of its reliability must
decrease. His final view of its reliability is so low that he does not
choose to risk his life.

The view of probability as a staEe of things is just not tenable.
We shouLd consider probability as the reading of a kind of mental Eher-
momeEer Ehat measures uncerEainEy rather Ehan temperature. The reading
goes up as daEa accumulates that tends t.o increase the likelihood of
the event under consideration. The reading of 1 corresponds to certainty
that Ehe event will occur; the reading of 0 to cerEainty that it will
noE occur. The inferential theory of probability is concerned with Ehe

guesEion of how the reading ought to fluctuaEe iq Elrq face of new data.

AsserLion 5: A11 prior experience musE be used in assessing prob-
abilities Most of us will agree tha! it would be unwise to make a
decision wiEhout considering all Ehe knowledge we had obtained prior to
making the decision. If we were offered an opportunity to participate
in a game of chance by our best friend, a tramp, and a business associaEe,
we would generalty have different feelings about the fairness of the
game in each case. The major problem is how to encode the knowledge
that we have in a usable form. This problem is solved by our observa-
Eion that probability is the appropriate way Eo measure uncertainty.
And, of course, a probability is a number that we can use in computations.

The difficulty in encoding our prior knowledge as probabilities is
that prior information available to us may range in form from a strong
belief that results from many years of experience Eo a vague feeling
that arises from a few haphazard observations. Yet I have never met, a
person who had rrnorr information about an evenE that was important to
him. People who start out saying that Ehey have rrno ideatt about what
is going to happen can always, when pressed, provide probabiliEy assign-
ments that show considerable information about the event in question.
The problem of those who wouLd aid decision-makers is to make the process
of assigning probabil-ities as simpl-e, efficient, and accurate as possible.

AsserEion 6 z Decision-making requires the
well as probabilities. We said that the prob lem of the Lraveler that
we discussed earlier became simple when uncertainty as to the modes of
travel was eliminated. More precisely we said that it became a question
of taste and preference. One of the key factors in the decision-making
process is the establishment of the value to be artached to each of the
various ouEcomes of a decision. l{tren faced with two compLetely speci-
fied future sequences of profits, costs and other consequences, the
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decision-maker must be able to say which he prefers and to state his
preference in quantitative Eerms. In business problons the desirability
of any outcome wilL usually be measured in terms of dollars, either di-
rectly measured as cosLs or revenues or implicitly assigned as in valuing
customer goodwill and mrployee satisfaction.

1Le*UrathematieAl-fhep,ry--"concerned ".nith- thq-assesstreqtL* O--f"-.v_g1ue -is-
*af"@ Although this theory is not so widely known as
probability theory, it is based upon probability theory and on some ad-
ditlonal axioms. One of these axioms, for example, is the axiom of
transitivity. This axiom states that if the decision-maker prefers out-
come A to outcome B and if he prefers outcome B to outcome C, then he
must prefer outcome A Eo outcome C. The theory will not be useful to
a person who does not subscribe to this tenet. Ihe other axioms are
simllar in kind and equally logical.

I.Ie al-l know that we may from time Eo Eime behave in a way thaE is
inconsistent with Ehese axioms or with Ehe axioms of logic in general.
The point is not whether we do act logically, but rather whether we want
Eo act logically. That is, we are constructing a normative theory that
wilL aid us in making more consistent and logical decisions rather than
a descriptive theory that merely specifies our current decision practices.

tle might sumnarize by saying that we havenrt specified a decision
problem until we have said g[gg.jj"-.cos!s_xs_.Ic"_be"--Eo]rg,, Decision in
the absence of vatue is speculation rather than accomplishment. The
computation of vaLues may require extensive staff work and discomfitting
executive soul-searching but. it is a necessary function.

Assertion 7: Decisions can onLy be made when a criterion is estab-
lished for choosing among alternaEives. Suppose that probabilities have
been assigned to various outcones and that a vaLue has been attached to
each outcome. I,ltren this has been done for all alternaEives, which of
these alternatives shoutd be selected? Should it be the alternative
with the highest e:rpecEed profit? Ttre alternative with the minimum max-
imum loss? The alternative with the highest probability of the highest
gain? The question is a difficult one that few decision-makers have
faced squarely.

I'Ie can understand the difficulty uhen we consider the apocryphal
problem of tlilliam Tell in shooEing the apple off his sonts head. As
an e:cperienced marksman, TeLL had a good measure of the uncertainty in
his impact point, so the encodi.ng of his previous knowledge was relatively
simple. Next, however, he had to construcE the loss function. If he
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shot too low, he would kill his son; if he shot too high, he would lose
prestige as a rebel leader and probably be imprisoned. Only if he hit
the apple would they both be freed. Tell thus had to evaluate the out-
comes: rrson dead, Tell freerrI ttson alive, Tell imprisonedtt; and rrboth

free.tt Let us assume Ehat Tellts arrohr was equally likely to vary in
all directions from the aim point. Ihen if Tell rated the outcome of
ttson dead, Telt freerr equal to Ehe ouEcome 'rson alive, Te1l imprisonedrrr
he would have aimed at the exacE cenEer of the apple. If he valued his
position as a rebel leader more Ehan his sonrs life, then he would have

aimed slightly low but still, of course, at the apple so that he would

be less likely to be imprisoned than to kill his son. On the oEher hand

if he wanted to maximize the probabiLity of the most favorable event,
namely, their both being set free wiEhout regard to any other considera-
tions, then he shouLd once more have aimed at the exacE center of the
apple.

We thus see that the assigrunent of probability and assessrnenE of
value are merely the first Ewo sEeps in formalizing the decision problem.

The establishment of the decision criterion plays an equally important
role in the decision-making process. Experiments with smal1 groups and

large organizations have shown that the establishment of decision criteria
is not a simple task. Individuals at different levels in organizations
have different propensities for taking risks. Itrey behave differently
when using Eheir ohrn money from the way they do in making decisions
regarding the co,mpanyts money. Indeed, it is a real danger if Ehe in-
dividual cannot Look at the companyrs decision probLems from the companyrs

point of view raEher than from his own.

Assert ion 8 : The imp lications of the present decision for the

future must be considered. The influence of present actions upon the

future is a point often disregarded by decision-makers. UnfortunaEely,

a decision that seems appropriate in Ehe shorE run may in fact place

the decision-maker in a very unfavorable position with respect to Ehe

future. For example, a novice taxi driver may be persuaded to t.ake a

customer on a long trip to Ehe suburbs by the prospect of the higher
fare for such a trip. He might not realize, however, that he will have

to return in all likelihood without a paying passenger, and that when

all alternatives are considered, it could be more profitable for him to
refuse the long trip in favor of a number of shorter trips that could
be made within the city during the same time. Fortunately, we have at
our disposal powerful techniques for handling just this type of problem.
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As sert ion 9 : [,le musE disEineuish be tween a good decision and a
good ouLcome In everyday life we often do not recognize the distinction
between good decisions and good results. For example, suppose that a
man said that he never wanted Eo engage in any game of chance in which
the odds were against him. rf this man then paid $1.00 for a ticket in
a lotEery with 11000 tickets outstanding and a prize of $100, we could
describe his decision as illogical or, perhaps betEer, as inconsistent
with his avowed goals. (!tre are assumi-ng, of course, that no oEher mo-
Eives like sympathy for the ticket setler influenced his actions. ) In
the same way a particular decision made by an agent of a company might
be inconsistent with the companyrs official policy--we would also char-
acterize that decision as inconsistent.

However, suppose that the lottery ticket purchaser wins the $100
prize--does that result affect our appraisal of his action as inconsis-.
tent? Not at all, because the judgment of inconsistency was based on
the nature of his decision-making process, not on the ultimaEe outcome.
rn this case we would still regard his decision as inconsistent, but
speak of the outcome of that decision as fortunate. VJe thus should
describe decisions as ttgoodtt decisions if they are based on a logical
evaLuation of the information available in assigning probabilities and
values, and if Ehey are consistent lvith the goals of the organization
for which the decision-maker is an agent. I,Ie should describe an outcome
as rrgood'r or fortunate if it represents a situation highly valued by the
organization. Thus good decisions can produce bad outcomes, and bad
decisions can produce good ouEcomes. some people play wisely and lose;
others play foolishly and win. hle must be careful to reward the logical,
wise, and farsighted decision-maker even though he occasionally will in-
cur bad outcomes and to refrain from rewarding decision-makers whose
success is due to chance. The other course is to place the decisions of
the organization in the hands of individuals who are ttluckrrr--a course
that would not be too cosEly if we could tel1 when Ehe run of luck was
going to end.

However, nothing we have said should be construed to mean Ehat the
only good decisions come from a fozmal, mathematical decision procedure.
ALthough such a procedure is a real help for most of us in our desire Eo
be logical and consistent, we may know some individuals who are always
capable of arriving intuitivel-y at the same decision the resE of us
reach after much labor. such individuals should be highly valued, for
they are rare. The people in which we must not place our confidence are
Lhose who make decisions without eiEher deep insight or a formal proce-
dure. rhe point is this: suppose you learned that a man with a string
of 10 successful decisions to his credit had made those decisions by
flipping a coin before even considering the merits of alEernate proposals.
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Could you be assured of his future success? (According to the joke,
you should buy his coin and then fire him. )

THE TOOLS OF DECISION

The tools of decision-making are, as rre have said, the theory of
probability and Ehe Eheory of utility. Each of these requires and is
worthy of long and serious study by Ehe decision-maker. However, there
have also arisen cerEain techniques based on these theories Ehat aid us

in visualizing decision problems.

The most important and simple of these techniques is caLled the
,decision trea- A typical decision tree is shown in Figure 1 for a prob-
lem we shall call the Judgers Problem. This is Ehe problem of a judge
who must. decide whether to convict or free a man who may be guilty of a

crime. We assume that no jury is involved and that the judge is there-
fore fully responsible for the decision. The decision tree is merely a
pictorial representaEion of the sequential steps in the decision problem.
In this case Ehe essential decision is to convict or to free and we have
branches with these labels emanating from a node indicated wiEh an X.

The node is called a decision node because the choice of which branch
to take is Ehe province of the decision-maker. After the decision is
made and regardless of which way it is made we come upon a node from
which emanat.e two branches marked rrguiltytt and rrinnocentrr corresponding
Eo the possible sEaEes of the defendant.

The defendant, knows wheEher or not he is guilty, but of course the
judge can only assign a probability to the defendantrs guilt. In this
Figure, we indicate that the judge has assigned a probability p Eo the
defendant I s being guilty on the basis of the evidence presented and

therefore has assigned a probability 1- p to his being innocent. Ihe
node from which emanaEe the guilEy and innocent branches is therefore a

chance node. The branch thaE will actually be taken at this point is
governed noE by Ehe decision-maker buE, as far as the decision-maker is
concerned, by chance.

At Ehe tips of the tree are recorded the economic values to society
of having each of the four possible outcomes represented by Ehe Eree,
i.a., convicted and guilty; convicted and innocent; free and guilty;
free and innocent. Ihe number A is the contribution to society of one
yearts income which we shall take as $7r000; B is Lhe cost of keeping
a man in prison for one year which we shal1 take as $2r 000. Ihe amount
C is the cosE of imprisoning an innocent man, a very high cost for a

socieEy respecting justice, but one rrhich must be evaluaEed since it
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Figure 1

Deeision Tree for the Jud.ge I s Problem

Value to Soc i ety

P GuiIty -B

-B-(1 -p)C \

Convict

I-p Innocent -B-C

p Guilty A-D

Free

A-pD -"

I-p Innocent

A: Contribution to society of one yearts income

B: Cost of keeping a man in prison for one year

C: Cost of imprisoning an innocent man

D: cost of letting a guilty man go free, perhaps the expected.
cost of adtlitional crime

will sooner or Later be faced. Let us assign this cost as $1001 000.
The quantity D is the cost of letting a guilty man go free. Perhaps
this is Ehe e:<pected cost of additional crimes he may cormnit during the
one year period. We shall say that this is $L0r000. Itrus, if the man

is convicEed and is guilty, the cost to society is Ehe cost of imprison-
ing hfn. If he is convicted and Ls innocent, to the cost of imprisoning
him must be added the cost of tmprisoning an innocent man. If the man

is freed and is guilty, then society receives his income A but loses
through his crimes an anount D. rf the man is freed and is innocent,
then he makes his normal contribution of A to Ehe society.

Now that the vatues and probabilities have been assigned, the prob-
lem for the judge is to establish the decision criterion. Let us suppose

A
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that he chooses to follow the route that maximizes Ehe expected vatue to
socieEy. lJe compute the expecEed value to society under a given alterna-
tive by multiplying the value to society for each outcome under that al-
ternaEive by Ehe probability of that outcome and sunrning over all out.-
comes. Thus if the defendant is convicted, the expected value to society
is given by -B -(1-p) C, while if he is freed, ir is given A-pD. Ihe
convict alternative will have a higher expected value if

-B -(1 -p) C>A - pD (r)

or if

p> A+B+C
(z>C+D

for the numbers we have assigned the criterion on p for conviction is

p> loe
110

(3)

Thus in terms of the expected value criterion and the costs Ehat we have
assigned the judge should convict the defendant if he is more than ap-
proximately 99% sure that Ehe defendant is guilty. under these very
speciaL assumptions, we have therefore established a quant.it.aEive mean-
ing for Ehe Eerm trreasonable doubt.tr

Ihis example could be made considerable more realistic by separat-
ing sentencing frorn conviction, for example. I.Ie could then build a
more deEailed model for the defendanErs future behavior in order to de-
termine what an appropriate sentence might be. However, raEher Ehan to
continue further with Ehis example, let us consider a probLan from an
indust.rial context.

Figure 2 shows a decision tree for a company trying to decide whether
to introduce a new product. The decision node shows thaE there are three
alt.ernatives: produce the new product,, test market the new product or
forget about the new product,. rf the new product, is produced, then it
will either be a success or failure and we could spelI out Ehose conse-
quences in more detail. rf the decision is to forget about the new
product., Ehen there will probably be no fuEure consequences except pos-
sible loss of future profit. rtre decision of test market, however, is
especially interesting. The resuLt of the test market alternative will
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Figure 2

Decision Tree for a Company Problem

Sucees s

Produce
new product

Fai I Succes s

Produce
new product

Test market
Fai lure

Forget
it

Forget
new product

have to be either a decision to produce or to forget abouE Ehe product

when the test market results are available. Of course, there is still
another atternative and that is to continue test. marketing but for sim-
pLiciEy we have not included it in the figure. Wtren the tree is drawn,

then management must assign the probabilities for success and failure
contingent on each of the alternatives and then establish the values to
be assigned Eo each outcome. tle shoul-d notice that the cost of test
marketing must be included in assigning the value Eo the test marketing
alternative. Of course the reason that this test marketing is conducted

is that it is hoped that the ultimate probabilities of failure and success

will be more clearly indicated by the resutEs from the test market. It
is consideration of such alternatives as test marketing that decision
theory can play an especially valuabte role. Decision theory can te11

us first of all whether test marketing is worthwhile, whether the in-
formation that could be gained from it is expected Eo be as valuable
as its cost. If test marketing is profitable in principle, then decision
theory will tell us how much test marketing should be done and can even

aid in the selection of test markets and in establishing the extent of
the Eesting in each markeE.
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Thus the evaluation of experimental programs in Eest marketing is
merely another alternative to be evaluated in a decision Eree. The Eech-
niques for performing this evaluation are straightforward and readily
adaptable to automatic computation. When we do employ automatic computa-
tion, the trees that we consider can be very large, with many alternatives
considered and many outcomes evaLuated. Thus we see that though simple
in concept the decision tree is a very valuable tool ln decision-making.

But is the consEruction and solution of trees the only contribuEion
of decision theory? The answer is no. The decision lree is simply the
most easily seen part of an iceberg of decision Eheory whose larger part
is based upon more comptex probabilisEic structures. We shal1 iLlustrate
this with the probLem space shown in Figure 3. we can characterize a
decision problem by Ehe type of probabilistic structure that underlies
it. One dimension of the pro-blem is the _degreg-of uueerraiuEy_iait.
How many of its elements are probabilistic, i.e., how many musE have
probabilities assigned to them? How many are determinisEic, i.e., known
rrith great precision? -Anofher.dimension _Af the_prohl.erjsr. rha mrmher:-*gf
variables, a number thaE may range from one to several hundred. some of
the variables may be known deterministically, others only in a probabi-
listic sense. Tbe final dimension of the.prohleo space.is ti.mg. Is the
problem a static one, like perhaps the Eravel problem we discussed earlier
where the decision once taken will have implications onty into the very
near future, or is the probLmr a dynamic one where the effects of the
present decision must extend over several years? I,Ie note that if time
is imporEanE in a decision, then we must use the principles of discounting
future income and costs to reflect the true economic nature of the prob-
1em.

As we might exPecc, the simplest decision problem would be Ehat in
which there rtas one variable knolrn deterurinistically and for which the
time factor lras unimportanE. Most such problems woutd in fact be trivial.
However, as rile move away from the origin in this problem space, the prob-
lems become increasingly difficult. As the number of variables increasesr.
as more of them musE be described probabilistically, as the effecE of
time becomes increasingly important, we arrive at decision problems that
are difficult not onLy from the point of view of computation, but even
from Ehe point of view of formulation.

we can identify each of rhe corners of the probl.em space with the
fieLds of mathematics. lJe have already dismissed corner 1 as trivial.
corner 2, the deterministic, dynamic, one-variable problem, is treated
in college courses on differential equations. Corner 3, the probabilis-
Eic, static, one-variable problem, is covered by Ehe elementary probabil-
ity theory for individual random variables. Corner 4, the probabilistic,
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Figure 3

The Problem Space

@

Degree of Uncertainty
Probabilistic t

Ceterministic

dynarnic, one-variable problem, is the province of the theory of sEochas-

tic processes. Corner 5, the deterministic, static, many-variabte prob-
lem, is Ereated by the theory of matrices and of multi-variable calculus
in general. Corner 6, the deterninistic; dynamic, many-variable problal,
is the primary concern of the modern theory of control practiced by con-

trol engineers. Corner 7 is the probabilistic, staEic, many-variable

problem that we study as the theory of joint distributions in probability
theory of joint distributions ln probability theory. Corner 8, the most

compllcated corner of aL1, is the probabilistic, dynamic, many-varlable

problem for which the Markov process and its relatives are helpful models.

Ttrus we see that the technology exists for analyzing problems in
almost any area of the problen space. Itre depth of the coverage varies,
but the basic strucrure is Ehere. To get an idea of the kind of models

available, let us consider the simple Markov process shown in Figure 4.

The process has two states, state 1 and state 2, EhaE lE may occuPy.

Fror each state it may make a transition back to that sEate or a tran-
sition to the other state. The arrows in the Figure indicaEe the pos-

sible transitions. The numbers appended to the arrows are the probabil-
ittes that if the process is in a certain staEe, it will make the transition
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Figure 4

A Markov Proeess

0.5

O. I+
0.7

0.3

State L: Customer bought brand A last

State 2z Customer bought brand. B last

indicated by the arrolr. rhus when the process is in state 1 we say that
there is a 0.4 probability of its returning to state 1 and 0.6 probabil-
ity of its moving to state 2 on iEs next transition. simiLarly, when
the process is in state 2, ve say there is a 0.7 probability of its
returning to state 2 and 0.3 probability of its making a transition to
sEaEe 1.

we can consider this Markov process as a model of purchasing be-
havior. tle let state 1 represent the state of a customer who last bought
brand A and staEe 2 that of a custorer who last bought brand B. Thus
the Markov model says that a customer who bought brand B last is more
likely to follow that purchase with the purchase of Brand B than he is
with a purchase of brand A. The reverse is true for a customer who bought
brand A Last: he has a 0.6 probabiliry of buying brand B on his next
purchase. From Ehe theory of Markov processes we can calculate the
probability that if a cusEomer bought brand A on his last purchase he
will also buy brand A three purchases from nw, or five, or Een, or one
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hundred. A momenErs reflection makes us realize that if we leE this
process operate for a long enough time, knowledge of a purchase a long

time in the past should have no influence on the probabiliEies of present
purchase. Ihis is in fact Ehe case and the theory shows that if a cus-
tomer is operating as the process indicaEes, Ehen he is Ewice as likely
to be in staEe 2 at a Eime far in Ehe future as he is to be in state 1.

In other works, we predict that he will buy brand A Ewice as often as

brand B in the long run.

Many other interesting questions may be asked of Markov processes.

Further, Ehe processes rf,e consider can be much larger with perhaps fifty
or one hundred states. We can expand the model by allowing each transi-
tion to have a time duration drawn from a probability distribution, buE

perhaps the most valuable flexibility available is in allowing monetary
rewards as well as probabilities to be associated with each transition.
Then we can talk of profit in a Markov process model. Furthermore, Iile

can superimpose upon the model a decision structure that atlows us to
calculate the way of operaEing the system that will be most profitable
in the long run. In particular Ehis Markovian system is an explicit
model for Eaking into account the effecE of presenE decisions upon the
fuEure, an effect whose imporEance we sEressed earlier.

But Ehe Markov process is only one of many probabilistic models

that aid us in solving the decision problems based on the problem space

of Figure 3. In atEacking decision problems there is no substitute for
a fundamental knowledge of the underlying probabilistic structure.

CONCLUS ION

We have now seen how a theory of decision-making can and must be

based on the theory of probability. The functions of Ehe decision-maker
are thus to assign probabilities, assess values, and establish a decision
criEerion. I,lhen chis has been done, the solution of the problem is an

exercise in logic and therefore the province of the digiEal computer, if
necessary.

Perhaps Ehe besE way of ending is wiEh the sEaEement of J. Clerk
Ma:<wel1, the father of electro-magnetic Eheory: rrThe true logic for
this world is the calculus of probabilities which Eakes account of the

magnitude of the probabiliEy which is, or ought to be, in a reasonable
manf s mind.rr
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Making decisions is what you do when you don't know what to do. Decision

analysis is a process that enhances eflective decision making by providing

for both logical, systernatic analysis and imaginative creativity. The procedure

permits representing the decision-maker's information and prelerences con-

cerning the uncertain, complex, and dynamic leatures ol the decision problem.

As decision analysis has become more accepted and inlluential the ethical

responsibility of decision analysts has increased. Analysts must be sensitive

to assuming improper roles of advocacy and to participating in analyses

whose means or ends are ethically repugnant. Criticisms ol decision analysis

are examined at three levels. Application criticisms question how much

decision analysis improves actual decision making. Conceptual criticisms

argue that the decomposition and recomposition of the decision analysis

process may lend to a misshapen lraming of the problem or to a suppression

of "soft" or "fragile" considerations. Criticisms at the level of principle grant

the effectiveness and comprehensivenesst ol decision analysis but express

fear that the process may legitimize decisions otherwise questionable because

of their end-state value system or their anthropocentric focus. Decision

analysis is the most effective decision methodology yet advanced. Sensitivity

to practical and ethical concerns about its use can only increase its etfective-

ness.

TN THE 10 YEARS since the first special issue on decision andysis

I (Howard [10]), the profession has grown considerably in number of
applications and professionals. With successful establishment of the

profession there is an obligation to examine the advantages of its use and

the possibilities of its misuse to avoid either a limitation of future growth

through the misunderstanding of potentid users or worrisome misappli-

cation through the inseruitivity of practitioners.

My purpose in this essay is to present views on human decision making,

on the nature of decision analysis, and on the usefulness of decision

analysis. I shall then examine some practical and ethical issues involved

in using decision andysis as public policy analysis.

1. HUUAN DECISION TIAKING

To place decision making in perspective we have to return to a

controversy among the ancient Greeks (Capra [2]). Heraclites of Ephesus
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believed in a world of perpetual change arising from the dynamic inter-
action of opposites. These pairs of opposites were the unity which
contained and transcended all opposing forces. Parmenides of Elea be-
Iieved in a divine principle standing above all gods and men, a belief that
ultimately led to the separation of spirit and matter, to the separation of
body and soul, and to the distinction between subject and object. The
philosophy of Parmenides culminated in the development of Western
thought and science while that of Heraclites is remarkably similar to the
Eastem world views of Hindus, Buddhists, or Taoists. Within the present

centur5l we have seen the advance of physics into the realm of quantum
theory question the subject-object world and produce apparent paradoxes
that can only be resolved by world-views (Dewitt and Graham [3]) that
are remarkably close to those of Heraclites.

The idea of a "decision" is a quintessentially Western idea, an act of
hubris to a believer in Eastern philosophy and a joke to the enlightened.
(Can you imagine Buddha or Lao-Tzu making a decision?) However, we
in the West are captives of our culture and so we are usually strong
believers in the idea of making decisions. Yet many of us have had the
experience of knowing that certain actions are beyond decision, particu-
larly actions concerning love, the infinite resource which need never be
allocated. Here, perhaps, we perceive the world with the undifferentiated
gaze of the East.

There remain for most of us many situations where we don,t ,,know,'

what to do in this sense, situations where we must allocate resources and
balance in some way the pros and cons of each alternative alocation.
Thb is what I call the realm of decision making. (I tell my class: decision
making is what you do when you don't know what to do.)

There are many approaches one can use in decision making. One is
intuitive or holistic. The Gestalt of information, sensatioru, and impres-
sions gathered by the brain somehow results in the individual choosing
a course of action. Another approach is analytic or rational. Here the
situation is dissected into its features, and these are then evaluated by
some logical process to arive at a decision. Recent brain research
indicates that the right hemisphere of the brain is heavily involved in the
first process while the left hemisphere is predominant in the second. I
shall diEcuss these processes in more detail in what follows, but I can say
now that decision analysis as a formal methodology is a candidate (and
some would say "the" candidate) for a logical procedure.

My personal view is that the analytic and intuitive capabilities of the
mind are synergistic and not destructively competitive. For example,
there is to my knowledge no synthesis procedure for a color television-set
or a jet airliner. The creation of each requires imaginative solutions to a
variety of problems. However, these problerns are often revealed and
solutions suggested by the extensive analysis engineers perform in testing
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their designs. Similarly, I consider decision analysis not simply a logical

procedure but in addition an essentially artistic process for achieving the

creativity in decision making that can only result when we use all our

faculties.
I have focused'on individual decision making because in a most impor-

tant sense all decisions are individual decisions. Individuals making

decisions as agents for others must conform to the agreement they have

made in accepting the responsibility to act as agent. This category

includes all those who act on behalf of organizations. The individual who

as principal devolves some decision making authority upon an agent i8

making a decision in that devolution. Thus, whether as principal or agent,

everyone is exercising individual decision making. This view leaves no

room for group decision making except that of individuals actin8 collec-

tively in accordance with an agreement.

2. DECISION ANALYSIS

Decision analysis is the profession concerned with helprng individuals

make decisions. The profession consists of a theoretical paradigm for

decision making and a body of practical experience for using this paradigm

to illuminate the decision problem for the decision'maker. Central to the

paradigm is the decomposition of a possibly uncertain, complex, and

dynamic decision problem into the choices, information, and preferences

of the decision-maker: the decisi.on sec of the decision'maker. If the

decision-maker wishes to follow certain normative rulee for decision

making, logic applied to the decision set reveals the preferred cours€ of
action. The proce*s is thus one of decomposition and recompoeition with

corrsiderable emphasis on the insight to be gathered in both procedures.

I must emphasize the normative nature of the process. Decision anal-

ysis will typically be a very poor description of the way people make

decisions. In fact, its power derives from the fact that its procedures are

not automatically followed: decision analysis can imptove upon natural

decision making only because our natural decision processes are 80

deficient when we encounter novel decision problems, as we shall eee.

I have described elsewhere the detailed procedures of decision analysis

(Howard [1], 12, l7], Matheson and Howard [21]). The decision analysis

cycle separates problems into deterministic, probabilistic, and informa-

tional phases. Assessment and modeling procedures form choices, infor'
mation, and preferences into the decision set. The concepts of clain'oy-

ance and wizardry permit calculating what it would be worth to know

and to change what is now uncertain and uncontrollable.

The key to decision analysis is the construction of the decision set. To

some this is a matter mainly of assessing probabilities; I call these people

the "direct assessment" school. The decision-maker is asked to create
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dternatives (choices) and to provide a set of variables, the outcome
vector, on which the outcome will be judged. Then he asqesses probabil-
ities on the outcome vector given the alternative (information), and
finally a utility function on the outcome vector (preferences). By the
normative axioms the preferred alternative is the one with the highest
expected utility.

To others creation of the decision set is a more highly structured
activity. This school, of which I count myseUa member, is the ,,modeling

gchool" It is based on the premise that few individuals are either
conrfortable or effective in representing their information and preferences
in the form described above except in the eimplest of decision situations.
Members of the modeling school construct a more explicit representation
of the decision set. Relations between outcomes and alternatives are
captured using the structural information possessed by the decision-
maker or his delegates. The models may be modest or extensive depend-
ing on the nature of the decision problem. Likewise, the repreeentation of
preference is usually divided into placing values on certain outcomes by
mearts of a value function and then encoding risk preference on an
appropriate numeraire. The result of the proceas, which we may regard
as decision engineering in the same sense as electrical or mechanical
engineering, is an extrapersonal representation of the decision problem-
a representation that can be prodded, tested, and compared with other
representations or within itself. The representation usually proceeds
tlrough a number of stages, such as pilot, protot5rpe, and production just
as do the designs of physical devices [12].

This ertrapersonal representation has several advantagee. It allows
erperts to contribute in their field of expertise: lawyers on legal aspects,
metallurgists on material technology, and salesmen on marketing pros-
pects. The representation thus serves as a vehicle for focusing all the
information of experts that the decision-maker may wish to bring to bear
on the problem while leaving the decision-maker free to accept, reject, or
modi& any of this information and to establish preferences.In the many
cagee where the decision-maker is acting as the agent of others (stock-
holders, for erample) the extrapersonal model provides a communication
tool for demonstrating that the decision-maker is functioning according
to his agreement with them.

certain issues seem to arise whenever a decision analysis is performed.
one is the question of whether the analysis is "objective" since it uses
"subjective" probabilities. This is mainly a semantic problem that can be
avoided by using simply the word "probability" instead of "subjective
probability." since decision analysts believe that the only meaning of a
probability is a particular individual's quantitative description of uncer-
tainty, no modifier is necessary. The confirsion arises because many
people have been led to believe that only "objective" results are valuable,
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a belief that can be traced back to our pre-twentieth century scientific

rriews since it relies on the subject-object dichotomy. What many people

mean when they say "objective" is "impartial"; that is, not influenced by

the prejudices of the analyst. The decision-maker must be convinced of
this if he is to find the analysis credible.

An initial concern of decision-makers is often whether or not decision

analysis is a discipline rich enough to encompass all the factors that may

be important in the decision. For example, they may ask whether the

decision analyst can treat "intangibles," by which is meant such very

palpable outcomes as pain, disability, etc. The answer i8 "yes." In prin-

ciple, any outcome can be valued and in practice many have, including

scarring (Ginsberg [8]) and death (Howard [13]). The concern about

comprehensiveness is misplaced because the real problem in decision

analysis is not making analyses complicated enough to be comprehensive,

but rather keeping them simple enough to be affordable and useful. We

occasionally encounter executives who say that they tried decision anal-

ysis and that "it didn't work out." Further questioning reveals that

someone who had had a course in decision trees attempted to draw a tree

for the problem and got lost in his own jungle. The problem is not

creating complexity but retaining informative simplicity.

There is sometimes confusion about the professional role played by the

decision analyst. The decision analyst is an elicitor of information and

preferences, an engineer of logical models, and an evaluator of alterna-

tives. He is not, except by chance, an expert in the field of the decision.

He is skilled in constructing the decision set using his imaginary and

colorfrrl friends, the clairvoyant (who knows all and who helps with

defining variables and events unambiguously) and the wizard (who can

do all and who helps with vdue assignment), but the information and

preferences in the decision set must come from the decision-maker and

his delegates.

Many decision andysts learn the language of applied frelds like electric

FDwer generation or polymer chemistry. However, when the andyst feels

that he can, by himsell specify structure or, even more siSnificantly

assess probabilities in a substantive field, then he has moved beyond the

role of decision analyst to one of expert. Since a prime virtue of the

decision analyst should be his detachment with respect to the dternative

chosen it follows that he must not contend with the decision-maker's

experts in any attempt to replace their information with his.

The decision analysis process is not static but iterative and interactive.

Although we speak of assessing probabilities or preferences the process

is b€tt€r described as the formation, encoding, and verification of these

quantities. Verification means not merely pointing out the consequences

of the process in specific situations and receiving confirmation but also

presenting the generic properties of the resulting aasessment to make
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sure that they are understood and accepted. As a simple example, a
decision-maker who showed a region of risk preference in his risk attitude
should be informed of the practical implications of this preference.

The overall aim of decision analysis is insight, not numbers. If the
decision-maker does not feel that the analysis has captured his knowledge
and concerns and that it has produced a course of action he believes in
then the decision analy;t has failed. But this is rarely the case. In a recent
study the decision aTialyst presented his final conclusions to the entre-
preneur who had hired him. At the conclusion of the presentation the
decision analyst asked about the amount of written reporting that would
be required. The entrepreneur replied, "I believe the results of the
andysis and I am going to act in accordance with the recommendation.
Why should I pay more for a report?"

3. THE USEFULITIESS OF DECISIoN ANALYSIS

Upon learning about decision analysis some will say, and many have,
"why should I bother with decision analysis. I make excelent decisions
anyhow." Perhaps this is so. However, one could ask how the quality of
a decision is measured in the absence of decision analysis, the field which
enabled the quality of a decision to be defined as logically distinct from
the quality of the outcome that follows it. But leaving this point aside,
are people good natural decision-makers? There is now considerable
evidence that they are not. To quote slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein
l25l:

The major advance in descriptive research over the last five years has been the
discovery that people systematically violate the principles of rational decision-
making when judging probabilitiee, making predictions, or othernise attempting
to cope with probabilistic tasks. Biases in judgments of uncertain events are often
large and difficult to eliminate. The eource of these biases can be traced to various
heuristics or mental strategies that people use to process information . . . In the
final discussion, a strong case is made that judgmental biases affect important
decisions in the real world; numerous examples are provided.

These conclusions, based on the pioneering work of rversky and Kahne-
man [42] as well as on the findings of numerous other psychologists, seem
to hold quite generally as an assessment of how humans behave in
probabilistic and decision making tasks.

In a study on the effects of stress on decision making Janis and Mann
[18] show how the setting of the problem changes the kinds of behavior
exhibitcd. Their findings are briefly summarized as follows. If the problem
is seen as unimportant individuals exhibit either "unconflicted adher-
sngg"-sslnplacent continuation of present behavior-or "unconflicted
change"-uncritical adoption of a new counre of action. If the individuals
now perceive that risks are involved, they move to "defensive avoid-
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ance"-procrastination, shifting responsibility, and selective inattention

to corrective information. If they, in addition, perceive hope of finding a

better solution they exhibit "hypervigilance" or panic, characterized by

frantic search and impulsive adoption of proposals on superficid grounds.

Only if they perceive that there is ample time available to make the

decision, do they exhibit "vigilance"-painstaking search for relevant

information, unbiased assimilation of relevant information, and carefi'rl

appraisal of alternatives. What Janis and Mann call "vigilance" I would

call decision analysis when the decision problem under consideration is

worthy of professional a^ssistance. Thus, the way I view the results of

Janis and Mann is that if an individual with an important responsibility

to act for others does not use a procedure essentially equivalent to

decision analysis when making a major decision he is likely to exhibit one

of the pathologies of decision making described; the only remaininS

question is which one. I have made these mistakes enough myself to

recognize the accuracy of the Janis-Mann analysis.

some critics of the usefulness of decision analysis strike at the heart of
the procedure, at the idea that a decision problem can be divided into its

components and then recomposed. Critics would call this "reductionism"

and contrast it to their "holistic" view.

An extremely articulate critic, whose views we shall examine at some

length, is Lawrence H. Tribe. (Though some of Professor Tribe's views

have changed over time, I have selected quotes from his work over a

period of years because he has stated so well positions that one hears

expressed continually.) As an analogy to describe his concem about

reductionism Tribe [31] considers art:

To offer a crude but instructive andogy, the comparison of a particular painting

by Rembrandt with one by Picasso (to help decide, for example, whether it would

be desirable to sell one in order to buy the other) in terms true to the objectivist

ideal might proceed first by disregarding the history of each work (the "process"

reduction), in order to focus exclusively on what appears on the canvas; and

second by considering each work (the "substance" reduction) as just so much

paint of various specifiable colors, in order to focus on features that can be

impersonally compared (e.g., the Picasso might contain more of certain pigments

than the Rembrandt). Such "structural" features as bdance, movement, compo-

sition, and the like would be left out ofaccount; for how could one "objectively"

compare or even "analyze" them.

I would not say that there exists no analyst foolish enough to carry out

the analysis that Tribe describes, but they are rare. To suggest that what

gives value to the Rembrandt is its spectrum is to suggest that one would

value a meal solely by its composition in protein, fat, and carbohydrate.

The question is not whether one can perform foolish analyses-that is

conceded; but, rather, whether one can gain insight from a proper

analysis, and here I submit that the answer is "yes." For example, in the
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painting example, the owner would do well to consider the extent to
which the value of ownership is intrinsic in the possession and enjoyrnent
of the painting as opposed to its investment value.

The reductionist criticism lies at the center of perpetual controversies
between artists and scientists. The circuit diagram of a television set is
seen by the engineer as a more fundamental description of the set than
its physical embodiment in tcrms of circuit boards, wires, picture tube,
etc., but the artist may see it as a graphic composition on a piece of paper
and obviously not a television set. Those who criticize analysis are more
concerned by what may be lost in the process than by what is gained.
The trick, of course, is to keep the gains without incuring the losses.

Some people believe that decision-makers are effective because they
learn on the job, and that, in fact, management science is ruining the
manager (Levitt [20]):

Still, as a corporation gets better managed and more concerned with thi quality
and practice of rnanagement itse[ its top people develop a powerfirl propensity
to manage differently. They are encouraged in this by a rapidly expanding retinue
of eager sycophants, equipped with new "scientific" tools and decision-making
models, who promise to free the manager from the inescapable uncertaintiee,
risks, and traumas of running an enterprise. "Experts," trained to the teeth in the
techniques (but not necessarily the practice) of management, are enlisted to do
even better what people of native shrewdness, sound good sense, and abundant
enerSy did quitc beautifully before.

Some of this criticism may be due to defects in application and to the
limit€d perspective of some areas of management science, however, there
are those who question whether decision analysis itself is useful to
decieion-makers. Dreyfrrs and Dreyfus [4] claim that attempts of a
decision analyst to improve decision making are more likely to hurt than
to help:

While the formal model has the attractive feature, desired by advocates of
"rientific decision-making" that it lays bare and arguable the complete expla-
nation of a decision, it in no way represents the actual procers t}rough which
expert planners decide. Since the similarity-based process actually ueed by
experienced human beings ultimately leads to better performance in all areas

than does the formal approach often practiced by beginners, decision-making
based on proven erpertise should neither be replaced by formal models nor should
proven experts feel any obligation to explain their decisions in that way.

There is much here to comment on. First, few would argue with the
statement "the formal model . . . in no way represents the actual process

through which expert planners decide"; in fact, that is exactly what
psychologists have confirmed. However, the claim "the similarity-based
process actually used by experienced human beings ultimately leads to
better performance in all areas than does the formal approach oftcn
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practiced by beginners" is a statement with which I can heartily disagree

when it applies to experienced decision-makers making difficult decisions.

There is little evidence adduced by Dreyfus and Dre5rfus, or anyone else

for that matter, to support the claim. In fact, there is considerable

evidence to refute it. Eddy [6] has studied extensively the quality of
actual medical decision making. He has found not only that doctors make
gross probabilistic errors, such as mistaking a conditional probability for
its converse, but also that these errors lead to serious mistakes in selecting
policies for medical treatment.

The "similarity-based" process seems close to the representativeness

heuristic described by Tversky and Kahneman [42]. This heudstic, which
may be useful in situations with little uncertainty, can lead to serious

eror in probabilistic settings. For example, in coin-tossing with heads

represented by II and tails by ?, people often regard the sequence H T
H T T.f,I as more probable than f/ H H T ? ? because it is "more
random." The reference cites many examples of this behavior.

Why then do the Dreyfuses think so highly of "similarity-based"
processes? Primarily, it appears, because the examples they have consid-

ered are those with little uncertainty, with repetitive opportunities to
practice, and with immediate feedback of results. "The chess player has

a 'feel for the game,' the language learner becomes fluent, the pilot stops
feeling that he is flying the plane and simply feels he is flying" [5]. We
have all experienced this type of learning-it is charactenzed by a high
predictability of outcome given our decision. We could have added bicycle
riding or playing tennis.

People behave quite differently in probabilistic situations. (See Slovic
and Fischhotr [27] and Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein [26, 28].) As
the degree of uncertainty goes up experimental subjects begln to form
false hypotheses and to retain them in the face of contrary evidence. It
is a case of "the burned cat fears the hot stove-and the cold one, too."
Perhaps this is the reason for the growth of superstition in our species.

One could easily believe that human beings have very little inherent
ability to handle uncertainty, that it is a blind spot just like our inability
to sense radioactivity. People seem to have no intuitive idea of how to
update their beliefs in the face of new evidenee or of how the size of an

experiment affects the inference that may be drawn from it. It is a source

of wonder among lay people that the relatively small samples considered

by TV rating services, pollsters, or the census have any value.

Perhaps the pilot example cited above is the most instructive. One of
the lessons learned by all pilots when flying in bad weather is "trust your
instruments." The pilot in the cloud may "feel" he is upside-down, or
whirling in a spin, but the instruments will show the actual flying
condition. No matter how experienced a pilot becomes he still uses his
instruments in bad weather-he never outgrows them. It would be a
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mark of foolhardiness, and not maturity, for a pilot to fly in bad weather

without instruments. Where is the "similarity-based" process here?

I believe that in dealing with uncertainty the human being needs an

instrument-probability theory-, and that he will never be able to perform

well in an uncertain environment without his instrument. once a student

approached me after a probability class and said, "I can see that this is

" 
r,rUtt" subject and that my intuition is lousy, but won't I have developed

an excellent intuition about probability when I have completed the

coulse?" I had to answer "no," and assure him furthermore that such a

facility still eluded me after teaching probability for many years. In fact,

orr" oi the highlights of the course is to show how many great minds of

history became foggy when they encountered probability questions. For

"r"-pI", 
a book published in 1686, bearing Isaac Newton's imprimatur,

advanced the idea that the age of the purchaser should have no effect on

the price of a life annuity (Hacking [9])'
Oi 

"o.r^" 
the representation of uncertainty is only one feature of

decision making, even though it is usually the most perplexing feature.

When we ask about the ability of people to make choices in uncertain

situations we frnd pathologies of preference as well as of inference

behavior (Kahneman and Tversky [f9]). For example, people tend to be

risk-preferring for losses and risk-averse for gains even when they are

highiy unsure about where the zero point is. Thus formal methods are

,,o-t tL" dangers that the Dreyfuses foresee but rather the only hope for

compensating for the defects of the human mechanism when it faces

higtlly uncertain decision problems. To use a less effective procedure in

p"obl"*s of great moment would be the real danger'
' 

so-"orr" may point out that the studies of the inadequacy of human

decision making were performed in laboratory settings, not in the exec-

utive suites of America. That is true, but if the natural decision making

of executives is to be excellent then some magical change must come over

them when they put on a three-piece suit and sit behind a desk. Pending

a major study of iz sifu executive behavior each of us will have to base

o* ,o"r"*ents of executive decision making on our own observations.

It has been my experience that the highest level executives are those

most willing to face the shortcomings of their decision processes and to

seek help in imProving them.

As an illustration of how executives can benefit from consorting with

decision analysts, I am reminded of a project several years ago where a

firm of lease brokers worked with decision analysts in an attempt to

improve bidding effectiveness. In this business the low bid wins. our

clients were very proud of their "aggressive, risk-taking,low-bid" attitude.

we were able to show that their bidding strategy was, in fact, one that

would be favored by a highly risk-averse firm because to such a frrm the

consequences of not winning the bid were of more concern than the low
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profits obtained given that they won it. It was quite a shock for these
executives to reassess their image but they did so and profited from the
experience.

Decision analysis is not immune to the human foibles that psychologists
find in intuitive decision making. Particularly in the process of probability
and risk assessment, the decision analyst must be sensitive to the heuristic
biases and must develop a methodology and professional practice that
minimizes their effect. The decision analysts in my acquaintance are, in
fact, very sensitive to this issue; they go to great lengths to avoid creating
artifacts in their analyses (Spetder and von Holstein [30]). One would
say that to the extent individuals are not excellent processors the analysts
are building the instruments to "ssist them. The happy fact that lets us
all relax somewhat is the practical rarity of analyses in which the
recommendations are highly sensitive to small changes in either proba-
bility or risk attitude assessments.

The use, as opposed to the usefulness, of decision analysis will depend
on the value that decision-makers place on the virtues and drawbacks of
the procedure. One value is what we might call the "irnmersion" value,
the value of any procedure that entails a careful scrutiny of the factors
that influence the decision. The immersion value of decision analysis is
high because of its aggregative nature: each question arurwered leads to
another question asked. The questions all fit within one structure because
the process is comprehensive-no factor influencing the decision need be
omitted because of conceptud limitations. This complete investigation of
a decision problem is particularly valuable because it is eraminable: the
elements are quantitative and explicit. The input, the model, and the
results are checkable by any intcrested party.Because the representation
can be exercised, sensitivities to each feature of the problem may be
calculated for the insight they provide.

The drawbacks of the decision analysis process can be large. Foremost
is the fact that the qudity of the analysis depends criticdly on the quality
ofthe decision analyst. In perhaps no other form ofanalysis is it so easy
for the analyst to produce any result he likes by taking advantage of his
knowledge of biases and his modeling choices. Even if the analyst is well-
intentioned, he can produce very misleading results by sheer incompe-
tcnce. I have seen more than one multiattribute study where the decision-
maker was not apprieed of the tradeoffs between outcome variables that
the utility function implied. Some of these tradeoffs seemed very strange
in view of the setting of the problem.

One could ask whether the difficulty of performrng "good" decision
analysis is not itself a criticism of decision analysis. The analogy I like
here is brain surgery. Becaus€ effective brain surgery is dirfficult doee not
mean that there is anything wrong with it. I would no more erpect a
person with little training to complete an effective decision analysis than
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I would expect him to perform a successful brain operation. A distin-
guished nuclear engineer, upon being exposed to decision analysis, said,

"I see, it's easy. All you have to do is knock a few probabilities together."

I said, "You're right. It's just like nuclear engineering. All you have to do

is hook a few pipes together."
An important and fundamental difficulty of decision analysis is that it

is expensive. The level of skills required assures that it will always be

relatively expensive even in a world where computation is cheap. I find
that decision analysts require &-4 years of graduate education and at
least 2 years of practical experience before they can be considered fully
trained. Only a tiny fraction of decisions will ever be aided by professional

decision analysis; we can hope only that among them will be the most

important decisiom.

Finally, every analysis is necessarily limited-it can treat only a limited
number of possibilities no matter how large the number or how important

the possibilities. This necessary limitation is not really confining unless

we view decision andysis too narowly. Thoee who s€e decision analysis

as a creative medium in which to apply the totality of their consciousneso

will build on its strengths and transcend its weaknesses. The only caution

to add to this stat€ment is tlnt at the moment the skilled, sensitive,

creative decision analyst is even more rare than the skilled, aensitive,

creative decision-maker.

Doclsion Analyels a3 Policy Analyrls

The usefulnees of decision analysis in makiry a wide variety of both
private and public decisions has now been eetablished. However, with
this growth has come increased soncern about the use of decision analysis

as policy analysis to support governmental decisions. We shall erplore

first the practical and then the ethical concerns.

Proctical Concerns

The practical concerns focus on whether it is possible to produce a

useful policy analysis using decision analysis. Such conceran are well-

illustrat€d by cost-risk-benefit analysis, which at its best is an attempt to

apply decision analysis to socid decisions. "The moot generd forrr of
cost-benefit analysis isd.ecision analysis in which the role of uncertainty,

the subjective nature ofcosts and benefits, and the existence ofalternative

actions are made most explicit" (Fischhofr, Slovic and Lichtenstpin t7l).
The problems the andyst will face in assessing benefits are usually

perceived as the most dimcdt, and they are dfficult. But what about the

equally difficult problerns of assessing cost in a society that is more than

one-third government? Every price in our society is affected by local,

stat€, national, and even internationd regulations, lawe, subsidies, duties,
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and taxes. In computing the investment for a new energy development,
should one use the cost of domestic steel or perhaps the lower cost of
imported "dumped" steel? In buying tires for the trucks, should the U.S.
excise tax be included in the cost? If federal law requires that union wage

rates be paid for construction, should these rates be used as the actual
opportunity cost for labor in the calculation even when there are unem-

ployed nonunion laborers of equal competcnce available? In fact, is cost

not just as uncertain as benefit? Think about any cost benefit anal)rsis

you have ever seen and determine if it still makes sense after such effects

are included.
Note that this difficulty does not arise in nongovernmental calsrrlalions.

A company does not care in principle whether the higher prices it faces

are due to a tax or a drought. But the government should care since it
can control the tax.

The problem is even worlse if the decision analysis concerns whether a

given function should be performed by the government or by private
enterprise. If one assumes that the government is virtually risk indifferent,
that it can borrow at the lowest rates in the society, and that the tar
payments by private enterprise are costs of private enterprise but not
costs of government entities, then virtually every analyeis will show that
the government can carry out the same activity more cheaply. Of course,

then we think about the example of the post office. There is apparently
something about the difference between government and private under-
takings that may well not have appeared in the model. Lest you think
that this issue is hypotheticd, a recent American Physical Society study
of nuclear reprocessing (Severd Etlitors [2a]) was carried out under the
assumptions stated above and arrived at the predicted conclusions.

At a more subtle level, Tlibe [32] believee that reductionigm is a rnajor
concern in policy analysis because of a tendency toward the "dwar6ng of
soft variables":

Whenever [certain kinds of values] appear to be involved at least potentidly,
in a given problem, one should recognize that the tecnhiquee of policy analpis as

currently conceived will tend either to fiIter them out of the invetigation
altogether or to treat them in ways inconsietent with their special character . ..
But the problem here goes deeper. [t relateg not merely to undenaluing certain
factors but ta reducing entire problems to terms that misstate ttuir wderlyittg
structure, typically collapsing into the task of some aimple quantity
an enterprise whose ordering principle is not one of rnarimization at all [italics
Tribe'sl.

In another paper, he continues this charge [33]:

Thus, because policy-analytic techniques prove most powerfril when the various
dimensions of a question are reduced to a common denominator, or at least to
smoothly exchangeable attributes, the continuing tendency that accompanies

analytic tcchniques is to engage in such reduction whenever possible, with the
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that entire problems tend to be reduced to terms that misstate tlrcir underlying
structure and ignore the'global' features that giue them their total character

[italics Tribe's].

This is indeed a serious gravamen, and one not lightly dismissed by
saylng that the problem arises only with incompetent analysts. The
problem is least likely to arise in situations where the analyst is working
with a decision-maker to assist him in making his own personal decisions

or where he is acting under a clear agreement with a group. It is most

likely to arise in g<ivernmental decision making and is thus one more

reason why I personally feel uncomfortable about other people making

decisions on my behalf and without my concurrence, regardless of the
methodology they employ.

One particular form of the reductionist criticism that is of concern to

Tribe in the policy area is the separation of information and preference

[3a]:

To offer one concrete if limited illustration, t would focus on the frequently
stressed tenet of decision theorists that one of the analyst's main functions is to
help the decision-maker separate clearly (1) how he feels about various possible

outcomes of his decision (this preference being a matter of personal value) from
(2) his best assessment of the probability of each such outcome (this probability

being a matter of impersonal fact).

Tribe points out in a footnote: "The'colrect'probability is thought to
be a matter of impersonal fact even though any particular assessment of
it will invariably be personal and subjective." Tribe goes on to say [35]:

. . . convicting an innocent person should be deemed a worse outcome when the
jury feels very unsure of the person's guilt (but chooses to convict anyway) than

when the jury feels fully confident of guilt (but simply happens to be mistaken).

What is being done to the accused in the two cases differs just as surely as kicking

a child does from tripping over it, and the consequences for society of permitting

each of these practices differs as well . . . Similarly, destroying a species of wildlife

should probably be regarded as a worse outcome when it results from the

disregard of a high known risk than when it results from the matcrialization of a

highly unlikely contingency. The tradition in many legal systems of distinguishing

among acts in terms of the mental state accompanying them (treating murder

differently from manslaughter, for example) rests on this sort of proposition. Yet

the objectivist's fact-value dichotomy, leading to an insistence on separating

assessments of probability from the valuation of outcomes, tends to exclude this

important dimension of human choice.

Tribe explains in a footnote, "I say 'tends to exclude' rather than 'ex-

cludes' because a sufficiently careful policy analyst could define the

'outcomes'in question so as to include information about the associated

probability assessments. The objectivist perspective does not preclude

such a step, but does make it far less likely." This footnote shifts the
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criticism somewhat to the level of application, but there remains the
implication that analysis encourages overlooking important value fea-
tures of the process.

Perhaps Tribe does not understand that there is no difficulty in
assessing preference on the combination on decision and outcome-the
value to be placed on intentionally driving a car at a person and killing
him can be quite different from the value of killing a person in a traffic
accident. Similarly, in judging the behavior of a jury, the decision to
convict a person in the face of grave doubts about his guilt can be valued
differently from the decision to convict him when there is little doubt. In
fact, decision analysis should be the test of whether the jury made a good
decision. Far from being a criticism of analysis, Tribe's discussion merely
reveals to me the clarification that results when analysis is used to
illuminate what can otherwise be a perplexing situation.

These practical criticisms do not seem to me to pose serious objections
to decision analysis, per se. They do show, however, the diffrculty of
performing policy analysis using decision analysis and the necessity of
considering decision analysis as a profession rather than as a technique.

4. ETHICAL CONCERNS

As the practical impact of decision analysis increases, so does my
concern about the ethics of its use. Since the formalism of decision
analysis is amoral, like arithmetic, any moral considerations must come
from the people involved in the application. By analogy, suppose that a
maker of fine rifles that he thought were used for target competition
should find out one day that his customers were, in fact, assassins. To
continue to make the rifles is to be the de facto accomplice of assassins,
even though that is not his intent. The decision analyst, and the educator
of decision analysts, faces the same question. If the decision analyst or
his analysis becomes the means to an end that he finds morally unac-
ceptable, should he not withhold his labor?

I have been asked why ethics is of more concern to decision analysts,
or to management scientists in general, than it is to other members of
our society. I believe that analysts (management scientists and operations
researchers) as advisors on resource allocation are more likely than most
professionals, and perhaps as likely as doctors and lawyers, to face
important ethical questions. The scale of the problems they work on may
make the consequences of their activities even more extensive than they
are in the medical and legal cases. (Many will recall the ABM controver-
sies of the last decade 143, 4ll.)

For the decision analyst the ethical question is even gleater. According
to Boulding [l], any decision is a process "affected with the ethical
interest." The decision analyst holds himself out as being able to analyze
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the most complicated of decisions, including those affecting human life

and the environment-I have personally been involved in several such

studies (Howard, Matheson and North [14], Howard, Matheson and

Owen [15], also [45, 46]). Particularly in social decisions, the public could

we1 bitieve thai when a "decision analysis" recommended a course of

action the recommendation was "scientifically based" rather than a

consequence of the information and preference inputs of the decision-

maker. Such a belief would be sadly in error.

While decision analysts like to think that they are hired because of a

desire for more systematic logic in making decisions, there is usually a

more direct cause. I have recently been asking'decision analysts how

many of their studies were prompted by a belief in systematic analysis

per se rather than by a desire of some party to the decision to advance

litt 
"r 

his own proposals or to defend them against attacks. A very large

proportion of responses has been in favor of the self-interest hypothesis.
'rn nl" there is no reafrcn why a useful decision analysis could not be

promoted by an interested party, there is in these situations an increased

potential for ethical dilemmas. one has only to participate in a few

"trrdi." 
where the logical, systematic answer differed from the one the

sponsor expected to see the strength of this potential'

Ethical iroblems could arise in business applications of decision anal-

ysis. Although I have never heard of a situation where the client was

i""urg to use the decision analyst or his work in an attempt to break the

l"-*, ih"r" may be cases where the decision analyst begins to wonder

whether the behavior of his client is in accordance with the agreement

tfiat the client has made with others, for example, the stockholders of the

company. The decision analyst could also be faced with being asked to

,orl o. a problem where the nature of the problem is itself ethically

unattractive; for example, a catholic decision analyst confronting some-

one's abortion decision or a pacifist decision analyst facing a decision

involving the manufacture of arms. Here the principle that no one should

participate as the mealu to an end that he feels is ethically unacceptable

will guide the analYst.

de most serious ethical problems arise when the analyst works in the

public arena. No one who participates in public afrairs, however remotely,

"- "*rp" 
the moral responsibility for his actions. Here more than

elsewhere the analyst will be tempted to slip over into the role of advocate

of some position that he personally favors. To be an advocate while

posing as analyst is, ofcourse, professionally unethical even ifthe position

"a.,o""t 
a is morally excellent to the individual. The problem is that one

is using morally reprehensible means, fraud, to achieve the end. unless

the person advocates fraud as a moral virtue he is in an ethical contra-

diction. While the end must justify the means in the sense that one
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chooses effective means to attain goals, one cannot ethically use a means

that is inconsistent with the moral system that validates the end.

Is an activity ethical because it is the legal result of even a democratic

process? For example, consider the distributional questions posed by

cost-risk-benefit analysis. Typical practice is to compute the total benefits

and total coqts to society for each alternative and to recommend the

alternative with the greatest difference. This method assumes that there

is some mechanism to redistribute the "profit" so that everyone will be

at least as well off as before. However, the past record of government

programs shows that this ideal is almost never met. In the case of a
.131j"tio1 

measure where property will be removed from some and given

to others, I have never heard of a justification that it was a redistribution

of social profit resulting from previous "cost-benefit" decisions. The

question of social effrciency addressed by cost-risk-benefrt analysis (in-

adequately, because of the earlier problems we mentioned) has nothing

to do with the ethics of the situation. The primacy of the individual on

which our system is based is inconsistent with the idea that you can hurt

one to help many. Therefore, unless the redistribution is, in fact, going to

take place, is not the adoption of an alternative that benefits some and

hurts others not just a case of theft from those who have lost?

other ethical considerations may be more subtle. In a paper on envi-

ronmental [aw, Tribe [36] used the example of plastic trees planted in a

Los Angeles median strip-the only trees that could sun'ive in this

environment:

Consider again the plastic trees planted dong a freeway's median strip by Los

Angeles County officials. If the most sophisticated application of the techniquea

of policy analysis could unearth no human need which would, after appropriate
.,eJucation," be better served by natural trees, then the envirpnmental inquiry

would be at an end. The naturd trees, more costly and vulnerable than those

made of plastic, would offer no increment of satisfaction to juatify the added effort

of planting and maintaining them'

to insist on the superiority of natural trees in the teeth of a convincing

demonstration that plastic ones would equally well serve human pulpGet may

seem irrational. Yet the tendency to balk at the result of the andysis remains.

There is a auspicion that some crucid perapective has been omitted from consid-

eration, that the conclusion is as much a product of myopia as of logic.

we sense here that the focus of the attack has shifted. we indeed find

l37J:

. . . one must concede that there is nothing in the stnrcture of the techniques

themselves, or in the logical premises on which they rest, which irfiereutly

precludes their inte[igent use by a public decision'maker in the sen/ice of these

"intangible," or othenriee "fl!uy," concenu.

This does seem like a retreat on the soft variable issue and leads to an

attack not on policy analysis, but on the ideology within which it is used:
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Thus the distortion results not from a logical flaw in the techniques of policy

analysis but rather from what I have elsewhere described as the ideological bias

of the system in which such analysis is imbedded, a system that has come to treat

the human will and its wants as the center around which reason as calculation

must revolve [38].
In most areas of human endeavor-from performing a symphony to orches-

trating a society-the processes and rules that constitute the enterprise and

define the roles of its participants matter quite apart from any identifiable "end

state" that is ultimately produced. Indeed, in many cases it is the process itself
that matters most tn those who take part in it [italics Tribe's] [39].

The only entities that can "count" in a calculus of end-maximization, whether

utilitarian or contractarian, ate those entities that possess their own systerns of
ends or at least the capacity to experience pleasure and pain, and nothing outside

the private ends and pleasures of such beings can come to the rescue of a
philosophy devoted solely to their pursuit [40].

Thus, Tribe criticizes not only the use of policy analysis to attain end-

states, regardless ofprocess, but also the anthropocentric value system it
incorporates. The concern with a world beyond man takes us to the
question of animal rights [4U:

What is crucial to recognize is that the human capacity for empathy and

identification is not static; the very process of recognizing rights in those higher
vertebrates with whom we can already empathize could well pave the way for
still further extensions as we move upward along the spiral of moral evolution

Iitalics Tribe's].

A careful view of Tribe's criticisms shows that they are not criticisms

of decision analysis eo much as criticisms of our social decision making
processes regardless of the procedures employed. End-state versus proc-

ess ethics and animal rights are issues that would exist even if decision

analysis did not. The ethicd danger for decision analysts lies in attempt-
ing to use decision analysis to overwhelm with technology what are redly
ethical problems.

5. THE FIRST DECISION ANALYST

There are those who believe that there is something "cold and inhu-
man" about rationd analysis. I believe that to be human is to be reasoning

as well as compassfonate. My ideal here is Buddha:

Perhaps the most striking thing about him, to use the words of J. B. Pratt, was

hig combination of a cool head and a watrn heart, a blend which shielded him
from sentimentality on the one hand and indifference on the other. He was

undoubtedly one of the great rationalists of all times, resembling in this respect

no one as much as Socrates. Every problem that came his way was automaticdly
subjected to the cold, analytical glare of his intellect. First, it would be dissect€d

into its component parts, after which these would be reassembled in logical,
architectonic order with their meaning and import laid bare (Smith [29]).

Perhaps Buddha was the first decision analyst.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The concept of a decision seerrs very natural to Western thought but
is strange to Eastern philosophy. Almost everyone even in the West has

experienced situations where he "knew" what to do, not in the sense of
selecting one among many possible courses or action, nor in the sense of

having a hunch, but rather in the conviction that this was the only "right
action." Furthermore many people, upon reflecting on their lives, see that

there were no "good" or "bad" outcomes, even though outcomeg were

perceived as such at the time. These outcomes were eimply necessarlr

lessons in the game of life.

However, many of us at dl times, and most of us at some times, will
see ourselves facing a decision. For example, the question of which car to

buy will usually be seen as relatively important to the individual and not

the sort of question evocative of inner knowledge. Most people will make

this decision by some combination of intuition and logical procedure.

Decision analysis, as I have described it" is, as a formalism, a logicd
procedure for decision making. When decision andyais is practiced as an

applied art the forrralism interacte with the intuitive and creative facul-

ties to provide understanding of the nature of the decision problem and

therefore guidance in selecting a desirable courte of action. I know of no

other formal-artistic approach that has been so effective in Suidhg
decision-makers.

We must realize, however, that one of the arts of the decision analyst

is the art of knowing how much and what kind of decieion andysis to do.

The degree of analysis can range from making eimple lists to constructing

giant interactive computer models. To be effective decision analysis must

be "appropriate": the extent of the analysis must be suitable to the means

and ends of the decision-maker. Thus simple problems of little conse-

quence should receive very modest andysis and complicated problems of
great importance should be ertcnsively studied. The queetion of whether
the analysis was appropriate to the decieion-maker and his problem is

one that should dways be raieed in judging effectiveness.

When I think about possible reasolls why apparently appropriate

decision analyses might not be judged as effective now and in the future,
I find that my greatest concern is the improper treatment of probabilistic

dependencies. At every level from the academic teaching of probability
theory to the most extenEive applications, the issire of characterizing

probabilistic dependence seenu to be the source of the greateEt emors.

The belief in the unsinkability of the Titanic was a belief that the flooding

of the various holds constitutpd a set of weakly dependent, if not inde-

pendent, events. The analysie of "common-mode" failures in nuclear

power plants is a modem expreesion of the dependency issue. So much
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probabilistic instruction and probabilistic modeling is based on indepen'

dence assumptions for convenience that making strong independence

assumptions is rarely questioned. Yet, grievous error can be the result.

One development that has proved helpful in making both analysts and

decision-makers sensitive to the issue of dependence is the inlluence

diagram (Howard and Matheson [f6] and D. Owen [22]). The decision-

maker and his experts, even when not technically trained in probability,

can review the assumptions of the analysis and question them where

necessary.

I have emphasized that decision analysis is a paradigm suitable only

for the individual decision-maker, whether he is principal or agent. I
know of no decision andysis paradigm suitable for groups that are not

acting within a defined agreement. For example, the question of nuclear

power plant licensing involves many parties: severd branches of the

government, utilities, suppliers, consumers of power, environmentalists,

and the general public. I can see how to build an extrapersond decision

model that would show the recommended alternative when various

decision sets relevant to each party were used, and this model might be

very helpful in understanding the various positions. However, I can see

no way that the problem can be "solved using decision analysis" in the

sense that would be correct for an individual decision-maker. I believe

that the principles of decision analysis may be very important in designing

agreements among individuals, but the paradigm is limit€d in the absence

of such agreements by the very personal, normative, and judgmentd

characteristics that are its strength in individual decision making.

When we proceed to qu6stions of ethics, we find that these same

characteristics are the source of ethical concern. Since a decision andysis

may have the appearance of impartiality even though it is based on some

person's information and preferences, there is a grave danger of mis-

representation. The fact that the analysis is explicit is of great advantage

in avoiding misrepresentation, but everyone who has done such analyses

knows the great influence that specific assessments have over the final

result. Analysts who are advocates rather than impartial analysts can

have major impacts on conclusiolrs because of conscious or unconscious

choices made in assessment and modeling.

To the ethical problems of analysis we must add the ethical problems

of the decision context. The analyst must question whether he wishes to

participate in the process of analyzing the decision. His judgment should

be based on such factors as whether the decision context is ethicd to
him, whether the decision-maker has title to the resources he is allocating,

and whether the decision analysis itself will be marred by technical or

exogenous limitations. As an example of the last category, I remember a

government study in which I participated where a decision analysis was
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to be done to determine the national interest but subject to the condition

that no alternative could be considered that was contrary to the curent
administration's policy. Furthermore, changes in this policy could not be

considered as a possibility in the future, much less as a probability. These

conditions made meaningful decision analysis impossible, and so the

government report contained not a word of our extensive work before

these limitations were imposed.

Finally, we turn to those issues that are normally not treated in even

the most advanced analyses. I have already discussed animal rights;

another sintilar issue is the effect of decisions on future generations.

When I first became interested in this issue, I started to ask people about

a proposition I call the "galactic bargain." Suppose that we were ap-

proached by gdactic travelers with very advanced technology who offer

us the following opportunity. They guarantee to double the standard of

living of eueryone on earth for one thousand years. At the end of that

time they will arrange that humans will become painlessly sterile; when

the last human is gone, the galactic travelers will occupy the planet- We

check out their offer (with their help) and find that their references are

impeccable: they have made similar offers to other planetary systems and

have always fulfilled their bargain. The question I now ask each pennn

is whether they would accept this deal. I have not yet had a positive

response. Yet if we apply standard cost-benefit thinking to this proposi-

tion we frnd it is very attractive. If our standard methodology is in
disagreement with corrunon sense in this problem, how can we have

confidence in it in the more mundane settings where it is applied?

As a less extreme example, consider the cas€ of helium consenration.

The primary source of helium is natural gas. When the gas is burned, the

helium is lost to the atmosphere. Some scientists think that there will be

a large demand for helium in the early 2lst centur5r because of increased

use ofsuperconductive devices. Ifthere is little natural gas left to provide

helium, as seenrs likely, the alternative route would be centrifugd ertrac-

tion from the atmosphere, a very expensive process. In a recent thesis,

Owen [23] found that at market intprest ratee there was no incentive to

conserye helium and that if it were to be consen'ed people alive today

would essentially have to make gifts to future generations. She euggests

a methodology for accomplishing just such transfers. I erpect that many

similar studies will be necessary to illuminate adequately the quetion of
what we owe to the future.

I have now explored both the promise of decision analysis and the

challenges that must be faced if the field is to continue its growth. If
cor:ectly practiced at appropriate levels, in suitable problems, with ethical

sensitivity, decision analysis can be, like technologY, I great force for the

growth of human potential.
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Preface

The papers that follow contain discussions of applications in investment and
strategic planning, research and development, and social policy.

Investment and Strategic Plann'i ng

This section contains several examples showing the applications of
decision analysis to corporate investment and strategic decision problems.
These papers range from an early survey to d'iscussions of the most recent
devel opments.

"Decision Analys'is Practice: Examples and Insights" is an early s
conunent'ing on the principles of practice, which draws from examples in
new-product development, electrical power system capacity expansion, a
space program planning, and which includes a discussion of the first
computer system for analyzing very large decision trees.

"Decision Analysis of a Facilities Investment and Expansion Problem"
presents a typical early application. It clearly illustrates the concept of
the value of perfect i nformation and demonstrates the importance of two
critical va'lue measures: time and risk preference.

"Strategic Planning in an Age of Uncertainty" shovs how decision
analys'is deals directly and effectively with uncertainty. It discusses a
1967 probability assessment on the reopening date of the Suez Canal,
revealing how a major integrated mining, refining, and marketing company
used decision analysis to invest in an ocean shipping system for
transporting its ore.

"A Decision Analysis of a Petrochemical Expansion Study," which
presents one of the few available undisguised corporate applications,
describes Gulf 0il Chemical Corporation's decis'ion to build a one-billion
dollar major capacity addition to its olefins system. The paper traces the
evolution of the thinking of top management, from its expectation that
decision analysis would confirm its initial judgment, through its disbelief
when early indications showed that new alternatives mignt be better, to its
final acceptance of the soundness of a totally new a'lternative.

"The Dangerous Quest for Certainty in Market Forecasting" shows how

ineffective methods of dealing with uncertainty can lead to costly
mistakes. It presents a probabilistic development of a market forecast
drawn from experience at the Pharmaceutical Division of CIBA-GEIGY and shows
how the forecast was used to determine production capacity.

"An Inside View: Analyzing Investment Strategies" reveals how another
Swiss pharmaceutical and chemical company, Hoffmann-LaRoche, has deve'loped a
comprehensive decision analysis process for analyz'ing important investment
decisions. The paper lists eight key reasons for the success of decision
analysis at Roche and describes the evolution of decision analysis into an
analytica'l process whose results are routinely presented to top management.

urvey

nd
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"Managing the Corporate Business Portfolio" was written especial'ly for
thi s col lecti on to present some very recent developments in strat
analysi s. It devel ops measures of ri sk and retuY^n, soun

'ly 
b ased

eg'i c

in
decision theory, that appeal to businessnen. Then, it shors how rrulti ple
business units can be combined to produce a portfo'lio of businesses that
compensates for risk and, therefore, lowers the overall risk/return ratio.

Re searf, h and Deve l opment

Probably over one-half of the decision analysis applications have been
for research and development decisions. This 'is appropriate because R&D is
inherently an uncertain venture that produces results for the distant future.

"0verview of R&D Decision Analysis" is a short description of the basic
paradigm and rationale for applying decision analysis to research and
devel opment.

"Using Decision Analysis to Determine R&D's Va1ue," a reprint of a

recent two-part surmary article, delineates the unique characteristics of
R&D that must be treated in the decis'ion analysis process.

"Selecting Projects to Obtain a Balanced Research Portfolio" presents a

ney{ concept for addressing the question of how to balance the whole
portfol'io -- the research portfolio grid. The paper discusses the trade-off
between projects having a high probability of a moderate level of success
and those having a low probability of an extremely high level of success.
This approach provides a frarnework for conmunication arnong researchers,
marketers, planners, and managers.

"Ca'lling the Shots in R&D" describes Sandoz's experience in assessing
uncerLainty in R&D projects over a seven-year period. It concludes that
probability judgments are reliable and provide a guide to readjusting R&D

priorities -- particularly the timing of projects -- to deliver more
predictable reseanch results.

"Quantifying and Forecasting Exploratory Research Success" focuses the
ideas of decision analysis on the exploratory phase of the research and
development process. It shows how dynamic assessments of research success
probabilities can be combined with generic product life cycle models to
evaluate individual research projects and to combine them into a picture of
the total portfo'li o.

"Evaluating Basic Researth Strategies" shows how basic research results
can be described in generic terms by using generalized models of how new

ideas are developed. The example presented here focuses on CIBA-GEIGY's
strategy for directing research in infectious disease chenotherapy.

Social Policy

This group of papers shows how decision analysis can aid in solving
social decision problems; they introduce basic concepts and demonstrate them
in three areas of social concern.
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"Social Decision Analysis" shows how the principles of decision
analys'is can be applied to social choice problems, which illustrates the
calculation of net social benefit or social surplus, which provides a
measure parallel to profit in a conmeiciaT.ntErpiTse. It includes examples
'in emission control, weather modification, and nuclear safety.

"The Decision to Seed Hurricanes" is a fascinating discussion of a
government decision to control the forces of nature. It analyzes whether
the government should seed hurricanes with silver iodide crystals to
mitigate !!eir destructive effects. The concept of ,,government

responsibility cost"'is used to assess the non-economic impact of the
government's decision, and important issues in social decision analysis are
explored in subsequent correspondence.

"Decision Analys'is of the Synthetic Fuels Cormercia'lization Program,,
documents a decision analysis perf ormed for the uJh'ite House. In 1975,
President Ford announced a major government'initiative to cormercial'ize
synthetic fuels. By showing the structure of the problem and the actual
probab'il'ity a_ssessments made by an interagency task force, the analysis
clear'ly revealed why synthetic fuels were not a good social investmlnt at
that time.

"Decision Analysis of Space Projects: voyager Mars" shows the
development of methodology for planning an entiie program of Mars
exploration missions. It illustrates the advantages of a staged series of
successively refined decision models and the use of large-scale decision
tree analysis.
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Decision Analysis Practice: Examples
and lnsights

JAMES E. MATHESON

INTRODUCTION

Decision analysis is a discipline that merges the logical foundations of statistical
decision theory with the capabilities of modeling and solving complex problems
developed in the fields of systems analysis and operation, ,.r"rr"h ll , 2l .

statistical decision theory forms both a logical structure for describing the
uncertainties, values, and preferences that are relevant to a decision and a set of
mathematical techniques for treating problems in which uncertainty is a factor.
The fields of systems andysis and operations research provide the methodology
for applying abstract models to complex, real-world situations. Together these
foundations yield the new discipline of decision analysis. using thJdecision to
be made as the focal point of the anatysis, the analyst tallon his modeling and
information gathering efforts to the specific decision. In this paper I will
describe the professiond practice of decision analysis and will present several
apptcations of it that are familiar to me.

BOUNDING THE DECISION PROBLEM

In approaching a problem, the decision analyst's fint responsibility is to define
clearly the decision to be made. Since most, if not all, decision problems are
subordinate to some higherJevel system, it is vitally important to bound the
decision problem; tlut is, to establish who has the responiibility for making the
decision, to determine what resources are to be allocated, and io set out which
values and preferences are to be delegated explicitly by the higherJevel system
and which ones are to be specified by the decision-maker. Foi example, if the
decision calls for allocating funds for new capital investments. the anaiyst might
decide to use interest rates derived from a higher-level financial system and to
use present worth of profits as the measure of value. However, if the decision
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calls for securing financing, considering the characteristics of each nethod of
financing might well be within the bounds of the problem. Many times a

problem is 'diflicult' because of the way in which the boundaries of the problem

have been specified. In many cases, the analyst can transcend such difficulties by

changing the specification ofthe bounds.

ESTABLISHI NG THE EXTENSIVENESS
OF THE ANALYSIS

The extent of the analysis that should be applied to any decision problem

depends on the value of the resources that are at stake and the likelihood that

the analysis will improve the outcome of the action taken through the selection

of a 'better' decision. In fact, establishing the economic value of the analysis is a

decision andysis in itself [3] . However, generally the amount of resources being

allocated to the analysis is too small to justify such formal treatment.

In practice, an attempt is usually made to carry out a simplified analysis of
the entire decision problem. Techniques zuch as sensitivity analysis and

determination of the value of perfect (and sometimes imperfect) information

indicate where the model should be refined and the kind of new information

that should be gathered. In many cases, the analysis effort goes through three

stages. The fust is the pilot stage, in which the conceptual structure of the

analysis is created and tested, while many of the detailed features of the problem

are suppressed. During the next stage, the prototype stage, a more detailed

analysis is carried out in an attempt to capture all of the relevant features of the

problem. This stage is likely to involve the development of large computer

models. The final stage is the production analysis, in which all aspects of the

problem are critically reviewed and a decision is recommended. The decision

may, of course, be a decision to gather more information and incorporate it into

the analysis before making the final decision.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ANALYST
AND HIS CLIENT

The decision analyst usually serves a decision-maker or a decision-making body

that I witl call the client. The decision analyst is expert only in his discipline,

while the client holds the resources, and knows the information, the values, and

the preference that form the decision problem. If the analyst is to conduct an

unbiased analysis, he must be careful to encode only his client's information and

avoid biasing his analysis by inserting his own opinions.
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To allow the analyst to maintain this division, the client must clearly

designate who will be responsible for supplying various kinds of information,
values, and preferences. In complex problems, much of the information is

encoded in the structure of the model itself. Building and verifying the decision

analysis model requires an interaction between the analyst and client that is

perhaps the most difficult and challenging part of the task.

EXAMPLES

In the rest of this paper, I will present three examples of applications for

purposes of illustrating the practice of decision analysis. The first is a 'typical

application' to a new product development decision. The second is the result of
decision analysis research on space progrirm planning. The last is a large-scale

application to planning for an electrical power system.

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

A major manufacturing research comPany had dweloped two compounds for a

particular market. Compound A was developed and tested to the point where it
was well beyond the research stagp and one altemative was to develop it into the

final product. Another dtemative was to develop compound B, which was stil
in the research stage, but was thought to be more potent than compound A.

A third dternative was to abandon the whole effort.

It was thought that the development of the new product would be lengthy

and expensive and that the potential market was very uncertain. Since this was a

new marketing area for the client, he engaged an outside exPert to carry out a

market survey for use as one of the informational inputs to the decision analysis.

The analysis followed quite closely the decision analysis cycle displayed in

Figure l. The deterministic phase was begun by laying out the decision tree

shown in Figure 2. The first decision was whether to develop compound A or

compound B (or both) into a final product. This development determined the

production cost of the compound and the concentration of it that would be

required in the Iinal product. After this determination was complete the choice

of whether to market or abandon the product could be made. There were still

uncertainties about the size and growth rate of the market and the action of

competiton. These additional facets of the problem werc represented in the

structural model shown in Figrre 3.

Many of the variables in the prtlblem were subjected to sensitivity analysts.

The most sensitive variable, international market size, produced changes of l6
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million dollars in the present value of profit. Five variables were selected as

aleatory variables-variables whose uncertainty is encoded in terms of probabil-

ity distributions-for the probabilistic phase.

I;igure I The decision analysis cycle

l]igure 2 Simplil-ted dccision trcc for thc ncw product introduction
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ln the probabilistic phase, the simplilied decision tree (Figure 2) was

developed into a detailed decision tree, assigning actual conditional probabilities

to the aleatory variables rcpresented in the structure of the tree. At the tips of
this tree, expected prolits were assigrred by a Monte Carlo simulation of the

structural model of Figure 3, which contained the remaining aleatory variables.
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corporate resources to be devoted to this product were small enough so that no

significant risk aversion was desirable.

Figure 3 Structural model for the new product introduction
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The result of the probabilistic phase was that the profit lottery for

development of compound B stochastically dominated that of compound A.

Howeyer, the profit lottery for the development of compound B, with the

cumulative probability distribution shown in Figr.rre 4, had negative expected

present value, so the best decision was to abandon the effort.

In the informational phase, the expected value of perfect information

(economic sensitivity) was comPuted on several important aleatory variables.

The highest economic sensitivity of $1,415,000 was exhibited by the inter-

national market size. The international market size showed such high economic

sensitivity because the new information might reveal a very large intemational

market for the product, making it profitable to go ahead with the development

of compound B in light of this new information. As a result, the client

undertook a more extensive analysis of the international market for his product.

SPACE PROGRAM PLANNING

The space program planning application was conducted for the Purpose of

developing a methodology that would be useful in approaching technically

complex decision problems; the intent was to carry out research on decision
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DECISION ANALYSIS
analysis itself. Although a very detailed analysis of the u.s. program for the
unmanned exploration of Man was conducted, no attempt was made to
recommend specific decisions to the u.S. govemment. Instead, a large
corporation that was quite familiar with the space effort played the role of the
decision-maker durin g the analysis.

Figure 4 Profit lottery for the development of compound B
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The problem was to determine the sequence of desigrs of rockets and
payloads that should be used to punue the goal of exploring Mars. It was

considered desirable to place vehicles in orbit around Mars as well as to explore
its atmosphere and to land vehicles on the surface of the planet to collect
scientific data.

For purposes of obtaining sufficient information to encode properly the

complex structure and information required to analyze this problem, a decision

analyst resided with the client for a period of about one year. The client and the

decision analyst worked as a team in building the models and submodels for the

analysis.

The work was begun with a pilot phase, in which a simplified version of the

decision problem was constructed. During this phase, four possible desigts were

postulated; each design represented increasing levels of sophistication. Figure 5

shows these desigrs and their potential accomplishments. In the prototype

analysis there were l2 possible vehicle desigrs plus the altematives of skipping

opportunities on cancelling the progam at any decision point.

Because of the behavior of the orbits of the Earth and Mars, an opportunity
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IAMES E. MATHESON

to launch a vehicle toward Mars occurs about once every two years.

consequently, the decision problem was characterized by a sequential decision
process, where each decision can be contingent upon the entire project history

Figure 5 Pilot model assrmptions for the exploration of Mars
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that precedes the decision point. Because of the lead time required in
constructing a given vehicle, it was necessary to make each vehicle desigr

decision before the outcome of the previous vehicle's flight was known. A
decision tree was constructed to capture the structure of this sequential decision

process.

In order to create a decision tree of manageable size, the concept of state

variables was introduced. The state variables arc a set of variables that are

selected during the modeling process and whose value at any point in time

summarizes all of the past history of the project relevant to future decision-

making. Each node in the decision tree is characterized by a set of values for

each of the state variables. The probabilities, cost, and values of subsequent

branches are assigned conditionally on the basis of these values. Creativity is

required in the selection of state variables. If a good approximation to the total

available information is to be obtained, an appropriate set of state variables must

be judiciously selected. A major objective in this process is to discover where

essentially the same point can be reached via different paths through the

program. When such a point is reached, two or more branches in the decision
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tree coalesce at a single node. The node is assigred the common value of those

state variables that are reached at this point along either path. This property,

called coalescence, greatly reduces the size ofthe decision tree characterizing the

problem. The sizes of the uncoalesced and coalesced decision trees for both the

pilot and prototype decision trces are prcsented in Table l.

Table I Summary of decision tree scale

PILOT

Uncoalesced Coalesced

FULL SCALE

U ncoalesced Coalesced

Number of Nodes

Number of Branches

Number of Paths

Number of Policies

3,619

3,61 8

1,592

3,005

s6

t26
1,592

somewhat less

476,01 2,807

47 6 ,01 2,806

354,6 7 I ,693
over l03e

3,15 3

22,7 84

354,67 I ,693
somewhat less

The assignment of the probability, cost, and value parameters to the branches

of the decisior: tree was a task that required the incorporation of information

from additional submodels. For the pilot analysis, these models were kept quite

simple.

In the prototype analysis, the most complex submodel was the probability

model. Essentially, a probability tree was constnrcted from detailed diagrams

that showed the functional steps in any flight to Mars. This tree had on the order

of one hundred nodes, and the probabilities assigned to its branches were either

obtained directly, from judgment combined with experimental data, or

indirectly,from yet another sublevel of probability models. At each chance node

in the decision tree, the detailed probability model produced the probability for

each possible outcome.
Another unusual model was the value molel, that is, the model that

assigned a monetary value to each outcome in the space progam. Since the

client was reluctant to assign values directly in monetary terms, a cardinal scale

of benefits was first employed. This scale was constructed so that the benefit of

a perfect project would be one point. A totd monetary value assignment to a

perfect program then determined the monetary values to be used in the decision

tree.

The benefit scale was determined by constructing a value tree. The value tree

is simply a convenient method of breaking the total benefit of the project into

the incremental benefit of each individual outcome. Figure 6 shows a value tree

for the pilot analysis. The value tree was constructed by dividing the benefit of

the entire program (one point) into major categories, and then into zubcategories

identified in inlreasing detail until no fuither diitinction was desirable. Each tip of
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this tree is divided into additional categories. Each additional category represents

an elementd outcome that may be achieved during the project. For example. in
the figure, the number 1.0 beside the node at the extreme left represents the

Figure 6 Space program value tree

BEIEFN TO
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total benefit of all the objectives of the program (achieving outcome Ll , L2, L3 ,

and L4 of Figure 5). The upper branch represents all direct scientific benefits of
the program and was assigned 62 per cent of the total value. The succeeding

biological branch was assigned 60 per cent of the scientific benefit, yielding 37

per cent as the total benefit of the project to biological science. The further
subdivision from this node represents the four increments in outcome level that

are presented in Figure 5. Finally, the terminal code benefits were added for
each level of outcome to give the totals shown in Figure 6. These totals, when

multiplied by the total monetary value assigned to the program, determined the

assignment of values to each outcome branch in the decision tree. A more

detailed value tree was constructed for the prototype analysis.

In the pilot phase, calculations for the decision tree and the three submodels

were made on a time-sharing computer system. The programming was carried

out primarily by the decision analyst during the formation of the conceptual

structure of the problem in the pilot phase.

The pilot model provided a good means of communicating the concepts of
the analysis and for making rapid sensitivity calculations. The pilot analysis

could be demonstrated during meetings and presentations at which the results of
changes in the parameters of the model could be determined almost instantan-

eously. In many cases, decision-makers would supply their values assignments for
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DECISION ANALYSIS

purposes of determining how the policy would be changed by them.

Because of the large size of the prototype model, the analysis progr:rms were

implemented in a system of programs called SPAN (Space Program ANalysis).

The SPAN system is outlined in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Span system operation

.--{DATA FLOU'

---{PROOnAil CO}frROL

The large size of the decision tree structure made it impractical to draw the

complete tree by hand. Thus, the tree was generated by a computer program

that utilized structural information describing characteristics of the decision tree

to Benerate a symbolic description of the decision tree. This symbolic

description was then compiled into a computer representation more suitatile for

computation. The generation and compilation were carried out in Phase l.
In phase 2 the cost, value, and probability model were executed, and from

them, the numerical values of these parameters were generated and collated with

the symbolic representations produced in Phase l.
Phase 3 was a computer bookkeeping phase that operates on the decision

model structure and the parameter tables for purposes of changing the

information into a more eflicient forrhat for the analysis programs.

Phase 4 executed analysis progrirms that performed the roll-back of the

decision tree, to determine optimum policies, and the determination of the

probabilities of the various events in the tree. It was capable of applying

discount facton that represented time preferences and the exponential utility
function that represented risk preference.

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM PLANNING

The goal of this application was to create a basis for deciding when and whether

to install a nuclear generating plant in Mexico. Because electrical generating

plants have very long lifetimes, the desirability of any installation depends on

the characteristics of the future system expansion. Consequently, each specific

installation decision must be made within the framework of a policy for overall

power system expansion.
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JAMES E. MATHESON
In order to carry out this analysis, a project team, which included four

representatives from Mexico and four decision analysts, was brought together for
a period of about one year. The role of the Mexican representatives was to
provide technological expertise, to collect necessary data, and to gather
judgments regarding the preferences of the country of Mexico.

Figrre 8 A decision analysis model of the Mexican electrical system
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The conceptual framework for this problem is presented in Figure 8. At the
left of the figure are the environmental inputs of the power system. These divide
into four major categories- finance, enerry, technology, and market. The
financial model characterizes the terms at which capital is available from both
domestic and world financial institutions and markets, as a function of the
profitability, debt, and equity of the power utility. The energy model describes

the price of all potential fuels-such as oil, natural gas, and uranium-as well as

the availability of other enerry sources-zuch as water power-over the time
period considered in the analysis. Similarly, the technolory model characterizes

the availability and prices of various types of generation equipment. Finally the
demand model characteristics of electrical demand growth over time, ideally as a

function ofthe price charged for electrical service.

At the bottom of the figure is the policy stating the conditions under which
the first nuclear plant should be installed. The figrre shows that this policy must
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DECISION ANALYSIS

be embedded in the general nuclear policy, which in turn is embedded in
the system's investment, operating, and pricing policy.

All of the environrnental inputs and the policy alternatives feed into a model

of the electrical system of Mexico. Application of the model determines the

output variables over time. In the lower right corner of the figure, the outputs

that indicate financial performance are shown. The amount of electrical

consumption, the price of electricity, and the various costs are all combined to
produce the usual book profit. Since reliability of service is one of the major

considerations in electrical system expansion, the outage cost model is used to
determine a monetary deduction from book profit, which yields system profit.

The social value function in the upper right-hand corner of the figure was

included so that national goals that are outside the normd purview of the

electricd system management could be considered. Its purpose is to assigr a

monetary value, called social profit, to socid benefits of profit to Mexican

industry, employment, public works, pollution, dependence on foreign supply,

and effect on balance of payments. The sum of the social profit and the system

profit is the national profit.

The uncertain time prolile of national profit is converted into a single value,

which might be called certain present national profit, by means of the time and

risk preference model. The best decision policy is the one that maximizes the

setting on this \value meter'.

The development of this conceptual structure into a formal planning tool for
system expansion proceeded through the pilot, prototype, and production

stages described earlier. It must be pointed out that since an electrical system is

so complex, different features of the planning model become important for

different installation reasons. Thus, it is crucial that the analyst revalidate the

model, through techniques such as sensitivity analysis, to ensure that it
adequately captures the essence ofeach new installation decision.

The analysis was carried out through the development of a system of
computer programs that simulate and evaluate the installation and operation of

the electrical system over many years. The programs determine the cost of
operation, including effects of maintenance, plant mix, system reliability, and

possible energ5/ deficits. Within this large simulation of the electrical system, the

installation policy routines carried out less detailed simulations and evaluations

of the rystem's future for the purpose of determining the time that each

installation should be made and the type of installation it should be. The

installation policy wu rehned so that the resulting installations would ma,rimize

the reading on the \value meter'.

The pilot phase demonstrated the need for elaborate models that were

capable of capturing the complexities of the electrical system problem. Thus,
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during the prototype phase, a modular system of computer programs was

constructed. This modular system facilitated the implementation of changes that

would naturally occur in the transition to the production phase and permits the

appropriate module to be easily updated as the nature of the electrical
system changes in the future. The computer model was constructed from a

number of independent submodels that communicate through well-defined

variables and tables.

One of the most sigrificant submodels developed was the reliability
submodel. In the ordinary expansion of an electrical system, each nerq plant is

installed for the purpose of maintaining reliability in the face of demand gowth.
If plants did not randomly fail, an electrical system could operate with amuch
smaller capacity. Thus a computational procedure was developed to compute the

system reliability from probabilistic demand information and the failure
probabilities of each plant in the system. The effect of scheduled plant

maintenance on reliability was included in the computation.

An interesting feature of power system expansion is that the system is

self-healing. That is, if a 'wrong' plant is installed at any time, or if the

environment changes, the effects can be largely compensated for by the choice

of new installations. Because an electrical system operates with a mix of
plants-some best for steady base load and some best for rapid peaking-the new

installations required by the usual rapid system growth can be selected so that

the plant mix will be readjusted within a few years.

GAPS IN THE THEORY

Perhaps the widest gaps between theory and practice are in the areas of values

and preferences. Methods of solving. even the seemingly simple problem of
characterizing time preference leave much to be desired. There is a great deal of
controversy over the choice of a discount rate, and few guides exist for
determining when a discount rate adequately represents time preference

characteristics. Suggestions conflict about when the discount rate should be used

to represent financing terms, and when it should be used to represent risk
aversion.

utility theory provides an elegant foundation for describing attitudes toward
risk. However, seldom, if ever, are all the sources of uncertainty quantified. In
addition, since each decision problem is part of a higherJevel system, it is often
not clear just what risk preference can be normatively deduced from higher-level
considerations. In many applications, sensitivity to risk preference can be

determined through the use of a family of utility functions. such as the
exponential family.
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Problems dominated by time or risk preference alone, usually can be

adequately treated in spite of the above mentioned problems. However, when

time and risk preference must be treated jointly, theoretical foundations are

almost nonexistent. Techniques combining discount rates and the exponential

family of utility functions were dweloped for use in the decision trees of the

space progrirm planning example [5] . A recent doctoral dissertation considen

the joint time-risk preference from fun&mental attitudes towardconsumption

t6l.
Some- of the most perplexing problems arise , however, in the analysis of

public decision problems. In the electrical system planning example, the space

program planning example, and in applications to regulatory and natural
resource decisions currently in progress, the specification of the value function is

a difficult task. The economic literature provides little pidance in the

establishment of values for public decisions. In fact, many authors begin their

developments with different implicit assumptions about the nature of the values.

One example is the literature on marginal cost pricing [7] . I suspect that the

resolution of these difficulties will come when the needs for explicit choices of
public values are separated from their theoretical consequences.

CONCLUSION

The new discipline of decision analysis has been illustrated in practice with

several examples. ln my experience, decision analysis has proven to be a useful

approach to complex decision problems. It provides not only the principles

necessary for analysis, but also a means of bringing the important issues of the

problem into focus, so that new alternatives can be created, information

gathering possibilities can be evaluated, and the analysis effort itself can be

efficiently channeled. Applications have shown the need for new theory and

methodology for treatment of values and preferences, especially in public

decision problems.
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I I I{TRODUCTION

Thls paper presents the results of a decision anarysis of a maJor
factlitles expansion declslon.+ The dlscusston descrlbes the concluslons,
the recomrnendatlons, and (tn a brlef form) the methodology of the analysis.

It was lnitially decided to focus the analysts on a plant investment
deci.sion then facing the declsion maker. The investment involved bullding
a complete new facility based on a successful ptlot plant that was already
tn operatlon. Some of the rnajor areas of uncertainty surroundlng the de-
clsion were:

The proeess lnvorved a chemtcal reactton that was dlfftcult to
control.

The naJor product from the faclllty would be a brlghtener, but
by uttllzing new processtng technlques a valuable by-product
could be produced. The exact ylelds of both products were un-
certatn.

Mtnute quantlttes of rmpurltles ln the raw materlals used in
the process could greatly affect the amounts of brlghtener and
by-product produced.

a

o

a

O

a

Market factors, lncludlng costs of rnaterlals and sales prices
of products, were not known exactly.

The parameters lnvolved 1n taktng the process from the ptlot
model up to a full-scale productlon facl1lty were uncertaln.
Speclftc parameters tnvolved lncluded the efflctency of the
new plant and the addltlonal deslgn costs.

Some government regulatory effects could be expected ln the
areas of pollutlon control of the new plant and prtctng con-
trols on the by-product, but netther the extent of the regu-
lations nor the coet tmposed could be determined beforehand.

t Thls paper is tutorlal 1n neture but ls based upon an actual decislon
analysls performed by the sRr Declslon Anarysis Group. The orlglnal
declsion problem has been dlsgulsed throughout the ensulng dlscusslon.
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The basic deciston alternattves under conslderatlon were:

(1) Abandon the proJect and accept the loss of lnvestment ln the
pllot plant.

(2) ButId the inltial production plant.

(3) Butld the lnltial productlon plant and, lf tt ls successful,
conslder an expanslon tnvestment.

(4) Postpone the lnltial productlon plant development to gather
addltlonal lnformatlon regardtng:

(a ) The amount of by-product produced.

(b) The effect of lmpurttles tn the raw matertals.

(c ) Economtc f actors .

The tnvestment declslon lnvolved a $25-$50 mll1lon outlay of funds.
The lower value ts for the lnltlal plant lnvestment; the hlgher value ts
for the cage where expanslon of the factllty appears feaslble.

The dectslon analysls lnvolved three partlea: the prestdent of the
manufacturlng dlvlston of a large organlzatton (the cllent and declslon
maker), the cllent's technlcal staff, and SRI's Declston Analysls group.
SBI had the responslbtllty for the appllcatlon of declslon analysls meth-
odology and for the overall systen conflguratlon. The cllent was respon-
slble for the tnformatlon used tn the analyels and provlded detalled
submodels for the system ln hls partlcular areag of expertlse.
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I I CONCLUS IONS A}.ID RECICMMEI{DATIONS

(1) The venture has an expected Present Value of $12 mlllion, based on

present informatlon and a dlscount rate of LU7'.

(2) AdJustment for risk stllI lndlcates a posltlve Present Value.

(3) The value of informatlon, whlch measures the maxlmum anyone would

be wllllng to pay to reduce the uncertalnty ln a varlable lndlcates
large uncertalntles as to the amount of by-product produced and the
expected level of raw-material lmpurltles. Research should be di-
rected toward reduclng these uncertalntles.

(4) The total value of lnformatton ls large enough to merlt postpontng

the investment ln the productlon plant.

(5) The decislon is htghly sensltive to both tlme and rlsk attltudes.
These lmpllcations should be made clear to corporate policy makers

and thelr preferences applled to the results of thls study.
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I I I DECISION ANALYSIS--TTIE DETERMINISTIC PHASE

A declslon analysls ls carrled out tn three phases as a normal part
of the declslon analysls cycle, Flgure 1. The ftrst phase ts the deter-
minlstlc phase. The maln purpose ln the determtnlstlc phase ls to struc-
ture the declslon problem and then to use the structure to tdentlfy the
cruclal varlables.

Prior lnformrtion

Act

FIGURE 1 THE OECISION ANALYSIS CYCLE-DETERMINISTIC PHASE

Determlnl stlc Mode1

The structure of a declston problem 1s lnltlally captured ln a model

where the uncertalnties ln the varlables are lgnored. Flgure 2 shows how

thls deternlntstlc model 1s organlzed. The lnputs are classlfted lnto
two klnds: Btate varlables and declslon varlables. State varlables are
the factors beyond the control of the dectslon maker. Declslon varlables
are the factors that can be controlled by the declslon maker. The pur-
pose of the whole analysts ls to flnd the best settlng for the dectslon
varlables whtle consldertng the best avallable lnformatlon on the state
varlables. In Flgure 2, the state varlables are on the left slde, the
declslon varlables are on the bottom. Both enter lnto the systems model.

The systems model slmulates the bulldlng and operatlon of the plant and

generates the resultlng cash flow.
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FIGURE 2 ORGANIZATION OF DETERMINISTIC MODEL

The output from the systems model ls the cash flows, whlch show the
financlal effect over tlme of speclflc setttngs of declslon varlables.
Many comblnattons of settlngs of declslon vartables and state varlables
are possible and should be examlned. However, because it ls not feaslble
to look at the entire cash flow pattern each tlme, 1t ls lrnportant that
some single measure of profitablllty be deflned. Thls measure of proflt-
ability should have the following property: For any cash flow that is
preferred, the neasure of profitabllity should show a hlgher value. In
this analysis the Present Value (PV) was used as a reasonable approxima-
tion of the decislon makerrs time preference. PV welghts the cash flow
in the fonr of dlscountlng with an lnterest rate. Ideally, the PV of a

cash flow should represent the slngle present sum that nould make the
decislon maker lndlfferent between chooslng that sum or the cash flow.

Since a chotce of a dtscount rate ls a statement of tlme preference,
the dtscount rate should be set by the pollcy makers of the corporatlon.
Thts requires the dectslon makers to face the fundamental questton of
tlme preference, i.e., the questlon of how to choose between cash flows.
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Much confuslon usually clouds thls 1ssue, partlcularly when rate of re-
turn ls the measure of profltablllty used by a company. Often the "inln-
lmum acceptable return" ts set hlgher to allow for a mergln of safety.
But rather than provldlng safety, the dlstortion usually confuses the
1ssue. Slnce rlsk ls lncluded speclflcally ln thls decislon analysls,
the dlscount rate should represent only the effect of tlnlng. That ls,
a dlscount rate of ]-0lo should mean that the pollcy makers of the company

are tndlfferent as to recelvlng $1.0 mllllon today or $1.1 mlllton one

year from now (after taxes). Forthebase case ln thls analysls, a LUh

afterJtax dlscount rate wag assuned. However, the effects of changes ln
the rate on the declslon are evaluated.

Determinl stlc Analysls

The deterrnlnlstlc model was flrst used to calculate the PVs at a Lqo

dtscount rate for the maJor alternatlves under the most llkely condltlons.
These PVs are glven ln Tab1e I. The results strow that under the estimated
"most llkely" condltlons the lnltlal plant should be developed and that no

plant expanslon plans should be constdered.

Tab1e I

REST'LTS OF DETERMINISTIC PHASE

Present Value
(m1 111ons

of dollars)

Inltlal plant-lnvestment declslon only

Plant expanslon dectslon only

Inlttal plant followed by plant expanslon

$15

-30

5

Next the sensltlvlty of the lnltlal plant lnvegtment dectslon to
change on the dlscount rate wes evaluated. Dropplng the dlscount rate
to ?% tncreased the PV to $25 mlllton. Increastng the dtscount rate to
13% dropped the PV to $9 m1111on. Whtle the effect of a change ln the
dlscount rate ls large, lt should be noted that lt would not change the
recommendatlon.
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To identlfy the cruclal varlables, a systematic sensltlvlty analysis
was used. In all, the effect of changes ln 3O varlables was lnvestlgated.
For each of these 3O varlables an extreme range was stated by the declslon
maker's speclallsts and the effect of the extreme valueg on the present
value was then calculated. Ttre sensltlvltles to the 18 state vartables
that had the greatest effect are llsted ln Tabre 2. The order of the
listing ln Table 2 ls by decreastng sensltlvlty. changlng the varue of
the flrst varlable--the by-product produced--from O to 8O lblton changed
the Present Value from -g3O to +g3S mtlllon.

For the purposes of the probablllstic phase, the flrst Z varlables
were considered crucial state varlables. Because of spectal lnterest,
the plant efflclency (Varlable 13) was also included as a cruclal vari_
able. Note that the pesslmlstlc end of the range ln any of the noncru-
clal varlables rvould not change the Present Value enough to reverse the
lnltlal decleton of developlng the tnitlal plant.

In summary, ln the determlnlstlc phase a model was developed, a
llkely case was analyzed, and the crucLal varlables were ldentlfled. To
thls point, the analysls does not dlffer greatly from the usual approaches.
More than one-half of the total professlonal effort on this research proj-
ect was utlllzed on the deterrnlnlatlc phase. Thls 1s typlcal of many
declslon analysls appllcatlons.
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Table 2

RESULTS OT DETERIIINISTIC P}IASE--SENSITIVITIES OT STAIE VARIABIJS

Base Case From

Tested Range

PV Range
(mi 1I ions

of dollars)
From To

$ -30 $35

-L2 45

-7 40

-9 35

-lo 30

-L2

-5

3

2

3

3

4

4

Change

ln PV

(mllllons
of dollars)

$65

57

47

44

40

37

33

29

28

27

27

26

26

26

24

22

20

20

To

l. By-product production

2. Market prlce of brlghtener ln I98O

3. Raw materlal cost growth

I . Raw matertal cost s

5. Impuritles tn raw material

6. Cost multlptier on lnvestment

7 . Brightener prlce growth after 1980

8. Cost multtpller on operattons ex-
penses

9, Cost multtpller on matntenance 9x-
pen se s

I0. By-product prtce growth

I I . l{at er rec I amat ion cost s

L2, By-product prtce, 1970

11O.O(fr 80.Oq" tso.Offi

100 .Oqo 70.Oqo LzO.OVlo

36. OO

( lblton)

$o. 27
( $/1b )

5.O0%

0,/Yr)

$7.O0
($/ton )

4. OO

( \blton )

90. O(fr

4.Ow
(%/ yr)

$0. 03

($/vr)

$o. 03

($/gal . )

$0.50
( $/1b )

73,Ow

45, OO

( I b./ton )

$0.25
($/1b )

$0. 02

( $/1b )

$o.1o
( $/rb )

84 .00
( I b/ton )

o. oo

( 1b,/ton )

$o.15
($/rb )

o. oo%

(%/yr)

$2. OO

($/ton )

2.OO

( 1b,/ton )

70.oq

2.O(fr
(%/yr)

80. oo

( 1b./ton)

$o. 35

($/1b )

8.O(fr
(%/yr)

$18 . OO

($/ton )

6. OO

( 1blton )

L25,Oqo

6.OU%

(%/yr)

25

28

32

30

30

31

29

26

30

28

25

24

24

4

3

o

4

4

13.

14.

Plant efftciency

Bright ener productton

$0.01
($/yr )

$o.02
($/gal . )

$0.40
($/1b )

50. Oqo

40. oo
(Lb/ton )

$o.15
( $/1b )

$0. 01

($/1b )

$o. 07

($/1b )

70. oo

( lblton)

$0.06
($/yr )

$o.04
($/gal . )

$0.60
($/1b )

lro.o@o

50. OO

(Lb/ ton )

$o. 30

($/1b)

$0. 03

($/lb )

$o.12
($/r b )

96. OO

(Lb/ ton )

15. Market price of brightener ln L974

16. Government regulatlon cost s

L7, Market price of other by-products

18. Other by-products produced
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I V DECI SION AI{ALYSIS--TIIE PROBABI LISTIC PHASE

The probabillstic phase follows the determlnlstlc phase, as indlcated
ln Flgure 3. The maln purpose of the probabllistlc phase 1s to expltcltly
brlng uncertainty lnto the analysls. Slnce this phase appttes a number of
concepts that nay be unfamlllar to the reader, the steps of the analysls
are descrtbed tn some detall. The followlng steps make up the probabllis-
t1c phase.

(I) Encode uncertalnty on cruclal state varlables

(2) Develop proftt lottery

(3) Encode rlsk preference

(4) Determlne best actlon wtth present revel of lnformatton

(5) Perform further sensltlvlty analysls

Prior I nlormetion

Act

FIGURE 3 THE DECISION ANALYSIS CYCLE-PROBABILISTIC PHASE

DECtstoN
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Encodlng Uncert alntv

In the deterrnlnlstlc phase the cruclal state varlables were ldentl-
fled. Nour the degree of uncertalnty ln these cruclal state varlables

has to be speclfled.

The tvo plant lnvestment declstong under evaluatlon are unlque ln
nany respects. Ttrerefore the best avalleble lnformatlon conslats of the

Judgnent of the chemlsts, chemlcal englneers, and plannlng and operatlons

speclallsts of tbe cllent. The "encodlng of uncertalnty" refers to the
process of neasurlng thls Judgnent. In the analysls lntervlewg were

used to encode the Judgnent of speclallats. The lntervlesee wae asked

to copare the llkellhood of two or nore rauges. Typtcal questlons were:

"whlchlemore ltkely, that the total raw materlal costs end up belng be-

tween g5 and g1o/ton or more than $12,/ton?" FroD answers to such ques-

tlons the probablllty dlstrlbutlon can be lnferred. The lntervlswee need

not have any technlcal knoyledge of probablllty. He slmply useg hls Judg-
rent to anaver the queattons. Flgure 4 ls a probablllty dlstrtbutlon
for raw naterlal costs. The graph should be lnterpreted ln the follottr-
lng way: read the x value along the horlzontal acaler e.8., x = 6. Then

read the correspondlng probablllty that the raw naterlal costs are less
than x on the verttcal ecaler €.8., there ls a 5% chance that raw nate-
rlal costs rr111 be less then $6,/ton.

t.o

0

68I0t2ta18
X 

- 
dollln p.7 ton

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR RAW MATERIAL COSTS
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o
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Note that the followlng statements are lnterpretatlons of Flgure 4.

o The raw material costs wtll be somewhere between $2 and $18,/ton.

It ls equally llkeIy that the costs w111 be above or belw 914,/ton.

There ls one chance ln ten that the costs w111 be less than

$7/tod.

There ls one chance ln ten that the costs wlll be nore than
$17,/ton.

Of course many more such statements can be nade. Any graph such as Flg-
ure 4 summarl.zes a speclflc level of uncertainty ln a varlable.

Since probablllty dlstrlbutlons are based on Judgment by lndlvlduals,
dlfferent oplnions wl11 shov up as dlfferent dlstrtbutlons. The dlstrt-
butlons can then be used as a communtcatlons tool for dlscusslng dlffer-
ences ln oplnlon and reachlng a congensus.

Flgure 4 ls based on the consensus of three lndlvlduals. One lndl-
vldual was lntervlewed twlce, wlth slx weekg between the lntervlews.
The four dlstrlbutlons before the consensus was reached are glven ln
Ftgure 5.

r.o

0.8

0.6

0.4

o.2

a 6 8rot2
X 

- 
dollart per ton

ta

FIGURE 5 DISTRIBUTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL JUDGMENTS
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The encodlng procedure wag repeated for all cruclal state varlables
whlch resulted ln slmllar probablllty dlstrlbutlon.

The uncertalnty ln the brlghtener prlce grorth after 1980 and ln
the raw naterlal cost grovth ls shosn ln e tree fonrat ln Flgure 6.
Brlghtener raw naterlal prlce and cost growth are related. Flgure 6

shows thls relatlonshlp. The clrcles ln Flgure 6 are "probablllty
nodes." The flrst nunbers on the branches comlng from the probablllty
nodes are probabllltles. Thus, the top path represents the followlng:
there ls a 3O% chance that prlces wlll grow at 6% per year af.ter 1980;

lf thls heppens, then there ls a 3O% chance that costs wtll also be

grorrlng at 8% per year.

BRIGHTETTER MARXET
PRICE GROWTH

AFTER TOO

RAW TIATERIAT

OOST GROUTTH

o.a

0.6 I o.a

0.4

FIGURE O @MBINED UNCERTAINTY FOR BRIGHTENER MARKET PRICE

ANO RAW ]UIATEBIAL @ST GROIYTH
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Developlng the Profit Lotter v

Once the uncertalnty of the cruclal varlables ls speclfled, the
next step ls to evaluate the comblned effect on the profltablltty. The
overall u.rcertalnty tn profltablllty 1s sumrarlzed ln a proflt lottery.
A profit lottery ls slmply the probablllty dlstrlbutlon of Present VaIue.
The overall profit lottery for the declston to bulld the plant ls glven
in Figure 7. The profit lottery summarizes the uncertatnty that the
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decision maker faces wlthout gatherlng further lnformation' From Flg-

ure 7 it can be seen that:

(1) There ls a 31% chance of a negatlve PV.*

(2) There ts one chance ln twenty of an outcote worse than a

$30 mllllon negatlve PV.

(3) There ls a 5O/5O chance of belng above or belon, a $12.5 m11-

Ilon PV.

(4) There ls one chance ln twenty of dolng better than a galn of

e $55 mtlllon PV.

Of course, nany more such statements ere posslble. The reader

should study the proflt lottery ln detall to famlllarlze hlnself wlth
the graphlcal rePresentatlon.

Nonr let us take a qulck look at hor the proflt lottery ls developed.

Recall that we have already developed the followlng:

(1) Dlstrlbutlons on the cruclal varlables.

(2) A deternrtnlstlc model that allows the calculatlon of the Pres-

ent Value for any set of varlables.

There are a number of ways that a probablllstlc nodel can be bu1lt. In

thls analysls a declslon tree approach was used. A schematlc represen-

tatlon of the tree ls glven ln Flgure 8. Ileclslon polnts are shown as

boxes, state variables are lndlcated by clrcles. The lnltlal declslon

1s whether or not to bulld a plant at thls tlme. Not bulldlng the plant
was used as the base cage and 1s consldered es a reference polnt (PV =
zero). If the plant ls opened, many sltuatlons nay result. Honever,

as determlned by the sensltlvlty analysls, only the cruclal varlables
wl11 greatly affect the Present Value of the declslon. Therefore to
deter-mlne the uncertalnty ln Present Value, comblnatlons of nunerlcal
values for the cruclal varlables should be exanlned. The schenatlc de-

clslon tree ln Flgure 8 ls a way.of organlzlng thls taek. If the ful]
trce wcrc drawn out, lt would contaln 5,E33 paths. Each path represents

onc speelflc settlng of the declslgn and state varlables.

That means not gettlng the mlnlmum acceptable return (of 1O%) on the

lnvestment .

*
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Now let us see hor+, the encoded lnformatlon about the uncertalnty

can be transferred onto the tree structure. The step ls qulte slmple.

Based on the sensltlvlty to a varlable, we decide how many branches on

the tree should represent the varlable. Slnce the tree gro*'s very rap-

ldly, the number should be held dovn. For moet of the varlables three

branches were used. To represent the dlstrlbutlon for raw materlal costs

by only three branches, we need to use the three step approxlmatlon for
the whol.e curve. The steps shonn {n Flgure 9 represent a 15% chance of

$5.3O,rton, a 55% chance of $13.25/toL and a 3O% chance of $lZzton. Table 3
gives a llst of the values used for the cruclal state varlablee ln the

tree.
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FIGURE 9 THREE.STEP APPROXIMATION OF CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION

t8

By means of the tree structure and the lnformatlon ln Table 3 we

can nov conpletely speclfy the 5,833 conblnatlons ln the tree. We can

also calculate the probablllty of each speclflc path by multtplylng all
the probablUtles along lt. T'hus one path on the tree would represent
the followlng (as shonn ln the tabulatlon on the page folloring Table 3)

r

J
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Tab1e 3

LI ST OF BRANEH VALI,'ES

Node Branch Probablllty Branch Value

$6. 3O/ton

$13 .25 / ton
$17.00 / ton

Raw material costs

Impurlties

By-product product ion

Plant ef flc lenc y

Cost multlpller on

i nve s tment

.25

.55

.20

.85

.15

.75

.25

,25

.50

,25

If node 7 branch 1s ( 1

1 .3o 1

2 .40 3

3 .30 5

2.7O lblton
4 .10 Lb/ ton
5 .2O lb,/ton

18 . OO \blton
30.00 lblton
50 . OO ]-b/ ton

82.5%

Loz.5%

eo%

LLO%

$o .19/1b

$0 .25/Lb

$o .3L/Lb

o1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

15

55

30

20

30

50

Market
in 1980

prlce of brlghtener

Brlghtener prlce growth
after 1980

Raw materlal cost growth

1

2

3

7 10

60

30

2%/ yr
4%/yr

6%/ yr

) (2)
2

4

6

8

(3)
4%/ yr
6%/ yr
8%/ yr
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Probablllty Branch Value

Hlgh
Hlgh
Hl gh

Htgh
Hlgh
Hlgh
Hi gh

High

raw materlal costs
lmpurlt 1es

by-product productlon
plant efflclency
cost multlpller on lnvestment
market prlce of brlghtener ln 1980

brightener prlce growth after 1980

raw matertal cost growth after 1980

o. 30

o ,20

0 .50

o .15

o .25

o .25

o.30
o. 30

$ 17 . 00/ ton
5 .2O Lb/ ton
50 . OO \blton
Lo2 .5%

110 .O%

$o .3L/Lb
6 .O%/ year

8 .O%/ year

By multlplylng the probibllttles, the probablllty of thls speclflc branch
becomes less than one chanee ln ten thousand.

Wlth the speclflc values for all the lnputs speclfled, the deter-
minlstlc model can be used to calculate the Present Value for the spe-
clflc sltuatlon. In the case of the above path the Present Value ls
$54.7 nllllon. So the evaluatlon of the path results ln a PV and the
chance of occurrence of that PV.

The proflt lottery ls a sumnary of the result of evaluatlng all
5rE33 paths on the tree. Thls wae done wlth a computer model that com-
blned the determlnlstlc model wlth the declslon-tree structure.

Rlsk Preference

Whenever a declslon has to be made whether or not to accept the
level of rlsk ln a proJect, the questlon of rlsk preference enters.
Rlsk preference 1s the declslon makerrs attltude tonrard rlsk. The rlsk
preference of the declslon maker can be (and should be) measured lnde-
pendent of any speclflc proJect. It requlres answerlng the follovlng
type of questlon: "would the declslon maker be wllllng to lnvest ln an

opportunlty that has an EO% chance of galnlng $SO mllllon versus a 20%

chance of loslng $20 n1111on?" If the answer ls yes, then: "what lf a

second alternatlve exlsts that would result ln a certaln (completely
rlskless) $2O nl11lon? Whlch alternatlve would be preferred?" For any
rlsky sltuatlon there 1s sone rlskless value whtch would make the decl-
slon maker lndlfferent. Thls value ls called the certaln equlvalent.

The certaln equlvalent depends on the rlsk preference of the decl-
slon maker. In fact, once a declslon maker's rlsk preference has been
measured, the certaln equlvalent cen be calculated. Statlng a speclflc
rlsk preference ls a pollcy lssue. The best that could be done ln thls
analysls wag to show the effect of dlfferent rlsk preferences.
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Table 4 gives four speclflc lotterles. The flrst lottery was pre-
sented above--an 80% chance of galning $50 mllllon wtth a 2O% chance of
losing $20 mllllon. The column headed "Expected Value" glves the ex-
pected values for each lottery. The expected value ls the certaln equiv-
alent for an lndlvidual who acts torvard each proJect as lf he could re-
peat lt numerous times. Such an lndlvldual ls often called risk neutral.
In the first lottery the expected value (long-run averagel rf65eTiF
lion. Obvlously, slnce the declslon maker cannot count on the long-run
averages on such maJor lnvestments, the declsl,on maker's certaln equiva-
lent would be less than $36 mllllon. But, hon much less? Each column
of certaln equivalents ln Table 4 represents a specific type of rlsk
averslon and should serve only as a reference. The pollcy makers need

to select a speclflc level of rlsk averslon. This can be accompllshed
by conslderlng such slmple reference lotterles as ln the table. (Rlsk
averslon lncreases from rlsk neutrallty to Level 3.)

Table 4

REFERENCE I.OTTERIES FOR RISK AVERSION

Lottery
Probabllity

o.g
o.2

o.5
0.5

Outc ome

(m1 111ons

of dollars )

$so

-20

20

-10

Expec t ed

Va lue *

(m1l11ons

of dollars )

$36

35

Certain Equlvalents t
at Dlfferent Leve1s

of Risk Averslon
mllIlons of dollars)

1 2 3

$31 .5 $2O .4 $ O

22.O 16.4 9.4

32 ,2 26 .2 14 .5

6.9 4,7 -0,1

2550

0

50

o

o,7
0.3

8o.6
o.4

* Risk neutral.
t Based on an exponential utllity curve. For a techntcal dls-

cusslon of certain equivalents and rlsk aversion see

References (2) and (3).
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The level of rtsk averslon affects the plant lnvestment decislon ln

the follorlng waY:

Leve1 of
Risk AverslonRl sk

Neut ral 1 2 3

Certaln equivalent for
plant lnvestment dectston
(ml1llons of dollars) $11 .7 $g .5 $2 . o $-15 .5

Unless the deelslon maker wl.shes to act more rlsk averse than Level 2

1n Table 4, the certaln equlvalent wlll be posltlve.

Determlning the Best Actlon Based on the Inlt1al Level of Informatlon

What ls the best cholce, lf lt had to be made wlthout further ln-
formatlon? The answer to thls questlon depends on the preferences of
the declslon makers. Slnce the preferences were not measured ln this
study, the effect of dlfferent preferences was investlgated. The effect
of rlsk averslon was dlscussed ln the prevlous sectlon. Next we w111

conslder the effect of tlme preferenceg and then the comblned effect of
tlme preference and risk preference.

Flgure 1O shor+,s the shlft ln the proflt lottery due to a change ln
dlscount rates. An lncrease ln the dlscount rate from LO% to 13% leads

to a steeper curve, slnce the galns as well as the losses are dlscounted
more. The opposlte effect ls shown for a reductlon ln the dlscount rate.
Rather than analyzlng these proflt lotterles, let us look at the effect
on the certaln equlvalent. Table 5 shows the combined effect of dlscount
rate and rlsk averslon. Note that for all dlscount rates of 7% or tO%

and rlsk averslon Levels 1 and 2, the certaln equlvalent ls positlve.
The boxed numbers ln Table 5 represent a reasonable range of attltudes
for pollcy makers of a corporatlon of the declslon makerrs slze. Depend-

ing on the actual preferences of the decislon maker, the actlon of open-
lng the plant should be consldered es havlng an equlvalent guaranteed
value of from $2 mllllon to $17 nllllon. Thus the plant looks llke a

good opportunlty, even when adJusted for reasonable tlme and rlsk pref-
erences.
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Table 5

COItsII{ED EFFECT OF DISCOUNT RA1E AND RISK

A\MRSION ON THE CERTAIN EQUIVAIJNT

2m

Dl scount
Rate

Rlsk Neutral
( mi 111ons

of dol lars )

$25 .6

LL .7

4.9

Certaln Equlvalent
Rl sk Avers i on Leve 1

(ml111ons of dollars)

7%

1 2

$16 .9

8.5

$1 .7

2.O

3

$-46 .6

-15.5

-8 .3

10

13
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Probablllsttc Sensltivlty Analysls

It ls dlfflcult to comprehend the results of a sensltlvlty analysls
by dlrectly examlnlng proflt lotteri.es. Therefore, Iet us look at the

effect of changes on the certaln equlvalent. For the basls of comparl-

son, the overall lottery wlll be evaluated at $2'mlllion certaln equlva-
lent. (Thls corresponds to the 1O% dlscount rate, and rlsk averslon
Level 2.)

Because a tree structure was used to represent the uncertalnty in
the cruclal varlables, it is posslble to answer the following questlon:
"what effect would it have on the certain equlvalent if we only looked
at that sectlon of the tree that represents the case of lor raw materlal
costs?" (The answer stlll lncludes the uncertalnty ln the other varl-
ables. ) In Table 6 the effect of looklng at only parts of the tree ls
tabulated.

From Tab1e 6 the followlng concluslons can be drawn.

Determinlng the speclflc raw material costs before maklng the

decision wlll not greatly affect the declslon.

Impurltles greatly affect the value of the lnvestment.

The quantity of by-product produced has the most lmportant ef-
fect on the certaln equlvalent.

The efflclency of the plant would not change the decislon by
ltself.

The above results lmmedlately lead lnto Sectlon V, the value of addl-
tlonal lnformatlon.

The Value Added by the Plant Expanslon Declslon

In the analysls of the declslon tree, the plant expanslon declslon
was lncluded as the last node on the tree. Whether the plant expanslon
wag lncluded depended on whether the plant openlng appeared profltable.
By checklng the outptrt of the tree, lt was found that a 25% chance exlsts
that the plant expanslon wlll be profltable after the lnttlal plant was

successful. The plant expanslon added $1.9 mllllon to the expected PV

a

o

a
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Table 6

FI,,IRfi{ER SENS I TI VITIES
(Overall Certaln Equlvalent of Lottery = $2.0 Mll1lon)

Varl able

Raw materlal costs

Impuritles

Bv-product product lon

P1ant efflclency

Probablllty

0. 15

0,25
o. 55

0.20

0 .95
0 .15

Branc h

Value

$6. 30 / ton

$13 .25 lton
$17 .00 / ton

2 .7O Lb/ton
4 . 10 lb,/t on

5 .2O \blton

18 Lb/ton
30 lb,/t on

50 lb,/ton

82,5%

Loz.5%

Certain
Equ 1 va len t
(ml 11i ons

of dollars )

$ s.4
3.2

-O.8

15.7
4.4

-r3.9

2.7
16. 3

o

0. 55

0. 30

-19.520

30

50

o

o

o

5

0L2,

and $1.6 nllIlon to the certaln equivalent. Therefore the expanslon
declslon ls a maJor part of the total certaln equlvalent of g2 nllllon
from the lnltlar plant openlng. Favorable prlces and costs courd re-
sult ln very large cash flows for the expanslon declslon. These cash
flows are, horuever, greatly reduced by dlscountlng.
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V DECI SION AT.IALYSIS--THE INTORMATIONAL PHASE

Ttre lnformatlonal phase follows the probablllstlc phase as lndlcated

ln Ftgure 11. In the lnformatlonal phase, the uppermost questlon is:
"Should more tnformatlon be gathered before actlng on the maln declslon?"

The value of gatherlng addltlonal lnformatlon can be measured by evaluat-

1ng a revlsed declslon tree. The essentlal change ln the tree ls the

postponement of the declslon polnt unt11 after lnformatlon hae been ln-
cluded.

Prior

Act

FIGURE It DECISION ANALYSIS CYCLE-INFORMATIONAL PHASE

The Value of Perfect Informatlon

A epeclal case 1g the value of perfect lnformatlon. Here we tnvestl-
gate the effect of completely removlng uncertalnty 1n a varlable before

havlng to nake the dec1slon. Thta calculatton 1s straightforward and can

be carrled out wtthout any addltlonal modellng effort.

If gettlng better lnformatlon regardlng a varlable does not change

the declston, that lnformatlon has no value. Recall that (faUte 6) re-
movlng uncertalnty from plant efflclency would not change the declslon.

Therefore even perfect lnformatlon regardlng thls varlable alone would

not be of eny value. However, lf the by-product productlon results were

known, there Ls a 2Vo chance that a negatlve $f9.5 mllllon certaln equlv-

alent could be avolded, slnce the lnvestment could be abandoned. Thus

perfect lntormatlon upuld be valuable regardlng thls varlable.
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The value of perfect information for several varlables 1s given in
Table 7. Removal of uncertainty on all variables should be valued at
$11.0million. This incrudes such factors as prices in r9go. It is
highly unllkery that much of thls uncertalnty can be removed. Note
from Table 7 that the greatest value of lnformation ls in reducing the
uncertainty tn the ability to achleve reasonable productlon quantities
of by-product. The next most important varlable is the amount of impur-
ities in the raw material. Reduclng the uncertalnty in raw materlal
costs yields little value. The value of perfect informatlon for plant
efficiency is zero, as was expected.

Table 7

VALUE OF PERFECT INFORMATION

Ivli l l ions
of Dollars

Tot aI perfect information $11. 0

Sing1e varlables only:

By -produc t
Impuritles
Raw materlal costs
P1ant efflclency

What Additlonal Information Should Be Gathered?

Untll now we have discussed the value of informatlon wlthout any
considerations of the cost of lnformatlon. Obvlously perfect lnforma-
tion is not avallable at any cost.

In the analysls, alternatlve informatton gathertng programs were not
explicitly evaluated. In fact that would be the next step ln the cycle.
However, the need for such an evaluatlon ls not great, since the value of
perfect lnformatlon has identlfled areas of posslble lmportance. In par-
tlcular a hlgh value of lnformatlon was ldentlfled for determlnlng the
by-product productlon llmlts and for determlnlng the lmpurltles found in
an average batch of raw materlals. At the time of the analysis there
were a number of steps toward gettlng such lnformatlon that could be
taken without great cost.

6.2
3.9
0.3
0.0
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One cost that must be consldered ls the cost of postponlng develop-

ment for productlon, if lndeed the development has to be postponed by the

tnformation gatherlng process. An approxlmate cost to postponlng can be

asslgned by assuming that the ldentlcal cash flow would result after an

lnltlal delay. If that were the case a one year delay would slmply re-
duce each PV by the discount factor. The average PV reductionis$1.2m11-
llon. Because of the cost of postponlng, means for shortening the tlme

to the plant openlng should be consldered.

Once addttlonal lnformatlon has been gathered, the analysls can be

revised ln a short perlod, slnce the computer models already exlst. The

decision analysls cycle can be repeated again, resulting ln further rec-
ommendation for gathering information, buildlng the plant, or discontlnu-
ing thls investment effort.
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Strategic Plannirg in an Ag. of
LJncertainty

Michael M. Menke

Strategic planning and decision making in the face of
uncertainty have always presented a serious challenge to
top management, but the present scale of uncertainty is
unprecedented. Decision makers used to be able to rely
on the past to predict the trends of the future. Now they
are increasingly being forced to make important decisions
that depend upon highlV uncertain external factors for
which the past of f ers little guidance. ln all arcas of
business and government, there is a vital need to under-
stand and implement procedures that enable decision
makers to deal more effectively with uncertainty for plan-
ning and allocating their organizations' resources.

Eecause of differences in their social, political and eco-
nomic environments, European and Japanese managers
are today affected by many acute areas of uncertainty-
such as industrial democracy, floating exchange rates,
changing social and political values, growing environ-
mental awareness, government regulation, technological
change, pollution control regulation, energy cost, and
raw material availabilitV-earlier than their counterparts
in the U.S.A. These uncertainties affect not only private
sector manufacturing industries, but also financial and
service industrie,s as well as nationalized industries and
g ov ern m ent org a n i zati on s.

This article shows how ineffective methods of dealing
with uncertainty can lead to serious mistakes with costly
consequences. The cost of overconfidence and people's
natural but futile tendency to ignore or to try to eliminate
uncertainty is illustrated by the crises seen recently in the
world steel and shipbuilding industries. The article then
demonstrates how decision analysis procedures that
f ocus directly on the major decision points in the
strategic plan enable executives not only to include un-
certainty directly in their strategic planning, but also to
increase their understanding of the decision prccess and
their ability to communicate the results to others.

T hc Ag. of LJncertainty

Earlier in this decade, Fortune published e series of
articlcs cntitled The U.S. Economy in an Age of Uncer-

t.titrtyr. The unifying theme of rhis series was the effect

of unprcccdented uncertainty on economic growth in
th. 1970s. Among the fundamental areas of uncertainty

Strategic Planning in an Age of Uncertainry

discussed were thc [uture course of tcchnology, changing

values, attitudes toward pollution and population, future

productivity, and the desirc for bettcr and more res-

ponsive govcrnment. The first article in this scries

showed that high and low projcctions for the Gross

National l'roduct o[ thc United States in 19t]0 could
differ by thc staggcring figurc of S500bn, or evcn more,

bascd on sccnarios that wcrc cntircly plausiblc in 1970.

Thc rangc of such proJcctions illustratcs thc rnagnitudc

of the unccrtainty that now confronts dccision makcrs.

Subscquent cvents havc show'n that this serics of articles

was indccd prophctic. Thc unccrtaintics thcy' discusscd,

plus nlany others thcy did not, havc indccd rnadc lifc
nlore difficult for decisiorr nrakcrs in organizations all

over the world. Thc rccent major crises in the world
steel and shipbuilding industries havc dcnronstrated the

costs that can be associatcd with gucssing wrong. A
retrospective examination shows that in both of thesc

industries, little hecd was paid by decision makers in
many major organizations to thc possibility that actual

market developments might turn out to be substantially

different from the high growth patterns assumed in the

early 1970s. These optimistic assumptions wcre then

used to justify massive investment, which by the late

1970s were in many cases gencrating equally massive,

and well publicized, losses-in some cases over { I *
per day.

For important corporate and governmental decisions,

the greater the uncertainty in the critical assumptions

and value judgments that affect the decision, the more
likely it is to be referred to the highest level of authority.
For several reasons, however, tcp management generally
has not dealt explicitly with uncertainty in the past.

First, successful executives have usually developed an

intuitive grasp of the economic uncertainties in their
businesses during their careers. Second, there was no
language for precise communication about uncertain

events. Third, most approaches for dealing with uncer-
tainty were highly mathematical in appearance but
offered minimal insight into the decision.

Nevertheless, these reasons provide only a meagre excuse

for ignoring the powerful methods now available to
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assist cxccutivcs in ntaking the extremely complex

dccisions of thc futurc. Morcovcr, a rccent important

dcvcloprr)cnt oftcrs cxccutives thc ability to nlect thc

challcngc ,-r[ unccr tairrty' hca.l-otr. the creation of a

t-ornptclhcrtsivc, uttdcrstalldablc language arrd a philo-
s,rphical frar rtcu'ork tor trcatitlg dc'cision problenrs irt-

t'.ilring unccrtainty'. Thcsc rncthods are practical, wcll

crtrblislrc,l, arrd conrl)rchcnsiblc to peoplc throughout

thc sprcctrunr,,f tttattagclltcttt rcsPonsibility.

'fhe L)anger o[ Using Single

Nurnber Estirnates

[,est attcrl)[)ts .rt 1',rc.lictirrg too Prccisely thc outcollrc of
unccrtain fat'tors lravc soltlctitttcs lcd to disastrous coll-

sc(lucltcci. Nilrctltclcss. tl,c rcstrlts oI rrc-ar11' all currcnt

il ::' ::;i :,.. :r :, : il :i : : ff : : L: ::'.,,,: i,"'j'.i :, h : L:' .";
virorrrnctrtll ltrrlt ri, or purc.ju,lgnrct)t-"-:arc sirtglc point

torc..rsts ti,r usr' ln strbrctlucltt planrting and decision

rrr"krrtt4. Tlrc Srrcz (-.rtr:rl lrrovid.s att itttcrcstillg cxarllplc

,.,t'th.' penlt that crtr [r.'ittvt,ll'ctl irt basing dccisions only

orr a tinql. [rcrr qucss torct'.,st. Itt rtrid- 1967, whctt thc

Strcz ( -err"l u.rs [rl..,r-kc.l. lr)()st rrt"rjttr tlil cottrpanics wcrc

tirrc,.'.l [o rc I I ltrt'etc sigrr iticerr t rcsourccs for tratrsportirlg

.lil ti,un lts ,rr tqins tt) its rrtarkt'ts. l'l'pical actiorrs coll-
srdcrc.l incltrtl.'.1 . lrartcrirre a.lrliti..rttel tatrkcrs, ordcrittg

SLIIrrrt-lrkr't:. .rr,.l t,tril,lirtq ptlrclittcs, as rt'cll as scarchirtg

tor alrcrr ra ri r'.' so r"lrc('s o['strppl)'. A ll ot' thc cotttttritlltctlts

rr)rrlt' anrl conttrt't:. tigncd dc1r.'11dcd strongly oll

lllanagctr)r'nt 5 Jurlglllcllt tlI rvltctt, if cvcr, tltc Canal

w'otrld bc tc.,1'tctrcJ.

I(ealizrrrg tltts, tlt.' rrl.tnrrlr:tltcllt of otlc rttajor oil conr-

pJll)' soughr tlrc bcst csti:Iratc ot'whcrt thc Canal would

rcopcn. Aircr a tl:orough stucll', thc mallagenrcnt de-

t-idcd ro use aJul,v- 1969 opcning as rhc corPorate planning

cstirrratc f,rr rtsc itr calculating thc profitability of all sub-

setlucnt actiotrs. This rlirc-ctivc had significant eftbcts otl

tl,.l altcrnativcs const.lcrcd, as rvell as on the length of
chartcr contracts signed, thc chartcr rates acccPted, the

rypc o[ nc\^' tattkcrs rrdcrcd, and the alterrtative

sup1,li,-'s sousht. With all its futurc planning based on a

siriglc bcst gr.lcss as to when thc Canal ntight reoPen,

irrrigirrc rhc-con)pany"s siruation itt 1969 whcn it found

its chartcrs cxpiring, tattkcrs in short supply, higher rates

prcvailing, iti co,,rpcrirors ecluipped with suPertankers,

ind no [r.xp..t for thc' Canal to be reopened in the

inrnrcdiatc future.

()rr thc othcr harrd, rnall)/ oil cortrpanies and shipowners

csscntially disrcgarded the possibility that the Suez

|;Li#,yl:. jT:,i:.]ff 1,,,'f.,'Jl::,Hilll,l:Till
Itas subscquently proved to be a disastrous situation for
nlan)' of ihe .o,rip.nies concerned, several of which--
alth.rugh large- -vvcre nearly bankrupted. Although-

rnany' other 
-h.,rg.s in the oPeratiltg ettvironment of

the shipping industry contributed to i!t depressed

conJiti.rri during the rnid-7Os, the inability to .9P.
cffectively '*'ith- this etrvironmental uncertainty has

clearly been e major contributing factor to the poor
results stemming from many of thcsc decisions.

Probability: The Language of
(Jncertainty

More comprehensive mcthods o[analysis cannot floretcll

the futurc, but by aliowing a nlore conrplete expressiott

o[ the uncertainty surrounding futurc evcnts, t]rey carr

frequcntly point out nlore flcxible and thus less risky
alternativcs. The k"y to coping with unccrtainty irr

stratcgy forrnulatiotr is for nranage rs to discrinrirtatc

among altcrnativcs u,hosc conscqucnce s havc widely

differcnt clcgrecs o[ uttccrtainty, allowing t]rcm to
search for thc rnost profitable plan whcn uncertainty is

low and t,r 'pay' for a suitable clegrcc of fexibility wherc
unccrtainty is high.

What t)'[',. of statcnrcnt cal) bc rnadc to t-apturc thc

cortrplc-tc .;u.lgrrlcnt of itratragclnct)t, including the full
rangc c',f unt'crtaittty', rcgarding a spccific cvcnt, sttch

as thc rcopcrring of thc Sucz Canal? Thc otrly' logical way

to exprcss 
^ 

cornplctc opinion involving an uncertairt

cvcnt is to usc tltc lartguagc of probability.2 Such all ex-

prcssiorr clocs not rcrluirc cxtcnsive knowlcdg"..t[
probability' thcory ort thc parr of thc cxccutive or cx-
pcrt provi.ling thc itrfornration, but it docs subscqucntly

allow tirc full po\!'cr of probabilistic rnctho.ls to be

ap1;licd to solvc thc problcnr. Furthcrnlorc, it provides

a l)c\r' way tr-) colllntunlcatc thc judgrtrcnt-and rcsolve

th.: dift'rctrccs o[judgnrcnt-throughout tire llrartage-

rnent hicrarchy.

Figurc 1 shorn's hor,t' rnanagentent's view of the future

of thc Sucz Canal could ltave been expressed in ternrs of
a cLrnrulativc probability distribution conrpiled in July
1967. Each point on tlte curve represellts a judgment of
the probability that thc Canal will reopen by the date

on the horizontal axis.* For cxanrple, they bclicve.l that

thcrc was no chancc (0 probability) that the Canal would
rcopen before nrid-1968. Thcy thought therc was a

0'50 probability (50 per ccnt chance) that the Canal

would reopen before the beginning of 1970, e 0'75

probability (3 to 1 odds) that it would rcopen bcfore

irrid- 1972, and a 0'ti5 probability that it would reopen

bcfore thc beginning of 1975. Conversely, thcy felt that

thcre was a 0' 15 probability that it would not reopen un-

til aftcr 1975 and about 0'05 probability (1 chance in 20)

that it would never reopen !

This graph summarizes tnany sinrilar statcmctlts. The

curve is stecpest during thc first half of t 969, which

means that they felt that thc Canal was most likcly to

reopen during that period. The graph shows that there

*ai t 0'30 probability that the Canal would reoPen

between 1 January and 30June of t 969, conrpared with
equally low 0' 10 probabilities that it would reoPcr)

during the 6 months preceding or following that period.

'Practical methods to encode subiective iudgment regarding un-

certain events and to express the information through probability

distributions such as Figure t have been developed and used

extensively by SRI (see reference 3).
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A ticr 1969 , thc cLrrvc flattens our considcrably. This
c,,ulrl nrcarr that thcy fclt that if thc blockagc pcrsisted
Iorrgcr tharr 2 \'cars, altcrnativc transportation methods
w'crtrl.l bcconrc firrnly cstablished, and thc cconomic
prssr.rrc to rcopell thc Canal would grcatly dirninish.

LJsins this curvc as a forecasr would have resulted in thc
chrrcc of a \,cr)' diflcrenr straregy frorn thc onc actually
uscd. 'fhis 

strategy rt,ould havc taken into account rhe
o'50 lrrobability that thc Canal would not bc reopened
bcforc 1970 and thc 0.20 probability that the Canal
u'ould still bc closed in mid-l973. It would probably
ha vc bccn e hedging srraresy involving a totally
difl.'rcnt nrix o[ options and cornmirnrenrs than thosc

basc,J on rhc singlc number csrimarc ofJuly 1969.

As \\'c kno'*' today', thc Suez Canal was actually re-
opcncd irr 1975. Given this actual resuk, what con-
clusion can ,,rrc draw about the quality of the judgment
cxprpg55cd bl' thc curve in Figure 1? It can bc dcscribed
as rcasonabie, sincc the curve in fact indicatcd a prob-
abilin, of tt. l5 that thc actual opening date would be

cvcn latcr than 1975. Howcver, one could also argue,
sirrcc thc curvc indicatcd thar there was a 50 per cenr
ch.rtrcc fbr thc Canal ro open 5 years or more before it
ac-tualll' di.l, that the judgment expressed was not very
Itclptul. tt nlust be clearly underitood thar in unique
rirtratiorrs likc this rhar the ,r priori curve can never be

[,r'.rr cn t() lravc bcen 'right' or 'wrong' by the outcome.

On thc orhe r hand, considerable evidence has been

eccunrulatcd during the pasr decade that shows sub-
jcctivc probability has provided a valid and statistically
rcliable forecasting method for repetitive uncertain

Stratcgic Planning in an Age o[ Unccrtainty

cvents as divcrsc as intcrcst ratcs and R + D project
success. Morgan Guarantl, Trust Cornpar)y has uscd thc
probability mcthod to forecasting shorr-rcrnr intcrcst
rates since thc earll' 1970s and has conrpilcd an cnviablc
track rccord.n In fact Ralph Lcaclr, Chairman o[ thc
Bank's Exccutive Conrmittcc said sevcral ycars agot
'The (method) has bcen a rcrnarkablc succcss so far. . .

I can't recall rnissing a 90-day nlove sincc wc pur it into
use.'

ln a quite diffcrent application, Sandoz AG has uscd thc
probability rnethod to forccast thc tcchnical success of
pharnraceutical R &D proJects as early as 6 ycars bcforc
completion and to takc appropriatc managemcnr acrion
in light o[these forecasts. An analysis o[thcir expcricnccu

has shown that the probabilitics thcy have assigncd arc

statistically valid and thereforc provide a reliablc basis

for R &D management decisions. Examples like these

indicate that expericnced managcrs can usc probability
rnethods to express thcmselvcs more clcarly and reliably
about uncertain events than has been possiblc bcfore.
Moreover, the managemcnt action bascd on these

probability assignments appears to have been quite
effective in achieving profitable rcsults.

The message of these examples shculd be clear. Although
we cannot decide what will happen in the future, we can

nonetheless wisely allocate our resources today in light
of the uncertainty that we perceive. We have done a

good job when our actions combine with uncertain

forces beyond our control to increase our likelihood of
achieving desirable outcomes. As the impact of uncer-
tainty increases, more precise ways of specifying and

treating uncertainty will be required than those to
which management has been accustomed in the past.
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Str:rtcgic Planning and Decision

Analysis

Anrorrl4 thc nrany cxisrirrg dcfinitions of plarrning, thc
.lctirrition prcfcrrc.l by' SRI is 'rhc ncrwc rk of de cisiotrs

th,rt .lirccts thc intcnt, guidcs thc prcparation for change,
rnrl progranrs action dcsigncd ro producc spccified
rcsults'. Thc crucial inrporrancc of dccisions in this
,lctinition is not accidcntal, bccause thc kcy to a nlorc
cxplicit and rcwarding rrcatllrclrr of unccrtainty in
stritceic plarrning is to fo.,rs on thc nrajor dccisions that
conrprisc thc- stratcgic plan. Thc approach that SRI

reconrnrcncls ro do this is called dccision analysis.?-e

Decision analy'sis cornbincs rhc ability of dccision theory
to handlc unccrrain problcrns with thc ability of sysrems

arraly'sis, opcrational rescarch and modclling method-
c,logy to dcal rvith conrplcx arrd dynanric problerns.
[)ccision analvsis, horvcvcr, is luorc than a spccific
tcclrrricluc or nrcthocl. A rcccrtt Hdrymd Busi,,(,J-s Rt,vittt,
erticlc dcscribcd ir as 'a nrajor arca of rrrarragcnlcnt-

lrr,rbabl)' thc rnost rcvolutiorrary aclvancc in nlanage-
rrlcnt practicc in nrany )'cars'.'o Dccision analysis applies
ail availablc rational and logical rncans to solve difficulr
nranager)rcnt tlccision problcnrs. Thus, dccision analysis
shap,c5 nrcthodology, to fir thc problcnr., rathcr tharr
attcrnprinq ro nrakc thc p,roblcnr fir a spccific method-
ologr'.

Althoueh thc foundations o[ dccision analysis go back
scveral hundred years to the bcginnings of probability
thcory, thc nrcans for dcaling with the complexity of
real problcnrs was nor available until rhe receniadvent of
reasonably priced conlpLrrational equipmenr. Much of
the developnrcnt of decision analysii inro a feasible and
elltctive nrarlagcnlcnr disciplinc has resulted from appli-
cations pcrfornrcd by SR['s Decision Analysis Group
ovcr thc last dozcn ycars. The rest of this articlc explairx
thc basic conccprs that allow decision analysis ro
trcat unccrtainty and complexity rogether and then
discusses the application of decision analysis to an

actual shipping decision.

The Conceptual Framework of
Decision Analysis

Any logical rrearment of uncerrain problems demands a

clcar distinction berween dccisions ind ourcomes. In an
unccrtain environment, we can prescribe only our
dccisions; nor their outcomes. Ford's Edsel and Du
Pont's Corfanl arc ofrcn cited as classic exanlplcs of bad
decisions. whrle we can all agrce rhat thest decisions
ploduccd unfortunate ourcomei, only an understanding
of thc logical conrexr in rvhich these decisions were
rrradc u'ould rcveal rhe qualiry of the decisions rhem-
sclvcs.

\rr1''l),)rc rlr.rr F.rd's rnanagernent had in fact thought
tirc Edscl harl onl1, a 0'20 probabiliry of being the last
lriqlrl' protirablc inrermediate-size cer and thirefore a
()'ltt) l,robabilirr, ,-',[ frilure in the marketplace. If they

furthcr thought Edscl's failurc would signal that thc
tinre was ripc for gornpact cars and had a back-up plan
to convcrt Edscl facilitics ro produce thc Mustang for
thc c-ornpact rnarket, thcn Ford may havc madc . .r"ry
good dccision in thc conrexr of a broader srrarcgy. Ir is
not possiblc to audit the quality of uniquc, long rangc
decisions on the basis of ourcomes; decisions 

"rc 
goodlf

thcy arc logically consisrent wirh the information and
prcfc'rcnccs of nrarragclncnt at thc timc whcn action
yas rccluircd. A nrajor parr o[ this consisrcncy is how
thc dccisions fit inro rhc ovcrall stratcgic plan.

An inrportant fcarurc o[dccision analysis is bounding thc
problenl to a wcll-defincd and nranageable r.ope. The
ccntral requircrncnr in the initial srage of analyiis is to
identify cxactly whar decisio' musr 

-be 
made and who

is responsiblc for the resources required to implement
this decision. This nccessirates a dctailed enumerition of
thc perccived altcrnarives. Without alternarives, there
arc no dccisions-only worries. Establishing a hierarchy
of dccisions is onc tcchniquc developcd by SRI to help
clarify and dcnrarcarc dccision problems. Figurc 2 shows
a dccision hicrarchy rhat was instrumental in esrablishing

Figure 2. Hrerarchy of new olefins plant decisions

the decision focus for the analysis of a new olefins
plant strategy for Gulf Oil Chemicals Company
(GOCHEM) in the early 1970s.rr A decision anilysis
can be performed to allocate resources at any level of
the hierarchy, but once a specific decision problem has

been identified, decisions ar^other levels of rL. hierarchy
should be treated only with regard to their impact on
the decision at hand. This decision focus clearly differ-
entiates the role of decision analysis from corporate and
strategic planning, on the one hand, and from tech-
nological and market forecasting on the other.

The application of decision analysis often takes the form
of an iterative procedure called the decision analysis
cycle. This procedure is not an unviolable method of
attacking the problem, bur it provides a means of
ensuring that essential steps have been considered. The
procedure can be divided into three phases, as shown in
Figure 3. The deterministic phase defines the variables
affecting the decision and relates them ro a decision
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lnformation

Figtrre 3. f'he dccision arralysis c1,6ls

critcrion (usually' a nrcasurc o[ profitability like prescnr

worth), assigns valucs to thcsc variables, and nteasures

thc irlrportarrcc rrf thc variablcs through cxtcnsivc
scnsitivity analysis. Most problcnrs can bc solvcd at this

stagc r,r'ithout cxplicit consiclcration of ullccrrainry,,
although a propcr scnsitiviry' analy'sis rlrusr takc irrto
account thc rclativc prcclictabilitv of dilli'rcr)t clccision

factors.

Thc probabilistrc phasc cncodcs p',robability,cJistri-
butions', such as that in Figurc l, for rhc nrost inrportanr
variablcs and tlrcrr dcriuci'frrr cach altcnlativ. rli. asso-

ciatcd probabilitv distribution ovcr thc dccision cri-
tcrion. This phasc also introduccs thc assignnrcnt of
risk atritudc"'" which dcfincs thc bcst solution in thc
facc of uncertainty. Risk attitudc nrcasurcs nranagcnrent's

aversion to rccciving the worst possiblc outconles in-
stcad of thc bcst, givcn rhc ur)ccrraintics present. Ir is

cxplr'55cd in tcrnls of a certain ccluivalcnt valuc, which
is lcss than thc cxpcctcd valuc o[ rhc probabilitv dis-
tribution ovcr thc dc'cision critcriorr by an anrounr thar

dcpcrrds orr thc orgarrizarion's ability io tolcratc losscs.

'l'hc inforrrratiorral phasc rcv'icrvs rlrc rcsulrs oI the first
two lrhascs to clctcrnrirrc thc cct'rrronric valuc of clinrin-
atirrg unccrtair,ty, in cach of tlrc inrl'rorrant variables in
thc problcnr. In sornc ways, this is the urost inrportanr
phas.- bccause it shows just what ir costs in monctar),
tcrnls not to havc pcrfcct infornrarion. A cornparison of
thc valuc of infornration with thc cost aud reliability o[
any potcntial source thcn indicatcs whcther additional
inforrnation should bc collected or whcthcr it is nrorc

profitablc to act now.

Arr Application of Decision Analysis

to a Transportation Decision
-['hc 

foll,rrving cxanrplc illustratcs hou' dccision analysis

.lcals u'ith unccrtainty. A rnajor integratcd mining,
rcfininq, and nrarkering conrpany,, MRM, had to choose

anrong scvcral alternatives for transporting unprocessed

orc fronr its nrines overscas ro irs cortralized proccssing

facilities. Historically, MRM had relied on vessels char-
tcrcd fronr World Wide Shipping (WWS) ro provide
orc carriagc. Howcvcr, nrost of WWS's ships were old
arrd obsolcsccnt, arrd MRM expccted that WWS would
scrap thcsc ships over thc nexr l0 years. Due to struc-
tural changcs in the shipping indusrry, it was not obvious
to rvhat cxtent WWS would replacc rhe old ships and

Strategic Planning in an Agc of Uncertainty

Act

whcthcr tlrc rcplaccnrcnts would bc suirablc for bulk
transportation of orc. Furthcnrlorc, WWS was un-
willing to conrrnit itsclI to arr)'conrracr containing
spccific tcrms beyorrd 6 ycars.

In light of thcsc problcnrs and in anticiparion of a fururc
shortagc o[ appropriatc ships, MRM r*'as considcring
scvcral altcrnativcs [or sccurirrg propricrar): shipping
capacitl'. l'roprosals, proposal cvaluations, and ncgo-
tiatiotrs had bccn un.lcrway for 2 ycars u'hcn thc chair-
nlan of thc boar.l of MRM attcndcd an SRI cxccurivc
scminar on dccisiorr analy"sis. SRI's Dccision Analy'sis
(iroup \\'as strbscclucntly conrurissioncd to cxrcnd rhe

dctcrnrinisric arraly'sis pcrfornrc.l b1'conlpan),pcr-
sonncl into a probabilistic arrall'sis takirrg irrto accounr

thc prirrcipal unccrtaintics aftc'cting tlris dccision.

Four spccific altcrnativcs \\'crc considcrcd for providing
orc carriagc ovcr a 2Ll ycar pcriod. ro bcgin 3 1'cars latcr :

(l) 
i;::ll'-purchasc 

two nc\\,, larqc proprictary ore

(2) "I\glbar.qt'-postponc thc dccision for a ]'car and a

half and thcn dccidc whcthcr to usc propricrary
carricrs, clrartcrcd vcsscls, or t\w,o nc\\' tug/bargc
units that opcratc w,ith thc iug pushing at all rinrcs,

lockcd into thc bargc slot by a patcntcd quick rc-
lcasc dcvice. T'hc postponerncnt was rcquircd so thar

thc rcsts could bc pcrforrncd to dctcrminc whcthcr
thc intcrlocking dcvicc would opcratc according to
spccifications.

(3) Clmrtt'r-utilizc chartcrcd carriagc for (r ycars undcr

cxisting agreemcnts with WWS and thcn conrinuc

to relay on WWS carriagc undcr tcrnrs not yct
ncgotiatcd.

(4) Purchasr I chartt'r-Hedgc by purchasing only onc
vesscl and chartcring all othcr nccdcd capacity.
WWS u'ould providc all additional transportation

requested for 10 y'cars, aftcr which a similar arnount

of carriagc would bc providcd by WWS but under
unccrtain terms.

For both thc purchasc and thc tugibargc altcrnativcs,
circunrstances peculiar to MRM dictatcd that no rc-
munerativc usc of thc ships was to be madc whcn thcy
were not uscd for ore carriagc.

For each of thc alternatives, the figurc of mcrit uscd u'as

the prescnt valuc of cost. The financial structurc of MRM

Prior Decision
lnformational

Phase'
Deterministic

Phase
Probabilistic

Phase

Gather New
lnformation

New
lnformation lnformation

Gathering
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\\'.1\ srr.'lr rlr.rt nlrrrirrrizirrq transportatiorr cost would
nr.r\irrrizt' c()r[)or:ltc profitability. Thc corporatc tinrc

I'r't'fi'rcrrt'c tllr nlonc\,, which cxprcsscs thc. corporatc
r.rltr.rriorr o[- c.rslr fltlrt's ovcr tinlc., was rcflcctci in a

,lisc,rtrrrt r.lrc. Irr rhc arrall'sis, thc probability distri-
l'rrrrit,rr of tlrc 1',rc-scr)r valuc of cost-callcd a Iottcry fot
rlr,r'r--\\'.ls calculatc.l frrr cach of thc four altcrnaiivcs.
l'ltcst' lotrcrics atttalqauratc thc unccrtainty in thc crucial

'rr'i.rt''lcs 
irr rhc 1',roblcnr ancl cxplicitly display thc

r('srrltirrq unccrtairrrv irr total cost for cach altcinativc.

Results of the Probabilistic Analysis

Thc nrairr variablcs w,hosc unccrrainty was explicitly
rrcatcd \\'crc subsitliarl' orc production, financL ratc,
WWS futttrc oPcrating costs, tlrc orc carricr and tug/
bargc. contract priccs, tcch,ological dcvclopmcnr
(*'hcthcr thc tuglbargc irr tcrlockirrg dcvicc would
opcratc accordirrg to sp',ccifications), labour sroppagcs,
antl total loss of a slrip. For cach oi thcsc tacrorsj.*p.rt
.;udgnrcnt was condcrrscd inro a probability, distribuiion
likc -Figtrrc I ; thcsc disrributiorrs wcrc'subscclucntly
conrbincd irrtg 1 largc rrunrbcr of sccrrarios witli cluan-
ritati'u'c probabilirics using a dccisiorr rrcc analysis.r { .15

Thc rcsults of this analysis \tr,crc rhc probabiliry distri-
btrtions on thc prcscnt valuc of cost.

Tlrc' cxpcrt judgnrcnr incorlroratcd in tlrc probabilistic
analvsis was ;,rovidcd by' thc subsidiary nlar)agcnlcnr,
bY nrining cngirrccrs, and b), MRM nlar)agcrncr)t pcr-
sottttcl. Thc rcsults rcfcct thcir statc o[ infornrarion ar

thc tirnc of thc analy'sis. Thc infornration cncoding was
dorrc' only' to rhc lcvcl of dctail that was ccononrically
j trstificd. For cxanrplc, thc likelihood that the intcr-
lockirre- dcvicc vu'ould opcrarc successfully was thought
to bc aborrt -10 pcr ccnr. Becausc of thc cconomiciof
thc situatiorr, it was not ncccssary to rcfine this figurc
arrv furthcr. As long as thc doubt about succcss necessi-

tatccl a onc and one-half ycar dclav, the rcconrmendcd
clccision would not changc. on thc other hand, a more
dctailcd orcodirg was perfor,rcd for this variable.

Thc cost lottcrics derivcd fronr thcsc assllllrptions arc
show'rr in Figurc -1. Each lortcry cxplicitly dcrironsrrarcs
thc pcrccivcd unccrrainty in the picscnt valuc of cost.
Thc 

'crtical 
axis rcprcsenrs thc 

- 
probability rhat thc

l)rcsr'nt valuc of cost will bc lcss than the amount given
on thc horizontal axis. For cxample, for the purih.se
altcrrrarivc, rhcrc was a 0.72 probability rhat thi prcscnr
r'.rluc of cosr would bc lcss than $ 1 24nr. For cach
altcrnari'c, thc cxpectcd* (or avcrage) prescnr value of
cost is also indicatcd in Figure 1. The cxpectcd cosrs
(irr nrillions of dollars) for thc four altcrnarives were:

'The expected value of a lottery is computed by first multiplying
?tru value of each outcome of the lottery by its associated prob-
ahrlrlv of occurrence and then summing over all outcomes. The
expected value computed in this fashion is identified with the
average value that would be achieved if the uncertain situation
were to be repeated a srreat many times. For continuous lotteries,
such as Figure 4, the '. becomes an integral.

The purchasc altcrnativc clcarly had thc srnallcsr cx-
pcctcd cost o[ thc four alternatives. Morcovcr, cvcn
whcn thc unccrrainty in all crucial variablcs was ex-
plicitly considcrcd, the purchase proposal dominatcd rhc
othcr proposals in such e way 

- 

thit f<rr cach lcvcl o[
transportation cost, it had the snrallest chance of exceed-
ing that cosr level. This rype of dominance, called
stochastic dominance, does not guarantee that thc pur-
chase altcrnarive will actually pro'nide the lowesr prcsenr
valuc of cost;..it 

-simply demonsrrates that the pu.chase
alternativc will always have the grcaresr chance of pro-
viding thc .lowcsr cosr. The piactical implication of
stochastic domirrancc is that rhe purchasc; alrernativc
would bc sulrcrior for any corporate risk attitudc. No
mattcr how averse thc corporation nright be to taking
risks, thc proprietary feet would alwrys bc prcfcrr"dl
Thc sanrc conclusion hcld as thc discounr ratc varicd
frorn 6 to 20 pcr ccnr.

Thc $11'6nr differcncc betwccn thc purchasc altcrnarive
and thc tug/barge altcrnarivc rcflccted the cosr of
dclaying the decision for onc and o.e-half years while
clrartcring at highcr cosr during that pcriod.- If thc rugl
bargc system had bcen known- to bc opcrational at tf,-e

tinrc of the analysis, rhcn it would have had roughly
thc sanre cxpected present value of cost as the pur.l.t.
altcrnativc.

Sensitivity Analysis

The results indicared thar the purchasc alrenrative would
providc thc- nrost Gvourablc rransportation cost lottcry.
To check this conclusion, thc results were subjcctcd io
many scnsitivity tests. In each case, attention was
focusscd on one or rwo variables whilc all othcr variables
wcre hcld fixed. Irr particular, the scnsitivity of the
results to thc [ollo'*,ing factors was dctcrrnincd : labour
stoppagcs; catasrrophic loss of a ship; and variations in
ot9 pr-"qugtion, orc carricr pricc, bank financing rarc,
refined deliveries, 'wwS opiraring cosrs, and infarion
rate. The best dccision was insensidve ro reasonablc
variations in any of thc above facrors, cxccpr for orc
production.

Possible variarions of ore production could alrcr thc
decision. For example, if producrion wcre to drop ro a

lo* enough level, one of rhe WWS proposals would
have provided a lower expcctcd cosr. In the opinion of
YBM production experrs, rhere was only t 0.22 prob-
ability that- production would decrease enough thit the
purchase/charter proposal would be superior ro thc
purchase alternative. The assumptions underlying this
judgment favoured the charter proposals, since- they
were based on the premise that MRIvI would not adopt

Alternative Expected cost

Purchase
Tug/barge
Charter
Purchase/charter

sl 19.4
s131.0
s140.6
s130'4
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Figurc ^1. Cost lotrcries for the four basic alternatives (corporate discounr nrc of l0/o)

new operaring rules as production dccreascd. In fact, thc
rcduced production would allow for scheduling changcs
and rnight allow handling altcrnative cargoes.

For other variables exarnincd--orc carricr price, tug/
bargc price, bank financing rare, refined 

- 

deliveric-i,
wwS opcrating cosrs, and inflatiorl rarc-the sensitivity
analysis showed that the purchasc alrcrnarive was donr-
inant for any reasonable variarion. This conclusion held
even for .li.r,ges in thcsc variables rnuch larger than
those considered possiblc by MRM managenlenr, and
for joint variations in variables that mighr-be expected
to be correlated, such as wws operiring .otit and
infation rare. Thus, although a great deal oflncertainry

l""r prescnt in nrany inrporranr variables affecting thc
futurc cosr of each alrernative, rhe best decision was
clcar. Thus the decision \f,,as robust.

Two scnsirir'itics are of special interest. First, the catas-
trophic loss of a ship w"i examined and found to have
no eftL'cr on the best decision. If a proprietary ship were
lost, it would be insured, and so the coit of the losi could
be calculated as the cosr of chartering equivalenr capacity
while the lost ship was being replaied. Even for prob-
abilities of loss ten times gre.ier thrn the historical fig,rr.
of onc chance in a thout.nd, or for charter cosr pr.n iurrrs
that were double the highest conceivable figure, the
purchase alrernarive was ruperior.

Second, labour sroppages could affecr MRM in several

yays, but most of these favoured rhe proprietary feet
altcrnatives. only e strike of foreign- dock workers,
which u,ould suspend all obligarionslo WWS under a

frrrce nrajeure clause, would ?iff.r.nrially favour the
charter alternatives. However, reasonable estimates, such

as a four-week srrike every rhree years, reduced the
expectcd cosr of the charter ahernative by only $3.5m.
Since the purchase alternative had a $21m expected cosr

advantagc over rhe charrer altcrnative, labour sroppages
would be rclativcly insignificanr. In shorr, rhe onl/con-
ceivablc circumsrance that might changc thc bcsr alrer-
native was a sharp decrease in fururc ore producrion.

90 100 110
r80

Informational Phase

In a decision analysis, both rhe analyst and the clicnt
should clearly focus on rhe decision ar hand. In rhis case,

the alternatives were well defined, and the dccision was
to select the alternative that would provide rhe neccssary

carriage at the lower cosr, which in turn would mean the
high-est profitability. As previously mentioncd, only
the foreknowledg. of significantly lower ore production
in the future would resulr in the expecration that a

differenr alternarive would provide the lowesr total
cost. Therc was thoughr ro be only a 0.22 probability
of such a production decrease, and even in this casc, thc
expected cost of the purchase/charter alrernarivc would
be only about $2m less than the purchase altcrnarive.
Therefore, the expected valuc of perfect information
about ore production was found ro be 0.22 x $2m, or
$440,000. Since any programme to provide further real

-and 
thus imperfect-informarion concerning the ore

deposits available would have cosr a minimum of
several hundred thousand dollars and would have taken
considerable time, it was poinrless in the context of this

shipping decision to gather any additional informarion on
future ore production.

It should be clearly understood rhat decision analysis can

subject all information-gathering procedures-such as

geological studies, core samples, pilot facilities, proro-
types, and nrarket surveys-to rigorous economic cri-
teria. Information has value only if ir could enable one
to modify a presenr course of action ro increase profits.

q
o)

Purchase /
Charter

Purchase

Sample lnterpretation of Curves:

There is a7296 chance that the present
value of cost w,ith the purchase alternative will
be less than 5124 million.

q
o
siq

CO

Charter

Tug / Barge
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Thus, only infornration rhat can porentially change the
dccision undcr considerarion has value. Usin[ this
standard, additional infcrnrarion on any variablJother
than future ore producrion had no value to the shipping
dccision. In spite of rhe grear uncertairrty shown in
Figurc 4 as to what the cosr of the proprierary fleet
would ultimately be, additional informarion was nor
jusdficd because there was only t very small chance

that it would lead to the recommendation of a different
alternative.

Concluding Remarks

The principles of decision anall'sis apply to decisions at

all levels. In the Figure 2 hicrarchy, decision analysis

can be used to determine wherher ro expand production
capacity for a particular chemical produc, whether ro
cntcr an entirely ncw business area or divcst one that is

not nreeting expectarions, or whethe r to nrerge the
entirc organization. Ar thc new plant srraregy level,
inrportant decisions are planr size, plant location, choice
of technology" and whether ro finance the plant via
lcase or purchase arrangenrenrs. At the highesr level of
the hierarchv, decision analysis has been used to derive
thc implications of -.n.g.-enr's desire for a smooth
growth in corporate earnings per share in rerms of
proper measures to evaluate individual project decisions.

Decision analysis offers promise in any problem area

fraught with uncertainty. Decision analysis has been

used to evaluate new products, to define marketing
strategies, to forecast pharmaceutical sales and determine
the optimal production capacitiesr 4 , ro devise a com-
modiry purchasing strategy, to derive the value of
information in mineral explorarionrs, and ro develop
financial portfolio management modelss. A differenr
but equally pertinent application of subjecrive prob-
ability has been to plan and manage the R &D portfolio
of a leading European pharmaceurical compant, where
thc technical success of R &D projects as well as their
future market potentials are highly uncerrain.6 Decision
analysis has also been applied to many imporranr public
sector problems including national energy policylo,
nuclear reactor safety", environmental protectionl?,
weather modificationlt and health care planning."

The example presented in this paper dealt with uncer-
tainty involving e shipping problem of an integrated
mining, refining, and marketing company. However,
the investment decision presented could equally well
have been that of any iniustrial organization, and the
nature of investment could equally well have been in
R &D, production capacity, or acquisition. The import-
ant point is that all areas of management responsibility

need to, and can, develop procedures to assess thc urr-
certainty inherent in the alternarives that confronr rhcm,
to weigh this uncerrainty against corporatc risk attitudc,
and to select those alternatives mosr likely ro conrributc
to the strategic objecives of rhe organizarion.
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INTRODUCTION

In early 1973, Gulf 0il Chemical Corporation (G0CHEM) decided to build a

major capacity addition to its olefins system at Cedar Bayou, Texas. Thi s
would be the first of many very large, feedstock- and product-flexible
ethylene plants in the United States. G0CHEM's decision process r,{as based

on decision analysis -- a quantitative weighing of the many foreseeable
risks against the pronise of profitability -- and as such was a first for
the petrochemical industry. The analysis explicitly modeled the actions
of competitors long before it was fashionable and captured the complex
price relationships between petroleum products and petrochemicals in a

probabilistic structure. This paper relates the history of the Cedar
Bayou plant decision and the underlying decision analysis process.

THE ETHYLENE INDUSTRY

Ethylene, a basic chemical commodity that forms the raw material base for
many chemicals (such as polyethylene, ethylene oxide, vinyl chloride' and

sty'ene) and many products, is one of the largest volume industrial
chemical conmodities.

The U.S. ethylene production industry, which is centered on the Gulf Coast
of Texas and Louisiana, is serviced by an extensive pipeline system
connecting producers and users. Ethylene is produced by the major
chemical companies and also by the chemical divisions of the major oil
companies. It is primarily used by the producer companies in their own

downstream derivative businesses. The remainder is sold into the merchant
market, and GOCHR'|'is one of the largest manufacturers of ethylene for
this market.

Traditionally, ethylene v{as produced in the United States through cracking
natural gas liquids, mostly ethane and propane, that corne from refineries
and from natural gas production. However, during the late 1960s, gas

liquids production began to peak and ethane and propane were increasingly
difficult to obtain. During this same period, the profitability of the
U.S. chemical industry generally declined. Poor profit incentives,
combined with considerable uncertainty about the source of new feedstocks
for ethylene plants, resulted in an industry-wide reluctance to build new

plants. However, the demand for ethylene continued to grow, and in the
surmer of 1972, 0 major ethylene shortage was predicted for 1975.

A Naphtha-Based Process

During 1972, G0CHEM considered expanding its ethylene facilities. Given
tfre hiSly favorable projected market conditions, G0CHE!,| anticipated that
it could successfully insulate itself against risk by carefully designed
contracts. Since internal and external suppliers of ethane and propane
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could not commit sufficient quantities for supplying an economic size
ethylene plant, G0CHEM considered using the next most commn feedstock,
naphtha, and process -- naphtha cracking. Naphtha cracking to produce

ethylene has been practiced overseas because of both the unavai labi I ity of
natural gas and because of naphtha'S role as a surplus part of the "crude
barrel." O.rlf already ran plants in Europe, Canada, and the Far East that
used the naphtha-cracking process.

Potential Pnrblerns wi th Naohtha

There u,ere, however, a number of potential problems with using naphtha.
Since naphtha is the basic constituent of gasoline, potential gasoline
shortages in the United States threatened its long-term availability._ In
addition, it is an excellent feedstock for producing synthetic natural gas
(SNG), and a projected natural gas shortage increased interest in SNG

plants. Furthermore, government regulations controlli ng the importation
of foreigrt naphtha were uncertain. Naphtha's value also could be

substantially affected by legislation regulating lead and aromatic levels
in gasoline.

There were also other potential problems with naphtha. Being considerably
heavier than the natural gas liquids, raptha contains a larger fraction of
long-chain carbon molecules. Consequently, naphtha cracking to produce

ettrylene yields more by-products than does cracking natural gas liquids.
G0CHB.,| was not in many of these by-product businesses, and market values
for ttre by-products were quite uncertain. Moreover, if naphtha-based
ethylene plants were built by the whole industry, the marketplace could
have been flooded for some of these by-products.

GOCHB'4 
. S ETHYLENE PRODUCTION PLANS

Despite these uncertainties, GOCHEM decided in 1972 to proceed with the
planning of a naphtha-based ethylene plant. Given the urrertain
situation, the company conservatively decided on a I billion
pound-per-year plant using proven and reliable equipnent. Larger plants
existed, but engineering studies showed no further significant economies
of scale.

Uhile @CHEM believed it could sell I billion pounds of ethylene annually,
it was unsure of Ure marketabi lity of the ethylene by-products. The

cornpany also had some doubts about investing in a business with recent low
returns. These concerns prompted G0CHEM to obtain outside advice.

In January of 1972, G0CH0{'s top management sponsored an in-house seminar
on decisions analysis -- a methodology for making complex, risky
decisions -- and @CHS,I decided to explore it further as a method for
dealing with its proposed ethylene plant. As a result, @CHSI asked for
an analysis of the decisions surrounding the new ethylene plant venture
before requesting authorization and funds from Ute Corporation. The

author y{as a member of the consulting team that carried out this work.
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THE DECIS ION ANALYS IS CYCLE

q proiect, the decision analysis general'ly follows the cycle portrayed
Figure l. The cycle involves three phases: the deterministic,
babilistic, and informational phases.

In
in
rop

PRIOR
INFORMATION

Figure 1: The Decision Analysis Cycle

In the deterministic phase, we isolate the decision that management faces
and build a model incorporating the structure of the decision. I'lith this
model, we determine the important variables affecting the outcome of each
alternative. A preliminary decision, based on a nominal case, is also
determined. During the probabilistic phase, these sensitive variables are
treated as probability distributions. In the deterministic phase, the
model's output is a single number representing an estimate of the outcome,
usual]y of profitability. In the probabilistic phase, the output is a
probability distribution of this single outcorne. In the informational
phase, we calculate the economic worth of decreasing the uncertainty on
the key variables. The decision can then be made to proceed with the best
alternative or to gather further information. If additional information
is obtained, the whole cyc'le is repeated.

THE DETERMI NISTIC PHASE

The first step of the deterministic phase is called bounding the decision,
which involves determining the decision to be made and isolating it from
other issues. The decision hierarchy is a tool for ordering the
relationship between different decisions and for clarifying which
decisions are to be analyzed. Generally, decisions at any level of the

DETERM!NISTIC
PHASE

PROBABILISTIC
PHASE

INFORMATIONAL
PHASE

DECISION

NEW
INFORMATION

GATHER NEW
INFORMATION!NFORMAT!ON

GATHERING
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hierarchy affect those decisions beneath them and are, in turn, affected
by the more strategic decisions above them. As a result of extensive
interviews at G0CHEM, we created the decision hierarchy shown in Figure 2,
which delineated the decision levels involved.

Figure 2: Hierachy of New Olefins Plant Decisions

Although G0CHB{ personnel were concerned with many issues, such as

location, the use of unionized labor, and plant design, most of those
interviewed indicated that the main issues were whether to build a new
plant, how big it should be, and whether it should be naphtha-based.
Therefore, we focused the analysis on the golno go decision, on the choice
of feedstock, and on the size of the plant.

The next step in the deterministic phase is identifying the alternatives.
In the intervieh,s, we found there were alternatives on a number of the
main issues. Concerning the feedstock, we discovered that even heavier
feedstocks than naphtha could be used, specifically gas oil, the prime
constituent of home heating oi1. Unfortunately, gas oil has a lower
ethylene percentage yield and even more by-products than naphtha. To

obtain 2 billion pounds of capacity per year of ethylene out of a gas oi1

GULF OIL/GOCHEM

CORPORATE STRATEGIES

ALTERNATIVE GULF/GOCHEM

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

GOCHEM OLEFINS

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

FOR THE NEW OLEFINS PLANT

GENERAL STRATEGY

PLANT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DECISIONS

ONGOING OPERATIONAL DECISIONS
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pl ant lequ ire s Fu i ld i ng a bi gger pl art, usi ng
produc i ng more by-prod ucts. -Nat uial ly, the 5i
more than the proposed naphtha plart, which in

rnore f eed st ock , and
gger gas oi I plant costs
turn costs more th an a

c_onventional propane and ethane plant. Moreover, though this gas oil
feedstock process existed, it was not widely used, and oltr oid not have
extensive experience in its operation. In further discussions with the
engineers, we found_that-although feedstock flexibility could be built
into plants, it could only be done at a substantial coit.

The Deterministi c Mode I

The deterministic phase uses a structural model that shows the
relationship between the decision and state variables and the resultant
outcomes. A state variable is an uncertain quantity, not under the
control of the decision<naker, that affects dtre outi6me (for example, a
by-product market price). A decision variable is a choiie under the-
direct control of the decision<naker.

A fundanental characteristic of decision analysis is that models are
developed for specific decisions: in-this caie, the go/no go, feedstock,
and size decisions. The model we built was not intenied to-be useful foi
other level deci>;ons, such as operations and engineering design
trade-offs' nor was it supposed to be a detailed-simulation of reality.
Moreover, since it captured G0CHEM's perceptions of the industry at that
time, it may no 'longer be appl icable.

Il.^.f1ght side qf Figurq 3 contains a preference model, which captures
@CHR4's attitude toward the time value of money.

GOCHEM managernent indicated its willingness to have its time preference
represented by a simple constant discount rate. It also agreed to use cash
flow as the princ_ipal measure, although the model also caiculited RoI,
payback, and profits.

figure 3 also contains the olefins system model, which consists of two
financial submodels: one for the nei olefins piant and another for the
existing ethane/propane-based olefins system. These financial models
output a cash flow and net income to the preference model. Inputs to the
models are feedstock_and by-product prices and an ethylene price, as well
as a specification of the parameters of the new GOCHEM etnyiene plant
(whicfr come in from the box labeled New Plant Decisionsj.'-"we-included the
elist_ing_system to capture the greater risk of using tn6 same feedstock in
al I G0CHB.I's pl ants.

The_pricing contract logic is quite involved. Basically, ethylene is sold
on 'long-term contracts that may have escalator clauses 6ised on inflation
indexes. Before beginning the construction of a ney, plant, chemical
companies usually obtain letters of intent conmitting most of the primary
products. This feature of the industry is central to the model.

The competitive market model assunes that at least one rrcrr plant will be
required annually to meet the dernand for ethylene (a very conservative
assumption at the time). The model simulates the procesi Uy which GSCHEM
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and its competitors built such new plants. By using projected feedstock
and by-product prices, they considered the economics of the alternative
processes; then, using the most advantageous process and a minimum profit
criterion, they computed an ethylene price. Finally, they went into the
marketplace and tested the customers' willingness to pay that price. In
general, th€ producer with the lowest profit criteria built the plant. In
this way, an ethylene market price was established. The model represents
this process for everyyear in the life of the rpw G0CHEll plant and uses
the derived ethy'lene price to evaluate its financial outcomes. In effect,
the marke! Rrice_of ethylene is determined by rew plant economics -- using
the most favorable process at the future time. In reality, deviations
from these prices rcsult from inaccurate forecasting of future demand and
of feedstock and by-product prices. However, although these deviations
affected profitability, sensitivity analysis shoured that they would not
upset the decision conclusions.

The usefulness of such a deter^ministic model depends on a consistent data
set of feedstock and by-product prices. An examination of the basis for
the different feedstock and by-product prices showed tJrat Urey were both
uncertain and interdependent. l6st prices were strongly influenced by
refinery economics. Either the materials were used in the production of
gasoline, or they could be converted into gasoline at some process cost.
Figure 4 contains a value relationship diagram based on price
differences. The uncertainty in price diffevences turned out to be
considerably less than the uncertainty in the absolute prices, which
ultimately simplified the choice between alternative feedstocks.

The last step in the detrministic phase is the sensitivity analysis.
Each of the estimates for state variables is varied over the full range,
one at a time and sometimes in pairs, to isolate the crucial variables,
which are those that can switch the decision from one alternative to
another.

MID-PROJECT F INDINGS

t{e had also progressed in time to our mid-project oral report to the
executives of GOCHB'|. Based on our deterministic model analysis, we
arrived at, and presented, the following controversial conclusions:

The project was not risk-free, despite early contract
guarantees. Its profitabi lity was primari ly endangered by Ure
future actions of competitors.

Changes in by-product prices and inflation rate levels, mqjor
sources of worry to managerrcnt, did not greatly affect ttre
profitability of the new naphtha plant. A market mechanisn
compensated for them.

The predicted profitability of the naphtha-based plant was quite
optimistic.

0f the feedstocks considered, gas oil seemed better than naphtha.

A l-billion-pound plant was too smalI.
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The high point of the presentation was the results of the sensitivity
analysis, which dernonstrated the effect of possible changes in the state
variables on the naphtha plant's profitability. It answered "what if"
questions about:

o A precipitous fall of the price of prophylene (the major
by-product);

o A year's delay in plant startup;

o The construction of a larger plant;

o An increase in construction costs due to inflation;

o The deregulation of natural gas by the federal governrnnt;

o Lower or higher than expected ethylene yields.

Although signif icant changes in some of the state variables produced
substantial changes in profitability, only under unlikely conditions were
the conclusions changed. A 20 percent larger plant was generally more
profitable than the planned size, and a gas oil plant was almost always
better than a naphtha plant.

l.lhi le impressed by the analysis, G0CHEM executives were not convinced.
After the f irst presentation, conmittees of @CHEM personnel
systematically examined the data base and ranges and checked the model and
its assumptions wit}r GOCHEM's financial models. During this period and
the remainder of the analysis, the decision analysis team had regular
contact with the executives and the rest of fie GOCHEI4 staff; although
some changes u,ere made in both the model and the data base, the
conclusions remai ned f irm.

An in-house investigation verified that although the economies of scale
were not as great as in the past, they were still significant, especially
if viewed on a systems basis. The investigation also verified what impact
competitors' potential decisions to build larger future plants would have
on G0CHRI's profitability. As a result, the executives decided to
increase plant size by 20 percent.

The matter of feedstock, however, was not so easily changed. Sxritching to
a gas oil feedstock would require substantially more capital. In
addition, G0CHEM had expended considerable time and effort in lining up an
adequate supply of naphtha feedstock. G0CHB'l executives suggested that a

50/50 flexible plant might be the best alternative. Hhile beginning as a
purely naphfia-based, the plant would have the necessary flexibility to
change to up to 50 percent gas oil feedstock.

THE PRO BAB I L I ST I C AN D INFORMAT IONAL PH AS ES

The probabilistic phase uses the same model as the deterministic phase.
lbwever, rather than si ngle determi ni stic estimates f or al I the state
variables, probability distributions are used for those variables found
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crucial in the sensitivity analysis. This allows us to calculate a
probability distribution on the present value of cash flow for each set of
alternative s.

In decision analysis methodology, information and values are recognized as

subjective, personal judgrents. Those used in the ana'lysis must be chosen
by the decision-maker, who has ultimate responsibility for the project.
Assessing an individual's urcertainty is both an art and a science,
because the interviewer must be sensitive to the subtle biases of the
subject. The subjectrs perspective of this interview experience is
expressed in this quote from a speech by Mr. t{illiam Roher, the president
of @CHEM:

"For each of the crucial vari ables, the
interrogations begin. For sorne of those
vari abl€S, I rllas one of the experts. I don't
quite know how to describe my experience. At
times, I thought I was talking to the CIA. . .

Af t er an hour or so of thi s i nt errogat io n, we

had, in addition to my Excedrin headache, a

curve showi ng my very best j udgment of the
probabi I i t i es that vari ous pri ces wou ld
prevai l. Only t ime wi I I tel I how good my

expert judgment was. All I know is that the
interviewer brought forth the best I had --
and he d id it wi thout once usi ng the word
pro ba bi I i ty. "

A disguised version of the cumulative probability distribution of one of
the sensitive variables, the ratio of gas oil to naphtha plant investrent,
is shown in Figure 5.

Another mqjor variable, the 1976 gasoline/fuel oil price differential, is
shown in Figure 6. AltJtough G0CHEM's president chose the individual whose
probability distribution yras to be used, he also suggested obtaining
distributions from others who might have different opinions. Gathering
probability distributions is a good way to conmunicate different opinions
on a subject and to resolve argurrcnts. As it turned out, the differing
distributions did not affect the conclusion and it was not necessary to
resolve the diff erences.

Figure 7 shows a schematic of the decision tree used in this analysis.
The actual tree is much more complicated because each node is attached to
every open branch of the previous node; as a result, there are numerous
different paths through the tree, each one representing a possible
scenario. Each of these circular nodes represents an approximation of a
pncbabi I ity di stri bution.
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tJhile we were accumulating the financial and technical data to convert a
naphtha-based plant into a 50/50 capability plant, we also explored the
cost of making a gas oil plant flexible enough to use naphtha. We found
that the additional cost of such a plant over a pure gas oil plant was
rather small. The investment, however, was still substantially more than
what was needed for the naphtha and 50/50 capability plants. With
G0CHEM's approval, we added this alternative to the list and called it the
100 percent flexible plant.

The results of the probabilistic phase are captured in the disguised
profit lotteries of Figure 8, which are taken from the final presentation
to @CHEM's management. Despite its greater investment, the 100 percent
flexible plant is far superior to the other alternatives. Not only does
this plant have a higher expected value (represented by the solid bars on
the graph), but, more importantly, it has a higher certain equivalent.

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

AFTER TAX PRESENT VALUE

456

Figure 8: Uncertainty in Profitability of New Olefins
Plant Alternatives

The certain equivalent is the amount of money the decision{aker would
accept in lieu of the uncertain venture represented by the profit
lotteries. It is a function of both the profit lottery and the
decision-maker's attitudes towards taking risks. In this case, it was not
necessary to measure the decision-maker's risk attitude, because the
decision was insensitive to it -- the flexible plant had both a higher
expected value and a smaller risk of bad outcomes.
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tloreover, informational phase calculations of the expected value of
perfect information showed that there was no obtainable information that
could iustify delaying the decision any further.

The impact of tJris decision analysis is best surmarized by another quote

from Mr. Roherts speech:

"hle i n Gu If 0i I Chemical s saw duri ng our
olefins analysis that a business we krBw very
well had its share of uncertainties and

doubt. tle also saw that in decision analysis
we had a tool f or maki ng those uncertai nt ies
explicit. hlith that tool, we could
communi cate to al I concerned -- i n easi ly
understood terms of prof it -- the magnitude of
both the risk and the opportunity associated
wi th tfrose uncertai nties.

"The f i nal chapter to the olef i ns pl ant case

i s tfrat deci sion analysi s led us to change our
minds. [,le had had preconcei ved not i ons. In
the end, we decided:

o To build a larger plant;
o To ctroose a different plant site;
o To bu i I d a pl ant based on d if fere nt

f eedstock.

"Even those in our midst who originally
thought there was no need for decision
ana lysi s agreed we came up wi th much better
deci sions usi ng thi s approach. "
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The Dangerous Quest for Certainty
in Market Forecasting

R. Abt, M. Borja, M. M. Menbe and J. P. Pezier

Over the past 4 years, the Pharmaceutical Division of
ClEA-GEIGY has developed a se/res of market forecasts
in probabilistic terms, explicitly incorporating the princi-
pal uncertainties aff ecting the f uture sa/es of new
pharmaceutical products. Such probabilistic f orecast-
ing methods have now been applied successfully by
many pharmaceutical companies, including CIBA-
GEIGY, Hoffmann-La Roche, and Sandoz. At CIBA-
GEIGY this forecasting process has assisted the Divisional
Management Committee with various business deci-
sions, and in particular with capacity expansion planning.
The benefits of this approach have been aptly described
by the member of that committee responsible for produc-
tion worldwide, Dr. Hans M. Gbtz, 'Since we have used
the probability curve for active substance reguirements,
the most valuable result has not been that we get now
any better single number, such as mean, mode ot any
other figure, but that we have the curve at all. No longer
do production people and market f orecasters accuse
each other because of a "wrong" figure. Both sides are
aware of the uncertainties and therefore their dialogue
has become more constructive. Decisions are made and
the results are reviewed in light of the curve that rcp-
resents our best iudgment when action is required. Thus
our principal benefit has been the improvement in the
quality and co-ordination of management effort in pro-
duction planning and resource allocation.' This paper ex-
plains in detail the steps needed to prepare a probabilistic
market forecast and demonstrates how such a forecast
can yield signif icantly diff erent and better production
capacity decisions and improved insight into the related
prccess of market planning.

{ a man u,ill begin u'ith certainties he will end with doubts, but if
he will be content to begin u'ith doubts he shall end in certainties.

Francis Bacon ( I 561-1 626)

Introduction

tool, however sophisricated, comes close to this utopian
goal. E-ven with the most modern market forecasring
methods, there always remains a large degree of uncer-
tainty about the future sales of new and even current
products. In fact today's rapidly changing economic,
competitive and regulatory environments seems to
increase the range of uncerrainty incessantly. Unfortu-
nately, our intuition is not well prepared to cope wirh
uncertainties. Our educarional and cultural background
encourages caregorical asserrions, suggesring conl-rdence

while suppressing true Gelings regarding uncertainry.

Managers usually prefer ro usc single number estimares
rather than to take into account the full range of possible
outcomes, since the latrer course would openly alknow-

ledge their inability ro predict accurately-suggesring a

lack of commitment or even indecisiveness, undesiraLle

attributes for a manager.

The danger is that in many problems single number
estimates are inadequate to reach sound conclusions; in
some areas (..g. R & D) no such deterministic estimate
may even be possible ! This danger is particularly acute
when the responsibilities for forecasting and decision

making are separate, as they are in mosr organizations
today. Single point estimates are fraught- with the
difliculties of balancing pessimism againsr optimism;
furthermore, motivational biases often lead io stated

predicdons that diffe r from rrue beliefs. This latter
phenomenon can be particularly acure in the case of the
salesman who is rewarded for exceeding his rarger or rhe

product champion who needs to defend the viability of
his programme.

A common tendency today to cope with the increasing

uncerta.inty is to search for better foreca_sting. tools
promising ever more precise predictions. Nonetheless,

the uncertainties persist. A positive alternative is to 6ce
the crucial uncertainties squarely. The language of prob-
bility offers a simple means for describing and convey-
ing uncertain informaticn explicitly. In the past few years,

probabilistic methods have proven their worth in ficlds
as diverse as banking' and pharmaccuticals. In rhe phar-
maceutical industry, probabilistic merhods have been

The quest

of having

the future

for certainty ! Which manager has not dreamed

a crystal ball where he could see exactly what
holds for him. Unfortunately, Do foretasting
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applied by Sandoz to R & D planning, ,t by Hoffinann-

La Roche to investment analysis and production deci-

sions,' and by CIBA-GEIGY to market forecasting- and

business straiegy.u This PaPer will demonstrate how

future sales ,olumes can- be described in probabilistic

terms which convey more completely the state of know-

ledge in the organization; an actual example from

CIBA-GEIGYs c*perience will show how a full

probabilistic evalualion of market demand avoided

overslzlng a new pharmaceutical plant- by about 20 per

cent, resuJting in Jsuktantially reduced capital expendi-

ture requirement. Thus probabilistic forecasts are not a

costly luxury, but rather the olly sensible and financially

consenative way to evrluate demand/capacity problems

in a highly uncertain environment.

Forecasting for Decision Making

A Market Requirement I Capacity Planning Problenr

CIBA-GEIGYs Pharma Division was considering ex-

panding the capacity of a muld-purposeplant to Produce
i r.ngJof acdve substances whose production processes

*.r.ii-ilar. To put the problem simply, the same 6cili-
ty could produce the various substances with minimum

down time and set-up costs required to shift production

from one of these substances to another. These active

substances were the basis for e number of products

currently in various stages of clinical development or
early marketing. Marketing research was asked to indi-
cate how mucli active substances would be required in

the years to come for each of these products'The Pur-
pose o[these forecasts-to decide on the size of the plant

expanslon-was at first left unstated by management.

* In many companies the subsequent forecasting ac-

tivity might hive gone as follows. Management had

requested a 'best' estimate of what the requirements

would bc. Marketing rcsearchers, however, would

make a 'safe' estimate, i.e. one that has a good chance

of being reached or cxceeded. Management, wcll
aware of this conservative tendency through long

experience, would then apply an ?ppropriate correc-

tive factor. Management would also make additional

adjustments to account for its preference to have some

idle capacity rather than to lose sales duc to production

constraints.

* On the other hand, it is also well known to manage-

ment that engineers tend to overdesign due to uncer-

tainties about the final chemical process efliciencies,

plant reliability, economy of scale and so oD, and

ihat they do not want to pro.mise more than they feel

sure to deliver. In the end, management faces an

exceedingly intricate problem requiring all the busi-

ness acumen it can muster. Moreover, marketing

research and production people were well aware of
these corrective tendencies of nranagenrent in the first

place and may have taken them into account in their

original estimates. Once entered, the vicious circle o[
making compensations to account for other peoples

corrections can lead very quickly to total confusion.

Fortunately, marketing researchers and Pharma manage-

ment of CIBA-GEIGY had already been exposed to

probabilistic analysis. Given the large uncertainty sur-

rounding futurc sales figures, they succeeded in demon-
strating to management the nced for expressing future
active substance requirements in probabilistic terms.

This in turn enhanced management's basic action goal,

namely to determine the production capacity that they

should install now to meet future requirements.

What a Decision Analysis Approach has to Ofr,
Information is both subjective and objective; it is a state

of knowledgc and a basis for action. Marketing re-

searchers are confronted with these rwo aspects of
information. First, the information they collect generally

comes from different sources with various degrees of
objectivity and subjectivity and they must collate it into
their own, necessarily subjective view of the future.
Second, forecasts are made fu1 . purpose .Td by defining
clearly this purpose one can improve and simplify the

forecasting problem.

A decision analysis approach6'' has much to ofGr the

rnarketing rescarcher in both respects. On the one hand,

decision analysis has many methods and techniques for
acquiring and combining marketing information. Two
helpful techniques here are probability encoding and

structural modeling. On the other hand, decision analysis

techniques are very helpful in simplifying and guiding the

forecasting effort. Two relevant techniques he re are

sensitivity analysis and value of information. These four
techniques are briefy described below.

First, through structural modeling a complex forecast-

ing problem can be deconrposed itrto simpler consti-

tuents and fornrulatcd to take maximum advantage of
the availablc expertise. Structtrral irrformatiotr, i.e. in-
fornration about thc relationship among various prob-
lem constituents, can be separated from numerical infor-
mation about the valuc of specific variablcs. Thesc

relationships can then be examirted and criticized by

many experts and managers. Experts can concentrate on

[Ij'::f 
':']::,]:i:"iltl:iLui.:x':]'i#:ffifi;

Second, probability encoding tcchniqucs have been

developed by dccision analystss and psychologistse to

extract experts' opinion about thc value o[ an uncertain

quantity in the form of a probability distribution. It
may seem surprising that this has beert one o[the greatest

challenges to dccision analysis applicatiott. Experimetrts,

howcvir, havc rcpeatedly shown that the assessmcnt of
an urrcertain quantity in probabilistic tcrnrs is usually

distorted. One such widcly documented distortion is the

so<alled ccntral bias which lcads peoplc to believc that

thcy know nlore than they rcally do. As a consequencc,

bigger risks arc assunrcd tharr were forescctr and pcople

are often surprised whcn the unexpectcd happens.

Third, sensitivity analysis can be used to focus manage-

ment attcntion and staffeffort on the most crucial factors,

i.e. thosc factors whose uncertainty has a dominant effect

on the forecasts. Thus the forecasting and modeling
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efrorts cen be well balanccd, refincments bcing applied be re<xamined in the light of the newly available infor-
6rst in thosc placcs whcrc thcy cen be shown to be rhe marion.
most useful.

Structuring the Pharruaceutical Requirements Forecast

Figure. 2 depicts thc problern o[forecasting pharmaceuti-
cal active substancc requirements wirhin . forr,prehensive
decisio, rnodcl frarncrvork. The market rrrod.l ar the

lpper left is influenccd by extenral Gctors belonging ro
the nrarkct and conlpcririve cnvironmenr, as *.lT .,
internal factors emarati,g from the research model and
the pr.oduction modcl. Thc basic ourpurs of the market
model-sales rcvcnuc, prornotiorral .ip.nt.s and active
substanccs requircmerrts-bcconrc irr puis to other models
in the ovcrall decision model structure.

Base-d on a given direction arrd level of research effort,
producrs currcrrrly under development can be expected
to be rcgistercd and inrroCuccd .rn rhe markct ai some
later ye..r. fh. characrcristics o[ thcse products can be
describcd by cstinrarcs of efllbctiv.,r.rr, tolerability,
dg:..g: r.q.rir.,crrrs, cc. Rcsearch and developmenr
will also determinc chcnrical process cflicienciis and
other production cosr 6ctors. Subscqucnr research and
developmenr efforts can lcad ro improvemcnrs in the
producdon process and ro new dosagl forms.

Th.. production modcl dcvclops scvcral categories of
cash outfou's: fixcd cost, variable cosr and invlrt-.ntr.
on thc basis of plarrt corrligurarion and capacity deci-
sions, and knou'lcdgc of thc production pro..s,' it also
indicates what quartitics of acrive subitance can be
produced in the years ro corne.

This comprehensive view of the dccision model frame-
work points our rwo complications of the nrarkedng
researcher's task. First, thc forecasr of active subsrances
requirernents is just onc of scveral kirrds o[ information
to be obrained through a carcful market analysis. Sales

revenues and promotion expenses are also de rived from
the same market analysis. Thcrefore, the level of detail
of the market analysis shoulil be dicrated by rhese mul-
tiple needs, and not only by capaciry planning consider-
ations.

Finally, if the forecasting task is in the conrext of a well
defined decision, the overall level of resources to be

committed to this task can be evafuated. Only informa-
tion that can improve the decision making process is

valuable. It is worth acquiring if its cosr of acquisition
does not exceed the benefits expected from improved
decision making. This capability of decision analysis to
evatuate and dircct an infornration gathering programme
is quite unique. Furthermore, it offers the marketing
researcher a new and powerful tool ro measure the
economic value of his efforr.

To avoid paralysis by analysis rhe methods described
above are implemented in an iterative procedure srarting
with simple,'back-oGthe-envelope', calculations .nd
introducing each new refinement when the need arises.

This cycle, described in Figure 1, srarrs wirh structural
modeling and single number esrimares. The ourconre ro

be forecast is clearly defined in relation to thc various
decisions and environmental factors that affcct it.
Assumptions are made about which decisions are con-
sidered as given and which decisions should be internal-
ized, i.e. should follow from a prescribed srrategy. Also
the purpose of the forecasting exercise should be stated
in decision terms. Sensitivity analyses are conducted to
identify the most crucial variables on which the efforrs
of the probabilistic analysis should be concentrated.

The probabilistic phase extends the previous deterministic
analysis, using probability encoding ro represe nr ex-
plicitly the uncertainry in the most crucial viriables and
t_hen computing the resulring degree of uncertainty in the
forecast. A formal model, preferably compurerized,
proves very useful here due ro our poor aptitude ro
combine uncertainties intuitively and our relucrance to
enga-ge in the tedious and lengthy task of doing it by
hand.

The informational phase is only possible in the conrext
of a decision problem. one first iomputes the expected
value of reducing or eliminating the uncertainty-in the
most crucial hctors. Thgn possible infornration gathering
programmes and modeling refinemenrs are exarnined to
seeif !h.y could effectively reduce uncertainty at a cost-
including the cost of delay-less than the expected value
to be derived. If such programmes can be-found they
should be undermken and the forecasting problenr should

lnformation

Second, there is e hierarchy among the research and
developmlnt, production and mirketing decisions
shown in Figure 2. R & D decisions are ,.rf long term;
the market forecast for products in the lire stigcs of
clinical trials or early ti.g.s of .market introdiction
depend on the current ouicomes of R & D decisions
taken years earlier. At the other extreme, most marketing

Prior Deterministic

Phase

Probablistic

Phase

lnformational

Phase
Decision

Nenr
lnformation

Gather New
lnformationlnformation

Gathering

Figure 1. The decision analysis cycle
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Present Market
and Market Growth

Treatment Price

and Price Development

Competitive Entry

Registration and
Year of lntroduction

Product
Characteristics:
- Efficacy
- Tolerability
- Treatment Time
- Dosage
- Uniqueness

Marketing StrategY:

- Choice.of Target Markets
'Promotion Policy
(Promotional Effort/ Free Goods)
-Pricing Policy

Figure 3. Structure of the market model

Exchange Rates
(From Financial Modell

Production Capacity
(From Production Model)

Sales Revenue

Promotional
Expenses

Marketing
Requirements
(Active Substance)

it may be sufticient to limit the calculations to peak sales

levels, whereas for products that will still bc in the ea.rly

stages of marketin[ attention must be given to market

penetration factors.

Probabilistic Forecasts

Pinning Dounr the Crucial Unhnou,tts

In this and the two following sections the discussion will
be illustrated by the case of a product uscd for the treat-

ment of acutc ailments, sold in a homogencous markct

and having almost reached peak sales by 1982.

The first calculations with the forccasting model are

carried out with single number estimates. Specialists in

research, develop-ent, medicirre, production and mark-

eting are askcd t-o provide realistic estimates for the vari-

ables in their respective fields of expertise. Management

stipulates policiel and guidelines that it wishcs to aPPly

altlough these decisions may be revised at a later stage in

view of the forecasts. The combination of these assess-

ments and hypotheses form a reference case.

For thc product under scrutiny, the reference case led

to an average requirement of 72 tons per year of active

substances from l982to 1987. It is not easy to say whether

this figure is the most likely value, or thc exPectcd-value,

or e,ren has some minimum probabiliry ofbeing achieved

or exceeded. Evcn ifeach inptrt variable werc consistenrly

assessed according to one o[ thesc criteria, the outPut

forecast would generally trot correspond to thc same

criteria. The putpose of the reference case is to test the

forecasting model and to provide a well documented

reference figure for further analyscs.

The next step is to conduct sensitivity analyses to test

the importance of uncertainty and identify the most

crucial factors. In the sensitivity altalysis input variablcs

are varied over a 'rcasonable' range of possible future

values and the corrcsponding variations itt rcquirement

forecast arc computed.* An effectivc scttsitivity analysis

requires therefoie that the forccasting nrodcl be suffi-

ciently rcliablc to capturc the logical relationships anrong

the Gctors infuencing sales. Thc modcl should also be

'ln the simplest case, each variable is swept over its range of likely

values, the other variables being held at their base case representa-

tive values. However, if several variables are slrongly related they

should be varied simultaneously. This could be a complex and

lengthy task. Ofien a useful alternative is to capture the depend-

encies in a more explicit model strucluTe containing more'but
independent variables.

Market Share

Price

Price

Treatment

Market

Model

Treatment Time
and Dosage

Sales

Model

Market

Share

Model

Market
Developmt.

(Treatments)
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Thc Dangerous Quest for Certainty in Market Forecasring

easy to implement so that the e ffect of each variation can

be calculated quickly.

Thc most crucial variables are those whose initial range

of uncertainty contributes the most to the uncertainty of
the forecast. How crucial a variable is thus depends both
on the sensitivity of the' forecast to ch.n[es of this
variable and on the range of uncertainty that has been
attributed to it. The last point can be criticized as a logical
circularity. Indeed, a variable whose uncertainry has been

underestimated initially might not be included in the lisr

of crucial factors as it should.

Two lessons can be learned from this observation. First,

it is a reminder that a forecasting model cannor be ex-
pected to give a 'correct' picture of the future.. All that
can be required and achieved is that it should be a truth-
ful representation of the marketing rescarcher's judg-
ment. Second, it emphasizcs the importance of assessing

comparable ranges for all input variables, e.g. 90 per
cent confidcnce intervals. Which variables turn out to be

the most crucial and therefore merit further attention
depends wholly orl this kind of subjective judgmenr.

In practice, thc situation is rarely as confusing as it might
appcar because in most forecasting problems a few crucial
variables clearly account for most of the uncerrainty.

One can therefore conservatively consider as crucial
variables that, a priori, would contribute as little as 1 per
cent of the uncertainty in the overall forecast and still
retain only a manageable (usually five to ten) number of
variables.

Figure 4 lisrs the main variablcs in the case at hand. Those
variables capable of causing thc largest variations of the
requirements (see the righrmost column of Figure 4)

havc been listed first. As a simple rule of thumb, the

uncertainty in the forecast of requirements can be con-

sidered as proportional to the sum of the squares of the
variations indicated in the last column o[ Figu.e 4.*
This rules shows, for example, that the first ,.ii.ble on
the list, product qualiry contriburcs about 4u) times
more to the overall uncertainty than thc cighth and lasr
variable on the list, rime from enrry to -.ruriry.

For all practical purposes it is usually suflicient to con-
centrate on the firsr five or so variables on thc lisr in order
to estimate the uncerrainty of thc requircnrcnt forccasr.
If9n9 applies the conservarivc rulc of rhc I pcr corr cur
ofr the sixth variable, competirive cnrry, should also be
included. We shall sec next how uncerrainty abour thesc
six variables was quantified and a probabilisric rcquire-
ment forecast was derived

Encoding the Uncertainty of Crucial Variables

The rnost comprehensive description of an unccrrairr
quantity is in the form o[a probability disrriburion over
all possible values.-For a yes-no evenr, c.g. FDA approval,
,lr. probability distriburion is simply the probability
that the evenr occurs and the complemcnrary probabiliry
that it does nor. For a continuous quanriry, L.g. Norrh
America market share, a probabiliry distribution indi-
cates the probability that rhe uncertain quantirl, will take
a value u'ithin any given interval.

A continuous probability distribution can be con-
veniently depicted by a cumulative probabiliry curvc.
The curve represenrs the probabiliry (verrical axis) thar
an uncerrain 

- 
quanrity *ill nor exteed a given value

(horizontal axis). Figure 5 shows a cumulativJprobability

Hn:;*i'::::: ir ff&:i *i;x:t'I :Tj

'lt can be shown that under general conditions (independence and
linearity) this measure ol uncertainty is consistent with the statis-
tical concept of variance.

State Variable Range of State Variable Range of Requirements (Tons) Variation of Requirements (Tons)

Product Ouality

Treatment Market Growth

Daily Dosage 
('l

lntroduction Year

Treatment Time(b)

Competitive Enrry

Me-Too

25t5t0

N%

-1

75%

YES

Hit

3ot25t15

70%

+Z

1m%

NO

35

49

48

u

64

60

72

74

r40

115

a

55

85

72

78

69

105

66

36

27

21

12

6

5

Free Goods l0% 15%

Time From Entry to Maturity 4 8

(a) Per cent of a Nominal Daily Dosage

(b) The Avarage Time Required ro Cure an Acute Disoaso as a Pei cent of Time Required with Cunent Leading Drug

Figure 4. Sensitivity rnalysis of ective substance requircmen$
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0 50 100 150 2m 2fi

Uncertain Quantity e.g. Number of rreatments -Thousands

Figure 5. Description of an uncertain quantity by a cumulative probability distribution

most likely value-can be found on the curvc. The fatter
thc curvc, thc nrorc uncertain is thc quantity being

described.

How to transfornr personal knowledge itrto a probability
distribution has bccrr and still is onc of the most challeng-
ing tasks for thc dccision analyst. Fronr .10 years of
expericnce cncoding cxpcrts' judgnlcut in thc coursc of
solving client decision problcms, SRI is convirrccd that

in many instances the nlost cffcctivc way to clicit thcsc

opinions is through an intcrvicw conductcd by an ex-

pericnccd analyst. Although this is time consunring, and

therefore costl], wc fccl that it can grcatly rcduce both
motivational and cognitivc biascs-resulting in nruch

nlorc comprchcnsive and rcliablc inputs bcing providcd
to managenrent.

Srrys in a Probability Encoding Intervit'u,. A ccrtairr

number of conditions should be met bcforc attemptinq
to encode an expert's knowlcdg. about an unccrtaitt

quantity. The quantity considered must be crucial as

defined above so that thc expe rt is convinccd o[ the usc-

fulness of the exercise. However, thc expert should not

be conccrned by the valuc of thc uncertain quarrtity to
the point wherc his judgmcnt would be prcjudiccd. Thc

quantity should bc clcarly outside of thc cotttrol of thc

expert. The problcnr context must be carcfully dcscribcd

and the quantity clearly dcfined (.t e tcst, considcr

whether a clairvoyant, e hyporhetical person with an

in6llible crystal ball, could tcll thc exact valuc). The

experts should feel Gmiliar with thc units of mcasure-

ment and the terms used to describe the quantity so that

he may concentrate his attention on his bcliefs rather

than being entangled in nrental gymnastics.

'When these conditions arc met, thc alral'yst can start

preparing the expert flor the encoding session. The pur-
pose o[the preparation is to minimize the effcct of sontc

all too frequent cognitivc biases. Among thcse are the

differences in availability of various forms' of relevatrt

300

information (fo. cxamplc, too nruch wcight may be

givcn to the rnost rcccnt irrformation), thc tcrrdcncy to

focus on one rcpresentative valuc (..g. the value in the

business plan) arrd to ignorc othcr possibilities and the

tendency to assumc tlrat we know rnorc than '*'e really
kno',r,, the so-called ccntral bias. Availabiliry problcnrs
may be allcviatcd by listing h1'pothcscs, infornration
sourccs and pcrtirrcrrt factors takcrr into account. Thc
focus carr bc shiftcd away fronr a rcprcscntativc valuc by

first discussing sccnarios for cxtrcrnc cascs. Er trcrnc

sccnarios can in turn rnirrimizc thc cffc'ct of ccnrral bias.

Ccntral bias carr bc flurthcr rcdtrccd b)' . discussion of
whcthcr thc quarrtity can bc prcdictcd casilv or with
difficulty and whcthcr it is cxpcctcd to havc an ordinary
or an cxccptional value.

Only then should thc actual crrcoding scssion takc placc.

Expcricncc slrows that this scssiorr should takc thc fornr
of arr irrtcrview bctwccn tlrc arraly'st arrd thc subjcct.

Aftcr all, quantifyirrg pr-rsonal opirrions u'irltout otrtsidc

hclp is about as difficult as 1',sl,choarralvsirrq orrcsclf.

Gcncral rules that irrtcrvic\r'crs havc found uscful arc to:

(1) Avoid inf ucncing the subjcct. cithcr by providirrq
hirrr infornratiorr or asking lcaditrg qucstions.

(2) Bc scrrsitivc to slrifts irr thc sub.;cct's judqnrcrrt (nerv

infornration or new rationalc) rvhiclt ura f irr validatc

prcvious answcrs.

(3) Ask sinrplc qucstions, c.g. ask for rclativc rathcr than

absolutc judgrncnts, analoguc rathcr than rrurtrcrical.

Use sirnplc conlparisons with casily uttderstood

refercncc cvcnts.

(1) Discouragc subject cotrccrns about cottsistcncy; vary

the qucstiotrs so thar thcrc is tro sirnplc logical pro-
grcssiorr fronr onc to thc ttcxt, rccord thc arts\A'crs

outsidc of thc subjcct's vicw.

(5) Vcrify thc arrswcrs at thc cnd o[ thc itrtcrview by

:*::,t r,l"ll[*x;, I'i:,.1'i1,, T:1' ?,,;3, fi
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disribudon and verifying whcther the subject is

indifGrent about taking either side of the bets. r.o

This approach has been discusscd and presented in
greater detail elsewhere.o It has been outlined here ir. 0.8
to the critical importance of carrying out the encoding 

v'r

task carefully in order to develop a valid forecast.

0.6

combining the ludgment of Multiple Experts. Resolving the
opinion of a group of experts into a consensus opinion
which then represenrs the organization's judgment is a 0.4

difficult task since there is no perfcct proceduie. Having
experts express their views, howevcr, in the form of i
probability distribution rather than a single number o.z

estimate is alre"dy a substantial step toward reaching a

consensus. It is much easier to have experts agree on a

range of uncertainty than on a single number. Various
methods similar to Delphi techniquesr o can be used to o

bring experts toward e common view and should be
preferred to blind averaging merhods.

Ultimately, however, since experrs rarely agree, ad-
ditional bridging mechanisms may be requircd. If a de-
cision-maker is not presenr or does not wanr to impose
his view, some kind of weighting of the experrs -.y b.
feasible. The rationale is that even when forecasting or
decision making is done by groups, a consensus vie*
about each of the elements of the problem should be
reached. This 'group stare' of knowledge, which in the
cnd is to be adopted by the decision maker, may well be

achieved by calibradng disagreeing experrs, i.e. by
granting to each experr a certain probability of being
right, and then computing a weighted average of the
experts' opinions. Subjectivejudgment and p"st perform-
ances can be used to assess rhe weights.

Advantages of Information Expressed by Probability Distri-
butions. There are many reasons *hy e probabiliry
distribution is an ideal way ro express one's judgment. [t
is the most complere expression of the experr's-opinion,
displaying what he does nor know as well as what he

does. Ivlany experts are more honest when providing
probabili,y distriburions, since it allows them io express

their full range o[ opinion. The risk conveyed by this
graphical reprcsentation of uncertainty may act as a
stimulus for managemenr ro prepare contingency plans

1nd probabilistic analysis can allow hedging itratcgies to
be evaluated on a sound economic basis. Finally,-when
the uncertainty in our currenr stare of knowledge has

been clearly expressed, it is possible to atrribute anlcon-
omic value to reducing that uncerrainty through
marketing research.

Probabilistic Analysis tt,ith a Probability Tree

Probability trees provide a very clear representarion of a

serics of uncertain quantiries affecting e forccast. To
facilitate graphical representation arrd 

-communicarion,

continuous distributions musr first be summarized by .
few discrcte values with corresponding probabilities.
This simple technical srep has beenillustraied on Figure 6.

The continuous variable, daily dosagc as a per cent of
dosagc for the current market teader,-is repreiented by .

The Dangerou Quest for Certainry in Market Forecasring

A. Cumulative Probabilitv Distribution

?04r 6080
Daily Dosage - per cent

B. Probabilities Represented in Tree Form

0.20
Q

0.35
72

lm

0.45
60

',?y,?:ff"
Figure 6. Probability disrribution for a crucial srare
variable: the daily dosagc

continuous probability disribution in Figurc 6A. Figure
68 represenrs the same variable in a dlscrete tr..Iik.
form. The three discrete values 40, 60 and 72 per cenr
with their corresponding probabilities werc obtiined by
drawing a three srep funltio, thar 'closely' resembles thl
continuous cumulative probability distribution of Figure
64.

There is no universal definition of how closc rhe discrere
and the continuous 

.reprcsentarions should be. In prac-
tice, if the area o[ the- curvi-linear triangles abovi and
below the continuous curve and the stcp Function (cross-
hatched area in Figure 6A) are equal 

-two 
by two the

cxpectcd vqlues of the rwo distributions will Le cxactly
the same. I(, in addirion, rhcre are ar lcast three discrere
valucs and all the rrianglcs arc approxinrately o[rhc same
size the discrete represenration will exhibir a degree of
uncertainty close to that o[the conrinuous distribution.*

'For example, the standard deviation of a three step discrete distra-
bution will generally be within 5 per cent ol the standard deviation
ol the continuous Tepresentation.
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Figure 7 is. a. schematic representation of th.e probability

tree containing the first six variables in the sensitivity

analysis list (Figure 4). The most important variable of
the list, product quality, has been decomposed in two
stages : first a categorization of the product as a Me-too,
a product with marginal advantage (Mad) or a Hit, and

second a specification of nrarket sharc uncertainty for
each quality category assuming no conrpetitive entry.

The unlikely event of failing to register thc product,
which was not shown in the sensitivity analysis since its

consequcnces are obvious, has becn represented at the

base of the tree.

Dependent variables have been linked and shown ex-

plicitly. Except for registration which clearly conditions

the subsequent nrarketing of the product, the only
dependent variablcs are product quality and treatmenr

share. All thc othcr variables (not explicitly linkcd) are

assumed to be independent. A complete dcscription ofthe
tree would necessitate the rcpetition of the trce fork for
each variable at the tips o[the branches o[the variable at

itslcft.Thusthe completetreehasl +4 x 3 x 9 x 2

lntroduction Year Market Growth Rate
(Target Year) 77 lBil9f.

x 3 x 2 - 1297 terminal branches. To each terminal
branch corresponds an active subsrance requirement and
a probability. The probability rree is simply a means ro
span all the possible values the uncerrain variables can

assumc and to calculate thc probability of each combina-
tion of values.

The results of thc probabiliry rree analysis carr easily be

organized in the form o[a cumulative probabiliry disrri-
bution for the active subsrance requircmcnts. Thc 1297

possible requiremcnts are ranked from the snrallest ro
the largest and for each rcquircmcnr, thc probabilities
of smaller or equal requiremcnrs arc summcd up. When
plotted, these probabilities give the curvc of Figurc 8

whe re, bccause o[ the large numbcr of snrall increments
the cumulative distribution appears to be a smoorh curve.

There are, of course, alternative means of dcriving com-
plete probabilistic forecasrs, or more limited informarion,
from the same nrodel and inputs. Two other techniqtres
that have been in vogue are Monte Carlo simulatircns
and scenarios. Both in our view suffer from dcficiencies

Treatment
Share (% l

Registration
Competitive

Entry

0

Product
Oualitv

Hit

1.4

7.0

Yes

(0.30)

Daily Dosage
(%l

(0.20)

(0.45t

(0.35)

2m

Tons

Treatment
Time (o/o )

(0.33)

(0.67)

95

tlO

60

72
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+
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(0.
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Figure 7. Probability tree for active subsrancc requiremcnrs
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Figure 8. Active substance requirements for product A
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The Dangerous Quest for certainty in Marker Forecasting

and do not offer any real advantage over the probabiliry

tree approach. With scenarios, it is very diflicult to

define e small number that truly span the range of
interest. With a probabiliry tree, on the other hand, each

path corresponds to a spccific scenario and the tree

structure organizes them in a well balanced way. A
Monte Carlo simulation .can cover all scenarios, but
lacks the communication potential of the tree and is

sometimes more costly to calculate.

Capacity Planning Based on Probabilistic Forecasting

Requirements

What is the advantage of expressing the activc substance

requirements in terms of probabiliry distributions over

demand? If demand were known exactly the capacity

expansion decision would be trivial. However, demand

is usually uncertaitt and one must therefore balance the

risk of oversizing the plant against the possible oppor-

tunity loss of not satisfying demand. The propcr balance

of risk and opportunity cannot be achieved without
having e complete probability distribution over the

possible lcvels of demand as represented in Figure 8.

Consider first the casc of a single product plant. For ex-

ample, what plant capacity should be recomnrended if
the active substance rcquirenrcnt can be anywhere

between 50 and 200 tont p.t ycar? A 60 ton capacity

plant is almost ccrtain to create supply shortages and

thercflore a great deal of lost sales. On the other hand a

150 ton plant u'ill bc nruch morc costly artd is very likely
to be underutilized. If we consider first a very small

capacity plant, sales will almost certainly bc lirnited by

production constraints so that a unit increase in capacity

can be expccted to yield nearly a unit incrcase in sales

volume. Such an increase would presumably bc profit-
able; otherwise there would be no point in commer-

cializing the product at all. As larger capacitics are con-
sidercd sales arc less likely to bc curtailed by production
constraints and thc expected increase in salcs becomes a

smaller fraction of any new increase in capacity.

At some point the expected increase in sales will have

bccome e sufficiently small fraction of the incrcasc in

capacity that any further increase will not be profitable;
the desired capacity will have becn rcached. This break
even ratio of incremenral sales over incrcmental capacity
can be derivcd from a standard financial evaluarion of
project cash flows. Call rhis ratio p; what then is the
plant capacity such thar incremcnral sales would be 

^fraction p of incrcmental c-apacity? Thc answcr is quite
simple; it is the capacity for which the probability of
supp]y shortage is p and rhcrefore the probabiliry of
sadsfying demand is 1 - p. Such capaciry can be read
directly off the probabiliry distriburion curve for
demand. For examplc, rerurning to Figurc 8, if rhe break
even ratio p is 0' 15, then thc correspondirrg probabiliry of
satisflying demand should bc I 

_- t, 
: 0.115 and rhe opti-

nral plant capacity should thercfore be 135 tons per year.

Thus evcn for !h. singJe product planr, e complete
probability distribution for demand is essenrial to make
an intclligcnt production capacity dccision. However,
the business risk has not bcen eliminarcd or even reduced;
the method describcd abovc sinrply allows one to balance
risk and opportuniry eflecively. The mcthods of
References 4 and 6 also allow a useful graphical portrayal
of thc risk/opportunity balarrce. No singlc- number
estimatc-howcver obtaincd-can rcliably and repcar-
edly find this balance.

For ,h: planning of nrulti-product facilirics, it is evcn
lnorc important to convcy irrfornrariorr on producr
dcmar:d in tcrms of probabilirl' distriburions rarhcr than
single numbcr cstinratcs. For such facilirics, cvcrl rhe

capacity/dcmand balancc as dcternrincd abovc for rhe
individual products will usuall), bc insufficicnr, duc ro rhe

portfolio cffecrs that apply to situations involving sevcral

producrs with indcpcndcnt nrarkcrs and uncertain
demands. The portfolio effects rcducc the unccrtainrf in
total demand for several indepcndenr products and rhe
idcal capacity for a multi-purposc planr is not sirnply rhe
sum of the idcal capacitics for rhe individual producrs.

To illustrate this point, consider again the active sub-

stance requircment for product A shown in Figure 8.

A reasonable capacity, considering the economics of

1.m

0.85 D---l----

EV = 340

600

Tons

Figure 9. Activc substance rcguirements for four products identical to A but indcpendent of onc another
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the product, would be 135 tons. Assume now for the

sake of simplicity that the plant can produce four active
substances for products with the same uncertainty on
demand and the same cost factors as producr A, but *hose
sales performances are independent. Summing up the
individual requirements would imply a required Lapa-

city o[ 4 x 135 : 540 rons. However, if the total
requirements for the 4 substances are computed uing
independent 

-probabilities 
for the sales of thl four pro-

ducts, one obtains the total requirements distribution
shown in Figure 9. If all four products have similar cosrs

and margins, then the dcsired total capacity again should
correspgnd to 

-a 
probability of 0.85 of satisfying total

demand, namely 420 rons. This is of course muih less

than the 540 tons capacity which would resulr from
examining only the individual capacity/demand bal-
ances, although the latter procedure was more represen-
tative of the way managemenr have nrade such dicisions
in the past.

The reason for this discrepancy is that adding uncerrain
quantities is a more complex operation rhan adding
known quantities. When utrcerrain quantities are inde-
pendent the relative uncertainty of the sunl is less im-
portant than thc relative uncerrainty of each constiruenr;
this is the well known portfolio effcct. Thus the sum of
85 per cent requirements for each of rhe four products is

not an 85 per cenr total requirement bur has in fact about
99 per cent chance o[ noi beirrg excceded. This line of
reasoning directcd Pharma nlanagcment towards a

more modest ovcrall demand requiremenr, which then
had to be compared with technically feasible ard econo-
mically efGctive plant sizes ro dctcrnrine the final
capacity recommendation. It is clear, however, that a

reduction in the total active substance requirements of
ovcr 20 per cent should yield a very subsranrial capiral
cxpenditurc saving, payirrg nrany tinres over the modest
extra effort required to perform rhe probabilisric analysis.

Conclusions

In spite of the nrany obvious deficierrcies irrhcrcnr ro
deterministic forecasts of unccrrain quanritics, this prac-
tice is deep-seared and widesprcad anro,g nlanagers.
There are many understandable reasons forlhis, inc-iud-
ing -ogr educational and cultural background, the
psychology of business organizations, the ieluctance of
successful managers ro adopr new mcthods and the

**:ll.:l Tl'::'j',?,'",I ;l.;tl' ::'l* *:i:li:
cost) required to gain experience with the probabilistic
approach.

Nonetheless, organizations which persevere are finding
that the probabilistic approach ro forccasring is nor only

quite feasible, bur also offers many advantages that can
not be gained in orher ways, such as:

* the ability to communicate is improved

-ilff5 #fr:,:' Tfi ,: : : :':'n ; T # J. :ilil,,::
have been admittcd and explicitllstated;

-benveen 
marketing and developmenr staff who

often cannor express more than- a probability of
technical success;

-berwecn 
marketing and production where capacity

decisions may hinge upon requiremenr un..r-
tainties for several producrs.

* thc.procels of srructuring the rclationships among rhe
various factors 

- 
impinging upon salcs gives bitter

insights for marketing planning.

* sensitivity analysis guides markering research toward
the mosr imporranr factors arrd value of information
calculations can jusrify rhe overall level of efforr.

In the end, the marketing forecasr, the planning proccss
and the resulting rcconrnrcndario,,r ..n be nr&i effec-
tively explained to nranagerncnr. once these benefits
have been realized a,d full1, appreciared, there can be no
turning back.
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ANALYZING
IxVESTMENT STRATEGIES
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^a^, 
vER THE pAsr rwENTy yEARS, the manage-

t I *.r,, of F. Hoffrnan-La Roche, a Swiss

\,/7 multinational pharmaceutical and chemical

producer, has developed a comprehensive process

for the analysis of important investment decisions.*

This process has evolved gradually and naturally,

according to management needs and readiness.

Today it embodies a full range of decision and risk

analysis procedures, which allow rapid but

thorough quantitative evaluations of important in-

vestment, business development and srategy de-

cisiors. The results of this analytical process are

routinely presented to top management. In addi-

tion, the quantitative evaluation is actively sought

out by line managers and functional experts

throughout the company.

\Uhile careful systematic analysis may appear

costly, it is far less costly than pursuing an inferior

business strategy. In fact, Roche has found the cost

of providing comprehensive decision analysis sup-

port to management to be modest in relation to the

benefits. Specifically, decision analysis at Roche

has resulted in greater management productivity

and effectiveness, and enhanced $ansparency of
the management decision process. To confirm

these conclusions about the benefits of decision

analysis at Roche, we obtained an hour-long inter-

view with Dr. A. Hartmann, Vice Chairman of the

Board of the Roche group. His comments and in-

sights substantiate our findings and are integrated

throughout the anicle.
Although the decision analysis methods Roche

uses are not new, their success at Roche is in
sriking contrast to some recent reports of other

managernent researchers. In an anicle entitled

"V/hy Risk Analysis Isn't Working"t, William Hall
reponed that a survey of 17 large U.S. companies

points to five perceived problems associated with
the use of modem, quantitative merhods such as

decision and risk analysis. First, says the anicle, it
is impossible to demonstrate in practice that quan-

titative analysis leads to better decisions. Second,

the conclusions of a careful quantitative analysis

are often entirely invalidated bv unforeseen devel-

opments, such as the OPEC oil embargo of 1973.

Third, too much quantificarion may suppress

creativity or even cause the premature abandon-

ment of a lucrative breakthrough. Fourth, manage-

ment may be lulled into complacency by the im-

pressive appearance of objectiviry given by the

results of a detailed quantitative approach. And
finally, quantitative approaches may fail to accounr

for organizational realities and prejudices rhat limit
the altematives that management sees as well as

the success of those they choose.

These observations are typical of those made by

skeptics of the quantitative approach. Alrhough
the first two points have some merir, they apply as

well to less analytical decision-making approaches.

Moreover, in organizations with sustained experi-

ence, such as Roche, there is strong evidence that
quantitative decision analysis methods are our-
perfiorming more traditional methods.2 The nexr

two points must be weighed against the benefits

derived from quantification. However, the opinion

of the Roche management is that these "disadvan-

tages" have been insignificant. The final criticism
is more a critique of the \Uestem approach to
decision-making than of the quantitative approach.

Drucker's discussion of how the Japanese make de-

cisions shows that they focus far more on bringing

about a consensus of the essential people than their
Westem counterparts.3 This helps them align or-

ganizational and individual interesrs, thereby

l. William Hall. "Vhy Risk Analysis lsn't Working." Lo4g R r,g"

Plaruriag, Vol. E, No. 6, W.25-29, December 1975.

2. H. U. Balthasar, ct al, "Calling the Shots in R&D," Hanord
Brairuss Revdeu', pp. I5l-160, May/June 1978.

Rene Abt, et al, "The Dangerous Quest for Cenainry in Market

Forecasting," Lo4g Rongr Planrung. Vol. 12, No. 2, p. 52, April
t979.

3. Peter F. Drucker, Man4gerncru: Tasla, Resporudbilides, Ptrcnces,

Harper & Row, New York, 1973.

tThis anicle reports on the use of decision analysis methods at F.

Hoffmann-L: Roche's corporate headquarters in Basle, Switzerland.
It does not imply *ut similar methods are used by each operating unit
of the Roche group. The anicle dirusses actual operational experi-

ence of Roche during the period l%8- 1980.
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enhancing the chance for success. The criricism is

acrually a peninent observarion of why rhe quanri-
tative approaches that are working so well at Roche

are not as successful in some other organizations.

In this article, we present eighr key reasons why

the analytical process at Roche has been so succ€sS-

ful and so well accepted by managers and experrs
alike. We then describe rhe evolution of decision
analysis at Roche. Finally, w€ explain rhe sreps

involved in the analyrical process, ?s it exisrs

today.

Krv REnsoNs Fon THE SuccESS Or
DrcrsroN ANnlysrs Ar RocHr

Roche believes that the use of decision analysis

contributes greatly ro rhe, managemenr decision
process. The objective measure of this is thar no
major investment decision is taken by the General

Management withour a thorough quanrirative de-

cision analysis. In fact, the Roche decision analysis

team is requested to perform at leasr one major
analysis every week. The decision orginarors (often

daughter companies' presidents or business divi-
sional directors) voluntarily ask for this service

before pressing for a board decision.

Below, we outline eight k.y reasons for the suc-

cess of decision analysis at Roche. We believe that
many of these reasons can serve as recommenda-

tions to other organizations who wish to derive
more benefir from quantirative methods.
o Focns on Drffiair Decisions and Cndcal Decision

Facwrs 
- 

At Roche, the full power of the deci-
sion analysis approach is reserved for the mosr

difficult decisions. These may be, but are nor
necessarily, the biggesr decisions. Decision

analysis helps pinpoinr the sensitive areas and

critical points in a decision situation. Manage-

ment is thus able to concentrate its efforts on the

most difficulr aspecrs of the mosr difficulr
decisions.

o Emplwsize Practrcal Resulr, notTechnirycs 
- 

The
decision analysis team meers regularly wirh the
Roche Ceneral Managemenr to discuss its evalu-

ations and present its recommendations. This
helps the team avoid the overly marhematical,

backroom image that plagues many analyrical
departments today.

o Prwide Fast Seruice ar Reasonable Cosr 
- 

The ex-

tensive auromarion of the analytical rools ar

Roche keeps service quick and analytical staff
lean. In addition, rhe focus on difficult decisions

reduces the manpower requirements and, thus,

the cost.

o Heighten Prductiuiry of Management Roche
managemenr has experienced and acknowledged
that proper use of decision analysis saves them
time. This can be explained by the increased

problem focus of sensitivity analysis, the in-
creased problem rransparency of the risk and
opportunity analysis, the grearer uniformity of
decision preparation, and the associated im-
provements in communications. These benefits
have become increasingly apparenr over time.

o Don't Cmfuse a Decision wirh aFarecasr 
- 

Roche

management has leamed to appreciate the essen-

tial difference berween planning, forecasting and
decision-making. Rarher than trying to achieve
"accurate" forecasts of highly unceftain factors
and then deduce "oprimal" decisions, they are

searching for robust decision altematives given

the wide range of possible futures.
. Find a "Prduct Clwmpion" 

- 
The Technical

Depanmenr, rhe Vitamin and Fine Chemicals
Division and several daughrer company presi-

dents at Roche liked the decision analysis process

and therefore used it. Their interest helped ro
overcome the skepticism of other managers.

. EmplwsircTratning at alll*uels 
- 

Over rhe years,

there has been a srrong emphasis on training
Roche management in decision analysis methods.

Today, more than 400 managers, including rop
managemenr, have a solid grounding in these

methods. This widespread dissemination of a

common way of structuring and analyzing prob-

lems has resulted in grearer consistency in rhe
preparation of decisions throughout the
company.

o Inuolve All Exgts andManoger{ 
- 

Ar Roche, all
project experts and concerned managers are in-
volved in the decision analysis process. This al-

lows participants to clarify their ideas and voice

their opinions during the process, promoting
subsequent implementation success.

It would be misleading to imply thar Roche man-
agement fully acceprs or completely comprehends

the decision analysis results in all cases. Somerimes

one or more members of the General Management

are uncomfortable with the analytical recommen-

dation. In such cases, the discrepancy berween that
manager's intuition and the analytical results is

resolved in a private discussion. Occasionally, ex-

perienced senior managers have idenrified short-

comings in the quantirative assumprions or the

structure of the business models. However, once

identified, these shoncomings can usually be

quickly corrected.
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Quantitative analytical methods have thus

established themselves as a valuable supplement to

intuition and experience at Roche. In particular,

sensitiviry analysis has often identified srong and

weak points that operational experience has subse-

quently confirmed. Moreover, risk and opportuniry

analysis has made it possible to quantifu all known

critical factors. The careful quantification of factors

relating to economic viability and profitabiliry in

tum permits more extensive consideration of the

nonquantifiable aspects of decision-making. At
Roche, even experienced managers have found

that qirantitative methods can usefully suPport in-

tuition in complex sinrations.

THe Evot-urloN Or DrctsloN
ANnlvsts Ar RocHr

The primary businesses of the Roche Group are

pharmaceuticals, vitamins and fine chemicals. To-

gether they account for about 80 percent of total

revenue, which in L979 was over 5 billion Swiss

Francs (SFr.). In addition, the company also colrl-

petes in the flavors and aromatics, cosmetics,

medical diagnostics, agro-chemicals and electronic
instruments markets. The Roche Group employs

42,000 people in more than 40 countries. There

are 11 research and nearly 60 production centers.

During the last few years, capital investments in

fixed assets ran at approximately 600 million Swiss

Francs per annum.

The complexiry of the management can be illus-

trated by the existence of 7.50 relatively inde-

pendent '"daughter companies," of which 45 are

imponant and 8 are quite large. lUUhile these sub'

sidiaries are allowed great independence, certain

centralized controls are necessary for consist€rt t€-

source allocation and coordination' of corporate

policy. For example, all major investments are r€-

viewed by General Management, a committee of

top managers who meet weekly and have executive

responsibiliry to the board of directots on behalf of

the shareholders. One of the many responsibilities

of the General Management is to review and EP-

prove over 500 credit applications annually. The

heavy burden of this investment decision review

created the need for a highly effective and efficient

decision analysis team, reponing directly to the

General Management.

Initially the decision evaluation process was

developed for the analysis of major capital invest-

ment projects at Roche. This was narural since

decision and risk analysis techniques were first pro-

moted primarily for evaluating capital proiects. As

the process has evolved and as management has

become more comfortable with the results of quan'

titative analysis, the scope of their requests for

assistance in evaluating decisions has broadened

considerably. Roche now has extensive experience

with a wide range of business development deci-

sions that go far beyond the rlpical capital invest-

ment analysis.

Today, the main areas of application are capital

investment, product and process development,

acquisitions and licensing and businesilmarket

strategy. For investments, decision analysis has

been used for various capacity additions, evaluating

altemative distribution systems and process ef'

ficiency improvements. For development, decision

analysis has been applied to new agrochemical

products, contract research for automated diagnos-

tic systems and R&D project termination decisions.

Many acquisitions and pharmaceutical license

agreements have also been evaluated using decision

analysis. Market and business strategy analyses in-

volve many alternative choices for target markets,

promotional policies and pricing levels, together

with the associated capaciry for make/buy decisions.

The benefit from a systematic and comprehensive

decision analysis process is especially pronounced

in these complex strategy decisions.

In 1959, having realized the importance of the

time value of money in evaluating long-raDg€,

strategic decisions, Roche introduced discounted

cash flow (rcD analysis. Initially the rcF return

(or intemal rate of rerum) was the prefened deci-

sion criterion because of its apparent simpliciry for

ranking altematives and its intuitive appeal to

Roche's financially oriented top management. As

time has gone oD, the rcF Net Present Value

(NPV) has been used more and more, especially

since it has many advantages when dealing with

irregular cash flows or multiple scenarios. In the

beginning the calculations had to be performed

manually and consumed a large portion of the total

analysis effort, even though only one "best guess"

set of assumptions was evaluated.

In I 969, with the increasing need to measure the

impact of deviations of the k.y variables on the

profitability of various altematives, Roche intro-

duced sensitivity ayalysis. A sensitivity analysis

answers a wide variery of "what if' questions (e.g.,

how will results be affected by a production cost

increase of I 5 percent or a price decline of l0
percentl). To perform sensitiviry analysis on a large

number of variables, with each variable having a

wide range of possible deviations, requires a large

computational effon which would not have been

practical without computers. Automation not only

served to facilitate sensitivity analysis, but also

freed more time to gather and refine the funda-
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menral inpur dara on which any quanrirarive
procedure relies. In 1975, the evaluarion procedure
ar Roche was enriched by anorher importanr
dimension: analysis under uncertainry. Since rhe
success of management decision depends upon
many highly uncertain unconrrollab[e facrors,
Roche added recenrly developed methods to quan-
rifu uncertainry and incorporare risk in the decision
evaluation process. This requires rhe use of subjec-
tive probabiliry judgmenrs and decision rree analysis,

both of which significantly increase rhe informa-
tion and insighr available ro managemenr. The
uncertainty dimension also creates greater compu-
tarional requirements, which have been met due ro
recent improvemenrs in dara processing speeds and
storage capacities.

Today, because of decision analysis, Roche r.,n-
agement is acutely aware of where rhe risks lie in a

decision. Risks such as the regular supply of raw
materials, prices of raw materials and products and
environmental hazards are recognized in advance
and therefore monirored. In any siruation involving
five or more factors, intuition is not considereJ
enough, even for exce[enr managers. Bpecially in
highty rechnical areas, such as new process devel-
opment and energy savings, decision analysis has
permitted the rarional solution of complex
problems.

The decision analysis process used today by
Roche is an adaprarion of rhat develop.d by

Resource Planning Associares, Inc. (RPA), and
others over the past 15 years.' Figure l, which il-
lustrates rhe building blocks of rhe presenr Roche
decision analysis process, shows that the explicit
treatment of uncertainry is merely the logical €X-
tension of the discounted cash flow analysis and
sensitiviry analysis.

The cash flow model used by Roche follows sr?r-
dard financial analysis methods. However, a flexible
version of this model is enrered on a compurer with
a graphic display that allows rapid deterministic
evaluation of most capiral investment projects as

well as many more complex decisions, based on a

set of numerical assumptions for critical factors.
According ro the narure of the specific decision,
one or more of these factors may itself be calculated
by more detailed sub-models.

once expert judgment has assessed comparable
ranges for the unconrrollable factors, the compurer
model can quickly determine the corresponding
impact on the decision criteria and, in panicular,
whether the "best" decision changes. Many "what
if' questions known ro be of interest to General

1. R. A. Howard, "Decision Analysis: Applied Decision Theory," in
D. B. Heru and J. Melese (eds.). Proceedi4gr d he FomA lnta.-
?:rr-l Confererce o Oxr'aaorvl Research 

- 
l9(f', pp. 5j-?1,

Wiley, New York, 196E.

Michael M. Menke, "Srategic Planning in an Agc of lJncettainry,"
l-"^g Ror,gr Phnning, Vol. 12, No. 4, pp. Z?-tl, A.grst l9?9.
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Management are examined as well. In addition,

breakeven analysis shows the relative sensitivity of

the uncontrollables. As a result, management

understands the most sensitive aspects of the deci-

sion, as well as whether one decision altemrtive
remains superior, despite many changes in the

assumptions. For the vast majority of decisions, this
level of analysis is sufficient to provide a clear and

robust recommendation.

However, when four or more factors are simul-

taneously unpredictable, the number of different

conceivable combinations of factors is so large that
even the mosr experienced executive may have dif-
ficulty appreciating the true impact of risk and un-

certainty. Attempts to quantify uncertainty have

led invariably to the mathematical theory of prob-

ability whose foundations were laid over 200 years

ago by Bemoulli, Pascal and Fermat. However,

only with the more widespread use of decision and

risk analysis since the 1960s have specific tech-

niques been developed for assigning probabilities to

possible outcomes of an incertain event. The tech-

niques that Roche now uses to encode probabilities

are based on interviews with experts in a particular

field. This kind of probability assessmenr may be a

subjective judgment, but it nevenheless represents

the best available knowledge. By using probability

to describe uncertainty, management is able to
incorporate its knowledg. of what it does not

know, as well as what it does know, into the deci-

sion process.

Once possible scenarios and the associated

probabilities for the most sensitive variables are

determined, the decision and its environment can

then be structured as a decision tree. Each branch

of the decision tree describes one particular

scenario about the future evolution of the decision

environment for one specific production altema-

tive. Also associated with every branch is a prob-

ability, which is the product of the individual
probabilities of the corresponding levels of the k.y
variables: investment cost, price level, market

growth rate and manufacturing cost. Even a rela-

tively sraight-forward decision analysis, with a

small number of altematives and only a few uncer-

tain factors considered explicitly, can generate

numerous scenarios.

The quantitative evaluation of a decision tree is

what Roche calls a Risk and Opporrunity Analysis.

This evaluation uses the cash flow model to deter-

mine the Net Present Value (NPV) corresponding

to the scenario associated with each individual

branch of the tree. The profitabiliry of each

-20000 - 10000 0 10000 20000 300000

Net Present Value (NPV):

(Swiss Francs x 1000)

scenario can then be combined with its correspond-

ing probability to give a risk and opportunity profile

for each decision altemative. Figure 2 illustrates

four risk/opportunity profiles corresponding to four

investment altematives of the decision tree. The

results can be interpreted as follows:
o The smallest plant has the smallest downside

risk.
. There is a l5 percent chance that furure circum-

stances will be such that the large plant will yield

the highest NPV, compared to a 50 percent

chance for the smallest plant to be most

profitable.

o A decision to invest in the large plant instead of
the medium one would result in an average loss

of 7.9 million (7.665 
- 

(-0.207)) Swiss Francs

in present value terrns.

This graphic presentation of the risk and oppor-

tunity analysis in the form of a cumulative prob-

ability distribution on NPV shows the decision

makers at a glance whether a given project offers an

acceptable reward in relation to the associated

risks. Figure 3 emphasizes the risk and opportunity

balance of Medium I decision alternative. This al-

FIGURE 2

Risk/ Opportunity Prof iles
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temirtive is singled our for furrher cc-rnsiderarion

because it has the highesr expecred NPV and a

degree of risk that can be rolerared bv a company
the size of Roche.

The final decision as ro wherher a given alrema-

tive, with its particular risk and opporrunity pro-

file, should be implemenred depends upon rhe

company's attitude rowards risk. Roche has nor yer

established a quanrirarive corporare risk policy.

However, over rime, the Roche management corn-

mittee is gaining a clear understanding of rhe frrrure

implications of differenr balances of risk and

opp()rtunity.

Before recommending a final decision, ir is help-
fut to derermine rhe value of addirional informa-
tion. By analyzing rhe decision rree under the
assumption that rhe outcomes of one or more

uncertain variables could be known before rhe

decision, it is possible ro measure the value of such
"perfect" information. Comparing the values of
perfect information on the various uncertain vari-

ables suggesrs which, if any, addirional information
should be collected before arriving ar a final
decision.

CoNcLUsroNs
The evaluation of management decisions is an

iterirtive process requiring specialized information

frrlm virrious experts thnrughout the organization.

The infirrmation must be rested for relevance and

reliahiliry and refined accordingly. The systematic

arnalysis of specialized decentralized knowledg. is

the key to a rational assessment of complex decisions.

At Hoffmann-La Roche, the sensitive use of ana-

l1'tical procedures involves and integrates the many

parties concemed with decisions and tums major

top management decisions into group decisions.

Decision analysis appears to work well at Roche

frrr all groups c()ncemed: the General Management

who has overall responsibiliry and who reviews

m()st major decisions; line managers who first initi-
ate and then implement decisions and functional

specialists who pnrvide most of the detailed ludg-
ments required to anticipare the results. There is

every reason to believe that a similar styte and phil-

osophy of analytical support could also succeed in

many other organizations.

[n the opinion of Roche's Vice Chairman, Dr.

Hartmann, "Roche is nor willing to take risks simply

ftrr prestige purp()ses. On the average and over the

krng run, business ventures have to pay and it helps

::,:::$' : il' :.?: [ 3 i:ffi , Y;.:'],' : ?iff ':;
insurance which can reduce the risks of unn€ceS-

sari[y u'rong decisions. Decision analysis allows

Roche to minimize the risk of losses and, whgre

risks are unavoidable, decision analysis helps the

company to accept and control those risks from the

beginning." D

Mr. Robert F. Egger is an officer of
F. tbf fmann-Ia bche, Basle, where he has
been responsible for investment and project
appraisal, decision analysis, and systems
development. prior to joinirg Roche in
1969, he was project manager at Alusuisse
for its aluminum reduction plant in
Icelande he also has previous experience in
American and Swiss manufacturing industry.

l.tichael [r[. t€nke is a principal with
Strategic Decisions Group, a management
consulting firm specializing in strategy
development and decision analysis for
capital-r tisk-, and research-intensive
organizations. His areas of special
interest include strategic management and
pl anni rg , dec i s ion and r i sk analys i s,
and ReD management. prior to joini ng
SE, he was manager of the decision and
risk analysis program for the European
office of SRI International in london.
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MANAGING THE CORPORATE BUSINESS PORTFOLIO

_ An important aspect of managing tjle modern corporation requires
selecting and giving direction to a-"portfolio" of iusiness acdivities
that will provide a balance of risk and return. Although quantitative
methods have been developed during the last two decades to manage
portfolios of common stocks, Urese nrethods have provided lit11e help to
the business executive, because a business portfolio differs from a stockportfolio in several important ways. The composition of the portfolio is
perhaps the most important difference. !'lhereas a stockholder can compose
his portfolio by combining small shares of many stocks, a business
executive cannot do this in composing his business porifolio. To achieve
economies of large-scale production or dominant market share, he must
s9'l9c! a fairly small set of economically-sized business activities. In
addition, the business executive does not have ttre stockholders,
flexibility to easily adjust his portfolio: the executive must live wittr
his decisions for a much longer time.

. In this paper, we shall deve'lop some new methods for balancing risk
and return in the corporate business portfolio. t{e will define riik and
return measures and show how executives cim use them to build and manage a
sound corporate portfolio. Since these measures are based on some key-
concepts of decision analysis, we will review them here. I'le will usd
simplified methods to develop graphic tools ttrat give insight into the
management of business risk. However, should they be needdd in a
particular application, more accurate methods are available to treat ttre
same issues.

INDIVIDUAL BUSINESS DECISION ANALYSIS

Decision analysis of an individual business area incorporates urree
major factors: complexity, time, and uncertainty Il]. comilexity is
treated by carefully constructing a business rndel-tnat refiects itt fey
issues. Time is usually treated by constructing a dynamic model that can
project future cash flow or earnings, which is lfren Oiscounted to produce
a net present value of cash flow or earnings. This net present vaiue is
the primary measure of a business's value. The analyst tJren tests the
sensitivities of the model to determine the crucial uncertainties trre
business faces. These crucial uncertainties are described by assessing
probability distributions for them from experts on each subjlct.

These assessments of uncertainties on the crucial factors are
combined to produce a probability distribution on the net present value,
which we call the "profit lottery." A typicar profit lottbry is
illustrated in Figufg l. The-cumulative form of the probauitity
distribution shows the probability that Ure net present value will not
exceed (i.9., be less than_or equal to) any given anrrunt. For the example
of Figure l, there is a 0.1 probability (10 percent chance) that the net
present value will be less than zero and a 0.9 probability (90 percent
chance) that tjre net present value will be less'than g60 iliition. This
means that there is an 80 percent chance that the net present value will
be within the zero to 960 million range.
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For the purposes of this paper, we shall define the return measure
(or more simply "return") as the expected (or mean) net present value.
The return wou1d, therefore, be the "fair bet" to place on the profit
lottery if risk were not of concern. Unless a business provides a hedge
against other corporate uncertainties, this measure of return should be
the corporation's upper l'imit on the value of this business. A

corporation wishing to avoid risk would value the business at a lesser
amount, as we shall see later.

To deal with risk, we also define an uncertainty measure (or
"uncertainty") as the difference between the 90th percentile and the lOth
percentile of the profit lottery. The profit lottery illustrated in
Figure I has a return of $30 million and an uncertainty of $60 million. A
fundamental result of decision theory'is that the risk associated with a
profit lottery is approximately proportional to the square of its
uncertainty [2]. If we use this risk measure (or "risk" for short), it is
appropriate to trade off risk and return in proportions that represent the
business's aversion to risk. Note that this also means it is not
inappropriate to_trade off proportions, uncertainty, and return in a
linear manner. Since proving this would require a mathematical
digression, we will not present it here t3l.
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If-we plot risk and return as a point, such as that of business A in
l'lgure Z, we can express a corporat'ion's trade-off of risk and return by a
straight line with a s'lope defined as the corporation's "risk tolerance-.,'
Trac'ing this line down to the return axis yields a point called the
"certain equivalent." This point represents a bus'iness having zero risk
that the corporation would see as equivalent to business A (in the sense
of an exchange or minimum selling price). In fact, any business along the
risk tolerance line pass'ing through the po'int for bus.iness A would be
equivalent to business A and would have the identical certa'in equivalent.It is easy to see that a lower risk tolerance (slope) would welg'h the r.isk
more heavily and result in a lower certain equivalent, while a 6igher risk
tolerance wouId do the opposite. An infinite risk tolerance wou'ld be
represented by a vertical s'lope resulting in a certa'in equivalent equal to
the return on1y, an att'itude we cal I ',rjsk neutral.,,
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In this exanple, bus'iness A has a certain equivalent of $20 mi'l'lion.
This can be viewed as a deduction of a $10 million risk penalty from the
$30 million expected value. In fact, the geometry of the straight-l'ine
trade-off does exactly thi s. In word equations,

certain equivalent = expected value - r'i sk penalty

where

ri sk PenaltY = ri sk
r

or

certain equivalent = expected value - - , fi:kri sk tol eranc e

We can g'ive further meaning to the risk tolerance by apply'ing the
graphic analysis to several independent ventures [4], as illustraLed 'in

Figure 3. If we construct a line from the origin of the graph with a

slope equal to the risk tolerance, it divides the graph into "accept" and

"reject" regions. Any business to the right of this divid'ing line will
have a positive certain equivalent, wh'ile any business to the left will
have a negative one. Also, the ratio of risk to return for any business
to the right of the divid'ing line will be less than the risk tolerance,
and that of any business to the left of the dividing line will be greater
than the risk tolerance. Thus, the risk tolerance can be interpreted as
the maximum tol erabl e rat'i o of ri sk to ret urn. In practice, one way to
establish the risk tolerance is by questioning corporate execut i ve s about
the acceptability of a set of ventures. Their answers, which they may

have to adjust for consistency, form the risk tolerance dividing line.
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BUSINESS PORTFOLIOS

Decision theory also shows us that the risk and return of independent
ventures, or business areas, may be added together to form the risk and
return for the portfolio they compose. Figure 4 shows an example of three'independent busi ness areas comb'i ned i nto a portfol i o. Thi s i ndependent
portfofio serves as a reference point for other situat'ions.

The bus'iness areas could have return synergies or dissynergies, for
example, resulting from the sharing of comnon faciIities or the cornpeting
for common facilit'ies, that cause the sum of their returns to be greater-
or less than that of the independent point shown in Figure 4 (without
changing the sum of their risks). Figure 5 illustratei these
poss'ibilities.
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Also, the business areas could be influenced by the same or related
unceyta'inties, maki ng their prof its either positively or negatively
dependent (without changing the sum of their returns). If the business
area profits tend to rise and fall together, this increases the portfolio
risk. Ue call this effect "risk concentration.u If the business area
profits tend to go in opposite directions, this decreases the project
risk. I'le call this effect "risk compensation." Figure 6 illustrates
these two possibil ities.

Dealing witJt return synergies and dissynergies primarily requires
examining common resouyres and other common factors. Dealing with risk
correntration and compensation requires thoroughly understanding the
influence of uncevtainties on all the business areas. The remainder of
this paper will pursue the treatment of risk.

ANAL YZ I NG PO RT FOL IO R ISK

I{e will illustrate some methods for treating risk with an example
based on a real but disguised case. The organization chart for a

successful diversified energy company called "Lamarco" [5] is shown in
Figure 7. Historical ly, Lamarto was a gas transportat'ion utility
business. To reduce its dependence on one business, it recently undertook
a major diversification program. Unfortunately, it could not tell if it
had diversif ied enough.
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Eadt of Lamarco's businesses was analyzed to determine its risk and
return. These are plotted in Figure 8. As expected, the businesses
having higher returns also have higher risks.

Analyzing the sources of uncertainty for each business revealed
several cormon uncertainties. The most critical ones were oil price,
inflation, and regulation. In addition, each business had independent
uncertainties that were unrelated to the other businesses. The critical
uncertainties are portrayed in a simplified probability tree in Figure 9.
You can see that each uncertainty can take on two values in each
situation. More values could be used if additional details were
required. Probabilities of each value are written near each branch point
of the tree, and overall scenario probabilities are obtained by
multiplying the three probabilities along the paths defining each scenario.

OE&P

o Oilfielct Services

o Utataty
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Producls

o ocoal

Figure 8: Risk and return points for Lamarco's businesses
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Figure 9: scenarios for the common uncertainties in Lamarco's businesses
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The analysis of each bus'iness was carried out for each of the common
scenarios. The returns of each business and of the total portfolio are
shown for each conrnon scenario'in Figure 10. !'le can easily see risk
concentrat'ion among the first four businesses; for example, all their
returns are very high for the fjrst scenario. t,le can aiso see a litile
risk compensation produced by the forest products business, which has its
lowest return under the first scenario and its highest under the seventh
scenario. By doing further analysis, we can use the common uncertainties
to determine the probability distribution on total profits, which js showni1 Figure 11. l'Jhen the risk and return of the totai corporate profit is
p'lotted, as seen jn Figure 12, we see a case of high risi< concentration.

Lamarco faces much more risk than a corporation made up of simi'lar'independent bus'inesses. In fact, the corporate ratio of risk to return is
higher than that of any of the individual businesses. A few computations
produce-the comparisons seen in Figure 13. Although Lamarco,s
diversification had successfully lowered its exposure to regulatory
treatment, the diversification had arso increased its expos[re to
inflation and oil price uncertainties. These observations create nerl
strategic challenges for reshaping Lamarco,s corporate portfolio.
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Figure 10: Effect of the common uncertainties on each business
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Figure 12: Lamarco's business combined into a corporate portfolio
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o But, the company is exposed to slower
rates of inllation and oil prices.

Figure 13: sensitivity of Lamarco's performance to individual uncerlainties
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tde can gain additional insight into portfolio development strategy by

understanding the quantitative impact of ttre underlyilg uncertainties
producing the risk (and risk concentration). Figure 14 shows the impact

6f tfre ciucial uncertainties on each business. The width of the bars is
proportional to the impact on returns as each uncertainty is varied from

its'tOtn percentile to its 90th percentile. If returns rise with tJtis

variation, the bar is plotted to the right, and if returns fall' the bar

is plotted to the left. The risk of any business area, which is listed
(albng with the return) below the bar, is approximately proportional to
tfre sim of Ure squares of each uncertainty bar in tfre column [6].

Since we are dealing with a case of risk concentration
(non-independence), we cannot simply add tJre risks across business areas.

However, we can add the uncertainty bars to form an uncertainty profile of
ttre total business portfolio, which is shotrn in Figure 15. In adding
these bars, some uncertainties tend to concentrate (e.g., oil price and

inflation) while oUrers tend to compensate (e.9., regulation). This
addition ind cancellation is the source of risk concentration and

compensation, which can be dramatically seen in Figure 15. Mos!

importantly, this process lets us graphically see the risk problems of the
portfolio.- In Lamarco's case, oil price and inflation uncertainties are

clearly creating most of the corporate risk.

The width of the Dars represents tlre uncertainty on the variable.

Figure 14: lmpact of each uncertainty on business returns
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The portfolio risk is lound by adding the busrness area
uncertainties lor each variable and summing the sguares.

Figure 15: lmpact of each uncertainty on business portf olio returns
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Once we understand the sources of business risk, we are in a good
posit'ion to create ways of reducing it. In the Lamarrco.ir", we would
challenge Lamarco executives and their analysts to come ,p-*i1i-*ays to
reduce this risk while maintaining the retuins. One possioifiiv would beto manage each business in ways that reduce oil price'and inflalion riskin return for increased risk exposure to the less dominant uncertainties(or even a calculable amount of reduceo returnl. nnourer poiiiuirity
would be to create_or-acquire a new business hiving risf*iirperiatin!
characteristics. .In Figure 16, for example, we see ilre effect of adiing a
hypothetical aluminum business that has negative sensitivity to-oil priie
and inflation. If we assume that Lama"co 6uys the aluminurn-business for
its_expected present value, it would have zeio net return. Ho*eve", it
would still be valuable to Lamarco in reducing risk. Figure i7 shows thepotential acquisition on a risk-return plot. -Adding 

the-aluminum business
reduces the risk to about that of the independent clse without giving up
qqy-re!y1n. As a result, it 'increases the certajn equivalent b! about
$400 million.
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Risk: 572 1206

Return:O 4940

The returns are expected to be negligible. Does such an

acquisition make sense?

Figure 16: Ef f ect of adding an aluminum business to Lamarco's portf olio
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Figure 17: Reduction in risk due to a potential aluminum business acquisition
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Lamarco could also consider divest'itures. Figure l8 shows how

Larnarco's corporate portfol'io would change i f each business were d ivested
by giving it away. If it were sold at a specific price, this amount would
have to be added to the return, thus shift'ing its point to the right.
DependirE upon buying and selling prices, divest'ing coal, acquiring an

alum'inum business, or possibly doing both could considerably improve
Lamayro's situation. These graph'ic methods stimulate creativity and allow
quick screening of ideas for developing better corporate portfolios.

CONC LUS IONS

t'le have shown a new method for managing the trade-off of risk and

return in the corporate business portfolio. This method incorporates
graphic displays that identify the sources of business risk and shows how

6usiness units combine to either concentrate or compensate risk. The

insight developed from a business portfolio analysis al'lows the executive
to give better direction to each business unit and to plan acquisitions
and divestitures that enhance the risk-return ratio for the whole
corporation.
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Figure 18: Ef f ect of divestiture on Lamarco's risk and return
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The risk measure is technically defined as one-half of the variance
of the profit 'lottery. For most "ordinary" profit lotteries, the
risk measure w'ill be approximately one-thirteenth of the square of the
uncertainty measure.

An example furnishes some intuitive justification. Suppose we could
invest in some multiple, M, of the profit lottery of Figure 1. Then,
we would have

return =30xM,

uncertainty =60xM,

ri sk = 3600 x M2,

u nc ert ai nty 2,

3.

4

ret urn

ri sk

ffin"
3 600 x t42 120 x M

30xM

Since the ratio of uncertainty to return is constant, a corporation
using this ratio that'liked the original profit]ottery would be led
to invest in any multiple of it, an absurd result. However, the ratio
of risk to return increases as M increases. For a sufficiently high
value of M, the corporation using this ratio would limit its
investment because'it would see that the risk to return ratio would
exceed its ability to tolerate risk for a sufficiently high value of M.
Intuitively, we would prefer the second ratio.

By independent ventures, we mean that the corporation could
independently accept_or reject each of the ventures, and that knowledge
of specific results from any of the ventures would not influence our
opinion (profit lottery) for any of the other ventures or other
holdings of the corporation: that is, they are probabilistically
i ndependent.

The author would like to acknowledge Terry Braunstein for carrying out
the "Lamarco" case that provided the stimulus for this work.

If the'uncertainties are correlated, products of the uncerta'inty
bars multiplied by the appropriate correlation coeffic'ient should
be added into the sum of squares. Also, this approximation assumes
an approx'imately linear profit model.

5.

6.
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OVERVIEW OF R&D DECISION ANALYSIS

By Jame's E. Matheson

Uncertainty, complexity, and long lead time are fundamental

characteristics of research and development. Breakthroughs

cannot be forced, and unexpected results are often the most

valuable. Molding new results into new and better products
is a lengthy and complex task. And the process of capitalizing
upon new ideas is still subiect to uncertainties in development,

production, and market acceptance. Although these features

make R&D an exciting and rewarding business, they
simultaneously create logically difficult management
problems.

The direct results of R&D are rarely useful by themselves; the
real reward comes later as the results are embodied in pro-
ducts and services. Therefore, logical R&D management must
comprise two complementary activities: the economic evalua-

tion of ptentialresearch results and the selea ion of R&D aaivities

lil<ely to produce valuable results.

since R&D activities necessarily precede the use of the
research results, management attention is often too narrow-
ly focused on the research activities themselves. It is all too easy

to fall into the trap of pursuing "good researchi 'as perceived
by the R&D community, and of assuming that successful im-
plementation will follow. However, the R&D process can be
effectively managed and motivated only if management prop-
erly devotes its attention to the value of the potential results.
Figure 1. shows the logic for R&D management.

The R&D activities transform R&D possibilities into R&D
results, but for ultimate success, these results must be adapted

and adopted by users to transform them into realized value.

Importantly, the "flow of value" is in the opposite direction.
Given the user's ultimate values and range of decision alter-
natives, on economic value can be placed on potential R&D
results. This step is called the economic evaluation of potential
R&D nrsults. The next step, which involves combining these
values for R&D results with the possible ways of carrying out
R&D activities to achieve these results, is called the develop-

ment and selection of n&D pnograms.

All managed R&D activity, whether carried out publicly or
privately, can be regarded from this vantage point. The details
of the methodological appncach, hourever, depend significantly
on whether the sponsor of the R&D activity is also the user
of its results. Most governmental R&D is carried out to achieve

public research results, which are then capitalized upon by
various user groups. Thus, the government has little control
over user decisions and receives little of the user value direct-
ly. Therefore, the government R&D manager logically should
carry out an economic evaluation of all the public benefits. On

the other hand, when a private company carries out R&D for
incorporation into its own products and production facilities,

it is both the sponsor and the user. In this case, the R&D
manager can camy out a somewhat simplified economic

evaluation because he can better anticipate his ornrn future user

values and decisions.

R&D programs directed toward a specific implementation

target, such as a new or improved production method or pno-

duct, ane easily approached by decision analysis. The decision

analysis should begin by establishingthe range of R&D results

that might be achieved, as shown in Figure 2.
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\
/

USER
VALUE

BTD
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RE SULTS

RID

DECISIONS

USER
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Figure 1: R&D Management lngic
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Figure 2: R&D Decision Analysis

Establishing these results allows temporary separation of the

analysis into two tasks: the economic araluation of ptential R&D

results and the development of alternative n&D prograrns that

might create these results. A preliminary economic analysis

will provide guidance for developing R&D programs by

establishing both the economic value of varying degrees of
nesearch success and the value of time in attaining results. The

latter may often be indicated by competition for, or changes

in, user needs. Both of these values help show where parallel

R&D efforts are required to increase the chance of achieving

the results in a timely manner. Developing alternative R&D
programs must include identifying major uncertainties in
achieving results, determining the more elemental tasks and

results that compose the overall result, and allocating effort
to program elements. Developing step-by-step R&D strategies,

where crucial activities are undertaken first and successive

activities are undertaken only after initial success, can lower

the cost and risk of R&D. However, more expensive and "risky"

alternatives must also be developed to be weighted against the
need for timely R&D results.

In the last task shown in Figure 2, the alternative R&D pro-

grams are combined with the economic evaluation to obtain

the overall "bottom linel'Because of uncertainty in both the

R&D results and in using the results (e.9., competing

developments, user perreption), the alternative R&D programs

will have varying degrees of expected values and uncertainty.

I"arge organizations may have the ability to pursue the plan

with highest expected value. When R&D nesources are more

limited, however, an organization may desire to limit risk by

choosing an alternative having a lower expected value but more

assurance of return.

The decision analysis should not, however, stop with this

choice, because often there are sources of information that

may reduce some of the crucial uncertainties and allow an

organization to make a better choice. For exampla, t more

careful study or survey of potential users may reduce the

uncertainty in successful implementation and provide better
direction for detailed research obiectives. Also, the research

process itself, as well as external events, will continually pro-

duce new information that should be used to update the

analysis and reoptimize the R&D prcgram.In a lively R&D anea,

even the options to cancel must be reviewed regularly.

R&D programs having less definite paths to the user can be
(and indeed have been) analyzed on a similar basis. For exam-

ple, general research to support advancing technology in a line

of business can be treated by capturing the generic features

of existing and new products. The economic value of im-

provements in these features on the whole product line is
estimated in the economic evaluation. As guided by the
economic evaluation, an R&D program is then developed to

provide overall support to the business.

Even basic research can, and should, be treated using this ap-

proach. In this case, the approach would rely more on human
judgment because the research results are more loosely de-

fined (for example, by "a significant breakthrough in Area X").

The economic evaluation is based primarily on the judgment

of R&D managers, R&D producers, and implementation ex-

perts. Based on additionaljudgrnents of reseanchers, managers,

and outside experts about the probability of success, R&D pro-
grams are devised to achieve a high probability of valuable

results. The judgment might be broken down into the poten-

tial of the research area, the potential of the research team,

and the potential of the reseanch strategy. The logic is the same

as before, but the analysis has quite a different character.

When all of an organization's research activities have been

analyzed in these terms, they can be combined into a portfolio
of activities and the whole portfolio can be pnrfitably analyzed.

We will mention only a few aspects of the problem here. R&D

pnograms may compete for nesources such as funds, research-

ers'time, and neseanch equipment. They may complement each

other by sharing research elements and facilities, and, more

subtly, by reducing the risk of a whole product area. Also, most

organizations desire a portfolio of R&D activities at various
stages of maturity to provide them and their usens with a steady

supply of new accomplishments. Furthermore, there is always

the issue of whether it would be better to risk resources on

a single R&D venture or to use the same resources to support

several smaller ones. An R&D portfolio analysis addresses all

these questions.

Because it integrates the R&D activity with the needs and

desires of the ultimate user and because it provides a vehicle

for continual monitoring and updating of the R&D program,

decision analysis can provide the control needed to manage

the complex, dynamic, and uncertain R&D process.
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RoD'"
monthty report on M anaging l rnovation

INSIDE

USING DECISION ANALYSIS
TO DETERMINE R&D's VALUE
(Part I)

More and more, senior management worries
about whether itts getting maximum value
out of lts R&D investmenE. placing a value
on R&D is dlfficult because R&D declslons
are character ized by uncertainty, long
time horizons, and a number of other char-
acteristics that make them reslstanE Eo
traditional financial evaluation meEhods.

In their work with such companles as
Alcoa, CIBA-GEIGY, Exxon, Hoffman-LaRoche
and Westinghouse, Michael Menke and his

at Strate ic Decisions G

tha t se eval-
uation dtfficulties can be counteracEed,
lf not actually elimlnated, by the use of
decislon analysis.

Very briefly, this process lnvolves con-
stru:tlng influence diagrams and dectslon
trees that illusErate the chronologlcal
sequence of decisl0ns and uncertainties
affectlng a parEicular project or projects.
By providing a logtcal and conslstenr means
of visuallzLng uncertain, complex problems,
Menke considers decision trees ideal for
descrlblng to top management real declslon
Problems that, to quote one R&D Vp, are
"too dtfficult to solve ln my head and
too important to solve in my gut . 

f 

'
Menke explains how decision analysls

mitlgates the factors that make R&D

decislon-maklng so difficulr :

o Uncg_rtaintv is the hallmark of R&D, which
is@orh technicar and commercial
unknowts . Moreov€f r technical success can
rarely be deflned without considerlng rhe
commerclal environment. Unfortunately,
most tradltlonal valuatlon procedures do
not expllcitly lncorporate uncertalncy.
However, the necessarily uncertaln subj ec-
tlve Judgments that experts (managers r €r1-
glneers, sclentists, consultants, etc. )
are called upon to make in these areas can
be quantified by uslng probabilirtes.
These so-called subjecrive probablllty
J udgrnents have demonstrated thelr relt-
ablltty as lndLcators of furure technlcal
and buslness success ln many lndustrial
sltuaElonsr Bs Menke explalned in "Managing
Innovat ion, t' rnside ReD , L /9 /BO.

After an tnfluence dlagram has ldenclfled
the sources of uncertainty, senslttvtty
analysls ranks the importance of the var-
lous uncertalnttes, thus determlnlng whtch
ones are the mosE cruclal to the problem
at hand. 0nce probability has been used
to help people quanrify rhelr Judgments
about the most crucial factors , e decislon
tree can be construcred ln whlch the
various branches represent dtfferenE
scenarlos that comblne the varlous
technical and commerclal pgsslbllitles.

In essence, the entire scructure of de-
clslon analysls ls deslgned ro deal with
uncertalnty, Menke asserts.
. Long Tlme Horizons. Rather than lgnore
speculations about the success of a project
that won t t be observable for years, one
can construct scenarios whlch lndlcate the
value of a project ln different posslble
futures correspondtng to different degrees
of technlcal and commercial success.

As for the serlous problem of determtntng
the future flnanctal return necessary to
offset an expendlture Eoday, chls ls com-
pllcated by considerarlons of lnflation
as well as the inherent technlcal and com-
mercial rlsks of R&D. Menke polnts out
that a number of companies have overcome
thls dlfficulry by separarlng the true re-
turn desired by lnvestors from both ln-
f lat lon and proj ec t rlsk. I^ILthout dolng
thls, one w111 end up valuing only ehort-
range projects, he warns.

Menke I s recornmendatlons: (l) strlp alray
tnflatlon by calculatlng costs and beneflts
in constant dollars i Q) Ereat rlsk not
by applying a higher dlscount rare (as 1s
often done) but by computing the actual
probabilltLes of success and failure; (3)
demand that e project achleve on-average
a true, risk-free, lnflatlon-free return
of 3-57", as measured by the expected net
present value obcalned by averaglng over
all the scenarlos ln the projectts declslon
tree. Thls procedure avoids the short-
range blas of tradltional flnanctal Eech-
niques, but does requl.re that resources
lnvested ln R&D earn a sufflclent return.
o Poor Comnunlcatlon Between R&D and Mar-
keting. More than anything else, Menke
tnslsts. thls arlses because uncertalnty
ls not treated expllcltly r Els descrlbed
above, and the problems of rlsk and long
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tLme horlzons are confused by allowtng
lnflatton and risk to enter tnto the
set t lng of tthurdle" rates .

"The stated goal of declslon analysls ls
to asslgn a value to the R&D project. The
underlying goal is to use that value to Ery
to surface all the critlcal issues and
thereby make the communicatlon more open,
more honest, and more effecEtve," Menke
says.
o llanv Alternatlves. Lots of dif f erent
R&D projects compete for limited resources,
and any one project could be managed in
many possible ways. Decision analysts
provides a pourerful \^ray of determlning
the best development straEegy for an ln-
divldual project. Then, at a higher 1evel,
lt can be used for managing a "portfolio"
of projects, welghtng one against anothet
to determine the optl.mum mlx for the
organl zation.
o Complex Interactlons. Projects are noE

lndependent of one another. For example:
common aspect,s of R&D processes can be
shared among several projects, chus reduc-
tng costs; Ehe commerclal value of two or
more jointly successful projects may be
greater than the sum of thelr lndivldual
cortrnercial values; Ehe technical success
of a nertr (breakthrough) product may make
obsolete current products or less sophis-
tlcated products under development; ln-
formation pertaining Eo the success or
fallure of one project may lnfluence the
assessment of technlcal success on other
projects; several paralleI projects ln-
crease the ltkelihood that et least one
will succeed technically; a successful
R&D effort ln your maln area of business
may lncrease the overall vulnerablltty
of the business (by, for example, pro-
ducing an lmproved product that depends
upon a raw materlal from an unstable
foreign source) .

These and many other slmllar tnteractlve
effects can be accounted for ln declslon
analysls, elther as modlflcations to the
probabillty factors or Eo the value fac-
Eors at, the end of the declslon tree. 0n
the other hand, they are very hard to cap-
ture with conventional flnancial analysis.
o The Dvnamic and Sequential Nature of R&D.

Menke characterizes R&D as an ar.3a of hlgh
uncertainty but low risk. The reason ls
that R&D decisions are usually rnade, and
resources committed, ln sEages over a long
perlod t tsther than all at once. Conse-
quently, lt 's dlfficult, for example, to
determlne the value of lnltlal work on a
group of related chemlcal compounds for a

partlcular purpose when only one of these
compounds wl11 actually reach the market-
place--even lf R,(D produces two or three
that are technlcally successful.

Wlth a decislon tree, however, one can
examlne, flrst, the decision on the var-
tous funding levels or dlrectl.ons of the
applied research program and the dlfferent
probabllities of achievlng the deslred
results . This, ln turn, leads to declslons
about the ktnd of development program to
undertake. Alm of the program, ln Eurn,
ts to deliver a product or process that
can be commercialized at a particular time,
cost and leve1 of performance.

This lnterplay of sequenrlal declslon
wlth the probabllity of fallure at each
stage ln Ehe chain ls, again, dlfflcult to
handle wlth normal financial evaluation
methods. But decislon analysis is eml-
nently sulted to the task.
. Dlfflcult Value Issues. Bestdes worry-
lng about market sharer proflts, productlon
costs, and the like, management faces a
host of more subtle issues. Can Lre change
the corporate culture to compete ln new
business areas that R&D has opened up for
us? Are r^re better off. ltcenslng thls ne!,
development? How w111 lt affect our lmage
as a technlcal lead er? And so ot1. De-
clsion analysls allows a company to take
a broader view of tts R&D effort by incor-
porating such factors lnto a decislon tree.
o Breakdom of Traditlonal Rlsk Crlteria.
Many of the traditlonal rules for calculat-
lng business profitablltty slmply break
down when applied to the complex, long-
range uncertain world of R&D. And R&D

people, traditionally suspictous of ef-
f orts to "quantlfy the unquantlf iable, t'

don t t make thlngs easier.
A prlme example ls rhe rule that risky

R&D projects should require high hurdle
rates. This rule breaks down--and is a
contlnual source of frlctlon between R&D

and top management--because of the con-
flict between uncertalnty and the long
t lme horl zotr. The hlgh degree of uncer-
talnty encourages the flnancial types to
raise the hurdle rate because of the per-
celved rlsk. But the longer the tlme
horlzon, Ehe harder lt will be to earn
that hurdle rate. A11 too often, then, the
appllcatlon of dlscounted cash flow analy-
sis w111 wash out long-range R&D ln favor
of the shorter range, ttsaf ertt proJ ects.

(In the Aprtl 13 edltion of "Managlng
InnovaElon, t' Menke wlll outllne how the
R&D decislon analysis process can be
applled. )
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Managing lnnovationmonthly report on
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STTTATION

USING DECISION ANALYSIS
TO DETERMINE R&D,s VALUE
(Part II)

Declsion analysLs ls a way of deallng wlth
many of the characterl,st tcs of R&D thar
make lt so dlfflcult to evaluate by tradi-
tLonal financlal analysls. Last month
(rnside R&D, 3 /9182) , Mlchael t'Ienke lden-
tlfled those characteristics (uncertaincy,
long time horizons r €tc. ) and explalned
how declsLon analysls provlded the neces-
sary technlques for evaluating alterna-
tlves despite those difflcultles.

Thls monch, Menke outltnes brlefly the
actual declslon analysls process as lt
would be applled ln a pracrical sltuatlon
by hls f lrur, Strateglc Dectslons Group.

SDGts declston analysts cycle has rhe
four stages shown ln Fig.l.

for each scenario, but wlth one lmportant
dlfference: SDG separates lnflatlon,
technlcal rlsk and market rtsk from
Lnvestorst real rate-of-retuEn, endlng
up with a lower 37"-52 real discount rate
that lnvestors ln any large company have
every rtght to demand.

After developlng a sLmple project-spe-
clfic model to calculace the cash flow and
net present value for any posstble scenarlo,
SDG then does an extensive sensttlvlty
analysls to determlne whtch of the many
compllcating factors (prlce, technlcal
performanc€r development ttme, market
share, etc . ) creates the most uncertalnty
ln the sltuation and is, therefore, most
crltical to maklng a good declslon.

Somet l,mes the analysls w111 end here .

You may not know the preclse value of the
proj ect, , but you w111 know Chat lt ls
valuable enough t,o be worth continulng
without further analysis. On Che ot,her
hand r the poss1blllttes of technlcal fall-
ure lnherent ln so meny R&D sltuattons
will often make lt deslrable to proceed
to the thlrd stage.

( 3 . ) In Probabll,lst lc Evaluatton, one
obtains subjectlve probabllltles for the
mos! sensitlve vartables by tntervlewing
experts (managers, englneers, sclentlsts r

etc. ) regardtng the llkelthood of thelr
future levels of occurrence. The way
these lntervlews are conducCed ls crtt-
lca1 to obtainlng a rellable view of the
proj ects, so SDG has developed a spectal
lntervlew process. (See "Forecasllng R&D

Successtt ln thls column f or Jan. 9 , 1980 . )
Thts step is the mosE controverslal aspect
of the declslon analysls process, but
especlally Ln R&D lt ls often Ehe most
essent laL .

These judgments are encoded for tech-
nlcal as well as marketlng and comerclal
factors. The probablllties are then latd
out on a decislon tree and dlsplayed es a

rlsk-return prof ile r oE "prof lt lottery, tt

an example of whtch ls shown tn Flg . 2,
Thls ls the probablllty distrlbutlon of
the net present valuer r€flectlng all the
scenartos descrlbed tn Ehe declslon tree.
l"lenke llkes the world "lottery" because
lt connotes uncertatnty--the range of dlf-

ACTloil

Fis. 1

(1. ) In Basls Development, Menke ex-
plalns r the task 1s fundamentally to lden-
tlfy the real declslon. In thls stage ) a

number of technlques are used to assess
qualltatlvely the values, lnformatton and
alternatlves that are crlttcal Eo maklng
a sound choice. Drawing an lnfluence dla-
gram, for lnstance, ls the ftnal step of
Basls Development. It ls developed from
lnterviews wlth key personnel and shows
ln a systenatlc way the lmporcant uncer-
talntles and dectslons that will affect
achlevement of the proj ect goals.

(2) , Determlnlsttc Structurlng treats
the decLslon sltuation quantltatlvely and
deterurlnes the crtttcal uncertalnties.
It reveals, for example, how the dlfferent
variables on the lnfluence dtagram affect
the proj ect I s profltabllity, and how pro-
J ect cash flow may be lncreased or de-
creased as a result.

As wlth most financlal evaluatlon pro-
cedurea, dlscounted after-tax cash flow
ls used to determlne a neE present value

O€TERMlr{ISTE
STRI.,CTURING EYALTNTloil

BASIS

APPRAISAL
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Cumulalive ProbatililY

Probabrlrty ol Marhol,

lmplemenlahon,
rnd Technicrl

0.5

Tochnrcal

Probahhly ol Technrcal Succees.

Markct or Farlurc

-20 -10 0 t0m
Nel Ptosenl \lrluc

30 .0 50

Fis.2

The uncertainty assocrated with the value of a typical R&D
proiect can be divided into three separate regions.

ferent posstbllltles ' 
wtth thelr Probabll-

lttes, that might be encountered lf one

rrent ahead hrlth the project . ExPected

net present value, whlch SDG calls the
Return of the proj ect, ls one of the key
lndlcators of the Projectts worth. The

curve, however, dlsPlays anoEher lmportanc
dtmenslon--the full range of Rlsk, from
the worst posslble flnanclal outcome to
the best.

Menke observes that managers are usually
not satisf led to hrork with a s ingle exPec E-

ed or average value, PsEtlcularly lf the
proj ect couunands a lot of the organt 2a-
tlonrs resources. They want to adjust lt
for Ehe degree of risk.

SDG defLnes the Rlsk of the Projecc as

one-half the varlance v of the lottery.
Glven the Return which ts the exPected net
present value, and the Rlsk , Y I 2, there
ts a stmple and well establlshed procedure

whlch holds that Lf. you measure the orga-
nizationts ablllty to tolerate rlsk you

can determlne a value that ls properly
adjusted for the full degree of rlsk.

Ttrts so-caIled Certatn Equlvalent Value

equals Return-Rlsk/Rlsk Tolerance, where

Return and Rtsk are the average and the
varianc€r resPectlvely, of the lottery
curve. From exPerLence, Menke and hts
colleagues have found that Rtsk Tolerance
for many organizatlons ls about Ll6 of
stockholder I s equlcY.

Consequently, one can flnd an approxl-
mat,e Rtsk Tolerance ln a company's annual
report and Plug lt tnto the above equatlon
to deterrrtne Certaln Equlvalent Value. In

Menke's oplnlon, thls ls the best slngle
est,imate of the economic value of an R&D

project to e Partlcular organlzation.
(4.) Having found thls vaIue, Menke

recommends that before maktng a flnal
declslon one ought to test the basls on

which the evaluation rests. Once again,
several techniques are emPloyed to deter-
mlne the economic value of obtalntng more

tnformetlon, betEer alternatlvesr or a

clearer statement of management 
r s goals.

Also at thls stage the indtvldual Project
should be reviewed for portfollo tnter-
actlons wlth other Projects or the exlst-
tng business, whlch can modLfy thetr stand-
alone value substantlally. A future tssue

of "ltanagtng Innovat lon" w111 exPlore SDG 
I 
s

approach to R&D Portfollo management and

resource allocatlon.
If the fleld of alternatives or the

quallty.of tnforlnatlon lurns out to be

lnsufftclent, the Basis Appralsal w111

recommend not executing the declslon lm-
medlately buc, rath€Er obtalntng more

tnformation or comlng uP wlth a better
alternatlve. It ts a self-correctlng
feature that only lets you proceed when

rhe quallty of the exlstlng alternattves
and lnformacion reduces the rlsk sufft-
ciently to justlfy the project expendl-
tures. On the other hand, Ehe comPanies

which have used declslon analysls success-
fully have observed that tt also reduces

the common tendency to procrastlnate ln
the face of uncertainty. In short ' says
l"lenke, lE ansr^rers the f lnal questlon:
Should you act now or develop che dectslon
basls further?
ne'.a"r" aeslring a detatled tnformatlon
packet on this declslon analysls Process
should wrlte to Mlchael Menke at Strategic
Decislons Group, 3000 Sand Htll Road, Menlo
Park, CA 94025,

***

ol
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SELECTING PRO]ECTS TO OBTAIN A BALANCED RESEARCH PORTFOLIO

Dan i el 0wen

Strategi c Deci si ons Group

AB STRACT

This is a new methodology that can evaluate individual research
projects and combine current projects and project opportunities into an
attractive research portfolio. For individual research projects, it
provi des a framework for integrating and cormunicating informati6n about
technical and market uncertainties. The quantification of the character-
istics of individual research projects assists in maintaining an appropriate
balance between the riskiness of the research portfolio and its exirictba
return. Empirical evidence suggests that many major laboratories may have a
research portfolio that is too focused on process and project improvement.
There are several explanations for this too conservative portfolio.

* This paper draws heavily on a presentation made to the l'letallurgical
Society of AIME, Atlanta, GA, March 1983.



SELECTI NG AND },IANAGI NG YOUR RESEARCH PORTFOL IO

INTRODUCTIOI{

Research and development (R&D) is characterized by uncertainty and long
time horizons. There are two Sources of uncertainty: the technical
performance of the product and the market performance or profitability of
the product if it is cormercialized. Accounting for these two sources of
uncertainty in the R&D decision-making process is made more difficult by the
lack of conmunication between the research laboratory and the marketing
organization. Researchers often complain, "They never tell us what they
want, and they don't like what we do." In turn, the marketers lament, "They
never ask us what we need, and we don't understand what they did.'

Despite these uncertainties, Strategic Decisions Group (SDG) believes
that decisions about R&D can and should be based on its ultimate contri-
bution to corporate profitability. Our experience in applying decision
analysis to important decisions involving uncertainty and distant payoffs'
Such as major capital investment decisions, strategic planning, and R&D

management, convinces us that the contribution of research to profitability
and the associated uncertainty in that contribution can be quanti-
fied.[1,2,3,4] The quantification of research alternatives assists the R&D

project manager in recorrnending a research budget, in deciding which
technology to pursue, and in determining whether to pursue a "backupu or
competing technology. This quantification also assists R&D directors in
recommeniiing a laboratory budget, in selecting a strategic direction for the
corporation's research, and in maintaining an appropriate balance between
the riskiness of the research portfolio and its expected return.

The most important benefit of our approach to R&D management is not the
recommendation of decisions, but rather the understanding that results from
addressing a complex, uncertain problem with a logical, consistent
methodology. In addition, the SDG approach provides a framework for
cormunication arnong the parties involved i n the deci sion, including the
researchers, marketers, and project managers. It also allows laboratory
directors to cormunicate clearly a carefully considered rationale behind a

particular decision or recommendation to top management.

AN EXA!.IPLE DECISION ABOUT AN INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH PROJECT

A decision tree is an effective way of describing the sequence of
decisions and uncertainties affecting an individual project. Figure I shors
a decision tree (disguised for proprietary reasons) for a research project
currently in progress at a major laboratory. The proiect may be described
as research to develop an improved catalyst fuF us€ in automotive catalytic
converters.
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In Figure I, squares represent decisions, which are under the control of
the decision maker, and circles represent uncertainties, which cannot be

controlled by the decision maker. First, the company must decide on a
research strategy. Its options are to discontinue research or to continue
research with two different target cormercialization years. Cormerciali-
zation in 1987 would require a parallel research program and a relatively
larger budget. A 1992 target would allow time to work sequentially on
problems. Different market conditions in each cormercialization year would
affect the value of the catalyst.

If the company decides to continue research, it must address important
tedtnical performance uncertainties surrounding technical perfonnance. First,
the research must establish whether or not the catalyst works; uncertainty
about this is referred to as the "technical success" uncertainty. The
probabilities of technical success have been assessed by the researchers as
l0 and 15 percent, respectively, for 1987 and 1992. Researchers felt that a
longer, more orderly program would allow more time for solving technical
problems, thereby increasing the chance of technical success.

If the catalyst is technically successful, research must then establish
the catalyst lifetime under certain extreme test conditions. The lifetime is
currently uncertain and depends on the research strategy selected. The cost
of the catalyst is also uncertain. The probabilities of catalyst costs of
$100, $70, and $40 per pound are 25, 50, and 25 percent, respectively.
A node representing tnis uncertainty actually follows on each of the six
branches of the lifetime uncertainty. For simplicity, only one node has been
shown.

Once these technical performance uncertainties are resolved, the company
can decide whether to conmercialize the catalyst. This decision will depend
on the technical performance outcomes. Cormercialization will require an
additional, substantial capital investment. If the company decides to
cormercialize the catalyst, the company must then address the important rnarket
uncertainties: the required reduction in emissions, and the number of cars
sold, which determines the market size for the catalyst.

Several important observations about this decision tree can be made.
First, it is an effective and concise way of cormunicating the decision
alternatives, uncertainties, and values associated with a particular project.
Second, it contains five uncertainties and is not too complicated. By using a
careful sensitivity analysis, the five crucial uncertainties (from an initial
list of about 25) that have the greatest influence on the value of the project
were identified.

Finally, the information about the likelihood of various uncertainties
and about the value of the project, given various events, is provided by
experts wit}tin the client's organization or by its technical consultants.
These probabilities are established in a formal interview process with
individuals whose initials are usually indicated on the figure.[5] SIE,s role
is to assist the client oy providing a logical framework for the client's
information, values, and alternatives. Most often, however, the value of the
project associated with a particular path through the decision tree is
calculated from a business model partially or completely constructed by SlE.
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Because the probabilities for each path through the tree have been
specified and a value for each path can be computed, the expected value and
uncertainty associated with each research strategy can be determined. For
example, continuing research with a target cormercialization of 1987 gives
an expected net present value (t{PV) of $35 million. There is a l0-percent
drance of a value less than -$5 million or of a value exceeding 990
million. The'1992 conrmercialization has a higher expected value of $45
million, with a range of -$5 million to $105 million.

This result is somewhat unusual and counterintuitive. Usually,
research projects have a market "window," during which the results of the
project have maximum market value. If the results are not obtained by a
particular time, the competitive advantage is lost, and the market value
greatly diminished. For this project, the opposite is true: delaying the
research results increases the projectts value. The increased chance of
technical success, longer catalyst lifetime, and improved market conditions
make the 1992 cormercialization a better research strategy.

This observation had important implications for the management of the
project. For example, parallel activities on material development,
fabrication, and manufacturing were being pursued in an effort to cormer-
cialize as quickly as possible. Because early conmercialization was
unnecessary, u{e recormended a reduced-cost, sequential research effort.

Another very useful result of this decision tree is the recormendation
of the cormercialization strategy given the technical performance results
(see-Figure 2). tlith the eally cormercialization research strategy, the
catalyst should be cormercialized unless the catalyst lifetime hai a low
value of 2? days. I,lith the late cormercialization research strategy, the
catalyst should be cormercialized un'less the lifetime has a low value of 24
days and the cost takes on a high value of $100 per pound. The probability
that corrmercialization will be desirable witJr the I992 research strategy is
94 percent compared with 75 percent for the 1987 research strategy, because
increased lifetime is likely to result from a longer research program.

As a result of the decision analysis, management changed its perception
of the project's value. The main value of this research project derived
from its "insurance" value to the company. Referring again to Figure l, the
company's current technology could be extended to meet up to a S-percent
required reduction in emissions. In that situation, the value of the
research on the improved catalyst is small. However, a required reduction
of 8 percent could not be met by an extension of existing technology, which
gives the research results a very large value. This research project
insures the company against the 25 percent chance that the current
technology cannot be extended to meet future requirements.

In the simplest form, R&D projects can be characterized by four
fundamental elements: R&D cost, uncertainty about technical success,
uncevtainty about cormercialization cost, and uncertainty about the market
value of the cormercialized product or process (see Figure 3). The seguence
in which decisions are made and uncertainties resolved is important and is
as follows: the decision to pursue the research, resolution of the
tedtnical uncertainties, the decision to conmercialize, and resolution of
the market uncertainties.
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH DECISIONS

Having demonstrated the application of the decision analysis
methodology to a complex research problem in the previous section, this and

several following sections provide a conceptual discussion of fundamental
research decisions. Because the focus is on concepts, simplified examples
are used.

The Decision To Begin A Research Program

Figure 4 shows a simplified decision tree for deciding whether to begin
a $10 million research project on Technology A. If the program is pursued,
the research results obtained will be favorable or unfavorable. The figure
indicates that technical experts researching Technology A agree that the
probability of favorable research results is 20 percent. This probability is
assessed in a formal interview designed to minimize biases in the experts'
judgments. [5]

Technical success is usually defined as the resolution of several
precisely defined technical "showstoppers." The probability of technical
success is the product of the probabilities of overcoming each showstopper.
The probability of successfully solving each showstopper is assessed and

then they are analytically combined to find the overall probability of
success. Often, there is probabilistic dependency between the showstoppers,
which must be included.

If the research results are favorable, there is a 95-percent chance
that the technology will be successfully cormercialized. An unfavorable
researrh result reduces the chance of successful cormercialization to
40 percent. In the latter case, existing technology would have to be
employed in the cormercialization; however, some benefit from the research
program is anticipated even if the results are unfavorable. 0f course,
existing technology could also be employed if Technology A is not
researched. The chance of successful cormercialization is only 30 percent,
however, because there are no benefits from the research program.

The expected value of each decision alternative can be computed by
multiplying all the path probabilities following the decision by the values
at the end of the paths (see Figure 5). For example, if the research result
is unfavorable, the expected value of the decision to cormercialize is $38
million (.4 x ll0 +.6 x -10), compared with a value of zero from not
corlmercializing. Favorable research results give an even higher expected
value for connercialization. 0n the basis of expected values, the decision
recormendation would be to cormercialize whether or not the research results
are favorable. This result could have important tactical implications for
the marketing organization. Similarly, the expected value of the decision
to research Technology A is $41 million, compared with only $14 million
without the iesearch. Therefore, the research should be undertaken.

Not all decision makers, however, want to make decisions on the basis
of expected values. Because they are urisk averser" they view the
likelihood of successful corrnercialization as more uncertain and believe
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that the value of the commercialization option is sornewhat less than its
expected value. Incorporating a decision maker's (or corporation's) attitude
toward risk into the decision recormendation is an important element of
decision analysis.[617] However, because our current focus is R&D manage-
ment, we have ignored risk aversion in this example.

The Decision About the Level of Fundinq

t{hile researching Technology A is preferable, perhaps the funding level
of the program should be increased to improve the likelihood of success and
to achieve earlier results. The decision tree in Figure 6 shows two
alternative levels of funding for the research program: $20 million and $10
million. The technical experts believe that the chance of favorable research
results increases to 25 percent at the $20-million funding level. Marketing
believes that the earlier cormercialization resulting from the higher funding
level would allow the company to gain a substantial edge over the competi-
tors. Consequently, the NPV of the cormercialized technology would increase
by $10 million to $120 million if the research result is favorable. If the
result is unfavorable, the NPV remains gIl0 million.

Using the same calculation as before, the expected tPV with the higher
fql{ig level is less than that wit}r the lower level (see Figure 7). The
additional funds do not sufficiently increase the chance of a favorable
research result or sufficiently increase the market value to justify their
expendi ture.

Decisions About Research on Parallel or Competi ng Technol ogi es

The problem Utat many R&D managers cite as the most perplexing is
deciding whether to research several technologies to achieve a single
research goal. These managers realize that the decision depends on the
importance of the goal, the likelihood of success, and the incremental cost.
However, balancing all these factors is difficult. One vice president for
R&D described this problem as "too difficult to solve in my head and too
important to solve in my gut."

A decision tree is a useful tool for thinking through the problem of
"back-up"_tedrnologies. For example, in addition to Technology A, it might
be possible to research an alternative technology, Technology-B, that is-
identical to A in its marketability (see Figure 8). Figure 8 also shows a
probab_ilistic dependency between Technology A and Technology B. If
Tedtnology A succeeds, then B is more likely to succeed, but its success is
not guaranteed. Computing the expected NPU shows that pursuing Technology B

in addition to A increases the overall chance of success sufficiently to-
iustify pursuit of both technologies. In fact, pursuing ootJr increases the
expected tPV by $5 million. From the decision tree, we can also compute the
probabilities of some uncertain events. For example, the chance of technical
success increases from 20 to 32 percent with both technologies, and the
likelihood of a successful market result increases from 5l-to 58 percent.

It is easy to extend tJtis decision tree to handle the more general case
whene additional value results of botJr technologies are successful because of
some market slmergy.
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SELECTING A BALANCED RESEARCH PORTFOLIO

The researrh portfolio grid of Figure t helps to visualize
qualitatively several aspects of the problem of selecting a research
portfolio. To justify the budget, the laboratory director is tempted to
select projects that have a high probability of technical success and,
consequently, have a relatively low value. These are called "bread-and-
butter" projects for the laboratory. They are often process and product
improvements easily within the laboratory's capabilities, which will
certainly not substantially alter the company's long-term profitability.

Projects with a high value (given technical success) and a high
probability of technical success (silver bullets) are easily distinguishable
even without quantitative methods. Unfortunately, such projects are very
rare. More often, the laboratory director selects some "question-mark"
projects, which are projects not likely to succeed but very valuable if they
do. This high value frequently occurs because the project allows the
company to introduce a revolutionary product or to take exclusive advantage
of changes in the marketplace resulting from government regulation, comple-
mentary technical innovation, competitive actions, and so forth. Such
proiects usually demand state-of-the-art technology and are at the limit of
the I aboratory's capabi lities.

For the laboratory director, the research portfolio problem can be
described as selecting a balance between "bread-and-butter" and "question-
mark" projects. Unless the probability of technical success and cormercial
value are carefully quantified, however, the laboratory director is likely
to end up with a "bread-and-butter" and "turkey" sandwich.

SDG maintains that portfolio balancing can be best accomplished by
placing quantitative descriptions of each project on the research grid. For
example, the fundamental elements of the project described in Figure 3 can
all be displayed on the research grid in Figure 10. A dot is poiitioned to
show the probability of technical success and, given technical success, the
expected value. The horizontal bar shows the range of uncertainty on the
cormercial value, given success, and the number indicates its budget
requirement.

This research grid can be used to combine current and prospective
research projects into a portfolio that enhances the value of the
laboratory's reseatth. Hyperbolas of constant expected net present value
are shown on the research grid (see Figure ll). For example, projects E and
G both have an expected value of about $10 million, though their values
given technical success are very different. Projects that have the greatest
expected value should be selected first (again, ignoring risk attitude for
simplicity). Consequently, the most valuable research fortfolio, consistent
with a $40 million dollar budget constraint, will result from selecting
projects A,B,C, and D. However, complications such as probabilistic
dependency and market synergy require special treatment. Frorn Figure ll,
one can calculate that the total expected value of portfolio ABCD is
approximately $275 mil lion.
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Anottrer important feature of the grid is that the progress of indivi-
dual projects ih tfre portfolio can be tracked. Horizontal movement of
project points over a period of time suggests that as the time for com-

ineriialiiation approaches, the perception of market opportunity has changed.

A substantial drop in value could signal the need for an adjustment in the
project budget. Project points should move vertically 1s-tiqle passes or
bisappear completely if research indicates that the technical problems

cannot be ovei.come.- When a project manager realizes tJtat continued support
of the project depends on increases in the probability-of technical success,
he effitientty aliocates funds to those technical hurdles with relatively
low probability. This incentive reduces the tendency of some proiect
managers to work simultaneously on al I aspects of the problem even when

there is no time constraint.

Figure l2 shows the disguised research grid of the research portfolio
for a miSor company. Early-stage projects have been in the laboratory for
only a few years, and late-stage projects have been in the laboratory for
man! years.- These empirical results are particularly interesting, because

the evaluation of the projects was performed by trained_professionals in
decision analysis using a consistent nethodology to evaluate all of the
major projects of this laboratory with an annual research budget exceeding

$50 million.

Probably the most interesting observation is that for both early- and

late-stage piojects, the probability of success. decreases (almost.linearly)
as the eipetteO value incieases. Having made this observation, it is easy

to suggest an explanation. Bread-and-butter research on process and product

improvements does not require major advances in science or technology'.3nd,
consequently, is of relatively low value. Question-mark projects, on the-

ogrer hand,-iequire an innovation or scientific advance which leads to a low

probability of success. However, if the proiect is successful' Utat
innovation-or advance will provide the cornpany with a new and very valuable
position in the marretplace. 0ftenr.successful question-mark proiects lead
to new business areas witJr high margins and few competitors.

Based on my experience with several major laboratories, most labora-
tori es seem to have' too many bread-and-butter proiects and too for question-
mark projects. There are several reasons why this observation is correct.
First, in many instances, the laboratory's budget is based' at least in
part, on the number of teclrnical successes it can claim without regard for
tneii value. Typically the laboratory director goes "downtownu at budget

time anned with a list of projects that were successfully completed in the
previous year. This system gives the laboratory director an incentive to
pick projects ttrat are likely to succeed, as opposed to those that are
iifety to Ue valuable. Budget allocation processes in which the_operating
divisions have a strong influence on the laboratory budget are also
susceptible to a bread-and-butter focus.

A second reason laboratories may have too many bread-and-butter
projects is that laboratory directors do not appreciate how many

question-mark projects are required to ensure a single success. For
dxample, suppo'se i taboratory has ten independen! Projects, five
Ureah-and-butter projects with a success probability of .8 and five
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question-mark projects with a success probability of .2. The expected
number of bread-and-butter successes is four, while the expected'number of
question-mark succbsses is one. t,lhile, the probability of no bread-and-
butter successes is .03X, the probability of no question-mark successes is
33u. It takes a lot of question-mark projects to ensure that one is
succes sfu I .

Finally, a laboratory may have too many bread-and-butter projects
because the question-mark projects often have payoffs in the more-distant
future. The innovation, characteristic of question-marks projects, usually
takes a long time to achieve and often requires a longer p'erioo roi
development and conmercialization. If the company trai tob strong a focus on
near-term results, question-mark projects may not be selected. The overly
strong focus on the near-term can be a result of using an improper discountrate. For example, some companies increase the discount rate to account forrisk, i.e. they.use.a risky discount rate. This practice is erroneous,
because it implies that risk increases geonetricai'ly over time, which is not
the case in general and certainly not the case for research. 0f course, it
also ignores the fact that different projects have different degrees of
uncertainty. .A proper method.for treating risk is to quantify ixplicigy
the uncertainty (as we have advocated in ttris paper), do that-time
preference and risk preference can be treated separately, the former with
discount'ing and the latter with utility theory. Two maj6r laboratories have
asserted that removing the unjustified penalty on long-term research imposed
by a too-high discount rate is a very'important contribution of decisioh
analysis.

. lqrc people argue that it is risky to fund large numbers of row
probabil'ity projects, because the probability of suicess is too low for each
project-.. However, analyzing the portfolio shown in Figure 12 indicates that
probability alone is not a good criterion for rejecting projects. Forty
percent of-the-total. expected value of the portfolio is contributed by
projects with less than a 50-percent chance of success. I'lhile not fuirding
question-mark projects may result in a less ',risky,, portfolio from the
corporate perspective, the result is much less desirable. Funding only
bread-and-butter projects will undoubtedly lead to a deterioration of itre
company's long term strategic position in the marketplace. Continued
funding of research on the same processes and products leads to a reduction
in the value of the research doliar as improvements become harder and harder
to make, and the company's position becomes increasingly vulnerable to
competi tors that have a bal anced research portfol i o.

CONCLUSION

Technical and market uncertainties make it very difficult to establish
the value of a research project to a company. Deciiion analysis is a proven

I9!h0d9logy for.addressing complexity and uncertainty in the management of
R&0. Its most important benefit is in providing a fiamenork for
cormunication among the research organization, the marketing organization,
business planners, and the corporate management.
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Examples presented in this paper show the versatility of the method-
ology. One example shows how the value and uncertainty for a proiect were
established and reveals the resulting strategic and tactical management

recormendations. Decisions of whether to fund a project, of what should be
the appropriate funding level, and whether to fund competing or "backupu
technologies can also be addressed with decision analysis.

The quantification of the characteristics of individual research
projects assists in maintaining an appropriate balance between the riskiness
of the research portfolio and its expected return. Empirical evidence sug-
gests that many major laboratories may have a research portfolio that is too
focused on process and project improvement.
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Calling the
shots in R&D

Subiective Wobability
allows a reliable estimate of
potential su ccess five
to ten yeors ahead

Hans Ulrich Balthasar, Roberto A,
A. Boschi, and Michael M. Menke

On the basis of almost ten
years' experience at
Sandoz, a Swiss phar-

maceutical compsDy, these

authors describe a method
of evaluating the technical
success of individual prod-

uct development proiects,

basic research, and the
R&D process as a whole.
The forecasts come from
a panel consisting of R&D
line managers and special-
ists familiar with all
aspects required for a

proiect's success. The
probabilities can be used

to guide the pace and
direction of R&D as well
as to test the feasibility
of long-range corporate
obiectives such as sales

targets in long-term plans.

Dr. Balthasar is marketing
manager for Diagnostica
Products at F. Hoffmann-
La Roche & Co., Ltd.,
Basel, Switzerland. He was

formerly head of R&D
planning at Sandoz Ltd.,
Basel. Mr. Boschi is in
the R&D planning group
at Sandoz Ltd., Basel.

Mr. Menke manages the

decision analysis activities
of SRI International in
Europe and has applied
subiective probabiliry
measures to REI.D problems

in the pharmaceutical,
office products, electronics,

and nuclear industries.

Although all management functions must cope with
uncertainty, REID is generally agreed to be the func-
tion involving the largest number and widest range
of uncertainties. Thus the R&D manager faces huge
problems not only in selecting the most promising
avenues for RSID effort and expenditure but also in
attempting to ensure a steady flow of technically
successful proiects.

A flow of new products, while difiicult to achieve,
can pey off handsomely by effectively using ex-
pensive fixed developmental resources (e.g., safety
testing, development engineering, and pilot plant
facilitiesf and available marketing capacity (e.g.,
promotional department, medical representatives,
and sales forcesf . In additioD, n regular flow of new
products can be important psychologically to pro-
vide the steady growth of revenues and proftts by
which outsiders are most likely to iudge the quality
of management.

The lengthening time scale of REID work exacer-
bates the uncertainty and complexity of this man-
agement effort. Today, frequently ftve to ten years
or more may be required to achieve technical suc-
cess and an additional ftve to eight years may be
necessary to reahze full commercial potential in the
pharmaceutical industry. Nevertheless, despite sub-
stantial uncertainties, it is possible to measure future
success effectively. Here, we report how sandoz, a
large R&D-based swiss pharmaceutical company,
developed and tested such methods.

We describe forecasts made over the past seven
years, compare them with the actual results, and
conclude that subiective probability iudgments are
a reliable guide to future events and thus that man-
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agement should use them as the basis for R&D
planning and decisions.

Background of the approach

Given the uncertainties and obvious cost pressures

in pharmaceutical R8rD, Sandoz reahzed more than
ten years ago that there was a great need to incor-
porate these uncertainties explicitly in the planning
and decision-making process. After a preliminary re-

view of available theoretical methods in the period

1967 to 1969, the company decided to assess sub-
jective probabilities of technical success as a way of
"quantifying the unquantifiable" in RSID. The use

of probability allowed Sand oz to quantify the uncer-

tainty in proiect duration and cost and the safety,

efficacy, and market prospect of new products. It
also made it possible to allow in a systematic way for
the unforeseen developments that typify RSID work.

A major beneftt of the explicit quantitative approach

described here is that it synthesizes the opinions of
a diverse group of experienced experts more ef-

fectively than alternative qualitative approaches.
Another advant age is that many models and tech-
niques to aid management in planning and control-
ling individual R&D proiects require probabilities of
success as one of the maior inputs.'

A further advantage is that one can make a probabil-
ity distribution on the output of the entire RSID
process to depict the success of the R&D function
in terms of the number of new products expected
to be ready for market in each of the following
years, providing a current indicator for intermediate
to long-term results. Similar distributions can be

developed for R&D expenditure, future sales of these

compounds, and other parameters of interest to
R&D and corporate management.

R&D environment at Sandoz

In 1976 Sandoz had sales of over 4 billion Swiss
francs (about U.S. $z billionf of which approximate-
ly So% came from pharmaceutical products. The

Harvard Business Review May-lune 1978

other 5o'/r, was divided among dyestuffs, agricul-

tural chemicals, and food products. The RSID ex-

penditure in 1976 was about g% of sales. Pharma-

ceutical research at Sandoz has traditionally been

oriented toward the search for new chemical en-

tities that will be unieu€, effective, patentable, and

safe. A general measure for the overall success of

the RSrD effort is a regular flow of marketable new

products.

In the drug development process, the initial stage,

sometimes called exploratory or preproiect research,

is the initial synthesis and screening procedure de-

signed to identify therapeutically useful compounds.

Although the activities necessary to promote a com-

pound to the next stage can be accomplished in as

little as six months, in practice as many as a thou-
sand compounds may need to be prepared in order
to find one preclinical candidate.

The next two stages, often called development, begin
with detailed preclinical studies of the selected new

chemical entities. These compounds are designated

as prof ects.

The purpose of the preclinical stage is to determine
safety and efficacy before a test of the new com-
pound in man. Once the safety is established, de-

tailed clinical investigations begin. The various
clinical phases are designed to statistically establish

tolerability, efficacy, and, it is hoped, superiority
over current therapy. Long-range toxicity studies

and production process development proceed in
parallel. If these stages are successful, registration
and marketing of the new drug follow.

For a proiect, technical success refers to the comple-

tion of all stages of the R&D activities, including
the necessary permissions by local authorities of at
least one maior market counfiy, up to the point at
which the results of the development can be handed

over as a complete package to the functional group
responsible for the commercial activities, which is
the deftnition recommended by the European Indus-
trial Research Management Association (EIRMA).

In pharmaceutical R&D, about one proiect in ten
goes as far as registration, so that for one technically

l. E.B. Pyle, III, et al., "Scientific Manpower Allocation to New Drug Screen-

ing Programs," Management Science, August r971, p. r413, and William E.

Souder, "Analytical Effectiveness of Mathematical Models for R&D Proiect
Selection," Monogement Science, April ry711, p. go7.

2. Irwin Kabus, "You Can Bank on Uncertainty," HBR May-fune 1976, p.gS.

3 william E. souder, "The validity of Subfective Probability of success
Forecasts by R&D Proiects Managers, " IEEE Transaction.s on Engineertng
Management, February tg6g, p. lt.
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successful proiect, in the neighborhood of ro,ooo
new chemical entities must be screened. unfor-
tunately, 

^ 
technical success does not automatically

imply a commercial success.

Subiective probability method

Explicit numerical representations of expert opinion
are a regular input to the evaluation of important
management problems in the subjective probability
approach. A substantial literature exists recommend-
ing subf ective probability iudgments as the most
appropriate basis for management decision making
under uncertainty. The literature is far more limited
on how to transform expert opinion into the quan-
titative probability distributions needed to apply
such decision analysis methods. The most serious
drawback to wider practical application of these
methods, however, is the lack of almost any objec-
tive or scientific proof of the validity and reliability
of the subiective iudgment of experts in practical
applications.

There are many reasons for this shortage of con-
vincing evidence. one is the conftdential nature of
many of the analyses hitherto performed. Another
is that successful business executives have no mo-
tivation to publish or disseminate their methods.
Also, the unique, nonrepetitive character of many
of the strategic problems to which decision analysis
has been applied prevents any controlled compari-
son. Finally, only a few organizations have sustained
experience with the use of subiective probability
and its application to strategic decisions, planning,
and control.

An outstanding example of a successful repetitive
application of subiective probabilities was reported
recently by the Morgan Guaranty Trust company,
which has used this method for the past six years to
forecast future (go- and r8o-dayf interest rates.2

Morgan Guaranty has had excellent results in terms
both of forecasting performance and of decision (i.e.,
money) making. The work reported here, however,
differs from Morgan Guaranty's work in two im-
portant respects: the industrial research character
of the events that are under consideration as well
as the longer time horizons (one to five yearst of
the predictions.

Monsanto chemical company has reported another
very relevant, but less sustained, examination of the
validity of subjective probability in forecasting tech-
nical success.s In a study of r r proiects to define or
develop new products or processes, subiective prob-
ability appeared to be valid and reliable for indicat-
ing future technical success as well as superior to
the narrative status-reporting methods more typical-
ly used to control R&D proiects.

The Monsanto study, however, has the maior draw-
back that it was done only once and lasted only
12 months. Moreover, Monsanto's proiects were
actually only proiect phases lasting rz to 30 months,
and its criterion for technical success was the opin-
ion of its own management rather than that of an
external body like a regulatory agency. The experi-
ence that we describe here is significant in that
it provides sustained evidence about the validity
of subiective probability methods to predict tech-
nical accomplishments in the intermediate to long
term.

Calculating with the probabilities

[udgmental probabilities, though subiective, can be
represented in an obiective form, that is, as numbers
on a scale from o to r (or o/' to r oo%f . For example,
suppose that there are three current R&D proiects,
each having an assigned subiective probabitity of
success of o.4. In the future, o, r, z, or 3 of these
proiects will in fact succeed, with probabilities o.z16,
0.432, o.288, and o.o64 respectively. This is a prob-
ability distribution with an expected value of

?.::: 
X o * o.432 x r * o.288 x z * o.o64 x 3 _

In general, as in the example, the expected number
of successful proiects is precisely the sum of the
success probabilities of the individual proiects. Note
that while the expected value is seldom an integer,
and therefore is seldom achievable, it does measure
the average result that would be achieved by a large
number of similar research efforts.

Another useful number is the standard deviation.
For proiects whose technical success or failure is
independent of each other, the standard deviation
is the square root of the sum of each probability
bl times its complement (r-pl, which is o.g5 in our
example. The standard deviation is useful because
together with the expected value it deftnes an in-
terval within which a signiftcant fraction of the
actual results should fall. Therefore, comparing the
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actual results achieved (i.e., number of successful
proiectsf to the expected value and standard devia-

tions of the prior forecasts will allow us to gauge the
validity and reliability of this application of sub-

iective probability as a forecasting method.

Probability encoding

The ftrst step in the subiective probability approach

is to translate the subiective iudgment of individuals
into a suitable numerical form. This is called prob-

ability encoding. Techniques for eliciting one in-
dividual's opinion about the likelihood of a partic-
ular event have been well described in the litera-
ture.{ These techniques, however, differ somewhat
according to whether the event in question takes

discrete values (e.9., a drug receives FDA approval
or notl or continuous values (e.9., variable produc-
tion costs). The probability estimates for individual
proiects discussed here fall into the former class.

However, for both classes of events-discrete or con-
tinuous-the probability wheel described by Spetzler

and Sta6l von Holstein is useful.

R&D forecasters seem to fall into two categories:

those who feel capable of giving direct numerical
probability assignments and those who have dif-
ftculty in making such iudgments. Most people seem

to fall initially into the second category. Further-
more, many persons who prefer direct numerical
responses are later found to have little confidence
in their initial numerical responses. For this reason,

indirect response techniques like the probability
wheel are generally a better way to begin encoding.
Later, when the forecaster is more familiar with
the process, he or she often prefers to assign prob-

abilities directly to the events.

Rare events (for example, events with probabilities

of. r/o or lessl pose a special problem, since none of
the standard probability encoding techniques works
well for them. In this case, experience suggests that
probabilistic modeling is often more effective than
direct encoding. In RErD, the outcome of an event
of interest often depends on the sequential out-
comes of a series of other events. The intermediate
events may have probabilities high enough to allow
effective use of standard encoding procedures.

The problem of encoding the probability of a single
rare event is thus transformed into the task of en-

coding the larger probabilities of these events. Our
experience suggests that, for probabilities above
to%, direct assessment is adequate; for probabilities
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less than to/o, a sequential probability model is

usually better. The probability that the screening

activity discussed earlier will yield a marketable
product is modeled as the product of the probability
that screening will yield a project and the probabil-
ity that a typical proiect will succeed.

A final important issue in probability encoding is
group assessment. In many situations, there are a

number of persons whose experience and iudgment
should be considered regarding the likelihood of a

future event. Achieving a consensus is especially dif-
ficult for probability distributions over a continuous
range of values. However, for discrete events such as

technical success, there is only a single number-the
probability of success-to determine, and therefore
the Delphi method 6 provides a useful way to search

for a consensus. Nonetheless, the Delphi method
rarely produces unanimity, and it does not relieve
management of the ftnal responsibility for the prob-

ability assignment to be used for management-plan-
ning and decision-making purposes.

How the approach works

After a two-year review of the available methods for
REID planning, San doz introduced a systematic ap-

proach in ry69 by assigning probabilities for the
technical success of the most important proiects in
the late stages of development. Since r97o, prob-

abilities have been assigned to important proiects

even at the earliest (preclinicalf stages. Since r9lz,
probabilities have been assigned to all development
proiects, with monthly updating of all changes in
proiect status (e.g., phase transitions and termina-
tionsf . Since rgl4, the whole proiect portfolio has

been updated twice annually.

For the first few years the probabilities were assigned

by one R&.D manager, who consulted individual
experts. Since rg1 l, the forecasts have been made

by an expert panel consisting of abou t a dozen RSrD

department heads and managers, as well as some

clinical specialists. The proiect manager acts only

4. Carl S. Spetzler and Carl-Axel S. Stael von Holstein, "Probability Encoding

irr Decision Analysis," Mdnosement Science, November r97S, p. t4o.

5. B. Brown and O. Helmer, "lmproving the Reliability of Estimates Obtained

f rom a Consensus of Experts" (Santa Monica, California: Rand Corporation,
rg6r. I

6. H.U. Balthasar and S. Gutzwiller, "steady State and Portfolio Concept in
R&.D Management," RdD Monagement, fune r97i, p. 2or.
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indirectly in the f orecasting process; that is, he

serves as consultant to the expert panel and re-

viewer of its results to minimize the unavoidable
bias and enthusiasm of a successful proiect manager.
The more detached, but highly knowledgeable, func-
tional R&D department heads act effectively as a

filter to any natural biases with minimal loss of

information.

Success of single proiects

Whereas initially the probabilities were obtained by
interviews, when the panel experts became suffi-
clently familiar luith the technieu€, Sandoz intro-
duced the use of questionnaires. Now, each panel

expert receives in a first round a list of all proiects
in development and is asked to assign a probability
for the technical success of each. Then the ques-

tionnaires are collected and tabulated.

In a second round each expert receives the list of
proiects with the probabilities given by all the other
experts; for example: Proiect A: o.5,o.7, o.5, o.6, o.5,

o.2, o.5, o.5, o.7, 0.6, o.z, o.6 (o.6); Proiect B: o.3, o.2,

o.3, o.3, o.z, o.4, o.3, o.4, o.4, o.4, o.4, o.4 (o.3); Proiect

C: o.7, o.7, 0.6, o.9, o.7, o.7, o.9, o.8, o.7, o.7, o.9, o.7

(o.8 
) .

In parentheses appears the "consensus" probability
proposed by the R&D planner. This proposal is not
simply an average, but takes into account the rela-
tively greater importance of some aspects (e.g., tox-
icity) identified by certain experts. With this addi-
tional information the individual panel experts are

then asked to review and possibly to revise their
forecasts prior to a meeting of the panel group. The
probabilities do not change much in the second
round, but they do have a tendency to show less

dispersion.

At the group meeting, consensus on one probability
is achieved for each development proiect. Here again,
certain aspects carry more weight than others in
the discussion; a purely mathematical resolution is

neither possible nor desirable. While e consensus
cannot always be easily achieved, panel experts have
learned that management, for the further use of the
probabilities, needs iust one figure. So the panel
reaches a compromise even in the most controversial
cases, which occasionally requires a ftnal decision
by the head of research.

A typical schedule for such an estimation procedure

is as follows:

Questionnaires sent out.
Experts turn in their answers.
Proiect lists with experts' initial
assessments are sent out for a second
round.
Meeting of the panel experts takes

place.

Updated portfolio listing is available

with the latest consensus probabil-

ities.

November
November
November

December

December

I:
20I

30:

20.:

3r:

Within the two-month period, each panel expert
spends perhaps tlvo to four hours on the forecasting

activity, including the meeting of the panel.

Overall R&,.D success

That portion of the total R&D effort that is oriented
to the discovery and development of new products

can be seen as a portfolio consisting of preproiect

research plus all the development proiects in prog-

ress.6 Since new active substances emerging from
preproiect research require a minimum of six years

to reach the market, the output of RErD for at least

the next six years is determined by development
proiects already initiated.

Using standard network planning methods, an ex-

pected completion period is assigned for each project,

determined by the information available. Finally,
as a result of the process iust described, each proiect
is assigned e probability of technical success. By

comparing the expected success with the actual suc-

cess over a period of years, the reliability of the sub-

iective probability method can be tested and val-
idated.

Analysis of results

For all proiects started since ry7r a speciftc proiect
life chart exists that plots the probability of tech-
nical success (PTSI over the time that it was an active
part of the REID portfolio. Al[ the curves start with
the proiect's inclusion in the portfolio and stop
either with its successful completion (registrationl

or with its exclusion from the portfolio (dropped,

stockpiled, licensed outf . A number of typical proiect
histories are summarized in Exh ibit l.
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Lile chart of four profects progressing toward technical success
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The four proiects in Exhibit / illustrate common but
distinct development patterns. Type r shows the
normal career of a successful proiect, where the
PTS steadily increases from the beginning to the
end. Of course, this proiect may still be a commercial
flop. Type 2 corresponds to a technically extremely
successful proiect (priority|. It is completed ahead
of schedule. The completion of Type 3 is question-
able and behind schedule. This implies a shorter
commercial life (patent expiration, competition|.
Such a proiect may have been stalled for a time be-

cause of problems that could not be solved rapidly.
The PTS of Type 4 is almost constant for many
years. This is frequently the case with a hobby
proiect. Such a proiect is normally dropped after
a more or less long life.

The life charts of Exhibit I imply the following con-
clusions for management: if the PTS steadily in-
creases, Do action is required; whereas if it remains
constant or decreases, the proiect should be reviewed
and possibly terminated. The Monsanto experience
referred to previously also reached this conclusion.

Progression of forecests

Exhibit ll shows the effectiveness of the manage-
ment decisions taken by sandoz on the basis of the
success probabilities. The outlooks from December
r97o, r97r, and ryTz showed erratic and declining
expectations for future proiect success. After several
years, however, the effects of management actions
based on these probability forecasts can be seen in
the outlooks from December rg7 3 and December
rg74, which show a future prospect much closer to
the desired steady state. Similar positive results con-
tinued in ry15, 1976, and ry77. This achievement
is the kind of reward that can be expected by orga-
nizations that apply the probability method to fore-
cast technical success on a dynamic basis.

Reliability of the method

Among proiects in the portfolios of r97o, rg7r, and
rgTz that have been completed to date, there are
from 5 to 20 actual results corresponding to each of
the probability levels o.r , o.2, o.25, o.5 , o.75, o.9, and
r.o. To test the reliability of the process, we have
compared the probability assignments made before
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Exhibit ll
Progression of R&D success rorecasts f rom l gzo to 1974

Outlook

End 1970 J
End 1971

End 1972

End 1973

End 1974 fl fl
1 971 1972 1 973 1974 1 975 1 976
Expected completion year

1977

f 
'*"-;Tl'J:::"1

Maximum possible number of
technical successes

rg7 3 with the observed frequency of success (see
Exhibit lll). - - - - . Points below the diagonal line
indicate overoptimism, since the actual ir.qrr.ncy
of success is less than the prior probability; points
above the axis, conversely, indicaie pessimistiC prior
predictions. Thus this graph indicates that in the
period rgTo to r g7z the success probabilities assigned
may have been somewhat too high for low-proUauit-
ity lrc% and zo%| proiects but too low for higher
probability (z+% to go%1. Similar bias results h"r.
been reported by other observers.

The sample is small, but the considered data do not
deviate signiftcantly from the perfect calibration
given by the diagonal of EyJlibit lll. This means that
the expert iudgment is statistically fully validated

and that this statement should remain valid in the
future. All points but one fall within standard de-
viation from the perfect calibration, and this in-
dicates that early predictions using subiect prob-
abilities are a very useful guide to future results.

Success rete

Another way of judging the quality of the forecasts,
which is especially appropriate, given the goal of
achieving steady-state output from R&D, is to com-
pare the number of proiects in the portfolio that
were expected to succeed with the number that
actually did succeed. These comparisons for r97o to
rg7 3 are shown in Exhibit lV.
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the well-known portfolio effect, which achieves a

relatively predictable result by combining a large

population of individually uncertain events.

It is also reassuring that as far as they can be tested

today, the actual results obtained in years 4 and 5

compare as well with prior expectations as the re-

sults for shorter time spans do.

Prerequisites for successful use

For a successful implementation of the subiective

probability approach with an R&D organrzation,

an important prerequisite is the combination of a

promoter at management level who has appreciation

of and an interest in the approach with an imple-

menter in the R&D planning group who has tech-

nical knowledge of probability. Starting from this

base, it is possible to inform the RSrD managers and

department and section heads about the approach

over a longer period (several years) and to gain their

active collaboration.

When the ftrst attempts within a small circle have

been found sound and workable, more persons can

be gradually involved, up to the point where all

people concerned with the proiects' success are ac'

quainted with the subiective probability method and

the forecasts. By continually informing the panel

experts about their estimates compared with the

actual outcomes (survival rate of proiectsf, their

iudgments can be improved.

Line managers are usually quite ready to give esti-

mates. They are also interested in receiving good,

realistic estimates. They see forecasting as a process

of bringing to the surface their own, sometimes sub-

conscious, iudgnents. They learn to express their

feelings and opinions with more precision, which

is educational as well as exciting. Our experience

also suggests that this process of quantiftcation has

the effect of reducing the natural tendency toward

personal biases.

Persons who are not in management positions, how-

ever, are much less interested in giving estimates.

They prefer to remain neutral and avoid exposure.

They are less willing to be held responsible for man-

agement decisions such as dropping a development

proiect by assigning a low probability of success.

o

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Assigned probability of success

Each of the four outlooks compares the expectation

with the actual result only for those proiects that

were included in the forecasting process. Thus

actual results in successive years cannot be com-

pared, since management was modifying the proiect

portfolio and since the rgTo and rgT r portfolios did

not include all development proiects. The graphs

show that successful products have been suitably

predicted by the prior expected values.

A useful measure of predictability is to see how

many of the actual results fall within the one stan-

dard deviation interval shown by the vertical bars

in Exhibit IV. Assuming that all the squares not

fully on the bars fall outside, then 12 of r 8 actual

results 16l%l fall within the one standard deviation

interval-quite reasonable for such distributions. Like

the calibration test shown in Exhibit III, this ftnding
gives confidence both in the approach and in the

ability of RErD managers to use it successfully.

Another striking ftnding is that the uncertainty sur-

rounding the success of the overall RSID portfolio

of four and ftve years later, as shown by the standard

deviations, is about the same as the uncertainty
about results only one to three years away. This

provides a quantitative and measurable example of
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Calling the shots in R&D

Exhibit lV

Number of

successful
products

Comparing lorecasts with subsequent results

Costs &. benefits

As for any new management method, there are two

kinds of costs, namelY, initial investment and oper-

ating cost. In our case, the operating cost has proved

to be quite low: about three to four man-months

per year, including the time of managers, planners,

iechnical assistants, and secretaries; this is far below

or% of the overall ReD budget. Of this, only ten

to twelve man-days are required from the R&D line

managers, who are extremely busy people.

However, that time is not necessarily entirely incre-

mental to their normal activities, because these are

the people who would in any case spend consider-

able time discussing proiect priorities and chances

for success. It is even possible that, if they determine

a reliable consensus probability for the successes of

40 to 6o proiects twice a yeat in the equivalent of

no more than one man-day per person, this method

may in fact be quite an efficient use of their time

compared with more verbal, qualitative methods.

The initial investment may be considerably more

of a deterrent to organizations wishing to introduce

such a method. In the first place, at least one of

the top line managers needs to become convinced

that such a method is necess ary and desirable.

Without his support it is unlikely that the method

can be successfully established. Another initial cost

is the development of , first, a willingness to trf ,

then, an understanding of, and, ftnally, conftdence

in, the method among the R&D line managers. This

method requires a balanced program of education

and application.

As a primary beneftt this method provides an ad-

vance indicator of the eventual success of both in-

dividual R8r,D proiects and the overall REID process

to allow effective management action. Better de-

cisions can be made regarding the individual proi-

ects, and better control can be exercised over the

portfolio of development proiects. Moreover, because

of the portfolio effect, the uncertainty surounding
the overall success of the pharmaceutical REID ef-

fort ftve or six years in the future is essentially no

greater than that surrounding next year's results.

An important secondary benefit is the role of the

probability encoding in clarifying individual opin-

ions and resolving disagreements. If RerD managers
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focus primarily on the chances of technical success

while marketing people focus on the likely com-
mercial value of such success, not only is the pos-

sibility of reaching agreement among R8{D managers
enhanced but also the communication between
marketing and REID is increased.

This research was motivated primarily by the con-
tinuing efforts to develop advance long-range suc-
cess indicators of the RSID program as well as to
develop more useful methods for strategic planning
and management control in a highly uncertain
environment. The experience reported here shows
that simple methods give forecasts that are valid
as the basis for management decision in R&D.

since the uncertainty faced by RSID is at least as

great as that faced by other business functions, our
evidence on the validity of subfective probability
methods in R&D should be relevant to managers
in all areas of business facing conditions of un-
certainty. Therefore, this report on a real world case
should be useful to all managers and executives
concerned with improving their strategic and opera-
tional planning, decision making, and management
control processes.

The value of opinion

Where there is much
desire to learn, there
of necessity will be

much arguing, much
writing, many opinions;
for opinion in god men
is but knowledge in
the making.
Milton, Areopag,itica

I dogmatise and am
contradicted, and in
this conflict of opin-
ions and sentiments I
ftnd delight.
fohnson, Exnacts frcm
Hawkins's Life of /ohnson

Opinion is ultimately
determined by the feelings,
and not by the intellect.
Spencer, Social Statics

So many men, so many
opinions; every one his
own way.
Terence, Phormio

He in whom the love of
truth predominates...
submits to the incon-
venience of suspense and
imperfect opinion; but
he is a candidate for
truth . . . and respects the
highest law of his being.
Emerson, lntellect

What we have to do is

to be forever curiously
testing new opinions and
courting new impressions.
Pater, The Renaissance
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Ouantifying and Forecasting
Explo rato ry Research Success

Roberto A. A. Boschi, Hans Ulrich Balthaear and Michael M. Menke

This article descrtbes how rnanagers houe improved the

effectiueness of product-oriented basic research by using

subjectiue probobility to quontify ond forecast reseorch success.

Business planning cannot be done without
forecasts. However, both planning and forecasting
in R&D suffer from the obvious problems that
research success is difficult to define and impossible
to predict $'ith certainty. Probability theory pro-
vides a method that is ideally suited to predict
uncertain events like future research success. While
this paper focuses on the pharmaceutical industry,
the subjective probability approach is applicable to
other R&D areas as well.

Subjective probability provides two important
features, a scale upon which to quantify the uncer-
tain future success of research and a method to
forecast the degree of future success that is ex-
pected from the R&D activities. Since the probabili-
ty of success in basic research is low and since the
operational experience with this approach is still
short compared to the time required to achieve suc-
cess, it is not yet possible to validate this method
statistically (as has been possible for drug develop-
ment projects l2ll.However, it is possible to draw
the very important qualitative conclusion that this
approach has been accepted by research managers
in several companies as a helpful and practical plan-
ning method that allows them to provide mean-
ingful inputs to the overall company planning pro-
cess without sacrificing creativity, neglecting ex-
perience, or being forced to make unreasonable com-
mitments.

Most pharmaceutical R&D operations involve
three major stages or phases of R&D: 1) basic
research, or screening as it is often called in the
pharmaceutical industry, 2) the pre-clinical testing

of the most promising individual compounds, and 3)

the clinical development of those products that ex-
hibit efficacy and safety in animal investigations.
The latter two stages are usually cdled product
development and generally consist of a large
number of well structured projects (4 76, 77, 18) to
develop specific compounds into new drugs.

This paper concentrates on the basic ex-
ploratory research that takes place prior to the
selection of specific compounds for development.
We call this basic research activity "pre-project
research." Here the chemistry, biology, medical and
marketing departments discuss together into what
areas research should be directed. The chemists
have to know starting points for their chemical syn-
thesis and make sure that there are a feasible series
of new compounds. The biologists must make
available an appropriate test battery allowing for
the detection of active and safe compounds. This
discussion between scientists and marketing people
leads to a definition and ultimately a selection of
research areas, within which the main effort will be

concentrated. Once a research area portfolio is
established, the chemists and biologists compile
their specific research program and goals. These
projects contain a chemical synthesis program and
an ingeniously arranged battery of biological tests,
as well as established selection criteria and decision
rules .16, 21l,.

So far the process described is known to
everybody in the pharmaceuticd industry and that
is how most companies do it. It is at precisely this
point that the main problem occurs: How to
measure progress? How to evaluate the working
programs? How to know when to add resources or to
drop a program? The measure and yardstick that
one can now use in such a situation is the portfolio
concept combined with assessments for each pro-
gram of the probability of success, the time and cost

Dr. Boschi is a member of the R&D planning group at Sandoz
Ltd., Basel, Switzerland. Dr. Balthasar is marketing manager
for Diagnostica Products, F. Hoffman-La Roche & Co., Ltd.,
Basel. Dr. Menke is manag€r, decision analysis for SRI Interna-
tional in Europe. He is located in England.
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needed to achieve such success, and the expected
market reward for technical succes s (r3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 70,

741. It is clear, although difficult, how to quantify
time, cost and the potential market reward for pro-
duct oriented research. The contribution of this
paper is to describe a practical and workable method
to quantify the probability of research success and
to combine it with the other essential criteria.

Careful thought must be given to the definition
of research success and development success, in-
dependent of ultimate commercial success. This can
be done using the phased structure of R&D. As a
first step, research management divides the full
research and development process from the new idea
until the finished product into a series of phases, like
those listed above. These phases have operational
time horizons which can range from six months up
to 3 or 4 years. Thus the work is broken down into
manageable pieces and proportions, separated by in-
termediate goals or so-called milestones. Manage-
ment defines what activities have to be completed
and what status has to be achieved at such a
milestone (r8, 11, 16, 18). The transition into the next
phase only shall happen if all the activities and re-
quirements of a phase are fully complete. The suc-
cess of each phase can then be defined as the comple-
tion of all intermediate goals, allowing a transition
into the subsequent phase. Thus, for example, the
success of pharmaceutical pre-project research can
be defined as having a compound selected for
preclinical development, lvhereas the ultimate
technical success of pharmaceutical R&D is accep-

tance for marketing by the various regulatory agen-

cies (2, 8, I8). A similar definition of intermediate
research project success has been used at the Mon-
santo Chemical Company (191.

This detinition of intermediate success is essen-
tial for two reasons. One is that for events with pro-
babilities less than 0.1, it is often more meaningful
to assess their probability indirectly as the joint
probability of a sequence of related events, each of
which has a larger and more easily comprehensible
probability. This is because human experience with
low probability events is even more restricted than
our limited experience with probability in general.
The second reason is that in basic research, the time
periods from the initiation of effort to a marketed
product can be discouragingly long. If there were no
intermediate goals, success could not be achieved
within the typical time span of a researcher's job,
leading to demotivation and demor alization.
Research success must be defined within the time
span of the researcher and the control span of the
research manager.

The Portfolio Concept

Just as project management methods have
proved useful for the management and control of

single projects containing a series of activities, port-
folio management methods are useful for the

management and control of the full R&D program
containing many different projects and research ef-
forts. The portfolio concept has become widely ac-
cepted as a method for managlng financial in-
vestments (.13l,, but it can be equally useful for R&D
management (2, 3, 5, 9, 10l,. Financial portfolio
management was the source for the idea to develop
the methods described in this paper. In R&D,
however, it is important to distinguish between two
parts of the portfolio (3): the research area portfolio
and the development project portfolio.

The development project portfolio contains all
compounds that have been selected for preclinical
development up to submission for registration and
to introduction into the market as a new therapeutic
principle. Its successful application to the manage-
ment of drug development has been described
elsewhere (21. The research area portfolio contains
all exploratory product-oriented research work be-
ing done in the pre-project stage. This work can be
structured with a hierarchy of indication and work-
ing areas. Individual research programs with
specific therapeutic goals within a particular work-
ing area are called topics. Figure 1 gives an example
of such hierarchy with "indication areas," "'working
areas" and "topics."

The research area portfolio is selected by R&D
management and should be updated annually, using
defined criteria for the evaluation of the individual
research ideas, the individual topic, working areas
and overall indication areas. The evaluation and
selection process leads to a conversion of research
ideas into working areas and topics. Within these
working areas and topics R&D managers and scien-
tists can remain flexible and can adapt the ap-
proaches best suited to the available opportunities.
Among the numerous evaluation and selection pro-
cedures published (6, 7, 9), one useful source is the
checklists in the handbook of Heyel (.12l,.

Assessing the Probability of Success

An essential, but challenging aspect of research
is the role of chance. The characteristics of research
preclude any attempt to describe a priori every
possible future situation to which a specific research
topic could lead, as might actually be possible for
the development of a specific compound as a ne\il
drug. However, being aware of the exploratory
nature of research, experienced researchers and
research managers can take this into account in
specifying how long they feel may be required to
reach a specific goal, and indeed what chances there
are to reach the goal within various time frames.
The use of probability is thus a bridge, allowing
one's past experience with research projects plus
any special features of the current effort to be com-
bined and summarized in a simple and useful way.

The key to effective application of the probabili-
ty method is a clear definition of the event in ques-
tion. The success of the pre-project research effort
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Working Area
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Working Area

Topic

Topic
Topic

Working Area

Topic

RESERACH AREA
EFFICACY GOAL
Gastrointestinal Tlact

Influence on Incretory/
Secretory Activity
Hr-antagonists
Hormones (gastrin, secretin)

Ganglio-Muscular Approach

Muscle tonus and/or
peristatic activity in-/de-

creasing agents
Synaptical transmission
G anglio- s timu lant/-inhibitor
agents

Dietary Influence

Figure 1/ Example of an Indication Area with Worhing
Areas and Topics

within a research area can be defined as finding a

compound possessing enough promising properties
to be selected for further development as a

"project." This definition, while flexible, is precise
enough that experienced research managers can
assess the probability for such a success within
specific time intervals. In order to develop as

reliable as possible a view of their judgment several
different types of questions can be asked, either by
fixing time horizons and assessing the probability
for a success within that horizon or by asking the
manager to assess the time horizons corresponding
to several probability levels for the success event.
Ideally both types of questions should be asked to
provide a consistency check on the judgments.

An example of the first type of question is to
assess the probabilities that a research topic activi-
ty will yield a development project within, s8/, three
years and six years time. In most private com'
panies, if management does not see a reasonable
probability of achieving research success within six
years (i.e. promotion of at least one research
discovery into the product development stage), then
a reexamination or redirection of the research activi-
ty may be undertaken. The second type of question
can be expressed as follows: "How many years T, of
effort in Topic X are required to grve 30Vo probabili-
ty of producing a project? How many years T, to
grve 80Vo" T, and T, approximate the "earliest" and
the "latest" point in time of a success event, as well
as defining a time interval containin g a 50Vo chance
for success. Moreover, since the probability of
achieving success within a very short time interval
is very small, the probabitity of immediate success
is zero.

The probability/time estimates can be obtained
from the respective research managers using a
structured interview of the type described by
Spetzler and Stael von Holstein (.201. As such they

represent the managers' best, although not
necessarily subjective, judgment regarding the
chances for success as a function of time in the
various research topics. When starting their work
they give an estimate for the earliest and the largest
point in time which they feel will be required to
achieve success (a development project). Our ex-
perience in many companies has shown that resear-
chers have a well developed sense for this' type of
estimate. They are able to define quite well the
trme horizon they assume for their work. They can
say that for most programs if they do not have a
clear indication of research success within, sa1l, 6
years, they would abandon this research area and

switch to another one.

Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative probability
curves corresponding to the probability assessment

and time estimates for three of the topics within a

particular working area where each research topic is
confident of achieving success. The horizontal axis
gives the time in years, the vertical one the pro-
bability levels for achieving success by that time. To
each topic corresponds a probability distribution for
success over time, shown here as an S'shaped curve
starting at the origin, passing through various
points corresponding to the questions described
above and aiming asymptotically at the probability
level of 1.0.

The S-shape of the curves shown in Figure 4 is
characteristic of research projects only recently in'
itiated, where the expectation of success in the near

future is very low due to lack of specific experience
and knowledge. However, for research projects that
have been under way for a sufficient period of time,
the necessary expertise will have been developed so

that the next discovery is just as likely next week,

as the week after, as in any week this year. For such

research projects the forecast of success versus time
would look like Topic A in Figure 3. The shape of the
curve is exponential, which is based on the assump-
tion that for short time intervals the probability of a
discovery within that time interval is proportional
to the length of the interval. This model seems very
reasonable for all research projects that have ac-

cumulated sufficient experience and expertise in
that field.

Another more general aspect is that in research

a topic may be initiated in a particularly risky class

of compounds realizing in advance that no develop-
ment project may ever be found. This view is con-

tained in the forecast for Topic B in Figure 3, which
says that there is one chance in three that this
research effort will end without success (other than
the new knowledge gained). Although a private
enterprise company cannot afford to pursue know'
ingly too many such topics, the high risk may
sometimes be justified by the size of the reward if
successful. The shapes of the curves shown in
Figures 2 and 3 are general enough to deal with the
prospects of almost any basic research project.

The data base consisting of curves such as those
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Ouer Tirne for Three Different Research Topics

basis for discussing these issues and incorporating
them in the R&D decision process. Moreover, their
value as a control indicator becomes significant
when they are monitored over a period of 3 or more
years.

Expected Times to Success

Since the curves in Figures 2 and 3 are obtained
directly from the judgment of the responsible
researchers, there is no a priori reason that they
should possess any particular functional form,
although for research topics that are already well
established there are good theoretical and practical
reasons why they should approximate a distribution
in the Binomial (Poisson) family. Nonetheless, if
they appear symmetrical it is possible to use a

known symmetrical distribution, such as for exam-
ple the Gaussian error functioD, to approximate
them and thus to derive an estimate for the average
time before a project will emerge from that research
topic in terms of the directly encoded times T, (p :
0.3) and T, (p : 0.8). Similar analyses can be made
for non-symmetrical distributions, such as the log-
normal or Poisson.

Of perhaps greater interest to marketing is to
know the probability that an indication area or
working area will yield at least one project from its
topics within various time horizons. This can be
simply reformulated as one minus the probability
that none of the topics will yield a project by that
time. For any time, this quantity is simply the pro-
duct of all the distances from the top of the graph
down to the different probability curves. Then in the
example of Figura 4, assuming only the three topics
shown in that particular working area, the probabili-
ty of at least one project emerging within three
years time is 1 (t 0.8) (t 0.55) (f 0.21 :
0.93, assuming that the success of these three topics
is technically independent. The dashed curve in
Figure 2 summarizes the probability that 1 or 2 or 3
will succeed as a function of time. Clearly the com-
bined curve will always be above and to the left of
that for the leftmost topic. Using such combined
distributions, research and marketing management
can determine the probability to get new preclinical
candidatges in important areas like antibacterials or
cardiovascular drugs within specified time horizons.
Such information is of course very important to the
commercial management in order to plan the re-
quired production, marketing and financial
resources.

Gonnecting "R" Data with "D" Data

For research management it is interesting to
have a look at pre-project work alone as well as pro-
ject work alone. However, it is also important to see

the profiles of the entire R&D operation, and
especially how they change over time (.161. Whereas
in the individual analyses one can calculate the
distributions only by counting the projects or the
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Figure 3/Forecast of Research Proiect Success for a Well

Established Research Topic (A) and a New, Very Risky
Research Topic (B).

shown in Figures 2 and 3 for each research topic
allows a wide range of analyses for management
planniDg, decision making and control. One of the
simplest and most useful, already discussed in
Reference 3, amalgamates this information at the
level of working areas, indication areas, or the entire
research portfolio to display risk profiles and time
profiles for the corresponding research effort. For
example, one could take a useful planning horizon
like 3 years, and then group the topics according to
their probability of success within that time span.
Figure 4 shows how the resulting "risk profile"
might appear. An analogous "time profile" can be
generated by displaying the time required for each
topic to reach a reasonable probability of success.

The displays shown in Figure 4 do not of course
provide the complete information required for R&D
decisions, but in practice we have found that they
introduce an important new dimension into manage-
ment discussions regarding the R&D portfolio.
They present graphically the time-risk tradeoff and
as such appear to glve managers a much sounder
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topics, before adding "R" and "r)" together, both
need to be brought onto a common scale. In the case
of resources, this can be done by weighting the n ork
done for both the research topics and the develop-
ment projects with the costs allocated to them over
the considered period. The costs then measure the
resources allocated to the various pieces of research.
While this task requires a very careful definition of
the various aspects of R&D work, it is conceptually
straightforward (.10, 77, 121.

Attaining a common scale to measure combined
R&D success is more subtle. For the research topics
the success definition must be extended: instead of
taking the generation of a project as the only yard-
stick for research success, by analogy to the
development project the achievement of a registered
product is also taken as the research criteria. This
means that the time horizon must be extended by
the average 6 to 7 years necessary to bring a project
through all the development phases to the registra-
tion goal and the probability must be reduced by a
factor corresponding to the average probability for a
new development project to succeed. In practice this
factor is about 0.1, because an average compound
just beginning preclinical investigations has about a

lUVo chance to reach the market. Thus, if a topic is
assesed to have a 50Vo chance to yield a project
within 2 years, then there is a 1Vo chance to have a
product from that research effort within eight or
nine years.

After this recalculation the same distributions
that have been described above for the pre-project
research alone and in References 2 and 3 for product
development alone can be plotted for the full R&D
operation. The impact of the pre-project part of the
research in terms of new products can of course only

be seen in years 6 and beyond.
Having estimates of the relative chances for

success for both the R and D parts of the R&D
operation allows management to make some simple
but useful consistency checks on the resources
dlocated to research and to the subsequent develop-
ment activities. If the overall success probability for
R plus D is for example 0.16, it makes a great 9rf-
ference whether this is due to 0.2 x 0.8 or 0.4 x(0.4.
The former needs more R activity to feed the D;the
latter requires relatively more development effort.
Moreover, if the nature of either R or D changes
over time (e.9. due to increased regulatory re-
quirements) then a corresponding change in the
other activity may be required to maintain a proper
balance of effort. This was discussed more exten-
sively under the heading "steady state" in
Reference 3. Thus the probabilities of technical suc-
cess for both R and D - monitored ouer time - pro-
vide very important management control informa-
tion for the R&D director (3, 7, 191.

Linking Research Success to Market Success

The discussion above does not make the final
essential extension of the research portfolio output
to commercial results. This requires in particular
the ability to estimate the monetary sales figures
associated with research results many years in the
future. However, given the product orientation of
pharmaceutical pre-project research, as illustrated
by the medical/therapeutical efficacy goals of the
research topics shown in Figure 1, there is a sound
basis upon which to make long range predictions for
sales corresponding to the successful accomplish-
ment of the basic goal. Experience in the phar-
maceutical industry has shown (.7, 3,4) that for areas
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where a reasonable, though not optimal, drug
therapy is currently available, rather accurate

foreciits can be made, which may however be con-

servative in that additional indications may be

found. For areas where no reasonable drug therapy
is presently available, the actual market potential of
a t-herapeulic breakthrough is often underestimated.

Aciepting these limitations, the pharmaceutical

industry has developed some highly effective lol-g

range siles forecasting methods which allow a suffi'
ciently accurate assessment of the ultimate com'

merciil success to be expected from the majority of
industrial pre-project research. Abt et. al. (I) have

described in detail a methodology used by CIBA'
GEIGY for assessing the peak sales (in both volume

and monetary terms) corresponding to specific (but

variable) assumptions about R&D results as well as

future competitive product introductions and

overall market trends.
Studies of many pharmaceutical product life

cycles have also indicated that from 4-7 yeals is
typically required for a new product _to reach its
peat saies potential in a particular market area, and

ior all but the most successful products the sales

tend to remain at this peak level for a similar period

of time. This common finding is summarized in the
generic product life cycle shown in_ Figure 5. Here

[tre word generic is used to indicate that for different
values oflhe many parameters this same life cycle

Table llDeuelopment Project Portfolio with Expected Sales

Figure S/Generic Product Life Cycle Model.

can be used to represent nearly any new phar-

maceutical product. Given the degree of uncertainty
associated with products that will be introduced on'
ly 5 or more years in the future, it is clear that no

gfeater degfee of accuracy would be warranted.

Such a generic life cycle, with applopriate
parameters for introduction date, peak sales, and

probability of technical success can clearly be

evaluated for each project in a development port'
folio, as has been discussed in Reference 3. Table 1

shows how the expected sales results from a port'
folio of new produits under development have been

assessed. The expected value method (15, 221 is

simply to multiply the probability of successful

development by the peak sales forecast for a new

producl corresponding to the therapeutic efficielcy
goal of that- research topic. The resultiog
;expected" peak sales figures (Column D), which

repiesent tha mean or average values in the usual

sense of the word, are hypothetical for any single

Variable Corl

----
T
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TIME
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Table ZlDeriuotion of Future Sales Expectation from o Specific Reseorch Topic

TOPIC A: Gastrontestinal Tract, Improued Efficacy. Peah Soles Estimate if Successful 50 Million. Time Required for Deuelop-

ment 5 Years. Probability of Deuelapment Success 0.2

17. i0 17.50

11.25 11.25

7.5 7.5

5.O 5.O

3. ?5 3.75

4.0 5.0

Sal.rs Er.peccation i-f year of resesrch
gu:cess is uncertain bu: dev':Lor,ment

is successful

Sales Expectacion when develol:rent
has only a 20U probabil,ity of
succcss

project, but their sum for the total develoment port-
folio will be quite reliable if the probabilities and
peak sales are reliably assessed. References 1 and 3

indicate that this is the case. Therefore, following
our discussion in the previous section, "Connecting
Pre-Project Data with Project Data," an analogous
method can be developed for the pre-project
research portion of the R&D portfolio in 4 steps. The
result is a simple but reliable method to indicate the
range of sales values that can be expected in the
time horizon 6- 15 years from basic research pro-
jects underway at the present time.

First, for each research topic the probability of
yielding a project in each of the next several years
can be determined from the curves shown in Figures
2 and 3. Second, a peak sales estimate for a suc-
cessful compound from this research topic must be
provided, considering market conditions expected
ten or more years ahead. Third, the sales expecta-
tions from initiating a successful development pro-
ject in each of the next several years must be
developed using a reasonable set of product life cy-
cle parameters and deferred by the time required for
development. Fourth, these sales expectations must
then all be reduced by the average chances for
development success for a new compound just
beginning development in that particular indication
arga.

'l R" trorch Managernent

50.l'c

The points shown on Topic A of Figure 3 above
the Time values of 1 ,2,... 6 years indicate that there
are corresponding probabilities of 0.35, 0.225,0.1b,
0.10, 0.075 and 0.05 to get the first success from this
topic in each of those years. This is the first step.
The next two steps are illustrated by Table 2, which
shows how the uncertainty in the time foreseen
before achieving the tirst development project from
the research program described as Topic A
translates into a spreading of the corresponding
sales expectation over time. Moreover, the row call-
ed Sales Expectation (if Year of Research Success is
Uncertain but Development is Successful) must be
reduced by the probability assigned for develop-
ment success, in this case 0.2, to produce the row
called Sales Expectation when Development has on-
ly a 20vo Probability of Success. These figures, star-
ting five years from the current year, could then be
entered as a row describing the expected sales from
Topic A into an extension of Table 1, which can now
accommodate both research and development pro-
jects on an equal footing.

It must be emphasized that the individual rows
of Tables 1 and 2 are not meaningful by themselves.
Development projects either succeed or fail and
research success (as detined here) occurs in a specific
year. However, for an R&D portfolio containing a
number of different projects whose probabilities of

FUTURE lu\llUAL SALES EXPTGIATIONS FROU RESEARCH TOPIC A

1-5 6 7 8 9 10 1l L2 13

114 l"
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s ueeess fu I
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technical success are independent, the sum of the ex-
pected sales from all projects in a given year is a
useful and important figure, about which an opera-
tionally meaningful deviation can be calculated.
Thus, for not only development, but also research as
well as the total R&D portfolio, it is possible to
develop a systematic and meaningful forecast of the
future sales to be expected as a result of these ac-

tivities on the basis of a few simple quantities that
can be reliably estimated today.

Applications and Results

Several applications on a large scale over
several years have shown that the method is ac-

cepted by both researchers and research managers (4,

6, 141. It has been found practical, understandable
and inexpensive. The probability profiles and time
horizons do indeed show the status of research and
development in a company. At a single point in time
they are of limited use to management, but after one

or two years, when time series of such figures are
available, then much more importance can be
assigned to these data because they show clearly the
trends in R&D.

By selection of appropriate research areas and
development projects and by conscious decision
regarding the resources allocated to such efforts,
management can actively influence the time- and
risk-profiles of the R&D portfolio. The method
therefore allows an R&D organization to react
quickly and in the desired direction. In the case of
the development of project portfolio, the trends
have already clearly shown the positive impact on
the operation from management decisions based on
the probability forecasts (2).

This type of R&D management does not exclude
satisfaction for the researchers. On the contrary, to
the scientitic satisfaction of having done creative
chemistry or innovative biology is added the reward
of research success when a new project is selected
and the experience of the pre-project researchers of
performing a job not only accepted, but highly
esteemed by the other functions. Development,
marketing and finance can become witnesses of the
success of the pre-project research departments
within their company. With this short-range yard-
stick the success of the basic work in the R&D
operation becomes fractionally measurable.
Without the techniques described in this paper the
ultimate success (i.e. a market product) is a rare
event coming to surface only seven to fifteen years
after the initiation of research work. This means
that there is no real control and little correlation
between research effort and commercial success,

often leading to frustration for the basic researcher
and sometimes even leading him to focus on
"private" objectives.
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Evalu ating Basic Resea rch

S
a

trategles

M. M. Menke, Resource Planning Associates, U.S.A.,J. Celzer, CIBA-CEIC\',
Switzerland and J. P. Pezier, SRI lnternational, Europe

A model has been developed to describe the pharmaceutical
research and drug innovation process. The model originally
served to show the range of results that could arise from
research in the field of infectious disease chemotherapy
over a sustained period of time. The main goal of the model
h,as to i I luminate the risk/reward/time tradeoff faced by
management in selecting a particular research strategy. The
results obtained with this model were one of several consid-
erations influencing the research strategy decision of clBA-
GEIGY in 1976 to adapt and strengthen its research effort in
infectious disease chemotherapy.

This model has so far been applied only for the comparative
evaluation of infectious disease chemotherapy research
strategies. However, there is no conceptual reason why it
should be limited to this field of drug research or indeed
to pharmaceutical research at all. This.type of analysis
should be appl lcable rherever clear, product-oriented
research goals can be identified and defined, where some

reasonable financial reward can be attached to achieving
these goals, and where an assessment--albeit subjective--can
be made of the likelihood of achieving these goals.

The Difficulties of Evaluating
Research

Today quantitative analysis is very conrmonly
applied to evaluate markcring,t-l producionr-3
and investment2-4 altcrnatives as an input to
the managemcnt dccision-making process.

Quantitative analysis has also rnadc somc hcadway
in the evaluation of spccific ncw products prior to a

rnarkc't introduction dccision, a nranufacturing
capacity dccision, or cvcn dcsign dccisions in thc
late stages of developnrent.r '2'5-' Unril recently,
howe vcr, therc havc bccn rathcr few rcports of

successtul* applications o[ quanritative methods ro
evaluate research and c-arly developrnenr decisions.
I t appears paradoxical that those mosr involved
with the application of the scicnrific rnerhod have
been rcluctant to cxtcnd thc Llsc of scicntific
methods frorn the laboratory to thc- nlanagcr's
officc.

Numerous explanations can bc postulatcd as to why
management science has made the slowest progrcss
among managers whose responsibiliry ls ro rnanage
science. Scientific rcsearch in applicarion-oriented
industrial laboratories is very complex and by
necessity a multi-disciplinary undertaking. Luck,
hunch and serendipity often appear ro be the
principle explanation for discovery and success.s

In most areas of research roday up to 15 years can be
expected to elapse between the iriitiation of a new
research program and the achievement of com-
mercial rewards in the marketplace. r 2. r 3 more-
over, the failure rare of 'producr' ideas at the
research stage is very high. Sratisrics recenrly
published for pharmaceurical and agrochernical
research indicate that 7-10 years are required only
for developmenr-after research has discovered and
identified e promising producr candidare.t 3.r4

Depending upon the 'screening philosophy'
prevailirg, up to 1000 preparations musr bc
evaluated and tcsted to reveal onc such candidarc.
Only I out of 10 of thc 'prcclinical' product
candidates gcncrally rcach thc rrparkctt r.t i-t r irn-
plying that abour 10,(X)0 rescarch compounds arc
thcoretically rcquircd to yicld onc nrarkc.r product.
Vlhich of these 10,(XX) will succccd is of coursc
tunknowablc, and yct without strch inforrrratiorr
dcfinitive sales valuc and procluction cosr
asscssnrents arc llot possiblc. Thtrs traditionally

'By successful we mean here actually used as an rmportant rrpur t.,
the rnanagement decision - making process An exception to the ,rbove
generalization is the sustained expenence of Smrth Klrne and French
Laboratories documented tn references 9-11
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these aspects of the complexity, long-time scale,

and uncertainty have provided excuses as to why
the quantitative evaluation of resear,^h programs
and research program segments \^ f,s either
impossible or at best irnpractical.

Despite their traditional distaste for scientifically
structured and fornral evaluation procedures of
research programs r.t d strategies, research directors
are coming under increasing pressure from man-
agement to answer such questions as how much

research can be afforded, are the efforts focused on
the right pro.;ects, and will the rnoney investcd 'pry
off'? This pressure is due partly to the steadily
rising cost of R & D,"'rt're partly to increased

regularity requirements in the chemical and

pharmaceutical industry," as wcll as to incessant

pressure on current profit margins from comPeti-
tive mechanisms and governmental price controts.2o

Therefore not only research expenditure, but also

research output (ot productivity) have become

major management concerns. In response to this

concern, e small, but growing, number of
organizations have found it possible to yield e

substantial insight into the cost/risk/reward
relationship in research by using methods of
sufficient sensitivity that allow ample scope for
incorporating complex subjectivc judgment, while
still providing pertinent information for senior
management planning and dccision making.

Because of the complexity of the research process,

as well as the crucial role of chancc in research,2r the
development and use of any model of the research

process require the intimate involvement of
researchers as well as research managers. This is

particularly true for defining sensible research

strategy alternatives, specifying the complex mix of
resources (human as well as physical) required to

Pursue these strategies, assessing the corresPonding
financial costs, defining the goals associated with
these strategies (and the innovative character of
achieving these goals), and finally assessing the
probability of achieving these goals over time. The
model of the research process and the associated
judgments must also take into account a number of
general features of research, including the mini-
mum viable size for particular research efforts, the
possibility of diminishing returns as individual
research programs grow too 'large', * and the
relationship of research productivity not just to
level of effort, but also to cumulated effort (i.e. the

experience of the research team), the state of the

'We refer here in particular to the lack of visible output (in the form of

innovative drugs) from the many large, state-supported phar-

maceutical research institutes outside of the U.S., Western Europe and

Japan, despite high level of academic qualification of individual

researchsrs. This may be due not only to size, but to related

communrcation and motivation factors of these organizations. ln this

regard pharmacedtical research differs dramatically lrom high energy
physics, where today pioneenng research requires very large research

teams. ln any case, it is obvious that individual characteristics, such as

morale and spirit ol the research personnel, must be carefully

considered in assessrng the probabrlity ol research success.

Evaluating Basic Research Strategies

art, * the knowledg. base, and the innovative
potential of individual researchers. All of these

features taken together imply that it is impossible
that a model of the research process developed
without the active participation of the researcher
will reflect reality whatsoever. The interesting
experience of Smith Kline and French
Laboratoriese-r I indicates that their successful

modeling effbrts were indeed initiated and
developed within their research department.

Given the constraints imposed by the nature of
research, as discussed briefly above, it is nevertheless
possible to summarize the thinking of experienced
researchers about the structure of the research pro-
cess with e remarkably small number of basic

assumptions and to derive useful and intuitively
reasonable quantitative results. The three principal
assumptions underlying the research model
elaborated jointly by SRI/CIBA-GEIGY and

presented in this paper are:

(1) The probability of a product concept arrival
(i.e. in this case the discovery of a substance or
compound destined to become a new drug) in a

given time interval is proportional to the length
of the interval, for intervals that are small
compared to the mean time between arrivals.
Furthermore, the numbers of arrivals during
non-overlapping time periods are in-
dependent;f

(2) The level of effort can influence the arrival rate,

but not the peak sales value of the individual
arrival (which, however, depends upon the
direction of effort) ;

(3) The arrival rates and peak sales potentials for
products discovered in the next 15 years can be

estimated from historical experience modified

3Ir,il;,,,:;I'"' 
and anticipated industrv

The first of these describes the probabilistic nature
of the discovery process, which can be quite
different for pharmaceutical research than for
rese arch into commercial nuclear fusion. The
second of these recognizes e fundamental distinc-
tion between the probability of research success and

the value of that success. A clear separation of these

two concepts is vital to any sound evaluation
procedure for R & D.23 The third, however trivial
it may seem, reasserts the time-honored principle
that past experience must provide the basis for
future prediction. Even in areas where past

'We refer here tb the need to 5e able in the first place to detect novel,
interesting properties of preparations under investigation, through the
innovation, design and development of appropriate experimental
models and techniques (see references 13 and 22\.
tWith this assumption, the output of pharmaceutical research can be

described by a Poisson model. This model ignores the point that one
innovation may provide the lead for a series of related innovations,
which rn reality creates a clustering of innovation but may not
significantly alter the long-run success rate over a 10-20 year

period.
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Tablc 1. Example of a thcrrpcutic scgrlrcnt with indication arcas and rcscarch topics

Research areasl ellicacy goals Time Rrsk Hierarchy level

4. lnfectious diseases

4.1 Bactenal infections
4.1 ! Antibacterial agent. very broad spectrum
4.12 Antibactenal agent, actave only agarnst gram negatave
4.13 Antibac.erial agent, gram positive improved potency
4.14 Anti-enterotoxan. active immunizatton'vaccine'

4 2 Virus infectrons
4.21 Anti-viral agent, broad spectrum (e.g Myxo)
4.22 Anti-hepatitis vaccine
etc.

I

!

I

long
long

low
low
low

high
high

I

!

I

Therapeutic
segment

lndication area

topic
topic
topic
topic

lndication area

topic
topic

medium
mediumlong

very long
open

experiencc is sevcrcly lirnitcd (c.g. rlll cfTl'ctivc
curing anti-canccr drtrg), such cxpcricr)cc nr ust

provide thc starting point tbr futurc prcdictiorr,
although the uncertainty rlrust inc'rcasc AS thc
cxperic-ncc base shrinks. Eqtrally'ho\t'cvcr, it r)lust
be recognizcd that thc cnviroruncnt in whic[,
industry opcratcs is not statrc. Thcrctorc it rvould
be inappropriate to assunlc ttrat past succc\s r:ltcs t>r

sales vaiue distributions w()uld rcnrairr r()utincly
valid in the fluture.*

Definition of a Research Strategy

To cvaluatc both thc prt>bability and thc r,,altrc ot
rcscarch succcss, a rcscarch stratcgy nrust ainr to
achicve goals that arc nrcaningftrl both to rcsr-arch

managers who nrust Asscss thc Iikclihood of
achieving thcse goals and to busincss rnanagers who
must assess the vahrc of achicving thcsc goals. The
importance of clear nrcanirrgftrl rcscarch goals havc
been stressed in several othcr publications.24'23

These references also dcscribe a rncthod for
grouping individual rcsc'arch progrrr)'rs (callcd in
refcrence 25 'topics') goals irrto st'r.-callcri Indication
Areas and Therapcutic S.grncnts. Rcscarch
success-as distinct frorrt clcvcloprlrcrrt sLlcccss and

co m nrercia I su cccss--can t hcn bc dc fi ncd a s

achievcment of thc rcscarch goal, lcad ing in
pharmaceutical rcscarch to thc identification of a

clinical drug canclidatc which irr tunr calls for thc
initiation of a tlrug dcvclopnlcnt proJcct. An
cxalnplc of a thcr'.rpcutic goal hicrarchy that cotrld
be used to dcfinc ilr) antibiotic rcscarclt stratcgy is

showir hcrc as Tablc l.

In addition to rhc particrrl;rr thcrapcutic goal
strtcrncnt attlchctl to c.rch topic, thc likclihood and

valuc of rcsclrch succcss.lrc irrtltrcncc,,l by' thc

'ln partrcular, each company must ascertarn whether the success rate
for a particular research area rs Jeclining (because of already achreved

sclutrons and more demandrng regulatrorrs or because of changes of

attrtude tn soctety) and how the marketrng performances wrll evolve
aver ttme

tcchnical/scientific approach trse d ro pursue the
goal. A vcry clcar and uscful rvay of catcgorizing
thc technical approachcs uscd tor pharmaccurical
rcscarch has bccn discusscd by Berdc:26 'The
principlc task of rhc rcscarch chern ist (and
rnicrobiologist)* in thc pharnr.rccutical indusrry is
to prcparc ncw c()rn pouncl s (prcparations)* for
biological cvaltration. Thcst' r'()nlporlnds (prepar-
ations)* may b" group(.d in rhrcc classcs':

:,lr natural products;

'lr dcrivativcs of natural prorltrcts (rncluding so-
callcd scrnisynthctics) ;

s)'nthetic chc'rn icals.

'There are three possiblc ways in which thc rcscarch
chemist and pharnracologist (biologist)* nray co-
operate in the scarch for ncw drtrgs' :

:? random screening;

:? molecular modification (lcad optintization using
structure/activity relationshipt) ;

:', the rational approach (targct drug dcsign or
natural substitution).

For the dinrcnsion oIthc scarch proccdurc wc prcfer
to cmphasize the biological aspccts by using thc
phrases Study Structrrrc/Activiry Rclationships
and Natural Substittrtion instcad of Molc-cular
Modification and Rational Approach, sincc rhc
former ternrs convcy nlorc aborrt horv tlrc othcr
rllcrnbcrs of thc rcscarch tcanr c()-opcratc u'ith thc
conlpourrd providcrs.

A phanllacctrtical rcscarch str.lrcg)'c.rn bc dcflncd
by allocat irrg scicrrt if rc rcs()rl rccs t ir vlriou s

c()nlbinetiorts of tltc:c cl.rsscs oi prrcl',.lr.lIiorrs u'ith
tlrc corrcsponding sr'.lrclr \tr.ltcttics u) prrr\ulr ot
spccifrcd goals. Thcsc rcsc.rrch ctiirrts nl.lv l.c

'The terms in parenthesrs ( ) are not iaken drrectly lrom Berr-ler6 bul
have been added here rn order to generalrze and rnclude intrbrotrc
research
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Figurc 1. Dirrrcnsions of rcscarch srraregy

pyr:uing rather broad therapeutic goals, as may be
likely in the case of blind random screeni.g, or
nlorc specific and very well-defined therapeuric
goals, as would be likely in the case of mol-ecular
modification/lead optimization or thd rational
targct drug desig.n/nltural substiturion.

Figtrre 1 illtrstratcs the inreraction of rhese thrce
rnain dimensions of a research strategy. The axes
of the diagram correspond roughly ro the main
stages of drug R & D: chemisrry and bio-
technology/microbiology providing the sources
of potcntial ncw drugs, biology searching for
significant model activity (whether in vitro or in
t,ivtt test rnodels) and finally clinical pharmacology
and clinical rescarch establishing thc desired
thcrapeutic cffectiveness and uscfulness in human
discascs and disorders. A rcsearch srraregy then is
thc- allocation of scientific cfforr ro parrrcular cells
or volurrlcs in this thrcc-dinrcnsional diagranl. The
rcsulting rcsearch strategy can thcn bc quanrificd by

Evaluatirlg Ilasic Rcscarch Strategies

Natural Products

Derivatives of
Natural Products

Synthetics

Search Procedure: B

Infectious Diseases

Central Nervous
System Diseases

Circulatory System Disorders

Pain and !nflamation

assessing an arrival ratc (probability of success per
unit time) and a value distribution to each cell
corresponding to a specific therapeutic goal, source
of preparations, and search srrategy. Irr the case of
randonl screening, it may be deleterious to allocate
eflforts to only one or a few specific therapcuric
goals due to narrow scope or the very general
nature of a given screen. It may thus be essential to
assign likclihoods and values to one or more enrire
thcrapetrtic areas, according to the constructiorr and
concept of the screen.

In Figure 1we have uscd the term'Natural
Substitution' instead of 'Rarional Approach' or
'Target Drug Design' since our undersranding of
this approach would stipulate that it tends ro work
back from the way that nature solves similar
problerns (e.g. recepror site srrucrure specificity),
rathcr than florrvard from the case of porentially
intercsting conrpounds. A similar interpreration of
this approach is provided by Laurence and Black,
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Figure 2. Co-ordinatcd scqucncc of rcscarch, dcvcloprrrcnt and busirrcss arralysis

Prognam
Decisions

who describe this resc-arch approach as'starting
with physiological control proccssc's and scrring otrr
to find substances which can annul or rnirnic
them' .2'

Describing and Evaluating Research

Strateg ies

As cxplaincd above, rcscarch rs only the first stcp of
a long and arduous chain o[ cvcnts required to find
ncw drugs and bring thcrn JS ncw products to
paticnts. For purposcs of sirnplicity, onc can divrdc-
this chain into thrcc stagcs as shown in Figurc ).

I\csearch strategy dccisions do not lcad dircctly to
commercially uscful rcsults, but rathcr to rcscarch
rcsults',l,hich can potcntially bc dcvclopcd into
colnmercialll'usetul rcsults. In thc drug industry
typical research results 

"'u'ould 
bc preparations

suitablc- for drug devclopnrt:nt, or idcas and
principles cnabling rlrorc productivc rescarch or
rllore profitable clcvcloprr-lcnt. Both typcs o[ rcsult
can havc significant busincss irnplications, but thc
benc'fits are nrore readilv apparcnt in the case o[ a

spccific compound rvhcrc thc strbsequent dcvelop-
nrcnt rcquiremcnts and poter)tial business results
can bc anticipated.r2'r6

The starting point for gcnerating useful business

rcsults frorn resc'arch is thc allocation of rcsources to
possible research progranls. This is callcd in Figurc
), rcsearch progranl dccisions. Tablc 2 dc-scribcs

thrcc rcscarch stratcg)' a ltcrnat ivcs that wcre

Business
strategy
Decisions

con sidcrcd in
analysis. *

thc inflcctious discasc scgmcnr

Stratcgy One is a dcscription of a feasiblc antibiotic
re search program, conrprising both random
screening and morc targcred cfforts. Strategy Two
eliminates random screcning altogether, substan-
tially reducing costs and focuses on rnolecular
rnodification of known intcresting moleculcs. This

.could bc a highly cfficicnt way of carrying our
rcscarch, but prcsunrably lcss innovative than
continuing randorn scrccning sinccl thcre is littlc or
no likclihood to cncountcr intrarnurally substances

'rvrth rcally novcl structural and biological
propertics. In ccononric tcrnls, Stratcgy Two offers
lower costs and lowcr risks, but at what loss of
potcntial reward ? Stratcgy Thrcc involvcs both
organizational and dirccrion of effort changcs
designed to obtain enhanccd productiviry for e

modest incrcasc in cost.

In addition to the annual costs, onc lowcr and onc
higher than 'Stratcgy One', cach strarc'gy can bc
described irr terms o[ two irnportanr productivity
measures-the nurnbcr of substanccs screcncd
annually and the number of derivarives specially
produced and evaluatcd annually. Rcliable averages
for these data can be cstimatcd from thc staffing and
organization of each stratcgy. Table 2 c.mphasizcs

that Strategy Two abandons thc cxpcnsivr-
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Table 2. Research strategy descriptlons

Research

Total
annual

Cost
(9 millions)

10.5
7.2

1 2.5

Evaluating lJasic Rcscarch Strategies

Average number
of spocial

derivativq Fo&rcsd
and walu$od arnually

scrccning and the succcss rates for molecular

nroc-lificition diffcr by at lcast an order of
rlragrritudc, b!t it is logical to expect that research

groLlps activcly involvcd in scrcening havb the

advantegc of bcing first to cvaltlate derivatives with
.r highcr innovativc potential (and thus Potentially
highcr salcs). Thc asscsslnetrt of a success rate (in

tcrrns o[ avcragc nutnber of compounds to be

cvaltratcrl for cach tnarkct product) Provides e

paralnctcr flor thc Poisson rnodel of the research

proccss that follow,s frorn thc- first basic assumPtion.
This rnust bc donc scparatcly for each strategy and

ibr cach typc of activity (c.g. substancc isolatior as

opposcd to cfforts in semi-tynthctics) within the

stratcgy. Thc application of thc Poisson model will
yicld 

-an 
overall Mean-Timc Between Arrivals

(MTBA) for ,:ach strategy and its sub-categories.

This dctcrtnines the probability of arrivals of new

products for each research strategy; the next section

discusses how to treat'the other big uncertainty,

namely the sales value of these product arrivals.

Describing Pharmaceutical Markets

and Products

The rncthodology of the previous section allows
one to dcternrine how frequently market products
will arrive, on average, in each strategy, but does

not address the crucial issue of the monetary value
to be attributed to these arrivals. This again is

highly uncertain. In this section we shall outline the
rnethodology used and illustrate it with data

published in the literature. Figure 3 shows data

presented by Schwartzman2e on the 1972 sales of
Ncw Chemical Entities (NCEs) introduced in the

United States during the period of 1962-1968.

Since a pharmacerrtical product generally requires

about 5 years after market introduction to reach its

pcak salcs, this graph provides an approximate
distribution of peak sales for NCEs. Furthermore,
since the U.S. buys about 25 per cent of the world's
pharrnaccuticals, the value axis has been multiplied
by four to show the approxirnate distribution of
pcak world salcs for these products.

This distribtrtion can be used to estimate the
relativc chanccs flor products emerging from
pharmaccutical rcscarch to attain different sales

valucs. In our analysis we uscd four classcs of peak

world salcs valucs: S(F*llm (too small), Stl-24rn

strategy
alternative

2@
rm
-300

One
Two
Three

Average number
'of substanom 

'

scroGn€d ahntiallY

6000
o

8000

-Mean time between market arrivals lor compounds with poak wodd salos potential grsate, than t8m/!€at.

scrccnittg JCtir,'it)' Jlttlgctltcr, rcsrlltirrg in 
. 
its

srrttst.rrtti.rlly ltl\\'L'r cost. l-hc inforrrtatiott irr Tablc

2 pr()\'itlcs'thc basic tlet.r rvhich clctcrtt'tirtcs thc

c()sts. rcrv;trtls att.l risks oI cach rcscarch stratcgy,

btrt thc 'bcst' dccisiott is far trtltll cviclcrrt givcrl this

cl.tta rtlottc. At thrs lrtlirtt tro stratcgy catt bc cithcr

sirrglcd otrt .ts bcst ttr clinrinatcd as clcarly irltc'rior.

t iI to rlrrs l)ttirrt \\'c lt.tl'c tlcscribcd thc ctTort tlf
cach str.ltcgy ll) tcrllts tlt Costs lnd prtlclttct-oricntcd

.lC( ()nlplislirrrcttts, n.ttttcly thc sttbst:trlCcS and

.lcr-it,. iiu.t prcp;rrc.l artcl tcstctl c:rch ycar.

Horru'Cvcr, :ls statctl atlovC thC Stlcccss ratc is vcry

los'tor 1'rotcrrtial ltc\\'clrtrgs to rcach thc tnarkct.

Hcrc w'c ltttrst ittvtlkc thc flrst Prirrcipai assulnption

in tllc scctiott, 'l)iffictrltics o[ Evaluating Rcscarch',

nanrcly that thc probability of a product conccPt

arrivaf in a givcn (short) time- interval is

proportional to thc length of th9 lnterval. In other

*oidr, arly ncw subsrancc is as likcly as ?ny other to

be thc 1- in 10,000 that rcachcs thc market.

Howcvcr, e crttcial sub3cctive Judgtnent tnust be

rnade by research managctncnt at this point

regardirrg the approPriatc future frcqtrcncy of
diicovery, as wc.ll as thc unccrtainty of this

frcquency.

Thcrc arc two cottlplcrncrltary ways to approach

this judgnlcrlt, top-down arrd botto-m-uP. ToP-

drrwn, .r'," can Llsc global reviews of industry or

colnpany past rcscarch productivity to see how

tnatry sttbstat)cCS wcre sCrs'Cned or derivatives

produccd in ordcr to yicld a tnarkct product. Such

survcys can bc fotrnd, for example, in reference 28

and wcrc chcckcd against comPany internal

sourccs. Thc colnplcrncntary bottom-uP approach

is to organizc the infc'ctious disease rcscarch into
inclication arcas and topics likc thosc shown in

Tablc 1, and thcn to asscss the tinre reqtlired for thc

frrst dcvclopttrcnt conlpound to cmergc from cach

rcscarch topic, ttsing thc rnethodology cxplained in

rctc.rcncc 25. l'his nrcthod works well for ongoing

rcscarch progran'ts and for tninor nrodifications of
orrgoillg prograllls, bttt it rcquircs morc effort than

rc:rclily availablc for:l first analysis. Accordingly
ril()sI ol- th. jtrrlglllcltts tlscd in this analysis on the

trr'tlt.lcllcy of ftrtttrc rcscarch sttcccss wcrc rnadc on a

top--11()\\'n'trasis, rttodifying Past cxpcricncc to
('()nsitlcr currcnt c()t'tclitiolls.

St'r'cr:tl [)oirtts sltotrltl bc rrotccl. Thc srlcccss ratcs for
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World Sales)

Tablc 3. Mcan tinrc bcru,ccn arrivals (MTBA)
fcrr products of v;lrlous pcak salcs potcntials
(S rrr illions)

Strategy s0 8'
(years)

s8-"24
(years)

S24- 60 S80 +
(years) (years)

S8+
( years)

One
Two
Three

33
25
27

50
37
35

35
33
22

10
7

7

\4
10
10

+2 Others

I 20 40 60 80 120 160 200
Annual Sales ($m allions) 

* *

Figr.rre 3 . 1972 salcs of ncv,' chcnr ical cnritics
introduccd iJ, U.S . 1962-19(rlt

(snrall), 524-tt0nr (rncditrnr), anci Sll0rn * (l.rrgc).
Too small hcre lltcans bclow thc sizc ()r salcs v olunrc
whcrc a largc cc.rnp;ull, nright considcr ir
worthwhilc to conlrnit a dcveloprnorr cffbrr and
introdtrcc thc procluct. Thtrs onc sccs inr rnccli:rtcly'
that nrorc than half o[ thcsc possiblc prodtrcrs rrc rl

priori cxcludc'd frorn considcration. For thc r>thcr
classcs, it is cvidcnt that a srnall product is nlorc
likely than a nrcdium onc, which in turn is nrorc
likely than a largc.

Using thesc rclativc frcquencics and othcr facrors
particular to a given orga nrzation's positiorr in thc
chen'rotherapyfantibiotic nrarkct, Tablc 3 shows
thc rcsulting MTBAs for cach valut' clr.ss.

By adding thc rcciprocals of thc MTBAs for
individual valuc classcs onc obtains thc rcciprocal o[
thc MTBA flor thc conlbinccJ class. As an cxanrplc,

| +,t + #: *, yicld thc 3.5 ycar MTBA for
Strategy Thrce prodticts with a presunrprivc
peak sales grcatcr than Stlrn/ycar. Thc rclativc
frequcncy of largc products irr Tablc 3 has bccn
rcdtrccd rclativc to thc Sch warrzrnan data for
rcasons spccific to thc organizatiorr sttrdicd arrcl thc
naturc of thc ar)ti-irrfcctiotrs rrrarkct. Also thc
frcqucncy of largc prodtrcs irr Stratcgy T wo is only

t of that in Strarcgy Thrcc, alrhotrgh rhc
frcquurcics for rrrcclirrrrr ancl srrrall rliscovcrics
apPcar thc salnc, rcflcctirrq thc highcr inrro'u,ativc
potcrrtial of Stratcgy Thrcc.

It vvill always lrc vcrv rlangcr()us to.rttcnlpt to
quJntity thc rcsrrlts of rcsc.rrch irr nror)ctilrv tcrrrrs.
l)crhaps thc grc.ltcst cl.rrrqcr is tlrc tliltrrc to
ttndcrstand tlrc latcnt rrcctl filr inn()\'.rtivc [rrotltrcts
likc xcrography, sophistic.rtccl pockct c.rlctrl.lt()r\
arrd drugs likc bcrrzocliazcpirrcs ()r cirrrcritlirrc.
Morcovcr, socicty nlrly clrarrgc its r'.rltrc.ludgnlcnt
rcgartlirrg :l spccifrc lrcrrcflt/risk r.ltio (irr irrtltrr-
tri.tlizetl rt'qi()n\ .lt) c\.ltrrPl(' n).1\' [r,.' ()('('ut'nnr{ ln
tltr' tir'lrl ot' t't)nt r,t('('[)t ton). l(t'rr.'.rrt'll [r.r.ctl tirrrr t

'This class is considered too small to lustify market introduction

nlay also bc ovcr-optirrristic at tinrcs abour thcir
ability to irnplcrrrcnt l)c\\,idcas, rrot only in thc
tcchnical sphcrc but also in thc nrarkct.2o But it
shotrld !lot bc frrrqottcn that drtrgs fotrrrd or
dcvclopccl for or)c partictrlar thcrapcutic indication
ticquultly yicld cnrrics inro. <lthcr irrrportanr
thciap.,,ii. applicatiorrs or ar.r$of i,,ovatiin.30 In
stltlllllary, rcscarch irrtcnsivc orgarrizatiorrs ll)ust
gtrarcl agalnst thc two inrportant tcrrdcncics tt)
r-rvcrcstinratc thc likclihood of rcscarch succcss
rvhilc uncicrcsti4rating tlrc valtrc of that succcss
wltcn using spccific fistrrcs likc tlrosc in Figurc 3
atttl Teblc 3.

To rclatc thc pcak salcs ro salcs irr othcr ycars and to
thc ycar oI discovcry, son)c gcncral infornratiorr
rcgarding pharnraccutical procltrct lifc cyclcs is

nccdcd. Studics of thc actual salcs partcrns o[a grcar
nrany pharrnaccutical prodtrcts indicatc that rhc li[c'
cyclc can bc adcquatcly approxinratcd by , 'gcncric'
trapczoiclal rnodcl shorvn irr Figtrrc 4.

This nrodcl is spccificd by fivc pararncrcrs: thc
dcvclopnrcnt tinrc (To), rhc pcak sales (S), rhc
nurnbcr of ycars rcquircd ro rcach pcak salcs (7',),
thc nunrbci of y.rit of pcak salci (Tr), ,,',d th.
lcngth of thc procltrct c-lcclirrc pcriod (7r). History
irrdicatcs that '['D, 7-t ancl T2 arc approxinrately
cqual to 5-7 ycars. 7: is sirrrilar, or lonscr in thc casc

of vcry succcssful proclucts. Wc call this crlrve a

gcncric* product lifc cyclc sincc it is uscd ro
rcprcscnt thosc:ls yct uncliscovcrcd products that
will carry thc rcsulrs of R & I) our irrro rhc
nr a rkct pla cc.

Thc nrajor unccrt;rinty' irr tlcscribrnrt approxinr:rrclv
r,r'hat thc sllcs u,ill bc ()\,cr tirrrc is tlt'cotrrsc tlrc
ll)aqniturlc oIthc [rc.tk s.rlcs. u'lriclr rcflccts both tlrc
tcchrric.rl inn()\'.rtivcncss rli rlrc nc\\' tlrrrq .rn.l rlrc
c()nltttcrci.rl skill of thc conlP.111f in rrr.rrkctirrrr thc
tlrttg. ()ncc J pJrricttl.tr c()nl[r1111rrtl or [)rotltrct lr.rs

l'rcctt idcrrtitictl titr.t tJrqct rtt.rrkct. thr\ rtuc\tr()n ('.ln

[rc .lpp11'v.1chcrl bv st.lntl.trtl nr.rrkr.'r rrisr..lrt'lr .rrrtl

rttorlclirtq tllcthtltlr.' Ht)\\'t'\'t't'. t'\'r'rr tirr r('\c.lr('ll
.lrc.ls rvltcrc \Pcci tic lrplvll trt't r lt.r v t' t )ot v ct r'n l t'f.{r'tl.
qcncr.ll sttrtlics oitlrc St'h\\'.rrIzru.lr) t\'[re:u .rrc Irkclr'
rtl lrc .lt';l i l.rhlc rvlr iclr [\rov r tlt' u rr'tir l r rr tirn n.r t r()n ( )n

'The use of the word genenc here should not be conftr>ed wrth il
genenc (Or rrOrr propnetarV) dru<l

12
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Figurc 4. Gcncric prodtrct lifc cyclc rnodcl

the valuc and likclihood of conltrtcrcial sttcccss.

This was the approach uscd to asscss the potential
rewards of rcscarch succcss irt this analysis.

The Financial Conscquences of
R&T)
Thc question is oftcn raiscd whcthcr R & I), and

rescarch in particular, shotrld bc cortsidcrcd an

invcstntent, and thcrcforc possibly analyzcd as al1

invcstnrcnt. Thc arllunlctrts against a rigorous
financial analysis of R & D incltrdc: (1) thc long
timc rcquircd to achicve conlmercial succcss

precludcs rncaningftl quantification, (2) thc high
risk cannot propcrly bc takcn into account, and (3)

the ultirnatc busincss succcss sought by
product/proccss directcd research is not under the

complete control of thc researchcrs, but may bc

nrore due to skillful production and rnarketing.
Another comlllon argulncnt is that today's rcsearch

is paid for with profits frorn the success of past

R & D, and thc goal of today's research must
therefore be to generate profits to pay for future
research (rather than simply to pay back its current
cost, with intercst).

The authors arc convinced that e meaningful
quantitative evaluation of the financial return on
R & D is possible, but only using methods that
spccifically address the threc concerns above. The
decision analysis approach, with its clear separation
of thc timc value of money (i.c. discount rate), the
probability of technical success, and the probability
of commercial success, allow us to do this.r's'23'3r

Many proposcd mcthqds to evaluate R & D
involvc thc usc of so-callcd 'risk-adjustcd' discount
ratcs, which incrcasc thc 'risk frcc' discount ratc on
thc grounds that this should account for the
tcchnical risk. Howcvcr, in rnost cascs thc resulting
high discount ratcs cornbinc with thc long timc
scalcs of R & l) to gcrlcratc ncgativc valucs for
R & l). Tlris is clcarly not e viablc approach.
Mcarringful arrswcrs ri. only possiblc uiing thc
silnlc'risk-ficc' discount ratc that thc organization
\\'()ultl usc tix rll'otltcr rcsorlrcc allocation dccisions
(c.g.c.r1'ri1.1l irrvcstnrcnt) arrcl thcn trceting thc risk
scplr.ttclt' .ttttl cxPlicitl)' rs tliscusscrl lrclow and in
l\cti'rcrtccs 5 .urtl 13.

| = lnvestment S = Peak Sales TD = Development Time

A propcr rncthodology rnust bc able to value
corrcctly thc rcsults of successful R & D over time
and thcn asscss and indcpendcntly consider the
likclihood of such succcss. Thc combination of
thcsc rncasrlrcs will yield trtcaningful results, as we
shall show. Anothcr issuc is that the risk in a major
rcscarch cffort cornprising rnany rcsearch programs
or in a total R & I) portfolio is relatively much less

than on an individual proJcct basis. The evaluation
nrcthodology nrust also takc this into account. The
prcvious scction has explaincd how to evaluate the
financial conscqucnccs of a ncw drug given a peak
salcs cstinratc and has displayed in Figure 3 how the
MTBAs for differ:nt peak sales classcs differs. To
transfornr this inforrrlation into an cstimate of the
financial consequcnces of research on a year-by-
ycar basis, a probability model is needed. One could
dcvclop ye-ar-by-ycar (or for other timeperiods) an

cxplicit asscssnrent of whether or not small,
me'diunr and large products'had been discovered in
that time period, with probabilities dcrived from
thc Poisson Modcl with appropriate MTBAs.
Howe ver for five or more time periods, this
approach would develop a very large number of
possible scenarios, each requiring e separate
financial evaluation.

Evalua ting lJasic Rcscarch Strategics

T3 Time

*'* I i: .x?o.;'i:l, i;,.1 f , * :, :it:' l, :: iti, :f
model as if a ccrtain fraction of small, medium and
large products werc discovered every year. This
approach will correctly portray the expected value
devcloprnent, but will not show the risk associatcd
with many ycars without thc discovery of or the
opportunity associated with carly discovery of one
(or morc) large products. For a 10 + ycar rescarch
effort, this is not a bad approximation for srnall or
mcdium products whosc MTBAs are of the same

order of rnagnitudc as the rcsearch commitrncnt,
but it clearly supprcsscs thc risk associated with
whcther or not e largc. salcs product will bc
discovcrcd with in thc tirnc horizon of thc
stratcgics.

With this proviso, a nrodcl was dcvclopcd that
transfornrcd thc assurnptions irr Tablc 3 using thc
lifc cyclc in Figurc 4 (along with flurthcr
assunlptittns on invcstnlcnt and cxpcnsc ratios) into
thc rxp r'(ttd salcs, profit and cash flow dcvcloprncnts

Sales

TD Tl T2

F ixed Cost

Cost

S
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No Large
Products

0 1980 1 990 2000

Y ear

1 990

Figure 5. Expected sales, profit and cash flow developments from research rnodcl
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from e research program of errher lirnited or
unlimited duration. The expecred rcsults are showrr
in Figure 5 for a 15 year commitmenr ro research
Strategy 3. For an unlimited commitmenr the
curves build up to steady-state levels which they
maintain. Expected sales in Figure 5 begin about 7

years after the beginning of rhe commitmenr and
peak in 1997, about 7 years after the commitment
period ends. The solid and dashed lines show the
very significant effect of discovering either an
average number of large products (0'67 in l5 years)
or none during the commitment period.

Using this research model to develop expccred cash
flows as in Figure 5, one can dcvelop ncr prcsenr
value (NPV) measures by discounting thc cash

flows of each strategy. For rnany cornpanics, giverr
an appropriatc risk-frec discount ratc, thc N PV
reprcscnts e cash sunl equivalcnr in worrh to the
entirc cash flow. Thus it can bc trsccl as a singlc
figurc of rncrit for ranking srratcgy valucs trnJcr
certainty. Tablc 4 shows ho\f,, rhc rhrcc srratcgics o[
Tablc 3 cornparcd on discountcd profit arrtl ncr cash

flow flor thrcc c]iffcrcnt clisct-nrnt rJtcs. Onc sccs

irn rrrcdiatc-ly that thc firrlrrciel rrrc:rsurcs Jrc

Average Number (0.67) of
Large Products

201 0

2010

reasonable, even though the research results stretch
out over a vcry long period (40 years in this case).
Figure 6 shows that the NPVs are positive up ro
discount rates in the range 18-22 per cenr, which
means that the strategies have internal rates of
return in this range.

Many assumptions are needed ro reduce the results
of long-rangc research strategies to a financral
criterion such as NPV. Ir is essential ro rcsr thc
sensitivity of the criterion ro deterrninc whethcr or
not robust conclusions can be drawn and to idcntify
which sourccs of trncc'rtainty abotrt assunrptions
create the greatc'st uncr'rtairrty in the critcrion. Thc
rlrost irnportant findings tionr thc- rcscarch rrrodcl
scnsitivity analysis arc shown in Tablc 5, w'hich
highlights thc overriding irnportancc o[ rhc largc
product discovcry to rr.scarch profit.rbility. Whrlc
not uncxpcctccl, it rs irrrport:lnt th.rt thc scnsitrvrtr'
analysis docs cJcrrrr-rrrstratc that thc nroclcl h.rs irr-
tuitivclv rcasc'rnlblc bch.rvior. It is w'cll knou'n nl
thc drug industr)' th.rt tilr nl.lnv c()nl[r.rrucs.l ti.u'
producrs providc nl()st tli thc 11111tlts. .urtl 

'l'.rtrk' 
5

ntirrors this inrltrstrv clr.rr.ictt'ristrc. Morc \ur'[)n\-
ing nright bc thc rr'l,tlirt' insiqrrrtlc.rnt'c ot' .r lt t lrcr
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Strategy 2: lnternal Rate of Return = 21.7%
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Figurc 6. NPV as a function of discount rate for representative cash flows of the three research
strategies

Table 4. Discounted research model results

12 24

\
(\t

Strategy 1

Pretax Net cash
prof it flow

strategy 2 straregy 3
Pretax Net cash
prof it flow

Discount
rate (%)

Pretax
prof it

Net cash
llow

10

15
20

290.9
86.8
16.6

173-4
36.7

- 5.2

390 2

135.6
43.0

236.s
65.4

9.3

446.4
144.4

37.1

268.0
65.0
o'4

Tablc 5. Rescarch modcl sensitivity analysis

Variable Variable range Range of NPV

Strategy 1 Stratdgy 3

Number of large products
discovered in 15 years

Success rate in random

screening for new chemical
entitaes

Success iate an evaluating
special derivatives

Frxed and varrable product cost

Decline in rate of innovation
relative to historical industry
averages

0-Average

1/5000-1 t20000

1/4fi-1l900

- 10%, + 10%

0,20%

160

98

68

s8

50

214

152

95

86

76
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Number of
Large Products

1 976- 1 990

Sucess Rate

in Random

Screening

(1/20000)

Success Rate

in Evaluating
'Special

Derivatives

(1/e00)

Fixed and Variable
Expense

Multiplier

(69%)

Change of
lnnovation Rate

N10%

2130.50.6 0.5 0.5
EV=
0.67

EV=
0.000125
or 1/80O0

EV=
0.01 67
or
1/600

EV=
o%

EV=

-6.7%

0.4 0.5

or More

(1 .67) (1/5000)

Figure 7. Probability tree for research results

1.0

0.

0.1

0

1/3

o.oo222 - 10% -20
(1/450) (s7%)

560 640

shows a probability tree that develops a rangc of
results to which the research program mighr actually
lead. The probability trec of Figu re 7 gcnerarcs 32
(:2t) combinations of assumptions, or scenarios.
Each scenario can bc intc'rprctcd by the rcscarch
model discussed above to y icld appropriatc salcs,

profit and cash flow strcanrs and thcir corrcsponding
net prcsent valucs.

To strrnnrarizc thc conscqucltccs nlanagqnlcnt t:rccs

in pursuing e particular stratcgy, thc probrrbility
distribution ovcr a profitability critcriorr likc N l'V
can bc displaycd as in Fiqurc ll. This lrrob.rbilitr'
distribution (oftcn callcd .l'profit lottcrv') tlrspl.rvs
thc rartgc of nct prcscnt vrrlucs. tionl \\'()rst to ['rcst.

that rcsult tiorrr thc dit-fcrcnI sccn.rrr()s qcncr.rtctl l'rr'

thc trcc of Figtrrc 7.
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Figure 8. Lotteries for.threc research strategies (innovation 1976-1990, l0 per cent discount rate)

0

cent decline in the rate of innovation relative to thc
so-called 'golden years' of antibiotic discovery in
the period 195f D70. However, rhe magnitude of
uncertainties due to any one of rhcse variablcs alone
in relation to thc absolute NPVs at 10 and 15 per
cent in Table 4 indicates that while a rcsearch
program is probably justified, the risks are large
enough to warrant a more detailed exanrination.

Risk and Opportunity Analysis

Herc we show a highly sinrplified rcprescntation of
the full range of financial consequcnces that may
rcsult from a managcment dccision to comrnit thc
company to e research progranr for an cxtcndcd
pcriod of time. Following thc ordc.r of imporrancc
dctcrmincd by thc scnsitivity analysis, Figtrrc 7
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Figure 8 displays thc probabiliry distriburion over
profitability in the so-called cunlularive forrn, rhar
is any point on ont: of the cllrvcs shows the
probability that pursuing thc- associatcd research

stratcgy will lead to an NPV less than or equal to the
value on the horizorrtal axis. Conversel!, one minus
that probability is thc probability that pursuing
that strategy will lead to an NPV grearer than the
valuc on the horizontal axis.

One o[thc most significanr sratistics describing thc
probability distribution, thc expccted or average
value, is indicated. The cxpcctcd value is the
avcragc rcsult thc conlpany could cxpect if it
pursued nrany independent programs whose NPVs
had the sanre probability distribtrtion. Note that
sincc thc d istributions are nor sy nr rnctric the
cxpectcd valuc ciiffers frorn thc rnosr likcly
(steepcst) valuc as wcll as rhc rnedian (50/50) valuc.
Also thc cxpcctcd valuc has thc distinc advantage
that it takes into account thc- extrcmc polnts of the
distribution, which the most likcly'and rnedian do
not. Considerati6n of the exrrenrc possibilities is

cspecially inrportant for a reasonable evaluation o[
l\ & I) proJects.

Thc distributions in Figurc tt nrcrit furrher
cliscirssion. All thrcc strategies havc ar least a 90 pcr
ccnt chance to providc a positivc NPV (discounted
at l0 per cent) and thc worsr possible ourcomc
forcsccn is abotrt S20rn negarive NPV wirh
Stratcgy 1. Therc is also a 60 pcr cenr chance thar the
NI'V will bc less than aborrt S190m (5100 for
Stralcgy 1). On thc orher hand, if e vcry big
product is discovered, NPVs grcarer than S500nl

: il l.T L.. l',ff il:: i: J llxl x ;."'LT.' ;l1l Jl' :?

Evaluating Basic Rcsearch Strategies

rcsearch. Stated as sirnply as possible, the odds are
that research (over a sufficiently long period) will
bring modcst but worthwhilc gains; howevcr therc
is an outside chance (herc 30-40 per cenr) that
rcsearch during the same period will make a rnajor
breakthrough resulting in very high profitabiliry.

Notc that thc lottery for Strarcgy 1 is cntirely abovc
and to thc lcft of Strategics 2 and 3. This rneans rhat
for any lcvcl whatsoever of NPV, Srrategies 2 and 3
offcr a highcr probability ro excced it. Alrhough '*'e

1re not guarantced a berrcr result by taking
Stratcgics 2 and 3, thcy dcfinitcly offbr a higher
probability of achicving a betrer rcsult. This cFfect
is called stochastic dorninancc ancl it inrplics that
whatcvcr rlranallcnrcnt's fe-cling is with rcgard to
risk, Stratcgy 1 is \^'orsc tharr c-ithcr 2 or 3.

Thc choicc bc-t wccn Stratcgie s 2 and 3 is nor so

obvious. Stratcg)' 3 clffcrs a highcr cxpccrcd valuc,
but has a significant probabilirl, ofyicldirrs a \\,orsc
rcsult than Stratcgy 2. Thc hishcr cxpccrccl ',,aluc
conres tronr thc highcr probability rhat Strarcgy 3
offc'rs to reach an NPV in cxccss of S190nr. This is.r
rcflcction of thc contirrtrcrl scrccnirrq rcsclrch lr)

Stratcgy 3 as opposcd to thc chcapcr but lcss

itrnovativc rcstriction to rttolcctrlar rrrocliflcatiorr in
Stratcgy 2. Thc choicc bct\\'ccn Strarcgics 2 and 3

confronts rnanagcnlcnt rurth a risk/rcrvarcl tracJc-
off: arc th.-y u'illirrs to prrrsuc a riskicr srrarcgy (3)
r','hich on average lcads to a highc-r rcvv,ard ? Thcrc is

no correct a;rswc-r to strch qucstions, but thc thcory,
or risk prcfcrcncc carr bc uscd to offcr solllc insighrr
as to what nranagcnlcnt should prcf.'r givcn various
lcvcls of risk tolcrancc. Horuvc'cr, for :l conrparr'
like CIBA-GEIGY n'hich is acrivclv rcsc-rching a

nurrrber o[thcrapcutic arcas, as s'cll .rs scvcral othcr

0.8

o.7

0.1

-40 0 80 160

Net Present Equivalent Value ($ nnillion)

Figure 9. Lotteries for thrcc research strategies (innovation 1976-1990,15 pcr cent discount rate)
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fields of chemistry, rhe cxpcccd valuc shotrld bc a

g.ood guide ro the relativc worth of a singlc
therapeutic area.

Figure 9 illustratcs how rnanagenlcnt's tirnc
preference (exprcssed by thc discoirnr rarcs of l0
and 15 per cent) interacrs rvvith thc riskincss of thc
strategies. At the higher discounr rare of 15 per ccnr
the future benefits of re-scarch discovcii"t arc
reduced, which implies that Strategics 2 and 3 havc
virtually identical expected NPVs. In this insrancc
the 'best' solution should be clear, sincc Strategy I is

still stochastically dominated and Straregy ).'lt as

valuable as Strategy 3 on averagc but l.tt risky.
Thus if 15 per cenr werc the app-ropriate risk-fri'c
discount rate, management should pursuc Stratcgy
2, unless they are essentially risk ,-,Lrrral.

Conclusions

The rc-sults reporrcd, whilc still prclirninary, did
play a role in clBA-GEIGY's dcclisio' o' hor,,u, ro
proceed and how to sclect arnong various srratcgic
alternatives in thc rcsearch arca-of anti-infc-ctior.rs
chemotherapeutics. The nunlcrical results, cven had
they Fg.. derived with rnuch dccpe r study than was
possible in this proJec, are nor ro bcj slavishly
followed. The following resuhs, however,
considerably increased managcmcnrs confidcnbc in
their decision:

-,1r In spite of the long rirne scalc-s (15 + 25: 40
years), thc economics of rcscarch arc scnsiblc in
the discounted cash-flow sensc. Thc internal
rates of return on the rescarch cxpenditurcs fall in
the range of 15-25 pcr cenr, givcn thc pricing
assumpiions used in this anal/sis.

* Strategy 1 is srochastically dorn inared by
Strategies 2 and 3 and thereforc should ne.zc.be
preferred.

:Y The sum of cash flows for Strategy 3,
('incrcascd efforr' including scrccnirg) is larger
than for Strategy 2 ('lead optimizarion'),
however the pay back period is longer with
Strategy 3. At 15 per cenr discounr rare the
expccted net presenr values for Strategies 2 and 3
are approximately equal.

:r Strategy 3 is rnore risky than Straregy 2 because
it depends nlore critically on thc discove-ry of
'big selling'products. Thc choice bctween
Strategics 2 aod 3 depcnds thcrcforc cssentially
on rnanagc-mcnt policy rcgarding timc and risk
prefcrence.

The insight into research profirability, gaincd from
this quantitative evaluation of rhrcc. alternative
research strategies can and did hclp design
improved strategies beyond those analyzed.

The research rnodeling efforr passed thc prirnary
test of reasonableness by analyticalll,capruring
intuitive reasonable characteristics o[ rhc research

proccss. As could havc bccrr prccl icrccl d priori (btrt
was not), thc nrost scnsitivc v;rrirrt'rk.irr tlrc rcscarch
problcrn turncd ou t to bc thc nu nr bcr of 'big-
sclling'. producrs that will cnrcrgc fionr thc I 5 ycar
rcscarch progranr (thc probabilirics o[ discovcii,rg
0,7,? ... suchproclucrsarcO..51,o.34,0. ll . ti-
Strategy J). Havi,g. bcc' ablc r() caprrrrc so n)arry
aspects of thc rescarch stratcg), ciccision, \A/c f-ccl that
the valuation app.>ach;,ri.tc,tc.l rrcrirs ftrrthcr
application, in parrictrlar for thc rclativc corlr-
parison of alternat ivc rcscarch arcas; not only in
pharrnaceLltical rcscarch bur irr all busir)css arcas
wlierc thc futurc growrh ancl rcnc\\,al of thc
bysiness dcpcnd uporl a flow of p,rocltrcr co,ccprs,
idcas and discovcrics fiorrr thc ri.scarch ;,r.r."ri.
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Sociql Decision Anqlysis

RONALD A. HOWARD, SENIoR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-How can e diverse free society find decision mechanisms
that are logicd, efficient, and timely? This is e problem that hes
chdlenged man at least from the time of Ptato's Republic. We see

today factions of society arguing over dternatives rather than over
values or probabilities. Adversary proceedingr encourage people to
advocate extremes rather thsn I careful behnce of severel
considerations.

Decision analysis, a logical procedure for balancing the many un-
certain, complex, illd dynamic fectors that characterize a decision,
offers promise of e new rnd valueble procedure for social decisions.
The decision andyst creates an extraperrcnd explicit modd of the
decision under consideration. Information on pcsible dternatives,
uncertainties, relationships, or preferences can come from different
groups and still be represented within the same decision model, wi0l
the implications for the decision apparent to dl. One can imagine r
society where decision making has become decentralized, where
distinct bodies are responsible for creeting social dternatives, rssessing

the probabilities of verious outcomes for each alternadve, and setting
the preferences of society. Once the rlternetives, informetion, urd
preferences were establidled, society would make the decision using
only the principles of logic.

Applicadons to automotive pollution, hurricane seeding and nucleer
safety demonstrate the epproch.

quantify the decision-making process must be doomed. Yet
the developments of the last l0 or 20 yean have shown that
it is not only possible to define a good decision, but also that
individual and corporate decision makers can implement a

logical decision-making process in the important decisions
they must face.

The question we propose to examine here is whether this
process can be successfully adapted to the social decisions that
we seem to encounter in increasing numbers as our society
becomes more interdependent. We shall first describe the
logical decision-making process we call decision analysis and
show how it has been used to aid the individud decision-
maker. Then we shall consider the important challenges to
this procedure posed by social decisions. we shdl propose a
procedure for such decisions, and illustrate its use in selected
social problems.

II. Dncrsrox Aw.uYSrs

Good decision making is just common sense. The difficulty
wils that we did not know what common sense meant until
we parsed the decision-making process. More complete
descriptions are gtyen elsewhere ll l-l3l; here we shall only
summarize. A good decision is the logicd consequence of
what you can do, what you know, and what you want. "What
you can do" are the dternatives available to you. Finding
dternatives is the most creative part of the decision process.

"What you know" means the knowledge of relationship and
of magnitude, the information you bring to the decision-

I
I. INrnooucrroN

T MUST come as a surprise to most people that there is

a logical way for an individud to make a decision. The
essence of uncertainty seems to imply that any attempt to
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making process. Findly, "what you want" refers to the
preference you have for the various consequences of the

decision, consequences that may be distributed oyer time or
uncertain.

The concepts we have just stated are accepted by all who

work on the problem of making better decisions; however,

interpretations of the concepts have varied. One group of
interpreters we might call the decision theorists. The decision

theorists proceed by capturing the personalistic view of the

decision maker. In principle, this means having the decision

maker assign a joint probabiliW distribution on all the con-

sequences of each alternative, and then specify a rhulti-

attribute utility function on those conseguences. The best

alternative is then the one with the highest expected utility.
lVhile this procedure seems simple, it rapidly exceeds the

assessment capability of decision makers on any but the

simplest problems.

Another group of interpreters whom we shall cdl the decision

andysts dso believe in the importance of incorporating
judgrnent and preference. However, they spend more of their
effort in constructing an extrapersonal explicit model of the

decision under consideration. This model captures the im-
portant relationships of the decision problem and is open to
the inspection of dl who might contribute to the decision.

The extrapersonalization of the decision model dlows in-

formation to be collected from many disparate points of the

organization: lawyers have a place to assign legal probabilities;

metallurgists a place to assign distributions on materid

strength. While the decision maker is ultimately responsible

for preferences, he can focus his attention only on the parts

of the preference structure that cannot readily be delegated

to others.

The creation of extrapersonal models by decision andysts

was a natural consequence of applying decision andysis to

the major decision problems of corporations and government

agencies. Explicit models were a practical tool developed

because of their usefulness in analysis and implementation of
the decision. However, now that they exist, we begin to see

how an entirely new structure for social decision could be

built upon them. The explicit decision model provides the

crucial step in dividing responsibility for the creative, in-
formationd, and preferential aspects of a decision among as

many individuals or groups as required.

III. Socrel Decrsrox

Now we turn to the problem of social decision and consider

how decision andysis might be helpful. Most social decisions

ar€ presently made as the result of a legislative process. The

legislators, primarily trained as lawyers, pursue their work

through hearings intended to clarify the nature of the decision.

However, these hearings often become adversary processes

since the proponents of various alternatives are motivated

mainly by e desire to see their favorite dternative selected

rather than by a desire to illuminate the issue. Possibilities

bocome confused with likely consequences. Bad outcomes

ere extensively discussed by opponents with the purpose of
making their probability appear higher. From the SST to

nuclear power plant siting, we have all seen and been affected

by the results

This system requires legislators to create dternatiyes,

examine their implications, and value the outcomes for
society. lVe can n<lw ask whether we wish all these functions

to reside in one group ffid, further, whether this group is
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properly trained to perform them. What might have been

feasible in a simpler environment may no longer be adequate.

The same forces that required corporations to seek more

effective decision procedures are acting on society as a whole.

IV. Socr.lt. DecIsIoN Axntvsts

Let us now assume the existence of a large supply of decision

analysts capable of structuring social decision problems to the

point where an explicit decision model was available. It
would then be possible to constitute various bodies charged

with the responsibility of providing the requisite inputs to
this model.

One body of people would be responsible for the creation

of new alternatives for solving society's problems. Anyone

could suggest dternatives to this body for consideration. The

results of its deliberations would be a set of certified dterna-
tives for dealing with any societal problem.

A second body would be responsible for assessing the

probabilities of various outcomes for each alterna.tive. This

would require capturing structural knowledge available on the

alternatives and assessing probabilities on uncertainties. The

work of this body would be heavily aided by decision andysts

and subject-matter experts. The result would be a certified
probabiliff distribution on the outcomes of any alternative

selected.

A third body would be concerned with characterizing the

preferences of society. This body would be heavily influenced

by the desires of all citizens. Voting procedures could be

developed for determining citizen preference. However, the

values of society should change slowly: major vdue changes

would require the same care currently devoted to a constitu-

tional amendment.

The values that would be set would b€, for example, the

vdue of a life, of hedth, of recreation, of cultural attainment.

Outcomes extending over many yean would require setting a

social time preference, which would bc based strongly on

intergenerational considerations. While there are good argu-

ments that society as a whole should be risk indifferent,
other risk attitudes could be specified. The net product of
this third body would then be a certified set of preferences to
be used in evaluating outcomes.

Once the certified alternatives, information, and preferences

were established, society would make the decision using only

the principles of logic. If the resulting decision appeared

incorrect, it could only be changed by a change in the certified
inputs.

It would be possible to have different certifying bodies for

different areas of socid decision making. However, the

fundamental nature of the deliberation of the preference body

make it likely that only one such body should be constituted.

We shall now consider examples of situations where severd

interrelated factors, uncertainties, possibly high risks, and

socid concern can combine to produce a social problem

worthy of the type of approach we have been discussing. lVe

shall present these andyses in yery brief summary form.

Readers who desire a detailed examination of information

sources and modeling choices should consult the references.

V. AurouorrvE EurssroNs-:-THB PnosLEM

oF ExrERNALtrrEs

Automotive emissions provide an excellent example of what

economists call externdities.
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A. Externalities

An externality arises when the actions of one individud
have effects on other individuals for which the other in-

dividuds are not economically charged or compensated.

Externalities can be favorable, as when a world-famous

violinist practices in his backyard on a Sunday afternoon and

his playing is enjoyed by his neighbors, or detrimentd if the

sarne violinist practices at three o'clock in the morning.

B. Drivers and Breathers

Driven of automotive vehicles create an externdity when

the emissions from their vehicles are noxious either directly
or indirectly to the other individuals in the society. We shall

restrict our attention to a single topographical basin where

virtudly all the automotive emissions are caused by people

who live in the same region. Now we consider two classes,

the "driyers" who create the emissions and the "breathers"

who are affected by them. The term "breathers" may empha-

size the human physiologicd effects of the emissions, but we

dso include individuals who are additiondly concernOd by

aesthetic and more indirect effects such as the influence of
emissions on plants; thus breathers are virtually all the human

inhabitants of the region.

Fig. I shows the essence of the single-basin model. Drivers

create emissions affecting breathers. Note that most of the

drivers are breathers themselves; we are characterizing roles

rather than individuds. However, typically there are many

nondriving breathen, including children and the very elderly.

There are also drivers who are not, or only partially, breathers,

for example, those who live outside the region but who drive

through it.

C. The Drtver-Breather Model

Our fint task is to formulate a model of externdity that

will allow us to see the effects of policy changes. Such a

model for the case of emissions appea$ in Fig. 2. We imagine

each member of the driver class to be faced by an economic

environment described by fuel costs, insurance costs, interest

costs, taxes, and automotive technoloEy. In the face of this

environment, the driver must select an automotive dternative

a and an annud mileage m. We shall consider these decisions

to be made on an annud basis.

Automotive Alternatives: The automotive alternative is e

specification of which automotive rystem the driver will use

for the coming year. It includes the complete spebtrum of
automotive conveyances each driver might buy or rent,
physicd modifications to those conveyanc*, and maintenance

policies for the conyeyances. For example, one dternative

might be to buy an old car and do as little maintenance as

possible. Another might be to buy a new no{ead car using a

catalytic converter.

Cost: When the automotive alternative is selected and thc

annud mileage rn is specified, the annual cost of operation c

can be computed. Capital costs of purchase are annualized

by simple or sophisticated methods.

Emissions: Associated with the (m, o) choice will be an

emissions level e. While there is controyersy oyer the con-

sequences of various types of emissions, we shall simplify that

BREATHER

CLASS

DRIVER

CLASS
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FU. 3. The driver's marginal value of additional annuat miles driven.

question here by measuring the totd weight of all pollutants
characterized as harmful. More detailed treatment is, of
course, possible.

The Driver's Decision: How does a driver decide which (2,
a) choice to make? We assume that he selects the choice that
maximizes the difference between his value for the choice
u(m,a) and the cost of the choice c(m,o). This difference
we call the net value to the driver n6(m,a).

Marginol l'alue of Annuol Mileoge.' To determine v (m , a)
we begin with the driver's marginal value of additional annual
mileage driven shown in Fig. 3. In theory, w€ construct this
value for each automotive alternative by asking the driver how
much he would pay to be able to drive I mi during the year,

then another mile, and so forth. Presumably, the first miles

are very valuable indeed since they would be used for emer-
gency trips. When a large number of miles was already
available, the values of succeeding miles should become very
small. Thus we expect the marginal value of additional miles
to decrease continually.

The marginal value curve depends on the automotive alterna-
tive primarily through what we could summarize as "per-
formance." For example, the marginal value of high annual
mileage in a standard car could be quite high because the
driver contemplates using it for vacations. A small electric car
could have a low marginal vdue under these conditions if it
were not suitable for vacation travel. Similarly, a car with
very poor acceleration might make almost all driving miles
less vduable and consequently lower the curye.

of course, it is practically dmost impossible to develop the
information of Fig. 3 for every driver and every alternative.
However, once the concept is clear, only a few inputs may be

necessary to determine the level of detail necessary for the
social decision to be made.

The Net value Calculotion' Now we are in a position to
determine the driver's decision. Fint we integrate (or sum)
the margnal value curyes of Fig. 3 with respect to m to obtain
the driver's total value of driving m annud miles using dterna-
tive a , v(m, o). This value is shown for a given alternative a in
Fig. 4. The total value of driving m miles always increases

with rn, but with a steadily decreasing slope.
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v(m,a)

,o(m*(a),a)
,d (m,a)

c(mra)

m*(a ) m

Annual tllles Drlven

Flg. 4. Value and cost of mileage for a given atternative a.

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the cost of driving m annual miles

with alternative a, c(m,a). For most alternatives, c(m, a) will
have a nonzero intercept c(0, a) caused by the fixed costs of
ownership such as capital costs, property and license taxes,

and insurance. The annual cost c (m , a) should be dmost
linear in m, but the figure allows for a lower marginal cost at
high mileages.

The difference between the value and cost curves is the net
value to the driver n6(m,a). For each a he should select the
mileage m*(o) that maximizes this value,

m;(a) = mlf t6(m,o).

Onco he knows the mileage he would drive given each auto-
tnotive alternative, he would select the alternative a* with the
highest net value at its optimum mileage,

at = rnax-l n6(m*(a), a).
a

Some of the automotive alternatives may have negative net

values, others positive. However, our range of alternatives can

be quite broad from "call a taxi" to "rent a sports car." We

would expect almost every member of the driver class to find
an alternative of positive net value. The net value to each

driver is then

tri=no(m.(o;),a*).

When this net value is summed over all drivers, we obtain the
total net value of the driver class n4.

The Breother's Consequences; The drivers as a result of their
decisions have collectively produced emissions for the
breathers. Since presumably no breather likes the emissions,
we would expect that we would have to pay each breather a
sum of money to achieve a situation where he was as happy
to have the emissions and the money as he would be to have

completely clean air. If we determine this sum for each level
of emissions and sum the results over dl breathers, we might
obtain the net value to breathers curve of Fig. 5. The net
value 16@) is, of course, negative. we have chosen to make
the curve almost linear, but with a slightly increasing slope to

t

Value of

Last tli I e

0rl ven

$
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e emiasiong

Fig. 5. Net vnlue to breathers.

indicate that high levels of emissions may be considered to be

eyen more undesirable than the linear model would specify.

Net Social Value: We can now evaluate any social alterna-

tive A; for the treatment of the emission externality problem

using the model of Fig. l. We determine how drivers would

make their decisions under this alternative and find the

associated net drivers' value r6(Ai) by summing the optimum

net vdues of each driver. Of course, it is possible that certain

alternatives would cause nondrivers to become drivers or vice

yersa. If this effect is important, it can be treated by con-

sidering the driver class to be the union of driver classes for

each alternative.

Tllen we would find the emissions e (A ) generated by the

driver class under this alternative. The net vdue to breathers

of this level of emissions is then n6@(A)) = rb(A), as com-

puted from the net value to breathers curve. Findly the net

value to society of alternative Ai,lt(Ai), is given by

r(A)=na(A)+to(A).

The alternative with the highest net value to society would be

the best alternative for implementation, if alternative Ai did
not in itself have associated administrative costs.

Administrative Costs: Most social dternatives Ai wil, in

fact, impose additional costs to the society as a result of their

implementation. If these costs are k(A), then the net social

vdue will be

n(A ) = na(A ) + no(ti) - 3 (A).

Change in Net Social Yalue: tile shall now find the best

social alternative by determining which alternative has the

largest net socid value including implementation costs. How-

ever, it serves as well to designate some particular alternative

as a base dternative and then to determine how the net social

value will change if any other dternative is used. Thus if we

use r{s to designate the base dternative, conveniently a con-

tinuation of present policy, then Ar.(Ai), the increase in social

value caused by switching to social alternative /i, is given by

the following

&r(Ai=1t(A)- t(Ao)'

The best soc:al alternative is then the one with the largest

An (A ). Finally , using a parallel notation, we can write

An(Ai) in terms of the components of social value as

An (A;) = atra(A ) + Ltr6({ ) - Lk(A ).
The advantage of this formulation is that we need deal only

with the changes in driver net value, breather net vdue, and

implementation cost when considering a new dternative

rather than measuring the magnitude of any of these quan-

tities. This approach simplifies considerably the input ques-

tions we discussed previously.

D. Social Alternatives

Now let us consider various social dternatives that could be

employed in treating the emission externality.

Creating on Emission Market: Perhaps the simplest con-

ceptual approach to the emission externality is to create a

real emission market. Consider an agency that would charge

drivers for the emissions they create and then use the money

to compensate the breathers. If there were some way to
discriminate among drivers so that those to whom the rights

of emission were most valuable paid the highest tax per unit

or if there were a way to discriminate among breathers so that

those most affected by emissions received the highest compen-

sation, then it could be possible for the revenue received by

the agency in the form of taxes to be different from the

compensation costs it incurs. It is likely that the agency could

run at a profit even after administration costs were paid.

A Practical Pollution Market: However, for simplicity and

practicality, we shdl assume that the market functions by

charging drivers r for each unit of emission and then com-

pensating the breathers equally according to the total amount

of emissions produced. For example, if each breather would

pay $D for clean air, if there were h6 breathers, and if the

total emissions were e kilograms, then the charge per kilo-
gram (r) for emissions would be r = bnole.

The Proper Signal: The importance of this approach is that

it would reflect to the creators of the externality the costs

that they are imposing on those they affect. Instituting such

a charge would not drive emissions to zero, but would assure

that each unit of emissions created by drivers was worth at

least as much to them as the cost they were imposing on the

breathers. Thus a proper "signd" is created to illustrate to

those who emit just what is in the social interest. Note that

this effect is preserved even if the compensation is not actudly
paid directly to the breathers but simply to the general funds

of the community. Of course, if the emission level fdls, the

amount b the breathers are willing to pay for the clean air

will probably fall even more so that we would expect the

emission charge to fdl as the air contains less emissions.

System Costs: We have not yet faced up to the question of
how to implement even this simplified market. lVhat would

be required is a device to measure emissions directly, for

example, a device that could be attached to the tailpipe to

experience chemical changes as emissions are created. Perhaps

the device could change color when a certain quantity of
emissions had passed, thus requiring the owner to buy a new

one at a service station. Perhaps he would have to exchangp

it periodicdly for a new one and send the old one to a center

to determine the emissions he had created and consequently

the tax he owed. The point is that such a method would make

it the owner's responsibility to determine what kind of car he

drove, how he drove it, and how he maintained it. "The mort
you emit, the more you pay."
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TABLE I
Dn r vB,n CxrRecrERrsTrcs

I,IILEAGE CLASS

(THOUSANO

I'il LtS
PER YEAR)

VARIABLE COST

PER }IILE

( ooLLARS )

>30

20 -29

15 -20

l0 - 15

5 - l0

<5

.03

.05

.12

.25

.34

.20

.040

.048

.056

.064

.07?

.080

TABLE II
AxrrnouLUTroN Dpvrcp CxenecrERtsrlcs

Abbreviation Descriptions

Exhaust

HC

Emission Rate

G/mi)
NO, Sum

Initial Cost
(dollars)

Variable Cost
(dollars/1000 mi)

None

CAP 68

LLO 7I

TUNE

KIT

CAT

EXR

VSAD

FLAME

Uncontrolled2
l96t clear air packagel

Changes in the settings of carbruetor and distributbn
parameters and some engine design modifications

t97l low lead, low octane enginel
Engine modified to run well on low lead fuel

Minor engine tune-upl
Adjustment of idle speed and mixture

Used car kitl
A General Motors package of parts and instructions
for older cars with ignition and carburetion changes

Catalytic converterl
A double catalyst bed with both oxidizing and reduc-

ing agents (low-lead gas required)
Exhaust gas recirculation I

Some exhaust routed back to the carburetor with
engine modified to run on unleaded fuel

Vacuum spark advance disconnect2

Restrictions placed on the spark advance in some

driving modes

Flameafterburner2
A system designed to complete the buning of ex-
haust gasses by means of a sustained flame in the ex-
haust system

ll
4.4

l5
r0.4

4

6

1.40

0

2t

35

0

35

135

60

35

200

0.00
0.00

3.5 4.5

4 6.4

5.1 2.8

0.9 2

3.4 2.t

s.5 1.6

0.3 4

8

r0.4

7.9

2.9

5.5

7.1

4.t

1.40

3.00

0.00

4.40

3.00

3.00

lD. N. Dewees, "Automobile air pollution: An economic analysis," Ph.D. disscrtatbn, Dcp. Economics, Harrard Uniwrsity, Cambridge, Mass,

Scpt.1971.
2P. B. Downiry end L. Stoddard, "Bencfit/cost analysis of air pollution control deviccs for uscd cers," Projcct Ocar Air, Univ. Californh, Los

Angchs, Scpt. 1970.

Such a system could be quite expensive. The capitd and
service tharges for the device would have to be paid. An

enforcement mechanism would be necessary to assure that
emissions were being propertly recorded; however, this en-

forcement mechanism might be self+upporting. Finally, the

effectiveness of the system would be diminished if it is sub-
verted by drivers; technology and enforcement will affect
rates of subversion. Thus, when we consider the emission
market solution, w€ must include in the net social value what
could possibly be very high system costs of administration,
enforcement, and subyersion. It is possible that these system
costs could make the emission market have a negatiye net

social value compared with the present social policy.

Other Social Alternatives: Other social alternatives are easy

to evaluate within the driver-breather model. For example,
instituting a gas tax on gasoline sold, or having the tax

depend on the class of car driven and on its time of last emis-

sion checkup. Other alternatives could be a mileage tax for
each type of car collected according to odometer readings

reported regularly by drivers. All of these are surrogates for

the direct measurement of emissions. They lack the very

attractive signding effects of the emission tax, but their
system costs could be sufficiently low to make them a better
social policy.

The hesent Alternative: Finally, we come to the present

socid alternative: requiring vehicles to be factory-modified
with emission{ontrol equipment. We obsene first that this
dternative has extremely remote signaling effects. Given that
you have purchased one of these cars, there is little incentive
to reduce emissions by curtailing driving or instdling addi-

tional equipment. Nor is there any evidence that the present

dternativq is best when the effects on drivers, breathers, and
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TABLE III
Dntvens' DscrsroNs As r FuxcrtoN oF Tex Rrre

TABLE IV
Besu Crse Resutrs

nEvlcr s!'LrcTil-' 8Y ne tvFn ctASS
TAX

PATT
i A\ l(A ! t l.i : t ,.. >,r' xg

0. 0900
,.1000
0.2c00
J. i000
c.e000

) 10K ?q-?9r( l5-?0K
PAYTAX PAYTAX PAYT.T:

CAP i'3 CAP 60 CAP € g

cAP 63 CAP r I CAP C'3

Klr (lT r(lT
rIT KIT T.IT

l0-15r.
rAY TiX
CAP fi9
CAN CG

cA P tr:'
r.tT

5-10K
PAYT,'TX

cAP 63
c,1P t'8
cAP CS

r(lT

( 5r,
P/tYTlrX
PA YT AX

PAY TI.X
PAYTAX

CAP G8

Aii'.uAL I li.t
FIITU
c0sr

vAo I A8L I
COSI

( 5/yr )

CHANGT III
ANI{UAL I'IILIS

0r{ I vEi{

ORIVTR

CLASS
(Thcr.rsands of
tlr 'l es Dr i ven )

Di.v lcE
8AS E

TAX

( t/yr 1

0.5000 r.tT KtT ril I titT KtT cAP s3 cr.st

I.]OOO KIT KIT KIT I(IT TIT KlT

9

4

KIT rilT !ilT
{IT 

'1IT 
KIT

r.tT r.tT ,ilT
r.tT t(lT KIT
I"IT KIT KIT
r.t T r.t T r.t T

rilT ritT KIT
FLt'tt .v.lT lilT
rtAnE r.!T r.rT
F LAIIE CAT K I T

ctT cAT r(lT
CTT CAT KIT
CAT CAT T.I T

ctT c.lT t:IT
CAT CAT 

'( 
I T

CAT CAT KIT
cAT CAT r. t T

cAT CIT r. t T

CAT C AT T.I T

CAT CAT KIT
c.lT CAT r.rT
CAT CAT CAT
CAT CAT CAT

0.30c0
0.90r0
1.0000
I . t 000
1.20c3
l. tc00
1.r000
!.5000
:,.6000
1. r000
1.8000
l. !000
2.0009
?.1000
?.2000
2 . ,000
2.rc0c
?.5030
2.6r00
2.7000
2.8100
2.q010
,.0000

,lrG

r.tT
KII
KII
KIT
r:lT

FLAiI:
rLArg
F L AI'E
F I A':C
F LAI !t
FLAIIS

CAT
cAI
cAT
CAT

CAT

cAT
CAT

CAT

CAT

CAT

cAI
cAT

tilT
t'.tT
r.tT
11tT

t'.tT
tilT

F t Arrt
FLA'IT
FTAi:E
F 1,1" S

cAT
CAT

CAT

cAT

CAT

c^r
cAT
cAT
cAT
CAT
crr
cAT
cAT

r:!T
KIT
r.l T

KI T

(tT
KI T

FLA!:S
F LAt'5
rLj\trF
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system costs are considered. In fact, the wisdom of the

present alternative can be evaluated only within the type of
structure we have developed.

E. Numerical Results

Some preliminary insights into wise social choices for emis-

sion control can be gained from a numerical model developed

by Judd to investigate the usefulness of the evduation struc-

ture we have presented t4l. The model is applied to Los

Angeles County in I 965, a reference year before extensive

automotive modification and for which data are readily
available. The 2.5 million households are assumed to be

willing to pay $ 100 each to eliminate the 500 million kg of
emissions generated annually by 3.3 million autos driving

l0 000 mi/year and averaging I 5 g of emissions per mile.

From these data we find r = $0.50/kg is the nomind charge

that should be placed on emissions.

Driven were divided into six classes according to the number

of miles they would normally drive by the partition of 5, 10,

15, 20, and 30 thousand miles per year. Each driver faced

economics according to his class. Table I shows the class, the
percentage of drivers in each class, and the variable cost per

mile. Table II shows the various modifications to a standard

car considered to be available to each driver. Table III displays

how the drivers would respond in terms of these modifications
if they faced various levels of emission tax. If the tax is smdl,
up to and including $0.30/kg, low mileage drivers simply pay

the tax, while high mileage drivers instdl CAP 68. As the tax

increases beyond $0.30/kg, installation of KIT begins to drive

out CAP 68 for all but the lowest mileage class. The nomind
charge of $0.50 finds KIT used by all drivers except those

driving less than 5000 milyear; they use CAP 68. Increasing

the charge above $0.60 drives everyone to KlT. When the

charge reaches $ I .30, FLAME becomes increasingly desirable

for high mileage driven. The charge has to reach I .70 before

CAT becomes desirable and it does not drive out KIT en-

tirely until the charge reaches $2.90.

Table IV shows the detailed results of the nominal case

where the emission charge is $0.50. We observe here how the

TABLE V
Socrlr. Vruus lxreRneD FRoM ReQutneo Dsvtcss

otv I ct

SOC IAL VALUI
RANGT FOR YHICH

DiVICT IS OPTITIAL

5/ KG

II{PLIEO AIIiIIIAL VALUT

OF EL II.IIt{AT ING

AIR POTLUTIOiT
(PER Houstxoro)

'/ 
YEAR

l{one

CAP 68

KIT

F L AI.IT

CAI

OTHI ES

0 - 0.05

.0s - 0.30

.30 - 1.35

r.35 - 1.75

> 1.75

I{IViR OPI IMAL

0 - l0

l0 - 60

2t0

350

350

60

'70

drivers' choices have affected their costs, taxes, and mileage

driven. We dso observe that the effect of the $0.50 charge

is to cut automotive emissions approximately in half.

Table V shows how the emission charge would have to be

changed to make the various devices optimal, and then illus-

trates what this would mean in terms of the vdue to each

household of eliminating automotive air pollution. The

catdytic converter CAT is being instdled on most 1975 cars

in this region. Each household in Los Angeles County would

have to be willing to pay at least $350/year, in 1965 dollars,

if this is to be a wise choice for socieW. Since this figure

represents about 5 percent of 1965 household annual income

there is reason to reexamine the advisability of requiring the

catalytic converter.

F. Concluding Obserwtions

We should not take the results of the numericd model too
seriously for it is only a pilot analysis of the emission situation

in one region. Yet it could be expanded to comprise as many

additiond aspects of the problem as we wish to include, from

nonautomotive pollution to the use of public transit. Our
goal should be a balanced andysis comprehensive enough to
investigate most concerns or suggestions regarding emissions.
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It should provide a framework large enough to allow varying
views to be assessed against a common background, so that
information and reason will be more valuable tools of advocacy

than rhetoric and histrionics.
Within the model several specific issues can be examined,

such as uncertainty in the effectiveness or cost of any alterna-

tive, the choice of criteria for evaluating social desirability, or

the value of emission measurement devices. The construction
of a realistic model with this capability would require exper-

tise in law, engineering, economics, psycholory, and environ-
mental medicine, to name but a few. The cost might be

several hundred thousand dollars. But even this cost is a

fraction of I percent of the total annual cost of automotive
emissions estimated for Los Angeles County alone. The
question is not when we can afford such models but rather
whether we can afford to be without them.

VI. HunnrcANE SsrprNc-UNcERTATNTy
AND RPSPOXSIBILITY

As a further example of social decision analysis we can cite a

recent study on hurricane seeding I5 I . Seeding hurricanes with
silver iodide crystals in an attempt to mitigate their destructive
effects was a promising idea experimentally tested during the
1960's. The first experiments on Hurricanes Esther ( 196 I )
and Beulah (1963) were encouraging, but the experiment on
Hurricane Debbi" ( t 969) was the most impressive experimental
result. Massive seedings on August l8 and 20, 1969, were fol-
lowed by reductions of 3l and l5 percent in peak wind speed.

Hurricanes are costly to the nation. Annual property damage

averages over $400 million dollars;individual Hurricanes Betsy
(1965) and Camille (1969) each cost about 1.5 billion dollars
of property damage. Seeding is cheap: about $0.25 million
dollars. If the results of the Debbie experiment are applicable
to even a few hurricanes, the savings could be very significant.

A. The Decision

The U.S. Hurricane Modification Program at the time of the
study was exclusively scientific in its mission. Any seeding of
hurricanes that could threaten coastal areas was prohibited.
The decision that had to be faced was whether this prohibition
should be removed. If it were, then study could begin on
whether any specific hurricane threatening the U.S. should be

seeded.

B. The Effect of Seeding

The characteristic of hurricanes of greatest economic conse-
quence is their maximum sustained surface wind speed, since

this is the characteristic that is primarily responsible for prop-
erty damage. Happily, this is just the characteristic that seed-

ing promises to reduce. However, even if seeding were certain
to reduce wind speed, it still would not be clear that it should
be performed. For by the yery act of seeding, the Government
stamps its name on the subsequent damage caused by the
hurricane-"acts of God" become "acts of uncle sam." Even
though scientists may state that the damage would probably
have been worse without the seeding, the government would
be in a difficult legal position.

The position is aggravated because the natural behavior of
hurricanes is notoriously unpredictable. They can spontane-
ously intensify or diminish in their destructive power. If a

hurricane were seeded when its peak winds were t 00 miles per
hour and it crossed the coast with peak winds of 125 miles per
hour there will be few who pause to think that the winds might

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, MARCH 1975

have been 150 miles per hour at land encounter if the seeding

had not been performed. The public may well note only that

a government-seeded hurricane intensified.

C. Charocterizing Information on Seeding Effects

Three hypotheses were used to describe possible beliefs about

the effect of seeding:

I ) H, , the "beneficial" hypothesis: the average effect of
seeding is to reduce the maximum sustained wind speeds;

2) H z , the "null" hypothesis: seeding has no effect on

hurricanes;

3) Hs, the "detrimental" hypothesis: the average effect of
seeding is to increase the maximum sustained wind speed.

After discussions with the scientists concerned, hypothesis

H l was taken to mean a reduction of I 5 percent in wind speed

over a l2-h period; hypothesis Ht, a l0-percent increase. The

actual wind speed after the l2-h period as a percentage of the

rnitial wind speed is assumed to have a normal distribution in

all cases. If seeding has no effect, natural variability is de-

scribed by a standard deviation of 15.6 percent. If seeding has

an effect, the standard deviation of its average effectiveness (7

percent) and the standard deviation of its effectiveness in any

particular case (7 percent) combine to produce a l0-percent

standard deviation for the effect of seeding. When this is

superimposed on the natural variability, we obtain a standard

deviation of 18.6 percent for the percentage change in wind

speed of a seeded hurricane. Thus the I 2-h percentage

wind change distributions are

P(w lflr ) = fn(85 percent, 18.6 percent)

P(w lflz) = fn( 100 percent, I 5.6 percent)

P(wlH) = fn( I l0 percent, I 8.6 percent).

It was now necessary to assign probabilities to the hypotheses

based on meteorological judgment. The Debbie experiment
produced what were considered to be two independent obser-

vations of 3l- and lS-percent reductions in wind speed. In
other words, on one occasion, the wind was 69 percent of its
original speed; in the other, 85 percent. The relative likelihood
of these observations under each hypothesis can be computed
by multiplying together the ordinates of the corresponding

normal density function at the values 69 percent and 85 per-

cent. If we let D be the Debbie observations, the result is:

P(D lH r) - 3.21

P(Dlilz) - 0.61

P(DlH) - 0.173.

The pre-Debbie hypothesis probabilities P(Ht) must be related
to the post-Debbie probabilities P(/{D) by Bayes' equation,

P(HilD) =
P(D lH)P(Hi)

3

Z P(DlH)P(Hi)
i=l

Of course, since no one recalled the probabilities before the
experiment, they had to be reconstructed. Meteorologists be-

lieved that before Debbie, I/1 was more likely than H 3 if seed-

ing had any effect on hurricanes. They also believed that after
Debbie they saw I/1 and H2 as equally likely. Prior and pos-

terior probabilities that meet these conditions and also satisfy

Bayes' equation are

P(Hr) = 0.15 P(Hz) = 0.75 P(Ht) = 0.10
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Srcded iurrictrr

60 120 tto
Dtrrimum sustaincd wind l2 hours rfter seeding dccision (%)

Fig. 6. Probability distribution on l2-h wind changes for the secded
8nd unseeded hurricane.

and

P(Hr lD) = 0.49 P(HzlD) = 0.49 P(Ht lD) = 0.02.

Note that before Debbie these assignments reyealed three to
one odds that seeding would have no effect, and that there was

one chance in ten that it would have a detrimental effect. The
Dcbbie experiment reduced the probability of a detrimental
effect to only one in fifty, and made a beneficial and no effect
equally likely. Sensitivity analysis showed there was little in-
centive in refining the state of knowledge beyond this
specification.

D. The Wtnd Speed hobability Distribution

Having the posterior probabilities on the hypotheses and the
percentage change in wind speed distributions given the hy-
potheses, we can multiply and sum to obtain the probability
distribution on percentage change in wind if a hurricane is

seeded. This distribution is plotted in complementary cumula-
tive form in Flg.6. It is also shown for a nonseided hurricane;
this is simply the complementary cumulative of Pn(wlil).
Note that for any wind speed you choose, the probability that
a htrrricane will exceed that wind speed is always greater for an

unseeded than for a seeded hurricane. We say that the seeding

alternative stochastically dominates the alternative of leaving

the hurricane alone. As long as higher winds are worse, the

logical man would prefer seeding to not seeding.

We must note, however, that seeded hurricanes can still
intensify. For example, the probability that a seeded hurricane
willintensify by l0 percent or more is 0.18, almost one chance

in five. We choose seeding because an unseeded hurricane has

an eyen higher probabiLity of such intensification : 0.26.

E. hoperty Damage

To make the case complete we must examine property dam-

age to find the economic consequences of wind speed reduc-

tion. Fig. 7 shows 2l instances of residential property damage

caused by hurricanes with the associated wind speed. A least-

squares fit produced an exponent of 4.353 in relating damage

to wind speed. This implies that a lS-percent reduction in
wind speed will cause a Sl-percerrt reduction in damage. If
seeding is beneficial, it can have a mqjor economic impact.

Using the winddamage function of Fig. 7, we can transform
the distribution on wind speed of Fig. 6 into the distribution
on property damage shown in Fig. 8. Once again we see that
the seeding alternative stochastically dominates thc alternative
of not seeding. The probability of property damage exoeeding

to 60 ,0 !0 t0 100 la, tt10 eo

r. llrrimum sustrined surhce wind rpecd (mph!

Fl8. ?. hopcrty damagc plottcd tgdnet meximum nutaincd wtnd
rpccd.

30 t@ t30 200 ?30 toi, 350 aoo

hoperg" damage (S million)

Fig. E. Probebility distributione on propcrty demrgc for thc rccdcd rnd
unrcedcd hurrlcmc.

any given level is always higher for the unseeded hurricsne. If
our objective is to minimize property damtg€, then seeding is

the better alternative.

F. The Seeding Decision

A detailed description of the sceding decision for a nominal
hurricane appears in Fig. 9. Here the two alternatives of seed-

ing and not seeding lead to five-branch chance nodes with
probabilities on change in maximum sustained wind obtained
by discretizing the distributions of FU. 5. The propcrty dam-

age associated with each change in maxirnum wind spced is

shown at the tips of the tree. The expected loss for the seed-

ing alternative is $94.33 million including the 30.25 million
cost of seeding. The expccted loss of not sceding is tl 16 mil-
lion, or 121.67 million higher. Not only is sccding the
better dternativt, it is in an absolutc lcnsc significantly better.

But perhaps this regult is very scnsitive to the essumptions

made. It does not appear to be. The probability of If3 mwt
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be raiscd to 0.07 before stochastic dominan@ of seeding no

longtrr holds. Even if it is raised to 0.20 seeding still has an ex-

pected loss 7 percnnt less than the not*eeding alternative. As

stated ir I S | : "the results of extensive sensitivity andyses may

be summarized as follows: The expected loss in terms of prop-

efiy damage ajrpears to be about 20 percent less if the hurri-
crne is seeded. Varying the assumptions of the analysis causes

this reduction to vary between l0 and 30 percent but does not
change the preferred alternatiye."

G. Government ResponsibiWy

If seeding appears to be so economically desirable, why is it
not done? The answer must lie in the reluctanoe of govern-

ment officials to expose the government and themselves to
charges of tampering detrimentally with the weather. It would

be nrrprising if government officials did not have such concern;

if the concerns are large in comparison with the objective bene-

fits to society, perhaps it is wise to forgo the benefits using the

ergument thet the gain is not worth the trouble.
To $e how large such @noerns would have to be before

hurricane seeding should be avoided, we introduced the con-

cept of government responsibility cost. This cost is added to
the economic cost to represent the trouble that the government

would have in explaining apparent unfortunate consequences

of seeding. We assigned it by asking, in each such c8!!8, what
peroentlge increase in economic losses the official would be

willing to incur without seeding before he would prefer to have

the original los*s and the necessity of explaining them if the

F8. lO. The seeding dccision for the nominal hurricane (government

responsibility cost included).

storm had intensified by a given amount after seeding. For

example, an official might say that he was just indifferent be-

tween $ I 50 million in damage from a nonseeded storm

and $ 100 million in damage from a seeded storm that

had intensified by 32 peroent after seeding. In this gase, we

would say that the government responsibility cost of seeding a

storm that then intensified by 32 percent and produced $ 150

million of damage was 50 percent.

Fig. l0 shows the seeding decision with government respon-

sibility cost included. A wind increase of 32 percent in a

seeded hurricane is associated with a SO-percent increase in

property damage in accordance with our discussion. An in-

cr€ase of l6 percent in wind speed for a seeded hurricane is as-

signed a 30-percent government responsibility cost. Even if
seeding is followed by no wind change, a S-percent government

responsibility cost is assigned to account for charges that the

hurricane would have diminished if the government had left it
alone. Cases where the wind actually decreases after seeding

are assigned e zero government responsibility cost, since we

would expect few complaints about the decision in this case.

No government responsibility costs are assigned if the storm

is not seeded, although there is an argument for doing so.

Given that seeding is promising but uncertain, is it not just as

irresponsible to refrain from seeding a storm that subsequently

intensifies as it is to seed it? Nevertheless, since errors of omis-

sion seem to attract less notice than etrors of commission, no

government responsibility costs are associated with a refusal to

seed.

Andysis of the tree in Fig. l0 shows that in spite of the rela-

tively higir values for government responsibility costs, the seed-

ing alternative has an expected loss less than that of not seed-

ing. The political costs must be considerably higher than those

assumed if the model is to recommend against seeding. In fact,

for e hurricane in the $ I billion class, like Betsy ( 1965)

and Camille ( 1969), government responsibility costs would

have to be equivalent to $200 million in property damage

before seeding should be avoided.

o.t3@
o

-rc

FU. 9. Thc reoding dccirlon for thc nominal hurricene.
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TABLE VI
Suuxenv oF VALUE oF ADDITToNAL INFonxATtoN oN EFFECT

or SesorNc'

Item Season

All futue
hurricane
seasons,

discounted
Nominal hurricane

used in analysis
%

Single
hurricane

Expected Property Damage without Seeding
Expected Value of Perfect Information
Expected Vdue of a Field Experiment

Consisting of Two Experimental Seedings

l 16.0
13.6

100
I1.8

220.O

26.O

10.2

3t42
370

5.4 4.7 t46
tonly thc 50 percent of hurrir:anes that arc assrmed to bc possiblc candilates for secding on the

basis of tacticsl consUcrations are consilcrcd. If all hunicanes are arsumcd to bc candid.tca for op
erational scoding, thc figues of thc hst two columns should bc doubbd. All f[ures arc in millions of
dollarc.

H. Volue of Information and Experimentotion

One of the most valuable aspects of decision analysis is its
ability to place a monetary value on acquiring information on
the uncertain aspects of the decision problem I2l . Ideally, the
information would be perfect, producing complete resolution
of the uncertainty. Practically, information is provided by
tests or experiments that only partially resolye uncertainty.

A value of information analysis was performed on the hurri-
cane seeding decision with the results shown in Table VI. The
expected value of perfect information on the effectiveness of
seeding is $13.6 million when considering whether to seed one
nominal hurricane, $25 million for each hurricane season, ffid
$370 million for all future seasons when discounted at a 7-
percent rate. The value of another Debbie-size experiment,
which would provide partial information, is $5.4 million for
the nominal hurricane, $ 10.2 million for the season, and $ 146

million in present value. If the question were whether or not
to seed a hurricane in the billiondollar class, the experiment
would be worth about l0 times as much as for the nominal
hurricane, or about $50 million for that decision alone.
Clearly there is a high value in conducting the hurricane seed-
ing experiments.

I. Conclusion

This analysis served to illuminate the hurricane-seeding de-

cision. The decision cannot be avoided: either the government

must assume responsibility for seeding and hence for what ap-
pear to be detrimental effects of seeding or it must assume re-
sponsibility for not seeding and thus exposing the public to
greater losses from hurricanes.

VII. Nuclnen Powrn Puexr Snrprv
The question of nuclear power plant safety offers an im-

portant illustration of the use of decision analysis in consider-
ing the general issue of social safety.

A. Safety

The question of safety is an aspect of virtually all large hu-
man systems. Whether in energy production and distribution,
transportation, manufacturing, or space exploration, eyeryone
prefers more safety to less. The issue is not whether any system
can be made mort safe-the answer is almost always 'Yes."
The question is how to find a proper balance between the
benefits and costs of the entire systofi, including the costs as-

sociated with safety.

To carry the discussion one level further, we mrght try to
divide the safety costs into the costs of building and maintain-
ing the safety+nsuring systems and the costs incurred from ac-
cidents. However, it is not always easy to identify safety sys-
tem costs per se as separate from total system costs. For ex-
ample, while the addition of seatbelts in an automobile could
be considered as primarily a safety investment, an improved
braking system may enhancc both safety and performance: its
costs cannot realionably be considered solely an investment in
safety.

A more logical way to proceed is to compar€ total rystem
benefits less total system costs for each alternative system de-
sien. This comparison, while simple in principle, is challenging
in practice because many system effects are particularly diffi-
cult to detect and evaluate. For example, if we consider the
alternative of raising the gasoline tax as an energy conservation
measure, w€ find many potential safety effects. If the in-
creased tax causes less traveling, that would presumably in-
crease safety. There would likely be less transport of danger-
ous gasoline by tank trucks-another diminished hazard. But
would people switch to smaller, more vulnerable cars? As you
can s€, the net effect on safety of such an alternative poscs

difficult analysis problems.

Now let us return to the accident cost side of the safety eval-
uation. When, in spite of safety devices, an accident occurs,
how should the social cost be measured? The accident could
cause death, rr\iury, sickness, property destruction or loss of
use, aesthetic impairment, etc. One approach to evaluation is
to assess a monetary value to each unit of these consequenoes,
multiply by the number of units, and sum to obtain the total
social costs of the accident. While some mrght see this prose-

dure as callous, it is important to observe that we are not at-
tempting to value a human life or injury in a mord sense, we
are rather assigning values to life and the other loss categories
alt a means of making socid decisions. The values are not me&
surements, but the results of a decision made by society con-
cerning the balancing of social benefit and social risk. By as"

sessing these values in monetary terms, we arc able to
determine the monetary amount that should be spent on safety

rystems, illd at a higher level, to choose between cntire
systems.

To demonstrate, consider two possibilities for our society.
In the first we assign a $ I thousand value to the consequenoe

of a human death resulting from an involuntarily assumed risk.
In the second we assign a $ l0 million vatue. The first asgign-

ment would lead to decisions r€gardiry aircraft, roadg, firc pro-
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Fig. I l. Nuclcar powcr plant safety-accident modet logical structure.

tection, etc., that would soon leave us a nation of the afraid.

A popular clamor would arise for "safer" social alternatives.

On the other hand, the $10 million assignment would lead to

decisions requiring huge sums to be spent on safety equipment.

The prioe of airplane tickets, cars, and electricity would grow

until the population again complained about the 'taste" of

money On "unnecessary" safeguards. Thus the problem is to

assign a vBlue to human life (and to iqiury, etc.) that reflects

what we can afford to pay as a society to avoid a death from

involuntary risk. Various analyses may be helpful in assessing

this value, but in the end, it is a policy decision for society.

Therefore, a logical way to look at the safety problem in

context is to select the alternative with the greatest excess of
benefits oyer costs, where the costs due to accidents are evalu-

ated using value assignments made by a social decision process.

While the safest system is the one with the lowest accident

cost, the most desirable system for society will seldom be the

safest.

lVe strall now present a procedure for evaluating the accident

cost of a nuclear power plant. As we have shown, safety is an

inseparable part of the process for choosing between system

alternatives, such as choosing between fossil and nuclear power

generation. Consoquently, a safety analysis cannot, by itself,

logcally determine whether nuclear power generation is a de'

sirable alternative for our society, or even if it is "safe enough"

oompared to other energy @nversion systems.

B. Methodobgy -Nuclear Power Plant Safety

Asscssing nuclear power plant safety m8y be discussed con'

veniently with the aid of Fig. I l. Any particular facility is ex'
posd to various hazards. These hazards could be spontaneous

failures, nrch as physical failure of a piece of equipment, or a

human eror caused by incompetence, inattention, or incspa-

city. There could rlso be failure because the reactor is at a

particular gite. Thcr gite-includcd failures, in turn, could be

csuEcd by cithcr natural disesters like windstorms, floods, or

oarthquakes or by m8n-made diseeten, tike airplane cr83he3.

Findly, the rcactor mght be thc tarSct of hostile activities by

individuds or organized groups.

It is possible that as a result of those hazards, the nuclear

power plant will suffer damage. The question regarding public

health and safety is whether a radioactive release from the site

occurs, for such a release could be the cause of public loss. The

release from the site could be described by the amount of
radioactivity of each type emitted in each future time interval.

For a given release, the magnitude of the loss will be governed

by the water, by the subsequent spatial and temporal distribu-

tion of population in the surrounding area, and by the land use

patterns in the area. The dispersion model thus utilizes mete-

orological;geographic, and demographic information to predict

the human exposure and property contamination produced by

a given release.

Since humans suffer from differing types and amounts of
radiation in different ways, a human implications model is

necessary to assess deaths, sickness and genetic damage likely
as the consequence of a given exposure. Similarly, the cost of
decontaminating or burying property infested with radioactiv-

ity is assessed in a property implications model.

Finally, the value model reduces to a single value measure

the combined societal evaluation of both human and property

losses, in accordance with the discussion of the tast section.

C. Model Implementation

The logic of Fig. I I can be conveniently incorporated in a

probability tree. Successive chance nodes of the tree would

charact erize such uncertain possibilities as the magnitude of an

earthquake, the amount of release, the extent of contamina-

tion, and the number of deaths. Experts on the various stages

could assign probabilities either directly, otr the basis of the

analysis of data (e.9., records of pipe breakage), or by exercis-

ing nrbsidiary models (e.g., meteorological dispersion simula-

tions). The net result would be a probability distribution on

the magnitude of the annual loss that could be produced by a

single reactor, or, for certain puposes, by all reactors.

Studiesof this kind have been performed by various qgencies,

but dways with serious limitations. They have tended to em'
phasize the physical causes of accidents and to stop short of
considering the value implications of the accident conse-
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quences. Studies of the effects of hostile activity ranging from

disgruntled employees to vulnerability in time of war have

been conspicuously rare. Yet there is no reason why such haz-

ards cannot be analyzed within the same framework used for
physical malfunctions. In fact, as improved engineering re-

duces physical hazards, it becomes increasingly likely that if a

serious power plant accident should occur, the cause will be

found in human intervention.

D. Summory

Decision analysis models provide a comprehensive and prac-

tical framework for investigating safety effects. In choosing
between two forms of power generation, safety system costs

and uncertainties can be balanced against economic and social

benefits. The value of further experiments and the costs of
delay can be computed and compared to evaluate a proposed

course of action. The controversies that permeate licensing

hearings could be reduced to their simplest issues, thus offer-
ing the hope that energy now devoted to argument would be

applied to resolution.

VIII. CoNcLUSToN

We have now seen how the use of extrapersonal models pro-

vides a logical and open procedure for making social decisions.

Various stakeholders can offer their views and then observe

how their contributions would affect the choice of alternatives.

Anyone could suggest an alternative, all citizens, either individ-

ually or in groups, could influence the values used, and experts

would be able to supply information within the realm of their
expertise.

The net result would be a more distributive and more effec-
tive form of government. We would see more debate on the

fundamental issues of the society, rather than on individual

laws. For example, the question of whether society has the

right to protect mature competent citizens from the conse-

quenoes of their own actions would have to be faced forth-
rightly rather than skirted.

A government of law that is not logically based on the infor-
mation and values of the society is just as arbitrary in its effect
on individuals as a government of men.
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The possibility of mitigating the de-

structive force of hurricanes by seeding

them with silver iodide was suggested

by R. H. Simpson in 1961. Early exper-
iments on hurricanes Esther ( l96l )

and Beulah (1963 ) were encouraging
( I ) , but strong evidence for the effec-
tiveness of seeding was not obtained
until the 1969 experiments on Hurri-
cane Debbie (2 ) . Debbie was seeded

with massive amounts of silver iodide
on I 8 and 20 August 1969. Reductions

of 3l and 15 percent in peak wind
speed were observed after the seedings.

Over the last l0 years property dam-
age caused by hurricanes has averaged

$440 million annually. Hurricane Betsy
( 1965 ) and Hurricane Camille ( 1969)

each caused property damage of ap-

proximately $ 1.5 billion. Any means of
reducing the destructive force of hur-
ricanes would therefore have great eco-

nomic implications.

Decision to Permit Operational Seeding

In the spring of 1970 Stanford Re-
search Institute began a small study
for the Environmental Science Service

Administration (ESSA) (3) to explore

areas in which decision analysis (4, 5 )

might make significant contributions to

ESSA, both in its techn,ical operations
and in its management and planning
f unction. At the suggestion of Myron
Tribus, Assistant Secretary of Com-
rnerce for Science and Technology, we
decided to focus the study on the de-

cision problems inherent in hurricane
modification (6) .

The objective of the present U.S. gov-

ernment program in hurricane modifica-
tion, Project Stormfury, is strictly scien-

tific: to add to man's knowledge about
hurricanes. Any seeding of hurricanes
that threaten inhabited coastal areas is
prohibited. According to the policy cur-
rently in force, seeding will be carried
out only if there is less than a l0 per-
cent chance of the hurricane center
coming within 50 miles of a populated

land area within I 8 hours after seeding.

If the seeding of hurricanes threaten-
ing inhabited coastal areas is to be un-
dertaken, it will be necessary to modify
the existing policies. The purpose of our
analysis is to examine the circumstances

that bear on the decision to change or
not to change these existing policies.

The decision to seed a hurricane
threatening a coastal area should there-
fore be viewed as a two-stage process:
( i ) a decision is taken to lift the present

prohibition against seeding threatening
hurricanes and ( ii) a decision is taken

to seed a particular hurricane a few
hours before that hurricane is expected
to strike the coast. Our study is con-
centrated on the policy decision rather
than on the tactical decision to seed a

particular hurricane at a particular

The Decision to Seed Hurricanes

On the basis of present information, the probability

of severe damage is less if a hurricane is seeded.

R. A. Howard, J. E. Matheson, D. W. North

time. I,t is also addressed to the experi-
mental question: What would be the
value of expanding research in hurri-
cane modification, and, specifically,
what would be the value of conducting
additional field experiments such as the
seedings of Hurricane Debbie in 1969?

Our approach was to consider a rep-

resentative severe hurricane bearing
down on a coastal area and to analyzn
the decision to seed or not ,to seed this
"nominal" hurricane. The level of the
analysis was relatively coarse, because

for the policy decision we did not have

to consider many geographical and
meteorological details that might in-
fluence the tactical decision to seed. We
described the hurricane by a single
measure of intensity, its maximum sus-

tained surface wind speed, since it is
this characteristic that seeding is ex-
pected to influence (7). The surface
winds, directly and indirectly (through
the storm tide), are the primary cause

of the destruction wrought by most
hurricanes (S). The direct consequence

of a decision for or against seeding a
hurricane is considered to be the prop-
erty damage caused by that hurricane.
( Injuries and loss of life are often de-
pendent on the issuance and effective-
ness of storm warnings; they were not
explicitly included in our analysis. )

However, property damage alone is
not sufficient to describe the consre-

quence of the decision. There are indi-
rect legal and social effects that arise

f rom the fact that the hurricane is
known to have been seeded. For ex-
ample, the government might have

some legal responsibility for the damage

caused by a seeded hurricane (9). Even
if legal action against the government

were not possible, a strong public out-
cry might result if a seeded hurricane
caused an unusual amount of damage.

Nearly all the government hurricane
meteorologists that we questioned said

they would seed a hurricane threaten-
ing their homes and families-if they
could be freed from professional liabil-
ity.

The importance of the indirect effects

stems in large part from uncertainty
about the consequences of taking either
decision. A hurricane is complex and
highly variable, and at present meteor-
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ologists cannot predict accurately how

the behavior of a hurricane will evolve

over t,ime. The effect of seeding is un-

certain also; consequently, the behavior

of a hurricane that is seeded will be a
combination of two uncertain effects:

natural changes and the changes in-

duced by seeding.

The seeding decision would remain

difficult even if the uncertainty were

removed. Suppose that, if the hurricane
is not seeded, the surface wind intensi-

fies as shown by the curve w(t) in Fig.
I and that, if the hurricane is seeded,

the behavior of the wind is that shown

by the curve w'(t) . The effect of the

seeding has been to diminish the wind,

thus reducing property damrge, yet the

wind speed w'(tr) when the hurricane

strikes land at time t, is higher than the

wind speed when the seeding was initi-
ated at time ,0. Even if the decision-

maker wene certain of w ( tr ) and

w'(tr) , he would still have a difficult

choice. If he chooses not to seed, the

citizens may have more property dam-

age. On the other hand, if he chooses

to seed, the citizens may not perceive

themselves as better off because of his

decision. Instead, they may perceive

only that the storm became worse after

the seeding and they may blame the

decision-maker for his choice. The

trade off between accepting the respon-

sibility for seeding and accepting higher

probabilities of severe property damage

is the crucial issue in the decision to

seed hurricanes.

Decision under Uncertainty

The decision to seed a threatening

hurricane would be taken about 12

hours before the hurricane is predicted

to strike the coast. At this time the con-

Fig. l. Maximum sus-

tained winds over
time.

rl

Landfall

sequences are uncertain for both alterna-

tives; the decision-maker does not know

what amount of property damage will
be sustained if the hurricane is seeded

or is not seeded. We may illustrate the

situation f acing him in the form of a

decision tree, as shown in Fig. 2. The
decision-maker must select one of the

two alternatives, seeding or not seeding.

The decision cannot be avoided for in-

action is equivalent to selecting the

alternative of not seeding. Each alter-

native leads to a set of possible conse-

quences: property damage caused by

the hurricane and the responsibility in-
curred by the government. These con-
sequences are, in turn, related to the

intensity of the hurricane and whether

or not it was seeded. The consequences

for each alternative are uncertain at the

time the decision is made; the uncer-

tainty will be res,olved after the de-

cision-maker selects his choice. This
decision under uncertainty may be

examined according to the usual pro-

cedures of a decision analysis. We use

the information that is currently avail-

able to develop a probability distribu-

tion over changes in the intensity of
the hurricane as measured by its maxi-
mum sustained surface wind speed for
each of the two decision alternatives.

Then we use data from pas,t hurricanes

to infer a relation between wind speed

and property damage. By assessing the

consequences in property damage and

government responsibility and the prob-

ability that these consequences will be

achieved, we are able to determine

which of the decision al'ternatives is

the preferred choice.

Uncertain$ in Hurricane Wind Changes

We began our analysis by considering

the change in maximum sustained sur-

face winds over a l2-hour period for a

hurricane that is not seeded. If enough

data had been available on the changes

in hurricane wind speeds with time, a
probability distribution for wind changes

could have been based largely on these

past data. Wind-change data were not
available, but data were available for
changes over time in the central pres-

sure of hurricanes. The central pressure

and the maximum wind speed of a hur-
ricane are closely related; Holliday has

shown that the available data can be

summarized fairly well by a linear rela-

tion ( l0). We combined this relation
with observations of the change in cen-

tral pressure over a l2-hour period,

using the assumption that the discrepan-

cies from the Holliday relation are inde-

pendent over a l2-hour period and in-

dependent of the change in central

pressure. These assumptions imply a

probability distribution on wind changes

over a I 2-hour period that is normal
with a mean of zero and a standard

deviation of 15.6 percent (ll).
Therefore, present information is

consistent with rather large natural
changes in hurricane intensity over a

I 2-hour period. There is about one

chance in six that a hurricane whose

maximum sustained wind speed is l0O
miles per hour will intensify over a 12-
hour period to a maximum wind speed

of over I I 5 miles per hour; there is

also about one chance in six that the

winds would naturally diminish to less

than 85 miles per hour. In assessing

these probabilities only general histori-
cal and meteorological information has

been used. In a specific hurricane situa-
tion additional meteorological informa-
tion might indicate that the hurricane
would be more likely to intensify or
more likely to diminish.

Effect of Seeding

The next step is to develop a prob-

ability distribution for the wind speed

if the hurricane is seeded. The change

in wind speed over l2 hours would then

be a combination of the natural change

occurring in the hurricane and the

change caused by seeding. With the lim-
ited data available it is reasonable to
assume that the two effects would be

independent of each other and act in
an additive fashion; for example, if
the natural change is an intensification

such that the maximum sustained wind
speed is increased from I 00 to ( 100 +
x) percent, and if the effect of seeding

is to diminish the maximum sustained

wind speed from 100 to (100-y) per-

cent, the net observed change over 12
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hours is from 100 to (l0O*r-y) per-
oent. A probability distribution has al-

ready been assigned for natural changes;

we need to assign a probability distribu-
tion for the change caused by seeding.

In developing this probability distribu-
tion it is necessary to distinguish be-

tween the effect of seeding on one hur-
ricane and the average effect of seeding
on many hurricanes. The efiect of seed-
ing on a particular hurricane might
be quite different from its average

efiect.

After discussion with meteorologists
associated with Project Stormfury, we

concluded that the major uncertainty
about the effest of seeding would be

resolved if we knew which of the fol-
lowing mutually exclusive and collec-
tively exhaustive hypotheses described
the effect of seeding:

I ) Hr, the "beneficial" hypothesis.
The average effect of seeding is to re-
duce the maximum sustained wind
speed.

2) Hr, the "null" hypothesis. Seed-

ing has no effect on hurricanes. No
change is induced in maximum sut-
tained wind speed.

3 ) H3, the "detrimental" hypothesis.
The average effect of seeding is to in-
crease the maximum sustained wind
speed.

The scientific basis for the "bene-
ficial" hypothesis, Hr, had its origins
in the original Simpson theory ( / ) . It
has been modified and strengthened by
Project Stormfury studies involving a

computer model of hurricane dynamics
(1, 12).This hypothesis, in fact, moti-
vated the formation of the Project

Stormfury research program. A possible

basis for the "null" hypothesis, Hr, is

that seeding does not release enough
latenrt heat to affect the dynamics of
the hurricane. The "detrimental" hy-
pothesis, Hs, has been added to com-
plete ttre set. Moteorologsts do not have

a basis in physical theory for Hs that
is comparable to that for H1 or Hr.

Even if we know whish of the hy-
potheses is true, there remain uncertain-
ties about the eftects of seeding. We

now describe the approach we followed
in creating a model to formalize exist-

ing knowledge about these uncertain-
ties. Then we shall return to the hy-
potheses.

Let us suppose we have access to a
clairvoyant who can tell us which hy-
pothesis, H1, H2, or Hs, nepresents the

actual efiect of seeding on hurricanes.

What probability would we assign to the
l2-hour change in the maximum sus-

tained winds of a seeded hurricane for
each of his three possible answers? If
the clairvoyant says H2 is true, the as-

signment process is simple. Seeding has

no effect, and the same probabilities are

assigned to the wind speed w' if the

hurricane is seeded as to the wind speed

w if the hurricane is not seeded (13).

P(w'lH r) : P(w) : ln( l@Vo , 15 .6Vo)

(l)

If Hr is the clairvoyant's answer, the
process ,is more difficult. The average

effect is known to be a reduction in
storm intensity, but the amount of this

average reduction is uncertain. T,he

Simpson theory and the computer stud-

ies indicate that a reduction of l0 to 20

percent in wind speed should be ex-

pected, with 15 percent as the most

likely value. This information was sum-

marizd by assigning to the change in

wind speed a normal probability distri-

bution with a mean of - 15 percent

and a standard deviation of 7 percent.

An average reduction greater than 15

percent is considered as likely as an

average reduction less than 15 percent,

and the odds are about 2 to I that the

average reduction will lie between 22

and 8 percent rather than outside this

interval.

The eftect of seeding on an individ-
ual hurricane would be uncertain even

if the average efiect of seeding were

known. Odds of about 2 to I were con-

sidered appropriate that the effect of

seding would not differ from the aver-

age efiect by more than about 7 per-

cent; thus, a normal distribution sen-

tered at the average value with a stan-

dard deviation of 7 percent was judged

an adequate summary of the informa-
tion available on fluctuations in seeding

effects. Combining the uncertainty about
fluctuations with the uncertainty about
the average effect leads to a probability
distribution for the effect of seeding a
specific hurricane that is normal with a

mean equal to - 15 percent and a stan-

dard deviation of lO percent (14).
Adding the natural change in the

hurricane over a l2-hour period to the
change resulting from seeding gives the

total l2-hour change occurring in a

seeded hurricane if hypothesis Hr is

true. The probability distribution as-

signed to w' is then normal with a mean
of 85 percent and a standard deviation
of 18.6 percent (/5) :

P (w' lH ,) = ln (85 %o , l8.6Vo ) (2)

The development of a probability

distribution for w' , if it is considered

that HB is true, proceeds in a similar
way. The average change eftected by
seeding is described by a nornal prob-
abil,ity distribution with a mean of * l0
percent and a standard deviation of. 7
percent. The fluctuations expected when

an individual hurricane is seeded are

normally distributed around the aver-

age with a standard deviation of. 7 per-

cent. Combining these uncertain ies

Decision

albrnatives

seed

Resolution

of uricerbinty
Chongc in
moximum

Do

Consequences

Property damage

Gove rnment responsi bility

Property damage

Gorre rn ment responsibility

Fig. 2. The seeding de-
cision: decision tree.
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with the uncertainty about the natural
change in the hurricane over a l2-hour
period, we obtain a probability distribu-
tion for w' that is normal with a mean
of I l0 percent and a standard deviation
of I 8.6 percent:

P(w' lH") - /-( I I |Vo, l8.6Vo) (3)

We have now developed probability
distributions for the wind speed w, over
a l2-hour period following the initia-
tion of seeding for each of the three
hypotheses. To obtain the probability
distribution for w' that represents pres-

ent information about the change in a

seeded hurricane, we multiply each of
the above d,istributions by the proba-
bility that is presently assigned to each
of the hypotheses being true and sum
over the three hypotheses:

Assigning Probabilities

to the Hypotheses

The last element in developing a

probability distribution for w' is to as-

sign the probabilities P( Hr ) , P( Hz ) ,
and P(Hs). These probabilities should
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P(w') - i ,,r'lH,)p(Hr) (4) Z'r"" = ulH,)P(Hr) (6)

d:l i-l

The extension to several independent
experiments is straightforward. The
Debbie results are considered as two
independent experiments in which re-
ductions of 3 I and 15 percent in wind
speed were observed over a l2-hour
period. The posterior probabilities as-
signed to the hypotheses are computed
by multiplying together the appropriate

take into account both present meteor-
ological information and meteorological
information before the results of the
1969 Debbie experiments. The models
we have just constructed allow us to
examine the effect of experimental ob-
servations, such as the Debbie results, in
revising the probabilities assigned to the
three hypotheses. If a wind speed y),:
n has been observed after a seeding ex-
perime n t, the poste rior probabilities
P ( Hi la ) are related to the probabilities
P( Hi ) assigned before the experiment
by Bayes' equation (5, 16, IZ) ,

P( H, ln ) - 
P(a;lL!11H1) 

/ {'itt,-- - p@f - (5)

where the denominator is

P(u) 
- P( w,' = u) =

values of two normal probability den_
sity f uncrions. The probability density
f u nction for the Debbie results if hy-
pothesis Hi is true, P ( ur = 69 percent,
u! = 85 percent IH, ) , is

P(697o, 8sVolH,) _ 1.50 x Z.t4 - 3.21

P(69Vo,85VolH") - 0.372 x 1.64 - 0.61

P(69Vo , 85Vo IIL) - 0.195 x 0.886 - 0.173

(7)

These numbers can be used to compute
the posterior probabilities appropriate
after the Debbie results from any set of
probabilities assigned to the hypotheses
before the Debbie results were known.
For example, suppose that before the
Debbie experiments the three hypoth-
eses Hr, Hr, and HB were considenecl
to be equally likely, that is, each had
a probability of I / 3. Then, after the
Debbie results are incorporated through
Bayes' equation, the corresponding pos-
terior probabilities assigned to the
hypotheses are

P( H,lDebbie) _
3.21 x I

x r/3 * /3

- .81

P(H,lDebbie) -.15
P([IslDebbie) - .04 (8)
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However, meteorologists did not believe

that Hr, Hz, and Hs wene equally likely
before the Debbie experiments. They
thought that seeding was unlikely to
have any effect but that, if seeding did
have an effect, it was more likely to be

a reduction in wind speed than an in-
crease, because a reduction was ex-
pected from both the Simpson theory
and the computer model studies. Fur-
ther, the four field experiments that
were conducted before Debbie all led
to no change or to reductions in the
maximum wind speeds (/).

We determined probability assign-

ments for the three hypotheses to reflect

present information by two conditions:
( i ) Before Debbie, meteorologists be-

lieved that H, was more likely than H,
if seeding had any effect on a hurri-
cane. ( ii ) Since Debbie, meteorologists

believe that Hr and H, are equally
likely.

These conditions led us to use the
probabilities

P(H,) - .49

P(H,) - .49 (9)

P(H,) - .02

in our analysis. These poster,ior prob-
abilities correspond to the pre-Debbie

probabilities

P(H,) - .15

P(H,) -.75 (10)

P(H") - .lo

This set of probability assignments im-
plies that prior to Debbie the odds were

3 to I that seeding would have no ef-
fect but that, if seeding did have an

effect, the odds were 3 to 2 for wind
reduction rather than wind intensifica-

tion. Since the Debbie results, the

chance of seeding causing an average

intensification of hurricanes is assessed

at I in 50, and the "null" hypothesis,

Hr, of no effect and the "beneficial"
hypothesis, Hr, of an average reduction
are judged equally likely.

The probability assignments ( Eq. 9 )

representing present information were

reviewed with Projeot Stormfury offi-
cials before being used in the analysis.

However, the results of the analysis are

not particularly sensitive to the specific
numbers, as we discuss below.

tr,ibutions are plotted in Fig. 3 ur
complementary cumulative distribution
functions. By reading the ordinate val-
ues corresponding to an initial wind
intensity of I O0 percent, w€ find that
the probability assigned to intensifica-

tion if a hurricane is seeded is .36; if
the hurricane is not seeded, the prob-
ability is .50. The probability of inten-
sification by l0 percent or more is .1 8

if a hurricane is seeded and .26 it it is
unseeded. For any particular wind
speed, the probability that this speed

will be exceeded is always greater if
the hurricane is unseeded than if it is

seeded because the complementary

cumulative distribution function for the

not-seeding alternative is always above
the curve for the seeding alternative.
This result is called stochastic domi-
nance of the seeding alternative.

We have now specified the uncer-

tainties about the outcome of the de-

cision to seed. The same methods could
be applied if the outcome were specified

by several variables rather than simply
by the relative change in maximum sus-

tained wind speed. Much of the uncer-
tainty in the outcome is the result of
uncertainty about the natural change in
hurricane behavior, not about the effect
of seeding. This characteristic holds

even more strongly if other aspects of
hurricane behavior are examined, such

as the trajectory of a hurricane or the
precipitation it generates. Although it
is considered unlikely that seeding

would have a significant effect on these

features of hurricanes, substantial vari-
ations may occur from natural causes.

The uncertainty about the natural
behavior of a hurricane makes the is-

sue of government responsibility of
paramount importance. The intensifica-
tion after seeding illustrated in Fig. I
is a distinct possibility. Even if further
experiments confirm that the "bene-

ficial" hypothesis, Hr, is true, there
would still be about one chance in ten
that a seeded hurricane will intensify
by l0 percent or more. Meteorological
advances and improved computer mod-

els may eventually allow many of the

natural changes in a hurricane to be

predicted accurately, but this capability
may require many years to achieve.

not distinguish wind and storm-tidc
danrage; consequently, a detailed basis
is lacking for a causal model relating
wind and property damage. In our
analysis, w€ assumed a general power
law of the form

d = ctw,J (l l)

where d is property damage in millions
of dollars, w is the maximum sustained
wind speed in miles per hour, and cl
and c2 are empirical constants to be
determined from historical data on hur-
ricanes. We estimated co f rom data
obtained from the American Red Cross
on residential damage from Zl hurri-
canes. Since the Red Cross data were
available for counties, we could isolate
the damage caused by precipitation-
indtrced flooding rather than by the
wind or the storm tide by assuming that
such damage occurred well inland.
(The Red Cross data are the only sta-

tistics available that permit even this
crude distinction between causes of
damage. ) Corrections for construction
cost inflation and population growth
were included, and cr was determined
as 4.36 by a linear least-squares fit of
the logarithms (Fig. 4). Thus, a change

in the wind speed by a factor x implies
a change in property damage by the
factor x to the power 4.36. If ; is 0.85,
corresponding to a l5 percent reduction
in maximum wind speed, the corre-
sponding reduction in property damage
is 5l percent (/8).

The approximations of this method
and the limited data ind,icate t'hat broad
limits are appropriate in a sensitivity
analysis. If c,> is 3 , the reduction in
damage corresponding to a l5 percent
reduction in wind speed is 39 percent;
if c., is 6, the corresponding damage

reduction is 62 percent.

Since the probability assignments to
wind changes were made on relative
rather than absolute changes in maxi-
mum sustained wind speeds, the scaling
factor cr can be assigned as the last
step in the analysis. We assume a nomi-
nal hurricane whose maximum wind
speed at the time of the seeding deci-
sion is such that, if no change occurs
in the 12 hours before landfall, the
property damage will be $ 10O million.
The analysis for a more or a less severe

hurricane can be obtained by a suitable
change in scale factor (19).

Using this relationship between prop-
erty damage and maximum wind speed,
we can develop the probability distri-
butions for property damage for the
nominal hurricane, whether seeded or
unseeded. Figure 5 shows that the seed-

hobabitity Distributions on

lVind Speed

We now can compute the probabil,ity

distributions on wind speed for the

seeding and not-seeding alternatives
( from Eqs. 14 and Eq. 9 ) . These dis-

Wind Changes and Property Damage

The winds of a hurricane caus,€ prop-
erty damage directly and indirectly, the
latter by creating a high storm tide that
can flood low-lying coastal areas. The
data available for past hurricanes do
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ing alternative stochastically dominates

the not-seeding alternative: the prob-
ability of exceeding a particular amount
of property damage is always greater

if the hurricane is not seeded than if it
is seeded. Hence, if property damage

is the criterion. the better alternative is

to seed.

Further Analysis of the

Decision to Seed

The decision to seed is shown in the

form of a decision tree in Fig. 6. The

decision to seed or not to seed is shown

at the decision node denoted by the

small square box; the consequent reso-

lution of the uncertain,ty about wind
change is indicated at the chance nodes

denoted by opcn circles. For exposi-

tory clarity and convenience. espeuially

in the later stages of the analysis, it is

convenient to Llse discrete approrima-
tions to the probability distributions for
w'ind change (20) (Table I ) .

As a measure of the u,orth of each

alternative we can compute the ex-

pected loss for each alternative by mul-
tiplying the property damage for each

of the five possible outcomes by the

probability that the outcome will be

achieved and summing over the possible

consequences. The expected loss for
the seeding alternative is $94.33 million
( including a cost of $0.25 million to

carry out the seeding); the expected

loss for the not-seeding altcrnative is

$l l6 million: the ditTcrence is $21.67
million or ltt.7 percent.

These results should be exanrined to
sec how' nruch they depend on the spe-

cific assumptions in thc model. Sto-

chastic dominance is a general result

that dt'rs5 ttot depend on the specific

fornr of the relat ionship between prop-

crty damage and maximun'r wind speed

( sc'e Eq. I I ) : rather, it depends on the

probabilities assigrred to hyporheses H1,

H:. and H.,. The probability of H., must
be raised to .07 before stochastic domi-
nance no longer holds. Even if the

probability of H., is raised much higher,

seeding still results in the least expected
property damage. If P( Hr ) is .40,
Pt H,, ) is .40, and P(Hr) is ,20, the

expected loss for the seeding alternative
is $ I 07.8 million-7 percent less than
for the not-seeding alternative. Varia-
tion of the exponent c: from 3 to 6

does not change the decision: if c2 is 3,

the expected property damage with
seeding is l4 percent less: if c" is 6, the

expc'cted reduction in damage is 22 per-

ccnt. If the criterion of expected cost is
replaced by a nonlinear utility function
reflecting aversion to risk, the relative
advantage of the seeding alternative is
cven greater (21). The results of exten-

sive se n s it iv it y a na lysis m ay be sum-

marized as follows: The expected loss

in tc rms of property danrage appears

to bc' about 20 percent less if the hurri-
cane is seeded. Varying the assumptions
of the analysis causes this reduction to
vary between l0 and 30 percent but

does not change thc preferred alterna-

tive.

Government Responsibility

The analysis in the section above

indicates that, if minimizing the ex-
pected loss in terms of property damage
( and the cost of seeding) is the only
criterion. then seeding is preferred.

However, an important aspect of the

decision-the matter of government

responsibility-has not yet been in-
cluded in the analysis. We have calcu-

lated a probability of .36 that a seeded

hurricane will intensify between seeding

and landfall and a probability of .l 8
that this intensification will be at least

I 0 percent. This high probability is

largely the result of the great natural
variability in hurricane intensity. It is

advisable to consider both the legal and

the social consequences that might

RESOLUTION OF

UNCERTA I NTY:

SEED:

EXPECTED LOSS
. $94.08 + $0.25

DO NOT

SEED:

COST OF

SEEDING = $O.25

PROBABILITIES

ASSIGNED TO

OUTCOMES

3

0.392

o

0.480

CHANGE IN

MAX I MUM

SUSTAINE O

WIND

+32%

+16

-16

+32%

+16

-16

PROPE RTY

OAMAGE

LOSS

(millions of
dollarsl

$33s.8

r91.1

r@.0

46.7

gls8

t91 .t

roo.0

46.7

0

16.3-34

LOSS

Expected Value
(millions of dollarsl

0

-v
Fig. 6. The seeding decision for the nominal hurricane

i94.33
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occur if a seeded hurricane intensified.

The crucial issue in the decision to
seed a hurricane threatening a coastal

area is the relative desirability of ne-

ducing the expected property damage

and assuming the responsibility for a

dangerous and erratic natural phenom-

enon. This is d,ifficult to assess, and to
have a simple way of regarding it we

use the concept of a government re-
sponsibility cost, defined as follows.
The government is faced with a choice

between assuming the responsibility for
a hurricane and accepting higher prob-

abilities of property damage. This situ-

ation is comparable to one of haggling

over price: What increment of prop-

erty-damage reduction justifies the as-

sumption of nesponsibility entailed by

seeding a hurricane? This increment of
property damage is defined as the gov-

ernment responsibility cost. The govern-

ment responsibility cost is a means of
quantifying the indirect social, legal,

and political factors related to seeding

a hurricane. It is distinguished from the

direot measu re-property damage-that
is assumed to be the same for both
modified and natural hurricanes with

the same maximum sustained wind

speed.

We define the government responsi-

bility cost so that it is incurred only

if the hurricane is seeded. It is conceiv-

able that the public may hold the gov-

ernment responsible for not seeding a

severe hurricane, which implies that a

responsibility cost should also be at-

tached to the alternative of not seeding.

Such a cost would strengthen 'the impli-
cation of the analysis in favor of per-

mitting seeding.

The assessment of government re-

sponsibility cost is made by considering

the seeding decision in a hypothetical

situation in wh,ich no uncertainty is
present. Suppose the governmen,t must

choose between two outcomes:

I ) A seeded hurricane that intensifies

l6 percent between the time of seeding

and landfall.
2) An unseeded hurricane that inten-

sifies more than l6 percent between the

time of seeding and landfall. The prop-

erty damage from outcome 2 is x per-

cent more than the property damage

from outcome l.
If x is near zero, the government

will choose outcome 2. If x is large,

the government will prefer outcome l.
We then adjust x until the choice be-

comes very difficult; that is, the govern-

ment is indifieren't to which outcome it
reoeives. For example, the indifierence

Interval of changes in
maximum sustained wind

Table l. Probabilities assigned to wind changes occurring in the 12 hours before hurricane
landfall. Discrete approximation for five outcomes.

Representative
value in discrete
approximation

(Vo)

Probability that wind
change will be
within interval

If
seeded

If not
seeded

Increase of 25Vo or more

Increase of l0 to 25Vo

Little change, *t0 to -llVo
Reduction of 10 to 25%o

Reduction of 25Vo or more

+32

+16
0

-16
-34

.038

.t43

.392

.25s

.t72

.054

.2W

.480

.206

.054

point might occur when x is 30 percent.

An increase of 16 percent in the inten-

sity of the nominal hurricane corre-

sponds to property da,mage of $ l9l
million, so that the corresponding re-
sponsibility cost defined by the indiffer-
ence point at 30 percent is (.30) ($l9l
million), or $57.3 million. The respon-
sibility cost is then assessed for other
possible changes in hurr,icane intensity.

The assessment of government re-

sponsibility costs entails considerable

introspective effort on the part of the

decision-maker who represents the gov-

ernment. The difficulty of de.termining
the numbers does not provide an excuse

to avoid the issue. Any decision or pol-

icy prohibiting seeding implicitly deter-

mines a set of government responsibility

costs. As shown in the last section, seed-

ing is the preferred decision unless the

government responsibility costs are

high.

Let us consider an illustrative set of
responsibility costs. The government is

indifferent, if the choice is between:

I ) A seeded hurricane that intensi-

fies 32 percent and an unseeded hur-
ricane that intensifies even more, caus-

ing 50 percent more property damage.

2) A seeded hurricane that intensi-
fies 16 percent and an unseeded hurri-
cane that causes 30 percent more
property damage.

CHANGE IN

MAXIMUM

SUSTAINEO

wrNo

PBOPERTY

OAMAGE

lmillionr ol
dollarrl

3335.8

GOVERNMENT

RESPONSIB!LITY

cosT
(perccnt of

ProPerty damagel

1096

TOTAL
cosr

(million:
ol dollartl

3sos.z

SEED:

EXPECTED LOSS

t0.67 +

OO NOT

SEED:

EXPECTED

. El t6.0O

cosT oF

SEEOING - t0.25

PROBABILITIES
ASSIGNEO TO

OUTCOMES

0.392

0.480

+3il%

+t6

0

218..a

r05.0

46.7

r33

3GA

t9t.l

t@

a6.,

t33

+S

+5

o

o

t9r.r

lm.o

116.7

r6.3
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t9l.t

ro.0

116.7

r83

-t6

-34

+32

+16

o

t-] Exglctctt v.rut
(milliont of dollrtl

Fig. 7. The seeding decision for the nominal hurricane (government responsibility
cost included).

-t6
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3 ) A seeded hurricane that neither
intensifies nor diminishes (0 percent

change in the maximum sustained wind

speed after the seeding ) and an un-

seeded hurricane that intensifies slightly,

causing 5 percent more property dam-

a8e.

4) A seeded hurricane that dimin-
ishes by more than l0 percent and an

unseeded hurricane that diminishes by

the same amount. ( If the hurricane
diminishes after seeding, everyone

agrees that the government acted wise-

ly; thus, responsibility costs are set at

zero.)

The analysis of the seeding decision

with these government responsibility

costs included is diagramed in Fig. 7 .

Even with these large responsibility
costs, the preferred decision is still to

seed.

The responsibility costs needed to
change the decision are a substantial

fraction of the property damage caused

by the hurricane. For the $ 10O-million

hurricane chosen as the example for
this section, the average responsibility
cost must be about $22 million to
change the decision. If the hurricane
were in the $I-billion class, as Cam,ille

( 1969 ) and Betsy ( 1965 ) were, trl
average responsibility cost of $200 mil-
lion would be needed. In other words,

an expected reduction of $200 million
in property damage would be foregone

if the government decided not to ac-

cept the responsibility of seeding the

hurricane.

The importance of the responsibility
issue led us to investigate the legal basis

for hurricane seeding in some detail.

These investigations were carried out
by Gary Widman, Hastings College of
the Law, University of California. A
firm legal basis for operational seeding

apparently does not now exist. The doc-

trine of sovereign immunity provides

the government only partial and unpre-

dictable protection against lawsuits, and

substantial grounds for bringing such

lawsuits might exist (22). A better legal

basis for government seeding activities
is needed before hurricane seeding

could be considered other than as an

extraordinary emergency action. Spe-

cific congressional legislation may be

the best means of investing a govern-

ment agency with the authority to seed

hurricanes threatening the coast of the

United States.

Value of Information

One of the most important concepts

in decision analysis is the value of in-
formation: How much it would be

u,orth to make the decision after rather
than before uncertainty is resolved? In
the case of hurricane modification, how
much shoutd be the government pay to
learn which of the three hypotheses,

Hr, Hr, or Hr, is actually true (2 3)?
We imagine that the government has

access to a clairvoyant who has this

information and is willing to sell it to
the government, if he is paid before he

makes the information available. It is

easiest to understand the calculation in
terms of the decision to seed one hurri-
cane threatening a coastal area.

Let us consider the choice between

the two decision situations shown in
Fig. 8. The government can choose to
buy the information and make the de-

cision after it has learned which hy-
pothesis is true, or it can choose not to
buy the information and can make the
seeding decision on the basis of the
present uncertainty.

I*t us, for the moment, consider only
property damage and the cost of seed-

ing and disregard government respon-
sibility costs. If Hr is true, the preferred
decision is to seed because the expect€d

cHotcE oF
WHETHE R
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$93.t2
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Fig. 8. Expected value of the clairvoyant's information-which hypothesis describes
the effect of seeding? (There is no government responsibility cost. )
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loss is $69.42 million oompared with a

loss of $ I I 6.00 million for the alterna-

tive of not seeding. If H2 is true, then

by choosing not to seed, the government

saves the $0.25-million cost of seeding;

the loss expected from property damage

is the same for both alternatives:

$ I 16.00 million. If H3 is true, seeding

is a poor choice; the e:tpected loss from
propenty damage is $ 167.61 million,
$51 .61 million more than for the al-

ternative of not seeding. At the present

time, the government does not know
w,hat the clairvoyant will say, but prob-
abilities have been assigned to his an-

SWCTS:

P(H,) - .49

P(H,) - .49 (12)

P(H,) - .02

The expected loss corresponding to the
decision situation in Fig. 8 is then com-
puted by multiplying the probability of
each of the clairvoyant's answers by

the expected loss associated with that

answer and summing over the three

possible answers:

(.4e) ($6e.42) + (.4e) ($l 16.00) +
(.021 ($t t6.00) - $93.17 million (13)

Comparing this with the expected

loss for the best alternative (seed )

without the clairvoyant's information,
which was $94.33 million, we see that
it is $ I . l6 million less. This difference

represents the expected value of the

clairvoyant's information in allowing
the government to make a better de-

cision. It is a relatively small number

compared with the expected losses be-

cause the information is not expected

to be of much value-the probability

assignments indicate that seeding is al-

ready a good idea. Without the clair-
voyant's information the government

should seed; with the clairvoyant's in-

formation, with probability .49, the gov-

ernment will save the cost of seeding

($0.2S million), and with the low' prob-

ability .02 it will avert the potentially

disastrous intensification expected from
H3, soving $ 167.61 million - $l l6 mil-
lion - $51.61 million. By this reasoning

we get the same answer as before for
the value of information

(.4e) ($0.251 a (.02) ($5t.6l ) :
$1.16 million (14)

and we can see that the value is very
sensitive to the small probability as-

signed to H3.

Now suppose that the government

responsibility costs assumed previously

are included. The expected value of
perfect information is then much higher

because, if H:r is true, the government

responsibility costs can be saved by not
seeding. If the decision without perfect

information is to seed, the expected

saving from engaging the clairvoyant is

(.4e) ($0.25 + $23.28) +
('02) ($5t'61 + $53'57) -

$13.63 million (15)

This figure represents I 1.75 percent of
the expected property damage if the

alternative of not seeding is taken for
the nominal hurricane.

The value of information largely de-

rives from the fact that it allows the

governmert to avoid the responsibility
for seeding if seeding turns out to have

no effect. The large increase over the

value computed in Eq. l3 is due to the

contribution of the government respon-

sibility costs. Most of the increase of
$12.47 million, namely $ I l.4l million.
comes from the first or H. term.

The value of information depends on

the extent to which the government is

willing to assume responsibility for
seeding a hurricane. If responsibility

were not an issue, the government

w ould seed operationally now, and in-

formation would have a comparatively
low value in the context of this deci-

sion. The value of information is great-

est when the government responsibility
costs are large enough to make the de-

cision essentially even between seeding

and not seeding. Still higher responsi-

bility costs cause the value of informa-
tion to decrease (24).

Value of Further Seeding Experiments

The analysis of the value of a seed-

ing experiment is similar to the deter-
mination of the value of the clair-
voyant's information. The difference is

that the resolution of uncertainty is only
partial. The information obtained in
the experiment is used in Bayes'equa-

tion ( Eq. 5 ) to revise the prior prob-

ability assignments to the hypotheses.

The original decision is then reevaluated

u,ith the posterior probabilities ( Fig.

9 ). The result of the experiment is un-
certain when the decision to experiment

is made; consequently, the value of ex-

perimentation must be computed as an

erpectation over the possible posterior,

decision situations. The situation can

be diagramed in tree form as shown in
Fig. 9.

The analysis for two experinrental

seedings is given in Table 2 (25). The

values assunred above for the govern-
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ment responsibili,ty costs have been

used. The expected value of the experi-

ment in improving one operational
seeding decision is $5.39 million, slight-
ly less than twice the value of a single

experimental seeding and more than ten
times the assumed experimental cost,

$0.50 million. This value represents 4.7
percent of the expected property dam-
a3e if the alternative of not seeding is

taken. In the discrete version used in
the analysis, one of five possible values
(see Table I ) is taken as representative

of the observed change in hurricane
intensity over a l2-hour period follow-
ing seeding: - 34, - 16,0, + 16, and

+ 32 percent. The order in which the
results are obtained is not significant,
and a total of 15 pairs of results could
be obtained with two experiments
(Table 2). These pairs might be placed

in three groups: favorable, unfavorable,
and mixed results. The probability of
obtaining a pair of favorable results
(- 34, - 34; - 34, - 16; - 34,0; and

- 16, - 16 percent) (26) in the two
experimental seedings is .327; a pair of
results in this group would provide

substantial confirmation of hypothesis

Hr.
For example, I repetition of the pair

of results obtained with Debbie in 1969
(- 34, - 16 percent in the discrete ap-
proximation ) would lead to posterior
probabilities of .89 for Hr, .l I for Hr,
and less than .005 for H3. A probability
of .07 5 is computed for a pair of
strongly unfavorable results (0, * 32;

+16, + 16; + 16, *32; +32, +32
percent ) ; in this case the probability
assigned to H, would be revised strong-
ly downward. The remaining mixed
pairs of results do not significantly con-
firm or deny Hr, and these results have

a total probability of .595. Within this
group a small probability (.055 ) is ac-

corded to conflicting results in the two
experiments (- 34, + 16:' - 34, * 32;

- 16, * 16; - 16, + 32 percent).

Another Approach to Determining the

Value of Seeding Experimenb

The preceding discussion indicates
that the value of experiments is sensi-

tive to the government responsibility
costs that are assumed in the analysis.

We may wish to determine the value

of experiments in a different manner
in which the issue of government re-
sponsibility is treated implicitly.

Suppose that operational seeding will
be permitted only after another suc-
cessful result is obtained in a pair of
experiments of the Debbie type. This
approximation gives a lower bound to
the value of experiments because only
a successful experimental result is re-
garded as valuable. Even if wind re-
ductions are not observed, knowledge
gained about the effects of seeding may
have implications for future successful
operational seeding.

The probability of a favorable pair
of results in two experimental seedings

of a hurricane was computed as .327 .

If favorable experimental results ane

obtained and a subsequent hurricane is
seeded operationally, the expected re-
duction in property-damage losses is

$37.88 million. Even if government
responsibility costs are included, the re-

duction in expected losses is $26.80 mil-
lion. Since these reductions occur with
a probability of .327, the expected
value of the experiment in improving
one operational decision is $ 12.40 mil-
lion if only the property damage is oon-
sidered and $8.77 million if the de-

crease in property damage is partially
offset by the government responsibility
costs. The figures $8.77 million and
$12.40 million represent 7.6 and lO.7
percent, respectively, of the $ I l6-mil-
lion property damage expected from
the not-seeding alternative in the seed-

ing decision for the nominal hurricane.
We see that the value of experiments

is considerably higher than the values
computed earlier. This difference re-
sults from the high responsibility costs
implicit in the deoision not to seed on
the basis of present information. It may
be a reasonable assumption that a bad
outcome for the first seeding of a hur-
ricane threatening a coastal area would
have much less severe legal and social
consequences if it were preceded by an-
other successful experiment. Thereforc,
lowering the government responsibility
costs may be appropriate after another
successfut field experiment.

Generalizing the Yalue of

Additional Information

The preceding discussions are di-
rected specifically toward updating our
information about which hypothesis,
Hr, Hr, or Hr, describes the effect of
seeding on the maximum sustained
wind speed of a hurricane. The analy-
sis has been done for a single seeding
deoision for a moderately intense hur-
ricane threatening a coastal anea. per-

Table 2. Evaluation of a future experiment with two (independent) experimental seedings.
Government responsibility cost is included.

Observed

change

in
wind speed

Posterior probability
of hypotheses

Hr H2 Hsur u.)

Prior
prob-
ability

of
obser-
vation

Loss
with

seeding

alter-
native

Loss
with the

better
alter-
native

Posterior
value of
perfect

informa-
tion

Subsequent operational
seeding decision
expected values
(million dollars)

0.80

2.68

5.64
7.5t

34

16

0
l6

-34
-t4
-34
-16

+16
+32

0

+16
0

+32
+16

-34
-34
-16
-15

0

-16
0

5.51

3.98

3.U2

l.9E

+32
+16
+32
+32

0
+16
+16
+32

.01

.03

.01

.02

.02

.06

.03

.34

.37

.51

.64

.70

.65

.79

.77

.83

.75

.59

.97

.89

.77

.69

.65

.60

.49

.34

.28

.29

.18

.t4

.10

.08

.05

.044t

.1009

.1140

.0684

.32:,4

.0324

.0078

.1915

.0651

.1610

.0r67

.1229

.5g1,4

.0332

.0251

.0145

.0024

.0752

.03 < .005

.rI <.005

.22 < .005

.30 < .005

.09

.07

.t7

.36

100. r 6
105.27
I10.25
120.07

t23.37
126.05
131.35

138.02
138.62
14E.37

165.72

100.16

t05.27
r r0.25
r 16.00

r 16.00
l16.00
r r6.00

l16.00
r 16.00
116.00
I15.00

79.87

84.67
92.r1
97.08

79.87

84.67
92.11

97.08

9.06
12.10
12.78

13.05

10.81

11.15

6.78

Value of seeding decision with prior information
Expected value of seeding decision with seeding experiments

Value of experiment
Cost of experiment

Net expected vdue of experiment

110.92
105.53

5.39
0.50

4.89
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fect information applies not on,ly to a

single hurricane but to all hurricanes

that might be seeded operationally. The
numerical results for the single nominal
hurricane are summarized in the ex-

treme left column of Table 3 and are

extended to multiple hurricanes in the
remain,ing columns.

Even if only half the hurricanes
could be seeded because of tactical con-
siderations having to do with precipi-
tation, hurricane trajectory, and so oD,

the expected annual benefit from per-
fect information is $26 million. If we
assume that only half the hurricanes
could be seeded, and discount the ex-

pected benefits of perfect information
for all fu'ture hurricane seasons at a

discount rate of 7 percent, w€ arrive at

$370 million. This figure represents the
value of a "perfect" experiment that
would determine whether H1 is true.

A single repetition of the 1969 Hur-
ricane Debbie experiment has an ex-
pected value of $5.39 million,in the
context of the nominal hurricane, or
about 4.7 percent of expected property
damage. For the decision to seed a sin-
gle hurricane in the billion-dollar range,
the expected value of the experiment
is ten times as high, about $50 million.
For one hurricane season the value is

4.7 percent of $22O million, or $10.2
million ( it is assumed again that vari-
ous tactical considerations might pre-

clude seeding in half of the cases). For
all future hurricane seasons, with a

discount rate of 7 percent, the value is

$146 million compared with an experi-
mental cost of about $500,000. The
benefit to cost ratio is therefore about
300. Even if only a single hurricane
season is considered, the expected ben-
efits are 20 times greater than the cost
of the experiment and ten times the
present annual budget for Project
Stormfury.

Experimental Capability Decision

The occurrence of hurricanes is a

random phenomenon. Therefore, it is

uncertain whether there will be an op-
portunity for an exper,imental seeding

before the arrival of a thrcatening
storm that might be operationally
seeded. Opportunities for experimental
seeding have been scarce. In the last
few years there have been only six
experimental seedings, and these have

been conducted on three hurricanes,
Esther (1961), Beulah (1963), and
Debbie (1969) (7 ). Experimental seed-

ings have been limited to a small region

Expected property damage without seeding

Expected value of perfect information

Expected value of a field experiment
consisting of two experimental seedings

Expected value of field experiments: *
With government responsibility costs
Government responsibility costs - 0

Table 3. Summary of the value of additional information on the effect of seeding. Only the 50
percent of hurricanes that are assumed to be possible canditlates for seeding on the basis of
tactical considerations are considered. If all hurricanes are assumed to be candidates for
operational seeding, the figures of the last two columns should be doubled.

Item

Nominal hurricane
used in analysis

All future
hurricane
seasons,

discounted
rt 77o

(million
doUan)

Single
hurricane

season
(million
dollars)

Per-

370

t$

23E

335

26.0

16.6

23.5

Million
doUars

cent-
age

I r6.0

13.6

5.4

8.8

t2.4

100

11.8

7.6
10.7

220.0 3t42

4.7 10.2

r If it is assumed that prior operational seeding is not permittcd.

of the Atlantic Ocean accessible to air-
craf t based in Puerto Rico, and few
hurricanes have passed through this
region.

There are many other regions of the
ocean where hurricanes might be found
that satisfy the present criterion for ex-
perimental seeding-that is, the hurri-
cane will be seeded only if the proba-
bility is tess than .10 that it will come
within 50 miles of a populated land
area within l8 hours after seeding.

However, a decision to expand the
present experimental capability of
Project Stormfury would need to be

made well before the experiment itself.
Whereas the seeding itself requires only
that an aircraft be fitted with silver
iodide pyrotechnic generators, the mon-
itoring of the subsequent development
of the hurricane requires other aircraft
fitted with the appropriate instrumenta-
tion. The requirements in equipment,
crew training, and communications and
support facilities are substantial. In ad-

dition, permission may be needed from
nations whose shores might be threat-
ened by the seeded hurricane. The ex-
perimental decision, then, involves an

inrestment in the capability to perform
an experimental seeding. Whether an

experiment is performed depends on
the uncertain occurrences of hurricanes
in the experimental areas.

The expected time before another ex-
perimental opportunity for Project
Stormfury's present capability is about

one full hurricane season. There was

no opportunity during 1970. Prelimi-
nary estimates of the cost of a capabil-
ity to seed hurricanes in the Pacific are

about $ t million (27). The incidence
of experimentally seedable hurricanes
in the Pacific appears to be more than
twice that in the Atlantic (25). There-
fore, it appears advisable to develop a

capability to conduct experimental hur-
ricane seeding in the Pac,ific Ocean
since the benefits expected from this
capability outweigh the costs by a fac-
tor of at least 5 (29).

Conclusions from the Analysis

The decision to seed a hurricane im-
poses a great responsibility on public
officials. This decision cannot be
avoided because inaotion is equivalent
to a decision not to permit seeding.
F ither the government must accept the
responsibility of a seeding that may be

perceived by the public as deleterious,
or it must accept the responsibility for
not seeding and thereby exposing the
public to higher probabilities of severe
storm damage.

Our report to the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration rec-
ommended that seeding be permitted
on an emergency basis. We hope that
further expenmental results and a for-
mal analysis of the tactical decision to
seed a particular hurricane will precede
the emergency. However, a decision
may be required before additional ex-
perimental or analytical results are
available. A hurricane with the intensity
of Camille threatening a populous
coastal area of the United States would
confront public officials with an agoniz-
ing but unavoidable choice.

The decision to seed hurricanes can
not be resolved on strictly scientific
grounds. I,t is a complex decision whose
uncertain consequences affect many
people. Appropriate legal and political
institutions should be designated for
making the hurricane-seeding decision,
and further analysis should be con-
ducted to support these institutions in
carrying out their work.
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Role of Decision Analysis

The results of a decision analysis de-

pend on the information available at

the time it is performed. Decision anal-

ysis should not be used to arrive at a

static recommendation to be verified

by furthcr research, rather it should be

used as a dynamic tool for making

necessary decisions at any time. Various

sensitivity analyses included here indi-

cate how new infornration might be ex-

pected to influence policy recommenda-

tions. However, the advent of a severe

hurricane will necessitate a decision on

the basis of the information then avail-

able.

The analysis of hurricane modifica-

tion points up a difficulty that is com-

mon in public decision-making on com-

plex technological issues. When the

consequences of deploying new tech-

nology are uncertain, who will make

the choice? While many individuals or
groups may share responsibility, deci-

sion analysis conceptually separates the

roles of the executive decision-maker,

the expert, and the analyst. The ana-

lyst's role is to struc,ture a complex

problem in a tractable manner so that

the uncertain consequences of the alter-

native actions may be assessed. Various

experts provide thc technical informa-
tion f rom which the analysis is fash-

ioned. The decision-maker acts for
society in providing the basis for
choosing among the alternatives. The

analysis provides a mechanism for in-

tegration and communication so that the

technical judgments of the experts and

the value judgments of the decision-

maker may be seen in relation to each

other, examined, and debated. Decision

analysis makes not only the decision

but the decision process a matter of

formal record. For any complex deci-

sion that may affect the lives of mil-
lions, a decision analysis showing ex-

plicitly the uncertainties and decision

criteria can and should be carried out.
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Seeding Hurricanes

Howard, Matheson, and North, in

their article "The decision to seed hur-

ricanes" (16 June, p. I l9l ), provide a

good framework for an initial con-

sideration of this important subject.

They do not, however, include the

effect of seeding on the hurricane rain-

fall rate-only the effects on the maxi-

mum sustained wind and on the wind-

related storm tide.

While these latter effects may be

paramount for coastal areas, in the

light of the floods that accompanied

hurricane Agnes, the storm rainfall

should also be considered a decision

factor when further studies are made

of the seeding of hurricanes that

threaten coastal areas. As seeding could

conceivably incroase the storm rainfall,
both at the coastline and inland, the

increased damage from flooding would

then have to be balanced against the

hoped-for reduction in damage from
wind and storm tide.

Research on the control of hurricane

direction, as well as on the reduction of

wind intensity, appears indicated. If
directional control were feasible-and,
for example, some control of the rate

of release of latent heat in difterent

storrn sectors is technically available

now-this would be an attractive

option in the case of storms approach-

ing coastal areas.

The question of toss of life in seeded

hurricanes, not covered in the article,

must eventually be faced. The parallel

question of seeding in war (News and

Comment, 16 June, p. 1216), could

also benefit from the same kind of
rational and orderly analysis as that be-

gun by Howard et al. To be fully useful,

a study should attempt to separate the

military from the civil effects, and the

value judgments should be founded

on an analysis of war as a moral

problem.

BsnNlno A. Powen

255 Touzin Avenue,

Dorval, Quebec, Canada

The article by Howard, Matheson,

and North is an elegant decision-making

analysis (within a Bayesian framework)

that considers the consequences of both

property damage and government re-

sponsibility of seeding versus nonseed-

ing of hurricanes in terms of change

in maximum sustained surface wind.

Within this somewhat constrained

analysis (surface wind as a surrogate for

a complex physical phenomenon, proP-

erty damage, and government responsi-

bility are the only effects considered), a

thorough range of possible outcomes is

examined, including the three key hy-
potheses that seeding is beneficial, inef-

fective, or detrimental to the goal of
reducing the social cost of hurricanes.

The central conclusion is that "On the

basis of present information, the proba-

bility of severe damage is less if a hur-

ricane is seeded" and that seeding

should be permitted on an emergency

basis and encouraged on an experi-

mental basis. But beyond this recom-

mendation, the analysis itself is sug-

gested as a model for *any complex

decision that may aftect the lives of
millions, a decision analysis showing ex-

plicitly the uncertainties and decision

criteria [thatJ can and should be car-

ried out."
Among social scientists working at

the boundaries of atmospheric science,

the How ard et al. analysis has been re-

ceived'with critical enthusiasm. Some 6

years igo, along with Sewell, I suggest-

ed a process of analyzing social impacts

akin to this analysis (I) and undertook
with Julian and Sewell (2) a modest

field survey to determine the expecta-

tions of leading atmospheric scientists

about the viability of a range of weather

modification technologies.

In the spirit of decision analysis, I
question the use of the Howard et al.

analysis and offer three alternative hy-
potheses to be used in the context of the
current social, political, and scientific
milieu when such questions as the deci-

sion to seed hurricanes are being dealt

with.

l) Hypothesis Hr. Decision analysis

is a rational method of analysis that sys-

tematically precludes in nonrandom
fashion significant aspects of the prob-

lem, because these aspects are either
not known, poorly understood, have

low a priori estimate\ of probability. or

seem inappropriate io the terms of ref-

erence.

2) Hypothesis H3. Decision analysir is

a rational method of analysis which will
be used in an "arational" way.

3) Hypothesis Hs. Decision analysis is

a rational method of analysis employed

rationally for amoral purposcxt.

The first hypothesis emphasizes the

problem of where to make the cut in
systems analysis. Howard et aI. have so

constrained their analysis as to ignore

the beneficial and detrimental efrects of
hurricanes on the water balance of the

areas aftected (J). They also seem un-

aware of the counterintuitive effects,

well documented from other forms of
hazard control (4), ii which the knowl-

edge of seeding may increase the dam-

age toll by influencing negatively other

human responses, such as evacuation,

preventive measures, and so forth. And
there is no mention of the low-probabil-

ity outcomes, for example, the poten-

tially negative environmental impacts of
large-scale injection of silver iodide par-

ticles into the atmosphere. Such analyses

are always constrained by time, effort,

and imagination and must systematically

exclude many considerations. And in-

deed many are missing from the article.

Under the second hypothesis, the use

of the analysis serves as justification for
decisions made on other more trans-

scientific grounds. Thus if a decision is

taken on the basis of considerations ex-

traneous to the analysis ( for example,

the bureaucratic ambition of an organi-

zation for its own growth), will "ara-

tional" analysis be used to buttress the

decision and give an unwarranted gloss of
respectability? How often are even nega-

tive results ignored in srch cases, with

the comforting statement, "Oh, we had

Stanford Research Institute carefully

study the question." The precedents for
this misuse are ample. The most exten-

sive use of rational analysis to date,

benefit-cost analysis in water resource

development Qess elegant than decision

analysis, but relevant nonetheless) has

served for 35 years to justify a program

of water resource development that
many feel has served the public less well

than it could have if such analysis had

been absent (5). In another instance of
rational analysis, the resutts of cloud-

seeding experiments in Texas, Arizona,

and Florida were quickly used to
justify operational cloud-seeding pro-
grams before adequate control experi-
ments were made in dry periods.

As for the final hypothesis, one need

only follow the recent reports in

Science (News and Comment, t 5 June,

SCIENCB. VOL. t?!)
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p. 1216;21 July, p. 239; I Sept., p. 776;
13 Oct., p. 145) concerning the massive

use of environmental modification, in-

cluding weather control, in Southeast

Asia to consider that the experiencc

gained in peaceful geophysicat modifica-

tion can be quickly turned to other pur-

poses less helpful to mankind.

To the extent that any one of these

hypotheses is valid, the social scientist

committed both to rational analysis and

to responsibility for his or her actions is

in a dilemma. If the limits of the analy-

sis or its possible misuse are great, would

society be better off without it? I think in

some cases the answer must be yes, as

much in social science as in new technol-

ogf. Indeed to the extent that social sci-

ence becomes important (that is, people

really take it seriously) social scientists

must be as self-critical and responsible

about their methods and their possible

abuse and misuse as technologists

should be about their inventions. In

some cases where uncertainty is very

great, it may be as irresponsible to ad-

vocate a decision-making methodology

that does nothing to really reduce the

uncertainty or to control its use as it

is to build an SST. At the very least,

until we can take into account both

the limits and unintended use of deci-

sion analysis, w€ should be cautious in

its advocacy. And in areas of great

scientific unknowns, such as weather

modification, where heavY Pressure

exists for its "arational" use and some

pressure for its amoral use, extreme cau-

tion is indicated.

Rosenr W. Krrrs
Graduate School of GeographY,

Clark University,

Worcesler, Massachusetts 0l 6I 0

Rclcrcnccs

l. R. W. Kates and W. R. D. Sewell, Human

Dlmenslons ol Weathcr Modlfication (Depart'

meat of Geography Rescarch Paper No. 105'

Universiry of Chicago, Chicsgo, 1965)' pp.

347-t62.
2. P. R. Julian, R. W. Kates, W. R. D. Sewell,

Watq Rcsour. Rcs. 5, 215 (1969).

3. L. M. Hartman, D. Hilland, M. Giddings, tbld.,
p. 555.

4. Taskforoc oa Fcderel Flood Conkol Policy,
A UnWd Nattonal Program lor Managlng
Flood Losscs, House Document 465, 89th

Congr., 2nd sess. (Govcrnment Printlng OfEce,

Washington, D.C., 1966).
5. G. F. White, in Watcr Rcsearch, A. V. Knees€

and S. C. Smith, Eds. (Johns Hopkins Press,

Baltimore, Md., t965), pp. 251-271.

Power is correct in suggesting that

rainfall and steering efrects are im-
portant issues in hurricane seeding.

Another important factor is storm tide,

which can be aftected significantly by

coastal geography. These effects might

be of critical importance in the tactical

decision to seed a particular hurricane.

As the full report referenced in our

article shows, present knowledge con-

cerning these factors is consistent with
our strategic recommendation to permit,

as an emergency measure, the seeding of
some hurricanes threatening a coastal

area.

It is possible to conduct a decision

analysis to determine the value of
research on hurricane steering. How-

ever, our discussions with meteorolo-
gists have indicated that while the

ability to steer hurricanes would be

valuable, this ability is unlikely to result
from a research program. Consequently,

it is not clear that the decision analysis

of steering research would demonstrate

that the research has a high value.

On the question of loss of life, we

found that, given the efrective hurricane
warnings provided by the U.S. \ileather
Service, the expected number of lives

lost in a present-day hurricane is rela-

tively small. If these lives are valued

for decision-malcing purposes in a range

from $100,000 to $300,000 each, they

constitute an expected loss of only
about one-tenth the expected property

damage for the hurricane. Furthermore,

since storms that damage less property

also tend to kill fewer people, the case

for removing the prohibition against

seeding is only strenglhened by inctud-
ing human loss.

We direct our commentary on Kates's

letter to the three hypotleses he sug-

gests for the nature of decision analysis.

Hypothesis H1 is that decision analy-

sis systematically excludes significant
aspects of the problem because they are

uncertain or improbable. Anyone fa-
miliar with decision analysis knows

that its procedures involve not exclud-

ing, but discovering and emphasi-ing,

significant aspects of the problem. fn
fact, decision analysis is uniquely con-

cerned with assessing probabilities and

their implications. Kates presents no

evidence that our recommendations

would be changed by additional analy-

sis of any of the factors he mentions.

Hypothesis H2 is that decision analy-

sis might be misused. We agree that

anything from hammers to medicine

may be misused, but we find no logical
argument that they should be unused.

Moreover, Kates presents no evidence

that our hurricane analysis has been

or will be misused.

Hypothesis Hs is that decision analy-

sis might be used for amoral purposes.

Presuming that amoral means immoral,

we can only reiterate that the fact that

hammers and medicine can be instru-

ments of crime is no argument for

discontinuing their production. Kates

presents no evidence that our analysis

has been or will ,be used for immoral
purposes.

But Kates's hypotheses do not form
a collectively exhaustive set. We would

like to include a fourth hypothesis,

Hl: Decision analysis is a rational

method for displaying and balancing

the important uncertain, complex, and

dynamic factors that surround a deci-

sion. We leave it to others to judge

whether this hypothesis is supported

by our work.
Roxero A. How,tnp

De partment ol Engineering-Economic

Systems, Stanlord University,
Stanford, Calilornia 9430 I

Jrues E. MrtHesoN
D. WAnNen Nontx

Decision Analysis Group,

Stanlord Research Institute,

Menlo Park. California 94025
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Ilurricane Seeding Analysis

In the article "The decision to seed

hurricanes" by Howard et ol. (I) it
is stated in the subtitle that "On the
basis of present information, the prob-
ability of seyere dam4ge is less if a

hurricane is seeded." In my opinion
present knowledge does not support
such a statement because the results

of studies of this problem do not pro-
vide a unique answer. Consequently,

no conclusions can presently be made
about the economic effects resulting
from seeding hurricanes.

The data available from seeding
experiments (such as those from Hurri-
cane Debbie and possibly Hurricane
Ginger) are too few for a statistical
analysis to yield confident conclusions.

Furthermore, the results of the nu-
merical model studies referred to by
Howard et al. conflict with results
which I reported (2). In fact, if the
method of Howard et al. is applied to
my resutts, the conclusion reached is
the opposite of that reached by Howard
et al., as I show below.

The standard deviations adopted
here are the same as those in Howard
et al. for all three hypotheses conc€rD-
ing the effect of seeding (Hr, reduction
of the maximum wind; Hr, no efrect;
Hr, increase of the maximum wind).
The probability distribution for the
wind speed if the huricane is seeded,

w', if H2 is true, is the same as that
of Howard et al. (J):

P(w'lHr) = P(w'ltl,) -
P(w) - lr( l@Vo, l5.6qo) ( I )

where w is the wind speed of the un-
seeded hurricane (4).

Using the results of the numerical
experiments presented in (2t I assign

the following probability distribution to
w' for the case that Hs b true

P(w'lHr) : l*' (007%,18.6Vo) (2)

The probability distribution employed
for w', if it is considered that Hl is

true, is

P(w'lHr) : fn' (95Vo, l8.6qo) (3)
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P (69Vo, 85 %lHd =

Therefore the probability density func-
tion for the Debbie results, if hy-
pothesis Hf is true, now becomes

seeded is .51 I ; if the hurricane is not

seeded the probability is .500 [in (I )
these values are .36 and .50, respec-

tivelyl. The probability of intensification

by lO percent or more is .278 if a

hurricane is seeded and .261 if it is

not seeded [.18 and .26, respectively,

in (/)J.
Furthermore, for any particular wind

speed targer than 88 percent of its

initial value, the probability that this
speed will be exceeded is greater if the
hurricane is seeded than if it is not
seeded. For wind speeds less than 88

percent of their initial values the situa-
tion is reversed; however, the difference

in this interval is much smaller in
magnitude than it is in the former
interval.

Since the analysis given above may

be considered to be as soundly based

as that in ( I ), it shows that the avail-
able data are too sparse to yield a
statistical basis for conclusive state-

ments. I suggest that the method of
statistical analysis (possibly somewhat
modified) should be used to investigate

the requirements on reliability and
volume of results from model studies
and field experiments in order to
permit confident conclusions and rec-
ommendations.

HlrorNc SuNoqvrsr
lnstitute ol Meteorology, University ol
Stockholm, Stockholm /,9, Sweden

(6) t. R. A. Howard, J.
Scicnce 176, t l9l

E. Matheson, D. lV. North,
1teTD.

2. H. Sundqvist, Tellus 2l (No. 1), 6 (t9?2).
3. The sama notation is used here as in (I). For

convenience, some of the data giveo ln (I) are
repeated; thc probabitities from that article
are designatod by P and thosc of the ttcat-
mcnt given here by F.

4. As in Howard et al. [reference I3 tn (r)l a
probability distribution on a quantity r is
denoted P(x), and a probability distribution ol
the normal or Gaussian family specifted by its
meen m and standard deviation o is denotcd
lr(m. o),

3l O:tober 1972; reviscd I June 1973

In the concluding section of our
article we stated: "The results of a

decision analysis depend on the infor-

mation available at the time it is per-

formed. Decision analysis should not
be used to arrive at a static recom-

mendation to be verified by further
research, rather it should be used as a
dynamic tool for making necessary de-

cisions at any time." We are pleased

that Sundqvist finds our analysis a

useful format in which to present his

views regarding the results of hurri-
cane modification. He has succinctly

summarized his opinion in the form
of a prior probability distribution and

then used the Debbie experimental re-
sults to develop consequent probability
distributions for the wind speed, both
with and without seeding. His pre-
Debbie probability assignment was that
there was a 7 5 percent chance of no
seeding effect, and that if there were
an effect, the odds were l0 to I that
it would be deleterious. The Debbie

experiment is not sufficient to over-
come this pessimistic prior probability
distribution: a decision-maker who
subscribed to Sundqvist's view would
not wish to attempt operational hurri-
cane seeding at this time.

Our analysis was based on the best

information we could obtain from LJ.S.

hurricane modification experts. As de-

cision analysts we cannot comment on
Sundqvist's differing opinion, except to
say that our information sources were
aware of his work and did not sub-
scribe to his views. Further dialogue
between Sundqvist and the community
of U.S. hurricane modification experts

would be appropriate to determine
whether the latter see any new reason

to modify their judgments.

Rox.lro A. Howrno
De part nient o/ Engineerin g-Economic

Systenr.s, Stanlord University,
Stanlord, Cal ilornia 94305

J,urres E. MrrxesoN
D. WnnNen NonrH

Decision Analysis Group,
Stanlord Research Institute,
Menlo Park, Calilornia 94025

24 April t973; revised lt Jrrne 197, I

l.4996

0.57 r 6

0.2827

i= I

i--2
i-3

(4)

Now, considering the deductions

made in (2)<n the basis of physical
reasoning and the results of numerical
model experiments which definitely
indicate an effect of intensification by
seeding-I assign the pre-Debbie prob-
abilities

P(Hr) - .0227

;ffi] 
='-TrX 

(5)

whereas in Howard et al. the corre-
sponding set is

P(Hr) = .15

P(Hr) = .75

P(rt) = .10

Hence, the pre-Debbie odds that seeding

has no efiect are the same in set 5
as in Howard et al. However, P,(Hs)
is taken to be one order of magnitude
larger than P'(Hr) to reflect that, if
seeding affects the intensity at all, an
increase of the maximum wind is

expected.

When sets 4 and 5 ane introduced
in Bayes' equation the posterior pro-
babilities become

P(H,) - .0647

P([t) - .8131

P(&) - .t222

whereas in.Howard et al.

P(Hr) -- .49

P(Hg) : .49

P(H.) - .O2

Set 6 implies that, since the Debbie
results, the odds are about 4 to I that
seeding has no efiect, and if seeding

does have an effect the odds are 2 to
I for wind intensification rather than
wind reduction.

Finally, I can compute the proba-
bility distribution on wind speed [from
Eqs. l, 2, 3, and 6 above and equation
4 in (I)1. The difrerence in probability
between the seeding and not-seeding

alternatives is so small that it is hard
to show it in a plot of the comple-
mentary cumulative distribution func-
tions of those two alternatives. Instead,

I plot this function for the not-seeding
alternative and the difference (the func-
tion for seeding minus the function
for not-seeding) in Fig. I. I find that
the probability for intensiftcation (wind
speed more than 100 percent of thc
initial wind speed) if a hurricane ig

r. SEPTEMEBR I9,3
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Decision analysis of the
synthetic fuels commercialization program

by STEVEN N. TANI
SRI International

INTRODUCTION

In his State of the Union Message in January lns, President

Gerald Ford called for the accelerated development of fJ.S.

energy technology and resources and proposed a compre'

hensive set of energy supply and conservation measures to

reduce [J.S. requirements for imported oil. As one of these

measures, the President proposed a federal incentive pro-

g;am whose goal would be the commercial production of
one million barrels per day of synthetic fuels by 19E5. In

such a progfam, the Federal Government would provide

suitable financial and reguluory incentives to stimulate pri'

vat€ sector investment in commercial-scale plants to convert

coal, oil shale, and other relatively abundant domestic FG'

sources into clean liquid and gzrseous fuels. It was generally

believed that without such incentives, industry would be

unlikely to undertake the large risks of synthetic fucl plant

investments.

The benefits to be achieved by the synthetic fuels Progpm
would be the following:

l. An accelerated accumulation of experience and infor-

mation on the technical, environmentd, economic, and

institutional aspects of commercid-scale synthetic fuel

production for better-informed private sector invest-

ment decisions.

2. The development of an industry infrastructure to sup'

pon subsequent expansion of the synthetic fuels in-

dustry.
3. Insurance against high world oil prices and against

early depletion of domestic sources of conventional

fuels.

4. hotection against the losses of an oil embargo.

5. Improvement in the [J.S. internationd bargBining Po-

sition.

Thesc beneftts, however, would bc counterbalanced by

the possible costs of subsidizing synthetic fuels relative to

less cxpensive energy sources such as imporred oil and other

domcstic nesources and by the environmentd and socio-

economic costs associated with rapid development of coal

and oil shale reselTes.

In response to the President's message, the Interagency

Task Force on Synthetic Fuel Commercidization was

forrncd to evaluate the economic and environmentd costs

and beneFrts of the progfam and to recommend to the hes-
ident a program of appropriate size and scoPe. The Task

Force walr chaircd by the Offrce of Management and Budget

and included members from the Federal Energy Adminis'

tration, the Environmentd Protection Agency, the Depart'

ments of State, Commerce, and Treasury, the Council on

Environmental Qudity, and the National Science Founda-

tion. We, in the Decision Analysis Group at Stanford Re-

scarch Institute (now SRI Internationd), were engaged to

assist the Task Force in conducting an andysis of the pro-

gralll.

STRUCTURE OF THE ANALYSIS

The fundamentd question addressed by this analysis was

whether the tr.S. should have a synthetic fuels commer'

cialization program and, if so. how large the program should

be. The Task Force defined four distinct program alterna-

tives to be evaluated:

l. No Progranr-|.le federal funding of synthetic fuels

commercialization but continuation of research and

development.

2. Informational hogranr-A minimd Progfam designed

primarily to generirte tcchnical, environmental, and

economic data on various nesource'to'fuel conversion

processes, with synthetic fuel production of about

350,000 barrels per day bY 1985.

3. Medium hograul-6 progfam designed to generate

more complete information on a wider range of pro-

cesses and to meet the President's goal of 1,000,000

barrels per day by 19E5.

4. Maximum Progranr-a Progfam designed to achieve

the greatcst amount of synthetic fuel production in l9t5
possible without causing mdor dislocations in the

economy: 1,700,000 barels PGr daY.

The object of the analysis walr to detcrmine which of these

alternativcs would be of greatest net bcnefit to the nation as

a whole, wherc net benefit includes both economic and ooo'

economic impacts.
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We defined four components of net national benefit for
the evaluation of the program alternatives: economic impact
on consumers, economic impact on producers, embargo pro-
tection, and environmental and socio-economic impacts.

To measure the economic impact on consumers, we uti-
lized the concept of consumer surplus. Consumer surplus is
the difference between the value of a good to consumers
and the amount of money they must pay for it. This is shown
graphically in Figure l. The demand curve, by definition, is

the most consumers would pay for each unit of the good,
which is the value of that unit. If the market price isp, then
q units will be purchased. For every unit except the last
one, the value of the good exceeds the price paid for it. The
shaded irea between the price line and the demand curve
represents the total excess value the consumers receive from
this good; this is called the consumer surplus.

In the case of the synthetic fuels program, it was felt that
a demonstration that synthetic fuels could be produced
cheaply, if achieved, would have the effect of holding down
the price of imported oil. The resulting increase in consumer
surplus would then be credited as a positive benefit of the
program.

To measure the impact on producers, we used a concept
analogous to that of consumer surplus-producer surplus.
This is the difference between the amount producers receive
for a good and their marginal cost of producing it. Clearly,
producer surplus is directly related to the idea of profitabil-
ity. Figure 2 shows producer surplus graphically. The supply
curve represents the marginal cost of producing each unit of
the good, which is the least amount of money the producers
would accept for it. The shaded area between the price line

CONSUMER SURPLUS

EOU I LIB R I UM PO INT

DEMAND CURVE

g

OUANTITY
Figure l-Consumcr surplus
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Figure 2-Producer surplus

and the supply curve is equal to the total producer surplus
for that good.

We assumed in this analysis that synthetic fuel would be

a substitute for imported oil. Therefore, if the cost of the
synthetic fuels turned out to be less than the cost of imported
oil, the industry would accrue positive producer surplus,
which would be credited to the program as a benefit. How-
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Decision Analysis of the Synthetic Fuels Commercialization Program

ever, if synthetic fuels turned out to be costlier than im-

ported oil, producer surplus would be negative and industry

would require a subsidy from the government to cover its

losses. The amount of this negative producer surplus would

be charged as a cost of the program.

The algebraic sum of consumer and producer surplus is
a measure of the total economic impact of the program on

the nation assuming normal market conditions. However, it
does not include the impact of the program in the event of
an oil embargo. The situation during an oil embargo is illus-

trated in Figure 3. The pre-embargo price and quantity of

oil are established on the long-term demand curye. [f an

embargo occurs, the quantity of oil available for consump-

tion decreases abruptly. Because of short-tenn inflexibilities
in consumption patterns, the marginal value (or shadow

price) of oil is much higher than the long-term demand curve

indicates. Here we use a linear short-term demand curve to

show this effect. The economic cost of the embargo is the

loss of consumer surplus during the embargo and is repre-

sented by the shaded trapezoidal area.

The synthetic fuels program, by providing a substitute for
some of the imported oil, would reduce this embargo loss

by increasing the amount of fuel available for consumption

during the embargo. This reduction of embargo loss,

weighted by the probability of occurrence of an embargo, is

credited to the program as a benefit.

Finally, the synthetic fuels prograrn would result in non-

economic costs in the form of environmental damage (e.9.,

increased air pollution) and socio-economic disruption (e.g.,
"boom towns" near mining and conversion facilities). These

costs, to the extent that they are not internalized in the
producers' costs (e.9., pollution control costs), are charged

to the program.

The sum of these four components of program impact is

the measure of net national benefit we used in the analysis

to evaluate the dternatives.
Clearly, to determine the net benefit of each program

alternative, we need to know something about the enerEy

supply and demand situation in the future. There was, of
course, considerable uncertainty about the future energy

picture, so we used probabilistic modeling techniques to
quantify and incorporate the uncertainty in the analysis.

Figure 4 shows the decision tree structure that we ulti-
mately developed for this analysis. We treated the dynamics
in a simple manner by looking at three discrete time periods.

In lns, the government would make its program decision,
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choosing one of the four dternatives. Then, in the mid-
l9t0's, the progfam would result in information about the

ultimate cost of synthetic fuels production. Based on this
information and on the prevailing and projected price of
imponed oil, the industry would make its decision on further
investment in synthetic fuel plants. The price of imported
oil woutd, of course, depend on whether or not the oil
producers' cartel remained effective in controlling prices.

Finally, in the mid-1990's, when the new synthetic fuel
plants are on-stretrl, the program impacts can be deter-
mined by looking at the cost of synthetic fuels, the price of
imported oil, which again depends on the current state of
the cartel, and the U.S. energy supply and demand bdance.

The year l9E5 was used to typify the decade of the l9t0's
and the year 1995 to typify the decade of the 1990's. PnogFarn

cost and benefits werc measured in constant lni dollars
and wene discounted in lns using a discount rate of ten
percent.

The decision tree in Figure 4 shows how uncertainty was

explicitly incorporared in the analysis. Uncertainty about

each of the factors shown was quantified in the form of
probabilities. Then, for each combination of factors, which
defined a unique scenario of the future, both the probability
of occurrence for that scenario and the discounted net na-
tiond benefit associated with it were calculated. Finally, for
each alternative, the expected net benefit was calculated by
weighting the outcome of each scenario by its probability
and summing. Note that the decision tree in Figure 4 defines

5,E32 different scenarios for each of the four program alter-
natives.

The industry decision in l9E5 of how much further in-
vestment to make in synthetic fuels plants required special
treatment. While the government decision would be made

on the basis of overall national benefits, the privue sector
decision would be made on the basis of corporate profits

only. Therefore, in the analysis, the level of corporate in-
vestment that maximi zed expected future producerc surplus
was selected.

Figure 5 illustrates the techniques we used to quickly
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$ I I per barrel (the l0 percent fractile) and a ten percent

chance that it will be above $19 per barrel (the 90 percent

fractile). We divided the distribution into three sections hav-
ing areas of 25 percent, 50 percent, and 25 percent and used

the median value to represent the middle section and the l0
percent and 90 percent fractiles to represent the two tails.

Thus, oS shown in Figure 6, we said in the analysis that

there is a 25 percent chance that the 1985 imported oil price

would be $19 per barrel, a 50 percent chance that it would
be Sl5 per barrel, and 25 percent that it would be $ll per

barrel, given that the cartel is strong. The imported oil price

given that the cartel is weak is assessed to be much lower-
$10, $8 and $6 per barrel, respectively.

Using this simple technique, we encoded the uncertainty

of the Task Force members about each of the factors shown
in the decision tree. Of particular interest are the assess-

ments of the future state of the oil producers' cartel. As

shown in Figure 7, the chances of the cartel remaining strong

through 1985 were assessed by the Task Force to be 5G,50.

Given that it is strong in 1985, the probability that it would

remain strong through 1995 was assessed to be 80 percent,

while if it is weak in 19E5, the chance that it *ould become

strong by 1995 was assessed to be only 20 percent.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

After we had structured the problem with the decision

tree, constructed a computer model to calculate the net

national benefit for each of the thousands of scenarios in the

tree, and encoded the uncertainties of the Task Force, we

were ready to compute the analytic results.

Figure E summarizes these results. The total expected

discounted net benefit (in billions of 1975 dollars) is showr,

along with its components, for each of the three synthetic

fuels program levels relative to having no program at all.

These results indicated that, or balance, the synthetic fuels

commercialization program was not in the best national in-

terest and that the bigger the program, the greater the nB-

tional loss. The small informational program had an €x-

pected impact on minus $ 1.65 billion. The larger program

had expected impacts of minus $5.41 billion and minus

$ 10.9E billion, respectively.

We can get more insight by looking at the components of
total net benefit. While the synthetic fuels prograrn is ex-
pected to have positive impacts on consumer surplus
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through the possible moderation of future imported oil prices

and on embargo losses through a sligfit reduction in oil
imports, these benefits iue far outweighed by the negative
impact on producer surplus. Basically, it was far more likely
than not that synthetic fuels would be more expensive than

imported oil and therefore need a subsidy. The negative

impact of environmentd and socio-economic costs is rela-

tively minor.

The results shown in Figure E are the expected values of
program impacts. There is, of course, considerable uncer-

tainty about the impact of the prograrn, as shown in Figure

9. While the expected impact of the informational program

is $1.65 billion, there is a 30 percent chance that the net

impact will be positive and a l0 percent chance that it will
be as much as +$7 bi[ion. On the other hand, there is a l0
percent chance that it will be as negative as -$9 billion. It
is equally likely that the impact will be worse than or better
than -$4 billion. The uncertainty in the impact of the larger

program is even greater.

Figure l0 is a partial expansion of the decision tree that

shows how two of the factors affect the results of the anal-

ysis. The -$1.55 bi[ion expected impact of the information
program consists of a 50 percent chance of -54.86 billion if
the cartel in 1985 is weak and a 50 percent chance of +$ 1.55

billion if it is strong. Note that a weak cartel, which leads

to generally lower imported oil prices, is bad for the syn-
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National Computer Conference, lnt

thetic fuels progriun while presumably very god for the

nation as a whole. Conversely, a strong cartel, with higher
imported oil prices, makes the program look good while
being bad fior the nation. This emphasizes that the synthetic
fuels program is a hedging strategy-it pays off when other
things are going badly. Note dso that if the cartel is weak,

the program looks bad even if synthetic fuels turn out to be

cheap to produce. On the other hand, if synthetic fuels turn
out to be expensive, the program looks bad even if the cartel
is strong. That is why, on bdance, the program looks bad.

The assessment of a 5G,50 chance that the cartel would
rcmain shong through l9E5 turned out to be pivotd and

morc than a tittle controyersial within the Task Force. To
show the implications of different probabilities for this fac-

tor, we petformed a sensitivity andysis, which is shown in
Figrrre I l. This gives the expected net impact of each pro-
gram level relative to no program as a function of the prob
ability of a strong cartel in 1985. It assumes that with E0

pcncent probability, the cartel will rernain in the same state

from l9t5 to 1995. Figure I I shows that only if the proba-

bility of a strong cartel in l9E5 exceeds 75 percent does the

information program look better than no program and that
the probability must exceed E2 percent for the medium size
program to be the best dternative. An interesting result is

that the maximum size progfirm is never optimd for any
value of this probability.

So far, the analytic results have been prescnted only in
terms of expected vdues. It might be argued that the deci-
sion should not be made on the basis of expected values but
nrther on the basis of values that are adjusted for risk. To
show how various levels of risk aversion would affect the
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results, wG prepared the sensitivity profile shown in Figure
12. Here, w€ have assumed that the nation's risk attitude is
expressed by one of the family of exponential utility curues.
The degree of risk aversion expressed by this curve is given

by its one parameter, called the risk tolerance; the smaller
the risk tolerance, the greater the degree of risk aversion.
In personal terms, an individual's risk tolerance is the largest

amount of money he would willingly risk in a gamble that
is equally likely to halve or double that amount.

Figure 12 shows the value to the nation of each program

level reluive to no program as a function of the nation's risk
tolerance assuming an industry risk tolerance of $5 billion
for the private sector capacity expansion decision. Note first
that the vdue of the program increases as the nation's risk
aversion increases. This is characteristic of a hedging strat-
egy, since it reduces overall uncertainty. However, the na-

tion's risk tolerance must be less than $67 billion for the

informaion program to bc better than no program and it
must be less than $56 billion for the medium size program

to be the best dternative. We believe that a reasonable range

for the nation's risk tolerance is from one-fourth to one-half
of annud GNP, or about $300 billion to $600 billion. As
Figrrre 12 shows, for any risk tolerance in this range, the

ranlcing of program dternatives is the same as in the cx-
pcctcd value case, with the best dternative being no pro-

gram at dl.

EPILOGUE

As far as we can determine, this is the frrst decision

andysis to be presented in the White House. The chairman
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Decision Andysis of the Synthetic Fuels Commercialization hoe5am

of the Task Force presented it to the President's Energy
Resources Council in July 1975. Citing benefrts of the pro-
gram that were not quantified in the andysis, such as the
internationd leverage gained by thc tr.S. in asseniru posi-
tive leadership in developing dternate fuel sources, 8s well
as the "relatively small risk and expected cost" of the small
program, the Task Force recommended that the government
undertake the informational program alternative with a pos-
sibility that it could switch to the medium size program
pending additional information on crucial factors. The Ad-
ministration's biu incorporating this recommenduion ulti-
mately failed to pass through Congrtss.

COMPUTER UTILIZATION

For this analysis, we wrote a FORTRAN program for use

on a commercial time sharing system. The program, which
we created from scratch rather than use off-the-shelf rou-

tines, required approximately 400 lines of code and cost
roughly fifteen dollars to run a complete evaluation of the
decision tree.

one feature of the time sharing seruice that we found to
be especially useful was the accessibility from different lo-
cations. We did most of the model development at SRI
headquarters in Menlo Park, California, but we used the
progam extensively while working with the Task Force in
Washington D.C. Indeed, one of the most valuable aspects
of our assistance to the Task Force was our ability to answer
almost immediately their many questions about the effect of
changes on the assumptions and assessments in the analysis.

REFERENCE

Recootnundations for a Synthetic Fuels Coarwrcializatiott Progrom. Eport
$bmittcd by Synfuels Inarageocy Tssk Force to Thc h,esideu's Enerjy
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the use of the concepts and techniques of de-
cision analysis to select a space mission configuration, including both
hardware and experiments, in the context of an overall space project.
The techniques are applied to the selection of the Voyager Mars mission
configuration of the L970rs.

The selection of each mission must be based on all of the availabLe
data from prior missions and on the policy or strategy for the sel-ection
of all future missions. First, in order to select the most economic con-
figuration for a given mission, the most economic policy must be selected
for the entire sequence of future missions that make up the space project.
Then the given mission configuration is selected as the first mission of
this sequence.

This sequence of mission configuration decisions and the possible
outcomes is described by a decision tree in which the decision nodes
represent points in the project at which the project manager will have
to select a configuratlon. The branches following a decision node repre-
sent the configuration alternatives available at thaE opportunity.
Chance nodes represent points in the project at which random outcoflres
occur. The branches following a chance node represent every major out-
come that might occur at that particuLar chance node.

rn addition to the decision tree structure for a space project,
data are required on the costs of configurations, probabilities of out-
comes, and values of outcomes. Thus, a configuration cost is attached
to each alternative branch, and values and probabilities to each outcome
branch. A method of determining values of the outcomes by means of a
value tree for the space project is included in this paper. The most
economic decision policy is determined by processes of expectation and
maximization in the decision tree.
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I INTRODUCTION

Decision analysis, an applied extension of statistical decision
theory, is a procedure for the logical and quantitative analysLs of the
factors that influence a decision. A decision, in this context, is an
irrevocable allocation of resources as opposed to a generalized mental
corrnitment to follow a given course of action or to pursue given objec-
tives. A logical decision is one that selects the most econornic alter-
native in terms of the preferences of the decision maker, the values and
costs of the possible courses of action and their possible outcomes, and
the probability of these outcornes as determined on the basis of the
knowledge and experience available to the decision maker. A quantitative
anatysis is one that places the decision into an unambiguous structure
in which numerical quantities encode the factors that influence the de-
cision in order to quantitatively weigh these factors. Decision analysis
incorporates the fundamentals of decision theory as a means of quantify-
ing the decision process while maintaining the logical basis for a ra-
tional decision.

Decision making requires the study of uncertainty. Most decisions
would be easy to make if there hrere no uncertainties in the outcomes
resulting frorn a course of action. When the outcornes are uncertain even
t'simple" decisions, such as when to leave for the airport to catch a
plane, become more difficult to analyze. The theory of probability pro-
vides the basis for the meaningful treatment of uncertainty. probability
is a state of mind and not of things. AlL prior experience must be used
in measuring probabilities. rf we have seen a lot of data, such as a
milllon flips of a bent coin, the overwhelming data r^rill be the predo,ninate
infLuence on the probability assignurent to heads on the next flip. rf
we have never flipped a bent coin before, the probability measurement
must depend on judgment and prior experience, possibly including physical
models we might build to describe the dynamics of a flipping bent coin.
rf we have seen only a few flips of the bent coin, r^re must combine our
prior experience with the limited new data. The inferenti.al theory of
probabiLity, based on Bayes I interpretation, provides a means of logically
combining the new data with the prior probability assessment.

In order to allocate resources logically, values must be pl-aced on
outcomes. Because the outcomes and hence the vatues are uncertain, a
criteria must be established for choosing among various "val.ue lotteries.r'
The theory of rrutility" provides a basis for encoding the risk aversion
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of the decislon maker; that is, the desire to substltute an alternative
with low expected value but low risk for an alternative wtth high expected

value and high risk. In many cases the time preferences of the decision
maker must also be incorporated.

The primary purpose of decision analysis is to increase the likeli-
hood of good outcomes by making good decisions. A good outcome is one

that we would like to occur. A good decision is one logically consis-
tent with the tnformation and preferences of the decision maker. De-

clsion analysis provides a framework for making good decisions; only
chance determines the ultimate outcome.

The principles upon which decision anatysis is based were conceived

in the days of Bernoulli, Bayes and Laplace, two to three hundred years

ago. Since then these principLes have been studied extensively and

turned into etaborate theories. More recently operations research has

appLled these principles to operational problems, then management science

brought them to repetitlve management problems. Decision analysis is
the natural next step into the one-of-a-kind major decisions. During

the last ten years or so, decision analysis has been applied primarily
to industrial and business decislons; decisions such as net product

l-ntroduction, strategLc pl-anning of business operaEions and experimental
progr€rm planning. Recently, appllcations have been made to goverffnental

probtems.

The decision analysis of space projects is a signiflcantly new

appllcation. This paper outlines the conceptual structure by considering
a simpllfled project for Voyager Mars. The heart of thls analysls ls
the decision tree, a graphical method of representing the structure of a

sequential decision process. Many of the important aspects of decision
trees will be presented in thls example.
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II PROBLEM STRUCTURE

A. Nature of the Problem

Decisions must be made at many leve1s in conceiving or carrying out
a space progr€rm. At the national level, for exampte, decisions are made

regarding the total amount of funding to be allotted to the space progr1rm
at the expense of other national goals. Within the National Aeronautics
and Space Agency (NASA), this total space progr:rm funding is divided be-
tween manned and unmanned programs, and within unmanned progr:rms the fund-
ing is sti11 further divided into categories like planetary exploration
and earth resources satellites.

Given a funding allocation for planetary exploration, decisions are
then required concerning the most effective way of carrying out that ex-
ploration. Typical questions concern what launch vehicles should be
employed and what type of spacecraft designs should be considered as a
function of time? sEill further down in the decision hlerarchy: given
a sPacecraft concept, what design approaches for various hardware elements
should be selected? For example, should por^rer generation be based on
solar or nuclear energy sources?

In all cases, the type of inputs required for making the decisions
are essentially the same. The decision maker would like to know (1)
what is the cost of the available alternatives, (2) what are the values
of the outcomes produced by the various alternatives if they are success-
ful, and (3) what are the relative probabilities of success of the vari-
ous alternatives?

In this initial attempt to apply decision analysis to a space
project, we have selected a relatively specific problem within the over-
aLl decision hierarchy previously mentioned. The situation postulated
is:

A Voyager project for the unmanned exploration of Mars has been
approved with an initial taunch scheduled for 1973. preliminary
studies have indicated that the Saturn V launch vehicle, which
can put 401000 to 701000 pounds on a trajectory to Mars, is
optimum for this project. It is desired to place orbiters
about Mars as welt as to land vehicles on Mars to collect the
desired scientific data. In the preliminary studies which
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showed the Saturn V to be the appropriate launch vehicte,
general characteristics desired of the orblter and landing
vehicle were also determined.

While we have constralned the problem signlficantly by the above

statement, the manager of such a Voyager project stlll has many decisions
to make. Exasrples of these are:

1 Should one, trro, or perhaps more Saturn Vrs be employed at
each launch opportunity?

Assumlng that the orblter ls to serve as a I'bust' for de-

livering the landing vehicle to the vicinity of Mars,

should each bus carry one or more landlng vehicles?

Should the total capablllty of the Saturn V be used to
carry a single, heavy Planetary vehlcle (one orbiter
with one or more landers) or should two llghter Planetary
vehicles be carrl.ed to provide redundancy at the system

leve 1 ?

Given the deslred characterlstics of the orbiter and

tander postulated prevlously, should the maximum desired
capability be designed into the flrst vehicles or shoutd

a more evolutionary design approach be taken? If evolu-
tionary, what steps ln sophistication are logical?

2,

3

4

In short, the Voyager project manager must define more precisel-y
the misslon configuration--that is, the nunber of launch vehictes,
orbi-ters, and landers to be employed and the specific capabillties of
these orbiters and landers. The mission configuratlon for the first
taunch must be selected, and a policy or strategy for determlntng what

to do at subsequent launches must also be established. As we will dis-
cuss, the first cholce cannot be made logically without considering the

overall project obJectives and the conftguratlon sequences avallabLe
to satisfy those objectives.

B. Approach to Solution

To develop the appllcation of declslon analysls to the problenr

posed, a trro-phase program was adopted. The first or pllot phase con-

sisted of definlng a simplifted version of the previously described

regulred decision. To the maxlmum extent posslble, however, the essentlal
features of the problem rdere accurately represented and only the dimen-

slonallty was reduced. Thls smaller problem allowed easler developurent

of the modeLtng approach, and exercislng of the model provided lnsight
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into the leve1 of detail required in structuring the inputs to the de-
cision. The second phase consisted of incorporating all of the etements

required to decide on a mission configuration for Voyager. The bulk of
Ehis report is devoted to discussion of the pilot phase, with some de-
scription of the additional factors being included in the second phase.

C. Pilot Problem Def inition

For the development of the pllot model, it was postulated that the
Voyager project manager had already answered many of the questions pre-
viously posed. He had decided that:

Only a singLe Saturn V will be launched at each opportunity.

Only one lander will be carried to Mars by each orbiter.

Two Planetary Vehicles will be carried on each Saturn V.

The design characteristics of the orbiter have been es-
tablished and a single basic orbiter design will be used

throughout the project.

The remaining decision, then, concerned the desired capability of
the initial landing vehicle, and the desired steps in the evolution
of the lander to the ultimate leve1 of capability required. Should the
project manager, for example, elect to provide the ultimate leveL of
capability in the initlal capsule in the face of uncertainties in the
Martian envirorunent and difficulties in devetoping complex equipment to
survive the pre-launch sterilization envirorment? Or should he choose

a much simpler capsute, which can obtain some information about the
Martian environment to be factored into the design of subsequent, more

complex vehicles? Which approach will yield the highest expected value
from the project and what are the retative costs?

Four possible lander configurations have been postulated, which
represent steps in sophistication fronr the simplest useful capsuJ.e to
the most complex one capable of obtaining all the data ultimately desired.

The first configuration, Cl, is a simple atmospheric probe, not
intended to survive impact with the Martian surface. It would be sep-
arated from the orbiter as the Ptanetary Vehicle approaches Mars and be

deflected to an impact trajectory by a smal1 rocket. It would contai-n
instruments that measure such parameters as density profile and compo-

sition of the Martian atmosphere during the entry phase. If successful,
it would achieve an outcome that is denoted as tevel 1(L1).
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The second configuratlon, C2, wouLd be carried into Martian orbit
with the orbiter and be subsequently de-orbited. It also contains the
instruments for measuring atmospheric properties, and in addition has
a TV camera for returning pictures of the Mars surface durlng the late
descent phases. If totally successful, then, it woutd achieve Ll,
atmospheric measurements, plus L2, descent TV. It could, of course,
achieve only L1 assuming a failure prevented returning the TV pictures.
For the piLot model, it has been assumed that the C2 lander configura-
tion could not achieve L2 without also achieving Ll. For most cases
this assumption is quite reasonable. There are, however, instances
where it is not, and these are being handled differently in the phase 2

mode1.

The third configuration (C3) is the first capsuLe intended to sur-
vive impact and operate after landing on Mars. It also woul-d enter from
orbit, would contain the atmospheric experiments plus descent TV, and in
addttion would carry out relatively simpte surface experiments and pro-
vide close-up TV after landing on Mars. rf totally successfuL, then
c3 can achieve L3, surface experiments plus landed TV, as wetl as L2
and Ll. with partial success, it can achieve L2 and Ll or just Ll.

The fourth configuratiotrr C4,

sidered. It would contain all the
capability to carry out meaningful
surface of Mars. Totat success of
L1. Partial success would lead to
co urse .

is the most sophisticated lander coo-
experiments discussed above, plus the
life-detection experiments on the
C4 then would lead ro L4 + L3 + L2 +
lesser leve1s of achievement, of

The question is, again, what configuration should be selected for
the first opportunity, and what sequence of configurations should be
planned to fo1low the first choice?

D. Dec is ion Tree

The heart of the decision model is a decision tree that represents
the stucture of aLL possible sequences of decisions and outcomes, and

contains stots into which cost, value, and probability inputs must be
fed. The tree contains two types of nodes (decision nodes and chance
nodes) and two rypes of branches (alternative branches and outcome
branches), as ilLustrated in Figure 1. Emanating frorn each decision
node is a set of atternative branches, each branch representing one of
the configurations available for setection at that point of decision in
the project. Each chance node is followed by a set of outcore branches,
one branch for each outcome that may be achieved from the point in the
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project represented by that chance node. Probabilities of occurrence
and values are assigned to each of these outcomes. Costs are assigned
to each decision alternative.

Two fundamental operations, expectation and maximization, are used

to determine the most econonrlc decislon from the tree. At each chance

node the net expected (mean) value (NEV) is computed by sr:nuning the prob-
abiLities of each outcome, multiplied by the value of that outcome and

the NEV of the node following thaE outcorle. At each decision node the
NEV of each alternative is calculated as the expected value of the
following node (r'successor node"), less the cost of the alternative.
The optimum decision is found by maximization of these values over the
set of possible alternatives, i.e., by sel-ecting the aLternative of
highest NEV.

E. Order of Events

The particular sequencing of mission configuration decisions and

outcomes is a significant feature of the pilot Voyager Project. As

illustrated in Figure 2, the initial event of slgnificance is the
selectlon of the 1973 mlssion configuration. However, since lead time
considerations require that the L975 configurat,ion decision be made
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In L972, hre see that the second misslon decision must be made prior to
obtaining the first mlssion results. Similarly, the 1977 decision must
be made before obtaining the results of the 1975 mission, although after
the 1973 mLssion results. In general, then, a mission configuration de-
cislon must be made in ignorance of the results of the previous mission.

F. Constraining of Configuration Sequences

In defining what configurations can be selected at each decision
node, some logic must be applied. It does not make sense to choose a

Cl when the program has already reached outcome Level 2. So thls choice
ls not shown in the declsion tree. Other restrictions can also be made

that are not qulte so obvious. For this pilot model, the following
logic has been applted:

It has been assumed that the most compLex lander capsule
is not avallable in 1973 due to the development time
required.

I'Ie have not considered sequences in which we follow a

complex lander with a simpter one; that is, the com-

plexity of the tander onty increases with time.

Because of the order of events just discussed, where
one vehlcle would be in flight whlle another is being
fabricated for the next opportunity, some logic is re-
quired to determine what will be done in the event of
fallure of the vehicle in flight. Failure is specifically
deflned as no Lmprovement in the previous leve1 of
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success as a result of the current flight. t{e therefore
have postulated that should failure occur, the next con-
figuration chosen cannot be more complex than the one

currently being constructed--that is, no advance is allowed
in the face of failure.

The achievement of leve1 4 terminates the program. Addi-
tionally, we have postulated that two failures in succession,
where again failure means no advance in 1evel of achieve-
ment will terminate the program. These two factors constrain
the overall tree size.

G . T ree Examp le

A completed decision tree for the simplified Voyager Project, with
the additional assr:mption that L2 is the highest level of success, is
presented in Figure 3. The model that produces the numerical probabili-
ties, values, and costs used in the example will be discussed later.
Node 1, at the left side of the tree, is the initial decision to select
either a C1 or a C2 for the first launch opportunity. The box designated
L0 above this node indicates that the state at this node is the current
level of achievement. Suppose a Cl is selected. The cost of that Cl
is $8SO million, indicated by the '1-850'r that is written under that
branch. As a result of this choice, the next node is decision node 2.
The box designated L0, Cl above t.his node indicates that the state at
this node is the current level of achievement and a Cl is being con-
structed for the first taunch. Now either a Cl or C2 must be selected
for the second launch. If a Cl is selected the cost is $525 million,
and the next node is chance node 7. The two branches following this
node represent the possible outcomes of the first launch. The L0r out-
come, which would be failure to better L0 on the first try, occurs with
probability 0.1 whereas the LI outcome occurs with probability 0.9. The

value of the LOr outcome is zeto, whereas the value of the L0 outcone
is L224. Now follow the case of the Ll outcome to decision node 34. The

state Ll, Cl at this node, means that the highest level of success is
Ll and that a Cl is being constructed for the next launch. Since Ll
has already been achieved at this point in the t.ree, a C2 is the only
configuration that may be launched in the third opportunity, at a cost
of $740 million. This leads to decision node 35, where the state is
Ll, c2.

Node 35 in the example tree illustrates coalescence of nodes, a

feature vital to maintaining a manageable tree size. Node 35 on the
upper path through the tree can be reached from four other paths through
the tree as indicated in the exhibit. If the coalescence did not occur,

4
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the portlon of the tree following node 35 would have to be repeated four
addltional times. In the fuIl pllot tree coalescence results ln a re-
duction of the number of branches in the tree by a factor of 30.

Along the path L-2-7-34-35, at decislon node 35 a C2 must be selected

for the fourth opportunity. At chance node 36 the outcome of the third
launch is either an Ltr (failure to better Ll with one attempt, which

leads to node 38), or an L2 (which achieves a value of 1714 and succ€ss-

fully completes the program). These outcomes occur wlth probability
0.3 and 0.7, respectively. If Lf is the outcome, chance node 38 is
reached where the outcorne of the fourth launch is represented. The

probabllity of Ll" is O.24, and the probablllty of L2 ls 0.76. Note that
the probability of L2 has increased over that of node 36 (0.7 to 0.76)
because of the experience gained with the earlier attemPt.

The reader can similarly follow and interPret many other paths

through Ehe tree. A decision policy is a complete selection of particu-
lar alternatives at all decision nodes. This limtts the set of all
posslble paths to a smaller subset. (It is not possible, for example,

to reach node 26 if a Cl is chosen at node 1.) The probabilities, values,
and cost of these paths then determlne the characteristics of the de-

clsl.on pollcy.

The most economic decision poIlcy, glven the lnput data specifica-
tions, ls defined as the poLicy that maximizes the net expected value

of the Project, i.e., expected value tess expected cost. The technique

illustrated here ellmlnates many of the nonoptimum policies fron explicit
conslderation; it is the "roLl backr technique that starts from the
right side of the tree and progresses left to the beginning of the tree,
maklng all declsions and calcutatlons ln reverse chronotogical order.
Thus, when each decislon 1s made, only pollcies that optimize decisions
for the following decislon nodes are consldered.

Consider node 38 in Figure 3. At thls chance node the probability
of achleving Llr', which is worth nothlng, Ls O.24t and the probabillty
of achievLdg L2, which ts worth 17L4, ls 0.76. Thus, the NEV of node

38 ls: 0.24(0) + 0.76(1714) = 1303. Thls number is wrltten near node

38.

The calculatlons are carried out ln thts manner backwards through
the tree. The first decision node with more than one choice ls node 2.

If a CI is selected, lt costs $575 million (-575) and leads to node 7

with an NEV of 1408, rphlch yields -575 + 1408 = 833. Tf aC2 ls selected,
it costs $740 milllon (-740) and leads to node 12 wtth an NEV of 2lO6t
whlch ylelds -74O + 2106 = 1365. Since 1366 ls greater than 833, the
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most economic decision is to select a c2 at node 2, which results in
NEv (2) = 1366.

Finally, the first decision is a choice between a cl with an NEV

of 516 or a C2 with an NEV of 832. Maximum NEV is achieved by the choice
of a C2 resulting in NEV(I) = 832. This is the NEV of the entire project
at the time the first decision is made.

The full pilot decision tree is shown in Figure 4.
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H. Pilot Probabili ty Mode 1

It is, in practice, difficult to estimate the probabilities to be
attached to the outcome branches teavlng probabilistic nodes. Available
data and engineering judgment are more easily applied to the estimation
of success probabilities for more elementary operations. A probability
model can then corrbine these inputs into the desired outco,rne branch
probabillties.

For the purpose of the pilot analysis, probabillty estlmates h,ere
obtained by applying engineering judgment to the various phases of the
mission "top level function ftow diagrams" pictured in Figure 5. rn

on€cr Et{rRY ilttstou
COflFrcUilTION C I

OPEITIL ENTRY ilISSION

cotuFtauaATt0ils c2, c3 , 4 c4

FIG. 5 VOYAGER MISSION FLOW DIAGRAMS

addition to estimating initial probabilities, it is necessary to estimate
how subsequent mission probabillties will be affected by results obtained
on early flights. The results of this analysis for configurations Cl
and C2 are tabulated in Figure 6. Noting that a prime(') attached to a
1evel symbol indicates failure in an attempt to better that 1eve1, we
see that the probability of failing to reach Ll from L0 wirh a Cl is 0.10;
the probabil.ity of failing to reach LI with a C1 after failing once pre-
viously is 0.08, etc. The general philosophy upon wtrich this model is
based is that success increases the probability of achieving desirabte
outcomes, but so does failure (designs are improved due to informatlon
gained in the failure, etc.), although to a lesser extent. Thus, the
probability of failing wirh a c2 starring ar L0 is o.25; rhe probabiLlty
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of failing with the same configuration starting at LOr is 0.20, with the

remaining 0.05 of probability being spread proportionately over the

other outcomes.

I. Pilot Cost I'Iodel

The costs attached to the alternative branches in the decision tree

are constructed by the cost model using representative system cost data,

as tabulated in Figure 7. As shown in this figure, we have assumed that
second and subsequent copies of hardware systems (bus, landers) can be

manufactured at half the initial cost of developing and producing the

first system. A1so, configuration production experience on a Clt C2,

or C3 contributes a 20 percent reduction in the cost of producing a C2,

C3, or C4, respectively.

J. Components of Value

The rrvaLue" of various accomplishments in the Voyager project can

be divided into assigned values and divided values. The assigned values

are the values of the Voyager project. The derived values are the con-

tributions of earlier mlssion accomplishments to the probability of success
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in later Voyager missions. The derived contributions are incorporated
by increases in the probability of success in future missions, hence
increasing the probability of ultimately achieving future extrinsic
values.

The assigned value itself can be divided into two distinct kinds--
direct and indirect. The direct value is the value of the knowledge
produced by the outcomes, such as visual records of Mars and characteri-
zation of Martian biology. The direct vatue is achieved independently
of the means of gaining the knowledge. For example, we would obtain the
direct value even if the knowledge were given to us by our hrorst enemy.
The indirect value is the value of obtaining and possessing the knowledge
(rather than the knowledge itself), such as "technological spin-offr,
national prestige, satisfaction of our t'columbus urge" to explore Mars,
and the competitive pleasure of being first in space. Both direct and
indirect values provide the total incentive for the Voyager project;
to make project decisions rationally, both values must be included in
the evaluation of project outcomes if both affect the level of the de-
cision being considered.

K . The Va lue Mode 1

To derive a value function, we construct a value tree by consider-
ing first the major components of value, both direct and indirect, and
then the subcategories of each type identified in more and more detail
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unttl no further dlstinction ls necessary. Then each tip of the tree
(constructed as above) is subdivlded into four categories, each corre-
sponding to the contributlon of one of the four tevets of achievement

within the value subcategory represented by that tip.

The value tree that serves as the val-ue function ln the pilot anaL-

ysis is pictured in Figure 8. The figure 1.0 attached to the node at
the extreme left represents the total value of aLL the objectlves of
the pilot Voyager Project (thus, the value of achieving Ll, Lzt L3t and

L4). The four branches emanating frmr this node represent the four
major categories of value recognized by the pllot mode1. The figure
0.62 attached to the upper branch represents the fraction of total vatue

assigned to science. Two branches emanate from the science node, and

hre see that 60 percent of the science value falls into the category of
biologicaL science. The 0.37 attached to the biologicaL science node

represents the fraction of total value attached to biological science,
and is obtained by taking 60 percent of 0.62 (the fraction of total value
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attached to all science). Finally, the bottom branch following the
biological science node indicates that 78 percent of the biological
science value is achieved by jumping from L3 to L4.

The final step in value modeling is to obtain the fraction of total
value to be attached to achieving each of the four levels. rf we add
all the contributions to achieving Ll (contributions to world opinion,
u.s. public favor, physical science, etc.) the result is the fraction
of value that should be attached to achieving Ll. The same process is
followed for reaching L2 from Lt, L3 from L2, and L4 frosr L3. The re-
sults of such a calculation are in the lower-Left corner of Figure g.

L. Rationale for Selectine the Ootimal Policies

A I'policy" in this context is a setting of each decision node in
the decision tree, i.e., it is a complete strategy for conducting all
missions in the voyager Project. The selection of a policy limits the
number of paths that might be traversed through the decision tree.
However, there are stil1 many alternative paths which may be traversed,
which are determined by individual mission successes and failures as
the project unfoLds. These vagaries have been encoded in the probability
model. Thus, for each policy hre can derive a probability distribution
over all the paths that could possibly be taken. using the cost and
value models, r^Ie can also assign a cost and value to each of these paths.
Thus, each policy is represented by a lottery on cost and value, as
itlustrated in Figure 9.
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To select an optimum policy, we must decide between many dlfferent
cost-value lotteries. Figure 10 illustrates three different poLicy
Lotteries in the cost-value plane. Inspecting this figure, we see that
pollcy 3 tends to have costs similar to policy 2 but lower values than
pollcy 2. Policy 3 also tends to have higher costs than policy 1 but
simllar values. Thus, policy 3 does not look very desirable. However,

pollcy 2 tends to have both higher values and higher costs than poLic! Lt

and we must therefore determine whether the chances of higher values are
worth the chances of higher costs.
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FIG. IO COMPARISON OF POLICIES

In general, the risk aversion preferences of the decision maker

must be encoded in order to make this decision. To gain insight into
this example, we have assumed that the decision maker wishes to base his
decislons on the expected value and cost of each policy. Thus, \^re re-
pLace each policy lottery by a single point at the expected cost and

the expected value of that policy. These points are exhibited for nine
hypothetical policies in Figure 11.

The policies in Figure lL may be separated into three classes:
totally dominated policies, marglnalLy do,minated policies, and doninant
policies. A policy is totally dominated if there is at least one other
poLicy that has both a lower expected cost and a higher expected value.
Policies (5), (7), (8), and (9) are totally do,nrinated policies. Totally
dominated policies can be dropped from further consideration. This
simpllfies decision making because the bulk of the possible poLicies are
of this type.
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FIG. I I EXPECTED VALUES OF ALTERNATIVE POLICIES

The remaining policies, connected by a dashed line in Figure 11,
are ca11ed envelope policies and are of tlro types: marginally dominated
policies and dominant poticies. policy (3) is an example of a marginally
dominaEed policy. The slopes of the lines A, B, and c in Figure 11 show
the marginal return from increasing the funding level from (1) to (2),
(2) to (3), and fronr (3) to (4). The marginal rerurn B is less than
the marginal return c. This means that increasing the funding from (2)
to (3) brings less return per unit cost than the increase in funding
fronr (3) to (4). Since each program is competing for funds with other
programs, it would be unusual to find that directing funds from other
programs is worthwhile up to point (3), but is not worthwhile beyond (3).
For this reason marginally dominated policies such as (3) are eliminated
from contention.

The remaining policies, (1), (2\, (4), and (5) are call_ed dqninant
policies. The selection has been reduced to this set, which is shown in
Figure 12.

Analysis of the decision tree produces this set of dominant policies
and their associated expected costs and benefits. Presumably one pol-icy
from this dominant set is best. But which one? rn order to make this
policy selection, the decision maker must compare these policies with
alternate projects competing for the same funds.
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FtG. 12 DOMINANT POLICIES

I{. Determination of Domi nant Policies and Profit InterDretation

To determine the do,minant policies, we must compare a great number

of alternaEive pollcies. For example, in a 60-node tree there were

approximately 21000 policies. However, the "ro11-back" process of the

decision tree presented earlier provides a method of finding the dominant

policies without evaluating each policy explicitly. Recall that in the

decision tree h?e subtracted expected costs fron expected values. To do

thls, we converted the value points to dollars by multiplying each point
by a conversion factor ).. Since the entire value tree has been assigned

one point, L is a dollar value assignment to the Voyager Project.

Figure 13 shows the construction of expected profit from an expected

cost-expected value polnt and an assigrrnent of 1". We can picture this
result as being obtained by shining a light beam across the figure from

the direction of the upper right hand corner, so that the rays of the

beam have slope tr-l. The expected profit for the policy is determined

by the shadow of the light beam on the expected cost axis, with increas-
lng profit to the Left.

If we shine the light bean on all of the policy polnts simultaneously,
as in Figure 14, the shadows of the policies on the expected cost axis
give the expected profit for each policy. The policy with the leftmost
shadow is the policy of maximum expected profit, and thus lt is the

pollcy that results from evaluation of the decision tree for the given
I. If we shine the light more verticalLy from the top, lower cost
policies will have the leftmost expected profit shadow; as \de shine the
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light more horizontally from the right, higher cost policies will have
the leftmost expected profit shadow. Consideration of the geometry of
this probtem shows that sweeping the light from vertical to horizontal,
that is, sweeping L from zero to infinity, will produce exactly the
donrinant set of policies that were illustrated in Figure 12. Thus,
successive evaluations of the decision tree for different }. assignments
witl sweep out the dominant policies. Algorithms have been developed
that sweep out the entire set with high efficiency.
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III RESULTS

Figure t5a lists severat policies, as well as lnterpretations of
the pollcies, and shows their expected costs and expected value fractlons.
Policy 1 (P1) is interpreted as--fly an initial C3, fotlowed by C4rs

until the program terminates, either by achievement ot L4 or by two

failures in succession. Policy P2 is an initial Cl followed by C4rs,
and P3 is two Clrs foLlowed by C4rs. These are the three optimum policies,
and the interpretations show that as higher dolIar value is attached
to the project the policies becorne more conservative.

Pollcy P6, the stepwise policy, is to start with a Cl, and advance

the configuration sophistication by one step whenever possible. This
policy has the lowest expected fraction of total value. Policy P10 is
the most conrplicated policy. It begins with two Clrs. If the first Cl
achieves Ll, then the project continues with C4rs. If the first Cl
achieves LOr (it fails), then C3's are flown until L2 is attained, and

then C4rs follow. Interpretation of other policies may be read off
Figure 15a.

A11 possible poLicies for Ehe pilot Voyager decision tree 1ie withln
the dashed lines of Figure 15b. Policies PL, P2, and P3 are the dosr-

inant policies. Policy Pl is the minimum expected cost poLicy, whereas

P3 is the maximum expected value fraction policy. Pollcy P2 ls a trade-
off policy that has expected values and costs between those of Pl and

P2. As one would expect, P2 is optimum for intermediate project dollar
value, whereas P3 and Pl are optimum for high and 1ow extremes, respec-
tive ly.

The remainder of the policies shorm are all totally dorinated
policies. Of course, there are many more policies that have not been

examined. A11 of these policies, however, are either totally donrinated

or marginally dominated. The methods described in this paper allow de-
termination of the dominant policies (P1, P2, P3, in this case) without
explicitly considering most of these dominated policies.

Figure 16 illustrates optimal policies for two different value-
tree assigrments, the balanced value assigrment previously descrlbed
and an assigrmrent of al-l vaLue to the life experiment (L4). The dorinant
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policies hrere found by varying the dollar value assignment to the
Voyager Project (I) as descrlbed in the previous section. For either
value assignment, the dominant set of policies consists of policies
denoted Pl, P2, and P3.
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IV CONCLUSIONS AND FTIRTHER I^IORK

Work with the pilot model has provided encouragement that this
approach can be a truly useful one. It has been found that exercising
the model with varylng inputs provides good lnsight into the relative
lmportance of the many factors involved and their interrelationships.
The people using this model have becorne sufficiently proficlent so as to
be abLe to predict in advance the effect of changing value, cost, or
probabllity inputs with reasonable accuracy. The fact that their ability
to do this has improved greatly indicates the improvement in their under-
standing of the interrelationship of the many factors involved. Providing
the decision maker with better understanding of the relative importance
of the many parameters influencing hls decision will certainly be vaLuable.

The model can be exercised in many rdays to provide this better under-
standlng. Most importantLy, sensitivity studies can be carried out to
determine how the optimum declsion policy is affected with changes in the
input parameters. There wilt always be uncertalnty in many of the param-
eters assigned. rf the optimum decision policy is the same over the
range of uncgrtainty, the decision maker need not be too concerned with
determlning the exact numerical vaLues. On the other hand, if the optimum
decision changes over the range of uncertainty, the project manager would
like to dEtermine how much it is worth to reduce the uncertainty. For
example, if the values of two projects that are optimum, depending upon
the exact value of a given parameter are nearly equal, the decision maker
can select the more conservative approach with little sacrifice. Alter-
nativety, it could be that a much more valuable project could be carried
out if he were sure a given probability number h,as nearer to 0.9 than
to 0.7. rn thls case, he is concerned with determlning the cost of a
development program that is required to reduce his uncertainty, and is
assessing whether this cost is warranted in terms of the potential in-
crease in the project va1ue.

An tmportant additional benefit of this analysis is that it provides
a Language for cosrmunicating the structure of the space project and the
data factors relevant to the project decisions. It provides a valuable
mechanlsm for discourse and interchange of information, as well as a

means of delegating the responsibility of determining these factors.
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Based on the promising results of working with the piLot model, a
more complete model has been developed which encompasses nearly all of
the factors involved in selecting the actual Voyager mission configura-
tion. It includes nearly all of the realistic configurations available
within the context of using a Saturn V launch vehicle. It provides a

more precise structure for the assignment of initial values, probabili-
ties and costs, and for updating probabilities and costs based on re-
sults achieved. Figure 17 shows a sumnary comparison of the conrpLexity
of the pilot model with the more complete model. In additlon to the
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features shown in Figure 17, some of the ground rules postulated for the
pilot modet that affect the avaiLable choices at each decision node were

found to be undesirable and these have been modified in the more complete
model.

This advanced model has been prograrrned and is being exercised
currently. Too few runs have been made at this time to allow presenta-
tion of meaningful results.

If the model is as useful as expected, it can be a valuable tool
throughout the life of Voyager Project. As the project progresses, the
knowledge of costs, probabilities and values will improve as a result
of development programs and flights. The effect of this lmproved knowt-
edge can be factored into the decision process each time a configura-
tion must be selected for the next opportunity.
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